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TAIMJD  TORAH  .iND  PUBLIC  SCHDOIS 

by 

Moses  
Levin,  

Principal  

of  a  Talmud  
To  rah 

The  third  impediment  obstruoting  the  progress  of  che  Talmud  Torah  is  tUe  eii5)loy-  5. 
ment  of  a  non-authoritative  and  vague  system  of  teaching  Hebrew*  It  is  a  well-  ̂  
known  fact  that  when  someone  wishes  to  express  himself  clearly,  he  uses  a  Ian-  [Z 
go&Lge  which  is  understood  by  the  person  or  p^Ti^y  with  whom  he  converses,  and  ^ 
words  which  are  so  simple  and  xinderstandable  that  the  listener  should  be  inter-  ^ 
ested  in  whatever  is  being  discussed*  When  one  does  not  understand  vAiat  is 
being  told  to  him  he  loses  interest  in  the  conversation;  no  sooner  is  his  inter- 

est lost,  than  every  effort  made  to  tell  him  anything  is  wasted*  If  this  S=f 
generalization  be  true  among  adults  we  must  conclude  that  it  is  also  true,  even 
to  a  greater  extent,  aiK>ng  children* 

Our  neighbors  who  support  the  public  schools  understand  the  above-mentioned 
mazlBU  They,  therefore,  are  very  much  concerned  in  selecting  only  the  most 
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simple  and  nost  interesting  lessons  for  the  beginner  so  that  he  can  easily  ̂  
grasp  the  meaning  and  become  interested  in  the  subject,  V/e  v/ould  c.lso  like  to 
carry  out  this  maxim,  but  before  v;e  can  do  it  we  are  confronted  with  a  specific 

question  v/hich  must  be  ansv/ered*  The  question  is:   ̂ V/hich  language  is  more 
familiar  to  the  Jewish  child,  English  or  Yiddish  JT.   e»,  in  which  language 

should  the  Hebrew  subject  matter  be  translated,  English  or  Hebrej^?* 

CD 
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Apparently  the  best  v;ay  to  answer  this  question  would  be  to  give  a  certain 
number  of  children  in  a  locality  a  language  test  and  determine  the  percentage 
of  children  who  understand  one  language  or  the  other.  The  language  employed 
as  a  medium  would  then  differ  with  the  locality:  Yiddish  would  be  used  in  those    fo 

areas  where  the  children  understand  Yiddish,  and  English  where  it  is  better       ^ 
imderstood. 

Various  opihions  are  very  often  expressed  by  members  of  the  board  of  education 
of  the  same  Talmud  Torah.  Some  believe  that  American  children,  because  they 
attend  the  public  scbools,  understand  English  better  than  Yiddish*  Therefore, 
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Hebrew  shoiild  be  taught  with  English  as  the  explanatory  tongue#  Others  oppose 
the  use  of  English  as  the  explanatory  tongue.  They  say  that  by  using  this 
language  system,  the  teacher  will  completely  estrange  the  children  from  their 
parents,  from  their  older  relatives,  and  from  the  Jev/ish  people  who  are 
scattered  throughout  the  entire  world.  It  is,  therefore,  a  sacred  obligation 
to  teach  in  Yiddish  only  in  the  Talmud  Torah,  the  school  for  religious  training. 

The  Hebraists  then  appear  on  the  scene  saying:  English  is  a  gentile  language; 
Yiddish  is  not  our  original  language;  only  Hebrev;  was  the  language  of  our 
prophets,  kings,  and  poets.  Hebrev;  is  our  ancient  mother  tongue,  and  it  should, 
therefore,  be  the  language  of  instruction.  V/e  do  not  \7ish  to  delve  into  the 

above-mentioned  proposition,  and  we  shall  completely  omit  our  personal  opinion 
as  to  who  is  right  because  that  is  not  the  purpose  of  this  article.  We  merely 
V7ish  to  observe  that  our  strength  is  being  wasted  and  expended  in  numerous 
channels,  in  diversified  debate  on  the  difficulties  confronting  us  in  solving 

the  problem  of  Hebrev;  instruction—not  to  mention. 2^©  time  spent/^  discussing 
the  general  question  of  our  educational  philosophy.  The  public  schools  do  not 
experience  this  /difficult;^. 
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The  './est  Side  schools  can  serve  as  an  exangple.  There  are  three  schools  In 
that  locality.  Each  has  a  different  system  of  teachinc  the  Hebrew  subject  matter. 
T\70  schools  are  conducting  their  classwork  in  English  and  one  in  Hebrew.  Now 
what  can  be  said  about  the  others? 

The  fundaLiontal  principle  of  ̂ instruction  deals  with  the  arrangement  of  the 

studies.  A  systematica  course  of  study  is  the  most  essential  thing.  If  this  is 
lacking,  nothinp3  can  bo  accomplished.  If  each  Talmud  Torah  inaugurates  its  ovm. 
program  it  follov/s  then  that  a  child  who  is  transferred  from  one  Talmud  Torah  to 
another  loses  whatever  knowledge  he  had  previously  acquired.  Tlie  public  school 
has  practically  one  method,  one  systen^   and  one  program  throughout  the  entire 
land.  Whenever  a  child  is  transferred  from  one  school  to  another  school  he  takes 

along  a  transfer  card  which  indicates  the  grade  he  is  in,  and  he  is  immediately   cJt 
placed  In  his  proper  class. 

The  study  course  must  be  a  graded  one,  and  must  conform  with  the  degree  of  the 

child's  development.  ';/hen  a  child  is  taught  to  count,  for  exariple,  you  being 
by  illustrating  one  object  and  then  another  object—then  you  explain  to  him  that 

Ok3 
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one  and  one  are  tv;o»  It  would  uj  iupractical,  even  foolisl.,  to  teach  a  child 
larger  numerals  when  he  has  no  conception  or  sinallor  ones.  Multiplication 
cannot  be  taught  without  a  laiov;lodco  oT  addition* 

I  shall  nov:  leave  the  probleii  of  elei.ientary  studies  and  discuss  that  of  the 
study  of  the  Pentateuch.  The  child  translates,  for  exanplu,  ti.e  phrase 

Va-yome3>  (and  he  said),  and  he  evidently  understands  the  meaninc  of  7a-yomer» 
Take  away,  hov/ever,  the  prefix  Yo^   (and)  fron  Vayomer  and  he  does  not  knov;  what     5 
Yoinar  (he  v/ill  say)  /tIiq   v;ord  Yoinar  alone  is  in  the  future  tense,  but  \vhen  the 
prefix  7a  is  added  the  tense  automatically  bocones  past  and  the  Yoinar  becomes 

Yomer.  Tlie  word  ̂ 'iiaar  is  the  third  person,  masculine  singular,  basic  conju- 
gation forn  of  the  Kebrev;  word  "said'^jj/  means.  The  word  Amar  is  entirely 

foreisn  to  him.  I,  therefore,  ask  a  simple  question:  Kov;  can  a  child  be 
taui^lit  tlie  numeral  three  before  knov/ing  anything  about  one?  Ciuite  frequently 
I  meet  children  who  have  studied  three,  or  even  all  five,  books  of  the  Pentateuch 
but  cannot  translate  correctly  even  one  cliapter.  Thousands  of  dollars  are  i;asted 
in  this  manner  on  Jewish  studies  annually.  Thoy  yield  small  results  because  vxe 
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are  disunited — because  anarcliy  prevails  in  our  iiidst. 

And  v;hat  about  composition?  In  every  countr;^''  in  the  world  lancua^e  is  not 
taucbt  witliout  teacliinc  the  pupil  hov:  to  vni'ite  it.  Composition  is  an  iiii^  ^ 
portant  factor  in  helping  the  child  to  rener.Tber  a  v;ord  since  he  studies  the  ^ 

separate  letters  of  the  word  he  is  ".VvTitinc*  In  the  Talmud  Torahs  conposition  ^ 
v/as  completely  ignored,  and  that  is  the  reason  'ivhy  the  instructor  did  not  ^-" 
succeed.  Me  conduct  classes  in  Bible,  TaLiud,  and  Rashi  ̂ ^ommentary  on  the  S 
Pentateuch  and  most  of  the  Talnu^,  but  v/e  icnore  the  Liain  thing,  writing. 
It  is,  therefore,  not  surprising:  that  our  synagogue  leaders  and  many  of  our 

teachers  vdio  are  capable  of  detecting  grammatical  errors  in  books  and  nev;s-  . 
papers  cannot  vrrite  a  letter  without  Liaking  mistiilces.  Since  the  founders  of 
the  Talmud  Torahs  were  Jev;s  wlio  belonged  to  the  older  generation  and  who  s 
studied  at  a  time  v/hen  writing  was  given  but  little  attention  because  it  v.^s 
not  considered  essential,  it  is  not  surprising  that  children  who  studjr  the 

Talmud  haven* t  the  least  understanding  of  the  language.  Tliey,  therefore, 
forget  everything  upon  leaving  the  Talraid  Torah  or  Yeshivah.  That  is  wliy  the 
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progress  of  the  Tali:iud  Torah  has  been  so  retarded. 

Nov;  let  us  deal  v/ith  the  contents  of  the  course  of  study  itself •  VJhich  parts 
of  the  Pentateuch  should  be  taught  to  small  children  first  v;hen  they  begin  to 
study  the  Pentateuch?  I.!any  teachers  agree  that  several  parts  of  the  Pentateuch 
should  not  be  taught  to  young  children:  namely,  the  story  of  Lot  and  his 

daughters,  Joseph* s  experiences  ^^ith  the  v/ife  of  PotiphaiT'i  etc»  The  rabbis v;ill  then  ask:  *'v;iiy  skip?  V/e  studied  everything  and  it  didn't  ham  us.  Every-  S 
thing  should  be  taught  to  the  child  from  *the  beginning  of  Genesis  to  the  end 
of  Leviticus.  *•♦ 

-T7 
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V/e  now  face  still  another  question  which  is  very  important.  If  this  question 
were  properly  answered  the  wrangling  would  cease.  Hie  quest^ion  is:  \.Tiat  is 
the  Talmud  Torah,  a  school  v;here  Eebrew  should  be  taught  as  a  language  or  a 
religious  school  \^lhere  Jewish  children  should  be  taught  the  practices  of  the 
Jewish  religion?  The  progressive  element  argues  that  Ilebreiv  is  a  language 
like  every  other  language.  It  should  not  be  considered  holy;  it  should  not 

be  embalmed  and  used  only  for  praj^'ers  in  the  synagogues.  Hebrev;  should  be  used 
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daily;  we  should  converse  and  v/rite  in  Hebrew.  In  the  TaLmid  Torch  Hebrew 
should  be  taught  as  a  languac©  having  no  connection  vath  relir.ion.  In  the 
public  school  it  is  legally  forbidden  to  toach  religion;  that  is  v/hy  the 

public  schools  are  niore  successful •  '  " 

The  more  conservative  Jev/s  argue,  on  the  other  h^nd,  that  the  puirpose  of  p 
teaching  children  Hebrev;  is  that  they  should  understand  tlie  Bible  and  reriain  '^ 
true  Jews*  A  great  deal  of  energy"  should  not  be  expended  on  the  Hebrew  Ian-  =c 
guage  proper.  3y  not  acknov;ledgin:j  the  sacredness  of  Hebrew  v/e  tear  out  the  ^  h- 
essence  and  spirit  of  Jewish  life  and  we  shall  quickly  perish.  They  also  state  q 
that  religion  is  not  taught  in  the  public  schools  because  the  pupils  are  com- 

posed of  various  nationalities  and  creeds.  Tlierefore,  no  single  interpretation 
can  be  taught  since  this  would  arouse  great  protest.  The  TaliP-ud  Torah  is  a 
Jeivish  scliool,  however,  composed  of  Jewish  students  and  supported  by  Jews; 
Hebrev/  should  bo  taught  there  priiiiarily  for  the  purpose  of  understanding  the 
great  book,  the  Bible,  Jewish  histor;%  Jewish  religion,  and  everything  else 
pertaining  to  Judaism. 
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These  are  the  dilutes-- the  different  opinions  regarding  our  courses  of  study — 
which  hinder  the  progress  of  the  Taliaud  Torah»  We  discussed  the  above-mentioned 
facts  regarding  the  course  of  study  because  they  reveal  how  much  lack  of  unity 
there  exists  in  th#  courses  of  study  in  the  various  Talmud  Torahs*  Ail  the 

facts  pointed  out  are  very  important;  they  should  interest  the  principals  and 

teachers  of  the  Talmud  Torahs  as  well  as  the  pupils ♦  parents.  Steps  should  be 
taken  to  alleviate  or  solve  this  difficult  problem. 
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•   ̂   TALLIUD  TORAE  AI©  PUBLIC  SCHOOLS 
by  '  :? 

LSoses  Levin,  Principal  of  a  Talmud  To  rah  2 

In  the  previous  article  ̂ ame  title,  Courier,  Llarch  30,  19137*  we  have  pointed  Z^ out  that  one  of  the  reasons  why  the  Talmud  Torah  does  not  make  as  imxch  progress  "o 
as  the  public  school  is  because  the  classes  meet  during  a  very  poor  time  of  day.  o 
In  this  article  we  shall  discuss  the  problem  of  school  housing,  especially  the  oo 
striking  difference  between  the  two  types  of  school  buildings  and  their  effect  C^ 
on  the  children. 

• 

Jev/s,  more  than  any  other  nation,  were  the  first  nation  in  the  world  to  recog- 
nize the  importance  of  child  education — at  a  time  v/hen  there  wasn't  even  a  trace 

of  a  school  ̂ mong  the  other  nationsT"*  In  one  of  the  brilliant  passages  of  the Talmud  the  story  of  the  establishment  of  a  large  Jewish  school  is  related.  It 
was  called  the  Yeshivah  ben  Gamlah*  The  rabbis  said  Judaism  was  preserved  be- 

cause of  the  merits  of  the  Yeshivah. 
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It  would  appear,  therefore,  that  the  Jev;s  should  have  solved  this  problerni—the 
school  problem— and  should  have  a  better  understanding  of  it  tlian  any  other 

nation.  Unfortunately,  the  contrary  is  true.  Other  nations  i'.ave  surpassed  us 
In  this  respect.  V/e  are  backivard. 

Let  us  consider  the  structure  housing  ̂ Hebrew  school  and  a  public  schoolj^, 
and  note  the  great  difference.  The  public  school  building  is  large  and  possesses 
every  convenience:  a  beautiful  entrance,  v/indows  reinoved  froia  the  street  to 

prevent  any  Interference  with  the  lesson,  and  large  playgrounds.  As  the  child    :— 
enters  the  school  he  begins  to  feel  a  certain  amount  of  respect  toward  it.  In-   ̂  

side  the  school  building  the  rooms  arc  clean,  well-ventilated,  and  v;ell-lighted;   ^ 
the  equipment  is  the  best,  most  beautiful,  and  costliest.  ITothlng  seems  too 
good  for  the  health  and  corofort  of  the  pupil. 

Such  a  situation  liiakes  a  good  impression  on  the  pupil.  His  physical  health  is 
safeguarded  as  well  as  his  intellectual  development.  A  doctor  is  within  the 
school  premises  in  case  of  sickness,  and  a  fire  escape  and  fire  alarms  are 

"XD 
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available  in  order  to  safeguard  the  pupils  in  time  of  danger. 

Eosts  of  people  support  the  public  schools.  They  have  plenty  of  money  and 
millions  of  workers  who  are  en^-iG^d  in  educational  \;ork  and  who  are  planning 
how  to  improve  the  school  building  as  well  as  the  educational  system*  ^ 

The  difference  between  the  buildinc  situation  in  the  public  schoo^-s  and  the  _^ 

Talmid  Torahs  now  becomes  clear.  It  is  well  known  hov;  a  TalXiiud  Torah  is  '^ 
established.  The  masses  are  usually  indifferent.  Only  a  few  Jews,  prominent  3 
individuals  interested  in  Je\7i3h  education,  assemble  and  decide  to  build  a  2 
Talmud  Torah  before  they  even  drean  of  buying  a  lot.  They  begin  to  gather  ^ 

collections  and  then  start  to  v:ork  on  their  plans.  They  also  act  as  archi-  ^ 
tects,  drawing  up  a  plan  for  the  school.  Then,  "with  the  aid  of  God,"  the 
building  is  completed,  the  name  "Talmud  Torah"  is  given  to  it,  and  classes 
are  opened  in  it  for  study. 

We  do  not  wish  to  stop  and  spealc  of  Talmud  TorahG  v;here  children  are  taught 
in  garrets,  v/here  the  floors  have  not  been  \mshed  since  creation  (this,  of 

en 
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course,  is  not  iiaportant  in  education!),  and  v/here  the  pupils  xTrite  profane 
language  on  the  dusty  v;indov;s.  Such  Talimid  Tbrahs  are  not  v;orth  discussing 

because  they  do  nore  ham  tlian  good.  V/hen  v/e  spealc  of  Talmud  Torahs  i-^e  mean  :^ 
those  buildings  that  v;erc  originally  built  for  educational  purposes.  These  2 
structures  are  usually  close  to  the  street  and  have  no  playgrounds  v/here  chil-  3 
dren  can  spend  their  tine  before  going  to  class.  Tliere  aro  no  ventilators,  no  r; 
good  seats,  and  no  fire  escapes*  liJven  those  Talmud  Torahs  which  have  fire  ~d 
esc?.pes  lack  fire  alarr.is.  Tlie  cori'idors  leading  to  the  different  classes  are  o 
darl:  and  narrov;,  and  the  steps  are  made  of  wood.  l^ 

I  do  not  know  who  constructed  our  Talmud  Torahs.  I  am  sure,  however,  that  they 
had  no  love  or  devotion  to  Jewish  education  \;hen  they  built  them.  They  made  a 
few  mistakes— for  v/hich  the^/  cannot  be  blamed — whatever  cannot  be  amended  cannot 
be  helped.  Yet  such  trivial  things  as  fire  alarms  can  be  installed  at  any  time. 

In  the  public  schools  tlie  windov/s  are  installed  in  such  a  ;Tay  that  the  light 
should  enter  on  the  left  side  of  the  child — so  that  his  hand  should  not  hide 
the  light  v/hen  v/riting.  \Ie   conduct  our  classes  in  SLiall  rooms  where  sunshine 

en 
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never  enters.  In  the  public  schools  the  roons  are  measured  in  order  to  de- 
termine the  air  capacity,  and  therebj^  know  hov;  many  pupils  can  be  accomiiiodated 

in  one  classroom,  lie  crowd  seats  into  our  rooms  and  coiimand  tv;o  children  to 
sit  at  a  sinr;;le  desk.  The  children  are  pressed  tocether  like  sardines  in  a  can.   ^ 
A  law  v;as  at  one  time  enforced  among  us  v/hich  did  not  permit  a  teacher  to  have     ^ 

more  than  tx/enty-five  pupils,  llov;  v;e  allov;  classes  including  anjri'/here  from      'p: 
thirty-five  to  sixty  pupils  to  exist.  ^ 

Some  v/ill  say  that  it  is  foolish  to  point  out  the  need  for  a  beautiful  Talmud  2 

Torah  when  wliat  w*e  need  is  a  £;ood  educational  system.  Our  parents  studied  in  c>j> 
poor  schools  and  studied  there  with  pleasure.  They  knew^  nothing  about  public  C3 
scliools  or  their  modern  conveniences.  School  included  all  of  their  interests  *^ 
in  life  and  could  be  compared  to  nothing  else. 

In  xinerica,  however,  we  should  point  out  that  the  situation  is  entirely  differ- 
ent. VJhen  the  Jewash  child  leaves  the  beautiful  public  school  and  enters  the 

Talmud  Torah  he  loses  respect  for  his  Jewish  studies,  the  teacher,  and  the 
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principal.  And  v;hen  respect  is  lost — everything  is  lost. 

School  housinci  therefore,  is  the  second  thing  which  obstructs  the  progress 
of  our  Taliaud  Torahs.  ..lien  I  consider  the  detriiaent  v/hich  stands  in  our  ivay 
on  the  one  hand,  and  the  work  v/e  have  accomplished  on  the  other  hand,  I  marvel 
at  the  patience  possessed  by  the  Jev/ish  teacher  and  the  knowledge  that  the  chil- 

dren have  gained  during  the  season. 

o 
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TAIMJD  TORAIB  AM)  PDBLIC  SCHOOLS 

by 

Ifoees  
Levin,  

Principal  

of  a  Talmud  
Torah 

We  return  to  the  old  problem  of  education  which  should,  and  must,  Interest  every 
father  and  teacher,  and  anyone  concerned  with  Jewish  education*  This  problem  is 
a  very  old  one.  Ancient  problems  are  always  great  problems.  No  one  has  ever     ig 
declared  a  problem  superfluous  merely  because  it  was  ancient • 

One  of  our  outstanding  social  workers  asked  me:  **Why  canH  we  make  the  Talmud 
Torahs  as  good  as  our  public  scbools-*-for  poor  children  as  well  as  for  rich?  Why 
should  the  results  of  Hebrew^school  instruction  not  be  as  good  as  those  of  the 
public  schools?  These  questions  are  important-<-they  are  vital  issues.  If  these 
questions  could  be  answered,  it  seems  to  me  that  the  problems  of  Jewish  education 
In  America  would  be  automatically  solved. 

It  is  true  that  the  TaLmid  Torah  in  America  is  not  considered  as  Important  as  the 
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Euxopean  Talmud  Torah*  In  Europe  the  Talmud  Torah  was  for  children  of  poor 
parents,  but  In  America,  where  experienced  teachers  are  rare,  even  rich  parents 
cannot  secure  competent  teachers  for  their  children.  It  Is  as  much  the  sacred 
obligation  of  the  conciunlty  to  provide  the  schools  attended  by  rich  children 
with  competent  teaching  staffs,  as  It  Is  Its  sacred  duty  to  provide  free  school-  ^ 
Ing  for  poor  children*  ^ 

0\ir  problem  becomes  more  difficult,  however,  when  we  attempt  to  solve  these  £7 
questions:  What  are  the  chief  Impediments  which  obstruct  and  hinder  the  progress  ^3 
of  the  Talmud  Torah?  Why  shouldnH  the  Talmud  Torah  actually  become  the  focal  o 
point 9  the  lighthouse,  for  general  Jewish  education  In  America?  We  need  not  go 

too  far  ̂ ^  secure  the  answersT"*  Anyone  can  readily  see  that  one  of  the  reasons wby  the  progress  of  the  Talmud  Torah  Is  retarded  Is— -tlme«  We  should  not  forget 
that  In  Europe  the  child  went  to  the  Talmud  Torah  about  twelve  hours  a  day  for 

six  years— until  he  was  twelve  or  thirteen  years  old*  Tet,  ̂ n  spite  of  this 

period  of  tralnlngT't  ninety  per  cent  of  the  masses  of  Orthodox  Jews  who  attended the  European  Talmud  Torah  cannot  read  the  prayc^rs  Intelligently— -let  alone  the 
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Pentateuch  or  Rashl  /coinnientary  on  the  Pentateuch^^  ̂ e  Institution  existed; 
but  It  accoiig>llshed  very  little  considering  the  time  the  child  spent  there. 

The  period  during  which  the  Jewish  child  studies  Jewish  subjects  in  America  Is 
the  worst  possible  time  of  the  day.  After  spending  his  whole  day  In  public  ^ 

school,  the  Jewish  child  must  go  to  Hebrew  school  at  four  o'clock  in  the  after-  ̂  
noon,  while  other  children  are  doing  their  homework  or  playing  outdoors.  Tired,  ̂  
nervous,  and  often  hungry  the  child  enters  the  classroom  and  begins  his  Hebrew  ^ 
studies  for  two  or  three  hours.  :^ o 

CXI 

CoB5)arlng  the  time  spent  in  the  public  school  and  in  the  Hebrew  school,  we  can   ci? 
easily  see  why  the  Talmud  Torahs  cannot  progress  as  much  as  the  public  schools. 
I  wish  to  state  that  the  Talmud  Torahs  do  even  more  work  and  attain  better 
results  than  the  public  schools,  considering  the  time-  limitation  element. 

Note  how  the  Catholics  understand  this  problem  better  than  we  Jews.  They  have 
separate  schools  where  they  teach  their  children  their  dogmas  during  the  best 
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time  of  the  day*     Give  us  schools  where  we  can  have  the  children  during  the 
entire  day  and  where  they  will  devote  their  time  to  Jewish  studies  only—then 
you  shall  see  than  we  can  accoii5)lish  much  lODre  than  the  teacher  in  the  European        ̂  
Talmud  Torah.     Then  we  could  also  be  favorably  compared  to  the  public  schools*  ^ 

r— 

Our  rabbis,  the  faithful  guards  of  Judaism,  should  know  that  the  future  of  Juda-  C 

ism  in  America  depends  upon  the  education  we  will  give  our  children*  They  should  "^ 
consider  the  proposal  of  establishing  a  Jewish  school  where  Hebrew  will  be  taught  2 
during  the  day  and  English  at  ni^t*  In  the  meantime,  we  should  be  satisfied  lo 
with  the  Talmud  Torah  and  do  the  best  we  can  with  it*  § 
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JEJISII  JDUC;.TIOII  FOR  GIHLd 

(Zditorial) 

Several  younc  Jewish  nen  and  women  in  Chicago  have  recentlj^  become  interested 
in  the  matter  of  Jewish  education  for  cirls.  Accordinc  to  their  views,  Jev/ish 
education,  in  which  the  best  Jev\^s  are  interested,  is  denied  to  the  female  sex. 

They,  therefore,  are  determined  to  establish  an  organization  to  be  called   ^   *   ::S 
Agudoth  Beth  Sefer  Lenaaroth*  The  procram  in  the  school  for  Girls  will  include   ^ 
course  in  Hebrew,  Bible,  Jewish  history,  Hebrew  literature,  and  national  and      cd 
Hebrew  soncs.  The  fee  will  be  only  fifteen  cents  a  week. 
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The  ovQOinizQvs  of  this  croup  know  that  it   is  impossible  to  create  somethinc  of 
importance  if  the  duos  are  so  small.     Tliey  are,  therefore,  atten^ptinG  to  secure 
the  support  of  generous  hearted  i.ien  for  the  aYGudoth  Beth  Sefer  Lenaaroth  so 
that  the  best  teachers  may  be  hired  and  the  finest  methods  of  teaching  intro- 

duced.    Tliere  is  no  doubt  tliat   such  a  school  is  a  necessity  in  so  larce  a  Jewish 
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coiimranity  as  Chicacp*     It   is  also  natural  tliat  as  a  result  of  the  cba.iices  in 
the  social  structure,  which  are  constantly  occurring;  in  our  ov;n  tinen,   the 
Vy'oraan  v/ill  becorie  ::ore  inder>endent. 

-a 

Truthfully  spoakin::,   ;vo  arc  not  so  riuch  in  need  of  an  organization  to  extend  ^ 

Jewish  education  to  Je.vish  ii;irls.     '.Tnat  Chicaco  needs  is  an  organization  to  r= 
extend  Jo;;ioh  education  to  Jewish  children.     Tlie  first   question,  therefore,  -^ 
v;hich  we  can  put  before  these  noble  people   is:      If  you  have  tho  financial  and  5 
cultural  opportunity  to  erect   Jev.dsh  school — let  us  assuiae  even  only  one 
modern  Je;/ish  school — \:hy  should  boys  be  excluded  from  thiat  scliool?     2ven  the 
centile  suffragettes  deincind  oiily  an  equal  status  for  women.     .Aiy  should  these 
Jev:s  CO  farther  and  bar  boys  from  securing  a  r.iodern  Jev/ish  education? 

It  is  true  tlxat  the  Talr.iud  Torahs,   v;hich  were  established  up  to  date,   -.-ore 
founded  upon  Jewisli  relicious  principles;   and,  because  m)mea  are  exempt  from 

fulfilling  religious  obligations ,  the  Talmud  Torahs  become  "masculine  iiisti- 
tution**  from  v/hich  ̂ irls  were  barred.     Nevertheless,   it   is  also  true  that  the 
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future  Talmud  Torahs  which  v/ill  be  built  in  the  Chicaco  Jewish  community  v/ill  be 
established  upon  broader  principles •  Religion  v;ill  be  merely  one  of  the  many 
studies  taught  there*  V/lien  the  Chicago  Jewish  community  is  ready  to  establish 
these  Talmud  Torahs  then  the  question  of  Jewish  educatioh  for  girls  will  become 
a  part  of  the  question  of  Jewish  education  for  JevriLsh  children* 

Instead  of  spending  time  in  solving  a  phase  of  Jev/ish  education — each  one 

adhering  to  a  different  opinion,  creating  confusion,  and  obstructing  the  practi- 
cal work  to  be  done-- it  would  certainly  be  much  better  if  those  v/ho  are  devoted 

to  Jewish  education  would  create  a  suitable  system  of  education  for  boys  and 

girls. 
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OUR  CHILDREN 

by 

Moses  Levin,  a  Principal  in  a  Taliaud  To  rah 

The  problem  remaining  Editor's  note:  this  is  the  last  of  a  series  of  articles  ^ 
by  the  same  autlioi7  is  the  method  a  teacher  should  use  in  order  to  be  success-  ^ 
ful  in  teaching  his  course  of  study*  /in  order  to  solve  this  probleij^,  the  ^ 
first  prerequisite  is  that  competent  and  experienced  teachers  should  be  en-  ^ 
gaged.  It  is  a  well-known  fact  that  a  non-experienced  craftsman  will  itiin  his  5 
work  even  though  he  possesses  the  most  elaborate  tools,  and  a  poor,  incompetent  2 
teacher  vdll  not  help  his  students  become  proficient  even  though  he  ei!5:»loys  the  ^ 

best  methods,  A  simple,  ordinary,  practical,  but  mechanical  method  of  teaching  ^^ 
Hebrew,  like  that  used  until  the  present,  can  be  employed  by  **common^*  teachers — 
by  people  with  "average"  knov/ledge;  but  it  will  bring  the  least  possible  resiilts. 
A  new  method,  adaptable  to  the  mental  faculties  of  a  child,  and  adjustable  to 
the  differences  of  the  children  sliould  be  put  into  practice.  Such  a  method 
requires  correct  application,  a  knowledge  of  which  few  teachers  possess*  Any  # 
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teacher  can  poxind  the  alphabet  into  the  minds  of  his  pupils;  but  teaching  them 

to  read  intelligently  instead  of  mechanicallj'-  is  another  matter. 

To  continue  v/lth  the  old  methods,  with  the  antiquated  system,  is  very  bad*  In 
order  to  improve  our  teaching,  a  new  method — one  which  will  be  a  Jewish,  national 
method  and  will  be  suited  in  our  land  and  to  the  present  conditions — and  good 
practical  teachers  who  can  apply  the  method  in  a  practical  manner  are  needed.     ^n 
Where  can  we  get  such  teachers?  p 

"TO 

The  teacher  in  an  American  Talmud  Torah  must  have  a  thorough  knowledge  of  the  § 

Hebrew  language,  the  Bible,  Hebrew  grammar,  Talmud,  and  modem  Hebrew  litera-  ^ 
ture.  He  must  also  have  a  good  command  of  the  English  language.  The  children  S 
are  Americans,  and  if  the  t6»acher  does  not  speak  English  properly  they  will 
lose  respect  for  him.  He  must  be  a  practical  teacher,  love  his  profession, 
and  be  devoted  entirely  to  the  Jewish  stxadies. 

The  Chicago  Jewish  teachers  cling  to  teaching  as  part-time  work~as  an  addition 

CJI 
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to  their  chief  financial  sources,  liost  of  them  are  shohatira  who  are  engaged 
in  slaughtering  animals  during  the  day  and  v/ho  conduct  classes  in  the  evenings • 
Very  often  they  come  to  class  unprepared  to  assign  work*  Usually  th^  are 

tired  from  overwork  and  their  hands  and  face  are  covered  with  drops  of  blood.     ^ 
Other  teachers  work  in  the  factories  until  3  P.  M.  in  the  afternoon  and  are       5 
very  exhausted  when  they  begin  their  work  in  the  Hebrew  scbDols.  Aggravated      .^ 
and  impatient,  they  pour  out  their  wrath,  anger,  and  grief  piled  up  throughout    p 

the  day  upon  the  children.  This  sort  of  a  teacher,  who  works  part-time  at  a      ^ 
trade  and  part-time  as  a  teacher,  is  a  great  pessimist.  He,  himself,  does  not     § 

believe  in  the  possibility  of  /giving  a  child^  a  good  Jewish  education  in  Ameri-   ^ ca#  His  soul  is  filled  with  despondency.  He  detests  his  work.  He  looks  forward 
to  the  happly  day  when  he  will  be  able  to  discard  his  teaching  profession  when     <j^ 

he  can  get  rid  of  this  ̂ ♦cheap*'  and  "ungracious"  profession. 

There  are,  however,  several  intelligent  young  men  who  have  good  command  of  both 
the  Hebrew  and  English  language.  Obviously  they  v/ould  make  good  teachers — in 
fact,  they  can  become  excellent  teachers  within  a  very  short  time.  They  possess 
the  prerequisites  in  satisfactory  proportions.  They,  however,  refuse  to  become 
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teacliers  in  Talmud  Torahs  since  the  wages  are  extremely  low  and  the  work  is  so 
hard.  The  xvages  are  tragically  lowj  I  believe  that  picking  feathers  from 
chickens  pays  imich  more.  Is  it  then  surprising  that  the  teachers  seek  other 
positions?  The  salary  they  receive  as  teachers  is  barely  sufficient  to  supply 
a  wife  and  children  with  food.  And  with  what  vjill  they  pay  rent  or  buy  clothing?  ̂  

We  may  say  that  the  officials  of  the  Talmud  Torahs  in  Chicago  do  not  wish  to  ^ 

consider  the  necessity  of  an  intelligent  insii  inaking  a  decent  living — a  man  <Z 
in  whose  hands  lies  the  futiire  of  Judaism  in  .^imerica;  vho  is  engaged  in  the 
most  sacred  of  Jewish  tasks,  teaching;  who  is  the  peacemaker  in  a  school; 
and  who  must  influence  and  rear  the  future  Je^vish  generation  in  this  country. 

In  fact,  the  teacher  makes  less  than  the  poorest  /dress/"  operator.  Poverty 
leads  to  many  ̂ ^impleasantT'  situations.  He  finds  no  peace  in  his  home;  the grief  of  his  wife  and  his  children  embitter  his  life.  He  must  resort  to  other 
means  of  a  livelihood.  He  must  lower  himself  and  become  ingratiate ry.  Our 
officials  of  the  Talmud  Torahs  are  responsible  for  bringing  such  a  condition 
about  by  fixing  such  low  salaries  for  the  teachers.  The  day  is  not  far  when 
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the  directors  and  the  teachers  will  set  forth,  each,  their  new  demands — the 
former  will  plead  for  better  teachers,  whereas  the  latter  v/ill  demand  human 
xTagesJ  Moreover,  I  wish  to  state  with  positiveness  that  so  long  as  the 
teachers'  work  is  evaluated  at  such  a  low  level — so  lone  as  the  wages  will 
be  so  drastically  low — so  long  will  we  not  have  any  real  professional  teachers, 
and  so  long  will  we  have  to  wait  before  scientific  methods  will  be  applied  in     ^ 
all  the  Jewish  schools  of  Chicago* 

y> 

/sevevQ.!   things  can  be  done  to  better  the  situatio^.  First,  all  Jews  should     t^ 
demand  of  the  directors  that  a  unified  system  should  be  set  up  to  include  all     g 
the  Jewish  schools  in  Chicago*  All  the  teachers  should  then  unite  themselves     ^ 

into  one  association — at  least  the  outstanding  professional  teachers  of  Chicago*   g 
The  teachers  should  discuss  the  various  methods  of  education  and  hear  lectures     5=i 
on  the  subject*  Such  a  union  of  all  the  Jewish  schools  and  of  the  better 
teachers  would  help  a  great  deal  in  improving  the  system  of  Ilebrev/  instruction. 
Moreover,  propaganda  on  the  subject  of  education  should  be  disseminated  among 
the  parents  so  that  they  may  become  more  interested  in  the  material  welfare  of 
the  teachers*  Let  us  trust  that  we  have  enough  people  in  Chicago  who  will 
undertake  this  difficult,  but  vital  task* 
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OUR  CHILDREN 

by 

MDses  Levin,  Principal  of  a  Talmud  Torah 

We  believe  that  the  method  of  gaining  the  confidence  of  a  child,  so  that  the 
teacher  will  be  considered  as  a  friend,  guide,  and  guardian,  Is  as  follows: 
It  Is  wise  and  good  for  a  teacher  to  amuse  and  entertain  a  beginner  In  a 
Hebrew  school  In  a  sociable  manner,  to  show  him  pictures  and  acquaint  him 
with  their  Hebrew  names,  to  permit  him  to  move  about  freely,  and,  at  the 
same  time,  to  teach  the  child  Hebrew*  Under  no  circumstances  should  the  ^ 
Hebrew  school  be  turned  Into  a  prison.  The  child  must  find  some  attraction  ^ 
In  the  Hebrew  school  which  will  give  him  pleasure*  It  lsn*t  very  sensible  ^ 
to  give  the  young  child  who  can  hardly  connect  the  letters  of  a  word  together  ̂  
a  prayer  book  and  command  him  to  read* 

It  Is  a  well-known  fact  that  a  child  in  first  grade  cannot  read  a  third-grade 
reader,  and  that  a  child  in  the  third  grade  is  unable  to  understcmd  a  seventh- 
gride  reader*  Shakespeare *s  works  are   taught  in  high  school  and  college  for 

-o 
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the  first  time.  Is  o\ir  prayer  book)  which  contains  prose  and  poetry,  any 
easier?  Yet  It  Is  given  as  reading  material  to  a  small  child  after  he  learns 
the  alphabet.  Would  It  not  be  proper  for  the  teacher  to  reconsider  his  tech- 

nique and  employ  a  more  slii?)llf  led  method  whereby  he  can  attain  the  same  pur- 
pose more  easily. 

The  teacher  need  not  walk  blindly  In  his  way.  Let  him  consider  the  suggestions 

of  nature,  and  observe  those  things  which  the  child  likes  best — ^wlth  which  he  Is 
most  familiar.  Why  not  teach  the  child,  at  first,  words  known  to  him:  house- 

hold words  and  names  of  animals  which  he  sees,  understands  and  can  conceive  of 
In  his  mind.  After  he  has  mastered  this  step  give  him  enough  small,  easy  sen- 

tences so  that  he  will  be  able  to  understand  a  short  story  In  Hebrew.  Select 
easy  Hebrew  books  for  children  which  are  attractive  and  Interesting  and  let  the 
child  read  them.  Do  not  give  him  a  prayer  book  or  the  Pentateuch  until  he  knows 
how  to  read.  Prayers  should  also  be  taught  after  the  child  Is  able  to  read.  As 

far  as  the  actual  study  of*  the  Pentateuch  Is  concerned,  notwithstanding  how  dear, 
sacred,  and  precious  we  consider  It  and  how  eager  we  are  to  have  our  children 

en 
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study  It,  It  should  not  be  taught  to  children  before  they  are  adequately  pre- 
pared.  After  a  child  has  acquired  a  sufficient  knowledge  of  Hebrew,  he  can 
then  be  taught  the  Pentateuch* 

The  teacher  should  remeiober,  above  all  other  things,  that  he  Is  dealing  with 
children  wto  possess  different  backgrounds  and  abilities*  There  are  alv/ays 
exceptional  students  which  the  good  teacher  can  pick  out  from  among  his  class* 
The  children  should  be  treated  in  a  mild  and  friendly  manner*  To  scold  and     ^ 

spank  children  is  an  antiquated  method  of  discipline*  Children  can  be  taxight 
valuable  habits  only  by  using  humane  methods. 
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Oim  CHILDISN 

by 

Ibses  Levin 

\Vhat  do  v/e  do  with  our  children  when  v;e  wish  to  teach  then  Judaism  and  bring 
them  up  as  Jev/s7  This  question  was  asked  in  the  last  article,  and  v/e  shall 
endeavor  to  answer  it. 

The  child  is  reared  in  a  home  v/here  he  speaks  English  or  Yiddish  to  his  mother,   3 
the  members  of  his  family,  and  his  playmates. 

The  child  knows  absolutely  nothing  about  Kebrew;  neither  do  his  parents,  nor 
the  other  members  of  the  faraily,  nor  the  people  with  whom  he  comes  in  contact. 
He  is  reared  in  a  Yiddish-  or  an  English-speaking  vrorld;  his  mother  tongue  is 
Yiddish  or  English. 

^Vhen  the  child  begins  Hebrew  school  he  is  told  to  repeat  words  that  are  mean- 
ingless to  himr— words  that  he  never  heard  before  in  his  life.  Tiie  language  is 
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foreign  to  him  and  difficult  to  remeiriberf  As  a  result  he  becomes  discouraged. 

After  the  child  corapletes  the  first  step  involved  in  learning  the  language: 

namely,  becoming  acquainted  with  the  vowels  and  letters  of  the  Plebrav;  alphabet/^ 
he  is  told  to  read  the  separate  letters  together—as  words.  He  still  is  in- 

different to  stud^/ing  the  language.  He  does  not  understand  it.  Nor  does  he 
have  any  conception  of  what  he  reads  or  says.  The  teacher  commands  him  to  read— 
and  he  reads. 

The  child  cannot  be  pleased  \7ith  this  t3rpe  of  a  procedure.  The  words  are  strange 
and  meaningless  to  him.  They  cannot  give  him  a  favorable  impression  of  the  lan- 

guage; on  the  contrary,  they  cause  the  child  to  become  discouraged  with  his 
studies.  The  lessons  become  a  burden  upon  him;  they  tire  him.  He  is  compelled 
to  studj^,  and,  therefore,  he  atterr5)ts  to  absent  himself  from  the  Hebreiv  classes. 

The  parents  ask:  ^\ihy   is  it  that  the  children  are  eager  to  attend  public  school, 
and  run  off  to  school  even  before  it  is  time  to  leave  the  house,  while  they  must 
be  driven  to  attend  Hebrew  school?" 

-a 
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Poor  Innocent  parents!  They  are  not  aware  of  the  fact  that  It  Is  not  the  child's 
faults  No  one  should  wonder  at  the  fact  that  the  child  does  not  want  to  attend 
Hebrew  school* 

It  is  also  not  surprising  that  it  takes  the  Jewish  child  much  longer  to  learn 
to  read  and  write  Hebrew  than  it  does  for  any  other  child  to  learn  the  language 
of  his  race*  The  other  nationalities  teach  a  living  language,  a  language  in 
which  the  child  is  bom  and  bred,  a  langiiage  which  he  hears  cuid  understands* 
We  teach  a  language  which  he  never  hears  at  home,  on  the  streets,  or  anywhere 
else-^a  dead  language » 

It  is  difficult  to  imagine  that  the  other  languages  could  be  successfully  taught 
if  the  child  did  understand  them*  Yet,  among  the  Jews,  a  child  is  taught  to 
read,  to  render  benedictions,  even  to  pray  in  a  language  he  does  not  tinderstand« 
Is  it  not  pitiful? 

The  teacher  [ot  Hebrev^  is  also  in  an  awkward  position  (more  so  than  the  princii)al 
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of  a  Talnud  Torah)  •  Je   can  easilj/-  picture  a  father  demandinG  that  his  child 
be  tau-j;ht  to  recite  the  prayerc  rapidly.  Tlie  teacher  must  fulfill  this  demand, 
and  in  doin^  so,  must  teach  the  child  to  read  sonethinc  he  does  not  understand 
and  soiiiethinc  v;hich  is,  therefore,  uninteresting*  This  task  is  not  an  easy  one.  % 
The  child  v;ho  is  con^oelled  to  riursue  this  course  of  study  for  a  fev;  hours  daily  ^ 
becornes  dissatisfied.  lie  does  not  v;ant  to  tolerate  it.  He  beco:ies  iiomatient,  ^ 

and  tearfully  protests  against  it.  He  becomes  obstinate  and  hardened.  He  looks  [-^ 
upon  tiio  teacher  as  a  tyrant — as  one  v;ho  deprives  hin  of  the  freedon  he  desires  ^ 

so  liuch.  His  contempt  for  the  t*eacher  ̂ rov/s;  Hebrev/  school  becomes  a  prison  i— for  hiu. 

It  is  an  incontrovertible  fact  tliat  mechanical  readinf;  has  no  value.     3^''  reading 
Hebre\;  and  reciting  Hebrev;  prayers  the  chili  does  not  acquire  an  understanding 
of  the  lan^sniaGe. 

!.!lany  people  ..ill  criticize  me  for  tellin-:  the  truth.  A  great  number  v;ill  dare 
to  deny  it.  Others  \;ill  ignore  it,  because  they  do  not  v/ant  to  take  into  con- 

sideration the  present-day  Hebre\;  educational  system.     Every  qualified  teacher. 
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however,   and  every  riclit-thiiilcinG  person  will  admit  that  tlie  facts  I  have 
stated  are  true. 

Every  practical  teacher  v.lll  acree  that  the  relationship  betv/eon  the  teacher 
and  his  pupils  under  such  circiiistances  becoj.ies  hostile  and  even  vindictive. 
Such  a  systen  creates  only  anziety,   Grief,    and  discor<raceraent  for  the  child, 
and  is  rccarded  by  hiii  v;ith  conteupt.     ^Ind  miless  the  teacher  makes  an  ira- 
pression  upon  tlie  student,   he  ̂ he  pupil/ v; ill  detest  and  despise  hiia.     Tlie 
study  V7ill  then  have  no  value  to  the   student. 

The  teacher  v;ho  knovvs  his  profession  observes  and  studies  the  tenporiaent, 
thoughts,   and  sentiiaents  of  the  child.     He  helps  the  child  express  his  abili- 

ties hy  syi.natliizinc  v/ith  liira  and  by  siraplifyinc  thincs.     The  child  then  pays 
stricter  attention,   becomes  more  obedient,  and  studies  more  diligently  and 
v;ith  greater  v;ill  pov/er. 

To  sumiaarize:      Tlie  pupil  must  re^^ard  the  teacher  as  liis  friend,   guardian,   and 
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guide*     Hovj  tho  teacher  can  brine  this  situation  about  imder  the  present 
circuifistances   is  a  quostion  which  v;e  shall  attei.ipt  to  ans\ver  toi.iorrov;. 
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OtJR  VISIT  TO  THE  JESIflSH  TRAINIHO  SCHOOL 
^-^f•»l!•>';^ •-S 

A  magnificent  Instiiufeio^  H&ndel  ar^  the  Jews  of^ 
Qiioago  by  voluntary  oontri  but  lone,   situated  on  Judd  between  Clinton  and^^c^ 
Jeffersoif  streetSt   and  in  the  midst  of  the  Russian-Polish  settlements^ 

containing  now  some  eight  hundred  children  of  both  sexes  and  under  the      'J>pt^ fc     r  V    •  ■»•"    '   ,, 
superintendency  of  Prof*  Gabriel  Bamberger*  c  '  ,        ;:  ̂ ^^^^^^^^^^   -v  -^^^^^ 

.  .1.  ̂ ^ 

The  editor  of  The  Occident  paid  a  brief  visit  to  this  school  last  week  -|^$^Hfe^ 

and  was  most  agreeably  impressed  with  the  system,  ordert  decorum  and  r  ̂̂ ^^^ 
general  arrangement  of  the  school  which  is  destined  to  reform  and  improv#^[^^vt> 

'  J". 

the  new  generation  of  these  helpless  peoplCf  who  were  driven  from  their  ̂ ||;||^;tfM>i 
homes  and  firesides  in  Russia*  We  noticed  many  interesting  features  which %^J^;-;^^^^^^^ 

^^lexhibit  the  acumen  of  a  thorougjh  pedagogue t  euid  by  progressive  instruction  tyik'^"^^^ 

'*::,*, 

-i.;,  ...'i  •~;-;i^;' ^^^ff^leads  the  hands  and  minds  into  channels  of  practical  knowledge^  even  the  *|^  i^i^ll 
/youngest  children  from  3  to  5  yecurs  of  age*  A  corps  of  able  assistant         4i:>S^^S^ 

'^"  "^^teachers  are  at  work  in  carrying  out  the  discipline  and  systematic  studies ^^:i^^^ 
which  are  so  greatly  simplified  and  improved,   that  nothing  can  impede  the     - 

^^^oquiring  of  all  elementary  bremches  of  education*  It  is  not  only  a  pleasure 
"^     A.  .  -     . 
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to  observe  the  deft  hands  of  those  ohildren  in  their  work  but  one  of  the  ; 

^^^'l#^  igreatest  blessings  which  humanity  is  capable  of  bestowing  upon  their  less 
favored  brethren*  Eighteen  spacious  school  rooms  are  now  fully  occupied 
with  these  children*  Prom  the  most  infantile  apartments  to  the  most  ad« 
▼anced  and  higher  branches  of  tuition  this  school  is  a  model*  Ihe  manual 
training  department  is  however  the  great  aim  and  is  destined  to  make  the 
pupils  not  only  self-sustaining  in  after  years  but  useful  members  of i 
society*  The  English  language  only  is  used*  The  kindergarten  for  the  in* 
femtiles  is  one  of  the  most  inductive  of  its  character  in  our  city*  The 

sewing,  dress-making,  embroidering,  mending  and  repairing  departments  are 
well  nigh  perfect*  The  modeling  cmd  designing  in  clay  department  is  a 
feature  which  in  our  youth  was  not  knovm  except  in  schools  of  art  and 
sculpture,  but  even  this  is  a  part  of  this  school  so  as  to  bring  out  all       :  ̂: 
the  genius  and  talent  which  children  and  youth  possess*  Die  greatest 
facilities  are  given  in  this  school*  Great  ccure  is  taken  in  giving  child- 

ren the  physical  exercise  through  gymnastics  and  calisthenics*  , 

^'. 

.*>^' 

''''f^'^'-i:ThB  ventilation  and  heating  of  the  rooms  are  perfect*  The  scholar  of  this    6   -     ::^ 
?^^'V>dnstitution  when  he  graduates  may  retain  a  record  of  his  work  from  the  day'  ?!-^ 

i-.-f 
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jmisa 

.v.- 

/ 

^tS'  he  enters  until  he  leenres  the  institution*  Professor  B€unberger  is  the 

Cy^i ;i>^  other  institutions  in  this  oountry,  which  has  entirely  supplanted  the 
patentee  of  a  triangular  penoil  whioh  is  used  in  this  school  emd  by 

:i<r .i-^ 
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slate  and  slate«penoil«  It  does  away  with  smut,   avoids  the  jorating  euid 
soratohing  so  annoying  to  many*  Altogether,   this  Jewish  Training  l?ohool 
is  a  model  of  its  kind  in  the  Far  West* 
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Chicago  Hebrew  Institute.  P 
English  Classes  Over-Crowded.  ^ 

O 

The  popularity  and  success  of  the  English  classes  have  "been  sufficiently  ^ 
demonstrated  this  season  "by  its  large  registration.   Every  available  class^ 
room  hsis  been  pressed  into  service,  and  as  it  is,  hundreds  of  applicants   oi 
have  been  refused  admission.   The  cle-ss  rooms  have  an  average  attendance  of 
U5  and  every  seat  in  the  room  is  taken.   The  eagerness  with  which  the  young 

immigrant  hurries  to  the  class  room  after  a  hard  day*s  work,  and  then  is 
willing  to  spend  severe!  hours  every  evening  in  an  effort  to  master  the  in- 

tricacies of  our  language  clearly  points  out  the  efficiency  and  value  of  the 

work.   The  7  classes  meet  four  times  a  week  and  the  grading  is  such  that  pu- 
pils who  apply  themselves  more  diligently  than  others  are  encouraged  and 

sent  to  a  higher  class. 
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In  most  cases  the  studentjs  remain  until  they  have  completed  the  course,  g 
The  applications  have  heen  so  numerous  and  coming  in  so  persistently  that^"" 
the  novel  scheme  of  reserving  places  and  keeping  a  waiting  list  has  teen  o 
suggested.  Many  applicants  have  paid  their  fees  for  the  English  course  ai^ 

it  is  expected  that  within  ten  days  another  class  may  "be  organized  for  those 
who  have  paid  their  advance  dues. 

The  following  figures  will  give  some  idea  of  the  increase  in  attendance 
this  month: 

Registration 
September ,  I912  2U6 
Octoter,  1912  337. 
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factory 

Clerks  ̂ ^   

Druggists  -  -I.  Mji  -  -•   
Weaver  -  -  -  -  -  -  -.  -  -  •  -  -  - 

Blacksmith   --.•.- 

Messenger  Boys   —  ---- 
Milliners    
Barber  *a^  -   —   

Optician  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 
Furriers  -  -  -  -1    -  - 

1 

26 

12 

1 
1 

3 

15 

1 
1 
2 

Collector    1 

Laborers  -  -  7  -  -,-  -  -  —  —  .9 
Bookbinders^ve^^-  -   11 
Photographers      ^ 
Peddlers  -  -  -%:-   17 

Jewelers  -  -"Sf;v-  -• '-'  ---"-:■--  7 
Office  Workers   7 
Upholsterers  /^^-  -  -  -  -  •-  •  -  -  8 

Cabinetmakers  «^^--  -  -  "-  -  •  -1  5 
Stockyards    -  -  -  —  -  -  1 «*.-«. 

^'itj'j^ .V-  ■ » .- 
L-.^*; 

':;^y:k. 

-■■■,'* 

Printers    -  -  -  -  • 

Carpenters     • 
Locksmith    -  - 

Shoemakers   • 
Hebrew  teacher  -  -  -  -  . 

Egg  Candlers   >  • 
tinners    -  -  . 
Dressmakers   —  • 

Laundresses  ------ 
Electricians  -    -  - 
Hairdresser    
Painters  ----     - 
Milkman     - 

Btass  Worker  ------ 
Machinists  -  -  -  -  -  -  . 
Watchmakers  -  -  -  -  -  - 
Brass  Polisher    -  . 
Janitor   .r  -  •  •  • 
Newsboy  -  -  -  -  -  -—  - 

-  11 

.13 

-  2 
-  1 -  3l 

-  11 
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The  above  Includes  new  pupils  only  and  does  not  axscount  for  those  carried  over  from  ̂c:;. 

the  previ'eus  year/^^^- V\:;;'- •■•.;"■;  •/      '*  ;-  ; '•        .  ̂ '  ■",';■■  V:.."/'^  .^^.■./:  /  ..^   '.  t;:  •'./■•-  ̂   F  _ -  -V  ,'■'.,».*  .  /        •  *.      ■  ■    ■  . .  "J*        •.  -*j   *  *-•■'■:■-■         ^  •■    ... 
r.W^i''  vi  ■-?  * '*.\  t'v'  '  j'>  .^'^ ..  •'  ■  v'-i'i.-t      *"•   .■"'■  ..^  -  "  •-•  -    .:  .  .   ..^     ..  •  -  -t  ,  L.  .'* '    ...   ••^-   •'  .  *  '    ^'        .*  ".■  :  .■"      "^O 

The  x>upll8  of  this  department  are  organized  into  a  club  called  the  Institute    o  '^ 
Sducational  League.  The  meetings  are  devoted  for  the  most  part  to  social  and  edu- 

cational purposes.  The  lectures  and  social  programs  of  the  cluh  were  of  excellent 

quality.  One  of  our  English  teachers,  a  post-graduate  student  of  the  University  of  ̂  
Chicago,  is  the  director  of  the  club.  Recently  the  members  decided  to  make  finan-  :Mt^ 

cial  centriVutions  to  the  institute  at  regular  intervals.  The  first  check  was  al-  ■■'-■K^'.  ' ready  received  \)y   the  Institute  a  few  weeks  ago.  Many  of  the  pupils  of  this  depart-  :^^ 
ment  come  to  us  from  long  distances,  including  the  Lawndale  district  as  well  as  the 
Northwest  side.  .  v ,  ,  y 

>£  k  e«  v^^  V-  1912   -   1913  1911  -  1912 
Expense  -----  -  -  $  2,691*99      Expense  -  -—  -  $  2,287.29 
Revenue     1,876.^3      Revenue     1,100.18  ̂ ^ 

-,/■■* 

r  -.  ̂ .^.^^^  very  glad  to  say  that  the  certificate  from  our  school  is  accepted  by  the 
hoard  of  education  and  also  by  factory  inspectors.     _   -:  ,  i  . 
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Kindergarten.  /  >" 
^'J^  ':  -;'■  ••■^  ■■•■•!     ̂ y:  >-^-"r:        -i-;  >,  jA 

Tn^>-ylxx  our  kindergarten  we  had 312  individual  children,  110  male  and  102  female,  X^ 

against  I38  last  year,  not  including  the  Summer  registration.  Owing  to  the  larger  ̂   '  ̂  
registration  four  teachers,  instead  of  three,  were  employed.  The  work  of  this  2  - 
department  is  somewhat  handicapped  by  the  l£U3k  of  exclusive  accommodations.  !Fhe  kis^  w| 
dergarten  room.  Just  like  the  other  rooms  in  the  huilding,  because  of  limited  space, t^v 
has  to  be  used  for  various  purposes.  The  total  attendance  for  the  year  was  9f300 
againiaft  9t237  last  year.  The  average  attendance  per  day  waw  39. 

.  v.  ■  -.V,,  ;  .V.  -A'  f.    ■■:'''    ' %■■   "»« . 

Expense   -$  800.92     j      Expense   $  789. 10 
Revenne  -  -  — •  -  -  .-*;  %  UO.Sg    >       Revenue      53*20 

.i---  ■.  • .  ''> 

-/  ?;_■  V^ 

^■  -t  ■  ■  „■  -4T  ■  ■ 

,:    *  ,. .  ■ ;,  4.  ■ 

"1 

S..?Sv-^5ii;-v-;5'r:^"-^'\>-ri.:  '::-s:  ■  ,  Sewing  Clasae.. 

Two  8ewi2:g  classes  were  maintained,  one  for  beginners  and  the  other  for  more  ad- 
vanced pupils.  The  registration  (indoor  and  outdoor)  was  129  ̂ ^  against  86  (indoor 

registration)  last  year  and  the  total  attendance  was  2,73^  ̂ ^  against  3,626.  The   t 
average  attendance  per  day  was  I5.  There  were  5  free  pupils.  The  decrease  is  prob- 

ably due  to  the  fact  that  greater  emphasis  is  being  laid  in  the  public  schools  of  the 

■"^^i 

■•1--'n^S,^B-^S-'-^?:-^^^  :-:.^-=-   -•   -•  •     •..  .         ....     .,-v-v~..   ■•   '.•         V,.   .,    ■:-.  •   -..r,..--  ^..:-,-,.v..,:^ 
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nelgnbdfhood:,  •n  maxmal  training.  Upon  investigation  among  the  hundreds  of  children 

-t5 

[f  who  
Tisit  

the  
Institute  

it  was  
found  

that  
the  

great  
majority  

of  
them  

take  
sewing  

in^ 
'^  the  public  schools.  -    ^  \^      ̂  

:>^#IM/--r^:^'^-  /     /•  -     ̂     1911-1912      •  ■   I 

^.    Bxpense  -  -  -  -  -  -  $  U13.67  Expense   $  ̂ .79 
U  Revenue  ̂   •  •  -  -  -         32.3U  Revenue           35.09 

;IP^i'^''^^'-^^'''V;-' -  ̂   ■■■-'^  ■■  -     ■      :'    Dancing  Class 

--—  ■* 

^H 

■/  .^^^^^^^     as  during  the  previous  year  the  dancing  class  was  conducted  every  Saturday 
evening  in  the  social  hall^  The  total  attendance  this  year  U9I65  as  against  3tl92 
last  year,  representing  U7I  season  card  holders,  267  male  and  204-  female.  The  aver- 

age attendance  per  night  was  97  against  62  the  previous  year«  During  the  winter  season 

"^  the  attendance  frequently  ran  up  to  over  I50.  The  price  of  admission  was  10  cents  per" 
^^  lesson  but  only  season  cards,  containing  ten  admissions,  were  sold,.  No  single  admis-^:^' 
f|  sions  were  permitted.  This  was  done  for  the  purpose  of  securing  a  more  regular  attend- 

pi  ance  and  also  to  limit  the  number  of  individuals  to  some  extent.  The  net  profit  of^^-fz-fM 
|,  this  department  for  the  year  was  $238. 75»  ̂ ®  class  was  continued  all  throU|gh  the    ; i- i^^ 

Summer.  .t,v:;ii.-.\^,^;.,..    ■->^^^'  v  \   ̂  ̂•  '  ..  ■■  -'iT.  .■    •..  -/  ~  .    /  .■       >  .  :';  "-  ■-*■  t-^--^ 

'>:,;r,j-4;K;JV--t^  .  >•^■v.;^,    ■■  -  '  .^-  w  ■  ...   .-  •  .  v.-  "v/  '-  ■    ':    '  -•  '-.,       -  '  -     .-  -.^  ■■  ̂ WV  ,   :  '- "•  >.. '11;.-,   .   .  -   '  ■■'■f   ■-.    -   •■       '  '  .     --.r.v-      .',   i   '.■.•.....  »v  »>  «      -  I  .  :       J-,       '  :.  s  ■ 
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;  ; ,  X      ;  1912  -  1913     ,  >  1911  -  1912     '  '^ 
i--»:-j:-^','::,i'^lrc$vtiM''~'i^y.   _  -  -  $  332.25  Ixpense  -  -   $  260.SO  -.  _,     "^ <>. ^^^^i.f  f ;  -  vB^       ^--   571.00       Revenue  -   332.15     ^ 

•  ■•« 

■,. '.»:. 

,.'  ,   V  f  "•'  ;  :■■■■"■">  Y,    ■i,\.  '.. 

CiTlcs  Brireau,    ,  "  "  .  '^ 
>:rt-.vv 

'  Tfie  bureau  consists  of  two  divisions,  one  for  regular  Instruction  in  American  c^4>* 
zenship  and  the  other  ̂ ere  information  is  furnished  regarding  American  citizenship.^-^ 

^r?^A  charge  of  $1.00  for  fotir  months  is  where  expense  is  involved.   In  that  event  the  r 
^actual  cost  of  securing  the  information  desired  is  charged.  In  the  regular  class     • 

there  were  36  individuals,  against  22  of  the  previous  year.  The  total  aittendance;    % 
was  693  as  against  20U  last  year.  The  age  of  applicants  varied  from  21  to  U5  years,   t 

■      .1 

'ir.r V  ,.^  .  K^^^^^^^^^  ̂ r^^^  ̂ ^  ;^  ,:     1912-1913  .1911-1912 
f-  Expense  --?   $  118*75     :   Expense   $  72.16 

Hevenue  -  r.       27»50        Revenue     23. 00 
.-» ^t.  *  -" 

Pool  and  Billiards 

*>- 

''si 

1^  i,'    '  » 

"  Our  Billiard  Room  continued  to  he  one  of  the  most  popular  activities  at  the' v 
Institute*  The  total  attendance  for  the  year  was  10,329  against  3,121  last  year, 
(the  room  was  thrown  open  to  the  public  in  December  1911).  This  activity  is  not 

only  self-*upporting  "but  has  given  the  Institute  a  net  profit  of  no  less  than  $145^85. '-A 

V^^^t''!tj.'i^-:.!v«  "i^-j?^:*.-''  ».l:*  ■-?»•. -^y^  it  a  --^v  .^..^,-5,^.  ,*..>:•  ••  -.,  ̂ i  "  A  .:>,.  ̂ ^  xr-.i^:^  .■^r'^).'i.-i:  ,1-^<J^^:  s-d*^^ 
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The  quarters  where  this  activity  is  situated  are  entirely  too  small  for  the  jmrp^^e. 
It  would  be  a  great  convenience  both  to  the  frequenters  and  to  the  other  activiti^ 

7S* 

^ 

V^ 

of  the  Institute  if  the  billiard  room  could  be  located  on  one  of  the  lower  floors. a 

This  will  be  accomplished,  perhaps  when  our  present  gymnasiiam  is  moved  to  the  new  ̂  
building,  which  we  hope  will  take  place  some  time  next  Tall.  A  charge  of  25  cents  ̂  
an  hour  per  table  was  made.  The  tables  were  used  1«695  hours  against  6^4  last  year. 
In  additkn  to  pool  and  billiards,  chess,  checkers  and  dominoes  were  also  played,  for 
which  no  charge  is  made  and  of  which  no  record  is  kept. 

i:  ,.*-r 

n-.t 
I  .   .^  . % .; 

,_/<-.' 

^■-■':^: 

-.       %    -   1912  -  1913 

Expense   $  ̂21.80 
Revenue  -  -  —  -  -  -   h67#65 

^  1911  -  1912       -^  ̂ 
Expense   charged  to  Young  Ifen's  Clul]^ 
Revenue   #  20^.00 

r-.y  'A  *       ' Social  Dances 
■  .?^  in!:.    ■        — 

^:/.r 

r  .   Our  Saturday  evening  social  dances  were  continued  all  thro\igh  the  year  including^ 
the  STimmer  months.  The  total  attendance  at  these  dances  was  16,585  not  including 
institute noBcers  and  committees  to  whom  no  charge  is  made.  The  average  attendance  : 
was  326  per  dance.  They  gave  the  institute  a  net  profit  of  no  less  than  $1,263.90»  , 
This  activity  is  undoubtedly  one  of  the  most  useful,  from  whatever  point  of  view  con-^ 
sidered.  At  the  Institute,  it  provides  a  wholesome  amusement  for  the  thousands  of 

-  ■  ~i.'  A'   /   ■   ■-'■-A  \,   >.  •    ■'•  \      '  .  •  ^  ■    ■■■'■.•>.■  ■  •      .  •  ■*  ■.■■■> 
»V  ,.'«<'-?  i.-'i   V    '.-.■.'.  t  ■>  ....     .«(•'■'  T*  ■■.\,--  ■■''•■■  i-       f^      '  ■  '■'  ■  -  .   ■■  „        •    >• 
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young  men  and  women  of  the  nighborhoods  Immediate  as  well  as  the  mare  distant*  ^o^t^ 
popular  has  this  au^tivity  become  and  so  great  has  been  the  desire  on  the  part  o|^  tl^ 

^^^ young  people,  as  well  as  the  parents,  for  an  amusement  of  this  kind*  Without  the  cp 
dangers  and  pitfalls  tisually  accompanying  it,  that  the  greatest  punishment  that  t^^^ 
he  inflicted  upon  those  who  fail  to  comply  with  oair  strict  regulations  of  conductjis^ 
suspension  from  these  dances  fvr  a  greater  or  lesser  period  of  time.  We  had  a  number 

of  young  people,  idio,  hecause  of  improper  dancing,  from  our  point  of  yiew,  were  ei|pel- 
led  from  these  dances  and  who  returned  after  the  stated  period  and  felt  grateful  for 
the  lesson  they  had  receired.  We  have  decided  to  introduce  another  dance  on  a  week  . 
night.  The  dances  will  be  continued  all  through  the  Summer* 

T4'
 

*;  >■ 

- .»  -,  ■,  » — 

h::d^,  .^--^'-^^^^^^  -y,-   1912  -  1913   ...   •  "  ../■•■  '  "  •..;^^-;H^-^.  -^  '[-.-'^y.    -1911^^-  1912  : 

f^^:^  Expense  -  -   $  1,237.70  Expense  -•n^-^    $  7IW.IO  e 

^^  HeTonue  -  -^  -^  t  ̂   -  -  -   2,501.60  '    .   Revenue   •   1,132.55> 
H'"^  V  i^".' li  ;.  ■  V  .  •■->'?  -•  .  ■  ■".  ■■'''   .,  "  ■^\ 

:'r'-¥^si<-K:-^^-:.\::^  r--^  "■■•• -.,/-'    ---r*^  '  Hebrew  School,  ■"  ■="-'■  .-_■"..•  ̂ •..::v*-' ^^.y-'-'/'r-  -^^  '■■'--'''-  y  .''-'■.'..  r  ■■>.■-'-■-■■ '^•''  .    ,:.    ■     ̂ ■-.'..-     ■.    -.    -.  ••■  .    ■  -v-.  ■  -     ■    •    ̂ ~  ̂■■^.' ■  •- ■  v^-; ,!i,-'-  -*v's  •  '-.^r.  ..  T-i-   '!•/-■.•    ■  •■•-   -.<-.-  .i   -  ■•      »     -.>■.•■    .  '.<,.,  .    .     .    ■       ■    ■,   :  •  ,        ,..-.•,  v.  :  -  .  . 
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This  department  has  experienced  quite  a  few  changes  during  the  past  year*  Eabhi 
Levine,  who  was  principal  of  this  school,  resigned  his  position  last  Summer*  It  was 

jlecided  to  continue  the  work  under  the  direct  sripervision  of  the  Superintendent  with 

1.    ■'■  .t.'  v; 

■i  ■,<■•' 

A 

one  of  the  teachers  as  assistant  principal*  A  number  of  changes  were  introduced  in 
-<.  ■'^.i-.^:'ii^l-^'^y  ■■H^^i^-^^^*'-A''% 

> '.  r-'- 
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^?tlie  method  of  teaching,  as  well  as  the  work  in  general,  with  the  aim  in  view  of  '^ 
,vh.,giving  the  children  more  religious  instructions  and  of  getting  them  better  acquaiat- 
S-  ed  with^the  Hebrew  prefer  book.  The  registration  was  considerably  larger  than  it3 

was  last  year,  despite  the  fact,  that  we  have  less  free  children  than  we  had  the  y^r 

.......preTiPus/-" •':::■'■'.■?"  •■■"".■  '  ■-  ■>  '  ■  "  -•        ":'  '  ■  .'  ̂ ' 

There  were  lU  free  pupils  during  the  year.  We  feel  that  with  two  free  Hebrew 

^— ^       in  the  vicinity  of  the  Institute  there  is  little  need  for  admitting  children 
free  to  our  school  although  we  have  made  some  exceptions.  We  have  four  classes  withv 

S  ̂ tan  average  attendance  per  day  of  100.  In  the  course  of  the  year  we  handled  271  in-  ̂  
^  ,  .cUifidual  children  against  206  last  year«  This  department  shows  a  slight  increase 

^s^'In^  expense  owing  to  the  raise  in  the  splaries  of  the  teachers  and  the  salstry  of  Rabbi 
pSLevine,  paid  up  to  September,  as  principsJ.  ©f  the  school,  which  was  formerly  charged 
V?  fcf #  the  Syhagogue  instead  of  the  school  as  was  done  this  year» 

||fKt.C^^^^  '^"-^-v:'^"  1912  -  1913  .'  -  '  i         1911  -  1912 '^Expense  -.--.-•.----  $  2,1^.1+0         Expense  -----  |  1,990.U0 p^  Eevenae  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -   1,200*96         Revenue  -----   I,3l4*g0 
-J^  » ,  >»    .  .  .       \ 
*'»^^' ^<''>'-i'>  ■"•''.  ' ''■  -  '  .   ̂ f  ■ 

>'■>, 

S*/^' 

r-^ 

•■  >' 

■*^ 

:  .^Si'vSC ■-''./;.-.■ ;  y-%.  '■'  ■  .:-^;'  >  •  "  / ^-'^ ̂ -  ".-•  > ■  Game  Room •  -  ■  «.  ':?>  i  *^i  *f  '  * w  '  -  s.  ^  *  *.  ̂        -i-v     ■•  ■  ■      *    ■   "i 

t&?^g  The  game  room  was  placed  last  Autumn  in  our  former  trade  school.  It  is  a 
41 
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roem  and  afforded  accommodations  for  a  great  many  more  children  than  did  the  room%  :^ 

used  for  the  same  pforpose  last  year.  The  game  room  was  divided  into  t^^^,  sections/^  ̂ ^"^ •ne  for  the  small  children,  with  special  furniture  for  that  purpose,  sSii  the  other  ^t.  S 
for  older  children*  A  section  of  the  room,  lidiich  was  partitioned  off,  was  kept  open  \ 
for  the  older  hoys  and  girls  in  the  evening  while  the  other  section  was  used  as  a  ^^ 
reading  room  for  adrilts,   (Since  January  29th)  where  light  lunches  were  also  served. 
Even  this  large  room,  however,  was  not  sufficient  to  accommodate  all  those  who  came. 
It  was  decided,  therefore,  to  admit  children  by  ticket,  for  which  a  very  small  fee, 
five  cents  for  the  entire  season,  was  charged.  In  addition  to  this  la^ge  number  many 
children  were  admitted  free.  The  daily  attendance  nevertheless  frequently  ran  up  to 
3OO;  the  total  attendance  for  the  year  was  21,312  against  11,003  last  jeaur.  Ho  record 
waj3  kept  of  the  adult  attendance. 

Expense    -  -  $  201.US  ̂ -:  :;:j^        -v^^_--  -vi.^-^  $  81.^3  - 
Eevenae   —    IU.90  ?  >C  ;i :  ,;   Revenoe   .  -  -v'l-'Pi  15.00 

*«-  ",   tw 
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»  v?;'^^:   Chicago  Hebrew  Institute  Observer.  VoTeaber  1912. 
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Thm   elTies  axii  naturallxatio&  burecn  of  all  the  lirportant  departaents  ^^f 
the  Institute:  fhe  bureau  of  olTles  aad  ziaturalizatlon  has  taken  its  plae%  :  |^  •^ 
irith  a  few  others  in  the  forenost  rank*   Shis  activity  inaugurated  orer  a  year  ̂  

agOt  has  become  one  of  the  popular  classes  maintained  here/ ^^^  Its  purpose  is''  ̂ C*' 
two-fold:  fo  help  imexicanise  the  immigrant »  bj  acquainting  him  with  the  rario^ 
departments  of  our  GoTemment»  their  object  and  the  methods  hj  which  we  are   >^ 
goTemed;  aadt  secondl7t  to  prepare  him  for  his  citisenship  pi^rs»  bjr  e:iqplain|teg 
the  proTisioas  of  our  ConstitutioAt  and  making  him  familiar  with  the  historj  qj^ 
our  country*  This  activity  started  with  a  rery  small  registratiout  but  in  a  short 
time  its  fame  spread  throughout  the  West  Side.  So  that  in  a  year's  time  there 
hare  been  orer  six-hondred  persons  who  have  availed  themselves  of  the  opportuni«» 
ties  of  the  class •  Out  of  this  number »  about  a  scbre  have  been  prepared  for 

^itisenshipt  of  ibieh  nnaber  only  one  failed*  -' .-ii^.;;:, -.•:vw^^^^^^ 
i.     ̂ .-.  .^--''  ■•■-  ■-■■■•.■,.  ■^■•i>-  •^  "^  'vr-  .:-.-.iA   y;.^"i^^,W-v*«<;-'  -■' V;-5-/-  .  -f■V'V 

v'' -■"  .-  ~;:.:;.\-t'--i  ,.    . 
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Daily  Jewish  Courier,  Dec*  13,  1912* 

DEBORAH  SABBaTH  SCHOOI^ 

We  were  never  enthusiastic  about  Sabbath  schools*  The  roodern  Sabbath  schools, 
which  were  introduced  in  all  Jewish  neighborhoods,  are  caricatures  of  the 
Protestant  Sunday  school*  V/e  have  neither  praised  nor  reproached  these  schools* 

They  are,  according  to  our  opinion,  a  "neutral  thing,"  doing  neither  good  nor 
harm*  The  Refoni  Jews  are  greatly  inistaken  if  they  think  that  they  v;ill  attract 
Orthodox  youth  ̂ o  Reform  Judaisny  through  the  Sunday  schools*  The  nationalists 

believe  that  by  teaching  children  ^llatikvah"  Jewish  national-  anthem:   "The 
HopeJ[]7  they  will  grow  up  to  be  Jewish  patriots*  The  innovators  think  that  if 
the  Biblical  story  concerning  Lot's  daughters  is  told  to  the  children  every 
Sabbath  they  will  grov/  up  to  be  true  Jews*  Neither  view  is  correct*  V/e  must 
have  the  youth  for  more  than  a  few  ho\irs  a  week* 

Yet,  excluding  the  professional  school  teachers  who  make  a  business  of  estab- 
lishing Sabbath  schools,  and  those  who  established  Sabbath  schools  on  the  7/est 

Side  to  "civilize"  the  children  of  Orthodox  parents,  right-thinking  men  and 
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women  founded  the  Sabbath  school  raovement  and  deserve  the  support  of  their 
friends.  Even  if  no  immediate  advantace  will  result  therefrom,  the  movement 
marks  a  beginninc  in  an  original  activity  for  educating  youth. 

One  of  these  Sabbath  schools,  which  vjas  founded  by  Iliss  Anna  Goldberg,  a  5 
Jewish  daughter  who  has  several  ideas  on  the  subject  of  the  education  of  Jewish  ^::i 
girls,  at  the  Beth  Midrash  Hagodol  synagogue,  Liaxwell  Street  ahd  Johnson  Avenue,  P 
has  been  in  existence  for  six  years.  This  Sabbath  school  will  hold  its  graduation  ^ 
exercises  and  Hannkah  party  in  the  Hull  House  Auditorium,  Ilalsted  and  Polk  Streets,  § 
next  Sunday*  A  very  elaborate  program  has  been  prepared  for  this  occasion.  ^ 
Ifusic,  songs,  dramatic  readings,  dancing,  drills,  and  speeches  by  the  graduating  g 
students  and  prominent  guests  will  fill  the  program.  In  addition,  a  sketch,  c?{ 

"Anna  and  Her  Seven  Sons,"  and  a  two-act  play,  "David  and  Saul,"  will  be  presented. 
Dr.  Joseph  Stolz  will  be  the  principal  speaker.  Twenty-six  girls  will  receive 
diplomas. 
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Trade  School.- 
C3 

In  accordance  with  our  recomrpendation  last  year,    our  Trade   School  was  a"baiid5ji:ied, 
While   there   is  a  great  denrjand  for  such  an  activity,   we  found  it   impossihle    r^^^  • 

to   ohtain  the   desired  restrlts,  particularly  "because   the  physical  accomoda-     '■^' 
ticns  for  such  an  activity  are   entirely  lacking  in  our  Institute,   and  second- 

ly,  because  the  condition     of  unionism  in  our  cit:^,   especially  in  the  plumh- 
ing  line,   is   such  that  it  was  alirost  iirrpossihle  for  our  graduates  to  make 
use   of  the   training  received  at   our  school. 

If  however,    the  physical  fa-cilities  for  such  an  activity  were   there  we 
should  strongly  recommend  the   resuTiing  of  work  along  the  trade   line.      There 
is  ver^'-  little   douht   that  there   is  a  great  need  in  the  Jewish  community  of 
Chicago  for  a  school,   where  not   only  the   immigrant   could,   without  much  diffi- 
cixlty,    leam  a  trade,   ajid  the  Institute  ought   ta  provide   this  very  opportunity. 
Many  an  immigrant   could  he   started  on  the   right   track  and  could  have  material 
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success  made  a  greater  certairxty  for  him,    if  he  v:ere  given  an  opportuXiity 
either  to  learn  a  trade  or  acquire   the  American  ways,   in   the   trades  which  a 

good  many  of  them  "bring  with  them  from  Surope.      Such  a  department  at   the 
Institute  would  also  encourage  man^^  parents   to   send  their  children  to   learn 
a  trade,    if  they  were    sure   that   the  hoy  or  girl  is  not   talcen  advantage  of, 
as  is  frequently  done  in  the   shop  or  factor;^^   while  he  or  she   is  acquiring 
the  laiowledge  of  some  trade  or  other. 
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OUR  mSBREV/  SCHOOLS  A  LALEOTIATION 

Among  the  annoiincements  printed  in  a  corner  of  the  Jewish  Courier  appeared  a 
notice  v/hich  caused  a  deep  sigh  in  every  Jewish  heart*  The  announcement  read: 

^•Resignationl  I  resign  from  my  office  of  principal  of  the  V/est  Side  Hebrew 
Schools  and  I  thanl:  the  directors  who  have  appointed  me  to  this  honorable 
office.  I  v;ish  them,  the  officers,  and  all  those  who  support  these  sacred 
institutions  a  Happy  Hew  Year, 

^^Respectfully  yours, "I*  Dolnitzky, 

"921  Winchester  Avenue." 
An  innocent,  small  announcement,  yet  it  means  a  lot   

How  long  ago  is  it  since  the  finer  Jews  of  Chicago  attempted  to  place  the 
Chicago  Hebrew  schools  on  a  sound  and  healthy  basis?  How  long  ago  is  it  since 
we  began  caii5)aigning  to  establish  a  Hebrew  school?  How  long  ago  is  it  since 
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we  triumphed  and  accepted  LIr.  Dolnitzky  as  principal? 

Oh,  what  a  victory  we  then  seemed  to  achieves  Kow  rosy  the  future  of  the  Hebrew 
school  appeared!  V/hat  plans  v/ere  made  to  erect  a  future  educational  institution 
where  Jewish  children  would  be  able  to  learn  Judaism,  and  v/here  the  future  Jewish  ^ 
generation  would  be  created—a  generation  in  which  Jews  would  be  Jews,  acknowledge  :g 
Judaism,  and  be  proud  of  it  J  V/e  not  only  hoped  for  this,  but  v/e  were  certain     c:^ 
that  it  vx)uld  come  about  •  p 

ID 

V/e  really  progressed  when  we  engaged  Llr.  Dolnitzky  as  principals  This  alone  was   § 
a  sufficient  guarantee  that  the  Hebrew  school  would  turn  out  scholarly  Jews.  We 
did  not  stop,  ho^vever,  with  this  act  alone*  A  board  of  education  vms   elected 
which  consisted  of  Dr.  Llorris  Levin,  Rabbi  N.  Z.  Budzinsky,  Rabbi  E.  Epstein,     ^ 
Rabbi  Saul  Silber,  Mr.  Harry  Hurwich,  and  other  authorities  on  Jewish  education* 
V/e  also  went  ahead  and  appointed  new  directors.  Business  men  met  on  IValler  Street 
and  resolved  to  support  the  Hebrew  school  materially.  The  finest  business  men 

among  Chicago  Jewry,  our  pride,  the  "cream"  of  the  (3ietto,  Llessrs.  Benjamin 
Schiff ,  Samuel  Phillipson,  Harry  Hurvjich,  and  others  like  then  were  appointed 

CO 
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directors^  V/ho  v/ould  doubt,  even  for  one  moment,  the  future  security  of  the 
Ilebrev;  school  v/ith  such  a  board  of  directors? 

The  education  of  our  future  generation  ivas  already  being  discussed:  Hov;  were 
we  to  make  our  future  generations  better  Jews  and  better  men?  Dr.  Levin, 
llr.  Dolnitzky,  and  other  young  pedagogues  participated  in  this  discussion. 
Everything  but  the  systei.  T:as  approved*  Everyone  was  positive  tliat  with  Llr. 
Dolnitzky  as  principal,  and  with  such  excellent  people  on  the  board  of  educa- 

tion, the  Chicago  Hebrew  school  v/ould  be  provided  with  the  best  guidance. 

How  we  read  a  small  announcement  in  the  Courier  beginning  with  the  v/ord  ̂ res- 
ignation" and  ending  with  "!•  Dolnitzky".  Hie  Hebrew  school  seems  to  be  facing 

a  decline;  it  is  on  the  verge  of  becoming  past  history. 

V/ill  Chicago  remain  without  a  Hebrew  school?  Will  the  Epsteins  and  the  Silbers 
permit  the  Jewish  textbooks  to  remain  closed  and  expel  the  the  Jewish  children 
from  the  school?  V^e  must  not  forget  that  this  roonth  is  Elul,  the  month  of 
spiritual  reaivakening. 
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Habbis  and  laymenl  Eveiyone  to  whom  Jev/lsh  Interests  are  dear  and  beloved! 
Everyone  who  v^ints  to  preserve  Judaism!  Come  to  our  assistance!  Help  us 
organize  the  Chicago  Hebrew  school!  Help  nov;,  before  It  Is  too  late! 

Co 
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A  JEV/ISH  TILIHTING  SCHOOL  R)R  OUR  DAUGPITERS 

Jewish  iTTOthers  and  all  Jews  will  be  interested  in  a  JevriLsh  training  school  for 
their  daughters •     There  v/as  a  tine  when  we  felt  that  our  Jewish  girls  did  not 
need  a  Jewish  education — that  Jewish  girls  did  not  necessarily  have  to  know 
anything  about  Judaism. 

TiBies  liave  changed,  hov;ever;  and  that  idea  is  ancient  history  nov/.     It  is 
universally  acknowledged  tliat  the  training  of  children  lies  in  the  mothers* 
hands.     It  is,  therefore,  of  the  greatest   importance  for  the  futuro  of  our 
nation  that  the  girls,  the  future  mothers,    should  get  the  very  best  training 
possible. 

In  order  to  give  our  Jev/ish  daughters  a  proper  Jevdsh  training,   the  Chicago 

Association  of  Jev/ish  './omen  has  opened  religious  schools  for  girls.     One  of 
these  schools  is  located  in  the  Talmud  To  rah,   1253  V/aller  Street.     A  Iiother*s 
Day  prograiii  is  scheduled  for  Sunday  afternoon  at  the  Talmud  Torah.     ̂ U.1 
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Jev/isli  Liothers  are  invited  to  come  and  to  acquaint  themselYes  with  the  work 
of  the  training  school.  Rabbi  IT.  J.  Budsinsky  will  address  the  not  hers.  The 
girls  are  planning  an  interesting  program  for  this  occasion.  They  v/ill  speak 
and  sing  in  the  Kebrev;  language.  The  subject  of  their  speeches  will  be  the 
meaning  of  Judaism  and  Jewish  history.  A  reception  for  the  mothers  v/ill  fol- 
low. 

Although  the  girl's  school  is  quite  young,  it  has  been  attended  by  many  pupils. 
The  Association  proposes  to  shov;  on  this  Mother* s  Day  celebration  the  importance 
of  giving  Jewish  daughters  a  Jewish  training  school,  and  the  necessitj^  of 
establishing  such  training  schools  in  all  parts  of  the  city  so  that  all  Jewish 
children  could  take  advantage  of  thin  opportunity.  Tlie  classes  are  held  every 
Sunday.  Tliere  are  four  different  classes  taught  by  vei^^  competent  and  experi- 

enced teachers,  xill  activities  in  the  training  school  aro  supervised  by  the 

well-knov/n  Jewish  welfare  worker,  Miss  Rose  Bloom. 
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THE  TALUDD  TORAH  IS  NOT  ESRISHING 

Habbi  Saul  Silber,  in  his  weekly  lecture  last  Saturday  at  the  Ohavey  Sholom 
Synagogue,  explained  to  the  audience  that  many  people  who  came  to  hear  him 
speak  on  the  Talmud  Torah  question,  because  a  few  directors  had  resigned, 

will  be  surprised.  "I  will  not  speak  on  that  subject,**  said  Rabbi  Silber, 
"because  the  Talmud  Torah  is  in  a  rather  weak  state*  Its  condition  is  such 
that  it  is  useless  to  speak  on  the  question*  The  only  thing  to  do  in  such  a  o 

case  is  to  wait  for  the  •  deathblow*  ^  and  then  get  busy  and  decide  on  the  plans  ̂  

for  the  future*  
^ 

T? 

The  Courier *s  reply  to  Rabbi  Silber •s  statement  is  as  follows:  Althoxigh  we 
have  the  utmost  respect  for  Rabbi  Silber,  and  know  him  mainly  because  of  his 
knowledge  and  ability  as  a  great  leader  and  authority  on  Talmud  Torah  questions, 
we  cannot,  under  any  circumstances,  agree  with  him  that  the  Talmud  Torah  will 
perish*  We  are  all  aware  of  the  fact  that  the  Talmud  Torah  was  never  in  any 
danger  of  perishing*  A  few,  however,  are  willing  to  believe  that  it  is  in  a 
very  precarious  condition  financially  and  is  due  to  perish* 
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Tlie  resignation  of  a  few  directors  was  a  very  hard  blow  for  the  Talmud  Torah  at 
this  time.  These  directors  thought  by  having  their  names  on  the  list  of  direc- 

tors they  guaranteed  the  success  of  the  Talmud  Torah.  They  were  \mder  the  im- 
pression that  their  influence  would  bring  thousands  of  dollars  into  the  treas- 

uries of  all  the  Chicago  Talmud  Torahs.  They  spent  the  money  of  the  Talmud 
Torah  as  if  it  were  an  institution  of  wealth.  Rabbi  Silber  is  very  much  in 
error  if  he  thinks  that  on  account  of  a  few  measly  dollars  our  Talmud  Torah 
stands  a  chance  of  perishing.  Quite  to  the  contrary,  the  Jewish  Talmud  Torah 
will  no  doubt  exist  as  long  as  there  is  a  Jewish  nation. 
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G023  TO  lEV;  YOHIC  TO  STUDY  T-JuLIUD  TOPwJI  ACTI''/ITIES 

Captain  II.  .Zeiss,  president  of  the  CiiicaGO  Talmud  To  rah,  leaves  for  ITevf  York 
today.  He  v;ill  study  the  plans  of  all  Ilev:  York  Talroud  Torahs.  Tlie  object  of 
this  Nev:  York  visit  is  solely  in  the  interest  of  the  Chicaco  Talmud  Toi^h— 
to  find  out  all  there  is  to  be  known  about  Talinud  Torah  activities  before  the 
new  building  of  the  Chicaco  Talnrud  Torah  is  begun. 
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/sXEBkTE  SCHOOL  FOR  GIRI^ 

The  Sabbath  School  for  Girls  held  at  the  Waller  Street  Talmud  Torah  will  be  ^ 
open  every  Sunday  afternoon.  All  Jewish  children  are  vjelcome  to  join  the  ^ 
classes.  ^ 

This  schooi  is  supervised  by  the  Council  of  Jewish  V/omen.  Mrs.  H.  J.  Davis  ^ 
will  act  as  chairlady  /pt   the  program  to  be  helj^  next  Sunday  evening.  A  2 

play  will  be  presented  entitled  **The  Eternal  Song**.  Mr.  S.  Rubenstein  and  s^ 
Miss  Tania  Uesirow  will  take  the  principal  roles.  ^ 

t..^MJiid 
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At  2  P.  M.   yesterday,   the  third  Open  Air  School  on  the  roof  of  the  Hull  House 
was  inau^rated.      This   school  was  formed  for  the  sole  purpose  of  taking  cs're 
of  children  who   suffer  from  realr  lungs. 

The  program  was  excellent.     Among  the  invited  guests  were  a  few  of  our  promi- 
nent Chicago  Jews  who  addressed  the  audience.     The  following  speakers  sr)Oke 

briefly  and  to  the  point:     Mrs.  Joseph  T.   Bo^^en,  Mr.    Sherman  S.   Kingsley,   Dr. 
Thomas  B.   Sachs,  Mrs.  Ella  Young,   Dr.   Jos.  A.   Britton,   Health  Commissioner 
Ceo.   B.  Young,   and  Miss  Jane  Addams.     The  Jewish  guests  were:     Miss  Minnie  F, 
Law,   H.  A.   Lips^,   and  Dr.   J.   Pi  dot. 
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^ALUDD  TORAH  OF  CONGHBGATION  ABAYAS  ACEEM  MSHE  UNGAEE^ 

Congregation  Ahavas  Achlm  Anshe  Ungaren  of  Grand  Avenue  has  a  Talinud  To  rah 
which  will  teach  our  Jewish  youth  from  Aleph  Bayz  (the  ABC)  to  Talmud,  as 
well  as  reading  and  writing  Tlddlsh*  An  excellent  teacher  has  been  selected*  :^ 
The  school  Is  located  at  1903  Grand  Avenue* 

-o 
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We  appeal  to  our  Jewish  brethren  to  assist  us  in  this  holy  undertaking  by 
making  liberal  donations*  IRiose  who  have  children  of  school  age  will  please    S 
apply  at  the  office  of  the  president,  Mr*  Jechiel  Michael  Glass,  1957  Grand 
Avenue  ̂ or  admission  cards/*  Tiro  of  our  most  prominent  members,  Mr*  Jacob 
Markovitz  and  Mr*  Israel  Brautovitz,  have  volimteered  to  accept  the  Job  of 
collecting  donations* 

A  special  meeting  of  the  Talmud  Torah  is  scheduled  for  next  Sunday* 

Gedalyah  Cohen,  president* 
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WOMEN  OP  CHARITT 

The  well-known  lady,  Mrs*  Chudnov^  together  with  a  few  more  distinguished  and 
Intelligent  ladles,  yisited  the  Talma d  Torah,  and  decided  to  organize  a  ladies  ^ 
auxiliary  society.  Tlie   board  of  the  Talimid  Torah  was,  naturally,  Tory  glad  ^ 
to  accept  this  organization.  This  Society  is  now  already  established.  <:^ 

-o 

The  newly  elected  president  said,  in  a  written  statement  to  the  Talmud  Torah 
organization:  "Never  would  I  have  believed  or  dreamed  that  such  conditions  o 
could  exist  in  this  holy  Institution  on  the  V/est  Side  of  our  city.  I  am  now  ^, 
aware  of  the  circumstances:  namely,  that  the  Bxjpeiiaes  are  double  the  income.  g 
I  was  very  much  surprised  yesterday  when  I  discovered  this  condition.  I  am  <^ 
vezy  pleased  and  happy  to  see  these  charitable  women  on  their  second  visit 
here,  and  welcome  their  fresh  enthusiasm,  energy,  and  encouragement  in  the  new 
Auxiliary  Society  of  the  B*nal  Zlon  T^Ojmd  Torah." 

The  officers  of  the  new  Society  are:  Mrs.  Chudnov,  president;  Mrs.  Williams, 
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Tioe«*president;  Mrs.  Earlinskyy  treasurer;  Mrs.  G.  Levin,  secretary;  and 
Mrs.  Hoffbergy  lira.   Baft,  Mrs.  Estrin,  and  Mrs.  Rosenthal,  trustees^ 

The  new  Society  presented  to  the  Talmud  Torah  $50 •00.  This  is  Its  first  good  ̂  
deed.  The  nenibers  are  confident  that  more  money  will  follow.  The  president  -^ 
extended  her  thanks  to  the  few  women  of  charity  for  this  great  mltzvah  (holy  F 
deed}«  We  urge  the  Chicago  Jewish  public  to  Join  this  Society  and  help  the  ^ 
Talmud  Torah  teach  our  religion  to  the  poor  Jewish  children  In  the  proper  o 

manner* 
 ^ CO 

With  lots  of  success,  ^ 
H.  Weiss,  president. 
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Answer  as  Jews* 

Last  Wednesday,  Mr.  Weiss,  the  new  President  of  the  Talmud  Torah,  appealed 
to  the  Jewish  people  of  Chicago,  to  help  him  in  expanding  and  improving  the 
Talmud  Torah,  in  order  to  make  the  courses  more  interesting  for  the  children,  > 
as  well  as  to  provide  adequate,  comfortalDle  class  rooms,  and  good  teachers,  who 
thoroughly  understand  their  trade.  In  order  to  accomplish  all  this,  the  new 
(administration  wants  to  huild  a  new,  all-modern  Talmud  Torah,  with  all  con-  4 
^veniences. -^"'^  >'- ••  '"''^    "  -■  '^r-. '^^   .^" ,.  - 

!»-'"^r 

An  undertaking  such  as  this,  the  president  realizes,  cannot  he  carried 
out  hy  the  hoard  of  directors  alone,  as  this  project  requires  a  great  deal  of 
money,  which  must  he  paid  hy  the  memhers  of  the  community;  therefore,  I  appeal 
to  the  people  of  this  community  to  help  me  in  this  nohle  work,  each  according 
to  his  means.   That  the  Chicago  Jewish  puhlic  will  cooperate  in  this  work 
Is  not  in  question. 

Among  our  sympathizers  are  the  rich,  with  their  donations,  the  strong 
with  their  energy,  and  the  wise  with  their  ideas.   If  all  will  work  together, 

T*  i ' 
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this  can  he  realized* 

The  new  hoard  of  directors  are  the  hest  Jews  of  Chicago,  who  are  always 
ready  to  give  donations  towards  the  hulldlng  of  Jewish  institutions.  This 
alone  is  sufficient  assurance  that  a  new  modern  Talmud  Torah  will  he  built 
in  the  near  future. 

. :.  ■("'.«-lV\ --■  *^->  :.^''  ■  >  =.r  ._ 
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JOBTING  OF  BNOTH  ZION  LADIES  ADXILIAJ^ 

The  Bnoth  Zion  Ladles  Auxiliary  for  the  Talmud  Torah  will  hold  a  meeting  Sunday 
evening,  October  22,  at  the  Congregation  Anshe  Llebawltch*  Any  lady  who  Is 
interested  in  the  conditions  of  oiur  local  Talmud  Torahs  is  InYlted  to  come* 

O 

ro en 
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THE  BEST   i^ND  MOST  SELIAHLS  HEBEtEW  SCHOOL 

The  well-known  teacher  and  expert  on  handwriting,  Revearend  Ben  Eanenlchky,  has  ̂  
opened  up  a  Hebrew  school  at  1257-1259  South  John  Street  near  Harwell  Street,  ^ 
above  the  synagogue  of  Congregation  Anshe  Zhitomir.  F 

All  Jewish  parents  who  have  good,  energetic  children  who  have  a  desire  for  a  S 
Hebrew  education,  and  who  are  true  to  their  children,  should  register  them  as  ^ 
soon  as  possible  at  the  office  of  the  school*  By   so  doing  you  will  save  fifty  ^ 
cents  per  month  on  yo\xr  tuition  fee»  The  fee  Is  reasonable* 

en 
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ASSISTANC3  FOR  THE  TALMDD  TORAH 

The  Young  Men^s  Auxiliary  held  their  first  official  meeting  last  evening  In 
the  meeting  room  of  the  Ohave  Sholom  synagogue  to  elect  permanent  officers. 
I£r.  Hugo  Pam  and  llr.  N.  D.  Kaplan  addressed  the  Auxiliary,  and  complimented 
the  group  on  Its  good  work. 

3> 

-D 

en 

Rabbi  jf^}}^  Sllber,  In  a  lengthy  address,  explained  to  the  young  men  their     2 
duty  to  the  Talmud  Torah.  The  following  officers  v/ere  elected:  Dr.  Gllckson,   ^ 
president;  Uax  Molter,  ylce«-presldent;  I.  Cohen,  treasurer;  L.  Waldman,  finan- 

cial secretary;  Charles  Rablnovltz,.  recording  secretary. 

It  ivas  decided  to  raise  a  certain  aioount  of  money  to  build  a  Talmud  Torah,  and 
to  encourage  our  Jewish  youth  to  organize  themselves  with  this  In  view.  Dona-- 
tlons  of  (50  were  given  by  Baumgold  Brothers  and  L.  Morris;  $25  by  Urs.  H.  Stone 
•—In  honor  of  her  father,  Mr.   Mlkslchkl — ^L.  Cohen,  and  Greorge  Cohen;  $15  by 
Abe  Rosenson  and  William  Cohen;  $10  by  Henry  Oppenhelmer,  Issac  iiandlebaum 
H.  Weinberg,  H.  Kramer,  Mrs.  S.  Levin,  Jake  Shenberg,  Harry  Hurvitz,  A.  Zorokov, 
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ZlY  and  Company  I  and  Ur«  Lapldus;  $5  by  Mrs*  L«  Slegel,  Mrs.  Esther  Sosenbloom, 
Mrs.  B*  Gordon,  E.   Krlnsky,  W.  Borlssteln,  and  L.  Morris;  #2  by  Abraham  Vlner; 
and  $1  by  J).  L.   Gtold* 

The  board  of  education  selected  the  teachers*  The  president,  Captain  E.   Weiss ^ 
Introduced  the  first  reform:  a  close  check  on  the  health  conditions  of  the 

children*  The  very  best  physicians  and  nurses  will  visit  the  Talmud  Torah 
dally* 

13 
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GET  TO  WORE  TOR  HHK   TAIlfOD  TORAH 
« 

The  old  administration  of  the  Talxmid  Torah  concluded  its  term  of  office  last 
Thursday*  The  new  board  of  directors  elected  new  off leers ,  a  new  board  of 
education,  and  a  principal*  Now  it  is  up  to  us  Jews  in  Chicago  to  get  busy 
and  raise  our  children  according  to  the  old  Jewish  customs  and  traditions* 

cjn 

The  new  directors  are  aware  of  the  task  they  have  before  them*  They  under-  ^ 
stand  that  a  new  building  is  an  absolute  necessity*  There  are  no  materials  Si 
which  the  children  may  use,  and  no  building  for  the  children  to  study  in*  o^ 
A  new  system  of  teaching,  and  above  all,  coiig[)etent  teachers  are  absolutely  t: 
essential*  All  this  work  must  be  accomplished  as  quickly  as  possible*  At 
this  time,  vdien  the  public  is  interested  in  this  much-»needed  project,  it  is 
up  to  the  new  officers  to  get  busy  at  once  and  make  a  success  of  it*  The 
new  directors  are  some  of  the  best  Jews  in  Chicago*  They  are  progressive  in 
their  ideas* 
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Chicago  Jewry  looks  up  to  this  new  TaLnud  Torah  organization*  We  must  get  to 
work  linmadlately*  The  most  Tltal  q[uestlons  are  awaiting  Immediate  solution* 
After  securing  competent  teachers  and  changing  the  system  of  Instruction  the 
cornerstone  for  a  new  Talmud  Torah  should  be  laid* 

-T3 

3> 

The  future  of  the  new  Jewish  generation  now  lies  In  your  hands*  You  can  make 
good  Jewish  citizens  out  of  your  children;  you  can  build  an  American  Judaism*  F 
Tou  can  make  Chicago  the  center  of  Judaism  and  Jewish  culture*  Tou  have  a  <^ 
trustworthy  \indertaklng  to  perform;  success  or  failure  Is  entirely  in  your  3 
hands*  Do  not  neglect  this  great  work  and  your  name  will  remain  among  the  £ 
builders  of  the  Jewish  nation  and  religion  for  the  future  generations*  ^ 

en 
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-Plans  for  the  erection  of  a  Jewish  school,  to.  cost  $75tOO.O»-,  are  belne  "^ 
made  by  the  Monteflore  Jewish  School  Ascociatlon*  It  will  be  located  In  the  _.3.^.^''"^.'"- 

i*^,M,. 

^   vicinity  of,  Ashland  Boul,  near  West  12th  Street  and  will  be  devoted  to  the  ̂   f  ̂   "^"^^fc- 
education  of  children  from  poor, Jewish  farilies^  Instruction  in  Judaism  will  C3  '  - 
be  given  daily.;  ^ >  <  -. ' 
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CHICAGO  MSLTINCx  POT. 

Saturday  night,  October  15,  at  the  Zionist  Homeward  Club  in  the  Hebrev;  Institutgi, 

Congressman  a.   J.  Sabath  will  speak  on  "Immigrants  in  America." 

Today,  the  question  of  immigration  is  without  a  doubt  the  most  important  and 
most  painful  problem  in  Jewish  life* 

Congressman  Sabath  is  the  greatest  authority  regarding  this  subject,  through 
his  study  for  years,  battlin.^  the  United  States  Congress  to  make  it  easier 

for  immigrants  to  enter  this  country,   -^'o  hear  such  an   authority  on  such  a vital  question  is  something  Lhat  very  few  Jews  can  afford  to  miss* 

After  Congressman  Sabath' s  speech,  an  educational  and  musical  program  is  arranged 
for  your  entertainment* 
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Next  Sunday  nighty  the  second  day  of  Succoth,  the  Deborah  Sabbath  School 
will  hold  their  graduation  exercises  in  the  Beth  Ha4fedro8h  Ha-Gocol  on  Max- 

well St*  Rabbi  Silver^  Rabbi  Leibovitz  and  Urs*  Benjamin  Davis  will  speak  for 
the  children^  and  present  diplomas  to  the  following  girls  who  went  through  all 
the  classes  of  the  Sabbath  Schools  Rose  Cohn,  Ifamie  Wilk,  Bessie  Singer, 
Jennie  Schwarts,  Rose  Schwartz ,  Sahra  Engbar,  Mollie  Friedman,  Rozetta  Cohen, 
Pearl  Lipton,  Fannie  Kohn,  Uary  Epstein,  Ida  Lewis,  Lillian  Rifcovitz,  Sethra 
Levin,  Gertrude  Uarles  cmd  Ida  Caplan« 

The  Sabbath  School  is  under  the  management  of  Miss  Anna  Golberg*  l%e  tea* 
chers  are  Miss  Tillie  Levin,  Miss  Rebecca  Lipner  and  Miss  Clara  Magilner. 

;  j-r.r*''.  •■  V-. 
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^OHLIC  EXAMINATIONS  AT  TOE  HEBREW  THEOLOGICAL  COILBGasT" 
The  Hebrew  Theological  College  notifies  the  public  of  the  examinations  which 
win  be  conducted  on  Tuesday,  Wednesday,  and  Thursday,  October  4,  5,  and  6, from  4  P.  M*  to  7  P.  Mt,  at  1243  Johnson  Street*  All  are  Invited* 

!•  I«  Shlrlman,  president* 
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SDU  OF  $4000  FOR  A  NKV  TAIMJD  TORAH 

Congregation  Ohave  Sholom  donated  $4000  to  build  a  nev/  Talmud  Torah*  It  is 
xinderstood  that  other  Jewish  congregations  will  also  make  their  donations. 
The  first  response  to  this  very  necessary  undertaking,  hov/ever,  v/as  made  by 
Congregation  Ohave  Sholom  which  is  located  on  the  comer  of  Folk  Street  and 
Ashland  Boulevai^i* 

Imaediately  after  Kol  Nidre  /the  most  solemn  prayer  of  the  Yon  Kipur  Eve 

liturQi;7'>  ̂ ^^i  /SauJ^  Silber  delivered  a  seriuon  in  which  he  described  the      ^^ plight  of  the  Jews  in  Chicago  who  were  raising  their  children  without  a  Talmud   S 
Torah  training.  The  result  of  the  appeal  made  by  Rabbi  Silber,  urging  the 
Jewish  public  to  make  donations,  was  very  gratifying. 

In  addition  to  the  donation  of  §4000  there  were  other  donations  as  follows: 

Mr.  Sam  PhiUipson,  $500;  Yoimg  Men's  Talmud  Torah  Auxiliary,  #500;  Mr*  B. 
Morris,  $200;  Mrs*  Jacob  Cohen,  Mrs.  Henry  J.  Kurwitz,  Mr.  Isidor  Cohn,  Mr. 
Ttorgsoon,  and  Mr.  S.  Berger,  $100  each;  Mr.  Ben  Zion  Laiserovitz,  ISr.   Charles 
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Kohn,  Mr.  Harry  Shapiro,  lir.  J.  Firedman,  Mr.  M.  Crown  and  Mr*  Louis 
Mames,  $50  each;  thirty-one  contributors,  §25  each;   six  contributors,  |20  each; 
four  contributors,  $15  each;  twenty-ei^t  contributors,  $10  each;  and  three 
contributors,  $5  each. 

A  meeting  of  the  board  of  directors  of  the  Talmud  Torah  is  called  for  toiTK)rrow 
evening  in  order  to  elect  the  officers  and  appoint  the  ohalnoen  of  the  various 
coinmittees. 
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SCHOOL  FOR  IMMIGRMTTS 

A  society  known  as  the  ̂ Jewish  Educational  Alliance**  has  been  created  here 
recently.  The  chief  duty  of  this  organization  is  to  assist  the  newly 
immigrated  Jews  in  learning  the  English  language,  and  acquaint  them  with  the 
American  customs,  as  well  as  their  business  methods  and  National  politics, 
inasmuch  as  this  will  be  possible  to  accomplish  by  this  means.  The  point  in  . 
view  is  to  help  them  in  adopting  the  American  way  of  living,  and  to  become 
desirable  American  citizens.  Children  and  adults  will  share  equally  the 
benefits  of  this  instruction.  The  old  Marks  Nathan  Orphanage,  at  Bluecher 
and  Wood  Streets,  will  be  transformed  into  an  educational  institution  with  the 
sole  purpose  of  teaching  Americanism  to  Jewish  immigrants. 

A.  S.  Doe,  vice-president  of  the  Alliance,  has  announced  that  the  plan  for 
remodeling  and  modernizing  of  the  building  includes  a  gymnasium  and  a  swimming 
pool.  Thus,  all  the  requirements  for  physical,  mental,  and  moral  education  are 
taken  care  of.  The  operating  expenses  of  this  institution  will  be  covered  by 
contributions.  Tlie  piresident  of  the  new  Jewish  Educational  Alliance  is  D.  D. 
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Koenigsberger.  isdr.  L,  Siegel  is  the  secretary,  and  j^.   Adolf  Blonder  is  the 
treasurer.  The  raLiodeling  of  the  building  Vvill  begin  immediately,  upon 
completion  of  the  new  orphanage. 
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There  is  not  a  more  appropriate  time   than  right  now  for  any  Jewish 
young  man  who  wishes  to  obtain  training  in  some  king  of  a  trade,   to 
present  himself  to  the    superintendent  of  the  new  trade   school   of  the 
Hebrew  Institute,  Rabbi  Dr#  Morris  Levin,   and  discuss  matters  of  learn- 

ing a  trade   in  the  new  school # 

Any  immigrant  who  has  no  trade  and  wlishes  to  aquire  one   should  not 
lose   two  minutes  in  getting  in  touch  with  the   superintendent  and 

apply  for  enrollment* 

It  is  our  advice   to  all  Jewish  young  men  to  take  advantage   of  this 
opportunity.     Do  you  wish  to  earn  a  respectable  livelihood?     Do 
you  wish  yourself  secured  with  the   right  kind  of  a  future?     If  you 
do,  act  at  once.     Come  and  register  for  enrollment  in  the   trade   school 
of  the  Chicago  Hebrew  Institute*     The   classes  are  as  follows: 
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Electrical  trade  in  all  its  branches,  Plumbing.  Elementary  and^ad^l^'"''*  ̂'^^•'- ^^^^^' vance  Draftingt  Mechanical  and  Architecture*  The  trade  school  opened on  November  1.     Enroll  at  once. 
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The  Public  Cook-Pot 

aradoAtlon  exercises  of  the  Jewish  Training  School:   A  picnic  of 

the  Northwest  Side  Ladles'  inxlliary  of  the  Old  People's  Home*   Pine  com* 
cert  by  a  yotusg  Jewish  Bey  at  the  Hall  House*  An  Informal  Dinner  of  the 
Institute  Club  of  the  Chicago  Hebrew  Institute* 

Ur.   Ben  Beltman  and  Miss  Itama  Goldman. 

The  Twentieth  Annoal  Graduation  Xxerelses  of  the  Jewish  Training  School 

will  take  place  Sunday »  J\me  19 »  at  3  o'clockt  in  the  afternoon,  at  the  school 
auditorium,  Clinton  and  Judge  Streets*  Entrance  by  ticket  only*  Tickets  can 
be  obtadned  at  the  school  t^on  request* 

Dr«  Gonsales,  President  of  Armour  Institute  will  be  the  Speaker  of  the 
OTening*  Mr*  H*P*  f^ank.  President  of  the  Board  of  Xducatlon  of  the  Jewish 
Training  School,  will  distribute  the  diplomas*  The  Jewish  Training  School 
Alumni  will  giro  a  Sapper  at  the  Hull  House  on  Saturday  Xvening*  All  gradxK 
ates  of  the  school  are  invited  to  be  present* 

dW  jj-  1 
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^ckete  are  reasonably  prlced»  at  33  cents. 

The  Chicago  Health  Department  has  Issued  a  bulletin  sagring  that  people 
should  spend  more  tine  in  the  open  air*  with  the  coming  of  the  Sprixigrweather* 
Ihereforet  the  Ladies  Auxiliary  of  the  Old  Peoples  Home,  has  arranged  its  fiirst 
picnic  of  the  year  for  this  coming  Sunday,  at  Eolze^s  Electric  Park* 

fhe  Milwaukee  Arenue  cart  transfer  to  Inring  Park  Boulevard,  will  take 
you  there,  for  one-nickel»   Admission  to  the  Park  is  twenty^fire  cents*  Bring 
your  families  and  enjoy  the  open  air* 

Abe  Greenfield,  son  of  the  well-known  Jewish  writert  will  gire  a  violin 
concert  at  the  Ball  House  on  Satuarday  evening* 

Abe  Greenfield  is  15  years  old,  aid  has  for  some  time  shown  a  very  fins 
talent  for  the  violin*   ̂ ^  ̂ ^^^  spellbound  his  audiences  at  many  a  concert*  Some 

LJf^Ci.i^^.,  -^.^-^ 
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tiae  age  Mlsoha  Ilaaiit  after  hearing  the  young  Greenfield  pleyt  persuaded  hla  to 
go  to  Hew  Tork  and  pursue  his  nusieal  studies  there#   He  now  plays  better  than 
erer  before. 

Ihe  Institute  Club  of  the   Chicago  Hebrew  Institute  will  have  an  in- 
formal dinner,  Sunday  evening,  in  their  elubroons  on  the  top  floor  of  Chicago 

Hebrew  Institute  innez«    The  guest  of  the  evening  will  be  Ur.   Isaac  Silber- 
stein,  former  Club  Director  of  the  Hebrew  Institute  and  former  Skqperintendent 

of  the  Deborah  Boys'  Club« 

The^Mllwaokee  Victory^  will  be  the  theme  of  Ur*  Ben  Beitman'  s  talk  at 
the  West  Side  Auditorium,  where  Miss  Soma  Goldman  will  also  talk  on  ''Crime  and 
Criminals"*   Miss  Goldman  seems  to  hare  changed  her  name  and  now  lectures  in 
a  quiet  tone,  treating  her  subjects  scientifically*  Neither  of  these  speakers 
need  any  introduction  to  Chicagoans* 

!*V  ■tlLl-r'l'Ul:^^,'-  '  .  -  ;.  ''  '  ■'    -  -  '   ——^li'^    ......   t.,- 
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CUHRICUIDM  IN  THE  TAIITOD  TORAHS 

The  educational  subcommittee  of  the  reorganl station  committee  of  the  Talmud 
Torah  has,  according  to  o\ir  point  of  view,  the  most  difficult  task:  namely, 
how  to  raise  young  Jews  and  teach  them  Judaism*  As  yet,  the  method  which 
will  accomplish  this  task  has  not  been  decided  upon,  the  reason  being  that 
those  who  are  supposed  to  decide  such  matters  are  not  equipped  to  do  so« 

It  Is  easy  for  certain  people  to  get  up,  make  speeches,  lament  about  our 
educational  system,  criticize  others  for  their  methods,  and  desire  to  change  § 
them;  but  when  it  come  to  actualities—to  solving  the  actual  problem—these  ^ 
people  find  themselves  at  a  loss*  How  should  a  Talmud  Torah  be  conducted  in  ^ 
the  United  States?  Iliat  is  a  very  difficult  question  to  answer  at  this  time.  ^ 
We  all  agree  that  the  old  system  should  be  changed;  yet  no  one  seems  to  know 
what  changes  to  make* 

We  think  that  before  we  decide  upon  a  course  of  study  for  our  children  we 
should  decide  Just  vdiat  we  expect  of  them  as  Jews*  Are  we  to  prepare  them  for 

-o 
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emigration  to  Palestine  to  form  a  government  there?  Is  it  our  duty 
to  conduct  a  Hebrew  school  which  will  train  our  future  public  officials, 
Hebrew  orators,  Jewish  financiers,  engineers,  doctors,  etc#?  Or  maybe  we 

should  conduct  a  Jewish  "Gymnasium"? 

If  we  wish  to  raise  our  children  as  American  citizens,  however,  then  the 
Hebrew  language  loses  its  primary  importance,  and  should  receive  no  more 
emphasis  than  any  other  part  of  the  curriculum.  We  feel  that  Hebrew  is  not 
absolutely  essential,  and  that  the  mastery  of  it  should  be  stressed,  in  the       g 
higher  educational  institutions  and  not  in  the  Talmud  Torah^  A  Talmud  Torah 
is  not  an  idealistic  undertaking. 

-TD 

en 

The  Talmud  Torah  should,  therefore,  not  be  transformed  into  a  mere  Hebrew  school. 
Changes  in  method  are  necesscory,  but  not  such  changes.  The  Hebrew  language 
alone  cannot  make  the  child  a  Jew.  Is  it  not  strange  that  most  of  the  people 
who  are  demanding  that  Hebrew  should  be  stressed  in  the  Talmud  Torah  curriculum 
are  the  very  same  people  who  object  most  strenuously  to  our  Orthodox  way  of  life? 
The  educational  subconmittee  will  have  to  solve  this  problem. 
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Hie  problem  of  securing  a  principal  in  the  Talmud  To  rah  is  also  some- 
thing the  education  committee  should  consider  seriously.  The  era  of  beating 

and  subjugating  the  pupils  is  gone.  Any  teacher  who  indulges  in  this  practice 
in  order  to  maintain  discipline  should  be  dismissed  immediately— no  matter  how 
good  a  teacher  he  may  be  otherwise.  We  need  a  fine  man  for  the  job  of  princi- 
pal--one  who  will  comnand  the  respect  of  the  teachers,  as  well  as  the  pupils. 
It  is  not  the  duty  of  the  principal  to  decide  on  methods  of  finance.  This  work 
belongs  to  the  board  of  education.  The  principal  should  see  that  the  decisions 

of  the  board  are  carried  out  in  an  orderly  fashion.  A  principal  should  be  ap- 
pointed before  scliool  opens  on  Sunday.  We  hope  that  the  board  will  realize  how 

necessary  it  is  to  appoint  one. 

CD 
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RAISE  MONBT  FOR  THE  TALMUD  TORAH 

Large  synagogues  throughout  the  city  have  raised  considerable  sums  of  money 
for  the  West  Side  Talmud  Tbrah*  The  people  responded  magnificently  to  the 
pleadings  of  the  speakers  and  the  rabbis* 

A  meeting  of  the  reorganization  committee  of  the  Talmud  Torah  will  take  place 
at  the  Chicago  Hebrew  Institute  tomorrow  evening,  and  plans  for  putting  the 
school  on  a  firm  foundation,  financially  and  otherwise,  will  be  discussed.      o 

33 
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THE   PRiiYER  BOOK  AID  JUDAISM 

At  the  last  neetins  of  the  board  of  directors  of  the  Talmud  Torah  when  Presi-  ^ 
dent  J.  H.  Cohen  had  appointed  the  reorganization  coinnittee,  certain  members  2 

were  asked  to  present  their  views  on  a  new  curriculum  for  the  Talmud  Torah»  '^ 
The  discussion  showed  that  there  are  still  a  great  nuiiber  of  Jews  who  believe  r; 

that  all  Judaism  is,  is  contained  in  the  Prayer  Book.  Vie   feel  that  our  youth  -d 
will  be  Jews  in  spite  of,  and  not  because  of,  the  Prayer  Book*  V/e  question  o 
the  necessity  of  conducting  a  Hebrew  school  if  the  Prayer  Book  is  to  be  the  Lo 
basis  of  its  curriculum.  The  purpose  of  a  Kebrev/  school  is  to  prepare  the  S 

Jewish  youth  of  today  to  be  intelligent  Jewish  adults  tomorrow.  \le  want  them  ^ 
to  be  proud  of  their  Jewish  lore,  literature,  and  history.  V/e  hope  that  the 
members  of  the  reorganization  committee  will  introduce  an  appropriate  and  . 
modern  system  of  instruction  into  our  Hebrev/  schools  which  v/ill  be  fitting 
to  the  progressive  Jewish  community  of  Chicago. 

On  the  whole,  the  reorganization  committee  is  one  of  the  best  that  could  be 
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appointed.  Sucti  men  as  B.  Korwicli,  Samuel  Phillipson,  and  B.  J.  Schiff 
are  a  guarantee  that  the  finances  of  the  school  v/ill  be  kept  in  order.  Such 
men  as  Rabbi  Joseph  Rothschild,  Rabbi  Ibrris  Levin,  Ben  Zion  Laiserovitz,  and  ^ 

T.  Piser  ivill  certainly  keep  their  eyes  open  for  a  plausible  plan  of  educa-  5 
tion  and  a  curriculum  v;hich  v;ill  present  Judaism  and  Jev/s  in  the  proper  manner.  ^ 
K.  L!.  Barnett,  L.  H.  Bolotin,  Ilax  Shulman,  and  A.  H.  Kiarlstein  x/ill  surely  see  £J 

to  it  that  the  adopted  plans  are  put  into  operation.  -o 
,,^.,...,   •..   ^ 

CO 

The  Hebrev/  Institute  C^ 

It  appears  that  the  directors  of  the  Hebrew  Institute  will  accept  the  recommen- 
dations of  the  executive  committee  not  to  rebuild  the  burned  quarters  of  the 

Institute  but  to  utilize  the  annex  for  its  activities.  .Ve  feel  that  the  recommen- 

dations are  absolutelj^  justified  in  view  of  the  circur.istances.  It  seems  as  if 
the  leaders  desired  that  all  the  rooms  should  be  utilized  at  all  times.  As  a 

result,  everyone  with  any  crackpot  idea  called  tlieir  group  toc^ther  to  meet  at 
the  Institute.  Instead  of  becoming  a  center  of  Judaism  and  drawing  unto  itself 
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the  masses  of  Jews,    it  slov/ly  repulsed  then.     As  v/e  understand,   the  annex 
can  accoiiiDK)date  the   '^valuable"  activities  of  the  Institute  very  \jell. 
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HEAT  PBDFLB  ARS  SATING 
f 

••Dear  Editors  of  the  Jewish  Courier: 

••I  speak  for  the  Interest  of  the  parlous  Talmud  Torahs  In  this  city,  and 
against  the  Inadequate  way  In  which  they  are  handling  our  Jewish  educational 
problems.  We  are  beginning  to  feel  that  the  Talmud  Torahs  which  are  supported 
by  the  Individual  aynagogaes  are  doing  a  very  poor  Job. 

••Thousands  of  children  are  unable  to  attend  a  Talmud  Torah  only  because  the 
synagogues  do  not  provide  a  place  for  them.  We  have  reached  a  stage  where  we   ̂  
now  realize  that  Hebrew  education  Is  a  city-wide  problem,  and  shoxild  be  handled  ^ 
by  a  clty-wlde  organization.  I  propose,  therefore,  that  the  only  solution  to 
the  problem  would  be  the  creation  of  a  central  board  which  would  have  congplete 
control  and  supervision  over  our  educational  problems. 

••Now  Is  the  time  to  actl  Let  us  consolidate  our  schools  and  create  an  educa- 
tional systeml  One  or  two  synagogues  cannot  support  a  Talimid  Torah  properly. 

o CO 
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Let  us  have  a  city-wide  systeml 

•»I  hope  the  Courier  ?/lll  give  Its  support  to  this  project  In  an  editorial. 

"Ben  Zlon  Lazarovltch. " 

CO 
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COIIE  ASD  HEAR 

Everybody  Is  Invited  to  be  prese^it  at  the  exaialnatlon  to  be  given  to  all  the 
classes  of  the  Hebrew  Theological  College,  1243  Johnson  Street,  next  Saturday, 
April  16,  between  2  and  4  In  the  afternoon*  Come  and  see  the  advantages  that 
this  College  gives  to  American  Jewish  youth  and  to  Judaism. 

Board  of  Education. 
CD 
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Chicage  Hebrew  Unstitute. 
To  Their  Sympathizers* 

The  fire  which  destroyed  our  main  building,  occurred  at  a  time  when  the  work 

of  the  institute  had  grown  to  a  point  where  all  our  facilities  were  taxed  to  capa- 
city. 

Luckily,  only  the  main  building  was  destroyed.  The  large  annex  remained  un- 
touched and  after  the  excitement  was  over,  we  returned  to  normalcy  but  with  only 

about  60  per  cent  of  our  previous  activity  being  carried  on. 

The  educational  department  is  again  functioning  actively.  The  classes  in  Eng- 
lish, Hebrew,  home-making,  the  Sabbath  school,  and  kindergarten  are  again  in  opera* 

tion  with  a  smaller  teaching  staff.  The  gymnasium  is  functioning  without  any 
curtailment,  and  the  trade  schools  will  be  reopened  as  soon  as  the  new  place  set 
aside  for  it  in  the  annex  will  be  completed. 

The  clubs  and  social  activities  are  functioning  outside  of  the  institute, 
using  facilities  other  organizations  were  kind  enough  to  furnish  us. 
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Rabbi  Abraham  Niagniavsky,  the  representative  of  the  Rabbinical  Seminary  of 
Kovna^  is  here  to  collect  the  yearly  contributions  of  friends  of  the  Seminary^  to 
obtain  more  subscribers  for  this  holy  institution*  It  is  a  duty  of  every  Jew 

who  has  the  love  of  Torah'  in  his  heart  to  contribute  as  much  as  he  can  to  an  in- 
stitution which  puts  out  80  many  fine  Rabbis,  the  backbone  of  our  people* 

%_  ̂ . 
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Courier,  April  3,  1910* 

•Teachers,  Schools,  Chadorine* 

The  only  place  -  where  you  can  learn  the  fundamentals  of  Reading,  Writing, 
and  speaking  English,  Book-keeping  and  Typewriting  «  in  a  short  time  and  at  mod- 

erate prices* 

We  prepare  you  for  all  American  schools  and  colleges,  civil  service  examina- 
tions, and  also  teach  you  how  to  become  a  citizen* 

We  have  special  day  and  evening  classes  in  mechanical  drawing* 

Chicago  Preparatory  School 
829  W*  12th  St#  Cor*  Newberry  Ave 
Tel*  Canal  4973  3rd*  Floor 
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Chicago  Hetrew  Institute. 

A  new  class  for  beginners  in  English,  will  "be  opened  in  the  Chicago  Hebrew 
Institute,  Monday  evening,  April  Uth,   Immigrants  who  want  to  leam  English  are 
advised  of  this  opportunity  and  should  not  fail  to  make  their  applications  on 
th8.t  evening. 

Dr.  David  Blutstien 
Superintendent. 
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A  FH^  OPPORTUNITY  FOR  Jan/ISH  BOYS  . 

Dr.  David  Blaustein,  the  Superintendent  of  the  Hebrew  Institute,  has  under- 
taken the  task  of  representing  the  National  Fam  School  of  Book  County, 

Pennsylvania,  in  Chicago,  although  he  is  already  overburdened  with  many 
responsibilities.  At  the  national  farm  school  Jewish  boys  are  taught  modern  o^ 

agriculture.  Dr.  Kreiskop,  who  urged  Dr.  Blaustein  to  accept  the  appoint-  r- 
ment  as  Chicago's  representative,  promised  hlu  that  Jewish  boys  from  Chicago  -o 
v/ho  wish  to  learn  agricxilture  at  the  school  will  be  given  preferred  con-  o 
sideration.  Parents  v/ho  are  uncertain  about  a  future  for  their  sons  should  \^ 
by  no  means  overlook  this  opportunity,  and  should  file  an  application  v/ith  S 

Dr.  Blaustein.  Since  only  a  few  weeks  remain  until  June  1,  the  date  set  for  ^ 
the  corai.iancement  of  the  nev/  semester,  parents  should  not  delay  in  filing  an 
application  for  their  sons.  Pupils  will  not  be  accepted  after  June  1« 

Everyone  should  know  something  about  agriculture.  Farming  and  cultivation 

of  the  soil  are  ver^''  interesting  occupations.  Jews,  in  particular,  should 
be  interested  in  agriculture.  Our  forefathers,  before  the  Exile,  v/ere  farmers. 
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V/e  expect  to  return  to  our  land  and  be  farmers. 

Agriculture  is  the  noblest  and  healthiest  of  all  occupations.  It  builds 
strong  and  healthy  men  and  woroen.  V/e  need  a  stronc  and  healthy  generation.  :> 
If  anything  v/ill  increase  our  strength  and  national  pride,  it  undoubtedly  <^ 
will  be  agriculture.  r; 
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CLASSES  IN  ENCJLISH 

At  the  Maxwell  Street  Settlement  House  a  class  in  English  is  being  opened 
free  of  charge  for  all  those  who  want  to  learn  the  English  language. 
Registration  is  open  to  everybody,  but  you  have  to  hurry,  for  the  class 
is  filling  up  quickly  and  as  soon  as  we  have  enough  pupils  registration 
will  stop. 
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.  •  ;  '^v     ';.'''       Special  Notice.  -^ .  .  .  ̂ 
>:    A  Comnrunication  From  the  Principal  of  the  Trade  School. 

jKf''^^^^^^^^^  ■      r.  .'.''\  .  Tuesday  PM, 26th  Insti? 
^To'l)r.  David  Blanstein,  Superintendent,      ,   ,  --     -/         ^    ̂ ^^^ 
He'brew  Institute,   rChicago,  Illinoist  1  >j:' Dear  Dr«  Blanstein:  W 

r-".^:^^:  a'v^-j^ -^^^^^^^  has  repeatedly  occurred  to  me  %irii3g  these  tisro   ,,.;/' 
weeks  past,  that  we  !i>ay  easily  make  the  work  of  our  proposed  class  of  operative  A- 
engine-room  chemistry  of  great  value,  not  alone  to  those  for  whom  it  is  primarily 
intended,  hut  also  to  many  others i  particularly  those  who  are  engaged  in  manufac- 

turing and  who  are  consequently  large  purchasers  and  users  of  coal,  oils  of  various 

r  kinds,  water,  etc.  "  " " 
■^^-c.f.:,-:.v.-''-i:..:-r^^^'':  -J    It  Is  an  -unquestioned  truth  that  a  careful  stud^r  of  the  fuels, 

water,  and  lubricants  used  in  our  majiul'acturing  establishments  invariably  results 
in  a  greatly  increased  economy  in  their  use,  and  a  surprising  decrease  in  the  cost 
of  engine  and  boiler-room  maintenance.  With  this  practical  scientific  knowledge  j^t 
in  our  possession,  and  anxious  as  we  are  to  make  our  trade  school  ̂ si  unmeasured   -h^I^ 
success,  may  I  suggest  to  you  that  we  invite  the  active  cooperation  in  our  Workv^  0;^, 

of  everyone  interested  in  our  new  class  of  engine-room  chemistry,  both  employers   ' - and  employees,  so  that  the  good  results  we  hope  to  achieve  may  be  of  immediate  -  #^ 
aM  permanent  benefit  to  both.   <   .  ̂̂   :   '  -  '   ,,   ::    .       ^  v.vw>.^^    ' 

'^-"'-   wTTTTAtr  «  «•.,•'•  ̂   sincei^ely  yours,  :V^''-  '':.  m.  v  Chicago  Hebrew ^LLIAM  F.  CAEILL,T^.S.C.  -  Principal  of  Trade  School, -^Institute  «• 

■>  - 
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Chicago  Hebrew  Institute  Messenger.  November  1,  1909* 

,   Hegistration  in  the  Trade  Schools 

Applicants  for  Course  in: 
Electrical  Work 
Plumbing  ,    .  , 
Draftsmanship 
Steamfittlng 
Sheet  Metal  Work 
Bricklaying  .  . 
Carpentry   .  . 
Cabinet-Making 

•    •    • 

•    • 

•    • 

•    •    • 
•    • 

Total  to  October  20,   1909 
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Chicago  Hebrew  Institute  Messen^r,!Tovem'ber  I909  -  ITo.  1 

V  Prospectiis.  ^     • 

Tentative  b-adget  for  Educational  actiritiest  also  for  activities  in 
departments  of  Religious  and  Social  Work  for  the  fiscal  year,  July  1st,  1909 

to  July  1st,  1510.  Evening  school  in  English  -  ei^^ht  classes;  Evening  Comi^er- 
cial  School ,- three  classes;  Evening  Tr&de-- School,  consisting  of:  Plumbing, 
Steamfitting,  Carpentry,  Electrical  Work,  Sheet-Iron  and  Metalwork,  Pattern- 

Making,  Bricklaying,  and  Mechanical  Drawing.  '      v  -v   "^ 

Afternoon  School  in  Hebrew,  seven  classes;  Sabbath  School,  twelve  "-   * 
classes;   School  of  Domestic  Arts,  foior  classes;  School  of  Domestic  Science, 

eight  classes;  Gymnasium^  Classes  in  Gardening;  General  Social  Work,  consisting 
of  Celebrations  on  Jewish  and  National  Holidays,  and  Social  .Gatherings  such 

as  inter-Club  Affairs,  inter-School  Affairs,  inter- Department  Affairs;  Quarterly 
Membership  Affairs,  inter-Department  Affairs,  Quarterly  Membership  Meetings, 
Musicals,  Concerts,  Entertainments,  Dancing- Classes,  etc. 

-»»■  >  • 
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Prospectus. 

■■,,■■*  •  ■  ■ 

People's  Synagogue,  Hebrew  Library  Lectures: 
'   Classes  in  Music;    Classes  in  Art.  : 

'>/   '  Of  the  above-mentioned  classes  the  following  have  already  been 
organized:   Gymnasium,   Trade-School,  Evening- Classes  in  English,  Hebrew 
School,  Celebrations  of  National  and  Jewish  Holidays,  Branch  Heading  Boom  and 

Delivery  Station  Chicago  Public  Library;  Hebrew  Library;  People ^s  Sjniagogue* 

^'  '   '  Lecture  preparations  are  now  being  made  for  the  opening  of  additional activities,  and  many  are  far  advanced  in  the  process  of  organisation. 

"':^^^         notice  in  the  Messenger  and  in  the  Je-^ish  and  Ceneral  Press 

will  be^given  of  the  progress  made  in  organization  and  the  dates  for  registra- 
tion for  and  opening  of  Courses  will  be  announced. 
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JEWISH 

Jewish  Standard >  Oct.  31,  1908* 

THE  ISAIAH  AUXILIAEDT  SABBATH  SCHOOL 

The  Isaiah  Axizlliary  Sabbath  School,  conducted  under  the  auspices  of  the  Hebrew  ^^ 
Sabbath  School  Association  of  Chicago,  will  begin  Its  activities  for  this  year  5 
at  the  Chicago  Hebrew  Institute,  485  West  Taylor  Street,  on  Sunday  morning,  .^ 
November  1,  at  9  A«  M«  ^ 

CO 

Instruction  In  Hebrew,  Jewish  history,  and  the  principles  of  religion  will  be    § 
offered  free  of  charge  by  a  staff  of  competent  teachers  to  all  Jewish  children^ 
The  system  enqployed  In  teaching  Hebrew  Is  the  modem  conversational  one*  This 
system  has  been  used  In  the  school  for  the  past  two  years  with  admirable  sue-     Tsi 
cess«  The  course  In  Jewish  history  Includes  a  study  of  the  Biblical  and  post- 
Biblical  periods*  An  effort  is  made,  when  teaching  the  child  Jewish  history, 
to  isrpress  upon  him  the  significance  of  the  inspiring  events  which  occurred 
during  Israelis  historical  career,  and  to  inculcate  within  him  a  feeling  of 
reverence  toward  Jewish  institutions*  The  principles  of  the  Jewish  religion 
are  studied  in  connection  with  the  study  of  history* 
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JewiBh  Standard.  Oct*  31,  1908 • 

The  Hebrew  Institute  generously  allows  the  Sabbath  School  to  use  its  halls  free 
of  charge*  Last  year  over  three  hundred  children  were  accomroDdated  at  the  old 
place  on  Blue  Island  Avenue*  Owing  to  the  spacious  quarters  at  the  new  place ^ 
we  are  hoping  that  we  shall  be  able  to  accoxmoodate  many  wore. 

-T3 

A  cMss  is  graduated  every  year;  some  of  the  brighter  pupils  are  selected  to  ^ 
assist  the  teachers*  A  healthy  spirit  of  emulation  prevails  in  the  gradixating  C 
classes,  each  pupil  desiring  to  excel  the  others  in  order  to  be  eligible  as  ^ 
assistant  teachers* o 

Ca- 

Iftich  of  the  success  of  the  school  is  due  to  the  financial  support  given  by  t 
Isaiah  Congregation,  and  to  the  deep  interest  and  activity  of  llr*  Joseph  S*  ^ 
Hartman,  the  president  of  the  Hebrew  Sabbath  School  Association* 

D*  P*  Pollack,  superintendent* 

^  J 
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Dally  Jewish  Courier.  Oct.  9,  1908, 

DO  NOT  NEGLECT  THE  TORAH 

We  wish  to  call  the  attention  of  all  congregations,  their  officers,  and  the 

Chicago  public  to  the  fact  that  the  three  Hebrew  schools  on  the  'Vest  Side 
will  not  open  this  winter  unless  you  begin  to  cooperate  with  them,  and,  there- 

by, assure  the  preservation  and  dissemination  of  the  Torah.  We  are  in  need 
of  three  teachers;  we  have  no  coal  as  yet;  and  the  expenses  of  the  three  Talroud 
Torahs  have  doubled,  while  their  income  is  not  half  the  amount  of  the  original 
expenses*  It  is  your  duty  to  come  to  the  meeting  this  Tuesday  evening,  during  2 

the  intermediary  days  of  Sukoth,  not  only  to  elect  officers,  but  also  to  pre-  ̂  
vent  any  action  which  would  place  1,100  poor  children  on  the  streets.  C3 

The  membership  of  the  Talmud  Torahs  has  decreased  and  donations  have  diminished; 
the  number  of  poor  children,  hov;ever,  is  mounting.  Me  have  warned  you  about 
this  predicament  during  the  High  Holidays.  The  only  synagogue  which  has  done 

its  share  is  Beth  Hamldrash  Hagadol  B'nai  Jacob.  Due  largely  to  the  efforts  of 
the  marvelous  and  dynamic  speaker,  lir.  Lebov/itz,  sixty  persons  have  become  mem- 

bers of  the  Talmud  Torahs,  and  have  contributed  a  total  of  $100  in  pledges  and 
donations. 

en 
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Daily  Jewish  Courier,  Oct.  9,  1908# 

We  appeal  to  all  the  secretaries  w  send  in  the  lists  of  those  ivho  have  made 
pledges  for  the  Talmud  Torahs*  May  they  be  blessed  by  the  Almighty  God. 

7.  Farger,  president, 
A.  Wolfson, 
L.  Epstein,  and 
J.  Rosenberg,  vice-presidents. CD 

CO 

en 
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Dally  Jewish  Courier.  Dec.  31,  1907. 

AN  APPEAL  TO  THE  JKVISK  POBLIC 

The  world  was  created  because  of  the  Torah;  it  should,  therefore,  be  inost 

precious  to  the  Jew»  The  Torah,  as  we  know,  is  the  foundation  of  our  per-  ^ 
manent  existence  as  Jews.  The  first  thing  we  must  work  for  is  to  teach  our  5 
Jewish  youth  the  Holy  Torah.  In  order  to  do  this  we  must  have  an  YeshivcQi,  <:::^ 
a  theological  seminary.  P 

In  order  to  maintain  an  Yeshivah  we  must  have  enough  funds.  The  financial      § 
condition  of  our  Yeshivah  is  very  poor.  We  have  no  money  with  which  to  pay 
the  teachers  who  instruct  over  100  poor  children  in  the  Yeshivah.  Iliree 
weeks  have  already  passed  since  we  paid  the  teachers  for  their  services*       oi 
Besides  failing  to  pay  the  teachers,  we  also  have  many  payments  to  make  which 
are  past  due.  Furthermore,  we  have  no  coal  v/ith  which  to  heat  the  building 
which  houses  the  school. 

As  yet  we  have  not  worked  out  any  plan  which  will  increase  our  income,  except 

CO 
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Dally  Jewish  Courier,  T>eo.   31,  1907 ♦ 

that  of  nakliig  a  strong  appeal  to  our  vsorthy  Jewish  public  to  open  their 
hearts  and  to  think  of  their  duties  toward  the  Jewish  youth  of  Chicago*  Every 
Jew  In  Chlceigo  who  Is  a  meinber  of  a  synagogue  must  bear  In  mind  that  If  the 
Teshlvah  Is  >jeglected,  the  Jewish  training  of  our  youth  will  go  to  naught* 
It  would  then  be  useless  to  build  beautiful  schools  for  no  one  would  visit 
these  houses  of  learning  unless  we  were  financially  able  to  have  enough  com- 

petent teachers  to  instruct  the  pupllis* 

o 

CO 

en 
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WPA  (!LL)PROJ.3027i 
THE  lALUOD  TOBAHS  UNIISD 

ISie  Chicago  Babble  have  rendered  their  decision  to  iinite  all  the  Talanid 
ibrahe  in  the  city  into  one  organisationt  in  accordance  with  a  plan  proposed    . 
bj  the  Jewish  Ooiirier.  accordiog  to  the  officers  of  all  who  came  to  t^ 
Babbis  yesterday  with  their  coinplaints  and  grievances*  Ihe  decision  has  four 
articles t 

1*  She  various  Talarud  Torahs*  such  as  the  Hoses  Montifiore;  that  Babbi 
Isaac  SLchonon  and  Babbi  Abraham  Saimxel  Brodie  shall  be  uziited  into  one  Xalsud 
9orah« 

2«  A  committee  of  four,  consisting  of  President  and  Vice-President  of  the 
West  Side  Talmud  Torah,  and  President  and  7ice-President  of  Babbi  Abraham  Samcel 
Talmud  Torahf  shall  compose  an  impartial  committee  to  enforce  the  decision  govern^ 
ing  the  laws  of  the  new  city  Talmud  Torah* 

3«  Until  the  committee  puts  ererythisg  in  order i  the  collectors  of  the  dif- 
ferent Talmud  Toralis  may  continue  as  usual  and  turn  the  collections  over  to 

their  proper  officers, and  the  different  secretaries  shall  assemble  every  Satur- 
day evening  to  figure  the  Income  and  expenditures,  and  pass  on  all  payments  of 

bills t  etc« 



V 

I 
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The  Courier,  December  6.  1907.  //PA  (!LL)  PROi.  30271 

4*     The  Committee  of  presidents  and  vice  presidents  may  add  to  the   committee 
when  ever  they  see   fit. 
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Dally  Jewish  Co\irier>  Nov.  10,  1907 

JE\?ISH 

/sABBkW.   SCHOOL  AT  THE  V/AT.T.F.R  STREET  TALI.ICJD  TORAH  REOPENsT' 
We  have  been  notified  that  the  Sabbath  school  at  the  Waller  Street  Talmud  Torah 

will  reopen^  Because  several  teachers  were  111,  the  School  was  closed  for  sev- 
eral weeks;  but  nov;  things  are  again  moving  along  In  their  usual  manner.  The 

School  will  be  open  every  Saturday  and  Sunday.  Parents  who  have  girls,  coid 
desire  to  give  them  some  Jewish  training,  may  enroll  them  now. 

The  School  will  be  conducted  by  the  same  persons  who  were  so  successful  In  con- 
ducting the  Sabbath  school  of  the  Hebrew  Llteraiy  Society.  The  latter  School 

has  demonstrated  Its  ability  to  give  the  children  attending  It  a  more  or  less     ^ 
thorough  imderstandlng  of  Jewish  life  and  customs.  ^ 

Speaking  of  the  decision  of  the  V/aller  Street  Talmud  Torah  to  allow  a  Sabbath 
school  to  be  established  on  its  premises,  we  feel  that  one  of  the  finest  things 
the  Talmud  Torahs  of  Chicago  can  do  is  to  allow  Sabbath  schools  the  use  of 
their  educational  facilities.  The  West  Side  Talmud  Torahs  should  be  given  a 

CO 
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Daily  Jewish  Courier,  Nov.  10,  1907 • 

vote  of  thanks  for  recognizing  the  need  of  expanding  the  actiTities  which  now 
take  place  in  their  buildings • 

In  general,  the  Talxmid  Torahs  in  the  United  States  are  patterned  after  those 
in  the  old  co\intry«  The  reasons  for  this  situation  are  self  apparent #  The 
younger  generation,  imbued  with  the  j^merican  spirit,  and  oongnizant  of  the 
changing  methods  in  education,  are  taken  up  with  their  own  careers,  and  are, 
thei^efore,  unable  to  become  actively  engaged  in  the  affairs  of  the  community--   -a 
less  so  in  its  educational  problems.  The  older  generation,  on  the  other  hand, 
has  demonstrated  its  ability  to  finance  these  institutions  and  keep  them  going 
despite  the  fact  that  they  are  not  acquainted  with  the  modem  educational 
methods. 

x^ 

The  West  Side  Talmud  Torahs,  as  is  well  known,  are  the  Mdsos  llontifiore  Talmud 
Torah  and  the  Rabbi  Izhak  Elba nan  Talmud  Torah.  These  two  schools  have  a  budget 
of  around  thirteen  or  fourteen  thousand  dollars  a  year,  a  staff  of  fourteen 
teachers,  and  a  school  population  of  eight  hxmdred  children.  Although  the 
younger  generation  may  be  able  to  point  out  many  faults  in  the  present  educa- 

tional system,  we  must  give  the  board  of  education  and  the  officers  of  the  Talmud 
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Dally  Jewish  Coxirler,  Nov*  10,  1907  • 

Torahs  credit  for  doing  the  best  they  know  how.  Most  people  do  not  realize 
the  difficulties  Involved  In  raising  funds  to  finance  such  Institutions.  We 
hope  that  constant  lngprovenents  will  be  made,  and  that  the  Talmud  Torahs  will 
become  Jewish  academles-^the  Jewish  universities  of  America* 

Now  that  the  Talmud  Torah  buildings  are  being  used  by  the  Sabbath  schools  our  ^ 
youth  win  begin  to  take  a  greater  Interest  In  Judaism  and  Jewish  problems*  S 

Our  old  axlomr-that  all  that  Is  poured  Into  children  does  not  go  to  waste--  ^ 
win  continue  to  prove  Itself  a  trulsnu  ^ 

"V 

O CD 
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Daily  Jewish  Courier,  Oct.  31,  1907 • 

TALIUD  TORAH  B'ma   MOSHS,  414  SOUTH  PAULINA  STREET 

We  wish  to  announce  to  our  worthy  public  that,  having  seen  the  necessity  of 
establishing  a  Hebrew  school  in  the  district  west  of  Center  Street,  we  have 
opened  a  school  at  414  South  Paulina  Street.  We  have  en^ged  tv;o  teachers        ^ 
who  are  experienced  in  modern  pedagogy  and  Hebrew  teaching.  2 

We  are  daily  approached  by  poor  parents  who  are  unable  to  pay  tuition  for  p 
their  children.  At  present  we  have  no  accommodations  for  them.  At  a  meeting  ^ 

of  the  members  of  the  Congregation  B'nai  Lloshe,  however,  it  was  decided  to  o 
erect  a  building  to  house  our  rapidly  growing  school.  In  order  to  make  the  ^ 
new  school  a  comiminity  institution  we  decided  to  name  it  in  honor  of  the  S 

*--j 

memory  of  the  learned  Rabbi  Abraham  Samuel  Brody,  may  he  rest  in  peace.  We       ^ 
have  set  aside  a  fund  of  $500. 

¥/e  beg  our  worthy  Jewish  public,  therefore,  to  visit  our  synagogue  and 
participate  in  the  plans  to  raise  sufficient  funds  to  erect  the  building. 
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Dally  Jewish  Courier,  Oct«  31,  1907* 

Many  contributions  have  already  been  received.  V/e  wish  to  thank  the  donors, 
and  hope  that  many  laDre  Chicago  Jews  will  answer  the  appeal*  The  names  of 
the  contributors  will  be  listed  regularly  in  the  Dally  Jewish  Courier ♦ 

Respectfully, 

Isaiah  Glnsburg,  president, 
V/olf  Bookey,  secretary* Co 

en 
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AlCXlUNCEIvEOT 

The  Beth  llldrash  liagadol  Sabbath  School  v;lll  open  Siinday,  October  20th*  Parents 

who  wish  their  children  to  be  enrolled,  should  send  them  to  the  Beth  llldrash    ^ 

Hagadol  and  B'nai  Yaakov  Synagogue,  at  307  I'^xv/ell  Street.  Neiv  methods  of  in-   5 
struction  have  been  introduced.  Hebrev/,  history  and  religion  are  the  courses   ^^ 
offered.  r; ^o 

CD 

CO 
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JEWISH 

Courier,  October  9,  1907, 

'^^ k  Worthy  Inst  1  tut ion« 

,>r:-S 

The  necessity  for  an  institution  that  will  unite  the  social  and  cultural 
forces  of  the  North  West  Side  Jewish  community  has  long  been  felt«  We  have  x 
long  needed  an  institution  where  our  youth  and  their  parents  could  meet  on 
their  own  levels  and  help  bring  on  a  \ietter  understanding  between  them*  We 
have  also  felt  the  need  for  an  educational  institution  to  bring  to  our  youth 
their  cultural  ancestry  and  an  understanding  of  Jewish  life  and  Jewish  history^ 

V  "C 

•  ̂;»i 

Evening  classes  for  men  and  women  have  been  organized  in  the  English  language » 
American  Hlstoiy  and  the  basic  law  of  the  land.  Lectures  on  Jewish  Eistoiy 
and  Literature  in  English  and  Yiddish  are  given  by  well  known  lecturers* 
'''•■■■'    ■■■■•.'•       "  •       •  '  ̂  ■ 

We  hav^  a  reading  room  for  old  and  young  where  periodicals  in  Hebrew  and 
Basslan  may  be  had*  Classes  in  Art,  Elocution,  Dramatic  Art,  Housekeeping, 

% 
A-.  1   <■  • 

^. 

N.. 
■''  •  «. 
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JEWISH 

Courier.  October  9,  1907# 

Adding-machlne  Operating  and  Photography  are  offered, 

A  daily  Hebrew  School  is  being  opened  where  Jewish  children  may  receire  a 
Hebrew  education*   Playrooms  and  club  rooms  are  open  to  everyone,  Uany  so* 
cial  groups  meet  regularly  in  our  rooms, 

Jews  of  the  North  West  Side  are  invited  to  inspect  the  institution  and  take 
advantage  of  its  opportunities.  We -hope  to  make  this  the  center  of  Jewish 
life  of  the  North  West  Side  Jewish  commonity.  The  address  is  13-*17  Marion 
Place •  , 

R  espectfully 

Abraham  S,  S&far, 

'  ^ 

.h-  .'.t 

■  f 
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Courier,  Octo'ber  9,  I907, 

The  Chicago  Hebrew  Institute  announces  that  the  following  classes  are  be- 
ing organized  and  that  everybody  is  inrited  to  enroll: 

Dramatic  Art  -  Oirls  Choral  Group  -  Hebrew  -  Jewish  History  -  Study  class  of 
Jewish  -  Sociological  Problems* 

The  superintendent  will  be  at  the  Institute  every  afternoon  and  evening  to 
accept  explications  for  enrollment  in  these  various  groups. 

•''*.  v- 
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JEliTISH 

/k  NEV7  TAIMJD  TORAI^ 

The  Northv/est  Side  Talmud  Torah  and  Hebrew  Institute  is  opening  a  branch  of  the 

Talmud  Torah  at  1528  Milwaukee  Avenue.  The  school  will  be  open  to  boys  and  girls 

every  day*  Applications  are  now  being  accepted. 

Children  must  bring  their  parents  in  order  to  be  registered.  School  starts  next 
Sunday  morning,  9  A.  II. 

3> 
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GOOD  l/OnK  ON  TII2  qUET 

It  v/ould  be  very  interesting  to  knov;  hov;  many  Jev;s  in  Cliicaco  knov;  that  there 

are  eiglit  Sabbath  schools  for  Jev:ish  children  in  different  parts  of  the  citj;" 
which  have  a  school  population  of  over  V./elve  hundred  and  which  are  doing 
wonderful  work.     The  parents  of  the  children  and  their  close  kin  know,  of 

course,   all  about  the  Jabbath  schools,  but  the  J"e\/ish  public  at  large  does not  know  about  the.ie  activities. 

'\3 

en 

How  Loany  Jevjs  here  in  Chicago  knov;  that  fourteen  excellent  Hebrev:  and  Sabbath     ^ 

school  teachers  are  engaged  in  Sabbath  school  work  and  arc  receiving  pa^  for      '"^ 
their  good  work?-  Eov;  many  knov;  the  individuals  v/ho  contribute  to  this  v7orthy 
cause  and  are  engaged  in  tliis  v;ork?  Up  to  a  fev;  years  ago,  the  Zionist  Sabbath 
schools  v/ere  the  only  ones  in  Gliicago*  Then  the  Council  of  Jewish  V.omen  became 
interested  in  Sabbath  school  work.  The  men  followed,  llov/  all  the  Sabbath 

schools  are  maintained  by   the  donations  of  I.Ir.  Julius  Rosenwald,  Llr.  Joseph 
Karris,  and  others. 
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The  committee  of  the  Sabbath  schools  consists  of  lir,  J.  3.   Hartroan;  Dr.  Sepin; 
LIT.  Isler;  Ilr*  Koven,  the  former  superintendent  of  the  Zionist  Sabbath  schools; 
and  Ix.   Pollock,  the  supintendent  of  the  Sabbath  school* 

Aside  fro]%-these  Sabbath  schools  there  is  one  Sabbath  school  v;hich  is  supported 
by  an  ind^endent  congregation  under  the  supervision  of  Lliss  Bloom,  LIr.  Shulraan,  'f llr.  Levinson,  and  others.  C 

The  Sabbath  school  v;ork  is  being  conducted  in  a  slow  and  quiet  manner;  yet  every  2 
Saturday  and  Sunday  twelve  hundred  Je.vish  children  are  instructed  in  Hebrew  and 
Jewish  history. 
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A  imj   TALMUD  TORAH  FOR  THE  FAR  VffiST  SIDS  OF  CHICAGO 

Since  many  Jews  have  moved  away  from  the  Jewish  center,  the  Ghetto,  farther 
west,  it  was  discovered  that  a  new  Talmud  Torah  was  needed  in  the  nev;  Jewish 
neighborhood  because  the  present  IJoses  Lontifiore  Talmud  Torah  is  too  far 
from  the  new  settlement • 

We  are  indebted  to  Rabbi  Fisher  for  this  Talmud  Torah  project  in  the  new  settle- 
ment. The  Rabbi  is  a  young,  energetic,  religious  v/orker,  and  he  understands  the 

modem  way  of  doing  things.  He  realizes  the  necessity  of  this  institution  for 
the  V/est  Side  Jew.  The  Rabbi  assures  us  that  the  Talmud  Torah  v/ill  open  soon 
after  the  Passover  holidays  and  will  be  conducted  in  accordance  with  modern 
principles. 

r— 

-o 

Needles  to  say,  a  Talmud  Torah  is  entirely  different  from  any  other  Jewish 
institution.  Other  institutions  are  supported  mainly  by  the  liberal  donations 
of  wealthy  Jews;  but  a  Talimid  Torah,  in  addition  to  receiving  donations,  expects   S 
its  pupils  to  pay  tuition  in  order  to  keep  up  the  institution.  ^ 

en 
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There  will  be  no  tuition  fee.  '^The  support  of  this  project,"  Rabbi  Fisher 
said,  "v;ill  come  from  Jews  who  have  their  Judaism  at  heart,  and  who  will  see 
to  it  that  this  holy  cause  is  taken  care  of  by  liberal  donations***  A  free 
Sabbath  school  for  boys  and  girls  who  cannot  come  to  Hebrew  school  on  the 
weekdays  will  also  be  established^ 

Rabbi  Fisher  v/ill  be  the  superintendent,  and  he  will  select  the  very  best 
Hebrev;  teachers  to  teach  and  train  our  children  in  a  most  modern  and  up-to- 
date  manner.  The  officers  who  are  selected  to  look  after  this  hol^^  cause  are:  -  o 

Mr.  lloses  Newman,  president;  LIr,  IJoses  Schvjartz,  vice-president;  Llr.  Stem,  ■'^ 
secretary;  and  Llessrs,  S.  Steiner,  L.  Pichell,  and  A,  Fish,  trustees.  ;^ 

-o 
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■  '  ■  ■  "^  '^  ■'  ̂   '   '     ■'  ■        .  .  '  '      ^  '     .  - .       . A  School  For  Jewish  Girls, 

The  well  known  teacher  Mr,  E,  Walpe  has  opened  a  Cheder  (Hebrew  School)  for 

Jewish  girls,  exclusively.  Any  one  wishing  their  daughters  to  study  the  - 
Jewish  religion,  Hebrew  and  Yiddish  languages,  may  apply  to  Mr.  Walpe *8  i 
School,  210  Dock  street.   He  assures  the  Jewish  public  in  Chtpgo,  that 
for  the  short  while  he  has  had  his  school  in  operation,  the  girls  already   I 

have  made  wonderful  progress.   The  girls  can  read  Hebrew  and  write  Yiddish  " 
very  well.   They  also  have  acquired  sn   extensive  Icnowledge  of  Jewish  history. 
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^^The  Northwest  Side  Talmud  Torah  is  holding  a  meeting,  this  afternoon,     > 

in  its  hall,  15-1?  Marion  Place,  for  the  purpose  of '  electing  the  eighteen 

new  directors  for  this  year.   It  is  hut  right  that  the  Northwest  Side  ' 
Chicago  Jews  should  take  more  active  interest  in  a  most  needed  institu- 

tion such  as  the  Talmud  Torah  of  the  Northwest  Side.   The  funds  of  this 

institution  are  getting  low  and  its  continued  existence  is  rather  douht-  : 
ful  \inless  you  Jews  of  the  Northwest  Side,  get  actively  interested  in  the 
worthy  cause  and  hegin  to  come  forward  with  literal  contributions,  that  v 

ai^  can  maintain  the  upkeep  of  the  institution  without  interruption,  -i' 

^* 

'■»- 

V-^^. 

'-^K, 

ir^^ 

•^-   V^ 

We  therefore  make  this  appeal  to  you:  By  all  means  come  to  this  important 
meeting;  help  us  elect  the  right  kind  of  people  as  directors  for  this  need- 

ed Talmud  Torah;  help  us  make  a  success  of  this  holy  institution.^  ,r>^,>5 
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A  REPORT  OF  A  SABBATH  SCHOOL 

by 

Anna  
Gtoldberg 

It  Is  with  the  greatest  pleasure  that  I  take  this  opportunity  of  Informing  the 

public  concerning  the  progress  the  children  In  the  Siibbath  school  of  the  First   ^ 
Rumanian  Congregation  are  making.  In  one  class,  I  am  happy  to  report,  the       r^ 

children  finished  the  Five  Books  of  Moses  last  year  and  are  now  studying  his-     ^ 
tory  and  other  Jewish  studies.  They  read  and  write  Hebrew,  and  have  already      o 
acquired  a  great  deal  of  knowledge  about  the  language.  The  names  of  the  chil- 

dren are:  Anna  Kaplan,  Rebecca  Llpner,  Fannie  Ralsler,  Tlllle  Levlne,  Sophie 
Glassman,  Sarah  Kaplan,  Rosa  Markus,  and  Jennie  Llpner.  These  children  hav6 
made  excellent  progress  In  the  last  twelve  months.  Their  examinations  were 
perfect.  Their  parents  may  be  proud  of  them,  for  they  certainly  will  make 
fine  daughters  of  Israel.  Now  here  Is  another  class  of  children  who  made  good. 
Their  work  was  also  excellent.  Their  names  are:  Cella  Anlxter,  Annie  Becker, 
Clara  Magilner,  Ylctorla  Price,  Helen  Rosenberg,  Sadie  Rose,  Sarah  Rosenberg, 
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Frances  Johnson,  Sarah  Hiirwitz,  and  Fannie  KJaplan* 

The  Sabbath  school  of  the  First  Rumanian  Congregation  is  one  of  the  most 
important  Jewish  institutions  in  Chicago,  and  it  is  worthvrtiile  for  every  Jew 
in  Chicago  to  become  interested  in  the  cause  and  to  assist  us  in  making  our      ^ 
Sabbath  school  a  permanent  institution. 
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THE  NECSSSITy  OF  SABMTH  AllD  SUNDAY  SCHOOLS  IN  CHICAGO 

In  a  land  v;here  general  education  is  compulsory  and  v/here  the  public  schools  ^ 
take  up  a  major  portion  of  our  children's  time,  there  is  very  little  time  left  ^ 
for  attending  a  Hebrew  school.  7ery  often  it  is  physically  Inadvisable  for  ci 
children  to  spend  anymore  time  in  a  classroom.  In  spite  of  all  the  failings  p 
of  a  Sabbath  school,  therefore,  we  deem  it  necessary  that  such  schools  should  !^ 
be  established.  Surely  we  should  pass  on  to  our  younger  generation  as  much  § 

Jewish  history  and  Jev/ish  lore  as  time  will  permit.  -^ 

We  are  very  happy  to  live  in  a  land  vrtiere  compulsory  education  exists.  Since    cJi 
the  public  schools,  however,  do  not  undertake  to  teach  religion  (and  rightly 
so),  we  Jews  should,  as  other  religious  groups  have  seen  it  fit  to  do,  establish 
schools  of  our  own  to  make  up  v;hatever  deficiences  v/e  feel  exist  in  the  educa- 

tion of  our  children.  It  is  our  duty  to  inform  our  children  of  our  past.  Let 
us  not  shirk  our  duty.  Lev  us  provide  more  Sabbath  and  Siinday  schools  wherever 

it  is  necessary  to  do  so.  We  are  not  forsaking  the  Hebrew  schools  ̂ hen  we 
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advocate  the  establishment  of  iiiore  Sabbath  and  Sxinday  schoolsj^*     On  the 
contrary,  we  feel  that  in  this  way  we  shall  build  up  our  schools  more 
intensively* 
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SABMTH  SCEOOL  iClAlIIIIATIONS 

The  examinations  held  at  the  Sabbath  school  yesterday  afternoon  proved  to  the 
coinmunity  that  the  efforts  of  the  school  to  instill  a  love  and  understanding 
of  Judaism  and  Jewish  history  in  the  hearts  and  lainds  of  our  youth  during  the 
past  year  were  highly  successful.  The  examinations  proved  conclusively  that 
the  efforts  of  the  instructors,  Lliss  Lipsky,  Lliss  Blum,  and  Ilr.  I^x  Shulman, 
were  not  in  vain* 

The  children  shov/ed  that  they  had  an  excellent  understanding  of  Jev/ish  history 
and  Jev/ish  lore.  The  number  of  children  who  excelled  in  Hebrew  v;ere  too  numer- 

ous to  mention  here.  The  hearts  of  our  older  generation  were  indeed  gladdened, 
since  they  had  felt  that  the  Jewish  youth  of  ̂ uaerica  was  becoming  completely 
estranged  from  the  traditions  of  their  people. 
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CORIERSTOIE  FOR  TliS  IIOHTE.'EST  SIDE  TiiUJUD  TORAII 

Next  Sunday  afternoon  the  cornerstone  for  the  new  Northwest  Side  Talinud  Torah 
v;ill  be  laid  at  1517  IJorris  Place  near  Davison  Street •  Chicago  Jews  have  long 
known  of  the  need  for  a  Talmud  Torah  on  the  Northwest  Side,  and  our  friends  in 
that  neighborhood  deserve  the  support  and  respect  of  the  Jews  of  the  entire 
city  for  making  possible  the  building  of  this  structure. 

:50 

LSany  notables  are  expected  to  be  present  at  the  ceremonies  when  the  cornerstone  ^ 
will  be  laid*  It  is  planned  that  the  achool  will  also  serve  some  of  the  func- 

tions of  a  community  center. 
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2^GISTRATI01J  AT  THE  VffiST  SIDE  TAUvIUD  TORAJ^ 

The  West  Side  Talmud  Tbrah  is  registering  children  for  classes*     Parents  shoiad 
accompany  their  children  who  will  be  registered  between  6  P.  M.  and  8  P*  M. 
starting  nerb  Saturday* r 
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ANNOUNCEMENT 

The  Uoees  Mbntif lore  Talmid  Torah  announces  that  Mr*  Joshua  Lebson  has  been     < 
appointed  the  new  collector  of  tuition  fees*  We  hope  that  he  v/ill  get  your     ^ 
complete  co-operation  in  his  work*  .^ 
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Slnal  Congregation,  Executive  Board  Minutes,  October  29f  190^» C3 
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A  letter  dated  October  21,  I90U,  from  Miss  Julia  Pelsenthal,  asking  with    o 
reference  to  the  appropriation  for  the  Sinai  West  Side  Mission  School,  was 
presented*  On  motion  duly  made  and  seconded,  it  was  ordered  that  $65#00  per 
month  he  appropriated  from  October  1,  I90U,  until  further  notice;  such  appro- 

priation, however,  not  to  exceed  beyond  a  period  of  eight  months. 
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The  Reform  AdvocatCt  Vol*  23 1  Art. of  Mar.lt  1902,  P»50 

The  History  of  the  Jewish  Tralnipg  School 

The  Jewish  Training  School  is  the  outgrowth  of  the  Ladies  Industrial  School 
for  Girls •  The  charter  of  the  latter  was  amplified  so  as  to  include  hoth  sexes t 
and  in  1890  the  school  on  Judd  Street  was  opened.  The  school  was  made  possible 
because  of  a  donation  of  $20,000  by  Leon  Mendel  and  others,  followed  with  gener- 

ous contributions.  The  cost  of  the  school  and  grounds  was  $72,000. 

The  school  is  proud  of  its  Alumni,  which  numbers  more  than  200  pupils.  Each 
and  every  one  of  the  grad\xates  is  on  the  high  road  to  success  either  in  business 
life  or  as  a  unit  in  society. 
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o The  Reform  Advocate.  Wk,  of  October  6,  I9OO.  p.177. 

The  twelfth  annual  meeting  of  the  members  of  the  Jewish  Training  School  to  ._ 
place  in  the  vestry  rooms  of  the  Sinai  Temple,  on  Thursday,  September  JJth."^ 
The  financial  report  showed  that  total  receipts  were  $2U, 650,50.  The  total 
disbursements  were  $2^,650.00 
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f  Tht  Chicago  Collegt  of  Mohelim  (Circumcisers) ,   organized  under  the  laws  of    2 

;i* 

f^t . 

»  ̂ »■■,  ' 

the  State  of  Illinois  by  Drs,  A,  P,  Kadison,  J«  Ginsburg,  M,  Loevenson,  and  ̂  
Attorney  £•  N.  Solina,  is  the  first  of  its  kind  in  the  world.  The  college   ̂  
will  enlist  well  known  surgeons  and  BahMs  as  instructors  and  will  employ 
modem  scientific  methods.  Tuition  will  he  free. 
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The  Reform  Advocate >  Wk.  of  October  7,  1899.  p.220,  <^ 

or 
From  the  annual  report  of  the  Jewish  Training  School,  The  expenditures  for 
the  past  sixteen  months  were  $2U,019#65.  The  income  during  this  period  was 
$23,695.02,  making  a  deficit  of  $323.53. 
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Tht  tenth  annual  report  of  the  Jewish  Training  School  of  Chicago  showed  that 
the  annual  income  was  $12tU77«71*  ^^  expenditures,  amoxinted  to  $20t239*93* 
The  school  is  confronted  with  a  deficit  of  nearly  $8,000  each  year.   In  spite 
of  donations,  they  lack  $2,000  towards  meeting  current  expenses  hefore  the 
next  collection  of  dues. 

The  Reform  Advocate,  Wk.  of  May  lU,  1898.  p. 210.  V^^ 
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The  Baform  Advocate t  Wk.  of  August  28,  1897.  p»U62*  \^ 

CO 

Rlgglns  and  Levy  were  the  successful  architects  In  a  competition  of 
plans  and  designs  for  the  Montefiore  Hebrew  Free  School  to  he  erected  at  71 
Judd  St«  The  building  will  be  divided  into  six  classrooms  and  will  accomo- 

date about  300  pupils.  The  comer-stone  will  be  laid  on  August  29th,  The 
architects  expect  to  have  the  building  completed  about  November  1st*  Cost  of 
construction  will  be  $7,000. 

^Md 
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Sinai  Congregation,  Executive  Board,  Minutes,  June  28,  1897* 

Mr.  Witkowsky  reported  that  he  had  received  the  following  donations  and 

su"b  script  ions  for  membership  in  "behalf  of  the  Jewish  Training  School,  at 
the  Texnple  on  Confirmation  Day,  when  collections  are  made  in  accordance 
with  the  established  usage, 

f    .  Cash  -  -  -  -^   $139*50 Subscriptions  for  donations     -  -     36U,50 
Subscriptions  for  membership  -  -  -       IU2.OO 

Total      $6U6.00 

fi^ 

'  -*  ■•.  * 

)  .< and  that  he  had  turned  such  donations  and  subscriptions  over  to  the  Fi- 
nancial Secretary  of  the  Jewish  Training  School. 
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The  Reform  Advocate,  Wk.  of  May  I5,  1897.  p.212.  -^ 

The  annual  meeting  of  the  memhers  of  the  Jewish  Training  School  was  held  Tues-4^ 
day  night,  at  Sinai  Temple.  The  financial  report  was  read  as  follows: 

Receipts,  $2U,090.7S,  Dishursements,  $2U,090,78.  The  Sinking  Fund  was  in- 
creased by  $10,000. 
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'  >.  Ur,  Julius  Loel),  Tlnanclal  Secretary 
?i-'-   '  City-  -:<  .  ■  --^  •••■..•,  ■■  ■  ,  ■•  '■  '■'  ■  '^■: <  .-■f^f 

■• .) 

^    Dear  Sir: 

-  V 

.'vv.  .  -! 
*  'iir;-  .V   

V'-  Si- 

Kindly  issue  a  voucher  in  faror  of,  and  forward  to,  Mrs*  Conrad  Witkowsky/. 
President,  2S02  Prairie  Are.,  amount  $200.00,  on  account  of  appropriation  |    ̂ c^  .-^ 

made  \>y   the  Board  to  the  West  Side  Sah'bath  School,  Chicago  Section  A.  (merican) 
0.  (ouncil)  J»  (ewish)  W»  (omen).  Also,  kindly  issue  Toucher  paya'ble  to  Dr«^ 
Isaac  U.   Wise,  Gincizmati,  Ohio,  amount  $100.00,  and  forward  same  to  him,  on  . 
account  of  annual  stipend  granted  H.  G.  Bnelow* 

"Hi. 

'.i^i'y...     .«  .    ■''■»•   ■  ,  ./.  ...  -  "    „  • 
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JEWISH 

The  Reform  Advocate >  Wk,  of  May  16,  1396.  p*271* 

The  eighth  annual  meeting  of  the  Jewish  Training  School  was  held  Tuesday  nigh^ 

a!t  the  Sifaai  Ten^le*  The  financial  condition  of  the  school  is  as  follows:    ^ 
Total  balance  in  treasury  is  $3, 583 •  57 » 
The  sinking  fund  now  contains  $80,700*  It  was  increased  the  past  year  by  $38, 
800»  The  donors  of  this  amount  were:  Unknown  donor,  $20,000,  Mrs*  E*  Mandel, 
$10,000,  Mrs.  M.  A.  Mayer,  $5,000,  Gerhard  Foreman,  $2,500,  Mandel  Bros., 
$1,000)  ISrs^   B»  Kozminski,  $200,  and  Leopold  Mayer,  $100. 

i 
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/«  w^  The  Reform  Advocate,  Wk.  of  February  15t  1896.  p#913» 

^^'^   T^  workroome  of  the  Associated  Jewish  Women's  Or^witations  will  be  op- ened on  Monday,  Feb*  17th,  at  Kopperl  Hall,  Canal  street  and  13th  place. 
Unskilled  women  will  be  taught  to  dam  and  mend«  The  services  of  a  competent 
woman  has  been  secured  as  a  superintendent  and  the  workroome  will  be  open 
daily,  except  Saturday  and  Sunday.  The  wa^s  of  the  working  women  will  not 

^exceed  fifty  cents  per  day.  The  intention  is  to  give  work  to  those  who  are 
now  receiring  alms,  and  thereby  make  them,  in  a  measure,  self  supporting* 

iv  ■  ■      ■'  ■*-  •'-■-■. 

The  cooperation  of  all  those  interested  in  this  philanthropic  work  is  eamest- 
Ij  desired*  Irery  member  of  the  workroom  and  house  committee  has  agreed  to  de* 
rote  one-half  day  every  other  week  visiting  the  workrooms. 

The  chairman  of  these  committees  is  to  be  in  frequent  communication  with  the 
superintendent,  with  a  view  toward  bettering  the  conditions  of  the  women  seek- 

ing employment  • 

ti 

^ 
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,  -   '•      JEHinSH  TRAINING  SCHOOL  IN  CHICAGO.    -  ..  V, 

The  Jewish  Training  School  is  no  longer  an  experiment,  it  is  a  suooess*   ^ 

*v^''4ii  ■:■■'■■■    "■ 

••>•-/ 

V^; 

7  average  attendance  was  between  seven  and  eight  hundred*   Every  graduate 
of  the  Training  School  without  a  single  exception,  boy  or  girl,  has 

in^  a  useful  position  in  life*  Six  are  printers,  two  are  moulders,  three 
are  in  law  offices,  two  are  connected  with  newspapers,  two  are  truck 
farmers,  three  are  teachers,  two  attend  the  Art  Institute,  two  have 
their  own  dressmaking  establishments,  about  a  dozen  are  variously 

f 

v>-'^^  ■  > 

^^ 

4^ 

Not  quite  five  years  have  elapsed  since  the  opening  of  the  school,  but  ̂   '^ the  results  achieved  during  that  half  decade  have  more  tiian  Justified  -   l3 
the  hopes  euid  expectations  of  the  feu*  sighted  euid  generous  men  and 

^^j-^v^  women  who  thought  they  were  ardent  admirers  and  supporters  of  the  public 
,;   school  system  founded  this  school  from  the  earnest  conviction  that 

peculiar  conditions  existed  in  the  Russian-Jewish  Ghetto,  to  correct  cmd 
improve  which  the  public  school  was  not  adequately  equipped* 

'  ̂  1^^  nine  hundred  children  were  enrolled  last  year,  and  the 

?.^ 
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The  Pool dent «  December  27,  1895. 

employed  in  wholesale  aeroGOitlle  houseSf  and  most  of  the  girls  are 
milliners  and  dressmakers*  Though  as  yet  we  teaoh  no  speoifio  tradest 

the  all-around  training  which  our  pupils  receive  fits  them  for  the 

'filling  of  responsible  positions*  BesideSf  we  make  every  kind  of  per- 
sonal effort  to  persuade  the  parents  not  to  withdraw  their  children 

from  school  before  the  course  has  been  completed,  and  though  the 
temptation  to  use  the  earnings  of  child  labor  is  very  great  among  poor 
people«  thirty  four  per  cent  of  our  graduates  this  year  were  members 
of  the  class  since  the  school  opened,  a  result  which  according  to  an 
eminent  authority  no  public  school  in  this  country  has  ever  achieved*  \ 

■J 

it«*^:' 

Over  oba-half  of  the  children  of  this  city  leave  the  public  school 
before  they  finish  the  primary* 
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The  Heform  Advocate,  Wk.  of  Octoter  I9,  I895.  p»567. 

Dr*  A.  R*  Levy  le  alxmt  to  establish  a  Hebrew  free  school  in  the  vestry 

rooms  of  his  templet  B*nai  Abraham,  309  Harshfield  avenue*  The  objeet  of  this 
school  is  to  perpetuate  the  Hebrew  language  as  a  living  useful  tongue.  The 
idea  is  to  teach  the  pupils  to  write  as  well  as  to  under  stand*  Two  tkachers 

will  be  needed  and  perhaps  three.  The  instruction  will  require  less  than  one  • 
hour  a  day  and  the  school  will  be  open  to  all. 
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The  Htfonn  Advocate >  Wk.  of  May  18,  1S95#  pp*201-202* 

•;>> 

^. 

Trom  the  7th  annual  report  of  the  Xxecutive  Coiimlttee  of  the  Jewieh  Train* 
Ing  School.  -> 

The  average  daily  attendance  thie  year  was  9^^*  ̂ is  includes  the  kindergai^ 
ten  also.  The  receipts  for  the  year  including  a  balance  on  hand  were  $3S>t399* 
The  large  donations  were:  $6»9^f  proceeds  of  the  Bex  Ball;  $3t500,  T«  M.  H, 
C.  A.  Ball;  $1,300,  Baron  de  Hirsch  Tond.  The  expenditures  amounted  to  $21, ^SO. 

:  4^■.  ita-iJi  AL:«*»id(4iio_. -'^^ii^ 
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Tha  Bmtorm  AdTOcate.  Wk.  of  September  22,  I89U.  p.91. 
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ola  aA  article  In  laet  Sunday* a  Trilnina,  tha  following  description  is  given  of -^ 
^^tha  Jewish  Training  School:  Crossing  to  the  West  Side  to  Chicago's  Ghetto  on  S- 

yiJudd  street,  the  Jewish  Training  School  lifts  its  walls  unostentatiously,  but  '<^ •strongly  ahove  the  surrounding  squalor«  This  institution,  under  Prof*  Gabriel  ̂  

^^Baaberger,  was  established  four  years  ago*  The  school  is  free,  non-* sectarian,  ̂  
^and  receiTes  pupils  of  both  sexes  and  all  nationalities  between  the  ages  of 
three  and  fourteen*  The  qualifications  for  admission  are  that  the  children 
oast  be  poor,  within  the  age  lioit,  and  pass  a  certain  physical  examination* 
.One  of  the  most  admirable  and  unique  features  of  this  institution  is  the 
school  pbysician*  He  should  be  in  every  school  for  the  poor  in  the  city* 
Shis  systematic  medical  examination  of  the  children  detects  the  beginning  of 
chronic  ailments  of  the.  nature  of  heart  disease  and  consumption  and  physical 
infirmities  such  as  defective  vision  and  deformities  of  the  spine*  The  de- 

tection is  followed  by  treatment  and  the  provision  of  glasses,  splints,  truss* 
es,  and  other  needed  helps* 
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!Phe  Heform  Advocate,  Wk.  of  March  31,  189U*  p,105. 
t^  i 

The  minstrel  performance  given  in  aid  of  the  Jewish  Training  School  waift 
a  glorious  success  artistically  and  financially.  Not  less  than  UpOOO  people 
crowded  into  the  spacious  hall  to  witness  the  program*  The  school  will  he  en- 

riched hy  $5fOOO  as  a  result  of  the  efforts  of  all  concerned* 

!i.5._l!,!;-.  if^VLK^lC!.. 
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The  H#f orm  Advocate ,  Wk.  of  March  I7,  IS9U.  p#75#      ^ 

An  Inportant  meeting  of  the  Jew!  eh  Training  School  was  held  laet  Sun- 
day afternoon*  Dr*  Feleenthal  introduced  Prof*  Bamberger's  idea  -  to  orga- 

nise the  parents  into  a  branch  society  of  the  J.  T«  S«  and  contribute  a  share 
of  their  earnings  toward  the  support  of  the  school*  The  parents  responded 
heartily  and  all  expressed  their  approval* 

A  committee  of  10  was  appointed  to  meet  on  Uarch  ISth  with  Supt*  Bam- 
berger»  for  the  purpose  of  organizing  this  auxiliary  society* 
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Thit  Brntom  Advocat«.  Wk.  of  Uareh  3,   I89U,  p.U2, 
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The  Post-ConfiriDants  of  the  E»  A.  U.  have  organized  a  society  for  the    cr 

study  of  Jewish  hi  story •     Ahont  sixty  memhers  have  "been  enrolled  and  Dr, 
I.   S«  Moses  has  offered  his  services  and  leadership.     Ur.  Ralph  Stem  was  < 
elected  president • 
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the  Haform  Advocate ^  Wk.  of  Hov.  18,  1893,  p#223« 

The  Jewish  Training  Sehool  received  a  oedal  at  the  World's  Fair  for 
mechanical  and  art  work  in  the  manual  training  department  t  and  a  medal  for 
kindergarten  work. 
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The  Reform  Advocate t  Wk.  of  September  2,  1R93,  pp,41-42.         ^ 

On  September  14th,  A  South  Side  Training  School  will  be  opened  for  boys  and 
girls  of  all  ages,  under  the  management  of  Prof,  G.   Bamberger,  of  the  Jewish 
Training  School* 

The  school  will  be  located  at  32  College  Place,  fronting  south  on  the  old  Chi- 
cago University  grounds.  The  house  is  being  refitted  with  a  special  view  to  the 

needs  of  this  school,  which  will  be  supplied  with  workshops  and  all  modern  con- 
veniences for  manual  training  and  physical  culture.  The  departments  to  be  opened 

first  will  be  Kindergarten,  Primary  and  Grammar  departments. 

Because  of  his  duties  at  the  West  Side  School,  Prof.  Bamberger  will  not  be  able 
to  devote  his  entire  time  to  this  school.  He  has  secured  the  services  of  Mr. 

T.  J,  Shea,  as  principal.  IJlr.   Shea  is  highly  recommended  as  an  educator  and  is 
a  graduate  ofthe  Indiana  State  Normal  School  and  Indiana  University. 
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The  Reform  Advocate «  Wk»   of   September  2,   1893 •  pp. 41-42.  %^ 

v.-  ̂  

The  Kindergarten  and  Primary  departments  will  be  under  the  supervision  of  Miss  ,  ̂^ 
Little,  formerly  principal  of  West  Bay  City,  Mich.,  Normal  Training  School.  r> 

Miss  Little  has  had  experience  as  a  practical  and  successful  teacher  in  Kinder-  ^"^ 
garten  and  Primary  methods. 

The  rates  for  tuition  will  be  as  follows:  Kindergarten,  $50  per  year,  Primary 
Grades,  $80,  Grammar  Grades,  $100.  The  fees  will  include  Gymnastics,  Drawing, 

Modeling,  Manual  Training  and  all  branches  commonly  classes  "extras.**  Applica- 
tion for  admission  will  be  received,  and  further  information  will  be  given  at 

32  College  Place,  on  and  after  Sept.  4th,  daily  from  10  to  12  a.m.,  and  from  2 
to  5  0* clock. 
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Th»  Reform  Advocate,  Wk.  of  July  1,  1893*  p.3Sg. 

A  ̂ 'Sophoh  Bruroh**  association  has  "been  organized  in  this  city  for  the 
purpose  of  studying  the  Hebrew  language*  The  society  has  secured  quarters     ̂ ^ 
at  491  Jefferson  St«  where  a  free  library  and  reading  room  are  open  daily.      ̂  
>  Sabhath  school  is  also  conducted  for  children.  Erery  Sunday  a  lecture 
on  Jewish  history  and  language  will  he  given. 
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The  Reform  Advocate.  Wk.  of  May  I3,  1S93*  pp,250-25U, 
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The  annual  meeting  of  the  members  of  the  Jewish  Training  School  was  held  at  ̂  

Sinai*  The  following  information  was  given  in  the  Director's  Report:       "g 

The  Sinking  Fund  was  increased  "by  donations  of  $lU,500  making  the  total  amotu^t $31f600.  There  were  7OO  children  iinder  the  care  of  the  school  during  the  yejir* 

The  organization  has  prepared  an  elaborate  exhibit  for  the  World's  Pair,  which 
will  clearly  illustrate  the  methods  applied  in  the  institution  from  the  Kinder- 

garten to  the  highest  grade.  The  Fair  Committee  on  Education  have  been  generous 
in  their  allotment  of  space • 

At  a  meeting  held  on  Nov.  lUth,  1892,  the  school's  constitution  was  amended  so 
as  to  enable  it  to  conduct  a  night  class  for  persons  over  lU  years  of  age. 
In  accordance  therewith^  Johannah  Lodge  appropriated  $1,U00  into  the  J.  T«  S« 
treasury  and  a  ni^t  school  for  women  was  conducted  under  the  superrision  of 
Prof,  Bamberger.  The  average  attendance  was  kbout  100  and  these  foreign  born 
women  were  given  the  opportunity  to  learn  English,  dressmaking  and  sewing. 

The  report  of  the  Financial  Secretary  showed  that  the  school  received  into  its 
treasury  during  the  year,  about  $3^,500. 
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The  Refona  Advocate^  Sept^  22,  1892» 

^l^niAINING  SCHOOL  RBOPENEaD/ 

The  Jewish  Training  School  z^opened  on  the  Gth,  with  an  enrollment  of  700« 
180  being  new  pupils*  Of  the  latter  number,  100  were  children  of  recently 
arriTed  refugees* 

An  adjacent  building,  belonging  to  the  School,  has  been  arranged  for  a  new 
feature,  a  Department  of  Domestic  Science*  This  department  will  be  supported 
by  the  Toung  Ladies  Aid  Society*  The  girl  students  will  be  taught  kitchen 
and  house  work* 

-  J 

V 
\ 
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JEIYISH 

The  second  annual  exhibition  ond   graduating  exercises  of  the  Jewish  Training 

Schccl  v/ere  held  en  ̂ i^ednesday  end   Thursday.  The  pro  "ram  v/as  well  arranged  and 
was  participated  in  by  all  the  classes.  The  valedictory  was  delivered  oy 

Sareii  Blumenfeld,  her  essay  being  ** Looking  backward." 

The  l*eon  Mandel  money  prizes  \\n9re  awBTded  as  follo'^.'/s:  for  best  conduct  end 
scholarship,  Saroli  Blunenfeld;  for  drowing  end   modeling,  L.  Platchinsky  pnd  C» 
Shandinsky;  for  mathematics,  J.  pinlcooslcy  end   Sarah  Blumenfeld;  for  efficiency 

in  Lja.chine  shop,  L.  Platchinsky  end  B.   JtCllison;  for  efficiency  in  sewing  de- 
partment, *^nnie  Harris  end   ivnnie  Lishkutz;  for  proficiency  in  j^nglish,  Sarah 

Slumenf^ld  and  -^^nnie  Harris. 

The  Sophie  Rosenbaum  prize,  a  gold  medal  for  the  best  attendance,  was  avmrded  to 

Annie  Imthan.  The  Siiiion  Vi/'olf  prizes,  gold  j,.edals  to  the  i.icst  industrious  end 
earnest  workers,  boy  ond  girl,  were  o.warded  to  Jacob  Pinkoosky  and  Sarah  Bern- 
stein. 
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The  Reform  Advocate,  wl.  of  Jiine  25,  1392 •  p«  409« 

The  Laura  Eaiaberc©^  prize,  a  gold  medal  to  the  most  earnest  v/crker  in  drav;- 

inj;,  was  awj  rded  to  Sam  Rosenberg*  Special  prizes  cf  books  were  ^';iven  to 
Annie  Mishkutz,  Willie  Surkin  end  Sarah  Bernstein  for  efficiency  in  natural 
history  and  philosophy. 

The  school  graduated  tv/enty-six  pupils,  twelve  girls  end   fourteen  boys. 

m" 
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/KLUOTIOIT  0?  OJFICSRS 

-J—* 

The  monthly  meeting  of  the  Jev;ish  Trainingy  School,  \7e.s  held  last  ::onday  even- 
ii'gj  Then  "*  ̂  &  rcli  owing  peiT'on  r.t  off  i  cers  v;ere  elected:     President,   ilenry  L. 
:ra::-Ii;   vir;3"Pi^.:Ulent,  Mrs,   :  .  Rosenbauii;    recording  secretary,   Rabbi  J.  Stolz; 
financial  secretary,  Haman  Ilefter;   treasurer,   Leo  Fez. 

/:'inouncenent  was  made  of   a  donation  to  the  sinkinc   fund  of  810,000,    froh  Mrs. 
Henrietta  Hosenfeld.     Mr.  Leon  Mandel   sent  |»X00  to  be  used  as  cash  prizes   for 

the  best  pupils   in  the  rrraduatinr  class,   nnci' also  donated  C2,000,   the  interest 
on  v.'hich  is  to  be  used  annually,   for  the  sane  purpose. 

Mrs.   I.   V/edles,   donated  .|100  in  nonory  of  her  deceased  mother. 

s. 
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JEWI 3H      m 

WPA  {ILL)PftOJ.302?§ 

Girls  School  for  Jewish  Girls, 

^v 

The  well  known  instructor,  llr,  E,  Wolpa  has  opened  a  school  for  girls, 

is  an  opportunity  for  parents  to  send  their  girls  to  a  Hebrew  School  anii,i#|; 
learn  the  rudiments  of  our  religion,  our  holidays,  our  customs,  and  our|fc^(t| 
Jewish  history.  The  school  is  located  at  210  Judd  St,  Parents  are  invite  A  | 
to  visit  the  school  and  see  for  themselves  the  fine  progress  that  girls  c:am  t: 
make  in  a  girls  school.  v,,# 

^'^..u^t'itii 
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Courier.  April  I5,   I306.  
^^^ 

A  History  Class  formed  "by  the  Hetrew  Literarj'  Society, 

This  is  an  opportvuiity  for  Americari- Jewish  youth  and  immigrants  to  study 
Jewish  History,     There  will  he  a  meeting  next  Wednesday  at  which  tae  manner 
in  whicn  the  class  should  he  conducted  will  he  discussed. 
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The  ajmual  meeting  cf  the  Jewish  Training  School  was  held  last  Tuesday  ni;;^:ht  ot 
the  Shemian  House*  A  lex^e  n\:mil:er  cf  lt;dies  aiid  -entlemen  who  exe   actively  in- 

terested in  the  ©.ffairs  cf  the  school  were  present*  Llr*  -^ienry  L»  Frejik  presided 
8Jid  Rabbi  Joseph  Stolz  acted  as  secretary* 

The  annual  reports  were  read  and  received*  From  the  report  of  the  Financial  Sec- 
retary, i:r*  -German  Ilefter,  are  <rleciied  the  following  firjuresj  balnnce  in  the  Gen- 

eral Fund  at  last  report,  02*^37*25,  receipts  frcia  all  sources,  ;;'t2 0,569* 63,  total 
,^24,407.08;  disburseuents,  total  $18,  814*32,  balance  ^5,592*76*  The  sinking 
Fund  was  increased  by  O^fO^Oj  making  a  total  of  $17, 100*  Of  this  ajiiount,  $10,500 
is  invested*  The  Building  r\ind  is  overdrav/n  ^9,062*56* 

Aiacng  the  largest  contributions  to  the  General  Fund  are:  Y.  LI.  Hebrew  Charity 
Association,  $4,000,  phoenix  Club,  $1,400,  Baron  De  Hirsch  Fund,  §1,000,  base- 

ball gejGae,  $591*50,  IJyrtle  Council,  $235*65,  B*  Kuppenheimer,  .-^SCO*  Contributions 

from  non-residents  anounted  to  028O.  Dues  from  members  ajnounted  to  $8,814*50^ 

r 

  ^ 
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:'  The  Reform  Advocate ^  Mey  14,    1892.  o 

c  >■- 

^INMCIAL  REPCRTJ'^ 

The   larsest   item  of  expense  is  the  salaries,   which  eiriount  to   515,033.25» 
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The  Reforn  Advocate,  April  9,   1892. 

The  Hon.  Simon  V/olf ,  of  V.'ashington,   visited  the  Jemsh  Training  School  last 
v/eek,  and  was  greatl:'  pleased  v;ith  the   institution.     To  shov;  his  apprecia- 

tion 0"^  the  excellent  v/ord  done  under  Prof.  Bamberger's  superintendence,  Mr. 

Wolf  v/ill'avjard,   yearly,   gold  medals   to  the  boy  and  girl  xiho  are  most  ear- nest and    skilful.     The  gentleman  has  also  donated  to  the  school  a  valuable 
v/all  map  issued  by  the  government,    and   some  books. 

J 

^y 
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JHV/ISH 

/school  j^or  mji>si3/ 

A  few  weeks  v/ill  witness  the  dedication  of  a  new  and  beautiful  building  de-  ^^ 
voted  to  the  purpose  of  education,   to  be  knovm  as  the  "Kichael  Reese  Train-  -i 

ing  School."      In  addition  to  the  school  there  will  be  a  Lying-in  Hospital   for  x- 
obsteterical  cases.     L-ntil  now,    there  has  been  no  naternity  ward   in  the  Mi-  £ 
chael  Reese  Hospital  proper. 

7^ 

The  architect   is  Siineon  B.  IJisendrath.     The   cost  of  the  building  will  be  ,^ 

$15,000,  which  vail  be  fio'nishjd  fron  th^    Hichael  Reese  Trust  ?und  through  ^:v) 

Mrs.  Henrietta  Rosenfeld  and  1\t.   Jacob  Rosenberg. 
 ''^ 

The  school  is  in  connection  with  the  Hospital  and  is  intendeid  as  an  education- 

al institution  for  nurses.  The  cciirse  of  training  vn.ll  be  two  years.  The  in- 

struction v;ill  consist  of  lectures  by  visiting  resident  physicians,  and  sur- 
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II  A  1  The  I^efopn  Advocate,   I-ov^   14,    1891» 

geons  and  the  superintendent  and  head  nurses,   suppleraented  by  daily  prac- 
tice at   the  bed-side  of  patients   in  the  various  vrards*      On  the  coiapletion 

of  the  two  year  course,   after  passing  the  required  examination,  each  student 
will  receive  his  diplona. 

^•>. 

''^>- 
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V- 

The  Jevjish  Traininr^  School  -..111  open  on  Tuesday,   September  8,   for  the  en- 
rollment of  pupils.      On  the  day  precedinr,    the  teachers  will  assemble  at 

the  school  for  a  conference  vnth  Supt.  Bavbergor  to  discuss  new  plans  and  ':;;_, 
vievJG.     The  nunber  of  applicants  already  exceeds  the  capacity  of  the  school.  -^ 
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The  Refcrm  Advcoate,  July  3,  1891. 

/JbPE  FOR  OUR  CHILDREf^ 

The  friends,  who  attende  the  closing  exercises  of  the  Trainin-;;  School  end 
inspected  the  exhibited  work  of  the  classes,  nnist  have  carried  oivay  from  their 
visit,  the  deep  impression  and  certainty  the.t  narcelous  results  have  been  at- 

tained in  the  incredulously  brief  time  that  zhe   school  has  been  in  operation. 

For  our  poor  Russian  brethren's  children,  the  Training  Schdol  offers  the 
weapon  foe  contest  wliich  they,  will  have  to  fi;^ht,  most  unrelentingly  ajid  most 

fiercely.  A  double  portion  of  t-ie  world's  distrust  has  come  to  them.   They  are 
Jews  and  Russian  Jeivs.  For  the  ""^issian  ̂ '.hildren,  the  school  holds  a  promise 
which,  were  its  pupils  recruited  froiii  other  elements  or  cur  population,  would 
perhaps  net  be  so  prominently  notev/crthy. 

The  school  vail  neutralize  hereditary  instincts,  alive  in  consequence  of  cen- 
turies old  persecution  among  their  class,  snd  difficult  to  eradicate. 

■.J 
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A  love  fcr  ir.ejiual   lB.bor  v;ill  Le  inculcated  into   the   souls   of  cur   ;)upils.      l^hey 
mil  appreciate  cnce  lacre  the   di^^nity  cf  a  mechanic's   station,    and  will   learn 
to   shun  the  paths   of  petty  coriiifierce.     kn.d  the  cMldren  cannot  fail  to  re-act 
upon  the  pcjronts» 

It  is  a  curious   fact,   and  one  to   be  pleased  with,   that  the  settlers  from  the 

dominion  cf  the  Czar,   re^^ard  the   s  'hool  as  their  cwn»     They  take  pride  in  it. 
They  are  ec^QT  to  have  their  sons  and  daughters   attend,   and  the   evening  classes 
comprise  men  end  women  cf   all  ages* 

4. 
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/oiJR  sciicoL  p}^.0BL::r7 

The  conduct  of  the  TiTUstees  of  the  Baron  de  :'irsch  ?und,   in  regard  to  our  Train- 
\TiZ  School,    is,  to  use   a  nild  expression,   most  perplexing.      In  a  vreak  hour, 
the  dii^ctors  of  the  School  ventured   to  lay  the   financial   situation  before 

then,   believing  that  the  nature   of  the  v;cr]:  and  the   increased  necessities  a- 
rising  from  the  constant  addition  to  the  population  of  CMcago   frcn  Russia, 

entitled  t'en  to  soiae   slight  consideration  on  the  part   of  the  fund. 

Althour-h  no  one  liare  in  Chicago  paid  attention  to  our  sup"^-)Osed  interviev;  and 
protest  in  i*egard  to  Ru.isian  irjriig rat i on ,   the  trustees  of  the  Baron  de  Hirsch 
Fund  in  l^ev;  York  gave  it  credence  there. 

'Then  tlie  directors  of  the  ""rainin^g  School  learned  v;hat  the  i:ev7  York  gentlenen 
thought  of  the  occurrence,   they  took  at  once  the  trouble  to  correct  the  \^^rong 
impression  and   to  disavov/  any  synpath^/  v:itl:   the  ;j.leged  viev;s  of  the  gentle- 

nen.    IIov;  comes  the   reply  that  the  daiiage  done   o\'    the   inberviev/  is  too  great 

4    '  '-
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to  be  repaired  by  a  late  denial. 

Therefore  the  school  is  entitled  to  no  consideration.     This  is   lo^ic  v;ith  a 
vengeance.     V/liat  has  cur   school  to  do  with  any  other  charity  in  Chicaco? 

Our  applicants  increase  daily.     Our  evenin^^,*  school,  vrhich  yie  v/ould  not  need, 
were  it   not   for  the  steady  influx:  of  these   stran^^ers,   deprives  the  r.iain  school 
of  a  large   support,  v;hich  othor.;ise  it  v;ould  enjoy  fron  the  lodges  v:ho  new 
pay  for  the  evening  classes,    in  part,  v;hile  the  directors  bear  the  additional 
expense  of  fuel,   gas,   and   i:icidentals. 
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FESTIVAL  OF  THjI   JEV/ISK  TIUnmTG  SCHOOL 

The  v/ords  vihich  Dr.  ̂ inil  gJ/  Hirsch,  the  chairnian  of  the  school  board  of  the 
Jewish  Training  School,  addressed  to  the  pupils  v;ho  left  the  institution  yes-  5 
terday  were  indeed  very  touching  and  impressive.  He  emphasized  the  fact  that  ^ 
the  pupils  attending  this  Training  School  were  not  to  be  pitied,  but  that  they  ̂  

were  to  be  envied,  because  they  liad  the  privilege  of  attending  one  of  the  best  'Z 
schools  in  the  city,  v/here  the  genuine  principles  of  the  '^new  training  methods"  § 
v;ere  being  applied.  This  institution,  he  declared,  is  not  a  technical  school, 
but  is  an  institution  for  training  in  the  most  comprehensive  sense  because  it 
aims  to  develop  the  student  mentally,  morally,  and  physically.  He  also  praised 
the  efficiency  of  the  director,  Ilr.  Bamberger,  and  of  the  teaching  staff. 

Although  the  school  has  existed  for  the  short  time  of  eight  months,  some  of  the 
boys  have  accumulated  considerable  knowledge.  Dr.  Hirsch  appealed  to  those  v/ho 
were  being  dismissed,  especially  to  those  v/ho  v/ere  Russian  Jews,  to  go  out  into 
the  world  without  prejudice.  It  is  to  be  regretted,  he  said,  tliat  they  ̂ he 

Russian  Jewish  childreET"  laade  a  mistake  in  the  selection  of  their  parents*  It 

3 
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Yiould  have  been  v/iser  to  have  chosen  Chicago  parents,  parents  v/ho  perhaps 

live  on  I^ichigan  Avenue.  This  situation,  however,  cannot  be  altered  any  more, 

and  they  would  have  to  make  the  best  of  it,  combating  the  prejudices  by  su- 
perior knov/ledge  and  correct  behavior*  They,  as  Jews,  v;ere  not  entitled  to 

achieve  less  than  others,  but  it  should  be  their  earnest  endeavor  to  supersede 

others  by  their  attainments  and  by  their  moral  actions.  Dr.  Hirsch  concluded 

his  address  by  saying  that  he  believed  that  all  the  pupils,  as  far  as  he  knew 
them,  vjould  live  up  to  liis  expectancy. 

Go 

CD 
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The   Refona  Advocate,    Tuiie  J^G,   1891« 

'/ 

\. 

/GliALUATIOII 

The   Jevash  T37aininc  School   is   closing  its  school  year  v;ith  befitting  exer- 

cises this  v;eek.     Yesterday  vras  "Vi;3itinc  Day,"  and  lar^e  nir-ribers  of  interes- 
ted  persons  v;ere  present  to  see  the  various  classes   in  operation.     This  Fri- 

day morninr:,   there  v/ill  be  an  exhibition  of  -.7orI:  only,   fraa  10  to   12  o* clock. 
In  the  afternoon,    comiiencinc:  at  2  o'clock,   th^o  closino  exercises  and  gradua- 

tion *.;ill  tal:e  place* 
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The  Hefom  Advocato,    June  If:,    1891, 

Last  Saturda:/  the   fourth  "::other»s  Ileeting",   was  hold  at  the  Training  School. 
Ilrs.    Rollins,  teacheir  of  Glass  8,    conducted   tlie  e:cercises,  -Jhich  ccn^usted   of 
recitations  and   dialocues.     IToti:\'ithstanding  the  bad  v/eather,  many  of  the 
r.others  v;ere  preront  and  thanked  t.^.e  teacher  for  the  great  interest  takon  in 
their  children. 
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The  Reform  Advocate >  June  5,  1891* 

^OlIFIPJiATION  class/ 

The  examination  of  the  conf  irinants  of  Zion  Congregation,  took  place  last 
Sunday  afternoon*  The  parents  and  friends  who  were  present  were  highly  de- 

lighted with  the  proficiency  of  the  children  and  their  knov/ledge  of  Jewish  history and  Judaism, 
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The  public  is  invited  to  be  present  at  the  examination  of  the  various  classes 
of  the  Zion  Sabbath  School,  which  takes  place  every  Saturday  and  Sunday  morn- 

ing during  the  month  of  June, 

« _    ■ 
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"^YvQ  Pweforr.i  Advocate,   June  5,   1891 

^.^CTIOi:  C?  05^IC2HS7 

The  first  meeting  of  the  rxe;^  Board  of  Directors  of  the  Jev/ish  Training  School, 

vxas  held  vrednesday  e^'-eninr-.     The  follov;ing  officers  v:ere  elected  for  the  en- 
suing year:     Henry  L.   ?rank,   President;  I.Ir::.    J,   Spiegel,   Vice-President;   l!r« 

Ilernan  Ilefter,   Financial  Sec'y.;   Pwabbi  Joseph  Stolz,  Correspondence  Sec^y.  The 
treasurer  is   to  be   elected  at  a   subsequent  meeting. 

Donations  were  received  from  I'rs.  Conrad  V/itov;s>y,  $50;  May  Bell  Club,  $28, 
and  tv70  seals  from  Mr.  Julius  Rosenthal.  ?orty-one  new  members  and  patrons 
v;ere  elected. 

On  Thursday,   June  25th,   all  the   classes  of  the -schcol  v/ill  be   in  session,   vjhen 
the  Board  an-l  invited  ;riests  viill  be  presont.     On  Priday,  the  26th,  an  exiii- 
bltion  of  v;ork  from  all  departments  v;ill  be  made  in  the  morning.     In  the  after- 

noon  uhe  closing  exercises  and  eraduaticn  of  the  first  class  v/ill  talce  place. 

T 
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^IIABUOTE  iUID  CCNFIiaiATION/ 

It  was   a  hajpy  thought  tc   combine  v;ith  the   festival   of  Shabi;oth,   the  ccnfirm- 
aticn  exercises.      For  cur  ncdern  vievrs   cf  the  old  holiday  held   I  ut   little 
which  appealed  to   our  minds   or  our  hearts.      In  the  Bible  even,   the  Cinderella 
aiacng  the  iixre  favored  sisters   cf  the  festal  fanily,    it  wss    clothed  with  a 

raiment  of  su^^estestive  s^ory  by  the  Habbis,   as  the  secscn  w.  ich  recalled  the 
miracle  of  Ginai.     Other  theji  this,   no    listcrical  recollections  attached  to  it; 

8.nd  as  we  are  no   longer  a/^riculturists,    its   cri^^inal  symbolism  ha.d  nothing 
which  could  in  a  new  foiTu  or  the   eld  customs,   stir  to  a  response  cur  souls. 

Through  its   intimate  association  with  the  confin:iaticn,   the  festival  wes,   how- 

ever,   given  a  life  and  neanin^;^  v:hich  but  few  in  -he  old  Biblical  cycle  hold. 
As   according  to  I'.abbinical  computation,    Isr£;el  of  old,    at  this   ser;son  vowed  at 
the   feet  of  the  rrxuntain,   to  do  ond  to   listen,    so  now  verging  on  i.iaturity,    come 
tc  testify  to   a  similar  readiness  on  their  part,    in  the  presence  cf  the  festive 
congregation* 

The  confirmation,   to  retain  the  usual  misnomer,    is   a  ceremony  which  ir.arks  the 

close  of  the  religidus   education,    as   does   gro.duotion  iiiB.rk  the  end  of  the  sec- 

ular.    We  still  yield  that  thirteen  is  the^'proper  age. 
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^RiriES  TO  BE  DISTPJBITTZD/  V"^ 

•J" 

The  exaiiination  
of  pupils   

of  the  E'nai  
Sholom  

Gabbath  
School  

and  the  distri- bution of  the  t\vo  sold,   
and  ei^ht  

silver  
prize  

nedals,  
under  

the  auspices of  the  School  
Board  

raid  the  Indies  
Social  

Society,   
vn.ll  take   place  

at  the 
Tenple,   

on  Indiana  
Ave,   and  26th  St.,   on  Sunday,    

June  28th,   
at  2   o^clock. 

All  arc  cordially  invited. 
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The  Confirmation  Class  of  Zion  Congregation  will  be  exa^Taned  at  the  Temple,  o 
Washington  Boulevard  and  Ogden  Ave*,  on  Sunday  afternoon,  the  31st,  at  c*> 
3:00  o'clock.  :i3 

Receipt  is  herewith  acknowledged  of  five  dollars  from  unknown  girls,  as  a 
donation  to  the  Jewish  Training  School. 
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II  A  3  a  The  Reform  Advocate,  May  15,  1891* 
II  A  3  D  _ 
IAS  /tfARIGUS  ACTIVITHS/  -^ 

The  annual  meeting  of  the  Jewish  Training  School  was  held  on  Tuesday  night  in   '«> the  Sinai  Temple  vestry  rooms •  The  Training  School  was  organized  for  the  pur-  t 

pose  of  helping  the  children  of  the  hapless  victims  of  Russians  who  settle  here  ̂ ' in  Chicago* 

It  endeavoi^d  to  make  of  them  useful  citizens,  and  send  them  out  in  later  years 
equipped  to  make  a  decent  livelihood  for  themselves*  The  course  of  study  is 
divided  into  three  departments*  The  Kindergarten,  the  Primary  Department,  and 
the  Grammar  Department*  It  was  designed  to  cover  twelve  years. 

The  children  are  enrolled  at  the  age  of  three  years  in  the  Kindergarten  Class* 
In  this  class,  is  laid  tne  foundation  of  future  education*  By  means  of  a  variety 
of  fitting  songs  and  dances  and  by  a  large  nmnber  of  interesting  games  and  exer- 

cises, the  slumbering  irental  powers  of  the  child  are  rationally  awakened,  and 
later  on  he  brings  to  his  studies,  activity,  attention  and  vivacity •  ISO  child- « 

ren  are  enrolled  in  the  Kindergarten  Class i 
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The  Primary  Department  is  divided  into  four  classes,  each  of  which  has  a  class 
instructor  v/ho  teaches  the  ordinary  branches,  v;hile  special  branches  are  taught 

by  specialists.  The  course  o.'  study  in  3n£:lish  branches  include  Arithmetic, 
Reading,  Spelling,  Penmanship,  Slaiaentary  Geography,  and  language*  Upon  com- 

pleting four  years  in  this  grade,  the  chili  Is  prepared  to  enter  upon  more  ad- 
vanced work*  He  is  able  to  pronounce  and  spell  ordinary  v/ords  correctly,  and 

is  capable  of  using  whole  numbers  and  fractions  in  their  written  and  oral  form* 
He  is  acquainted,  in  a  general  way,  with  the  people  and  great  industries  of 
different  parts  of  the  v/orld^  and  can  express  his  acquired  knov/ledge  in  simple 
but  correct  English*  History  is  taught  in  a  simple  way,  as  are  also  Sewing, 

Free-hand  Drav/ing,  Slojd  and  Paste-board  work.  Gymnastics  and  I'usic.  280  pupils 
are  enrolled  in  the  four  primary  grades* 

The  Grammar  Department  also  consists  of  four  classes*  The  instruction,  impart- 
ed by  special  teachers  only,  embraces:  1)  English  (Reading  7/ritirig,  Grammar  and 

Composition).  2)  Systematic  History  and  Geography.  3)  Arithmetic,  Geom.etry  and 
Algebra  (the  latter  in  the  two  highest  classes  only).  4)  Physics  and  Chemistry 
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(by  experiment  only)*  5)  Natural  History  (Zoology  in  winter,  Botany  in  spring 
and  fall)*   6)  German,   7)  Art  (Llodeling,  Free-hand  Drawing  and  Designing)* 
8)  Mechanics  {V/ood-work,  Bench-work,  Machine-ivork  (Wood  and  Metal  for  boys). 
Sewing,  cutting  and  fitting,  (Dress-making  for  girls)*  9)  Gymnastics  and  I^^isic* 

About  250  pupils  are  enrolled  in  the  Grammar  Department. 

All  these  branches  are  now  being  raught  in  the  school*  The  difficult  lesson  of 

cleanliness  has  been  learned  by  the  cildren  and  through  llothers*  meetings,  we 
have  won  the  confidence  and  co-operation  of  the  parents* 

The  night  school,  under  the  charge  of  our  Superintendent,  educates  some  300  adults 
in  the  elements  of  our  language  and  the  history  of  our  country,  as  well  as  in 
Book-keeping  and  Dressmaking*  These  classes  have  accomplished  incalculable  good* 

The  financial  reports  showed  that  the  total  receipts  had  been  <p59,171.61,  and  the 

total  disbursements,  $54,855.88,  leaving  a  balance  of  ̂ 4,315.73*  The  cost  of  the 
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of  the  grounds  and  building,  complete,  was  ̂ 52,276*01« 

The  buget  for  the  coming:  yoar  estimates  the  expenses  at  §17,000,  and  the  receipts 
at  $10, 000*  The  matter  of  devising  ways  and  means  to  meet  the  deficit  was  re- 

ferred to  the  new  Board  of  Directors* 

The  election  for  the  eight  new  directors  resulted  as  follows:  Mrs,  E.  llandel,  * 
Mrs.  v..   Rosnebaum,  Mrs.  M.  Loeb,  J.  L.  Gatzert.  and  Mr,  H.  B.  Frank*  Mrs.  Witkowsky 
and  Mr.  Hefter  v/ere  elected  to  fill  the  places  of  Mrs.  Harry  Meyer  and  Mr.  Julius 
Rosenthal,  the  remainder  were  re-elected* 

The  meeting  then  adjourned* 
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At   the  monthly  meeting  of  the  Directors  of  Je;\lsh  Training  School,   held  on 
V/ednesday  evening,   the  follov;ing  donations  v;ere  received:  D.E*   Franl:,   $500; 
B.  Llergentheim,   OlOO;  Kendal  Social  and  Draiaatic  Club,  ̂ !:50;   Excelsior  Club, 
§75;  Hebrev;  Ladies ♦   Aid  Society  of  La  Porte,   Ind,,  $30;   Classes  II,   III,   and 
IV,  of  the  Sinai  Congregation,   815 .SS. 

Ar-iong  the  recent  visitors  at  the  Jevash  Training  School  were  I.Ir,  Dapperich 

and  !.!r.   Vogel,  Directors  of  the  Gernan-Anerican  Seiiinary  and  I^ngelriann  School, 
of  Milv/aukee,  v/ho  cane  here  to  fai.iiliarize  themselves  vath  the  methods  of  the 
School  for  the  purpose  of   introducing  them  in  their  institutions. 
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^S^ISII  l-AliUAL  TR..INIHG  SClkCL_7 

The  purpose  of  the  JeT/ish  Ilenual  Training  Schccl  is   to  teach  the  pupils   the  arts 
and   crafts  which  will  in  later    .'-ears   enable  tiieu  to    irc   cut  into   the  v."orld  to 
earn  their   living      The   ̂ mpil  first   starts   cut   in  a  clasps    in  'Carpentry,   be- 
fjomes   deeply  interested   in  his  work  with  the  Imife  and  square,    end  tiius    enters 
upon  this  work  with  delight* 

Leaving  the  workrccm  he     is   promoted  tc  the  riachine  deportrr.ent.      Here  the  mys- 
teries of  the  st:e8iii  en^^ine  are  unfolded  to   iiis    eye  and  mind.      The  lathe,   v/ith 

its  v/hirlin-:  v/ood  or   iron  bar,    ̂ -ces   s  jinninr-;  before  ids  wondering   qaze. 

Seen  all  this   loses  mechanical  bearin--,    ojid  "iivien  he  enters   his   claiisrcom,   meny 
of  the  obiects   in  their  active  process   are  presented  to   his   understanding  ejid 

henceforth  forn  what   in  after  years  will  be  vivid  recclleoticn,   or  may  be,   bh 
active,    living  pursuit • 

The  little  ?-irl  is   taught  to  v^ork  v/ith  clay.      Desi,-;n  ejid  developL^ent  of  taste 
are  nurtured;    chcji.^e  a-nd  ccirXinaticn  effect   iii.prcveiAent.      To  this   is   added 
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Calesthenics   and  the  i^cre  practical  arts  d  rived  frcm  the  use   cf  scisacrs 
and  the  needle.      This  v/crk  vrhen  ccnipleted,   with  the  refinin;;   influence   cf 
ir.usic,  vd.ll   ccr.prise  a  course  that   in  future  years   must  afford  that  Drofit 
ejid  gratification  v/hich  can  only  be  appreciated  hy  the  industrious   ajid  per- 
severing. 

We  vroiit  mere  neclianics   end  fev/er  peddlers,   ir-cre  hajr-  villa-^es  vnth  self- 
supporting  femlies,    end  fev/er  trusts.     V/e  vrant  more  constitutional  p;overn- 
raent,    and   less   political  jLS.chineryi     lie  want  a  broader  education  to   fill  this 
broad   lojid.      All  this  we  "waiit,    and  majiual  training;  can  p-ive   it.      'Jot  rnerelv 
tlie  art  cf  haaidlin-^  the  plane,    or  the  sew,    the  square,    or  the   ccn^ass.      But 
these  to   the   end  end   for  t:.o  purpose  cf  develcpin^j  a  ricnnliccd  worth;/  of  the 
fellcv/ship  of  a  V/ashingtcn  or  a  Franklin. 

The  Jewish  Manual  Training  School,  as  at  present  in  operation  in  our  city, 
under  the  najiasenent  of  Professor  Gabriel  BaiaLer:^er,  is  a  fond  realization 
cf  the  dearest  hopes   of  its   fc  nders   and  prcmiters,    ajid  the  children  of  to-  4 
day  will  in  the  next  genere.ticn  be  grateful  for  the  kind  Providence  that  cast 
their   lot   in  these  happy  days. 

\ 
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On  Saturd&v  afternoon,  ! larch  28th,   took  place  the   second  in  the  series  of  the 
I.Iother^s  I.Ieetiiigs  to  bo  held  at  the  Jevd.sh  Training  School,     Promptly  at  2:30, 
the  nembers  of  Clas3  7.  vjlth  their  teacher,  Iliss  Itiily  Block,   filed  in  the 
larce  assembly  hall  vrhere  r,iany  mothers,   fathers   and  friends  of  the  teacher  and 
the  children  vrere  asser.bled.     The  fifty-five  cVildren  in  attendance  appeared 
v/ell  dres:=^ed  and  clean,   and  by  their  de:X)rt::.ent   :3hov;ed  the  careful,   and  conscien- 

tious daily  \jov\\.  on  the  part  of  their  teacher,     A  procrciii,    ccnsiGtinc  of  songs 
and  V7ell  chosen  recitations  v/ere  given  by  the  children*     America  v;as  sx^nz  t>y 

these  enbr^^'o  citizens   in  a  v/ay  to    inspire  patriotisn  in  tl:e  hearts   of  all 
hearers. 

After  this,   the  riothers    -/ere  addressed  by  h'iss  Elcch,    on  the  necessity  for 
regular  and  prompt  attendance  of  their  children  at  school.     After  the  mothers 
had  been  led  to    see  the  ridvnntaces  gained  by  the   children  always  being  neat 

and  clean,  all  vrent  av^ay  -./ith  a  foelinr  that  the  laeeting  ..'as   a  success  and 
that  much  good  v/ould  result   from  this  coming  togot:  er  of  naronts,   teacher 
and  children. 
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The  second  :,'ouher*s  meotii^^  v;ill  be  hold  at  tl.o  Trairang  School  this  Satur-         .:cr 
day  afternoon  and  \:ill  be  conducted  by  I.'.iss  Enily  Bloch.  ;:> 

Rabbi   JcGGTh  Stolz  vail  sr-eak  before  the  Jelrenthcil  -Education  Sociat/',   at  > 
the   Jev/ish  Training:  l^chool  Buildini^   this  Saturday  evenin^'j,    for  the  benefit 
of  tlie  library  fund  of  the  nirht  school. 

»> 
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The  first  of  meetings  of  the  Jewish  Training  School  were  held  last  Saturday 
afternoon*  The  object  of  these  meetings  are  to  bring  about  a  closer  co* 
operation  between  parents  and  teacher*  This  is  very  necessary  for  the 
welfare  of  the  child*  Both  are  intrusted  with  its  education,  and  although 
working  apart,  they  still  work  together* 
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SOCIAL  NZWS 

At  tlie  meeting  of  tiie  Directors  of  the  Jewish  Training  School,  Donations 
were  received*  The  purpose  of  this  organization  is  to  maintain  the 
school  for  the  children  of  the  poor*  There  were  nearly  one  thousand 
children  enrolled* 
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THE  B'NAI  BRITH  EVENING  SCHOOU 
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-  One  of  many  public  institutions  inaugurated  by  the  Order  is  undoubtedly 
the  Above •  The  little  stipend  originally  allowed  in  the  convention  of 

4. r  1388  in  this  city  cunounting  to  four  hundred  dollars  per  annum,  and  increased 
I  to  about  six  huiidred  dolleurs  for  ld89t  is  bearing  fruit*  The  utility  of 

this  institution  as  is  now  observed  proves  to  have  been  a  great  boon  to  ̂  
the  Russo-Polish  citizens  in  the  vicinity  of  Jefferson,  Canal,  Liberty t   :^^ 
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^,^^:-:;' Wilson,  Judd  and  l2th  Streets,  where  these  people  are  domiciled* 

V: 

gv^lJv.  ?(>{  The  school  at  present  has  but  meager  facilities,  being  confined  to  only 
I  two  departments  and  with  only  two  teachers*  It  began  with  only  fifty 

■.:^%i:- 

iSr-  •. 

scholars,  while  at  this  writing  its  number  has  increased  to  one  hundred  and 
thirty  pupils  of  both  sexes* 

'■■i'-K- 

The  branches  taught  are:-  Reading,  ̂ Yriting,  Arithmetic,  English  Grammar, 
SI  ̂  and  History  of  the  United  States* 
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The  school  is  open  during  six  evenings  eaoh  week  to  wit:  from  7  to  9  P*  M. 
The  expenditures  during  this  year  exceed  the  eunount  set  apart  in  the  last 
budgetf  the  expense  is  eight  hundred  dollars  which  no  doubt  the  convention   ^ 

will  authorize •  An  able  and  interesting  report  has  been  prepared  bythe      <^ 
chairman  of  the  committee^  Dr«  B*  Pelsenthal«  under  whose  guidcoice  the  school 
was  organized* 

The  principal  rules  insisted  on  in  this  school  are  that  no  Jargon  languages 
shall  be  spoken;  that  the  same. discipline  as  in  the  public  /schools  shall 

be  employed*  The  teachers  are  Messrs*  S*  Knopfnagel  and  Jacob  G«  Grossbergv 
both  able  and  intelligent  teachers*   The  school  is  located  at  71  Judd  Street* 
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The  evening  sohool  at  71  Judd  Street*  which  ims  opened  under  the  auspices   ^ 

of  the  6'nai  Brith  in  May  1888,  Is  flourishing  under  the  instruction  of      ^ 
Dr*  S*  Knopfnagel  and  Hr«  J*  G*  Oussberg*  .  ^ 
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THE  JEWISH  TRAINING  SCHOOL*  % 

The  Jewish  Training  School  which  was  called  in  life  during  the  spring  of  /       :fi 

last  year,  is  now  assuming  a  tangible  form  and  will  shortly  be  a  fait  accompli •  ̂  
The  committee  heretofore  appointed  to  look  up  a  suitable  site,  has  secured 
a  plat  of  ground  in  the  Tory  midst  where  the  projectors  of  the  association 
designed  to  do  the  most  good,  to  wit:  Fifty  five  feet  frong  by  one  hundred 
and  ten  feet  deep,  and  another  lot  adjoining  same  of  27  Z  110  feet  on  the 
corner  of  Judd  and  Clinton  Streets,  for  which  they  paid  about  |22,000,  and 
at  a  meeting  held  last  Wednesday  evening,  they  resolved  to  obtain  plans 
from  architects  so  as  to  facilitate  the  earliest  erection  of  this  much  needed 
philanthropical  institution* 
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Illinois  Staats-Zeltung.  February  13,  1889,   \^p^  (ii^\  pj^Qj  -.^...y^ 

JEiaSE   SCHOOL  FOR  VAWAL   TRAINING 

The  directors  of  the  Jewish  School  for  Manual  Instructions,  consisting 
of  eight  men  and  eight  women t  have  finally  decided  to  purchase  the 
178  by  110  feet  large  building  ground,  located  at  the  corner  of  Judd 

•and  Clinton  streets,  where  the  nev/  school  for  manual  training  is  to 
be  erected* 

Mr»  L»  Mandel,  of  the  Handel  Bros.,  has  contributed  $20,000*  for  this 
enterprise.  The  school,  when  completed,  will  be  three  stories  high, 
and  will  cost  the  total  sum  of  $40tOOO*  Twenty  one  thousand  (  $21,000) 
dollars  have  been  paid  for  the  building  ground,  and  there  are  now 
$20,000  in  the  treasury*  The  new  institute  will  perhaps  be  completed 

by  next  fall  and  ready  to  receive  several  hundred  pupils,  v/ho  now 
receive  instructions  at  the  Sinai  Temple* 
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Illinois  Staats-Zeltung,  February  13 f   1889.  'VPA  (ILL)  PROJ. 30275 

The  following  are  the  officials  of  the  school   for  manual  training: 

Ch«  H»  Schwabt   president^  Mrs*  BarbOt  vice   president;  J«  L«   Satzertf 
treasurer;  H.  Greenebaum,   secretary;  Mrs#  T»  Spiegel »   secretary  of 
finance* 
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The  Oeoldent,   June  22,   1888. 

THE  JE^flSH  MANUAL  TRAIIONG  SCHOOL. 

SH 

•n.v' 
The  Exeoutiye  Committee  of  the  Jewish  Memual  Training  School,  met  oh  »7edne6«> 
day  evening  last*  The  Committee  on  Schoolt  presented  its  report,  which  was 
taken  up****** ••First,  that  there  be  organized  for  the  months  of  July  and 
August,  a  summer  school  to  be  opened  in  the  parsonage  adjoining  Sinai  Temple, 
same  to  be  divided  into  four  departments,  to  wit*  Industrial,  Kindergarten, 
Kitchengarten  and  Religious* 

The  most  important  step  adopted  was  that  the  Building  Committee  (was  autho- 
rised to)  receive  bids  and  look  up  a  building  site  between  12th  and  16th 

Streets,  and  from  Canal  Street  westward,  say  not  less  than  one  hundred  and 
two  hundred  feet,  and  not  to  exceed  |20,000  for  the  immediate  erection  of 
the  school  edifice* 
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The  Oeoldent>  June  8,  1888»      j 

THE  JEWISH  INDUSTRIAL  AND  TRAINING  SCHOOL  SOCIETY. 

The  board  of  directors  held  its  first  regular  meeting,  Wednesday  evening 
at  8  P.  M.,  in  Sinai  vestry  rooms. 

-o 

The  committee  who  was  to  confer  with  the  Sinai  Congregation  Board,  reported  ^ 
that  the  latter  had  gratuitously  granted  the  use  of  the  building  adjoining  ̂  
the  temple  for  an  indefinite  period,  or  until  the  premises  might  be  needed   <C 
as  an  addition  to  the  temple*  ^ o 

The  committee  was  empowered  to  make  such  changes  and  alterations  and, employ  \^ 

such  persons  as  JanitorSf  teachers,  and  assistants,  as  in  their  Judgement     '::3 
were  required*  On  motion  the  building  committee  was  authorized  to  look  up 
a  suitable  site  for  the  school,  to  be  somewhere  between  Halsted  and  Canal 
Streets,  and  between  12th  and  18th  Streets*  The  latter  suggestion  brought 
out  an  interesting  debate  as  to  the  feasability  of  the  location,  but  the 
general  sense  of  the  board  decided  that  the  provision  was  the  most  approved 
and  aim  essentialf  if  the  design  (was)  to  educate  the  poor  and  indigent 
children* 
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THE  JMISH  INDUSTRIAL  AND  L^ANUAL  TRA.ININ&  SCHOOL 
CHICAGO. 

Monday  evening  last    (5-21)    the  newly  elected  boardl  of  directors  met  pursn??Jit 

to  call  at  the  vestry  rooms  of  Sinai  Tenple,   for  tpe  -ourpose  of  electing  ex- 
ecutive officers  for  the  ensuing  term.     Mr.    Chas,  |Schwab  was  nominated  for 

president  end  was  unanimously  elected.      The   secretary  was  instructed  to   cast 

one  "ballot  for  Mrs*   Martin  Bache  for  vice-presidei  t.     Mr.    J.   L.    Satzert  was nominated  for  treasurer  and  received   the  entire 

endorsements  to  "be  $50,000).     Mr.   Henry  Sreeneha 
chosen  for  corresponding  secretary,     Madame  Jose 
mous  vote  for  financial  secretary. 
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^"^'w^^^*:^-^    -^  Joint  meeting  of  the  ladies  of  the  Jewish  Training  School  of  Chic?<R*o  and 

y^v/^'^     of  s  large  mimter  of  our  "best  Jewish  citizens  and^the  committee    of  the  Leon 
74     Mendel  Gift  of  $20,000  for  a  Training  School,   met  on  Tuesday  e^ver^ing  last, 

^^ 

% 

/ ,  k^- ,to  hear  the  report  of  the  committee  heretofore  appointed  to  pre 

'^,::f  /-^for  a  common  organisf^tion.  Mr,  Joseph  Spiegel  presided  and  Mr. 
Vb^ 

•;«..:• 

'^.     .■.•.■■ 

acted  as  secretary.      The   committee   reported  as  follo^/s: 

sent  a  plan  ̂ 
Martin  Bache 

'^1^     ~  ■''  ■'  ■  «■•''■  • 

V That  we  adopt   the  present   charter  of  the  Jewish  Training  School 
blinder  it.  ,:   ̂      .., 

and  work 

.■\v- 

„--';.:,.->: 

That   its  "board  of  directors  consist  of  eight   ladies  and  eight   g(jntlemen. 

I 

.\ 

"  ̂ That   the  president,   vice-president,    secretary  and  treasurer  he  e^lected  hy 
:i:':(the  association  from  the  memoers  of  'said  directors  at   their  meeting. 

/ 

'^■^''   '  '^J^hBX   the  objective  shall  he  to  maintain  a  training  school  for  hoys  and  girls 
under  eighteen  years  of  age  -  1.  To  maintain  a  'kindergarten;  2. 

'-#>lng  and  kitchen  garden;  3«  Moxiual  training  and  trade  school. 

•i  •  <>- 

Girls'  serv- 
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Said  directors  to  have  porer  to  acquire  "by  purchase  or  otherwise 
"  -^ 5  proTDerty  for  that  object 
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Membership,   -  Membership  shall  consist  of  three  classes:     G-enera 
paying  $U.OO  and  UDwards  annually;   patron  members  $125.00  and  upi^ards  annu?^lly; 
life  members  $500.00  and  upwards  annually,    the  amount  already   sujb scribed  to 
be   deducted  from   said  $500.00 
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Each  of  these  resolutions  was  adopted.   It  will  be  remembered  th 
Industrial  School  was  organized  some  six  years  since;  in  1886  a 
was  obtained  under  the  title  of  The  Jewish  Training  School  of  Chf.cago,  and 
the  organization  will  continue  using,  most  likely,  the  same  n^jne 

r^X   the  Ladies' 
:iew  charter 
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-  .       Sinai  Congregation,  Executive  Board,  Minute s,  Nov,  28,^1887« 

Mr.  Z«  a,  Handel  moved  that  the  Board  recommend  to  the  special  mi^eting  (of 
the  congregation),  that  the  Parsonage,  as  soon  as  vacated,  be  turned  over  to 

the  Industrial  School  and  Kindergarten  for  their  use  -until  such  time  as  the 
congregation  may  designate  -*  adopted* 
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The  Occident,  June  17 ^  1887 • 
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i 
>  ̂«C &f  On  Tuesday,  June  14,  1887,  the  Jewish  Training  School  of  Chicago  was  in-  'to 

'  '  corporated  by  Lizzie  I.  Barber,  Eleanor  Eensinger,  Mrs.  Julia  'Vedeles,  Ma-r^ 
""I^W  :v-:fr;fthilda  Spiegel,  and  Minnie  Goodman. ^    -  •  *^  ̂ K-^fv 
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Sinai  Congregation,  Sxecative  Board,  Minutes,  Sept*  2S,  1S83« 
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The  report  (of  the  School  Committee)  states  further,  that  the  class  is  divi-* 
ded  into  four  classes,  the  first  of  which  consists  of  forty-eight  pupils  « 
heing  the  confirmation  class  taught  lay   the  superintendent,  Dr«  Hirsch  •>  the 
second  class  consists  of  fifty-one  pttpils  and  is  in  charge  of  Ur«  Henry  Cohen; 
the  third  and  fourth  classes  have  seventy-one  pupils  and  are  taught  by  the 
eight  young  lady  volunteer  teachers* •  ••all  of  whom  are  graduates  from  the 

Beligious  Herman  School,  created  and  tau^t^ exclusively  by  our  worthy  superin- tendent* 
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Sinai  Congregation,  Sxecutive  Board,  Minnies.  Jane  29,  ISS^* 
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A  letter  was  received  from  Mrs.  E,  Oerstly,  secretary  of  the  Industrial 
School  (for  girls)  asking  permission  to  use  the  vestry  rooms  of  the  temple 
daily  between  the  hours  of  9  ̂ ^^  12  o'clock  in  the  morning,  daring  the  Sum- 

mer vacation,  the  ladies  heing  willing  to  assume  such  expense  as  may  nec- 
essarily arise*   The  request,  upon  motion,  granted.    . 
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The  Beth  Hamedrash  Hagodol  Theological  Seminary  B'nai  Jacob,  IJS  Pacific 
Avenue,  have  just  cor^pleted  a  comfortable  school  house  and  dwelling  two 
doors  south  of  their  synagogue.  The  school  recently  organized  by  Rabbi 
Lesser#« •#• •••has  already  seventy  childreni  divided  into  four  classesi  where 
they  are  taught  Hebrew  and  the  Jewish  religion^  Aside  from  the  Rabbi,  there 
are  three  teachers. 

The  school  hours  are  from  7:30  A.  M.,  till  12  noon#   And  from  2  P»  M^,  until 
8  ?♦  M«  with  the  usual  recesses.   The  first  class,  which  is  the  elementary 
department  and  who  do  not  attend  yet  the  public  schools,  remain  nearly  all 

|P|3v -;  ̂   day  in  that  school.   But   such  as  attend  the  public  schoolSf  receive  inst- 
ruction before  9  A.  M,,  and  after  3:30  P.  M^ 

•tit 
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The  instruction  consists  only  of  acquiring  the  reading,  grammar  and  trens- 
lation  of  the  Pentateucht  and  the  intonation  peculiar  to  the  reading  of  the 

Chumesh  (Bible)  and  prayers.  Whatever  instructions  given  are  necessarily 

in  the  Russo-Polish  jargon  (Yiddish)..   ...For  the  present,  the  expenses 

are  defrayed  by  privete  subscriptions  and  exhibits  among  the  denizens  of  that 
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The  Occidents  August  17,  1883, 

not  very  salubrious  locality  a  creditable  effort  to  improve  themselves  and 
their  districts.   The  regime  is  yet  of  the  most  ancient  mediaeval  Jewish 
orthodox  stripe^ 
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JETi'/ISH 

2^SSIAN-JE\'aSH  ESBREV/  SCH00Is7 

We  are  informed  that  there  exists  among  the  Russian-Polish  Israelites  about 
thirty  Hadarim  (Hebrew  schools)  where  Hebrew  is  taught.  About  the  methods 
employed  in  these  schools,  about  the  cleanliness  of  the  rooms,  etc.,  we  cannot 
say  as  yet  since  we  have  not  visited  them. 

TO 
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Jewish  AdTance,  Apr*  9,  1880  • 

OUR  SABMTH  SCHOOLS 

(Editorial) 

JEWISH 

Where  do  our  children  receive  their  religious  education?  At  the  Sabbath  schools #  ̂  
What  does  that  religious  education  consist  of?  Ask  the  average  Sabbath  school  £7 
teacher  this  question  and  he  will  not  be  able  to  answer  it«  Is  the  average  -n 
Sabbath  school  teacher  able  to  teach  his  pupils  a  lesson  so  that  it  will  remain  2 
with  the  child — and  yet  not  distort  the  form  of  the  naroraitive?  We  need  in  our  cc 
Sabbath  schools  well-trained  pedagogues  and  persons  who  know  thoroughly  the  ^ 
object  of  religious  instruction*  ^ 

What  do  the  children  learn  in  our  Sabbath  schools  at  the  present  time?  Go  and 
hear  them  recite  their  lessons!  You  will  find  that  they  know  precisely  how  long 
and  how  wide  Noah*s  Ark  was— -much  more  than  our  archaeologists  do,  forsoothS 
They  will  also  tell  you  how  Abraham  saluted  the  angels  who  honored  him  with  their 
call  9  and  they  will  tell  you  all  about  the  Plagues  in  Egsrpt;  the  Judges ,  Samson 
and  Jephtah  included;  the  story  of  David  and  Absolom;  etc«  If  the  teacher  is  a 
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person  with  common  sense,  and  is  earnest  in  the  discharge  of  his  duties ,  he 
will  ••manufacture**  a  rational  explanation  of  some  ••critical*'  statement*  This 
explanation,  however,  will  be  ••explained  away**  altogether  by  the  minister  in 
the  pulpit,  and  contradicted  and  derided  by  the  **philosophizing  know-nothings** 
vdio  can  be  met  everywhere*  It  is  very  fortunate  that  most  of  our  ministers, 
in  their  eloquent  sermons,  use  figures  of  speech  and  coiq>licated  sentences 
which  a  child  (euxd  many  grownups)  cannot  understand;  or  else  our  children 
would,  according  to  our  ministers,  have  to  unleeorn  constantly  that  ?diich  the 
teacher  imparts  to  them  in  the  classroom*  s±^ 

The  press  and  the  **rea8oning**  genuises  in  our  social  circles  are  as  charitable 
/to  our  teachers/^  as  our  ministers*  They,  however,  speak  in  plain,  clear  terms 
and  seldom  use  a  metaphor*  Hence  the  disrespect  which  our  children  show  to- 

ward their  religious  teachers  and  toward  the  subjects  of  instruction  at  the 
Sabbath  school* 

Another  subject  of  regret  is  that  our  Sabbathr-school  committee  sometimes  thinks 
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more  of  its  official  dignity  than  of  the  dignity  which  the  teacher  is  supposed 
to  maintain  before  his  class*  It  often  happens  that  these  dignitaries  interfere 
with  the  teacher  in  the  presence  of  his  pupils.  The  teacher  will  explain  some- 

thing to  the  children  and  a  member  of  the  school  committee  who  happens  to  be 
present  hits  upon  another  explanation  and  cannot  withhold  it«  The  result  is 
that  the  teacher  is  openly  contradicted  befoi*e  his  class*  These  are  some  of 
the  disadvantages  under  which  the  Sabbath  school  labors* 

O CO 

Moreover,  the  average  religious-school  teacher  is  inefficient*  School  commit- 
tees and  congregations  engage  as  teachers  whomever  they  are  able  to  secure- - 

be  it  a  young  man  or  young  lady  who  onlj^  knows  precisely  as  much  as  he  can      D=l 
read  from  the  manual*  This  is  well  known  to  the  pupils*  Therefore,  the  Sabbath- 
school  system f   which  should  lay  the  basis  for  a  religious  education,  is  a  nominal 
thing  ̂ Jn  the  life  of  the  Jewish  chil^* 
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/^mJAL  ESCAMIMTION  AT  THE  ZION  SABBilTH  SCE00l7 

The  anniial  examination  at  the  Zion  Sabbath  Sohool  took  place  last  Sunday, 
June  15,  in  the  synagogue  ivhich  is  located  on  the  corner  of  Sangamon  and 
Jackson  Streets*  About  150  children  received  instruction  goring  the  past 
school  yeai7  in  Biblical  and  post-Biblical  history,  Hebrew  reading,  trans- 

lating Hebrew  prayers  into  English,  and  cathecism  every  Saturday  from  9  A«  U« 
to  10:30  A.  M«,  and  every  Sunday  from  9:50  A.  M«  to  11:50  A*  M*  The  pupils 
were  divided  into  four  classes*  Reverend  Dr.  B.  Felsenthal  is  the  superinten- 
dent* 

For  the  last  five  years,  during  which  Mr*  H.  Eliassof  has  been  connected  with 
the  Zion  School,  he  has  made  it  his  chief  aim  and  object  to  acquaint  the  chil- 

dren with  the  services  at  the  synagogue  and  to  make  them  understand  and  appreci- 
ate the  beauty  of  the  Hebrew  prayers* 

^^le  exercises  bega^T^  at  9  A*  M*  when  the  children  entered  the  synagogue  led  by their  respective  teachers*  Reverend  Dr*  Felsenthal  made  a  short  address,  and 
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the  children  recited  in  concert  the  prayers  In  Eebre;v  and  in  English^  The 
classes  were  then  examined  by  Dr«  Felsenthal  and  Mr«  Buxbaum,  the  children 
answering  the  questions  proniptly  and  readily* 

The  students  in  the  higher  class,  instinicted  l^r  lir.   Eliassof,  read  the  Halel 
^he  Hallelujah  prayer/  responsively,  one  student  reading  a  verse  and  the 
whole  class  responding  in  concert.  This  reading  was  followed  W  the  trans- 

lation of  the  Hebrew  prayers  contained  in  the  Sabbath  service  ̂ ectionT^  of Dr#  Einhom's  Prayer  Book.  The  same  class  then  ansviered  questions  in  Biblical 
history  covering  the  period  from  the  death  of  Lbses  to  the  time  of  Zerubbabel, 

and  each  scholar  recited  two  verses  from  Dr«  Szold's  Urim  Tetumim.  The  post- 
confirmation  class  was  then  examined  in  post-Biblical  history*  The  exercises 
closed  with  prayers  in  Hebrew  and  in  English* 

Dr.  Felsenthal  awarded  two  prizes  to  each  class:  eight  elegant  and  useful 

books  ̂ n  totajT"* 

:5> 
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2%E  SINAI  CONSEGATIO^ 

L 

50 

The  report  of  the  school  committee  was  next  In  order*  It  shorred  that  during 
th  past  year  140  children  were  enrolled  as  pupils  and  distributed  In  five 
classes y  and  that  they  were  Instructed  by  five  teachers,  paid  and  voluntary* 
The  average  attendance  was  good;  the  progress  made  was  very  gratifying*  Three    o 
entertainments  were  given  during  the  year  for  the  scholars*  The  school  comtait-  ̂  
tee  introduced  a  system  of  rewards  for  deserving  scholars  and  new  textbooks  in   .^ 
the  various  branches  of  instruction*  It  recommended  the  establishment  of  an     ̂  

advanced  or  ''post-confirmation"  class  in  which  the  scholars  leaving  the  Sabbath 
school  might  be  Instructed  in  Hebrew  and  continue  their  studies  in  the  history 
and  religion  of  our  race* 
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^^EWISH  EDUCATION  SOCIET^ 

Herman  Felsenthal^  president  of  the  Jewish  Education  Society,  iritiich  was  formed 
in  Chicago  about  a  year  ago  and  of  which  nothing  was  heard  for  a  long  time,  ^ 
intended  to  call  a  meeting  of  the  members  in  the  course  of  the  winter*  A  meet-  ̂  
ing  of  the  meinbers  of  the  board  of  directors  bad  been  called  some  time  ago,  but  p 
for  want  of  a  quorum  no  business  could  be  translated*  ^ 

Altogether  $700  has  been  collected:  $264*50  was  paid  to  the  Hebrew  school  lAiich  2 
was  maintained  for  only  a  few  weeks  by  our  brethren,  the  Russian-Polish  Israel-  oo 
ites  of  Chicago,  and  for  stationery  and  printing;  $400  was  invested  in  4|^  TJ*  3*  i::^ 

Bonds  and  registered  in  the  name  of  the  Society*  "^ 
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2^ICNIC  FOR  OHE  HEBBEW  SCWOJS/^ 
Last  Sunday  the  society  which  has  been  foimed  to  raise  funds  for  the  new  Hebrew 
schools 9  held  a  picnic  in  the  Pacific  Gardens  under  the  auspices  of  Congrega*- 
tion  Oheb  Sholom.  The  affair  was  well-conducted  and  liberally  patronized  by 
the  poorer  classes  of  our  brethren.  The  so-called  better  classes  were  not 
represented^ 
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Jewish  AdTance^  June  21,  1878. 

JmSHlSQ  TO  ORQANIZE  THE  SCHOOL  ASSOCIATIO]^ 

"Chicago,  Illinois 
June  17,  1878 

''Editor,  Jewish  Advance 

••Dear  Sir:   I  beg  leave  to  report  to  ycu  the  proceedings  of  the  meeting  held 
on  Sunday  June  16  on  Milwaukee  Avenue  as  announced  in  your  able  paper.  This 
meeting  was  called  for  the  purpose  of  organizing  a  school  association.  A 
fair  proportion  of  the  subscribers  responded.  Reverends  Adler,  Gerson,  and 
Ollendorf  were  also  present  by  special  invitation. 

-T3 

"The  following  were  elected  officers,  pro  tempore;  Isidor  Brother,  president; 
A.  Pike,  secretary;  and  Joseph  Leske,  treasurer*  Reverend  Adler  was  called 
upon  to  address  the  assembly.  He  responded  to  the  call  heartily.  Reverend 
Ollendorf  followed  him  with  a  few  able  remarks*  Both  of  these  gentlemen  spoke 
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in  the  German  language.  Reverend  Gerson  then  followed,  delivering  a  very  able 
address  in  the  English  language • 

"On  motion,  a  committee  of  five  was  appointed  to  draft  resolutions  and  by-laws  ^ 
and  lay  the  saias  before  the  association  at  its  next  meeting  for  adoption,  and  :j 
to  issue  a  special  call  to  all  the  subscribers  that  at  the  next  general  meeting  ^ 
we  intend  to  organize  ourselves  and  elect  permanent  off icers»  p 

•Tours ,  g 

"A.  Pike.« 
CO 
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JEWISH 

2^0CIETr  FOR  ESTABLISHING  FREE  SPECIAL  SCROOls/ 

The  society  for  establishing  free  schools  where  instruction  in  German  and 
Hebrew,  as  well  as  religious  instmiction  will  be  given,  will  meet  next  Sunday 
at  Druid  Hall,  626  Milwaukee  Avenue,  at  4  ?•  M*  For  the  last  three  weeks 
Mr*  Isidor  Brother  and  Mr*  Adolph  Pike  have  been  working  indefatigably  for 
this  laudable  pxirpose*  They  have  thus  far  succeeded  in  getting  up  a  list 
of  fifty  mentoers  who  have  declared  their  willingness  to  Join  the  society        g 
and  to  contribute  toward  its  support*  Next  Sunday  they  will  meet  at  the  above- 
named  place  to  adopt  a  preamble,  to  organize  themselves,  and  to  elect  officers* 
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Sinai  Congregation,  Board  of  Directors,  Minutes.  April  30,  1S72, 

«■; 
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The  School  Corrjnittee  further  reT)orted  ths.t  an  examination  of  the  several 

classes  had  "been  held  v/ith  a  satisfactory  result,  ziA   that  an  arrangement 
had  "been  made  for  a  public  exhibition  on  Sunday  following,  co.-nnencing  at 

^3  ̂ »  !•*•  ̂ t  which  occasion  it  was  contemplated  to  surprise  the  pupils  "by 
'  gifts  of  suitable  boo>:s,  etc,  involving  an  expense  of  from  $30  to  $35- 
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Sinai  Congregation,  Board  of  Directors  Hinutes.  Sept.  cU,  I877. 

Mr,  &reensf elder  on  "behalf  of  the  School  CoraTittee  reported  that  an  exf^m- 
ination  of  the  pupils  of  the  Sahhath  School  would  le  held  on  Sunday/  Sept, 
30,  hetween  the  hours  of  3:30  and  10:30  A.  M.  -  2t30   and  U:30  P.  H.  and 
invited  the  presence  of  the  memher-s  of  the  hoard. 
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Illinois  Staats  Zeitung»  Aug.  7»  I876. 

A  JEWISH  SEMIN.IRY. 
• 

Although  I  am  not  a  church  p:ill6a*»  I  was  glad  to  read  the  annoimcement, 
that  the^Jewish  Haute  Volee**  from  Chicago  intends  to  build  a  Jewish  Seminary* 
This  is  most  praise  worthy »  as  it  is  important  that  Hebrew  should  not  be 

forgotten  entirely •  We  can  learn  from  our  non-Jewish  brethren  and  see 
what  care  they  take  of  their  denominational  schools*  It  cannot  be  denied 
that  most  of  our  young  people  cannot  read  one  word  of  Hebrew^  cannot  even 
distinguish  Alew  from  Bet;  that  they  do  not  know  how  to  say  their  names  in 
the  Hebrew  language,  do  not  know  the  names  of  the  holy  days  nor  their  meaning < 
ProTided  the  children  know  what  is  needed  for  business^  the  rest  is  . 
unimportant  as  long  as  they  are  able  to  walk  the  streets  with  newspapers 
or  are  able  to  sell  matches  and  shoe  polish*  It  was  time  that  the  gentlemen 
made  this  important  decision*  It  is  to  be  hoped  that  the  f&te  of  this 
seminary  will  not  be  similar  to  the  school  founded  a  few  years  ago  by  Mr* 
L*  Silverman,  which  lasted  only  for  a  short  while* 

ttn tm ■MaaaMH^ 
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2.  Intellectual 
g#  Poruios,  Discussion 

Groups  and  Lectures 
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Tel  Yoaef  Forum.  Feb.  1936. 

OUTSTANDING  HaRSONALITIES  OF  NATIOKAL  REPUTATION 

Professor  F«L.  Sohuman 

•T)er  Reichsfuehrer* — ^February  2,  1936  • 

Norman  Thomas 

•Ihich  lay  -  America? '•--February  16,  1936. 

Professor  OJK.   Jtmek 

^Antlxropology  Through  Muslc^— March  1,  1936. 

Dr.  A.L.  Sachar 

th.  C^n^  ot  eurr.nt-I«s--«.rc.  15.  1936.  '^^^^ Professor  Solomon  Adler 

«»An  Xnglisfaman  Looks  at  the  Near  Sastern  Crisis^ — ^March  29,  1936* 

Rabbi  C.S.  Shulman 

"Palestine  -  The  Answer  to  the  Barbarities  of  the  West *•— April  12,  1936* 

% 
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Tel  Yosef  Forum.  Feb,  1936. 

Time  4  P.M. 
Individual  Lectures  35 $r 
Season  Membership  |1*25 
BBPH  ISRAEL  ADDIPORIDM,  Bernard  and  Ainslie  Streets,  Juniper  0915» 
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The  Jewish  Charities  Minutes,  Feb.  28,  I53U. 

At  the  meeting  of  the  Community  Council  of  the  J.  C,  I,  B.  Lipson  Introduced 

three  speakers  who  participated  In  a  symposium  on  "Hitler  versus  Civilization." 
These  speakers  were  Dr.  Paul  Hutchinson,  mpnsging  editor  of  the  Chrlstlsji  Cen- 

tury, representing  religion.  Dr.  Eugene  Kohn,  exiled  German  physician,  repre- 
senting science  in  exile  and  Professor  Frederick  L.  Schuman  of  the  University  ^ 

of  Chlcfigo,  who  had  recently  returned  from  a  trip  through  Germany.  These  men  ^ 

stressed  the  danger  with  which  Hitlerlsm  confronted  civilization,  giving  in  "tj 
detail  Instances  of  how  the  Hitler  regime  had  created  a  menace  in  their  o 
particular  field  and  had  destroyed  the  fruits  of  thousands  of  years  of  hlstori-  ca 
cal  development.  1:3 
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:  Next  door  to  the  Settlement  was  the  drug  store  owned  hy  Leo  Porges,  the     t^ 

^  'first  Hussian  druggist  in  Chicago  to  open  a  drug  store  of  his  own  in  the     ^ 
^  vK  neighborhood*  His  place  became  a  rendezvous  for  all  the  intellectuals  of 

V^^^   vicinity.  Doctors,  lawyers,  dentists  and  all  others  who  were  admitted    ^ 
>  \  ;into  the  circle  designated  as  "intellectuals,"  would  gather  regularly  eveiy    <^<% 

-evening  in  back  of  the  prescription  counter  and  there  create  a  thousand      .   i?^ 
"^  ̂      '  -'  ■  4.-"- 

>^  problems  and  settle  them.  It  was  here  that  the  Inspiration  was  bom  to 

;;  organize  a  "Self-Educational  Club."  The  very  name  of  the  club  was  a  chal-  , ^  ,  : i; 
lenge  to  the  Maxwell  Street  Settlement.  Its  members  were  to  educate  '  ̂  ;3 

;  themselves  and  not  to  receive  their  education  as  charity  from  the  hands'  v^  | of  a  few  highbrows.  The  most  active  leaders  of  the  new  venture  were  Dr.  /?  il 

v-X  ̂   l^ichael  L.  Aren,  Dr.  Kate  Levy,  Peter  Wiemick,  Meyer  Lesser,  Prof.  Isaac  ?^ 
^r:\  1^  B!axm\tz^  Prof.  Abraham  Peldman,  Dr.  Leo  Pels,  Harry  Pels,  and  Dr.  Emma 
f:t^\^>..-  Blount.  Qiuarters  were  procured  on  Halsted  Street,  south  of  Fou:rteenth 

-vX";.  'Street.  Classes  were  immediately  organized  in  elementary  and  advanced 
^English.  Among  the  teachers  were  Harry  A.  Lipsky,  ̂ man  Goldberg,  Rosa 

^^;Kanter,  who  has  since  become  the  wife  of  Hyman  Ooldberg,  and  Pauline  Pines, 
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The  Reform  Advocate,  February  22,  1930 •  Vol*  79 »  P»7S. 
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now  the  wife  of  Dr.  M,  !•  Aren.  Lectures  on  a  variety  of  suhjects  were 
arranged  for  several  nights  a  week.  Among  the  lecturers  were  such  distin- 

guished men  §is  Prof.  Harper,  President  of  the  University  of  Chicago; 
Prof.  Moult on,  Prof.  James  Breasted,  Prof,  MacClintock,  Prof.  Andrews, 
Prof.  Fredrick  Starr,  11.  M.  Mangazzarian,  Graham  Taylor,  Jenkin  Lloyd 

Jones,  Prof,  Isaac  Hirwitz,  and  Clarence  S.  Darrow.  Every  lecture  was  ' 

supplepiented  "by  a  musical.  George  Shapiro,  Isaac  Levin  and  Joe  Copeland 
furnished  the  music.  The  Self-Educational  Cluh  soon  attracted  wide  atten- 

tion and  was  always  crowded  with  men  and  women  anxious  to  avail  themselves 
of  its  benefits  while  the  Uaxwell  Street  Settlement,  with  all  the  wealth 

"behind  it  and  the  opportunities  and  possibilities  at  its  command,  drew   . 
an  attendance  which  decreased  steadily.  It  was  not  until  many  years  later, 

when  Emetine  Heller  was  put  in  charge  of  the  Settlement,  that  it  "became 
an  active  and  husy  institution,  ministering  to  the  neigh"borhood'8  needs 
and  functioning  in  a  way  intended  by  the  men  who  were  the  founders  of  it. 
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Chicago  Hetrew  Institute  Observer,  December  5»  1929*       -     "^ 

LEADER  OP  JEWISH  YOUTH  IviOTiuMENT  TO  SPEAK  01   YOUTH'S  ROLE  IN  THE  HISTORY  •     \ 

Off  THE  JEWISH  FUT'UHE.  •  ..      ' 

Mr.  James  Watermsn  V/ise,  who  is  s.t  the  pref^ent  time  the  Executive  Secretary 
of  the  Avukah,  the  Americpji  Student  Zionist  Federation,  sud  8  lecturer  at 
the  Columbia  University,  will  SDeak  at  the  Institute.  Forum,  next  Wednesday 
evening,  December  11,  on  the  subject  of  -  Pacing  the  Jewish  Future. 

Mr,  Wise  has  been  a  constant  contributor  to  the  periodicals.  He  has  writ- 
ten a  number  of  books,  one  on  The  Future  of  Israel,  and  another  which  has 

made  a  very  great  impression,  on  Jews  Are  Like  That,  under  the  pseudonym 
of  Analyticus,  His  talk  should  be  very  interesting  to  all  our  people 
because  he  will  revie^v  the  whole  problem  of  the  Jewish  future  from  the 

point 'of  view  of  the  youth  of  today,  Although  he  is  a  mature  thinker,  him- 
self, he  is  sufficiently  young  to  be  able  to  sense  the  spirit  of  Jewish 

youth  during  the  present  age  and  to  give  it  voice*  He  should  have  a  large 
audience  from  the  student  body  of  Chicago,  Those  of  us  who  are  older  will 
find  it  very  much  worth  while  to  feel  the  pulse  of  the  ne?/  generation  as  he 
will  give  it  expression,  v. 
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THE  PEESEOT  STATUS  OF  PALESTIKE  SUBJECT  OF  FI^/E-O' CLOCK  JEWISH  PORUl^  NEXT        ̂  
SUKmY,    DECEI3EE  1. 

'^  The  Five-O*clock  Jewirh  Forum,   which  h?.s  heen  en  institution  since   the 
"building  was  opened,    and  which  is  now  in  its  third  season,   is  proving  a 
great  success  in  the  interest  that  people  exhibit  in  both  their  coming  to 
hear  the   speajcer  and  in  their  discussion  following  the  talk. 

I. 

Next  Sunday  pi^ternoon,  Ito^bbi  Felix  S.  Mendelsohn,  who  last  year  gave  a 
very  interesting  talk  on  "Jewish  Hamor,^'  that  made  all  the  people  not  only 
laugh,  but  think,  will  this  yerr  address  the  meeting  on  "The  Present  Status 
of  Palestine,"  This  is  a  second  discussion  of  practically  the  same  topic  as 
was  given  last  Sunday,  but  by  different  men.  We  think  the  topic  is  big 
enough  and  important  enough  to  merit  that  treatment  and  the  individual  being 
different,  his  approach  and  discussion  must  be  different,  to  en   extent  at 

least,       '  i 

Dr,  Mendelsohn  is  a  very  fine  speaker  and  all  who  are  going  to  come' should 
make  if  their  b«isiness  to  come  early  to  assure  themselves  a  place  in  the  r 

hall,  for  it  is  always  crowded  by  five  o'clock  when  the  speaker  starts,  -^  \ ;! 

There  is  no  admission  charge  and  everyone  is  welcome  who  comes  early.  ;   .:\' ■  ■•%>.. 

>  i  :■•''  • 
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Contemporary  Problem  Club  Holds  First  Meeting  September  29th« 
■■•.'■  '  ,   ■       ■■'■-',.  ^ 

Twelve  members  attended  the  first  meeting  of  the  newly  formed  Contemporary 
Problem  Club,  Sunday  afternoon,  September  29,  in  the  Hillel  Room.  Plans  and 

suggestions  for  the  conducting  of  this  group  were  presented  by  the  chairman    ^ 
and  the  member s»  A  discussion  as  to  the  exact  purpose  and  aim  that  shall 
motivate  the  club,  took  place  and  the  members  vfere  requested  to  present  at 

next  meeting  a  carefully  planned  program  for  the  carrying  out  of  the  club's  pur- 

pose* •  '  ̂   .  ̂ ^ r  ~ '--  .-  .  ...  "  \  '  r*.^  \  : 

The  next  meeting  will  be  held  on  Sunday,  October  13, at  2:30  ?•  M#,  in  the   V 
Hillel  Room»  Any  person  over  eighteen,  who  is  interested  in  contemporary 

Jewish  problems  is  eligible*  v  .^ 

■"^ 
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Chicago  Hetrer  Institute  Observer,   Jan,   28,   1929» 

DBPARTJ/JfiNT  Oi'  LECTUHalS. 
CD 

Lectures  "by  prominent  men  on  imrportput  topics  of  the  d^y^    as  well  as  con- 
secutive lecture  courses  on  specific  subjects  have  heen  given  at  the  Insti- 

tute almost  from  the  "beginning  of  its  estahlishment.   The  Institute's  very- 
organization  was  due  to  the  desire  on  the  paxt  of  the  founders  to  supple- 

ment their  own  educa^tion  and  that  of  the  community  by  adult  lecture  and 
educational  programs.   This,  at  least  in  part  if  not  in  whole,  was  the 
motive  that  impelled  them  to  make  the  sacrifice  towards  the  organization  of 
the  Institute. 

When  Clarence  Darrow  opened  this  year's  Forum,  all  who  kne?/  the  history  of 
the  Institute  were  reminded  of  the  fact  that  he  was  one  of  the  first  speakers 

that  addressed  our  audience  in  the  early  days.   Nevertheless,  it  would  "be 
an  error  to  assume  that  the  chara^cter  of  our  lecture  program  is  the  same 

now  as  it  was  in  the  first  part  of  our  ODeration.   This,  not  so  much,  per- 

haps, from  the  point  of  view  of  the  prominence  of  our  speakers,  or  our 

iaU£^-.,^:i->: , 
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attendance  records,  or  the  extent  of  our  program,  as  from  the  point  of    oft 
view  of  the  difference  in  the  development  and  application  of  the  progra-ni. 
The  Forum  idea,  as  developed  within  recent  years,  has  definite  merit  along 
a  number  of  lines.   In  the  classroom,  the  teacher  presents  a  definite 
course  of  study  to  his  students  and  rationalizes  his  material,  demanding 
a  reaction  from  his  pupils  in  the  sense  that  an  exaM nation,  and  a  certain 
amount  of  theme  and  home  work  is  required  for  credit.   The  Forum  lecturer 
relieves  his  hea.rer  from  all  these  responsibilities  of  a  technical  nature. 
He  demands  only  one  -  that  of  thinking. 

There  can  be  no  question  but  that  a  systematic  education  for  adults  who 
have  not  had  the  opportunity  of  obtaining  one  before  reaching  ma^turity  is 

highly  desirable.  An  adult's  education  is  not  finished  UDon  his  comple- 
tion of  a  regular  course,  either  in  secondary  schools  or  even  at  the  univer- 

sity.  There  is,  besides  a  large  number  of  men  and  women  who  have  not  had 
the  benefit  of  a  regular  education  and  who,  nevertheless,  are  anxious  to 

receive  supplementary  knowledge  to  that  which  they  have  obtained  in  the 
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making  of  their  lives.   The  Poniin,  disjointed  and  unorganized  as  it  may 

superficially  seem  to  he,  is,  nevertheless,  ahle  to  make  a  definite  con- 
tribution to  their  education.   In  the  first  place,  there  is  an  emotional 

power  for  achievement  developed  by  the  speaker  in  the  listener,  which  is 
very  often  lacking  in  the  classroom.   In  the  latter,  one  studies  with  the 
ultimate  aim  of  finishing  a  course  and  also  without  direct  contact  to  life. 
In  the  Forum,  one  is  immediately  directed  to  the  problem  of  relating  the 

facts  presented,  to  one's  own  life.   In  our  own  Torum,  with  the  opportunity 
that  we  offer  for  discussion  on  the  part  of  the  audience,  there  is  a  defi- 

nite challenge  made,  both  to  the  audience  and  the  speaker.  As  a  prominent 

lecturer  once  piit  it,  "The  discussion  compels  the  speaker  to  rethink  his 
position;  simultaneously  the  speaker  compels  every  member  of  the  audience 

to  rethink  his  position  with  reference  to  the  problem  presented.   The  lec- 
turer is  made  more  responsible  by  the  discussion  that  he  knows  will  follow, 

and  verj^*-  often  also  brings  out  in  his  answers  such  points  as  he  may  have 
failed  to  stress  in  his  original  axidress," 
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He  thus  contributes  definitely  to  the  thought  development  of  many  who 
come  to  hear  him.   It  must  not  be  forgotten  that  the  Forum  stresses  the 
major  facts  and  movements  of  life:   That  the  speaker  is  not,  as  is  usual 
with  the  teacher,  a.  more  or  less  ordinary  person,  but  in  many  instances  an 
extraordinary  individuality,  and  so  because  of  the  influence  and  because 
of  the  impact  of  his  personality,  he  is  able  to  give  a  momentum  to  the 
members  of  his  audience  which  they  could  not  possibly  obtain  in  the  class- 
room. 
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Conseryative  Jijdalsxn  Expounded 

At  the  Five  O'clock  'Forum  held  on  Sunday,  December  25 1  ̂abbi  Max  Kadushin 
of  the  Humboldt  Boulevard  Temple,  gave  his  views  on  "What  Is  Conservative  Juda- 

ism?" 

Rabbi  Kadushin  explained  that  the  Conservative  group  looked  upon  Judaism 
as  a  civilization,  and  not  merely  as  a  revelation  or  a  religious — philosophical 
system.  He  developed  this  vifew  and  indicated  just  how  such  a  view  is  needed 
right  now,  for  the  purpose  of  preserving  the  higher  values  of  Judaism  for  the 
modern  Jew. 
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The  Jewish  Arts  Club  of  Chicago  is  an  organization  composed  of  young        tj> 
Ben  dedicated  to  the  arts  and  sciences* 

Aaong  its  activities  is  a  lecture  forum  which  coounences  in  January  and 
continues  until  March*  The  most  prominent  orators  of  the  country  are 
secured  in  order  to  give  their  ideas  and  thougjiits  to  the  attending 
audiences  of  this  forum« 
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CHICAGO  JEVmY  nGOG  ON  IlVE   OF  INTiiR-SEMINARY  DEBATE. 
I 

The  day  f  t  he  great  inter-seminary  ceoate  is  drawing  neafl  And  judging  oy 
the  prcfound  interest  shov^n  by  the  Jewish  community  01  Chicago  in  this 

debate,  it  promises  to  be  one  oi*  the  most  unique  events  in  the  history  01'  or- 
thodox Jewry  in  America,  for  it  must  De  rememoered  thsct  the  debate  between 

the  Hebrew  Theological  College  ol*  Chicago  ana  the  Isaac  Exchancm  iheological 
Semimiry  of  New  York  has  the  aistinction  of  being  the  first  veroal  combat 
Detween  two  Talmudic  irstitutions.  Formerly,  the  Yeshiva  has  oeen  considered 
as  a  place  where  young  men  confiiie  themselves  to  Talmudic  studies  only. 

The  Americi?n  Yeshivs,  however,  has  trodaen  new  p^aths,  which  will  probably 
deciae  the  future  of  orthoaoxy  in  America.   Our  rt^voxutionary  age,  with 
its  new  demands  and  complex  problems,  has  compelled  trt^aitional  Judaism 

to  seek  a  solution  to  these  phenomena,  in  order  to  bring  aoout  a  recon- 
ciliation between  its  traditions  ana  the  currents  of  mv^aern  thought. 
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Hence,  American  Orthodox  Jewry  is  proud,  today,  in  having  the  two  flourishing 
Talmudic  institutions,  the  Hebrew  Theological  College  of  Chicago  ana  the 
Isaac  Elchanan  Theological  Seminary  of  New  York,  which  have  been  justly 
compareu  to  Sura  and  Fumbeditha  of  old*  The  work  that  they  have  accomplished 
during  the  comparatively  brief  period  of  their  existence  is  i:tupendous« 

Now  they  have  proceeded  a  step  further  and  challenged  American  Jewry  to  witness 
this  intellectual  co.aoat,  which  has  taken  the  place  of  the  Tannaitic  and 
Amoraitic  dialectics. 

The  debate  will  tuke  piace  on  September  7,  1927;  8  P.  M. ,  in  the  magnificent 

auditorium  of  the  New  Jewish  People* s  Institute,  on  the  corner  of  Douglas 
Boulevard  and  St.  Louis  n.venue,  cpi-osite  the  ouilding  of  the  Heorew  Theological 

College.  The  subject  to  be  debated  is  :  '•Resolvea,  that  the  Parochial  School 
System  is  the  sole  solution  to  the  proDlem  for  permanency  of  traaitional  Juda- 

ism in  iimerica.** 
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The  team  of  the  Hebrew  Theological  College,  which  will  uphold  the  negative 

sid^  of  the  question  is  composed  (in  the  respective  order  of  their  speaking) 
of  Rabbi  H.  Miller,  Solomon  Perlman  and  Meir  Simchak  Ostrinsky.  The  New 

York  team,  which  will  defend  the  affirmative  is  composed  of,  Israel  H» 
Waisfeld,  H*  Berman  and  Morris  Max*  . 
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A  group  of  Jewish  Socialist  v/omen  have  assembled  in  the  house  of  Mrs* 
Morris  Levin  and  established  a  Socialist  Educational  Club,  v/hich  will 
arrange  lectures  on  social  and  political  questions  for  the  members  and 

guests* 
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f'jEillSE  '.VORKERS  TO  IL\VE  LYCBJIA  LECTURES  7 

The  season  of  the  Open  -  Forum  will  open  tomorrow  in  the  "orkmen's  Circle  ts 

Lyceum,  Ogden  and  Kedzie  Avenue.  /^v^ 

The  '-'nited  Committee  of  the  Jewish  Socialist  Alliance,  United  Hebrew  Treves 
and  the  Educational  Committee  of  the  "orkEien's  Circle  has  prepared  a  .$3X)gram 
of  educational  and  interesting  lectures  for  this  season,   on  social,   piSlitical,      f 

economic,  and  literary  subjects,   to  be  ̂ iven  by  noted  lecturers  in  English  '^ 
^nd  in  Yidaish.  • 

Miss  Herstein  of  the  V/or.en's  High  School  Teacher  Union  wUl  speak  tomorrow  i 
on  'T?he  Labor  I.:ovement  in  Palestine  and  Conditions  in  Russia •"  ; 
Dr.  Lorber  will  speak  on  ''The  Tasks  of  the  Forum"  and  norris  Siskind  will 
discuss  this  seasons' s  program. 
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The  Joint  Board  of  the  Cloak  Makers  Union  has  opened  a  library  and  rest 

room  in  their  headquarter  s,  3^8  1! .   Van  Buren  Street  where  members  may 

spend  their  leisure  time  by  reading  and  resting  in  friendly  and  beautiful 
atmosphere* 

Comrade  Molly  Freedman  has  charge  of  the  library  and  v/ill  do  everything 

possible  to  furnish  the  library  with  interesting  books  for  the  convenience 
of  the  member s« 

Z 
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A  large  crov/d  is  expected  tonight  at  the  Congregation  Beth  Itzchok  of  Albany  ^ 
Park,  vrhere  Harry  A.  Lipsky,  president  of  the  Middle  IVestern  Zionist  organiza-  g 
tion,  v/ill  speak  on  "Ihe  International  Situation  and  Zionism".  <:rL 

r— 

Cantor  Kritz  will  sing  Zionist  songs.  Liiss  Chirkoff  w^ill  play  the  piano •  ^ 
Attorney  Julius  Savitsky,  the  Zionist  leader  of  Albany  Park,  will  be  chairman.  o 
He  will  represent  the  Zionist  organization  of  that  district.  ^ 
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ZAl^G;;iLL  THAI'IKS  TIiE  COURIER  AI:TO 
ITS  PUBLISHER 

Yesterday  afternoon,  Israel  Zangwill  addressed  a  Iiuge  crovjd  of  men  and  xvomen 

at  the  Covenant  Club*  In  uis  sneech,  he  made  fun  of  the  Eighteenth  -Amendment,  •  ̂  
and  rene^-ved  his  attacks  a^^ainst  Henry  Ford  and  the  Ku  ICLux  Klan,  declaring  ^ 
that  thev  vere  dangerous  to  America,  He  aDpealed  for  unity  in  the  ranks  of  ^.^ 
the  Jews.  ''In  this  v;ay  only,  v;ill  the  Jev/s  be  able  to  show  their  nobility  p 
of  spirit,  which  can  be  an  inspiring  influence  in  the  struggle  toward  an  ^ 
honest  and  oeaceful  v/orld,*'  I.'lr.  Zang;vill  thinks  that  by  f  i  'hting  the  activities 
of  Henry  Ford  and  the  Ku  Klux  IG.an,  the  itoierican  Jews  will  be  fighting  for  the 
America  that  was  founded  by  .Washington  and  Jefferson — the  America  that  produced 
the  great  humanitarian,  Abraham  Lincoln.  c^. 

In  his  speech,  Mr.  Zangwill  thanked  the  publisher  of  the  Courier  and  his 
associates  ''^vho  have  shown  me  so  many  kindnesses  in  Chicago,  and  v;ho  arranged 
the  fine  meeting  Sunday  evening  at  the  Peoples  Institute!** 

■> 
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^It  is  the  first  time  in  my  life",  said  LIr.  Zangv/ill  "that  Jev/ish  newspaper- 
men have  treated  me  so  v/ell." 

Zangwill  leaves  Chic^^t-o  today  for  Cincinnati,  and  will  then  no  on  to  Nev;  York. 

-3 
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IE  ^KU  FLUX  IvLAJM  A!TD  IISNRY  FORD  ARE  DAI^TGEROUS 

IV  TO  A]^!SRICA/*  SAYS  ZAKCt'jTELL  r% 

The  large  g3riTinasi\OT  hall  of  the  Hebrew  Institute  was  crowded- last  night.     The  p 
most  representative  Jeivs  of  Chicar;o  came  to  say  r^ood-by  to  the  great  Jevdsh  ^ 
thinker  and  ivriter,   Israel  Zangwill.     They  also  wanted  to  hear  his  first  and  3 
last  speech  in  Chicago,     Hundreds  of  people  v/ent  av/ay  disaopointed  because  ^- 
there  was  no  room  inside  the  hall.     Many  remained  outside  in  the  cold  in  ^ 
order  to  catch  a  ̂ ^limpse  of  the  great  v/riter.  jjj 

At  the  very  beginning  of  his  speech,  Tvlr.   Zangwill  came  out  strongly  against 
Henry  Ford  and  the  Ku  IGLux  Klan.      ''They  are  dangerous  to  America,'*  he  declared. 

Zangwill  read  the  telegram  that  had  been  printed  in  the  Courier  about  the  anti- 
Semitic  navspaper  in  Liontreal,  which  demanded  that  Canada  expel  its  Jev/s. 

This  paper  gets  all  its  information  about  Jews  from  Ford^s  weekly.     Llr.  Zangwill^s 
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I  S      comraent  was  that  with  the  aid  of  Ford's  money,  pogroms  are  being 
IV  fomented  and  Jews  are  beinp;  driven  from  their  homes. 

"•o 

^Anti-Semitism  has  spread  from  the  Volp;a  to  the  Rhine,'*  said  Ivir.  Zangwill,  Z^ 
'♦and  is  aoproaching  the  English  channel  because  the  G-entiles  envy  us,  not  l^ 
because  they  are  afraid  of  us.  The  Gentiles  envy  us  because  .ve  know  their  S 
bluffs,  we  know  their  deceit,  and,  therefore,  they  will  always  hate  us.  co 

♦'America  should  be  ashamed  of  the  fact  thajt  a  man  v;ho  is  hiding  from  a  man 
who  is  hiding  frcci  a  coiirt  summons,  is  a  /T)otentiai7  candidate  for  the 
presidency.  The  Jews  should  organize  themselves  to  prevent  the  candidacy 

of  Ford." 

Louis  llarshall  was  again  bitterly  attacked  by  Zangwill  because  Marshall  is 
opposed  to  Jewish  political  activity. 
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I  E    Zangwill  also  criticized  France  severely  for  persecuting  Dr.  Nordau,     ̂  

IV  who  has  sacrificed  his  life  for  France*  Nordau*  s  fortune  was  con-      ^^ 
f iscated  by  the  French  government  which  feared  that  Nordau  was  a  spy.    p 

•^England  is  still  the  freest  co\intry  in  the  world,"  said  Mr.  Zangwill.  •♦The   g 
three  Jewish  governors  of  England's  biggest  colonies  are  bitterly  disliked  by 
the  anti-Semites. 

CO 

QJ7 
•♦The  Gentiles  treat  us  as  if  we  were  Shylocks,  and  they  have  the  insolence  to 
call  us  Shylocks  and  capitalists.  Henry  Ford  is  the  greatest  danger  in  the 
world,  if  capitalism  is  a  danger,  because  he  is  the  richest  man  in  the  world. 
The  Jews  must  organize  against  Ford  because  with  his  tiny  brains  and  giant 
capital,  he  is  potentially  very  dangerous.  His  money  is  paying  for  the  slander 
and  libel  being  spread  against  the  Jews;  his  money  is  paying  for  the  v/eapons  to 

be  used  in  pogroms  against  the  Jews.  Because  we  are  Jews,  we  must  fight  Ford.** 

In  his  speech,  Mr.  Zaiogwill  also  told  about  what  the  Bavarian  and  Hungarian 
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He  appealed  for  unity  among  Jews  and  came  out  strongly  in  favor  of  the  Jews 
voting  as  Jews  in  the  American  elections,  in  order  to  be  united  against  the 
•♦modem  Hamans"* 

There  was  a  death-like  stillness  in  the  hall  when  Mr*  Zangwill  concluded  his 

speech  by  reading  one  of  his  poems,  an  elegy  j[J,icl  memor^  of  the  Jewish  pogrom 
martyrs  in  the  Ukraine • 

Last  night's  lecture  will  remain  an  historical  event  in  the  lives  of  the  Jews 

"TIJ 

I  F  1 
III  A  Daily  Jewish  Courier,  Jan*  14,  1924# 
III  H 

I  E      pogromists  do  with  Ford*  s  money* 

The  newly  rich  Jews  who  push  themselves  where  they  are  not  wanted,  p: 
were  strongly  censured  by  Mr.  Zangwill*  Nor  was  he  sparing  in  his  criticism  Z^ 

of  those  Jews  who  always  stay  in  Gentile  hotels  because  they  dislike  being  :^ 
among  Jews* 

<!:> 

CO 
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Ill  H 

IB      of  Chicago  because  the  ••good  Zangwill**  honored  them  vd.th  a  speech 
17      which  will  remain  forever  in  their  hearts. 

The  whole  program  was  very  well  organized,  thanks  to  the  efforts  of  Philip 
Seman,  director  of  the  Institute  and  his  assistant,  Edward  Cohen,  who  had 
arranged  everything  carefully. 

Harry  A.  Lipsky,  chairman  of  the  Middle  V/estern  Zionist  district,  introduced  2 

Mr.  Zangwill  to  the  public  as  a  "child  and  dreamer  of  the  ghetto,  who  will  ^ 
now  speak  to  his  brothers  of  the  ghetto**. 

0-. 

Mr.  Zemgwill  entered  the  hall  v/ith  Mr.  N.  Loebner  of  the  Courier  and  a  group 
of  friends  with  whom  Zangwill  had  spent  the  whole  day,  visiting  Jewish  insti- 

tutions • 
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COIIE  Al©  TEAR  ZAKG/ZILL  SPEAK- 
N3ST  SUmM  SVaiONG  AT  TSE 

HEBKSW  IMSTITUTi; 

by 

J.  Loebner 

JEWISH 

-TO 

CD 

CO"
 

Next  Sunday  evening,  all  those  who  have  obtained  tickets  to  the  lecture  at 

the  Hebrew  Institute  will  be  able  to  see  and  hear  Israel  Zangwill,  i3ngland*s   § 
foremost  writer  and  one  of  the  finest  sons  of  the  Jewish  people.  He  will      D» 

speak  on  the  subject:   '^Anti-Semitism  and  other  Jewish  problems". 

Among  other  thjngs,  you  will  hear  Mr.  Zangwill  tell  what  he  thinks  about 
the  enemy  of  Israel,  Henry  Ford,  and  his  friends.  He  will  tell  us  about 
the  Ku  IQLux  Klan,  which  seeks  to  set  the  Christian  world  against  us,  which 
besmirches  the  Jewish  character,  which  seeks  to  undermine  our  existence 
in  America,  which  has  already  caused  pogroms  against  Jeivs  in  Europe,  which 
seeks  to  bribe  Jewish  traitors  so  that  it  may  claim  that  it  is  not  against 
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the  poor  Jews   but  only  against  tiie  Jev/ish  capitalists.     Henry  Ford  and  his 

friends  have  recently  become  staunch  defenders  of  the  Nec^rces — the  Jev/s 
exploit  therri,   the  Jev;s  poison  them  by  various  powders  and  pills,     .actually, 

deep  in  their  hearts,   they  hate  the  lle.^roos  but — to  strengthen  their  terri- 
ble propaganda^ — they  represent  the  Ifegroes  as  innocent  laiabs  v/honi  the  Jev/ish 

businessman  and  the  Jewish  capitalist  seek  to  rob  and  kill.     lienry  Ford  and 
his   friends,  who  seek  noney,  noney,   and  nore  noney,  want  to  bring  disaster 

upon  our  people.     Kr.   Zangwill*s  protest  against  these  ivicked  and  cruel 
raen  v;ill  do  us  a  great  deal  of  good  at  the   present   time.     Hiang^vill  has  a  lot 
of  influence  upon  the  thinking  and  honest  non-Jev/ish  vvorld.     It  ./ill  listen  cr 
to  him.     It  will  not  listen  to  him  if  v/e  ourselves  do  not   listen  to  him. 

It  is   expected  tliat  the  big  hall  of  the  Institute  will  be  overcro;vded  be- 
cause the  appearance  of  Llr.   2^ngivill  on  Sunday  evening  v/ill  be  his   first 

and  only  public  aopearance  before  Chicago  Jews  during  his  present  visit. 

CD 

ro 
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be  comforted  in  your  Jewish  sorrov/. 

.{no   of  us  is  not  curious  to  sec  the  celebrated  nan?     V/ho  of  us  is  not  curious 

to  iiear  v;hat  he  has  to  say?  2he   iiapoi^bant  tiling  is:  Do  not  forcet  to  buy  1^ 
tickets.  The  earlier  -'ou  cor.ie ,  the  better  a  seat  you  v/ill  have  in  the  hall.  L- 

The  price  of  each  seat  in  the  hall  is  one  dollar;  galiei^,'' — fifty  cents.  5g 

CD 

A  rare  spiritual  treat  awaits  :^ou.  You  ;vill  learn  a  great  deal  and  you  will    ^ 

' — t 
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ZANGWILL  VISITS  1HE  WEST  SIDE 

Israel  Zangwill  lectured  yesterday  afternoon  at  tne  Blackstone  Theater  on     4 

the  subject  of  '^rama  and  Life,**  and  then  took  an  automobile  ride  through 
the  West  Side,  accompanied  by  J.  Loebner  and  Leo  Sllberman  of  the  Courier. 
He  also  visited  the  editorial  office  of  the  Courier.  He  repeated  to  ^ 
Harry  A.  Lipsky,  chairman  of  the  Middle  West  Zionist  organization,  the  prcMnise    /, 
he  had  made  to  Dr.  Chalm  Weizmann  in  New  York,  that  he  would  be  willing  to 

deliver  a  lecture  for  the  benefit  of  the  Keren  Hayesod  ̂ exchequer"  of  World 
Zionist  Organization^.  Mr.  Zangwill  is  of  the  opinion  that  Palestine  cannot 
be  built  by  philanthropy  alone.  He  also  thinks  that  the  Keren  Hayesod  is  not 
quite  the  proper  way  to  raise  money,  but  money  is  needed  to  build  Palestine 
and  he  Is  ready  to  help  raise  it. 

Mr.  Zangwill  also  paid  a  visit  to  a  cousin  of  his,  Mr.  A.  Alperin,  secretary 
of  the  Congregation  Anshe  Kneseth  Israel,  at  his  residence  on  Fifteenth  Street, 

•^j 

. 
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vftiere  Mr.  Zangwill  had  lunch.  Sitting  at  the  table,  the  honored  guest 
recalled  that  Mr.  Alperin  had  often  given  him  theater  tickets  in  London, 
when  he,  Zangwill,  was  a  boy  and  could  not  afford  to  buy  them.  Mc.   Zangwill 
then  remarked,  humorously,  that  now  Mr.  Alperin  and  his  entire  family  caui 
go  to  the  Blackstone  Theater  every  evening  to  see  a  good  show,  without 

worrying  about  tickets,  because  Zangwill *s  latest  pi^y,  ̂ y¥e  Moderns,**  a         5 
satirical  comedy,  is  being  presented. 

Tonight,  Vx.   Zangwill  will  visit  the  Palace  Theater  where  Mr.  Honigman  is 

staging  Ansky*s  "Dibbuk**. O 
OO    j 
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The  plans  for  the  second  annxial  oratorical  contest  to  be  nin  under  the 
auspices  of  the  Lelamed  Bnal  Yehudah  (To  Teach  the  Sons  of  Judah)  at  the 
Ashland  Auditorium  have  been  completed ,  and  the  following  organizations 
will  be  represented:  Temple  Judea  Community  Center,  Chicago  University 
Menorah  Society,  Hofflnan  Preparatory  School,  Northwest  Y.  M.  H.  A., 
Yo\mg  Peoples  Zionist  League,  and  the  V/oodlawn  Jewish  League*  The  subject 
will  be  '♦How  to  Remedy  Race  Prejudice,"  and  each  essay  vriLU  take  about  five 
minutes* 

CO 

CD 
In  accordance  with  a  resolution  adopted  by  the  Yehudah  to  enter  the  civic, 
social  and  political  activities  of  the  city,  the  group  unanlmo\isly  adopted 
a  resolution  favoring  the  newly  proposed  Kosher  Bill.  A  second  resolution   51 
endorsing  the  candidacy  of  Jacob  M*  Arvey  for  aldeiman  of  the  IWenty-fourth 
Ward  received  the  favorable  consideration  of  everybody. 
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IV  A  membership  canrpalgn,  as  itell  as  a  lecture  series,   Is  being 

arranged  for  the  month  of  February. 

1^ 
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i\trXG.Alvl'lTSD  LOC^iL  39  IIITRCDUCES  illl  OPI^II  FOHJII  FOR  LSMHiJRS 

That  the  demand  for  discussion,   instruction  and  enlichtenrient  on  current 

probleiTis  has  arisen  aiaong  the  leaders  of  the  trade  unions  can  be  readily  * 
seen  fron  the  establishnent  of  educational  and  cultural  procr^ins  in  the  -n 
unions  for  the  nenbers,  ^^ 

I — 

The  International  Ladies  Garment  V/orkers  Union  and  the  Amalgamated  Joint  "^ 
Board  have  arranged  classes  of  instruction  and  concerts  and  lectures  for  g 

their  members.  In  addition  to  these  educational  activities,  the  Amalga-  '^- 
mated  Local  39  introduced  an  open  foruii  every  second  and  fourth  Friday  ^ 
evening  in  one  of  the  halls  of  the  Ashland  Aditoriun,  where  various  polit-  ^ 
ical  and  economic  problems  are  capably  dealt  v;ith  by  representatives  of  the 
labor  movement,  ilfter  the  lectures  all  members  participate  in  a  discussion. 

Local  39,  v/hich  began  the  open  forum,  invites  the  members  of  other  locals 
to  attend  and  take  part  in  the  discussion.  Admission  free. 
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A  popular  demand  among  the  aotiTe  members  of  our  movement  has  reoently 

developed  to  establish  an  open  forum  in  whioh  the  Workmen's  Cirole*  the 
Jewish  Socialist  Allianoe  and  the  United  Hebrevr  Trades  shall  participate. 

The  educational  committee  of  the  Worloien's  Circle  brought  forth  a  recom- 
mendation to  the  City  Central  Committee  that  they  shall  establish  an  open 

forum  where  lecturers  from  various  sections  of  the  labor  movement  shall 

be  invited  and  a  discussion  by  the  attendants  shall  follow  the  lecture* 

The  City  Central  Committee  accepted  this  proposal  and  determined  that 
the  Socialist  Alliance  and  the  Hebrew  Trades  shall  be  invited  to  Join 
the  open  forum*  The  above  mentioned  central  bodies  accepted  the  plan 
and  the  forum  will  open  this  Sunday  in  the  Venetian  Hall  of  the  labor 
Lyceum* 

Comrade  Dr*  Lorber  will  be  the  first  lecturer*  He  will  speak  on  *The 
Dictatorship  of  the  Proletariat  cmd  Democracy*"  Admission  free*  Every- 

body welcome!  No  collectionsJ 
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r       CONCERT  AND  UASS  MEETING  AT  WOREUBN*S  CIRCLE  LICEDM  TO  NIOHT 

V 

Bia  oitisans  of  Laomdale  distriotf  man  and  woman  who  wish  to  aoquaint 

thamselTas  with  tha  issuas  of  today's  oampalgn  for  Judgas  and  wi-Oi  tha 
quastion  of  taxing  oitizana  for  mora  and  battar  schools  for  tha  ohild* 

ran  ara  axpaotad  to  ooma  to  tha  UTorkman's  Cirola  lyoaum  toni^t* 

Tha  Socialist  assamblyman,  August  Claussans*  will  addrass  tha  maating* 
Comrada  Demial  JuratZt  tha  Socialist  oandidata  for  circuit  courtt  and 
Morris  Ziskindf  labor  editor  of  tha  Forward «  will  also  spaak* 

A  concert  will  tcJca  placa  bafora  tha  ccmdidatas  will  spaak*  Tha  famous 
opara  singar  Sargai  Barowski  of  tha  Moscow  Opara  Housa  and  Miss  Sykas» 
tha  talantad  pianistt  will  perform* 

It  will  be  an  interesting  evening  from  all  yiawpointSt  and  it  is  tha 
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duty  of  all  men  and  woman  of  the  Douglas  Park  area  to  oome  toni^t  and 
(hear  the  speakera  on  the  important  questions  of  the  day  and  enjoy  the 
musioal  program* 

Admission  free» 

LS:-i^^.£:Liv!a^ 
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Tonight:  A  Debate 
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Between  Dr^  Z#  Lorter  and  Dr.  M»  Dolnick     «      ,     :    r  v  ̂ ^^  4^^ 
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;.  *  Subject:       Ijs  Zionism    Bankrupt?     ^ . 

JLrranged    by     the  Jewish    Socialist    Alliance.  • 
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She  Debate  Will  Take  Place  at  the 
Workmen^ 8  Circle  Lyceum, 

Corner  Kedzie  and  Ogden  Avenues* 
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lOnaHT  -  IHE  XDUGAHOHAL  LXCIDBX.   ^y  Dr*  Zilborg* 
"Is  lorope  on  its  lay  to  Destruction?*  ^ 

^,  , ,  Or*  Gregory  Zlllmrg«  noted  educator,  former  Secretary  of  the  Labor  Ministry  of 

^^  ̂ fiussla  under  the  Eerensky  reglae,  will  lecture  toni^t  at  the  Socialist  Center » I22U  S«  Albaoy  Ayenue.   Dr.  Zllburg  Is  connected  with  Coluabla  College t  where 
he  lectures  on  econoalc  and  llteraxy  questions*  Lately,  Dr»  Zllburg  published 
a  few  books;  one  on  the  economic  and  political  conditions  in  lurope*  Anyone 

|:£?^ff  Intelligence  should  not  miss  this  lecture*   Admission  only  fifteen  cents  (l3c)l 
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Forwgrd,  Noverober  3,  19?2. 

The  first  educational  meeting  and  concert  given  "by  the  Joint  Board  of  the 
Amalgejnated  Clothing  Workers  of  America,  will  he  held  Friday,  Novemher  3, 

*  at  8  P.  M. ,  in  the  "big  Ashland  Auditorium,  Van  Buren,  corner  Ashland  Blvd. 

-r-^- 

^^a*<s^jM   The  well  known  lecturer,  Professor  Scott  Hearing,  will  lecture  on  the  sub- 
ject -  Worker  Education.  A  musical  program  is  arranged.  Kiss  Sandel, 

soprano,  will  sing  classical  numbers  and  an  orchestra  will  play.  It  will 

"be  a  musical  and  spiritual  evening.  All  members  of  the  Amalgamated  and  , 
their  wives  are  welcome.  Please  do  not  bring  children. 
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EDUGATIOmL  GOIvllITTES  OF  TH3  WOHiaiEN'S  CIRCLE  BEGINS  LECTURE  SEASON  IN  THE 

':  BRANCHES.  ■•     ■..  -:  -   -,,,.,    , 

.1^ 
The  first  lecture  of  this  season,  arranged  "by  the  Educational  Committee  of 

\  the  Workmen* s  Circle,  will  he  held  this  Thursday  evening,  for  the  memhers  of 

'it-  .'three  "branches  in  the  Workmen's  Circle  Lyceum.  r   '• 

♦^  The  plan  of  the  Educational  Committee  is,  that  if  a  "branch  meets  on  the  same .evening,  at  the  sajne  time,  that  a  lecture  is  scheduled,  they  should  conduct 

V|'  ■>  the  "business  meetings  from  S  to  9  o'clock  and  then  return  to  one  hall, 
-'■'■where  a  lecture  will  be  delivered.  The  first  three  "brajiches  that  accepted 

this  plan  of  the  Educational  Committee  are:   7ilno  Branch  I7S,  Pinsk  Branch 
252,  and  Branch  39*  ■*'  lecture  will  he  delivered  to  these  three  hrajrtches, 

^^^'4---^i^   Dr.  Z.  Lorher,  on  -  What  is  our  Jewish  Culture? 

&(;■^■^i■,'\'ShB'  thre^   tranches  appointed  a  general  committee  to  take  care  of  the  educa- 

;■■■.    ■^^'^■''f^'.-. 

JS-,«»-^  '>v I  » 

!<r""-':-V-:  '  .•^^''-ti- 
tional  work  of  their  hrajiches.     Branch  I38  aT)pointed  Nisenson  and  Stern; 
Branch  252  appointed  Pinkelstein,    Sherman,   and  Hahin;   and  Brsnch  39  appoint^ 

fcj/'vv    /  ̂  ed  Silverman  aJid  Sheoovitz. 
'►li''.' ^i„ '■,»:■."■-'- Vy/  ■  ̂ -  ■  „".,:'  >■  ■''       ■-.       .    •    .    I...    V-.,    ■: 

•■'i-5v^*■'     -^^-Vr'-'  "■'■''-.;■■ -.'   V  '    -■-'*■.'■   ■'■-.       .■  ' 
•■..■■<'  r '■•  f  I.-/:  ̂ '     ■  ••  »     .-,•<*■    J   .      .     ■,•      .     '    ;     ,  ;  ■•      :/,  ... 
■'^v"-y  A-   ■»-•/       —  •>     '■'•    f-'-  ''-A  '"•'■'    ■'  •''-  ■    l- 

.?^.^ 

.••?^- 

^/»i.>>; 
.,:-S. C^l  «i^l«:^:l' ^^k^; '^ -v^ri;  i^'^i>-W.-^^  ■^'^^^■>-?^-^--^--^^"  ~   — ^.^-— . 
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forward.  May  5th,  1922 

'  Comrade   Ab.  Kahan  Speal<:s  for  the  La^oor  Oult'ire  Leci^jie* 
His  Subject  will  be:   "The  ITew  Carrents  in  the  American  Culture  League". 

A  icagnlficent  musical  progrv*:^  will  also  te  presented* 

The  famous  Jewish  and  English  author,  Oomrade  At* Kahan,  the  Editor  of 
For'.vr;rd,  will  give  a  lecture  of  great  educatiorxal  interest,  hec-ause  Comrade 
iLehan  himself, is  figured  as  one  of  the  most  excellent  representatives  of  Aineri- 
can  culture,  and  he  h^c  much  informrxticn  to  give  regardirg  it, 

Conirade  Katxeui's  lecture  will  he  in  Je\^ish, 

The  ̂ rell-known  music  critic  of  T^e  Chicry-o  Dail^r  l^e.-x^^   Morris  P-osenfled, 
will  also  lenture.  Kis  su'bject  will  he;  "The  llodem  Conposers,  Mozart,  Shuman, 
and  Beethoven.*  . 

The  famous -harl tone,  Llark  Oster,  who  hns  m.^de  himself  famous  by  singir}g 
in  previous  entertainriente  of  the  Lahor  Cultvxe  Leag^Jie,  will  sing  selections  of 
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the  atove-mentioned  ccnrposers* 

This  V7111  he  o^.e  of  the  nost  interestir^  TiUsical  and  cultural   evenir^s 
Chicago   ever  has  knoi^n. 

<* 
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*''*vi!iiS' v5  The  Sunday  morning  lectures  and  concerts,  which  are  held  every  week  in 
•^S^'fr' Gartners  Theater,  have  already  hecoirie  a  sort  of  an  institution  for  the  radical -i^^i 

-'?^  working  intellectuals  of  Chicago 

^i>#^ 

I 

The  program  for  tomorrow  will  he  an  unusual  one.   It  will  he  one  that  Chicago 
..*^;fv/^;.,,  Jewry  has  not  yet  vritnessed.  Two  lectures  'T^ill  he  held,  one  on  •^The  Origin^- 

,^,.::i:3^of  the  Jewish  Literature,"  hy  Dr.  Z.  Lorher  and  the  other  hy  Jack  Hyan,  ox^u'y^}:^^.^^^^^^% 
fc^^ll  Swxte  Hamsun* Si*e cent  hook  The  Growth  of  the  Soil,  for  which  he  received 
fe[§^?^'the  Nohel  T>rize  in  literature.  ^       .  .-   -  -  ::'/••.. 

Then,  a  musical  program  will  he  presented  hy  famous  stars  of  l^he  Bussi^^n  i  -  ; y-r^':. 

i^S:ri^y>  Grand  Opera  Company,  and  a  great  Russian-Polish  cellist.   The  names  of  the 
-  i, 

X-'
 ^r^x'  stars  are:   Buzanows!<y,  a  tenor,  Fraulein  Ossysova,  -  the  haritone,  Pantoliev, 

^ri  i^^^'^^t^  fi^d  the  haritone,  Eadditziev.   They  will  he  accompanied  on  the  piano  hy  "the  \^  '; 
j?'"^:;^^^^^        maestro  of  the  opera,  Herr  Prestman.   The  great  Russian^Polish  cellist, 

^'-ij^f -I i"^ -- ::  Bagami  1  Sikorow,  will  Dlay  Earuch's  "Kol  Nidre"  and  Fiote's  "Ayres  Baskirs."^^  -  •-  >':■ 

(jS^j^^^yEpTT   Lev  Piodorov,  director  of  the  opera,  will  also  greet  the  audience,^- -.» J  -;v '^:^ 
^'^;'•^  .■■-.■■■^~ /-<■;: >-..r?^^'--i7:'  -r^.:  ''■  ,.■,.-  ;  '  >^  - -..'^^  .r-. 

"^  •■■>,.  ■.'•..  •'"?■•■ -i' '^'^  '  "''■■•A*-'  *     i ''  ■■'(■'■'.:  ■ '•      ■     "1-  ■■'iv  .  ,  ■       /■     :r,  .:,;.■:;■.._  ■;■  V'   .  ,•■■,.- 

;• 
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WORKERS  HOLD  AN  EDUCATIONAL  MEETING 

The  last  iUnalgamated  educational  meeting  which  was  held  at  the  Ashland 
Auditoriuin  last  evening,  was  a  great  success.  More  than  5,000  members  of 
the  "Amalgamated*'  f filed  the  A\iditorium  and  roaringly  applauded  President 
HelLnian  and  Secretary  Schlossberg,  ^o  were  the  principal  speakers  at  the 
meeting* 

Schlossberg  spoke  about  the  working  class  in  general,  and  Hellman  sur- 
veyed the  present  condition  of  the  Amalgamated,  and  its  negotations  with 

the  employers. 
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«■  ■    * 

A  great  necessity  is  felt  by  the  Jewis  of  this  city  to  create  a;  ̂ « 
cultural  center  for  the  large  masses  of  Jewish  workers  who  are  longing  for  : 
enlightening  on  social  questions,  especially  concerning  Art  and  Literature^r 
Such  a  cultoiral  center  has  never  existed  in  Chicago.   !Ehe  necessity  for 
such  a  center  resulted  in  the  establishment  of  a  Workers  Art  and  Literary  ?• 
Verein*   "^r^i;    ■'-  "^  ■   ■:  '■'.      '■'    ,:"-  -V:^^^'/'^^"- '   -■  • /.■•■•^:  v:a'':-v'^^ --^'^''-'^i^-v, 

..■.--^:*^-^^.;'.;;'-^^fe:"--^;^--;  ■   <>  ̂      "^  .•  ■•   ■  ■  ■:■.-'  ̂  '■■:■.''■■•'-■    ■,-.      s    .':'■'■■■■'■■.    ':••-•  -^  /  ••:  ;:-'^.-.,,'^;:^^pi:^?^/;r^;;;■ 

!Phe  object  of  this  Verein  will  be  to  proffer  instructions  and  awaken 
an  appreciation  for  the  beauty  of  art  and  better  literature  in  the  .  Jewish 

Working  Classt  ....  .....^■•:-.    •..;...        •;  .-....•  -.M.^^^^m^^- 

It  will  be  a  sort  of  a  "Porum"  on  the  style  of  the  English  InstJ*ucting 
Societies*  . 

"fr^^ 

* :.  •.^.^•^---■ 

!•-■••,*-»>'£.'■■>..■ 

The  Verein  will  arrange  lectures  every  Sunday  morning,  on  certain  suIh 
Jects,  and  at  the  same  time  will  provide  a  magnificent  musical  program. 

Xhe  lectures  will  be  arranged  in  various  localities:  r 

^v^c;  !Che  first  lecture  will  be  held  in  Oartner^s  Independent  Theatre,,  Sunday, 
by  the  renowned  Jewish  Artist,  Saxmiel  Astrowsky.   Astrowsky  is  one  ol  the 

Jij^rfr,';!^^.,>^i-jf^-^j.-^^rfF\  :  :,^--- '' \:' -i  ■^'■^-^^\^_f'^,;'^''L^%:^/^::   '~l.;hI::-:4; 
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5> most  famous  Jewish  Artists  in  America;     his  name  is  not  only  known  to  the  Jews, 

Tmt  also  the  great  Gentile  Worlds 

..■^"  "-» :  He  will  speak  on  the  "Modem  Jewish  and  General  Art",  with  illustrations 
of  famous  paintings •  - 

■i  ■.."■«-,..•'!■ 

•c> 

'--H^  ■ 

•?.»• 

s^''
" 

j^  .  -■- ,■■:v^.t,^• 
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Daily  Jewish  Courier,  Nov.   28,   1921. 

TIU   CIUB3  iillD  TIffilR  LSCITTRSS 

(Editorial  in  English) 

There  must  be  in  Chicago  in  the  neighborhood  of  two  hixndred  Jewish  clubs,  the 
menibership  of  v/hich  is  composed  mostly  of  young  people.  In  addition  there  are 
several  Jewish  social  and  literary  clubs,  like  the  Covenant  Club,  the  Sheridan 
Park  Club,  the  northwest  Side  Fellov;ship  Club,  etc.  Each  and  every  one  of  these 
clubs  has  an  intellectual  advancement  committee,  the  object  of  v:hich  is,  as 
its  name  already  says,  to  advance  intellectuality  among  its  members.  The  most 
interesting  study  in  Chicago  Jewry  would  be  an  enumeration  of  the  subjects  of 
the  lectures  arranged  by  the  advancement  committees  of  the  various  clubs. 

The  most  popular  Jev/ish  club  in  Chicago,  the  Covenant  Club,  is  also  anxious 
to  advance  knowledge  among  its  members,  and  its  intellectual  advancement 
committee  is  doing  the  very  best  to  attain  its  goal.  The  only  question  is, 

what  is  its  ver^^^  best?  The  intellectual  advancement  coimittee  of  the 

t' 
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Covenant  Clul>  often  Invites  celebrities  of  the  day  to  address  Its  meinbers* 
ThB  last  celebrity  to  address  them  was  Eddie  Cantor,  the  famous  comedian* 
Eddie  Cantor  Is  a  very  fine  comedian  and  a  successfxil  showman,  but  we  would 
like  to  find  out  what  Eddie  Cantor  has  to  say  to  the  members  of  such  a 
famous  Jewish  Club  as  the  Covenant  Club  Is.  Is  Eddie  Cantor  a  scholar,  a 
philosopher,  a  writer,  a  famoiis  pulpiteer,  a  historian,  a  literary  critic, 
an  art  critic,  or  what?  We  do  not  Imow  whether  Mr.  Cantor  Is  not  an  educated 
man.  As  a  rule  the  showmen  and  entertainers  are  not  Intellectuals  and  have 
little  to  say  to  people  who  crave  for  Intellectuality.  ISr.   Eddie  Cantor  can 

entertain  people,  but  he  can  certainly  not  ̂ 'Intellectuallze*'  people. 

Bbwever,  Mr.  Eddie  Cantor  Is  not  the  only  celebrity  of  the  day  who  is  often 
invited  by  the  Intellectual  advancement  committees  of  our  more  popular  clubs 
to  address  the  membership.  To  other  successful  showmen  and  show-women  and 
to  celebrities  of  the  day  similar  Invitations  are  extended.  Can  one  consistently 

I  ̂   iiJ.n. 
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znaintain  that  the  members  of  the  clubs  gain  more  knowledge  and  enrich  their 
minds  by  listening  to  pleasant  stories  of  such  celebrities  of  the  day?  Where 
does  intellectuality  come  in?  The  Covenant  Club  in  Chicago  is  a  center  of 
Jewish  activities  and  a  great  center  of  Jewish  philanthropy.  Its  leaders  are 
deeply  interested  in  matters  Jewish,  and  some  of  them  are  excellent  and  able 
communal  workers  and  all  are  responsible  people.  The  intellectual  advanc«aent 
committee  of  such  a  club  should  do  better  than  arrange  short  matinees  featur- 

ing celebrities  of  the  day.  There  are  plenty  of  men  of  letters,  scholars, 
and  artists  in  the  city  of  Chicago  who  would  gladly  accept  invitations  to 
address  the  Covenant  Club,  but  they  may  not  be  as  popular  as  the  showmen  and 
show-women  are,  although  they  certainly  have  must  more  to  say  than  the  latter. 

Unfortunately,  the  Covenant  Club  is  not  the  only  Jewish  club  in  Chicago  guilty 
of  such  errors  of  judgment.  Nearly  every  Jewish  club  in  Chicago  is  pursuing 
the  same  policies.  The  lecturers  addressing  these  clubs  have  very  little  to 
say  on  matters  Jewish  and  have  very  little  to  say  on  matters  in  general.  Their -^  Wk 

■*  ^ 
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only  merit  is  that  they  are  more  or  less  popular  in  their  own  field  of  work. 
If  the  members  of  the  various  Jewish  clubs  in  Chicago  are  craving  for  intel- 

lectuality and  are  really  anxious  to  enlarge  their  stock  of  knowledge  or  to 
enrich  their  minds,  then  the  intellectual  advancement  committees  should  live 
up  to  their  tasks  and  not  invite  entertainers  to  address  the  membership,  but 
men  of  mind  and  intellect.  But  if  the  members  of  the  various  clubs  are  all 

anxious  to  be  entertained,  then  intellectual  advancement  committees  should 
be  done  away  with  and  be  replaced  by  entertainment  committees.  Unfortunately, 
our  middle  classes  in  Chicago  are  not  too  educated  and  certainly  not  over- 
educated,  and  the  activities  of  the  intellectual  advancement  committees  of  the 
various  Jewish  clubs  are  only  contributing  to  develop  poor  taste — and  what  is 
more,  a  contempt  for  real  intellectuality.  Lien  and  women  who  consider  a  success- 

ful showman  an  embodiment  of  real  fame  cannot  and  will  not  appreciate  the  real 
intellectual  or  real  artist • 
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It  is  for  this  reason  that  the  activities  of  the  various  intellectual 
committees  of  the  various  clubs  are  doing  more  harm  than  good.  7«e  suggest 
that  the  intellectual  advancement  committees  of  the  Jewish  clubs  in  the  city 
of  Chicago  take  the  task  more  seriously,  or  they  give  it  up  altogether.  At 
present  all  the  intellectual  advancement  committees  of  the  Jewish  clubs  in 
Chicago  are  one  huge  joke,  and  all  are  sailing  under  a  false  flag.  They  are 
all  amusement  committees  or  entertainment  committees,  but  not  intellectual 
advancement  committees.  An  organization  like  the  Covenant  Club  can  set  a 
good  example  by  instructing  the  intellectual  advancement  committee  to  do 
real  work.  ,  Then  the  other  Jewish  clubs,  we  are  sure,  will  follow  its  example, 
and  the  membership  of  the  various  clubs  will  have  an  opportimity  to  listen  to 
men  and  women  who  have  something  to  say  in  this  world,  although  they  may  not  be 
as  popular  as  the  famous  showmen  are.  We  know  of  a  Jewish  club  the  intellectual 
advancement  committee  of  which  has  invited  a  fire  coxmnissioner  to  address  the 
club  on  the  question  of  how  to  prevent  fires,  and  v;e  could  name  a  list  of 
funny  subjects  of  lectures  given  to  the  various  Jewish  clubs  in  the  city.  If 
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we  should  judge  the  intellectual  standard  of  the  Jewish  community  in  Chicago 
by  the  lecturers  and  lectures  delivered  before  the  various  Jewish  clubs,  we 
.would  be  compelled  to  admit  that  the  intellectual  standard  of  the  community 
is  below  par*  Even  if  it  is  below  par,  must  we  admit  it  in  this  way,  and 
must  we  exhibit  our  ignorance  and  our  tastelessness?  We  do  not  believe, 
however,  that  it  is  below  par.  Although  it  is  true  that  our  middle  classes 
in  the  city  of  Chicago  are  by  no  means  overeducated,  the  intellectual  level 
of  the  Chicago  Jewish  community  is  not  below  that  of  any  other  Jewish  community 
in  the  States,  and  this  being  the  case,  it  is  not  necessaiy  to  give  the 
appearance  that  the  intellectual  standard  of  the  community  is  below  that  of 
other  communities  in  the  States* 

We  urge  that  the  various  Jewish  clubs  in  Chicago  instruct  their  intellectual 
committees  to  do  real  work,  emd  if  they  are  unable  to  do  it  because  they  are 
not  fit  for  the  job  intellectually,  that  they  be  replaced  by  other  committees 
or  that  they  be  abolished  altogether,  because  a  Jewish  community  like  Chicago 
has  no  right  to  make  a  laughing  stock  out  of  itself • 
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TO  SDPPORT  JEWISH  LEARNING 

(Editorial  in  English) 

We  always  take  pride  in  the  fact  that  we,  Jews,  support  learning,  and  that 
we  especially  support  Jewish  learning.     The  pride  is  well  Justified,  for  ^ 
the  Jewish  people  as  such  still  clings  to  the  old  classical  tradition, 

•Tlalmud  Torah  Kneged  Kulom,"~the  study  of  the  Torah  above  everything— and 
to  the  present  day,  we  do  more  to  support  learning  than  any  other  people. 
But  still  our  investments  in  scholarly  enterprises,  in  scholarly  establishments   o 
and  institutions  of  learning,  are  not  very  productive  of  results,  because  our    L) 
work  is  not  organized.  We  do  not  do  the  work  systeinatically,  v/e  do  not  do  it    CiJ 

methodically,  and  it  is,  therefore,  to  a  great  extent  wasted.  "^ 

When  times  are  normal,  we  may  or  may  not  be  justified  in  wasting  our  energies 

3> 

-u 
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and  in  wasting  our  good  moneys,  but  at  present,  when  European  Jewry  is  so 
much  dependent  on  American  Jewry,  we  have  no  right  to  waste  one  single  cent, 
and  we  have  to  see  to  it  that  we  get  for  a  dollar  a  dollar*  s  worth.  We 
support  many  scholarly  institutions  in  Eastern  Europe,  /an^  we  support 
many  educational  enterprises  /in  other  places^*  We  come  to  the  aid  of 
institutions  of  learning,  and  we  spend  vast  sums  of  money  for  educational 
scholarship  in  Eastern  Europe,  but  the  way  we  do  it  is  simply  disgraceful. 

Here  is  one  illustration.  Every  principal  Yeshivah  in  Eastern  Europe  sends 
a  collector  to  Chicago  to  collect  funds  for  the  respective  institutions.  ^ 

Cf  course,  we  do  not  know  anything  about  the  collections.  We  do  not  know  ^- 
anything  about  the  donations;  and  we  do  not  knov/  v&ether  all  the  moneys  reach  ^ 
their  destination*  But  even  if  all  collectors  for  these  institutions  were  ^ 
very  honest  people,  and  transmit  all  the  moneys  they  collect  to  the  proper 
destination,  we  still  waste  a  lot  of  money  because  v/ithout  proper  orgpmisation, 

-o 
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without  a  proper  systeoi  of  collection,  we  do  not  know  how  much  people  give 
for  these  Institutions,  aud  In  addition,  the  work  Is  carried  on  with  a 
Tnaylmum  of  expense.  If  Chicago  Jewry  gives  ten  thousand  dollars  per  anniua 
for  the  various  Yeshivahs  In  Europe,  then  only  fifty  or  sixty  per  cent  of 
this  sum  will  actually  reach  the  Yeshivahs,  because  the  collectors  have  to 
be  paid  for  their  work,  and  they  are  all  working  on  a  coxoaission  basis.  In 
nost  cases,  they  deduct  forty  or  fifty  per  cent,  of  the  collections  for 
themselves.  We  do  not  blame  thein  for  deducting  that  because  they  have  to 
make  a  living,  but  we  do  blame  the  community  for  pei^mitting  such  a  state  of 
affairs  to  exist.  If  this  jvork  of  collecting  money  for  the  Yeshivahs  abroad 

would  be  organized  on  a  proper  basis,  the  revenues  could  be  doubled  and  the 
e3q?ense  reduced  to  a  minimum.  If  an  indivld\jial  collector  approaches  a  Chicago 

Jew,  with  a  view  of  getting  some  money  for  the  Yeshlvah,  he  may  give  fifty 
cents  or  he  may  give  him  five  dollars,  but  if  a  local  comaittee  enjoying  the 
confidence  of  the  community  would  approach  a  Chicago  Jew,  he  liquid  have  to 
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give  much  more^  and  In  many  cases  the  committee  could  dete3?mlne  how  much 
the  donor  ou^t  to  give*  In  this  way  the  revenues  could  be  doubled  and 
trebled.  Besldesi  an  Individual  collector  can  only  reach  a  limited  number 
of  donors ,  while  a  properly  organized  ccmmittee,  enjoying  the  confidence 
of  the  ccanmunlty,  could  reach  various  Orthodox  organizations ,  and  all  the 
Orthodox  Jews  In  Chicago  and  cause  them  to  contribute  a  minimum  for  these      ^ 
Inst  it  ijt  ions.  Even  people  of  conservative  Judgment  assert  that  Chicago        5 
Jewry  vcmld  give  from  thirty  to  forty  thousand  dollars  a  year  for  Yeshlvahs     ^=i 
abroad,  If  the  work  would  be  properly  organized,  and  these  thirty  or  forty      ̂  
thousand  dollars  could  be  collected  with  a  minimum  of  expense  and  a  minimum     ^ 
of  effort.  At  present  all  that  collectors  may  got  for  the  Yeshlvahs  Is  not     o 
more  than  ten  or  fifteen  thousand  dollars  per  annum,  and  only  one  half  of  this   L> 
money  reaches  the  Yeshlvahs.  !^ 

We  say  that  this  state  of  affairs  is  simply  a  disgrace,  and  we  say  that  we 
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have  no  right  to  waste  good  Jewish  money,  given  for  such  important  institutions 
as  the  great  Yeshivahs  in  Eastern  Europe  are.  We  maintain  that  a  city 
comnittee  consisting  of  Babbis  and  laymen,  could  easily  be  organized  for 
this  purpose,  and  the  committee  could  do  away  with  cLLl  the  waste  and  with  all 
those  collectors  who  are  not  trustivorthy ,  and  could  treble  and  quadruple  the 
donations  for  the  Yeshivahs. 

Our  institutions  of  learning  abroad  are  very  much  dependent  on  our  help,  much 
more  so  than  in  days  gone  l^.  We  have  to  make  a  supreme  effort  to  help  them 
to  continue  their  activities.  As  a  matter  of  fact,  we  are  not  doing  anything    g 
in  this  direction.  We  are  relying  on  the  activities  of  the  collectors,  and 
these  collectors  cannot  do  very  much,  because  without  an  organization  they 
can  only  ̂ reac^  a  limited  number  of  people ,  and  even  if  they  should  reach      crt 
many  people,  half  of  the  funds  would  be  sx)ent  for  collect ixig  them,  and  the 
only  sufferers  are  the  thousands  of  diligent  students  in  the  Yeshivahs* 

-c 

CO 
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We  therefore  urge  that  the  leaders  of  the  Orthodox  coimnunity  take  this 
natter  into  consideration  and  give  it  immediate  attention.  All  the  great 
Teshivahs  in  Lithuania  are  again  organized,  and  the  attendance  is  said  to 
be  as  leirge  as  in  the  prewar  days.  Lithunian  Jewry  cannot  support  them, 
because  it  is  reduced  in  numbers,  and  it  has  not  yet  recuperated  from  the       ^ 
war*  Nor  can  Polish  Jewry  give  very  much  for  these  institutions*  But  we       5 
can  help  them  a  great  deal  if  we  do  our  duty*  We  propose  that  a  committee      ^ 
of  ten  or  fifteen  men^  consisting  of  Rabbis  and  laymen,  be  at  once  appointed     rj 
Tor  the  purpose  of  organizing  the  work  of  collecting  the  donations  for  the      t? 
Yeshivahs.  The  committee  to  be  appointed  will  have  to  decide  whether  all       o 
the  collectors  be  placed  under  its  control,  and  whether  to  use  local  collectors  co 
and  discharge  the  old  ones*  But  this  is  a  matter  of  minor  consideration*       C:^ 

The  main  thing  is  that  there  exist  such  a  comnittee,  and  that  the  committee     ^ 
stimulate,  supervise,  and  control  the  work  of  collection* 
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I A  nmiorial  neetiog  is  being  arranged  l^*  the  Sholoa  AZlehett  Branch  of  the 
WbrloieB^e  Oirele^  Ved*  ereningt  Jtaifl|lt  in  the  TaJjood  Terah  hall«  133^  V« 
itookwell  in  m&moTf  of  Sholom  Alichen* 

3.|^ 

■^^^  4$ |6ood  speakers  Yill  partake  in  disoussing  his  creation  of  Jvwish  literature* 
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!Sho lorn  Ash,  Ferets  Eii'^'bein,   Mor-i  Liot  ct!  the  "^cTDtis  tittle,  T^-usiciaiiS,  Maiirice 
'Schwartz,   3en  Aini ,    Shn.r!ht,.the   "For^vrrd'^  cvA  ot'-^erf;  ̂ '^5.11  arne-r  ''ond-r-v  evenir.;^, 
Mc'^7  9,    in  Lrhor  Lyceun,   where  A»   Liitzk^^r,   nnted  poet,   -'ill   introd-ana   everyone 

-  to  you^  I 
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Forward,  February  3,   1921, 

The   I»  L.  Peretz  Writers''   Society  voted  to   send  $500  to  the  famous  Jewish 
critic,   Bal^Machshavoth,  and  ask  him  to   diyide  the  money  among  the  needy  Jew- ish writers* 

The  money  was  sent   in  answer  to  a  letter   sent  by  Bal-Ii^chshavoth* 

%.  ;     ̂  
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A  JEWISH  IHTBLEECTUAL  CENTER  IN  CHICiWX) 

(Editorial  in  English)  ][ 

We  have  reason  to  believe  that  the  much  discussed  plan  of  establishing  a  Jewish 
Intellectual  center  in  Chicago  will  soon  be  realized,  for  there  are  a  few  public-^ 
spirited  men,  cultured  and  educated  Jews,  who  are  ready  to  xmdertake  to  carry  o 
out  the  plan,  even  if  they  have  to  make  personal  sacrifices*  They  have  come  to  ̂  
realize  that  Jewish  Chicago  cannot  remaih  forever  an  intellectual  wilderness*    ^ 

^^ 

Something  concrete  must  be  done  to  remedy  the  situation.  ^ 

In  a  week  or  so,  an  appeal  of  a  group  of  enterprising  Jewish  intellectuals  in 
Chicago  will  be  issued  to  their  colleagues  in  the  city  to  help  establish,  or  to 
join  an  organization,  the  object  of  which  will  be  to  further  Jewish  learning, 
to  foster  Jewish  scholarship,  to  help  Jewish  enterprises,  and  to  create  an 
intellectual  atmosphere  in  the  community*  ^ere  are  in  the  city  of  Chicago  from 
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two  to  three  thousand  Jewish  university  men  and  women.  It  Is  true  that  all  of 

them  are  not  Intellectuals  and  cannot  serve  actively  a  Jewish  Intellectual  center,  ̂  
but  many  of  them  can.  iknd  those  who  can  help  will  be  Invited  to  Join  and  become 
active. ^ 

We  do  not  expect  that  all  those  who  are  In  a  position  to  render  services  to  such   p 

an  organization,  will  join  right  away.  Like  every  new  organization ,  the  Jewish    ~ C5 
intellectual  center  in  Chicago  will  have  to  overcome  many  difficulties;  but      ^ 

'^ 

we  are  hopeful  that  in  the  end  it  will  succeed  and  become  a  factor  in  Chicago     '^ 
Jewish  life. 

A  Jewish  community  like  Chicago  should  not  only  have  an  intellectual  center  for 
purely  social  reasons,  but  it  should  have  such  a  center  to  actually  further  and 
cultivate  Jewish  intellectual  life.  There  is  no  reason  why  the  Jewish  intellec- 

tuals in  Chicago  should  not  bring  out  every  year  an  almanac,  written  by  Chica- 
goans  and  for  Chlcagoans.  There  is  no  reason  why  the  Jewish  Intellectual  center 
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In  Chleago  should  not  organize  Intellectual  affairs  on  a  grand  style:  such  as 
public  debates  and  dlsousslonsi  lectures »  etc*  There  Is  no  reason  idiy  the 
Jewish  Intellectual  center  In  Chicago  should  not  help  Jewish  education  In  the  <^ 
clty«  In  shorty  the  tasks  of  the  organization  to  be  established  are  manifold,  rj 
and  there  will  be  plenty  more  to  do.  But  It  Is  necessary  to  bring  It  Into  life  ̂  
by  a  few  public-spirited  men«  o 

It  may  be  new  to  many  of  our  readers  that  there  are  not  only  In  Chicago  a  number 
of  young  Jewish  fellows  who.  If  encouraged,  can  render  yeoman  scholarship  to  the 
cause  of  Jewish  learning,  but  there  are  also  In  the  city  of  Chicago  a  number  of 
artists,  poets,  musicians,  sculptors,  etc.,  who  are  not  only  able  and  proidslng 
men,  but  who  are  also  Imbued  with  a  true  Jewish  spirit*  At  present  they  are 
scattered  all  over  the  dty  and  seldom  have  an  opportunity  to  meet,  and  hare  no 
opportunity  at  all  to  meet  the  Jews#  An  Intellectual  center,  or  whateTer  the 
name  of  the  new  organization  may  be,  will  give  our  young  artists  in  Chicago  an 
opportunity  to  meet,  to  talk  things  over,  and  to  plan  things  artistically*  This 

CO 
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being  the  case,  it  is  obvious  that  the  organization  to  be  established  can  do  a 
great  loany  things*  It  can  render  active  services  in  the  community  and  be  a 
glory  of  the  community. 

Ve,  therefore,  hope  that  the  appeal  to  be  issued  to  the  numerous  Jewish  in- 
tellectuals in  Chicago  will  meet  with  a  warm  response,  and  that  the  new  organi- 

zation will  start  with  at  least  one  hundred.  One  of  the  conditions  of  the 
success  of  the  new  organization  is  that  it  serve  its  purpose  only,  and  that 
only  such  men  and  women  be  admitted  as  can  be  called  intellectuals,  l!he  new     ;t 
organization  must  not  be  corrupted  by  politics,  must  abstain  from  doing  any- 

thing that  may  not  be  compatible  with  its  programs  and  with  its  dignity.  But 
we  are  confident  that  the  men  who  are  heading  the  new  organization  will  be  the 
best  guarantee,  and  that  it  will  be  deserving  of  this  name,  and  that  Chicago 
Jewry  will  have  an  intellectual  center  of  which  it  will  have  reason  to  be 
proud. 

'Mm 
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i      '•  Forward,  November  8,   1920 

On  Tuesday,  November  9th,  the  well  known  young  Yiddish  poet,  l^she  Leib  Halperin, 
who  was  broughl;  from  New  York  by  the  Literary  and  Dramatic  Society,  will  lecture 

on  ••Youth  in  Yiddish  Literature.^*     Members  of  the  Society  will  present  readings 
of  the  author^  s  poems* 

_i   A.^   i..^_=^.(^'- i  .J    ̂   ■■■■■■.-'■■■::■■ '^■:     *■■-■.,   ■' ■- >'^    At.-.       I    ■  iifc^.i.' =v^.;'  ,.;*\..Vl -::-:>if  -;;» 
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DIPLOMAS  FOR  CITIZB3TSHIP 

Tlie  Jewish  Sdueatlonal  Alliance  offers  an  opportunity  to  all  those  who  wish  to 
become  citizens  to  Join  a  class  under  the  supervision  of  the  Department  of 
Labor  and  the  Board  of  Education  of  the  city  of  Chicago^  This  class  will  hold  ̂  
Its  first  session  November  8»  at  7:30  P*  M*  The  Board  of  Education  will  send 
one  of  Its  regular  school  teachers  to  Instruct  the  students  and  to  offer  all 
the  assistance  needed  to  make  out  the  necessary  papers  and  become  citizens  of 
the  United  States* 

j3i 

TO 

CD 

Diplomas  Jointly  Issued  by  the  Department  of  Labor  and  the  Board  of  Education 
will  be  given  to  all  those  who  complete  the  course*  Hlhen  this  diploma  Is  pre- 

sented before  the  co\irt  where  one  Is  sworn  In  as  a  cltlzeni  no  further  questions 
will  be  asked* 

CIS 
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People's  Relief  Conference* 
* 

The  People's  Relief  Committee  are  calling  a  big  conference  for  all  the  Jewish 
Organizations  in  Chicago  -»  Unions,  Countrymen,  Workingman^ s  Circle,  Branches  of 
the  Socialist  Party,  Branch  Synagogue  Lodges,  and  National  Workingman*s  Associ- 

ation, on  Sunday  November  7th  at  10  a»  m«,  in  Workingman^s  Lyceum,  Kedzie  ave« 
at  Ogden* 

The  main  issue  in  this  special  conference  is  to  discuss  a  recommendation  to  the 
General  Executive  Relief  Committee  to  withdraw  from  the  Joint  Distribution 

Committee  and  build  an  Independent  Society  for  the  People's  Relief • 
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JEWISH  INTELLECTUAL  FORUM 

The  first  program  in  the  assembly  hall  of  the  Hebrew  Institute  was 
converted  into  an  important  forxim* 

Long  before  scheduled ,  a  huge  audience  gathered  in  the  hedl.  At 
the  appointed  time,  Mr*  Max  Schulman,  acting  chairman  for  Mr*  Philip 
Seaman,  opened  the  meeting.  After  his  brief  greetings,  Madame  Anna 
Sol Oman,  in  a  few  short  but  effective  words,  presented  Madame  Bertha 
Kolish.  The  audience  received  the  great  actress  with  a  tremendous 
ovation*  She  read  poems  by  Dr*  S.  M*  Melamed,  Izreal  Zangwill,  Heine, 
Frug,  and  Liesin*  The  recitation  made  a  deep  impression  and  received 
tremendous  applause* 

Mr*  Schulman  then  introduced  Dr*  S*  M*  Melamid,  who  gave  an  academic 

lecture,  ** Jewish  Religion  and'the  Jewish  State, ^  in  whichllie  pointed 

v  _ 
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out  the  philosophical  backgroiind  of  Jewish  religion  and  Its  Influence 
on  the  political  world-Ideas  of  Judea.  He  discussed  economic  and  moral 
foundations  and  the  constitutional  possibilities  of  a  Jewish  State  In 
Palestine.  The  audience  listened  quietly  to  this  philosophical  dis- 

course of  Dr«  Me\amed*s  and  expressed  Itself  In  loud  applause. 

At  the  close,  Uadame  Eallsh  read  a  few  short  poems,  and  so  closed  the 
first  program  of  the  Jewish  Intellectual  Forum,  which  promises  to 
become  a  Jewish  Intellectual  center  In  Chicago* 
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THE  JEmSE   INTELLECTUAL  FORUM 

A  few  days  ago  there  was  founded  in  Chicago  a  society  named  the^Tewish 
Intellectual  Forum,'*  with  the  purpose  of  instilling  greater  consciousness 
in  Jewish  thought  and  increasing  the  knowledge  of  Judaism*  Mr.  Philip 
Seaman,  superintendent  of  the  Hebrew  Institute,  is  the  chairman. 

The  Jewish  Intellectual  Forum  will  open  its  summer  season  Sunday,  May  25, 
at  2:30  P.M.,  in  the  gymnasium  of  the  Hebrew  Institute.  Dr.  S.  M.  Melomed 
and  Kadame  Bertha  Kolish  will  take  part  on  this  program.  The  great  dramatic 
actress  will  recite  poems  by  famous  Jewish  poets.  Dr.  S.  M.  Malomed,  editor 
of  the  Courier,  will  deliver  a  scientific  discussion  on  the  more  important 
problems  facing  the  Jewish  people  today. 

The  details  of  this  tremendous  work  will  be  made  public  shortly. 
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Drl  M»  Dolnick,  will  lecture  Tuesday  evening.  May  13th,  in  the  Educational  Alli- 
ance, Wood  and  Division  Sts»  The  title  of  the  lecture  is  -»  How  can  we  cure  the 

present  social  ailment? 
t ,  ̂   .  •  -  ■ 

The  lecture  is  under  the  auspices  of  the  Alexandrovitch  Verein*  Everybody  wel- 

come •  ^ 

V 

^'■^•'-'^'•''•'^-"•^'  ••■^  '"  ■'■'•  *  ■-■^  ., 
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M  IlfPELLECTmL  CENTER  IN  CHICAGO 

(Editorial) 

Like  all  great  Jewish  centers  in  the  world,  Chicago  also  has  a  number  of 
beautiful  Jewish  institutions  of  which  it  can  be  justly  proud,  but  in 
contrast  to  all  great  Jewish  centers,  Chicago  has  not  a  single  intellectual 
center,  where  the  everyday  Jew,  the  Jew  who  is  still  somewhat  related  to 
the  Jewish  book  and  the  Jewish  intelligence,  can  refresh  or  enrich  his 
spiritual  thought  and  absorb  hiinself  for  a  moment  in  spiritual  problems* 

We  have  here  in  Chicago  several  Jewish  clubs,  various  literary  societies,  a 

fine  Hebrew  Institute,  and  many  similar  institutions,  but  there  isn*t  a 
single  spiritual  center  in  the  entire  Jewish  Chicago.  The  spirltiml  life 

of  Jev/ish  Chicago  is  very  poo3>— g  desert-- a  steppe~v;ithout  movement, 
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without  life.  Prom  the  standpoint  of  spiritual  life,  there  is  almost  no 
Jewish  maxim  in  Chicago.  Every  Jew,  who  still  has  spiritual  endeavors, 
lives  for  himself,  lives  a  life  of  spiritual  decrees  until  his  spirit 
becomes  disconcerted  end  he  loses  every  relationship  to  the  book  and 
thought.  Can  a  Jewish  coimuiiity  grow  and  flourish  without  a  spiritual 
life? 

Who  will  dare  to  answer  yes  to  this  question? 

We  do  not  even  mention  about  the  great  Jewish  centers  in  Eastern  Europe, 
vxtere  spiritual  life  flour islies,  although  the  Jewish  population  there  is 
mostly  extremely  poor,  but  even  in  many  Jewish  centers  in  America  with 
a  smaller  number  of  Jews  than  in  Chicago,  there  is  much  more  of  a  spiritual 
life  than  here.  Philadelphia,  for  insteuace,  has  quite  a  number  of  intellectual 
institutions,  and  every  Philadelphia  Jew  is  proud  of  them.  Even  in  the 
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third-class  Jewish  communities  in  America,  like  Pittsburg,  Detroit,  and 
Boston  there  is,  in  proportion,  more  spiritual  life  than  in  Chicago*  The 
spiritual  poverty  in  the  Jewish  community  of  Chicago  is  so  great  that  it 
makes  a  very  poor  impression  on  every  observer— and  this  Jewish  spiritual 
poverty  is  known  throughout  the  world •  All  the  Jewish  personalities  who 
visited  Chicago  for  the  last  ten  years  agree  that,  while  the  Jews  of  Chicago 
are  charitable  people  and  possess  a  number  of  good  qualities,  yet  spiritually 
they  are  not  on  a  high  level • 

Such  a  phenomenon  is,  naturally,  not  accidental,  rather  it  has  certain 
historical  reasons • 

If  the  Jewish  community  of  Chicago  would  date  back  to  a  day  before  yesterday, 
no  one  would  have  the  right  to  complain  about  this  phenomenon,  because  it 
cannot  be  expected  of  newcomers  and  immigrants  to  engage  themselves  in 

■te 
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Intellectual  activities.  However,  the  Jewish  community  of  Chicago  does 
not  date  back  to  yesterday.  The  Jews  have,  thank  Gtod,  already  established 
themselves  in  Chicago,  are  largely  citizens  of  the  country,  well  acclimatized 
and  highly  Americanized,  assiiming  many  obligations  of  citizenship*  One  of 
these  obligations  is  to  provide  for  the  spiritual  development  and  for  the 
intellectual  life  of  the  v/hole.  It  is  not  enough  that  various  congregations 
maintain  Talmud  Torahs  where  the  children  are  ta\xght  the  prayers  and 
conf iimation.  The  poorest  Jewish  farmer  in  a  Polish  village  does  even  that 
much* 

It  will  also  not  suffice  that  a  few  congregations  have  a  study  class, 
where  elderly  non-Americanized  Jews  gather  to  study  the  Talmud*  Even  the 
few  literary  societies  and  open  forums  do  not  answer  the  question  of  the 
intellectual  life  of  the  Chicago  Jewry,  because  all  these  groups  and 
societies  and  cliques  serve  a  limited  number  of  individuals.  The  efficacy 

<^ 
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of  these  cliques  is  liiaited  and  doe's  not  have  any  influence  upon  the  life of  the  masses,  nor  does  it  shape  the  spirit  of  the  younger  generation* 

A  Jewish  center  like  Chicago  should,  naturally,  have  its  representatives, 
welfare  workers  and  leaders.  The  present  leaders  and  welfare  workers  still 
adhere  to  the  old  generation,  and  still  possess  a  certain  Jewish  education, 
or  at  least  Jewish  traditions  and  memories*  The  younger  generation  has  no 
Jewish  education,  and  its  Jewish  traditions  are  rather  weak*  It  is  impossible 
to  become  a  leader  in  Jewish  life  without  a  Jewish  education,  and  especially 
without  a  general  education*  If  Chicago  does  not  establish  any  Jewish 
spiritual  centers,  it  is  more  than  probable  that  the  next  generation  of 
Jewish  leaders,  representatives,  and  welfare  workers  will  consist  of 
politicans  whose  entire  Jewish  interest  will  be  limited  to  the  Jewish  vote* 

Thus  the  lack  of  an  intensive  spiritual  Jewish  life  in  Chicago  also  has 
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its  political  dangers,  which  can  drive  the  Chicago  Jewry  to  the  edge  of 
an  abyss* 

Can  something  be  done  to  change  the  present  deplorable  condition?  If  you 
speak  to  old-timers,  they  will  surely  answer,  "No**.  However,  if  the 
progress  of  the  vrorld  would  depend  upon  these  wise  and  experienced  old-timers, 
people  would  still  inhabit  the  forests. 

There  are  still  in  Chicago  enough  idealistic  and  responsible  young  people 
who  understand  quite  well  the  necessity  of  establishing  intellectual  centers, 
and  of  elevating  the  spiritual  life  of  the  Chicago  Jewry. 

If  there  are  in  Chicago  a  few  self-sacrificing  young  men,  who  can  org&nize 
our  intellectual  forces  in  Chicago,  the  condition  would  become  quite 
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different  in  a  short  time.  Otir  Chicago  Jews  are  not  niggards,  and  they 

wotild  support  materially  every  novemeixt  whose  task  it  is  to  establish  a 
Jewish  intellectual  life  in  Chicago, 

Will  there  be  found  a  few  idealistic  young  men  with  the  requisite  initiative 

to  begin  organizing  the  spiritual  life? 

Let  us  hope  that  in  this  vast  spiritxjal  desert  there  will  still  be  found 
a  few  oases* 
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A  debate  between  the  Left  and  the  Right,  will  be  held  Friday  evening,  May 
9th»     Seymour  Stedman  and  Dr*  H#  Batt  from  Detroit  will  debate  the   following 
resolution. 

Resolved:     That  the  Socialiet  Party  of  America  should  cease  agitating  for 
immediate  reforms  through  legislation. 

Dr.  H.  Batt,  associate  editor  of  the  Proletarian  says,  **Yes"  and  S»  Sted- 
man, ••No.*'     The  debate  is  sure  to   interest  all  lovers  of  liberty -and  all  think- 

ers who   are  interested  in  the  most  vital  problems  of  the  day.     Every  Socialist 
friend  and  sympathizer   should  not   fail  to  attend. 

Auspices,   City  Central  Committee, 
Jewish  Socialist  Branches. 
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Ajinouncement  s 

"Jor^Ters  Instlti'te  Open  Tori::-.:  Authors'   !Tight 

Tlie  "best  and  most  modern    :oets,    aiithor^:   :-ir:d.  gl'^ycri^ht^^ 
will  r-ad  their  ovn  vor'rs. 

S-'Joidr-.y  nirht  March  9^'"^^  ̂ ^   S  P.M. 

In  the  ̂ 7or^-ers  InstitT:te  Hall   -  lOCG  Ashland  Boulevard 

Grcneral  critical  discussions  vill  follov-. 

Aor^ascior..  i:ree 
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In^jortajit  News  for  Douglas  Park  District, 

All  Forward  readers  in  the  Douglas  Park  distrist  are  cordially  invited  to 
a  lecture  Friday  evening,  January  3rd  in  the  Socialist  cluh  room,  3225  W.  12th 
Street. 

Professor  Louis  Wgillace  will  lecture  on  the  Single  Tax,   Dehates  will 
follow  after  the  lecture. 

'.,^.. tfMitt 
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lii  t:e]  ciiicagc  ih^Ej:::  iitstitutz 

.  A  sories  oi  iDCturo^  for  o^illcre:-.,  t.;.  b'?  Aeld  svsry  Tuesday  ovo"i:i2  -uring 

the  su]i.i-.r  season  has  oeon  ari*a:i.::ed  by  the  Institute.  The  first  IcJcture,^ held  last  Tuesday,  uas   T/ell  attended  by  the  children.  Tlie  subject 
^4^cji>.i  ->>a  • 

•ro  CI 

On  Gunday  evening  the  Lit-rar"  Dramatic  ^^ociet''  -111  carr-^-  throu-h  a 
ohclon  .blelche;i  ̂ a:icus  author/  ..le  .orial  eveni:^y  i^:.  the  institut- 

A  suitable  projra"  has  beer.  •ar:"".n:;od. 

WPA  (ILL.)  PROJ.  3C27S 
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The  T.  M,  H.  A.-   ̂ ' 

Ihe  Toung  Hen's  Hebrew  JLssoclation  and  Chicago  Hebrew  fnstltute  lectareier  will   '"^ 
be  glTen  every  Wednesday  erening  until  May  9,  1917*  Among  the  lecturers  ara""^ 
Jack  Lait»  famous  short  story  writer  and  contributor  to  the  Chicago  Heralds 

on  "Newspaper  Work  from  the  Inside,"  Arthyr  U.   Lewis,  lecturer  and  author,  on 
"Jack  London,"  Prof*  George  B.  Tester,  of  the  Uhirersity  of  Chicago  (subject 
not  announced) • 

•;1a-'-_--  ̂   '■  .. :  '".'■.,        ■  "  "   .  -  -V  -  _^  ■'  ■■  .  .  '  ■'-.-'■  ■■*„■-■;■■-  • -*••i•_v• 

There  will  also  be  a  debate  of  extraordinary  interest  between  the  chaaipion  ̂ ^!  -^^^ 
debaters  in  this  stat^«  Watch  for  the  date. 

•>■■./.■■■ 
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for  some  time,  it  has  heen  hoped  that  besides  having  a  systematic  course 
of  lectures  given  in  Inglish,  Wednesday  evenings,  that  a  similar  course  he 
arranged  in  Yiddish  on  some  other  evening*  After  considerable  effort,  the 
following  lecture  program  has  been  arranged  to  be  given  in  Yiddish,  evezy 
second  Sunday  evening  during  the  winter  months:  1«  Hovember  12,  I916,  Or* 

3.   H*  Henkin,  J'Jews  in  England"  (Their  present  religious  and  political 
status)'-*  2«  Sovember  26,  I916,  Judge  Philip  L»  Bregstone,  "J*  L«  Perets 
and  Sholom  Aleichem"  (What  we  have  gained  by  their  life,  and  what  we  lost 
in  their  death)  •  3«  December  10,  I916,  Mr«  Leon  Zplotkoff ,  "Jewish  Problems 
of  the  Present  Time"  -  \.   December  2U,  19l6»  Mx.   I«  Aberson,  "Our  Cultural 
Obligations  in  America"  -  3*  Januaxy  lU,  1917f  S.  Golub,  "Jewish  Uusic,  Beli- 
gious  and  Secular"  (accompanied  by  piano)  -  6*  January  28,  1917$  Or.  k.   B« 
Yudelson,  "Qjrgiene  in  the  Laws  of  Moses"  (illustrated  by  stereopticon  slides) 
-  7*  Pebruary  11,  I917,  Mr.  Max  SfaulnsA*  "In  the  Days  of  Babbi  Yehudah  Halevy" 
•  8.  Pebruary  25,  I917,  Babbi  Saul  Silber,  "The  First  Encounter  of  Judaism 

■ '  r.  ̂   ■    .*  ̂  

>4;.r::Y.>--i-j 
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with  Xaropean  CiTlllzation*  -  9«  Vaxch  11,  1917f  ̂ *   A«  LeTlnson,  "^jrgiene  ̂  

^^.  ̂  

In  the  TalBRid"   (illustrated  by  stereopticon  slides)  *»  10»  March  23,  1917,    J^ 
llr»  1I«  A»  £eTin,   "Jewish  Education  in  Ancient  Times." 

.."» 

-v.:::-^..^^ 
■-«i  ,;-'?• 

This  is  the  first  qrstematically  arranged  course  of  Yiddish  lectures  iti  the  ̂  
form  of  a  forum,  ever  given  in  the  city  of  Chicago.  We  hope  that  the  attend- 

ance at  these  lectures  will  warrant  the  continuation  of  these  talks  year  > 
after  year.  Should  the  attendance  be  larger  than  we  expect,  it  may  be  possi- 

ble to  arrazige  for  a  Yiddish  Lecture  Association,  and  through  such  an  associ- 

*ation,  inrite  lecturers  of  note  from  other  parts  of  this  country  to  talk  ,.  .  , 

\H,>-  
:'^-- 

before  the  menberlB  of  the  association.  r  i>  >,  y 

There  is  no  reason  why  a  course  of  this  character  should  not  attract  faun^  :^  /  F 
dreds  of  people  who  do  not  understand  English  and  yet  are  earnest  enough  to  ̂   % 

desire  the  intellectual  pastime  that  the  attendance  at  lectures  of  this    " 
character  naturally  affords.  This  series  of  ten  lectures  concerning  Jewish   .  > 
problems  will  be  given  err^rj   second  and  fouarth  Sunday  in  the  month,  8  P.  M«  :^f: 

.,-^'^:'.J^    -"■■•       -.'->"•.■-  ''  •■^.    •  .,  -    .     .  ..  ...       ..... 
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V.   V    V  •    \  '  The  World,  November  I7,  19l6* 

The  university  extension  course  of  the  Workers  Institute  will  start  on 
_  ,  ,  ̂ ^  Novemher  21,  with  a  series  of  lectures  hy  Percy  Ward  on  the  subject  of 

i^'<^^^v  The  Historical  Struggle  for  Treedom.  The  lectures  will  take  place  every Tuesday  in  the  new  Workers  Institute  Hall.  .    < 

K->5 
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v.- 
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An  open  forum  was  arranged  together  with  an  elocution  school  for  every 
Sunday  night. .  .   '  -  t     ^ 

-rV 

•'i.fe. 

t^-K^'.  ■■  '.v^■^- 
•  ~r   i   ■■    ..  ̂   ■  ■:£.■    ? 

Friendly  organizations  are  requested  to  take  in  consideration  that  the 
Workers  Institute  are  arranging  an  educational  masquerade  hall  in  the 
new  2nd  Begiment  Armory  Hall  at  Madison  and  Washtenaw.  The  hall  will 
take  place  January  20,  1917» 
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South  Side  JewlfliTlen^s  Club.   '".-    ,  -'■^:'-0''-:-'' :'       ■'r^':'X-^/^:.^\^:,f^^^^ *= '.'^  ','"  .jr  r- '  '' Z't"*'  -'' 

^:V'^$W^t  ̂ ^  ̂   meeting  held  last  Wednesday  evening  a  men's  club  was  organized*  The 

W-'S/i 

^i»" 

purpose  of  this  club  will  be  to  promote  socialibility  among  the  members 

^"-'^^i^y'  ̂ ^^^^:^and,  their  families  by  giving  occasional  entertainments  and  dances  during  ,$|JS:? 
the  coming' season*^   v, '-.  •■   ..  .  ̂' '  - '  ̂--.s^V ^^y-  -  < 

'*^.  ̂*^<- ..  5'  '"y^  ̂-^  •;-'■! ^  »^-.  -.'^z 

.•-«"•  '  ' V 

An  iinportant  educational  feature  to  be  conducted  at  the  Center  will  be  ei'^:^:J:.r:''--^'-^ 
k^''M^4^;'i:^::   series  of  lectures  to  be  given  at  regular  intervals  by  a  corps  of  lectur^^^ 
^-^■:4/'S''i;0h^'^^   of  high  standing  in  educational  circles.  Members  of  the  faculties  -   ; 

^li  T   of  the  Uhiversity  of  Chicago  and  northwestern  will  b(B  called  upon.  .  . 
<..  •>* .    „  .  _^     .-_-..,.    > .  .   _ .  -  _ 

T  r"  L  ■■■■■  .  •"■■;,  V  :•.■.•■-».,«    ■ 

H^^Kf  'fh®  officers^of  the  club  are  -  Pred  Bernstein,  President,  Harry  A.  tlp-^        -  ?-^ 
sky,   Vice-President,   Morris  Augustus,   Treasurer,   Lee  Cohn,   Secretary, 
and  Dr.  Max  Eosentiel,   N.  W.  Baumgarten  and  A.   I.   Spilker,   Directors.  I:^,^/?;;/; T-  ;^^jm>    ̂   ■;'^  1? 

r.  J 

■:■■     '     "■   '  yr^^ ̂ ^-  ■\-;- 
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Dally  Jewish  Courier.  Oct.  18,  1916. 

SOCIAL  NEWS 

The  activities  of  the  Lawndale  Civic  Center  are  being  fuirther  continued  and 
a  list  of  its  programs  for  the  entire  season  has  been  prepared.  Lectures  and 
other  undertakings  will  take  place  every  Wednesday  evening*  A  political 
discussion  will  take  place  this  evening,  under  the  auspices  of  the  L*  S.  S.  ^ 
^ic7>  between  the  representatives  of  the  Democratic,  Bepublican,  and  Socialist  ^ 
parties,  in  the  Venetian  Hall  of  the  Douglas  Park  Auditorium*  ^z 

CO 

cr 
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Dally  Jewish  Courier.  Oct.  7,  1916, 

JS.vISE  EDUCATIONAL  ALLIANCE 

The  Educational  Alliance  is  becoming  lively  again.  As  in  the  past,  a 
number  of  social  activities  is  being  prepared  this  year. 

Arrangements  are  being  made  for  Alexander  Czukowski,  well-known  music 
director  and  violinist,  to  direct  the  Sunday  concerts  throughout  the 
winter.  An  orchestra  of  24  picked  musicians  will  play  under  his 
direction. 

Two  series  of  lectiires  in  English  and  Jewish,  will  be  held  during  the 
winter  months  in  the  Jev/ish  Educational  Alliance. 

« 

Registration  for  the  evening  English  classes  has  already  begun.  English 
will  be  taught  both  to  beginners  and  the  more  advanced  pupils. 
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Daily  Jewish  Courier^  Oct.  7,  1916. 

With  musical  talents  from  the  North  West  Side,  vdxo  are  already  rehearsing, 
a  chorus  and  an  orchestra  have  been  organized. 

c 

Many  other  activities  are  being  prepared  for  the  winjker  season.  For  in- 
formation apply  to  the  Jewish  Educational  Alliance,  i243  North  Wood  Street. 
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Daily  Jewish  Coiirier.  Oct.  7,  1916. 

JS:;iSH  EDUCATIONAL  ALLIAl^CiS 

The  Educational  Alliance  will  resume  its  activities  as  in  the  past. 

The  noted  music  director  and  violinist,  Alexander  Jukowsky,  was  engaged 
to  conduct  a  series  of  concerts  each  Sunday  evening  throughout  the  winter 
season.  An  orchestra  and  choir  of  outstanding  musicians,  under  his 

'direction,  will  be  heard. 

A  series  of  two  lectures,  in  English  and  Yiddish,  is  also  offered  by  the 
Alliance • 

Registration  for  the  English  evening  classes  has  already  begun.  English, 
elementary  and  high,  vd.ll  be  taught. 

Many  other  activities  are  prepared  for  the  winter  season. (^  WPA  o 

\\ 
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Jewish  Labor  World,  Sept#  8,  19l6.         WPA  (Hi)  pr^rj  -.o 

THE  W0BB3&S  INSZITU!EE    AT    920  S#  ASBLKSD  BLVD. 

Annooncea  the  openiqg  of  the  eecond  year  of  teaching  Snglleh 
for  beginners •  from  A*  B.  C« 

SLj^  School  •  Preparatory  for  all  Ck>lleges  md  TJhlTersities* 

Vot  a  diploaa  factory^  but  an  original  school  for  radical  workers 
under  the  personal  saperrlsion  of  Comrade  Tobinson* 

Business  end  Coanercialf  UniTersity  and  College  CoTirses,  at  Low- 
est Prices* 

Best  and  Coarpetent  Teachers. 

Classes  open  September  ̂ ttu 

She  Place  is  Limited*  Register  How  J 
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Chicago  HeljreAv  Institute  Observer,   I5ecen]"ber,    131^.  S CJ7 

The  Boys'   Brotherhood  Hepuclic. 

The  meeting  of  the  Boys'   Brotherhood  Heputlic  was  of  ahsorhing  interest   as 
well  as  a  liberal  education.      The  rriter  had  looked  in  for  a  fer  minutes 

from  curiosity,    and  reriained  to  the  end  "by  choice.      It  was  a  literary  meet- 
ing,   and  thou3h  the  participants  v^ere    coys,    the  topics  considered  ejid  the 

manner  of  h&ndling  them  were  worthy  of  men.     Boy  after  "boy  took  his   stand 
and  kept  the   interest  of  the   audience  alive   to   the  ve:rj  end.      If  the  Repub- 

lic is  meaTxt   to  be  miniature  embodiment   of  our  country,    then  the  present 
citizens  of  the  Republic  will  malce  the  ideal  citizens  of  the  future.     They 
v;ill  be   citizens  alive  to   all  vital  issues,    the  fault   of  mental  indifference 
and  slu<*2riT;ishness  v;ill  not  be   theirs. •o^- 

Ten  topics  were  treated  at  the  meeting,  all  on  a.  par  as  far  as  their  impor- 
tance and  interest  were  concerned.  Noticeably  enough,  the  speakers  favored 
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Chic&^o  Ee'orevv  Institute  OId server,   DecemlDer,    IjlM.  ^ 

thxS  humane,    li^berrl   side  of  their  resoective   tooics,      Tne  abolishrient   of 
Capital  Punishjnent  v/as  advocated  "by  one,  while  another  denounced  the  2oy 
Scouts'   mover.ent   as  nursing  the   iileals  of  "blind  ©"bedience  and  glory  of  vvar. 
Child  Lator,    one   compared  to   the  ancient  practice  of   sf^crificing  to  Moloch. 
The  Heform  School  v/as  condemned  as  a  trainin^T   school  ;vhere  Iriardened  criminals 
are  manufactured.      Ko  more  flattering  a  stand  v:as  ta!<:en  in  the  case  of 
Orphan  AsyluL-s  tho.t   turn  out   their  inmates  at   sixteen,   without  any  sure 
means  of  self-support.      In  the  words  of  one,   Preparation  for  I-Jbt  meant  invi- 

tation to  war,   wliile   still  another  glihly  argued  in  favor  of  Prohihition. 
Peace   at  all   cost  wf  s  the  next   ardent  plea.      Moving  Picture   Censorship  as  a 

useless  and  even  "bojieful  institution  ended  an  evening  thus   spent   to  very 
good  advantage. 
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Daily  Jewish  Courier »  Nov,  22,  1914 • 

BRANDEIS,  LAWYER  AMD  ZIONIST. 

No  stronger  argument  could  be  raised  to  affirm  that  Zionism  fits  in  the 
higher  human  aims  of  modern  times  than  the  two  brief  speeches  made  in 
Chicago  yesterday,  by  Ur«  Louis  D«  Brandeis« 

His  first  speech  was  made  at  a  luncheon  at  the  Shermeui  Hotel  for  the  Cook 
County  judges,  who  assexnbled  to  honor  Mr*  Brandeis*  His  second  speech 
was  made  in  the  evening  at  the  Zionist  bemquet  in  the  Ashland  Club  House* 

The  audiences  were  strikingly  different,  and  the  subject  spoken  on  for  the 
first  assesibly  had  to  be  very  different  from  the  subject  dealt  with  at  the 
second  assembly,  although  both  led  to  the  same  central  idea*  Chicago  Jews 
should  be  thankful  to  Ur.   Brajideis  for  the  message  he  brought  them* 
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PROFESSOR  OPPENHSIMER  RECEIVED  GREAT  OVATION* 

He  made  it  very  clear  for  the  audience  how  to  develop  cooperative  colonies 
for  the  Jews  in  Palestine*  The  audience  which  came  to  the  Hebrew  Institute 
to  hear  the  great  Jewish  economist »  Franz  Oppenheimer,  was  not  very  leurge 
but  it  was  a  very  intelligent  audience*  He  clearly  stated  and  outlined 
his  views  on  the  matter  of  establishing  cooperative  colonies  for  the 
Jewish  workers  in  Palestine** *••• 

Mr*  Nathan  D«  Kaplan  was  the  chairman  of  the  meeting  and  in  a  few  words 

explained  to  the  audience  the  object  of  Professor  Oppenheimer*s  visit 
to  Chicago*  Judge  Hugo  Pam  was  one  of  the  speakers  and  in  his  rather 
lengthy  speech,  he  told  the  audience  that  the  Jews  everywhere  have  made 
great  strides  in  agriculture*  A  nation  without  agriculture  cannot  exist 
and  nothing  can  be  developed  when  the  land  is  not  cultivated* 
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Daily  Jewish  Courier^  Apr*  15>  1914. 

Professor  Oppenheimer  in  his  address  first  spoke  in  English  and  completed 

his  speech  in  his  mother  tongue  and  concluded  by  saying,  "My  Jewish 
brethren,  we  have  waited  over  two  thousand  years,  so  surely  we  can  wait 
just  a  few  more  years  to  return  to  the  promised  land  of  our  ancestors • 
We  expect  to  get  financial  aid  from  all  parts  of  the  world  and  I  am 
sure  that  the  Jews  of  Chicago  will  do  their  share  in  helping  to  build 

our  promised  land*** 
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Daily  Jewish  Courier >  April  5>  1914 • 

The  Jewish  people  of  Chicago  will  have  the  great  honor  of  a  visit  from 
the  well  known  Jewish  professor  of  economy^  Ur*  Franz  Oppenheimer* 
He  is  expected  to  drive  in  the  city  this  week  and  will  be  received  by 
different  conuaittees  of  many  Jewish  societies,  who  will  extend  a  hearty 
welcome*  Arrangement^  are  being  made  for  him  to  speak  Sunday  at  Sinai 
Temple.  Tuesday,  he  will  be  greeted  by  the  West  Side  Jews  at  which 
time  he  is  to  speak  at  the  Hebrew  Institute.  He  is  also  to  lecture  at 
the  University  of  Chicago*  A  committee  of  several  prominent  gentlemen 
were  appointed  to  greet  him  at  the  university.  Mr*  Nathan  D.  Kaplan 
is  at  the  head  of  this  committee.  Professor  Oppenheimer  is  the  founder 

of  the  cooperative  colonyi  Marachivo,  in  Palestine.  He  is  considered 
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Daily  Jewish  Couriert  April  5>  1914 • 

as  one  of  the  most  modem  economist •  He  was  drawn  into  the  Zionist 

movement  through  the  magnetic  influence  of  Dr«  Herzl*  He  linked 
Zionism  with  science  and  established  a  movement  for  cooperative  land 
ownership  in  Palest ine» 
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Chicago  Hebrew  Institute  Gt server,  Pebraai^^  151^4.  ^^_^ 

Tlie  Oirrent  Topics  Cltit  '— ' 

The  Current  Topics  Club  has  h^id  several  decidedly  interesting-  sessions,  ^^ 
during  rhich  r;as  discussed  that  universal  ard  ever-tin^eij  topic  -  the  status    "^-y 
of  the  Workir^man  in  the  economic  system.   Capitalism,  socialisn:,  sabota^^e,      ^ 
syndicalism,  l.^.Tim   all  zi^^   in  for  their  share  of  the  discussions.   Some  of 
the  members  are  so  '.veil  primed  or^   these  subjects  that  the  debates  rere  never 
permitted  to  lag.  ("Debate"  is  the  proper  ;7ord,  for  all  shades  of  opinion  were 
brought  cut  as  the  members  waaed  eloquent) .   The  views  of  the  advocate  of  free 
competition,  of  the  socialist,  of  the  other  products  of  the  present  social 
system,  were  duly  presented.   Of  co^orse,  the  problems  were  not  solved  to  the 
satisfaction  of  all,  and  the  solution  is  still  an  open  question;  nevertheless, 
much  mentpl  satisfaction  was  derived  from  these  irxfoimial  discussions.  A  thorough 
understanding  of  the  ideas  of  others  is  the  first  requisite  to  sjinpathetic  tcler- 
anco. 

The  next  session  was  devoted  to  a  review  of  President  Wilson's  administra- 
tion*  The  Club  seemed  to  be  divided  in  opinion  as  to  whether  the  present  £id- 

ministration  is  or  is  not  a  failure.  Much  was  made  of  the  f&ct  that  there  is  now 

a  lack  of  employment,  but  the  reasons  for  this  state  of  affairs  were  not  forthcoming. 
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Tliis  proved  to  te  the  last  meeting  for  the  summer,  and  it  ended,  in  the  words  of  ̂ ^ 

Mr,  Cohen,  the  leader  of  the  *Cluo,  "On  a  Burst  of  Song"*   lir.  Cohen  is  to  te commended  on  the  manner  in  which  he  leads  the  discussions*   More  enthusirstic 

meetings  are  hard  to  fiiid.  They  proTed  so  interesting  that  the  menil:ers  will  un- 
doTihtedly  look  forward  with  eagerness  toward  the  next  meeting,  which  is  to  be  held 
in  the  early  part  of  September. 
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Chicago  Hebrew  Institute  Observer,  November,  I9 12,  ^ 

Lectiire  Association. 

Last  Autumn  a  Lecture  Association  was  organized  to  take  charge  especially 
of  the  Wednesday  evening  lectures,  which  during  the  previous  year  were  given 
directly  under  the  auspices  of  the  Institute,   The  Association  met  with 

a  consideraljle  ajnount  of  success.  At  present  there  are  I3I  members  (29  of 
whom  are  regular  members  of  the  Institute  and  to  whom  no  charge  was  made) 
comprising  people  from  every  walk  of  ̂ life. 

The  membership  fee  is  $1.00  a  year,  which  entitles  the  members  to  attend  ell 
of  the  lectures  of  the  Association  free  of  charge.  Most  of  the  lecturers 
were  professors  of  the  University  of  Chicago.   There  were  21  lectures  given 
on  various  topics.  The  average  attendance  ,for  the  season  was  2,g31«  An  ad- 

mission fee  of  10^  was  charged  to  outsiders.  There  were  1,952  admissions 
from  noi3r-members.  In  addition  to  the  above  course  of  lectures  a  large  num-* 
ber  of  lectures  were  given  by  various  organizations,  among  them  the  English 
Educational  Club,  with  Judge  Hugo  Pam  as  main  lecturer,  the  Institute 
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Chicago  Hetrew  Institute  Observer,  November,  1912. 
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Educational  League  and  the  Homeward  Glut,  who  gave  lectures  on  an  average 
of  once  a  month,  and  others. 

Exoense 
J. 

Revenue 

1912  -  1913 

$595.01 327.70 

1911  -  1912 

$5^3. S5 153.75 

/" 

■SJ.JX\::^^-r, 

"-"  ■---*'    ■  '»'---!^ 
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Courier,  December  I5,  1911. 

CHICAaO^S  COOK  POT, 

Professor  Joseph  Lloyd  Bach,  principal  of  the  Jewish  Training  School,  will 
speak  at  the  Hetrev:  Institute,  this  evening.   The  subject  of  his  address  will 

he  "The  Value  and  Importance  of  Hand-Work  in  the  Jewish  Elementary  Schools," 
Tomorrow  night  the  Institute  will  have  their  regular  dajace  to  which  the  public 
is  invited. 

Rabbi  Saul  Silber  of  Ohave  Sholom  Synagogue  will  speak  again  tonight.   His 

subject  this  time  will  be  "Chanukah  as  an  International  Holiday,"  Rabbi 
Silber  was  very  successful  lar.t  year  with  his  addresses  every  Friday  evening. 
He  succeeded  in  drawing  the  Jewish  youth  closer  and  closer  to  our  Jewish 
modern  ways.   He  anticipates  still  greater  succes?  this  year,  and  hopes  that 
the  parents  will  be  proud  of  their  children. 

In  discussing  the  different  activities  of  Ohave  Sholom  Synagogue,  we  \vish 

__j 
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to  announce  that  the  Ladies  Auxiliary  of  the  Synagogue  is  heving  their  annua^l 

"ball,  Saturday  evenirg,  Jan.,  f- ,  at  the  Douglas  Pa^rk  Auditorium,   The  pro- 
ceeds of  this  call  rill  he  used  for  the  sole  ourpose  of  "building  an  annex  to 

the  Synagogue,  in  which  the  Ladies  Auxiliary  will  inaugurate  a  modern  Sahbath 
School  and  meeting  halls  for  the  Jewish  children  of  the  neighborhood. 

There  is  no  doubt  in  ar^y  one's  mind  of  the  necessiti-^  for  this  useful  pro- 
ject and  we  hope  that  this  auxiliai^''  will  receive  its  full  support  and  corpo- 

ration of  every  Je'.v  in  all  parts  of  the  city. 

_!i„.^   
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Odessa  Coointrymen  for  the     Professor. 

•f  I. 
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As  soon  as  the  Odessa  coiintrymen  heard  that  Professor  Uohum' Slutz  intended 
-\   to  visit  Chicago  ne:?:t  week,  they  imTiedlately  "began  to  make  preparations  to  ex-*   - 

:' /  ;  tend  him  a  most  welcome  reception.  "  -^  [\\':,:-:''.<^i: 
•- •  _  .  ̂ .   IThe  Odessa  Jews  of  Chicago  still  renenber  the  .^reat  scholar,  the  Father   -  ;'^^ '  of  the  present  Professor  Nohum  Slutz,  and  manj^  are  well- acquainted  with  young 

"  ITohiUD^  who  is  a  Professor  in  the  University  of  Paris* 
The  *-ime  and  place  of  this  reception  will  "be  made  known  thrcngh  the 

K;'  columns  of  The  Daily  Cggrler,  '^  .•" 
■C/\     ,     Dr*  3inil  &.  Hirsch  cf  Sinai  Temple,  accepted  the  honor  of  acting  as 
.:.  Chaimian  of  this  meeting,  which  will  take  place  on  Thursday,  Decemher  21st,  at 

-  -'-the  Hetrew  Institute.  ^   . -- 
Profefjsor  Nohum  Slutz  will  lecture  on  the  Jews  of  Tripoli  and  Mox^occo* 

^:/-,'J:\0A   gro^  of  other  prominent  Jews  will  also  participate  in  this  meetirg.  ?he  Life  ', 

^'-y'-:'.:  .■•^^   the  Jewish  people  in  Tripoli  and  llcrocco  will  he  shown  in  stereoscopic  pictui-esl"''^^ •^i  -jg-  -^    <•-.•■.   •  -  -         .     -^  ..    ,  -  -       .  I  -  - 
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Odessa  Countrymen  for  the  Profess^or. 

Mr,  D^F.  Pollock,  Secretary  and  Treasurer  of  the  reception  coininittee,  has  ar- 
ranged for  the  Hall  at  the  Hebrew  Institute.  The  superintendent  of  the  Insti- 

tute is  offering  the  Hall  free  of  charge  and  there  will  he  no  admission  * 
charges  t  :■  ,         -    , 

Several  of  the  Jewish  Clubs  and  Societies  are  having  special  meetings 

for  the  purpose  of  formulating  plans  for  the  reception  of  this  distinguished  ' 
guert.      _  . 
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Chicsigo's  Cook  Pot. 

Ra"b"bi   Dr.    Shoenfsr'ber  will  address  the  audience   today  at   the  Hehrew  Insti- 
tute,     His   suhject  will  "be  "The   Science  and  Knowledge   of  our  Jewish  Prophets," 

On  Sunday  afternoon  the  Hehrew  Institute  will  conduct   the  fourth  in  a  series  of 
Sunday  concerts.     The  Thomas  Orchestra  will  play  under  the  direction  of  Alex- 

ander Zukowsky,      Compositions  "by  the   following  popular  conrposers  will  he  played: 
Chopin,   Delieh,   BraJims,   Mendelssohn,    Schumann,   etc.      The  young  talented  pianist, 
Miss  Mesirov  will  he  piano   soloist.      From  this  Sunday  on,   these  concerts  will 
he  conducted  every  other  Sundry. 

The  Players  Cluh  of  the  Hehrew  Institute  is  giving  a  presentation  at  U  P.   M. 
Sunday,    in  the  Red  Room  of  the  La  Salle  Hotel. 
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The  well  known  actor-manager,  Henry  Miller  who  is  now  playing  the  leading 
role  of  the  drama  "The  Havoc",  the  author  of  this  drp.ma,  Ch£»s.  S.  Seldon,  and 
the  president  of  the  Drama  League  of  America,  Mrs.  A.  Starr  Best,  will  intro- 

duce Mr,  Isidor  Berger,  the  violinist  and  the  gifted  singer,  Mrs.  Fred  Kauf- 
man, who  will  complete  this  musical  prograjn. 

The  Jews  of  the  Douglas  Park  neighborhood  will  have  the  plej^sure  of  hearing 
the  great  Cantor,  Bernard  Waldowsky,  and  his  choir  who  will  perform  the  ser- 

vices this  evening  and  tomorrow  morning  at  the  Sha'arrh  Torah  Synagogue,  Saw^^er 
Ave,  and  13th  St.  Because  of  Cantor  Waldowsky' s  popularity,  we  expect  the 
Jews  of  Chicago  to  turn  out  in  masses  to  hear  him.   It  is  seldom  th?»t  you 
have  the  opportunity  of  hearing  the  gre?t  Cantor  and  his  choir  and  in  addi- 

tion you  will  perform  a  charitable  deed,  for  the  proceeds  from  these  servi- 
ces will  be  given  to  the  Denver  Jewish  Consumptive  Sanitarium. 
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Dr,  G«o.  K,  Bosenzweig  will  be  the  main  speaker  at  the  meeting  of  Sha'areh 
Tfilah  Synagogue,  1105  S,  Paulina  St,   Mr.  M.  Abraham  will  lecture  at  this      . 

meeting  on  the  subject  "The  Jewish  Heroes."  ^ 

I The  Vilno  Aid  Society  recently  decided  to  lower  the  price  of  admission  to  new 
memhers.   This  will  no  donht  increase  the  memhership  and  improve  activities. 
The  Aid  Society  is  calling  a  mass  meeting  Sunday  evening  at  Lessing  Cluh        | 
House,  1208  W,  Taylor  St.  where  we  expect  a  few  speeJcers  who  will  explain  mat- 

ters of  importance  to  the  Aid  Society. 

On  Sunday,  Dec.  17th,  at  the  West  Side  Auditorium,  a  most  interesting  event     It 
will  take  place.   That  is  the  2nd  annual  Oriental  Ball  of  the  Poale  Zions 

(Workers  of  Zion).   This  year's  T)all  will  without  a  doubt  surpass  the  one  we 
had  last  year.  We  will  present  live  pictures  of  Jewish  history  which  will  he 
the  main  feature  of  this  affair. 
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Chicago's     Cook-Pot 

Habbl  Joseph  Stoltz  Is  goine  to  lecture  at  the  Hebrew  Institute  on 
Friday  evening*    The  usual  Friday  evening  lectures  at  the  Institute  have  met 
with  great  success  and  the  personality  and  popularity  of  Dr.  Stoltz  leads  one 
to  expect  still  greater  success.    His  Lectures  are  always  beneficial  to 
Jewry* 

\ 
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Chicago's  Cook  Pot. 

Mr.  Sol  Druker,  Superintendent  of  the  Marks  Nathan  Orphans  Home,  will  talk 

on  the  Life  of  Moses  Hontifiore,  at  the  Sha'are  Tfilo  B'nai  Reuhen  Syna- 

gogue, 1105  S.  Paulina  St. 

Mr.  M.  Ahrahem  will  "be  the  chairman.  The  meeting  will  open  at  7  P.  K.  and 

the  puhlic  is  requested  to  "be  there  on  time. 
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Chicago's  Cook  Pot. 

The  first  Friday  evening  lecture  at  the  Hehrew  Institute  last  week,  "brought 
many  compliments  to  the  management  of  the  institution.   The  success  of  the  lee* 
ture  was  without  doubt  due  to  our  popular  Habhi,  Dr.  Emil  5.  Hirsch  of  Sinai 
Temple. 

It  is  predicted,  that  the  lecture  tonight  by  Rabbi  Dr.  A.  B.  Yudelson  will  be 

equally  successful,  for  Dr.  Yudelson  is  an  excellent  speaker  and  a  learned, 
highly  cultured  man. 

Of  the  forthcoming  lectures,  the  one  on  the  American  youth,  promises  to  be 
unusually  interesting. 
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Chicago's  Cook  Pot. 

Hever  before  in  the  history  of  the  Jewish  He'brew  Institute  hare  we  witnessed 
tach  great  enthusiasm  and  activities.  The  most  iibportant  of  all  at  present, 
is  the  first  series  of  lectures  and  all  other  lectures  which  will  follow  on 
erery  Friday  evening,  this  winter  season.  The  first  lecture  of  the  series 
will  take  place  on  Friday  evening  Nov*  3^d»  when  our  well  known  Habhi  Emil 
Hirsch  of  Sinai  Tenrple  will  speak.  Dr.  Byman  Cohen  of  the  City  Health  Depart- 

ment will  lecture  on  Friday  evening  Nov.  10th.  He  will  speak  in  Yiddish. 
This  lecture  is  intended  for  the  benefit  of  West  Side  Jews. 

In  addition  to  these  lectures  we  expect  to  have  open  dances  which  will  begin  on 
Nov.  1st.  The  object  of  the  Hebrew  Institute  is  to  have  these  dances  to  keep 
the  Jewish  youth  away  from  the  public  dance  halls.  The  Institute  is  also  fig- 

uring on  having  the  talented  musician,  Alexander  Tchaikowsky,  in  a  series  of 
concerts  this  season. 
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Mr.  Hugo  Pass  TUJcs  on  Jewish  Charity 

Ur.  Hugo  Pass,  candidate  for  Superior  Judge,  will  address  the  Young  Mens 
Jewish  Charities  associations  of  the  city* 

This  annual  meeting  of  the  different  Young  Men  Jewish  Charities  organizations 

will  be  held  tomorrow  evening  at  the  Hotel  La  Salle* 

Mr.  Pass  will  talk  on  the  activities  of  these  organizations.  The  lecture  will 

be  Illustrated  with  stereoptlcal  photographs.  The  election  of  officers  for  the 

ensuing  year  will  also  be  conducted. 
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A  Debate  at  West  Park 

The  Semi-Pinal  Championship  Detate  of  the  Junior  Coiincll  of  Gluts  of 
the  Chicago  Hebrew  Institute  will  take  place  Saturday,  at  700  ̂   at  West  Park 

No.  2*  The  subject  of  the  debate  is:  "Resolved  that  Judges  of  the  Supreme 
Court  of  the  United  States  Should  be  Elected  by  a  Direct  Vote  of  the  People." 

The  Wellington  Club,  represented  by  Meyer  Helper  and  Helsen  Alcock,  will 
take  the  afflrmativet  and  the  Jefferson  Club,  represented  by  Charles  Levin  and 
Meyer  Bosengard,  will  speak  in  the  negative* 

Ex^Mayor,  Edward  P.  Dunne  will  be  Chairman  of  the  gathering.  Hans 
Fredrick  Bumham,  E.L.  Doll,  Assistant  States  Attorney,  and  Mr,  A#  Levensoh, 
will  be  the  Judges. 
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Facts  and  Thoughts*   (L3cal  Column)* 
The  Jewish  Fellowship  Club* 

It  is  indeed  very  fine  when  young  educated,  professional  Jews  assemble  to 
discuss  and  exchange  thoughts  on  questions  of  a  general  Jewish  nature*  We 
cex  even  condone  the  fact  that  the  group  has  assumed  a  name  similar  to  that  of 

an   Irish  group  of  a  similar  nature*   It  is  no  crime  for  people  not  to  be  origi« 
nal*   It  is  only  regretful  that  the  cream  of  Jewish  culture  must  also  imitate* 

The  Jewish  Fellowship  Club  assembles  each  Saturday  afternoon  in  one  of  the 
Loop  restaurants,  to  have  dinner  and  carry  on  their  discussions*  We  think 
that  it  is  bad  enough  that  this  sort  of  thing  takes  place  on  the  Sabbath,  let 

alone  the  fact  that  this  restaurant  does  not  carry  "Kosher"  food.  This  in 
view  of  the  fact  that  the  group  purports  to  be  a  Jewish  group  dealing  with 
Jewish  problems* 

M 
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Certainly  the  Irish  Fellowship  Club,  whom  the  Jews  in  this  instance  are  imi- 

tating, would  not   eat  meat   during  Lent.     Must  our  Jews  eat  non-Kosher  food 
even  when  meeting  as  a  Jewish  Group? 

Good- Bye  -  and  Regret   It  Hot. 
The  writer  of  this  column  has  the  pleasure  of   speaking  to  the  Chicago  Jewish 

public,  through  this   column,   for  the  past   six  years.     Under  various  pseudonyms 

he  has  expressed  his  views,  and  various  topics  of  the   day.     Now  because  of  oth- 
er pressing  personal  business,   I  will  discontinue   giying  opinions  where  they 

are  not  wanted.      In  these   six  years,   I  have   expressed  many  opinions  with 

which  you  have   disagreed,    but  these  opinions  were  honest   convictions  and  there- 
fore  I  have  naught  to  excuse  myself  for. 

I  must  express  my  thanks  to  the  publisher  of  this  paper,   in  that  at  no  time, 

did  he  attempt  to   control  my  utterances.      I  have   given  my  best  to  these   columns 
and  I  think   I  was  not   found  wanting. 

(Signed)   Aleph. 
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Census  Mass-Meet iii^  -  -  Today 

The  Cens-us  Mass—'eetin.;  called  by  the  "Jevish  Gultiire"  conmittee  rill 

ta'^e  place  todry  at  1:30  o't-^loc-c  at  '."oricin^en's  Hall,  12th  and  ITaller 
Streets.   Mary  spea^rers  "'ill  clarify  the  significance  and  importance  of 
the  census  to  the  audience.   Admission  is  free. 
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Sholom  Asch  vrill  come  to  Chicago  on  the  25th 

Mr.  Adolph  Fainbach  who  is  -lanaging  Mr.  Asch's  tour  of  the  '''est,  has  announced 
that  Sholom  Asch,  world  renov'n  yiddish  writer,  will  be  in  Chica^:o  on  the  23th  of 
this  month.   Mr.  Asch  will  speaic  on  two  occasions  and  many  societies  are  planning 
to  give  him  a  great  reception.  From  Chicago, Mr.  Asch  is  schec^uled  to  {:o   to  St. 

Louis  where  he  will  spea'.c  on  the  Ist  and  2nd  of  May. 
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Next  Sunday  at  8  P.   M. ,   at  the  Lessirisq:  Glut  House,   Taylor  St.,   and  Center 

Ave.,    a  series  of  Zionist  lectures  will  "be  given  under  the  auspices  of  the 
KsdimaJi  and  Clara  De  Hirsch,   G-ates  of  the  Order  of  Knights  of  Zion. 

Miss  Jpjie  Addaras  will  deliver  the  first  lecture  on  the  subject:  Modem  Edu- 
cation.  Miss  Addams  is  known  in  the  United  States  as  an  orator,  and  educa- 

tion is  her  field.  Her  lecture  on  educa^tion  will,  therefore,  be  very  in- 
teresting. In  addition  to  the  lecture  of  Miss  Addams,  a  well  known  Zionist 

will  speak.  There  will  be  music  and  daJicing.  The  evening  will  be  both 
amusing  and  educational.  An  enormous  crowd  is  expected  at  the  Lessing  Club 
House   this  coining  Sunday,   October  11. 

The  following  persons  will  lecture  during  the  approaching  season:  Sairuel 
Alschuler,  Congressrnaji  Sabbath,  Leon  Zolotkoff,  Dr.  Stolz,  James  Hajnilton 
Lewis  and  others. 
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COME  TO  THE  NORTH  WEST  SIDE  HEBREW  INSTITUTE. 

VVPA  (ILL)  PROJ.  30275 

The  world  renowned  speaker,   Rabbi  Budzins^cy,   will  open  the  new  lecture 
series  at  the  North  West   Side  Hebrew  Institute.      The   series   start  next  Pri- 

day  evening  et  eight  o'clock*     Everybody  is  invited  to  attend. 

Don't  forget  the  address  -  15-17  Marion  Blace,   near  Division  St, 

Y.  A,  Abrarn,    Secretary, 

i_^ .'_  •■■lv^ifci4^_  'L.   l-l.^.:--^''i^' 
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Dr,  Hirseh^s  Lecture  at  the  Hebrew  Institute* 

WPA  (ILL)  PROJ.  30275 

An  interesting  group  of  more  than  200  people  ̂ ost  of  whom  were  women,  braved 
the  weather  and  came  to  the  Institute  last  night  to  hear  Dr«  Hirsch,  Babbi  of 
Sinai  Teosple,  lecture  on  economic  distress  caused  by  forced  immigration. 

\kt.   Harry  A,  Lipsky,  superintendent  of  the  Institute,  opened  the  meeting, 

and  after  giving  a  resume  of  the  speakers  and  subjects  of  the  coming  lecture 
season,  introduced  the  i^eaker  of  the  evening,  Dr«  Hirsch,  who  received  a 
very  hearty  welcome  from  the  audience* 

In  his  talk  Dr*  Hirsch  stressed  the  economic  distress  upon  the  Jewish  family 
caused  by  forced  migration  from  the  land  of  their  birth  to  a  totally  strange 
land*  He  was  particularly  concerned  with  the  estrangement  between  children 
and  parents,  resulting  from  tendencies  of  assimilation  among  our  youth* 

■4 
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"The  old  generation"  he  stated,  "retstins  its  old  language  and  its  old  customs, 
while  the  new  generation  is  seeking  a  new  way,  perhsgps  an  even  T)etter  way 
than  the  old  one."  "(This  the  old  generation  does  not  oinderstand  and  there- 

fore suffers  to  see  its  old  ways  forgotten  "by  our  youth." 
* 

Other  speakers  were  Mr.  Graham  Miller,  and  Mr.  Harry  A.  Lip  sky,  who  also 
annotmced  the  formation  of  an  Institute  class  for  Social  Science.  People 
interested  in  taking  the  course  should  enroll  now. 

v^ 

<■-;♦. 
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Lectures  on  the  West  Side. 

The  officers  of  the  Hehrew  Institute  last  Friday  showed  their  cleverness  as 
to  what  to  do  in  case  of  getting  into  a  tight  spot.  Rahhi  Hirsch  being  sick 
at  home,  unahle  to  lecture  at  the  West  Side  Auditorium  last  Friday,  they 
decided  to  select  another  good  speaker  to  lecture  in  the  place  of  Dr.  Hirsch, 
so  as  not  to  miss  any  of  the  prearranged  series  of  lectures,  of  which  the 
subject  is,  to  speak  on  Jewish  ethics. 

Dr.  Yoodelson  was  selected  to  lecture  in  the  place  of  Ra.hbi  Hirsch  on  this 
series  of  lectures  and  he  showed  great  ability  and  knowledge  in  Judaism, 
Jewish  history,  etc.   The  hall  was  crowded  and  it  showed  the  eagerness  of 
listening  to  this  great  orator  to  something  worth  while.   Every  one  went 
away  highly  pleased.   The  series  of  lectures  will  be  held  all  this  season, 
and  until  our  beloved  Ra,bbi  Hirsch  will  regain  his  health,  other  noted 

speakers  will  take  his  place  every  Frida^y  evening  at  the  West  Side  Audi- 
torium. 

iHti.   attt •  ■' '•■ '. i'»»-J  .■■■  >-  >  •'  \ut-    .^M^i   .   — ■   --    ..i  '■"  A    .  . '  'rf...'.'.  .   _-   ,   .i^.   ,   .   ,   .   ;    "Sk   ,   ^ 
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REVEREND  N.J.  BUDZINSKZ  ELECTED. 
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The  Beth  Hamldrosh  Hagadol,  307  Maxwell  Street,  wishes  to 
Inform  all  the  Jews  of  Chicago  through  the  Jewish  Dally  Courier^ 
that  on  last  Sunday  we  elected  the  well  known  orator  and 
devoted  Zionist,  Mr.  Budzlnsky  as  the  lecturer  for  our  Synagogue 
He  will  lecture  every  day,  until  the  beginning  of  the  evening 
prayers.  The  public  is  invited  to  come  to  hear  the  true  Jewish 
lecture  by  this  national  speaker. 

Next  Saturday  he  will  speak  on  the  subject  of  the  *' 
the  first  lecture  of  our  Synagogue • Shekel" , at 

..w-^^t.   ■^    ■  *  '--      --■  '-'■       ' --■ •  -.:  ■■'.-..  ji...^iL: ::'^^A'i^ 'a     J-V^fi,.  '    '      'llli  '3tl        ■'    •-■•■  ''■'^i      ■•■' 
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Seen  and  Heard^  s 
Rabbi  Hirsch  on  the  West  Side. 

Rabbi  Hirsch  of  Sinai  Temple  will  begin  a  series  of  fourteen  lectures,  on 

Friday  evenings,  to  be  given  each  Friday  et  the  West  Side  Auditorium.  His  ' 
first  lecture  will  be  '•Morals  and  Ethics  in  Judaism." 

Now,  in  order  to  cover  the  expense  of  this  undertaking,  a  charge  of  $1.00  will 
be  made  for  a  season  ticket.  The  price  of  a  single  ticket  will  be  10^. 
There  will  be  no  tickets  sold  at  the  door  of  the  Auditorium  because  of 

Rabbi  Hirsch' s  thoughtfulness  in  realizing  how  unpleasant  it  would  be  for  Or- 
thodox Jews  to  procure  admission  and  violate  their  holy  Sabbath.  ^ 

These  lectures  are  expected  to  be  very  instructive  and  entertaining,  so  we 
urge  the  Jews  of  Chicago  to  procure  tickets  as  early  as  possible.   The  idea 
of  these  lectures  was  sponsored  by  the  Chicago  Hebrew  Institute.   This  is  one 

k  yi  .1*  ̂  .  ,--i?^ .  v.  -".^  , 
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of  the  best  ideas  the  Directors  of  the  Hehrew  Institute  could  have  planned. 
We  are  sure  of  great  success.  Rabbi  Hirsch  is  well  versed  on  the  subject  of 

"Morals  and  Ethics  in  Judaism.*'  And,  being  such  a  great  orator,  he  will  no 
doubt  explain  his  subject  to  the  Chicago  Jews  to  their  entire  satisfaction, 
for  they  are  always  ready  and  eager  to  hear  of  something  that  is  worth  while. 

In  concluding  this  notice,  we  urge  you  again  to  get  your  tickets  without  de- 
lay, not  to  wait  until  the  last  minute  for  there  will  be  positively  no  tick- 

ets obtainable  at  the  door  of  the  Auditorium. 

■  ̂:}i JSl 
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CTre'^:or:7  I'a::!!]'  in  Chicago. 
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Yesterda;;/,   a.  reporter  of  the  Dai  1.7  Jerish  Courier  was  privilei3:ed  to   inter- 

viev/  Gre-^'or;^/  Urxirr:,   well  -:no\vn  RuGcian  rrvol'!:tl'uiist  and  op^;onent   of  the 
Jewish  faction  of  the  I>i;^a,    the  5u££iej*  Pari i ardent ar^^  Bod;^^.      Mr.   LIa:xini  is 

novr  in   Chica.£;o  and  will   sx->ea!:  e^t   the  "'est   Side  Auditorir:n  tonight.      The 
name  Mojciir:  is  an  asciuned  name   and  he  ̂ vould  not   reveal  his   true  Jewish  na-ir^e. 

Llr.    Llrjci::  has   cone    to   the  United  Stat*:  in   the   interect?   of   the  PwUSF:ian 

Hevolution.      His  puri-)03e  is   to   inforr^  the  Ainericrin  puhlic,    and  parti C".ilarly 
the  Jewish  r-uhlic   of  conditions  in  Sui^sia.. 

Here   is  what  he   has   to   sa;^;      "The  Jews  in  Russia  can  expect   nothing  frcm 

the  Da^a.     Equal  rights  for  Tunority  ^ro-".ps  have  not   e^^en  "been  discussed." 
"The  Jews  h^we   twelve   dele-^^^ates   in  the  I>a:na,    five   of  w>^on  ere  political  Zion- 

ists and  the   others,    liberals.      At    the   ouenin:;:  o:^   the  Xhuria,    when  answers 

should  hxve  ̂ oeen  {^iven  to   the    'Throne   Speech'    these   delegates  proved  that 
they  were   thorcug!\ly   incopetle   of  properly  representing  those  people  who 
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had  elected  therr.  to   of-^iee.      They   said  not   or.e  rord  on  "behalf  of  the  Jev;ish 
mar.ses;    they   r^aid  not   onc^  v/ord  in  the   interest   of  equal  lefi'a.l   rights  for 
Jev's;    they  reiTiained  quiet  merely  hoping  for  the  hest   end  fearing  the  worst. 
These   representatives  promised  tVeir  electorate   to   do  ,^;;reat   thin;:^s  for 
them,   hut,    like   all   other  politici;::ns,   hr.ve   forpotten  their  promises. 

V-e   the  B-jUidist   did  not   tpJ-ce  psrt   in  the  elections  for  ̂ A-e  .T^e^v  that   the  Duma 
was  only  a  sha^:." 

"Jevrish  youth   is  verv  close   to   the  P^jindist   or  Soci^^list  Hevolutionrrrr  move- 
ir.ents.      Political  Zionists  are  not  numerous,   hut   there  ars   many  Zionist   Ter- 
ritorialists  and  Zionist   Socialists  v:ho   ̂ re    close   to   t •- /    revoliitionar:/  move- 

m.ent, " 

l^a:-:im  will  remiCin  in   OMccpo  five   Cb^z  and  will  ̂ iddresl  a  numher  of  m^eetin^^s. 
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Ur.  Israel  Kahn  on  the  ̂ Jewish* Question.'* 
WPA  (IIU  PROJ  J0275 

A  very  interesting  lecture  has  "been  arranged  for  a  meeting  of  the  Clara 
DeHirsch  and  Kadimal>  G-ates  of  the  Order  Sights  of  Zion  at  the  Lessing  Club 
House,  UU7  West  Millar  Street  tomorrow  evening.  Mr. Israel  Kahn  will  lecture 

on  the  ••Jewish  Question*"  now  one  of  the  "big  prohlems  before  the  Russian  ••Dtma'*. 

.  Professor  Goldschmidts  Orchestra  will  provide  the  musical  entertainment. 
Mr. William  Tanger  will  render  a  few  vocal  selections.  Lecture  starts  promptly 
at  8:00  P.M.  Discussion  and  dancing  to  follow. 

\ 
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The  Reform  Advocate >  Vol.  29,  Wk,  of  May  20,  1905,  p.30S. 

A  meeting  of  the  Jewish  students  of  the  University  of  Chicago  was  held  for  the 
purpose  of  forming  a  society  for  the  study  of  Judaism,  A  committee,  composed 
of  Messrs.  Moses  and  Krueger,  was  appointed  to  draft  a  constitution. 
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The  Reform  Advocate,  Wk.  of  March  2U,  1900.  pp.171-172. 

The  "Erster  Israelitische  Vorhildungs-Verein"  has  "been  formed  hy  the  union 
of  a  men's  society  of  60  members  and  a  women's  society  of  I70  memhers, 

which  have  "been  in  existence  of  the  West  Side  for  some  years.   The  Rev.  M. Weil  is  the  spiritual  guide. 
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.      Th»  Reform  Advocate.  Wk.  of  Fet,  18,  1899.  PP-  26-27. 

The  Samuel  Eirsch  Auxiliary  Lodge  No.  1,  I.  0.  B.  B.  was  instituted  last 
Sunday,  Pel).  12th,  at  the  Covenant  Culture  Cluh.  Thie  young  organization 

"begine  its  career  with  173  memberst  between  the  ages  of  13  and  21  years. 
The  memberships  have  been  recruited  from  the  Alumni  of  the  Jewish  Training  / 
School  of  Chicago,  the  Alumni  of  the  Cleveland  Orphan  Asylum  and  the  post« 
graduates  of  the  Congregational  Sabbath  schools  in  this  city.  The  object  of 
the  organization  is  intellectual  and  moral  culture  on  the  line  of  ethics  in 
Judaism,  for  the  advancement  of  the  members  and  the  betterment  of  society  at  .. 

large.  - 

Monthly  meetings  will  take  place  on  the  second  Sxinday  of  each  month  at  2 

o'clock  P,  U.  at  the  Covenant  Culture  Club  Hall,  except  in  the  months  of  July 
and  August.  At  each  of  these  meetings,  besides  routine  business,  a  selected 
paper  will  be  read,  and  a  well-prepared  program  presented,  consisting  of  rec- 

itations, instrumental  and  vocal  musical  numbers.  The  following  officers  were 
elected  and  installed:  President,  Miss  Delia  Herzog,  vice-president,  Oscar 
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The  Reform  Advocate .  Wk.  of  Fel).  IS,  I899.  pp,26--27. 
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B»  Marlenthal;  mentor,  k.   C,  Norden;  guide.  Miss  Bertha  Minzesheimer;  right 
Stewart,  Miss  Clara  Sutovitz;  left  Stewart,  Simon  Brill,  treasurer,  Arthur  Levi«o 
sohn;  recording  secretary,  Miss  Flora  Smith;  financial  secretary,  Emanuel  E. 
Weiler;  inside  guardian,  Milton  Circle;  outside  guardian,  David  Silverman; 
^trustees,  Moses  Eisenstaedt,  Jacoh  Levin,  and  Miss  Paula  Kraus.  ^  /^ 

■7^ 

The  following  committees  were  also  appointed:  On  program.  Mr*  Henry Oreene'baam, 
Miss  Bertha  Minzesheimer,  Oscar  B«  Marienthal  and  Adolphe  C»   Norden.     On  con- 

stitution and  hy-laws.Art&nir  Levi  sohn.  Miss  Helen  Solomon  and  Jacob  Levin* 
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The   Reforn  :;dvocate,   v;k.   of  V.ov.   28,    1891  • 

During  the  past  \;eel:  and  ending  today,  llv.   Jolin  !•   Stoddard  has  been  deliver- 
ing* his  interesting  lecture  on  ''Jerusalei;!  v'lmd  the  Moly  Land"  at  the  Central 

Music  Hall* 

I'r.  Stoddard  rruikes  ein  eloquent  plea  for  justice  tov/ards  tlie  Jews  and  gives 
a  conprehensive  sunrnar:'  of   striking  instances  of  teir  fidelitj^  and  ability • 

J 
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II  B  1  e  The  ̂ .eforn  Advocate ^  v/k.   of  I.'ov.    21,   1891. III  B  2 

Tlie  K.   A.  LI.   **Knov;led,^:e  S  ekers"  net   last  Tuesday  evenin{^  and  ad:..itted  a  num- 
ber of  nev;  nenbers.     The  plan   of  v:ork  adopted  is  as  follov/s:      The  Gociety  v;ill 

be  divided  into  sections  of  10  or  more  inorabers,  each  section  electing  its  o'.m 
chairrian  and  choosing   its   o-.m  cubiect.      One   of  the  nenbers  prepares   a  paper  for 
discussion     by  the  section.     Iill  the  sections  meet  together  once  a  raonth  v/hen 
various  pripers  are  read  and  discussed.     Three  sections  are  nov;  cr£;anized  and 

the   subjects   selected  are  "Je^v^n.sh  Eistcry  and  Literature'-,   "General  Literature", 
and  "Phi lose ph^r.^^ 

tj 
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I  E  The  Reforr.  Advocate,   \Az.   of  October  17,   1891, 

/GAIL  TO  OTL^JJIzd/ 

Invitations  have  been  issued  b^^'  Dr.   ''0203   '.o  rienbers  of  his  congregation  to 
meet  on  Siinday  afternoon,   at  Kehila"h  icishe  I.Ia'arab  tonple,   for  the  purpose 
of  organizinc  a  society  for  the  stuJy  of  Je;;ish  History?'  and  literature,   as 
v/ell  as  for  the  cultivalion  of  such  .general  loic^vledge  as  v;ill   tend  to^Tard  the 
mental  and  i:ioral   improvement  of  the  neiabers. 
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The  Refona  Advocate,  October  3,  1891. 

/"RUSSIAN  EXILES^/' 

Ur.  F.  Wrl^t  Newman,  manager  of  the  Star  Lecture  Cotirse,  has  retTxmed 
from  Europe.  He  annormees  tvo  lectures  by  the  great  Russian  traveler, 
Mr.  George  Eennan. 

Mr.  Kennaa  will  give  an  entirely  new  lecture  on  Russian  exiles,  making 
the  Jewish  exile  question  one  of  the  features. 
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II  D  4        The  Reform  Advocate,  wk.  of  May  22,  1891,  p. 233 

JEWISH 

jTheception  for  doctor  wolfensteinJ" 

'v7 

Dr.  S.  Wolfenstein,  Superintendent  of  the  Cleveland  Orphan  Asylum,  passed 

through  the  city  early  this  week,  on  his  way  home  from  the  I.O.B.B.  con- 
vention held  in  St.  Louis.  On  Tuesday  evening,  Mr.  A.  Hart,  President  of      ̂  

the  Asylum, tendered  the  Doctor  a  reception  at  the  Standard  Clut.  Mr.  Hart 

was  assisted  hy  Directors,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Charles  Kozminski  and  Weinschenk, 

and  hy  Dr.  Hirsch, Julius  Rosenthal,  and  Rahhi  Calisch,  of  Peoria, 

All  the  former  inmates  of  the  Asyltim  who  now  live  here,  were  invited  to 

meet  their  old  friend,  and  atout  seventy-five  were  present  to  renew  their 

friendship  and  to  extend  their  greetings.  Among  them  were  a  numT)er  of 

mothers,  with  hahes  in  their  arms,  and  some  who  had  not  seen  the  Doctor  for 

ten  years  or  more.  The  evening  was  plesantly  spent  and  a  delight  to  all 
present. 
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jTpATRIOTS  AT  SLECTIONSj" 

Dr.  Hlrsch  spoke  last  week  at  theAda  Street  Methodist  Church,  on 

••Patriotism"  .  The  building  was  packed  to  the  utmost  capacity  with 
the  regular  members  of  the  church  and  visitors,  from  other  congregations. 

Rev.  Dr.  Brushingham,  Pastor  of  the  church,  introduced  the  speaker,  and 

Dr.  Hirsch  was  greeted  with  applause  when  he  took  the  stand.  In  his 

address  he  said:  ••April  is  a  fitting  month  for  me  to  address  you  on  the 
subject  of  patriotism,  as  that  month  recalls  many  heroic  deeds.  Thomas 
Jefferson  was  horn  in  that  month.  It  was  in  that  month  the  first  battle 

for  liberty  was  fought  by  the  American  people,  and  the  month  has  been 

marked  by  victory  in  the  history  of  our  country^?. 
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"There  are  different  kinds  of  patribtism;  one  is  the  kind  which  shows 
itself  in  making  a  loud  noise,  shouting  and  firing  a  cannon.  But  a  true 

patriot  must  do  more  than  march  in  torch-light  processions  and  march  to 

music.  Patriotism  is  often  silent  "but  steadily  at  work.  The  true  pa- 
triot does  his  duty  without  calling  attention  to  it.  Then  there  is  the 

patriot  for  revenue  and  office.  He  has  a  disreputable  character  and  it  is 
too  often  observed.  A  nation  is  fortunate  which  has  honest  people  for 
office  seekers.  One  great  reason  given  for  refusal  hy  business  men  to  go 
into  politics  is  that  it  hurts  their  business.  Then  some  go  into  politics 
as  a  business.  The  only  way  to  have  an  honest  government  is  to  have  the 

offices  so  organized  that  the  professional  office-seekers  will  not  want  them 
because  there  will  be  no  money  for  them.  We  axe   to  blame  for  the  state  of 
politics.  We  do  not  attend  the  primaries  and  help  nominate  the  men  who 
would  make  good  officers,  but  after  this  is  done  we  generally  hurry  around 
and  try  to  defeat  somebody  who  should  never  have  been  given  the  chance  to  run 
for  the  position.  The  only  way  is  to  educate  the  foreigners  and  teach  them 
the  meaning  of  politics.  Try  to  make  them  good  earnest,  understanding  citi- 
zen8« 
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I  F  4  The  Reform  Advocate,  April  24,  1891. 

y The re  are  professional  foreigners  who  trade  on  their  nationality  for  votes.. 

You  can  set  me  down  as  saying  that  no  Jew  will  ever  vote  for  another  Jew  who 

runs  for  office  by  parading  his  race  as  the  reason  for  trying  to  get  it."       5 
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The  Pool dent ^   April  16,   18Q6.  ^ 

ZION  CONOREOATION  IN  THE  VAN  OP  PROGRESS 

RESOLDTIOH  TOR  SUNDAY  SERVICES  ADOPTED      ^ 

A  JUDICIOUS  FOLLOWING  OP  THE  SINAI  CONGREGATION'S  PRECEDENT. 
.      ■■•.-  ,      .-!■?;  ■■■■     CV"*-    ' 

The  firm  resolution  to  hold  lectures  Sunday  morning  was  enthusiastically 
oarried  by  the  Zion  congregation  at  their  general  meeting  la«t  Sunday^ 
In  August  1884t  when  Zion  congregation  first  recognized  the  necessity  of  this 
important  measurCf  the  Occident  urged  the  matter  in  its  editorial  columns* 
The  first  year  leotures  were  delivered  alternate  Sunday  onlyt  and  in  September 
ld85t  when  the  new  Temple  was  completed,  some  of  the  members  thought  lectures 
on  Friday  night  would  be  a  good  thingt  and  in  order  to  be  able  to  Judge  fairly 
which  would  be  the  most  practicable  Friday  night  or  Sunday  morning  serviceSt 
leotures  were  delirered  alternately  on  those  days  by  Dr*  B«  Felsenthal  and 
Rev*  Max  Heller  for  six  months*  ^ 
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The  Occident,  April  16,  1886, 
^ 

39 
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Experience  has  teugbt  that  Sunday  is  the  right  and  proper  time  to  hold  set^ 

vice,  for  on  Friday  night  most  people  are  tired  from  a  week's  labor,  but  Sy 
on  Sunday  morning  everybody  is  rested  end  in  the  right  spirit  to  listen 

^vxv^V  attentively  to  a  discourse. ^  'J  -•  •■'r'e 
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Sinai  Congregation,  Executive  Board,  Minutes,  Uardh  1,  1SS1»  \,'. 

On  motion  it  was  resolved  that  in  the  opinion  of  the  Executive  Board  it  ̂ ' 
would  he  advisahle,  that  hereafter  the  Sunday  lectures  he  held  in  English 
exclusively. 
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The  Jewish  Advance,  Aug.  IG,    187S. 
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"The  Wenderinc  Jev;**  has  become  a  favorite  subject,  net  only  with  poets,  novel' 
ists,  and  painters,  but  also  with  Jewish  ministers •  For  the  latter  it  is, 

indeed,  a  very  grateful  subject* 

To  cur  loicwledge,  tliree  Jevrish  lectures  on  "The  V/cjidering  Jev/*  have  been  pub- 
lished by  our  ministers;  one  by  Rev.  Dr.  Felsenthal  in  1872;  another  one  by 

Rev.  Dr*  Vase  in  1877;  a  third  one  recently  by  Dr*    Kohler. 

On  comparing  these  productions  on  one  and  the  ssme  theme,  Vv'e  find  that  they 
are  one  and  the  same  in  noane  only.  The  modes  of  treatment  are  entirely  un- 

like each  other • 



II  •   CONTRIBOnONS 
AND  ACTIVITIES 
B*  Avocational  and  Intellectual 

3*  Athletics  and  Sports 
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Denpsey^s  v;ei,:;ht  vms  19")  lbs.     T^us   is   2\-  lbs,    loss  than  vrhen  the 
forjier  chaMoion  vrei^hed  four  :.nd   one  half  years   a:;:o   in  his  char.ipion- 
ship  fijht  vath  Gene  Tunr.ey  of  Sept,    :32,    1927. 
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The  Chicago  Jewish  Chronicle >  Volume  13 .  "'k.   of  July  20,   1928,   ?•  3«  ^^ 

Richard  J.  Greenberg  of  Chicago   sailed   on  July  11,    on  the  President  Roose- 

velt to  represent  the  United   States  at  the  Olympic   games,  which  are   to 
be  held  in  Amsterdam  this  month. 

Mr,.  Greenberg  was  a  member   of  the  C.   A.  A.    relay  team  that  broke   the  world's 
record  last  year  on  the  Coast.     He  was  also  a  member  of  the  C.   A.  A.  water 

polo  team  that  won  the  National  -Vater  Polo  Championship  this  year.     Mr, 

Greenberg  is  considered  the   best  water  polo  guard  in  America  and  one   of 
the  best  50  yard  men  in  the   country. 
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The  Reform  Advocate.  Vol.75,  Wk.of  Mar.lO,192S,  P.I39. 

JBTISH  _ 

V 

Mr,  Berkman  is  the  jud^e  for  the  nineteenth  consecutive  year  for  the 
Mid- West  Conference  Gymnastic  Meet  to  he  held  on  March  10,  at  Bartlett  GymnasiTim. 

Mr*  Berkman  is  the  originator  of  the  Girls'  Olympic  Games  which  are 
conducted  by  the  Daily  News  in  Chicago,  each  year.   He  was  the  sponsor  for  the 

Post-Off ice  Meet  which  was  held  at  the  Dexter  Park  Pavillion  in  1907, 

\ 

.\ 

;  1 
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The  Chicago  Chronicle^  Wk»  of  March  2,  1928.  Vol*  XII,  p. 2.         % 

At  a  meeting  held  last  Tuesfiay  evening  at  the  Jewish  People's  Institute,  the  ̂  
Jewish  Big  Brothers  Association  was  organized.  The  purposes  of  the  organiza-'^i 
tion  are: 

1#   To  provide  free  gymnasium  scholarships  to  deserving  hoys  under  the  ase 
of  16. 

2.  To  foster  the  proper  type  of  social  intercourse  among  its  members  by  means 
of  entertainments,  dances,  smokers. 

3.  To  promote  as  far  as  possible  the  welfare  of  the  Jewish  community  and 
interests  of  the  Jewish  youth. 

The  officers  elected  at  the  meeting  were  Abraham  L.  Marovitz,  president;  D. 

Nathan,  first  vice-president;  A.  S.  Frankenstein,  secretary;  H.  E.  Hirsch, 
treasurer.   The  executive  committee:  P.  S.  Seman,  B.  S.  Gollubier,  G.  Piser, 

S.  Aaron,  E.  Apple,  I.  Pishloe,  M.  Stern,  H.  Robinson,  0.  Sorlin,  and  C.  Gross- 
man. 
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Cainp  Chi« 

Returning  to  Ca^  Chi,  we  note  that  of  the  55^  ̂ ^1  cajtipers,  3^^  were 

iinder  the  age  of  sixteen,  seventy-nine  "between  sixteen  and  eighteen,  and 
lOU  over  eighteen  years  of  age.   Of  this  numher  IU7  represented  full  or 
partial  scholarships.  The  agencies  with  whom  we  cooperated  in  this  regard 
were  the  Jewish  Home  Finding  Society,  the  Jewish  Social  Service  Bureau, 
the  Jewish  Tuberculosis  Society,  the  Michael  Reese  Dispensary,  the  Marks 
Nathan  Orphans  Home,  and  others  who  came  to  the  desk,  and  applied  for 
scholarships.   In  other  words  ahout  one-third  of  the  camp  represented  the 
group  that  either  paid  only  a  small  portion  of  the  actual  cost  or  were 

offered  camping  privileges  entirely  without  cost.  In  spite  of  this  situ- 
ation the  camp  was  practically  self  supporting;  that  is  due  to  the  contri- 

"butions  toward  this  Scholarship  Fund  made  hy  the  Institute  Women's  Cluh. 
We  should  have  a  larger  scholarship,  fund  to  draw  from  in  order  that  we 
may  he  able  to  serve  a  still  larger  numher  of  applicants  for  scholarship. 

Chicago  Hebrew  Institute  Observer,  1928.  .^ 

^   ■%!  -.rf!*"".  >..  l'   At, 
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Chicego  Hebrew  Institute  Observer,  1928*. 

With  the  exceptions  of  minor  additions  to  camp  facilities  there  have 
been  no  changes  made  during  the  past  year.  We  are,  however,  hoping  that 
through  some  means  or  another  we  shp.ll  be  fortunate  enough  to  secure  a 
Kature  Study  Ifuseum  and  Workshop  Cabin,   We  have  felt  the  lack  of  this 
equipment  considerably.   It  should  take  not  over  $1,500  to  build  such  a 
shack.   So  far,  everything  that  we  have  immediately  hoped  for,  and  that 
was  a  distince  necessity,  came  forward.   Let  us  hope,  in  this  instance, 
that  our  wish  may  come  true  the  fpllowing  season. 

^*   j^a^ 
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The  Sunday  Jewish  Gourier«  September  25»  1927» 

JEWISH 

« 

THE  FIRST  ANNUAL  REPORT  0?  THE  JEWISH  JUNIOR  SOCCER  LEAGUE  OF  CHICAGO. 

The  first  visit  of  the  Hakoah  Soccer  Team  of  Vienna  resulted  in  the  adoption 
of  the  game  of  soccer  football  as  the  Jewish  national  outdoor  game,  and  in 
furtherance  of  the  interest  in  the  game,  a  meeting  was  arranged  on  June  26, 
1926,  at  which  the  Jewish  Junior  Soccer  League  was  formed. 

Fourteen  teams  were  entered,  as  follows s-  Maccabees,  Roosevelt  2nd,  N«  V/# 
Syrkin,  Red  Star,  Trumpeldor,  (two  teams),  Brenners,  Judaea  Juniors, 

Humboldt,  Boys*  Brotherhood  Republic,  Young  Poale  Zion,  White^Star,  Gordonia, 
smd  Crystal  Sport smen» 



^,-
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The   Sunday  Jevdsh  Courier,   September  25 ♦    1927» 

» 
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::3 

J«  Herman  was  elected  president  and  A.  'Villiam,  vice  president;  J.  Rose         ̂  
was     elected  secretary-treasurer;   A»  Rose  delegate   to  the   Illinois 

State   i'ootball  Association,   and  M.  Levin,   alternate  delegate • 

Through  the   instrumentality  of  Mr«  Berman,    president  of  the  Jev/ish 
Junior  Soccer  League,    the   Superior  State  Bank  of  Chicago  presented  a  beauti- 

ful   silver  loving  cup  to  be   played   for  by  the  League   teams* 

The  United  States  Football  Association  also  presented  a   cup,   to  be  presented 
to  the  winners  of  the   other  division* 

Harry  E.  Kores,  one  of  the  pioneers  of  the  original  Jev/ish  Soccer  Team 
in  the  United  States,  donated  a  trophy  to  be  played  for  under  the  Peel 

Cup  rules  as  an  elimination  contest  among  the  Lea2;ue   teams* 
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The  Sunday  Jev/ish  Courier «   September  25f   1927* 

Two   sets   of  medals  were   donated,    one   by  Mr»  Vanson,    president  of  the 

Roosevelt  A.   C,   and  one  by  A*  Millman,   vice   president  of  the. League. 

A    set  of   silver  medals  was  presented  by  the   Illinois  State  Football  As- 
sociation,   for  the  winners   of   the   first  division. 

7rith  the   opening  of  the    schedule,   it  was  at  once  evident  that  the  two  greatest 

obstucles  to  the   playing  of  the   schedule  v/ere   the   lack  of   ,:>laying  fields, 

and  the   need  for   referees*     "^he   former  obstacle  was   partly  overcome  by  play- 

ing two  and   sometimes  three  games  at  one   field.     Several   teams  found  it 

impossible   to  play  early  in  the  afternoon,    otherwise   thi '    draw-back  v/ould 

have  been  completely  eliminated.     A.  Rose  and  A.  Millman  offered  
their   ser- 

vices as  Junior  Referees,   and  were  used  throughout  the    season  in  that  capa- 

city,   to  the  , satisfaction  of  all   teams. 

By  special   arrangement  with   the   Illinois  State  Junior  Football 
 Association, 

which  was  formed  after  the   formation  of  our  League,  we  were   allowed  to  u
se 

players  over  the  age   of  twenty-one,   although  it  was  expected  that  the 

_    _\ 
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The  Sunday  Jewish  Courier,  September  25f  1927 •  *^ 

arrangement  would  not  be  continued  after  the  first  season^ 

During  the  past  season*  the  League  has  been  very  lenient  with  teams  which 
have  failed  to  appear  for  scheduled  games.  During  the  coming  season  the 
rules  must  be  rigidly  enforced • 

The  season  ends  with  the  Chicago  Maccabees  Team  in  first  place  in  the  first 

division,  while  in  the  second  division,  Boys*  Brotherhood  Republic  and  Hum- 
boldt were  tied  for  the  chamoionship  at  the  end  of  the  regular  schedule  of 

games  • 

In  a  special  game  for  the  championship  of  the  second  division,  the  Boys* 
Brotherhood  Republic  won  the  title  by  one  goal» 

Humboldt  beat  Red  Star  in  the  final  for  the  Harry  S.  Kores  Challenge  Cup, 

the  only  goal  of  a  well-played  gajne  coming  in  the  last  minute. 

% 
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The   Sunday  Jewish  Courier,    September   2S%    1927»  "^ 

Games   conducted  by  the  League   to  secure   revenue  have  not  been  well  attended     h 

by  the   club  members  affiliated  with  the  Jeu'ish  Junior  Soccer  Leai^ue  v:ith  r^ 
the    result  that  all    such  affairs  have  been  virtual   financial    failures.     Tee  ~s 
must  understand   that  these   games  are   the    only  means  of  raising  funds,    since 
the  alfiliation  fees  to  the  League  are   not   sufficient  to  meet  the   obligations 
incurred  during  the   season^ 

The   initiation  fee   last   season  was   only  $2,    in  view  o'''   the   fact  that 
teams  had  just  been  organized  and  had   to  make   large   expenditures  for  unifori^s 
and   so  forth.     For  the    coning  season  1927-1923,   a  nuci   larger  fee  must  be 
charged t   in  order  that  the  League  may  be  made  absolutely   self- sustaining* 
In  its   first   season,    the  Lea^^ue   depended  wholly  upon  donations   for   the 
securing  of  trophies  and   staionery  supplies*     This  condition   of  courset 
cannot  be   indefinitely  maintai.ed  nnd   the  League  must  necessarily  be   placed 
in  a  position  of  financi&.J    independence* 
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The  Sunday  Jewish  Courier,  September  25>  192? ♦ 

Increased  ai*filiation  fees  is  the  immediate  need  and  a  larger  attendance  at 
affairs  conducted  by  the  League  must  be  secured  through  the  cooper'ition  of 
all  team  members • 

I  have  been  tremendously  gratified  at  the  success  achieved  by  the  Jewish 
Junior  Soccer  League,  during  the  first  season,  and  I  have  enjoyed  the  closest 
cooperation  from  all  officers  and  members  of  the  League,  as  well  as  from 
the  older  Leagues,  and  the  officials  of  the  Illinois  State  Football 
Associations,  both  senior  and  junior,  especially  from  Mr#  Hames,  who,  I  am 
pleased  to  report,  has  been  re-elected  secretary-treasurer  of  the  Illinois 
State  Junior  Football  Assoc iation* 

«*  _. 
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The  Sunday  Jewish  Courier,   September  25»      1927« 
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The   coraolaints  made   in    this  report  aro  made   not  vdth  the   object  of     express- 
ing dissatisfaction,   but  are  made   for    he   purpose   of   pointing  out  where 

past  mistakes  might  be   retrieved  and   conditions  improved  during  the   corrdng 

year« 

My  experience  as   secretary- treasurer  has  been  a  most  pleasant  one,   and  any 
effort  I   have  expended  to   further  the   cause   of  the  Jew  in  athletics  I    con- 

sider well   rex«t.id  withthe   achievement  of  the  League's  numerous   successes, 
and  through  the   close   personal   contacts  I  have  made     with  the   teams  mem- 

bers and  the   officials*  > 

The  time   is  not  too  far  distant  when  an  all-star  Jewish   soccer  team  vdll  be 

playing  in  the  Chicago  professional   leagues,   and  it  is  the  avowed  object 
of  the  Jev/ish  Junior  Soccer  League    of  Chics  go,    to   so  promote   the  game  as  to 

insure   during  the   next  fivJ  years,    the   establishment  of  a  Jewish   soccer 
team  as  the   champions  of  the  United  States  of  America. 

Report   submitted  to  the  Jewish  Junior  Soccer  League  at  its  annual  meeting, 

August  4f   1927.     Jack  Rose,   Sec'y-Treas» 
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The  Dally  Jev/lsh  Courier,  August  13,    192?.  g 

MACGABEE  CLUB  ROOMb  OPMED  '^ 

The  Liaccabee  Club  of  Chicago,   located  at  2735  ̂ ^«  Division  Street,   Chicago, 
Illinois,    celebrated  the   opening  of  their  quarters  v/ith  great  enthusiasm 
and  with  the   same   spirit  as   the   other  Zionist  organizations* 

The   secretary-treasurer  of  the  Jev/ish  Junior  Soccer  League,  Mr»  Jack 
Rose,  v/ell-known   in  circles  where   soccer  football   is  mentioned,  v/as  the 
toastmaster  of  the  ovening  and  very  delightfully  expressed  his  opinion 
about  the  newly  formed  association.      The   crov/d,   although  the   place  was 
not  large  enough  to  accomodate  everyone ^  reached  the   century  mark,  both 
male  and  female* 
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The  Daily  Jev/ish  Courier.  August  13,  1927« 

The  activities  of  the  club  v/ere  described  and  as  a  proof  of  their  success 
in  sport  a  beautiful,  gorgeous  cup  offered  by  the  Superior  State  Bank  of 
Chicago  decorated  the  immense  table,  which  was  loaded  v/ith  refreshments 
of  all  kinds* 

In  his  opening  address  Mr»  Jack  Rose  emphasized  the  ideas,  ideals,  and 
program  to  be  followed  by  the  Maccabee  and  still  a  great  deal  yet  is  to 
be  accomplished.  The  seed  has  been  planted,  says  Mr«  I..  Hechtont 
president,  and  the  fruit  is  yet  to  grow.  Over  in  Europe,  we  were  unable 
to  practice  sports,  always  over  the  slddur  and  no  body  development, 
but  today  there  is  no  one  stopping  us*  Play  in  the  open  air,  develop 
your  muscles,  and  obtain  a  sound  body  and  sound  mind*  This  is  the  object 
of  the  Maccabee* 

3 
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The  Daily  Jev/ish  Courier.  August  13 »  1927#  "^J, 

Other  members  and  visitors  v/ere  called  upon  to  address  the  audience  and  t^ 
they  wished  this  nev/  enterprise  lots  of  luck  and  success. 

« 

Mr.  A.  Millmanf  vice  president,  is  responsible  for  the  affair  of  the 

evening  and  organizer  of  the  "Maccabee"  made  it  knovm  that  Chicago  is 
in  need  of  an  exclusive  Jev/ish  organized  club  in  order  to  compete  with 
international  sports  and  the  body  formed  by  the  Maccabee  has  the  talent 
which  needs  development.  The  Jewish  element  in  the  city  v/ill  be  sur- 

prised to  learn  v/ithin  the  next  fev/  years,  how  necessary  it  \7as  to  have 
such  a  group* 

The  Maccabee  has  no  sup:)ort  v;hatsoever  and  needs  it  greatly*   Pennies, 
nickels  and  dimes  had  been  saved  by  members  and  put  together,  arid  that 

is  how  the  Maccabee  started,  but  today  with  the  increase  in  membership, 

the  accomplishment  of  greater  purposes  is  well  under  way. 
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This  v/as   the   gist  of  Mr.  A.  Millman's  address  and  turning  back  to  the 
ladies  he   urged  them  to  become  a   group  of  girl  Maccabees  and  give  us  all  '^' 
the  encouragement  they  have  which  we  need  greatly* 

The   speeches  were  over  then  and  the  Hatlkvoh  v;as  played* 

Refreshments  were   served  and  after  these  were  all   disposed  of i  the   floors 
were   cleared  and   the   crowd  danced  to  their  hearts   content. 

This  is  the  beginning  of  a  new  era   for   the  Llaccabee   of  Chicago. 
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Courier.   July  21,   1927* 

SOCCER  FOOTBALL. 

JEWISH 

In  a  soccer  football  game  played  last  Sunday  at  the  Cubs  Park  "between  the  Mac-  t-^ 
cabees  Juniors  and  the  Cermak  Flashes,  it  has  "been  demonstrated  that  the  Jewish  ̂  
hoys  are  awakening  to  the  sporting  life.  The  game  was  played  hrilliantly  and   '^ 
"both  teams  composed  of  Jewish  hoys  have  shown  the  advancement  made  within  the very  short  period  of  their  existence. 

The  Maccahees  has  been  limited  to  boys  of  certain  ages  and  therefore  has  been 
handicfiqjped  by  the  withdrawal  from  the  game   of  their  best  men.  The  first  half 
of  the  game  was  an  even  break,  as  for  the  second  half,  the  Maccabees  had  the 
advantage  all  through  the  game.  The  offensive  line  of  the  Maccabees  always 
threatened  the  opposite  goal  and  the  Cermak  boys  kept  their  defense  well  in 
order  up  to  the  end  of  the  game*  The  final  score  terminated  in  favor  of  the 
Cermak  Flashes,  three  goals  to  two  goals  for  the  Maccabees. 
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The  Sunday  Jewish  Courier t   July  10,    1927. 

POALE  ZION  JUNIORS  C^LZBRAT^   TOE  FOURTH  AT  TH-]  Y.P.Z.A-  C-A:.IP. 

by 

ABR'fflAM  S.   TOLC^IIN. 

The  Chicago  Poale  Zion  Juniors  visited  the  camp  of  the  Chicago  Federated 
Poale  Zion  and  the  Jewish  Yorkers  National  'Ulianoe,  Sunday  and  Monday, 
July  3rd,  and  4th •• 

The  visit  was  extended  into  a  regular  enjoyable  picnic  and  outing.   This 
camp  is  located  in  the  otate  of  Michigsin,  at  New  Buffalo,  sixty-nine 
miles  southeast  of  Chicago. 

Arrivin  -  at  their  destination  Sunday,  July  3,  about  12  o'clock,  the 
Y«  ?•  ̂ 'A.  comrades  immediately  began  to  explore  the  camp.   It  is  situated 
by  itself  a  mile  away  from  the  city  of  Nev/  Buffalo.   At  the  present  the 
camp  consists  of  eighty  acres  of  landf  including  an  orchard  and  nine 
acres  of  dense  v/oods.   It  also  has  a  two-story  building  containing 
fifteen  rooms • 
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The  Jewish  Daily  Forward.  May  5.  1926^        ̂   ̂"^  ̂   ̂tU.ou^'5 

HAKQAH  TEAM  RECEIVES  WARM  RECEPTION  AT  ARRIVAL  IN  CHICAGO* 

The  famous  Jewish  Soccer  football  team»  Rakoahf  which  will  play  against 
the  looal  Sparta  team  Sundayt  May  9t  in  Comiskey  Park,  arrived,  yesterday 
in  Chicago* 

They  were  greeted  at  the  La  Salle  Station  by  a  group  of  sport  fans,  and 
prominent  social  leaders*  The  delegation  that  received  them  consisted  of 
the  kludge  Friend,  Judge  Barelli,  and  Fred  Bunstein,  ex- president  of  the 
Covenant  Club* 

The  noted  Jewish  athletes  were  directed  to  the  City  Hall  where  they  were 
officially  greeted  in  the  name  of  the  city  by  Mayor  Dever* 
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The  Jewish  Daily  Forwards  May  5f  1926 • 

The  renouned  Austrian  lawyert  Dr#  ?/•  Rosenfleld,   Is  the  trainer  and  manager 
of  Ilakoah*     Dr«  Rosenfleld  stated  that  Hakoah   «  which  consists  of  a  group 
of  Jewish  athletes  plays  the   soccer  game  without  liking  It*     Uany  members 
of  Hakoah  are  professional  people*     Some  are  lawyers*   doctors,   engineers* 

In  Austria  they  play  Important  roles  In  social  life*     They  have  devoted 
themselves  to  this  gp.me  because  they  want  to  demonstrate  to  the  world 
that  Jews  possess  In  addition  to  spiritual  power*  alsb  physical*  and  that 
they  do  not  take  a  back  seat  In  the  sport  world* 
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Harry  Berkmah  has  again  "been  selected  to  set  as  judge  for  the  an-  :?:? 
nual  midwest  intercollegiate  gymnastic  conference  to  be  held  at  Purdue 
University  March  19  and  20«   Berkman  has  been  acting  in  this  capacity 
for  eighteen  years.   He  has  had  a  remarkable  career,  having  led  a  team  ^ 
through  Europe  in  1908*  They  visited  the  Olympic  games  and  participated 
in  the  international  conference  held  in  Germany^ 

Berkman  inaugurated  the  Women's  Olympic  Track  Meet  held  annually 
by  the  Daily  New3»  He  was  the  originator  of  athletics  at  the  J.  P.  I«, 
where  he  held  the  position  of  director  for  fifteen  years. 
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AHTI-S3I/JTISM  IN  THE  vroiEIT'S  VESTSRN  GOIF  ASSOCL^TION  F^ 

It  is  well  knovm  that  the  anti-Senitic  serpent  has  injected  its  poisonous  fangs      ̂  
into  those  American  colleses  and  universities  where  Jewish  students  have  been  2 

excluded.     That  this  anti-Semitic  virus  has  also  infected  the  sports  v/orld— -  g 
that  phase  of  American  life  wherein  .tiiiiericans  have  always  maintained  racial  ^ 
intolerance  is  not  to  be  found — has  just  become  known  as  a  result  of  a  golf 
contest  which  is  to   take  place  in  Chicaco  today  amonc  women  golf  players  for 
the  championship  of  the  V/est«     Not  one  Jewish  name  is  to  be  found  among  the 
ninety-one  women  who  will  play,  despite  the  fact  that  many  Jev/ish  golf  clubs 
exist  in  Chica^,   the  members  of  which  vjould  have  participated  had  they  been 
invited*     The  reason  for  this  situation  is,  of  course,   that  the  officials 
and  members  of  the  Vfomen's  V/estern  Golf  Association  (which  arranged  the  con- 

test)  are  so  anti-Semitic  that  it  was  impossible  for  a  Jewish  girl  to  obtain 
permission  to  compete  in  the  contests 

The  Jewish  golf  clubs  felt  this  spirit  of  anti-Semitism  tv;o  years  ago  when 
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the  Women's  Western  Golf  Association  voted  to  select  certain  clubs,  v;hich  be- 
longed to  the  Association,  to  be  members,  and  voted  to  give  the  others  only 

limited  privileges.  Mter  this  election  all  the  Jewish  golf  clubs,  one  after 
another,  submitted  their  resignations  because  the  Jewish  clubs  were  excluded     g 
from  active  membership.  Not  one  Jewish  golf  club  is  now  a  member  of  this 

Association.  The  officials  and  the  members  of  the  Women's  Western  Golf  Asso- 
ciation are  not  ashamed  of  their  anti-Semitism  and  have  declared  themselves      cJI 

against  adiaitting  Jewish  clubs.  Mr.  Farlin  B.  Hall,  president  of  the  Associ- 
ation stated  that  a  club  wishing  to  join  the  Association  "must  have  a  member- 

ship that  v/ill  please  the  executive  committee*'.  Jewish  golf  players  did  not 
"please"  them.  Therefore,  the  Jewish  golf  clubs  cannot  become  members  of  the 
Association  and  their  members  cannot  participate  in  the  various  golf  contests. 

The  Chicago  Trib-gtie  has  made  an  accurate  investigation  of  the  entire  matter 
and  came  to  the  conclusion  that  anti-Semitism  plays  a  large  part  in  preventing 
Jewish  golf  clubs  from  joining  the  Association  and  Jewish  players  from  partici- 

pating in  golf  contests. 
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HBGISTER  YOUR  CHILDKEII  FOR  THE  CHILDREN'S  COLONY  OP  THE  WORKMEN'S  CIRCLE 
SCHOOLS. 

If  you  have  soay  children  in  the  Worknen's  Circle  schools  and  you  are  inter- 
ested in  sending  them  to  the  children' s  colony  (Yehupetz) ,  which  was  opened 

tqr  the  Circle,  in  Tri-Birer,  Uichigan,  you  nnist  register  them  not  later  than 
June  23 • 

The  children  in  Yehupets  will  be  supplied  with  strictly  fresh  food,  will  be 
out  in  the  fresh  country  alr^  will  be  under  the  constant  supervision  of  jbhe 
teachers  and  will  be  away  from  city  noise  and  filth.  The  colony  is  near 

Cooper's  well  known  Summer  resort*  and  also  near  a  small  lake,  with  fields 
forests  and  gardens  all  around  it* 

The  first  group  of  children  will  leave  July  1,  and  it  takes  a  few  days  to 
make  preparations.  All  necessary  information  can  be  obtained  at  the  schools, 
any  day» 

^. 
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DO  JE/JS  VALUE  PHTSICAL  CULTDRE 

(Editorial  in  English) 

**A  healthy  body  makes  for  a  healthy  mind'*,  is  an  adage  of  ancient  lineage. 
It  is  in  fact  presumed  to  be  the  maxim  of  the  Greeks  or  the  Latins  in  their 
heyday  of  philosophic  thought.  It  is,  nevertheless,  true  that  the  principle 

was  a  well-established  doctrine  already  in  early  Judean  history  and  the 
Talmud  specifically  employs  this  sort  of  phrase  so  as  to  leave  it  to  be  under- 

stood that  in  view  of  the  Talmudic  rabbis,  it  was  a  matter  of  fact  thought.        g 
The   distinction  between  the  attitude  of  the  Greek  mind  and  the  Jewish  in        >- 
reference  to  the  subject  of  this  kind  is  well  known.  Y/hereas  the  Jew  has        cS 
virtually  lived  for  the  benefit  of  the  mind  and  has  regarded  all  things  as 
ends  to  a  spiritual  life,  the  Greek  has  regarded  not  only  the  mind  but  the 
body  as  well  as  an  end  of  life.  The  consequence  of  the  Hellenic  attitude  has 
been  that  the  body  has  been  exhibited  in  various  ways  and  on  various  occasions 
as  an  end  in  itself.  This  the  Jews  have  never  done,  but  it  is  a  fallacious 

TU 
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doctrine  to  Infer  that  the  Je^vs  have  for  that  reason  neglected  the  human 
body  and  have  failed  to  realize  its  relationship  to  the  general  mental  and 
spiritual  well-being  of  an  Individual. 

« 

In  medieval  times  the  body  was  almost  as  badly  understood  as  the  mind.  The 

dark  ages,  so-called,  were  a  period  of  human  history  when  Western  civiliza- 
tion y^s   either  in  chaos  or  in  a  tArlllght  stage;  Illiteracy  was  universal 

rather  than  general  and  so  little  was  known  of  the  bodily  need  that  it  was 
considered  a  mark  of  chastity  to  use  no  soaps  or  oils  but  to  be  for  all  in- 

tents and  purposes  physically  unclean.  In  common  with  our  European  brethren, 

the  Jews  of  this  time  showed  but  little  concern  for  the  body's  well-being, 
yet  they  always  kept  themselves  clean.  The  Jews  believed  in  the  ablution 
of  the  body  at  regular  Intervals  and  thus  never  share  the  Christian  notions 
of  false  chastity.  In  ancient  times  the  Jews  were  far  from  being  a  people 
of  denial.  They  cultivated  their  vineyards  and  their  fields  and  shared  the 
plenty  that  was  their  lot.  They  had  in  all  probability  more  feast  days 
than  fast  days  and  their  religion  was  by  no  means  a  religion  of  denial,  though 
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it  surely  was  one  of  restraint.  A  religion  of  restraint  is,  however,  a 
most  desirable  religion  in  that  it  makes  for  physical  hardihood  and 
furthers  the  physical  no  less  than  the  spiritual  stamina  of  the  race.  If 
the  Jews  did  not  magnify  the  body  as  did  the  Greeks,  it  was  due  to  the 
restraint  practiced  by  the  Jews  in  all  matters  of  life.  The   Jews  did  not 
possess  the  Olympian  crew  of  deities  who  in  their  physique  and  mental  -^ 

traits  and  passions  were  so  comparable  to  man  himself.  The  Jews  never  com-     /* 
pared  man  to  deity,  always  having  a  decent  respect  for  deity,  as  the  Greeks     ^ 
very  often  did  not  have  and  could  not  have  had  in  truth.  But  we  have  little 
reason  to  doubt  that  the  ancient  Jews  took  care  of  their  bodies,  for  the       >^ 
feats  of  strength  and  prowess  recorded  of  the  Jews  in  the  Bible  in  every 

respect  equals  those  of  the  Greeks.  Samson  ^^as  in  fact  a  greater  hero  of       :/ 
strength  and  certainly  a  greater  spiritual  symbol  than  Hercules. 

After  the  medieval  period  of  history,  when  a  return  to  the  lore  of  ancient 
Rome  and  Greece  brought  about  the  regeneration  of  civilization  in  JjJurope,  it 
cannot  be  denied  that  the  Greek  examples  of  physical  development  had  a 
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paramount  and  salutary  influence  upon  Western  civilization.  Naturally  the 
credit  has  been  given  to  Greece  and  ivhile  we  do  not  hesitate  in  saying  that 
it  was  rightfully  so  given,  we  wish  to  defend  the  Jewish  people  against  the 
malevolent  insinuation  that  it  has  been  an  advocate  of  physical  neglect  of 
its  resources  in  its  human  element.   That  is  a  falsehood  which  has  even  been 
accepted  in  some  quarters  among  our  own  people.  7/hile  it  is  true  that  ^ 
Ghetto  life  has  produced  anomalous  situations  of  this  sort  oii  various  occa- 
Bions  in  various  localities,  it  is  not  true  that  the  Jewish  people  have 
supported  any  notion  of  that  sort  as  a  general  principle.   The  Jews  have 
for  so  many  centuries  been  excluded  from  the  science  and  opportunity  of         2 
physical  culture  and  training  that  it  is  not  surprising  that  they  have  made      oo 
some  lapses  in  that  regard  at  various  times.  In  medieval  times,  Jews  could      :::J 
not  participate  in  the  tournaments  of  knighthood  or  in  the  sports  of  the 
trade  guilds  or  in  any  other  public  festivals  where  physical  prov/ess  came 
into  play.  Up  to  within  recent  times,  the  Je/rish  youth  of  the  -Vestern  coun- 

tries and  even  in  America  could  not  make  the  various  school  bodies  devoted 
to  sports  at  our  high  schools  and  universities.  These  were  exclusive  and 

CD 
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were  chiefly  amenable  to  aristocratic  influences.  Naturally,  the  Jews  are 
not  the  same  class  as  non-Jews  despite  the  fact,  as  Disraeli  long  ago 
pointed  out,  the  Jev;s  were  already  a  great  race  when  the  Anglo-Saxons,  the 
Teutons,  and  the  Latins  and  Celts  were  full  savages. 

5^ 

Tj 

Today  Jewish  youth  everjmhere,  especially  in  the  v/estern  countries  of  Europe 
and  America  and  in  Palestine,  shows  himself  the  equal  if  not  the  superior 
of  his  non-Jewish  mates  in  the  physical  game.  The  various  Llaccabean  societies 
of  Central  Europe  have  on  different  occasions  triumphed  over  their  neighbors 

and  have  won  the  championship  of  the  continent.  In  Palestine,  the  students      ^ 
of  the  Jaffe  Gymnasium  have  displayed  their  class  against  many  opponents        !^ 
and  besides  have  thoroughly  enjoyed  their  play.   The  Hebrew  language  has  be-     ^ 
come  enriched  by  a  number  of  terms  applicable  to  sports  and  athletics  gen- 

erally. But  what  is  even  more  interesting  is  the  spirit  in  which  it  is 
all  taken.  The   Jewish  youth  of  all  those  countries  is  taking  the  attitude 
that  a  healthy  body  is  desirable.  Unlike  many  students  among  other  peoples 
they  are  making  no  special  issue  of  it  and  very  readily  subordinate  it  to 
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considerations  of  a  higher  nature,  but  we  venture  to  say  that  their  attitude 
is  one  of  encouragements  Jewish  youth  must  take  an  aggressive  attitude  to 
life,  and  physical  exercise  is  an  aid  to  freedom  in  the  spiritual  attitude 
taken.  V/e  have  been  branded  as  weak  and  physical  cowards.  That  is  a  dangerous 
point  of  view  for  people  to  hold  of  us,  and  while  we  do  not  need  to  resent 
this  attitude  by  a  spirit  of  pugnaciousness,  we  can  clarify  the  atmosphere 
and  assure  our  safety  better  by  making  it  unmistakably  clear  that  we  are  a 
people  that  are  decadent  in  no  sense,  but  in  every  way  active.  Vfliile  we  are 
proud  to  emphasize  our  interest  in  matters  intellectual,  we  must  not  brand 
ourselves  as  physical  weaklings,  but  by  displaying  an  all-round  development 
we  will  best  gain  the  respect  of  the  world. 

r  -" 
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1IEDITA.TI0N  OF  THE  DAY 

(In  Snelish) 

A  Gentile  nev/spapennan,  the  sporting  editor  of  a  local  daily,  informs  the  ^ 
writer  that  the  old  theory  that  Jev/s  are  physical  cov;ards  is  disproved  by  ^ 
statistics  in  the  field  of  athletics,  where  the  number  of  Jev/ish  participants  .^ 

is  a  good  deal  out  /ofT"  proportion  to  their  population.  He  further  points  p 
out  that  the  number  of  Jewish  pugilists  in  the  front  ranks  of  this  country*  s  "I^ 
fighting  fraternity  is  /so/  s\iff icient  that  the  Jews  are  not  outclassed  in  ^^ 
physical  courage  by  any  racial  c^o^P  iii  this  country.  17e  thinlc  both  the 
thesis  and  the  proof  inconseciuential.  V/hile  it  is  undoubtedly  desirable 
that  our  young  men  and  v/omen  in  this  country  and  elsewhere  develop  their 
bodies  no  less  than  their  minds,  and  rauch  more  so  than  was  the  custom  among 
us  formerly,  we  think  that  participation  in  athletics,  which  from  every  point 
of  view  we  hold  desirable,  is  yet  no  proof  of  the  physical  courage  of  a  people, 
let  alone  the  spiritual  courage  of  that  people.  The  Jews  have  never  been 

%   
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lacking  in  either  we  hold,  and  as  for  our  higlily  honored  members  of  the 
fighting  fraternity,  v;e  may  say  that  if  the  Jewish  people  has  anjrbhing 
to  contribute  to  the  common  civilization  and  ciilture  of  the  race,  such 
contributions  are  rather  to  be  sought  in  the  realm  of  their  intellects 
than  in  that  of  their  fists.  The  Jews  have  shoi'/n  numerous  examples  of 
both  physical  and  spiritual  heroism  in  the  course  of  their  history,  and 
may  expect  no  nev;  renaissance  in  their  national  creativeness  as  a  result 
of  the  activities  of  certain  pugilists  in  their  field.  As  a  matter  of 
fact  none  of  these  pugilists  nay  be  said  to  be  Jews  except  in  the  accident 
of  their  birth.  V/e  should  certainly  encourage  clean  athletics,  but  v/e  need 
not  bother  about  the  pugilists.  Let  them  take  cai^e  of  themselves.  They 
believe  they  can  very  well  do  so. 
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NORTH-VraST  T.   M.   H.   A. 

(Article  in  English) 

The  North-west  Young  Men's  Hebrew  Association's  Athletic  Department  announces  3 
that  they  have  signed  up  fifty  men  to  try  out  for  the  baseball  team,  the  <=^ 
talent  being  so  good  and  so  large  that  it  will  be  a  hard  task  to  choose  the  r; 
regular  men.  A  schedule  has  been  arranged  with  some  of  the  best  teams  out-  -o 
side  of  the  city.  o 

CO 

The  Y.  M.  H.  A.  Social  Department  announces  their  ̂ April  Follies"  Dance  in  S 
conjunction  with  the  Y.  W.  H.  A  to  take  place  at  the  Humboldt  Park  Refectory  ^ 
April  the  8th.  Don't  miss  the  follies. 

\ 
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TEN- YEAR-OLD  JEWISH  BOY  A  NEW  CHESS  GENIUS 

A  ten-year-old  Jewish  boy  of  Chicago  has  become  a  serious  rival  of  little 
Sainny  Rzerzewskl  /Reshevslg7  ̂ ^^  *^®  title  of  child  chess  genius.  The 
little  Chicago  chess  genius  Is  Ralph  Molltnlkoff  of  1902  South  Leavltt 
Street,  who  won  the  Inter-settlement  championship  at  a  match  game  at  Hull 
House.  The  little  boy  w>n  against  thirty  players. 

Mr.  Edward  Lasker,  the  chess  champion  of  Chicago,  was  the  referee.  He 
praised  the  chlld^s  remarkable  playing  very  highly. 
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Hone  can  appreciate  what  it  means  to  the  average  hoy  living  in  a  congested 
neigihhorhood,  under  physical  conditions  and  general  environment,  the  monotony 
of  which  has  a  tendency  to  depress  and  discourage,  very  often  causing  that  blank 
"I  don't  care"  and  "What's  the  difference"  attitude,  unless  they  witnessed  the 
four  different  gro\;gp8  of  forty  boys  each  that  left  for  camp  every  two  weeks 
from  the  doors  of  the  Institute*  The  camp  was  known  as  Camp  Covenant*  An 

arrangement  has  been  gone  into  between  the  B*nai  B'rith,  who  paid  the  expenses 
of  maintaining  the  camp,  including  the  casapt   director,  and  assistants,  the  Insti- 

tute furnishing  the  boys,  collecting  the  fees,  arranging  the  groups,  and  sending 
off  the  parties*  A  charge  of  $3 #50  ̂ as  made  for  boys  of  school  age  from 
twelve  years  old,  up,  and  $7*00  for  two  weeks  for  working  boys*  Needless  to  say 
that  Just  as  soon  as  the  announcement  was  hung  out  to  the  effect  that  boys  can 
go  to  camp,  and  that  those  that  caimot  afford  canip  may  apply  for  scholarship, 
we  had  more  applications  on  file  than  the  camp  was  able  to  accommodate  b^  the 

time  the  first  batch  left  the  city*  ^ 
• , 
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In  other  words,  whexji  the  first  group  returned  from  cainp  there  were  again  as     ^ 
many  eqpplications  on  file  as  the  camp  was  in  a  position  to  accommodate  for  the 

rest  of  the  season,  so  that  we  were  forced  to** shut  down'»on  taking  applications, 
before  the  camp  season  was  over,  and  returned  money  to  a  considerable  number 
for  whom  there  was  no  room. 

The  discouraging  feature  of  the  entire  situation  was  the  inftbility  because  of 
the  expense  and  the  physical  facilities  of  the  camp  to  accommodate  300  instead 

.  of  l60  boys.  And  a  further  discouragement  was  the  disappointment  of  the  girls 
>    of  similar  ages  for  whom  there  never  seems  to  be  any  arrangement  made  for  equal 

opportunities  of  a  recreative  character.  To  quote  one  of  the  girls  in  her 

^  characteristic  expression,  •'Oh,  when  will  we  ever  have  a  camp  to  go  to  like  the 
boys  have?  Every  one  likes  the  girls  all  right,  but  they  never  do  anything  for 

them."  Of  which  observation,  I  could  not  help  but  see  the  justice  and  merely 
made  a  tentative  promise  that  if  it  is  at  all  possible,  I  soon  hope  that  the 

'^'   girls  may  also  have  a  cainp  in  which  to  recreate,  to  store  up  in  two  weeks, 
enough  freedom  and  recreation  to  hold  them  for  the  trials  of  the  rest  of  the  year. 

<■   *■''■.■.■.*'•'     ■•'..,'.  ,  I   .   ..  .-  •        .         ..  ,  _ 
■'"   ■    (■  /  .   .»«      .■;■■■■•;■   -     "^  •  ..^'    .  •  *"  '  •..-■, 
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An  Estimate  ard  a  Hope 
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As  the  tide  of  time  rushes  on  and  our  o'wn  daily  pursuits  are  annexed  to  it, 
ire   are  carried  along  by  this  tide,  and  the  yesterday  often  seemingly  be- 

comes a  negligent  quantity  until  some  strong  emotion  moves  us,  and  then  we   ̂  
know  that  the  vision  our  eyes  carried  to  the  mind  have  painted  indastructible 

pictures  and  the  today  is  either  a  richer  or  poorer  link  to  the  collection- 
depending  upon  the  usage  of  the  interval  of  time^ 

And  ray   introspection  today,  inspired  by  the  event  of  the  Tenth  Anniversary 
of  the  Athletic  Department  of  the  Chicago  Hebrew  Institute  is  colored  with 
happiness  for  the  achievement  of  all  concerned  with  its  work  and  study-- for 
the  masters  and  students  alike* 

It  is  easy  to  bring  back  to  the  canvass  the  GymnasiT;im  in  its  original  form, 
A  room  of  good  size,  quite  dingy,  unadorned,  uninviting  and  yet  still  somehow 
alivel  WeXl,  vhat  was  there?  The  enthusiasm,  aspirations  and  futvire  ex- 

pectancy of  the  teacher,  Mr©  Harry  Berkman,  and  his  pupilsi  It  was  this 
spirit,  strong  and  persistent,  that  reached  out  beyond  the  confines  of  these 
four  walls  and  by  virtue  of  its  strength  forced  itself  into  the  hearts  and 
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minds  of  those  at  the  helm  of  the  Institute,  and,  as  a  result,  here  is  our 
Gymnasiiam  of  today*  In  value  of  architecture,  equipment  and  modernity,  it 
is  second  to  none  in  the  country •  A  worthy  monument  and  spokesman  to  the 
generosity  of  the  Jewish  Community  of  Chicagol  ^ut  more  than  that,  the 
record  of  efficiency  and  athletic  possibilitiec  set  by  the  members  of  the 
Gymnasium  refutes  forever  the  charge  of  the  Jewish  physical  disability  and 
lack  of  courage • 

Rather  must  it  be  unanimously  admitted  that  physical  inferiority  in  the  Jew 
is  a  censure  to  the  non- Jewish  world  rather  than  a  reflection  upon  himself, 
for  it  is  due  totally  to  the  reluctance  in  swinging  the  doors  of  opportimity 
open  to  all  alike* 

Now,  with  our  Boys'  record  in  the  world  of  sports  and  on  the  battlefield  of 
democracy,  our  pride  swells  to  the  inclusion  of  all,  and  ̂ od  grant  that  with 
the  dawn  of  the  world,  peace,  the  chance  of  the  Jew  will  also  come* 

Mrs*  Julius  Stone 
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Wrestling. 

?or  son:e  reason  or  other  the  Instit-ite  hr^s  plvrays  had  a  championship 

wrestling  teajn.      Since   13'12»   we   have  ̂ I'^Xi  frotn  two   to  four  tearn  prizes  each 

season,    and  nov;  '-^old  a  totpA  of  eleven  championships  von  in  four  years,    a 
remarkahle   record  for  one   institution  nnd  undouhtedl^^   somethins;  to  "be    " proud  of. 
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The  Reform  Advocate.  Wk.   of  Aug.   15,   igiU.   Vol.   US,  p. 15* 

Oroiind  for  the  new  $125»000  gymnasltun  of  the  Chicago  Hehrew  Institute  was 
broken  Wednesday,  August  12, 

♦•■  •-:- 

iLZ^\  ̂ ±r^'  -..^^    »i^ 
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HUNDRED  THCUSAl®  DOLLARS  FCK  A  l-:Er;;  HSBRST^  IKSTITUTS 

Mr.  Jacob  II.   Loeb,  president  of  the  Chicago  Hebrew  Institute,  in  his  annual 
report  given  at  a  special  meeting,  stated  that  there  are  over  300  new  members 
in  the  institution,  and  he  also  informed  the  audience  of  their  great  success 
in  collecting  the  necessary  funds  of  a  hundred  thousand  dollars  for  the 
building  of  a  new  structure  for  athletics. 

It  has  often  been  discussed  in  the  past,  i.e.,  the  necessity  of  a  building 
for  athletics  to  adjoin  the  Hebrew  Institute,  and  at  last  we  have  succeeded 
in  raising  the  necessary  fund. 

Mr.  Julius  Stone,  the  secretary  of  the  institution,  reported  on  the  financial 
status  of  the  Institute  by  stating  that  during  last  year  the  Institute  re- 

ceived 358  new  members;  with  this  view,  it  looks  very  much  as  thought  the  in- 
come from  the  old  and  new  members  will  prevent  a  deficit  this  year. 
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Mr.  Philip  Simon,  the  superintendent  of  the  Institute,  through  stereoscopic 
pictures  shov/ed  all  the  activities  of  the  institute  with  its  different  de- 

partments. Every  picture  v/as  accepted  by  the  audience  with  great  applause, 
especially  the  pictures  which  showed  the  different  athletic  body  movements 
of  hundreds  of  small  Jewish  children.  These  athletic  exercises  certainly 

help  the  development  of  the  children's  bodies  and  spirit. 

The  immigration  department,  in  its  classes,  evoked  great  enthusiasm  from 
the  audience,  especially  when  it  described  the  arrivals  of  young  Jewish 
girls,  who  wo  Ik  all  day  in  shops  and  factories  and  then  find  the  Hebrew 
Institute  a  great  place  in  which  to  acquaint  themselves  with  the  English 
language  and  American  ways  and  customs. 

Judge  Jullian  Mack  also  delivered  a  rather  lengthy  speech.  He  spoke  on  the 
importance  of  an  institute  of  this  kind,  and  expressed  the  opinion  that  it 
does  not  matter  whether  we  are  Zionistically  inclined  or  anti-Zionistically 
inclined,  one  thing  we  are  sure  of  and  we  must  face:  that  it  will  be  a  long 
time  before  the  masses  of  Jews  who  are  persecuted  in  Russia  and  Ro\imania 
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will  find  a  home  of  tranquillity,  for  Palestine  is  as  yet  too  far  a\7ay 

and  so  far  the  coxintry  is  still  in  a  pioneer  stage.  America  is  the  only 

coiintry,  and  its  Jewish  institutions  are  the  ultimate  solution  for  the 

persecuted  Jews  of  Russia  and  Roumanian  Such  institutions  as  our  Hebrew 

Institute  will  extract  the  poison  from  the  mouths  of  the  anti-Immigrationists 
in  our  country. 
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You  have  heard  from  the  president's  report  the  plan  for  the  new  gymnasixxm  that  p 
is  to  he  huilt  shortly,  on  the  grounds  of  the  Institute*  There  were  9^  hoys   ̂  
and  girls,  men  and  women  who  registered  in  the  department  this  year.  This  does 
not  include  over  200  women,  mentioned  in  the  early  part  of  the  report,  who  are 
members  of  the  Department  of  Xnglish  for  foreigners  and  are  given  instruction 
under  the  auspices  of  the  Gymnasium  I}epartment«  There  was  a  total  aggregate 
attendance  of  17,281  during  the  year, 

for  ages  it  has  been  the  opinion  that  physical  development  of  the  young  is 
highly  essential.  The  Jew  until  lately  has  not  actively  taken  to  the  develop^ 
ment  of  the  body*  The  Institute,  however,  has  made  wonderfal  progress  in  this 
work  and  has  proven  that  when  the  Jewish  boy  is  placed  under  instruction  he  in 
time  surpasses  his  non-»Jewish  opponent.  Our  boys,  in  the  various  tournaments* 
carried  off  the  most  honors*  Daring  the  last  international  gymnastic  union 
wrestling  tournament,  the  boys  carried  off  thirteen  individual  medals  from  a 
total  of  thirty  prizes  with  twelve  different  organizations  competing,  and  won  . 

"•'  •'--■'■  ■■-  -  •   '-'^   ;:  ■'  ■  '   ''-•^:  .-,.    _-ji  Sfe.  '   ..-.   /  jitv: '■.,  'V_.^V:.vif'i 
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twojunior  and  senior  team  shields  for  the  Institute*  At  the  present  time»  we 
hare  633  b^^  ̂ ^^  women*  boys  and  girls  under  physical  instruction.  During  the 
summer,  a  good  part  of  the  gymnasium  work  is  done  outdoors  on  the  grounds. 
The  tennis  courts  are  in  constant  use  from  May  to  October.  The  hand*ball 
courts  are  lilcewise  in  use,  with  yery  little  intermission.  It  is  astonishing 
in  the  report  submitted  by  the  physical  director  of  the  summer  work  on  the 
grounds,  that  the  total  number  of  accidents  reported  was  eighteen;  of  this  num- 

ber none  were  serious. 

The  April  number  of  the  Observer,  which  was  devoted  to  the  Athletic  Department, 
gave  so  complete  a  report  of  the  growth  of  our  work,  in  the  interest  of  the 
physical  up-building,  that  it  would  be  merely  repeating  what  was  so  ably  stated 
by  the  physical  director  and  the  chairman  of  the  Athletic  Department. 

I  therefore  respectively  refer  you  to  that  number  of  the  Observer  for  details. 

■  J^  ;;:;-:-■, 
-.L,^^k^li^kl..ia^^iAfli^ 

:y^M 
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Qymnasitun.  t^ 

Our  gymnasiTim  met  with  great  s-uccese  this  year.  The  registration  was  761  (U78^ 
male  and  283  '©oale,  varying  in  age  from  5  to  27  years)  which  is  the  largest  in 
the  history  of  the  Institute*  The  total  attendance  was  18,91^  -  against  l6,233 
last  year; 

There  is  no  question  in  our  mind,  that  no  matter  from  whatever  point  of  view 
-  considered,  a  well-equipped  gymnasium  is  the  most  necessary  thing  in  a  social  in- 

stitution such  as  ours.   There  is  no  doubt  that  in  our  new  gymnasium  with  such 
excellent  equipment  and  accommodations  as  we  hope  to  have  the  work  in  this  depart- 

ment and  the  good  accomplished  will  be  unexcelled. 

The  fact  that  we  are  to  ha^ve  such  a  splendid  gymnasium  in  the  near  future  is 
proof  that  there  are  at  least  some  Jewish  citizens  in  our  midst  who  are  far  sighted 
enoTigh  and  have  a  sufficient  understanding  of  our  social  problems  and  their  pos- 

sible solntions  to  appreciate  fully  the  great  social  and  educational  value  of 
such  a  department  in  a  social  and  educational  center. 

Our  boys/won  aMy  victories  and  have  made  the  institute  known  far  and  wide. 
Their  conduct,  wherever  they  were,  was  admired  by  all  and  won  many  a  friend  for 
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them  as  well  as  for  the  institute.  The  older  hoys  have  organized  themselves  into  a 
club  whose  purpose  it  is  to  foster  a  spirit  of  good  fellowship  among  the  members  of  a: 
the  gymnasium  as  well  as  to  provide  for  certain  expenditures  not  provided  for  by  C 
the  institute,  such  as  buying ct  siiits  for  the  athletes,  paying  car  fare%  awarding  ^ 
of  prizes,  etc.  Uany  of  the  hoys  have  also  rendered  personed  service  and  assistance:: 
to  the  institute  whenever  called  upon.  ^ 

2 

In  the  course  of  the  year  six  team  prizes  and  sixty-eight  individual  medals  were 
won  by  the  members  of  the  gymnasium*  One  of  our  athletes  represented  the  institute 
in  a  contest  at  New  Orleans,  where  he  won  the  champio  mhip  in  wrestling  in  the 
Southern  States,  and  in  St.Louis,  one  of  our  members  carried  off  a  medal  in  the 
marathon. 

Expense • 
Revenue. 

$  2,757-6U 
1.3^7.05 Expense .  -— 

Revenue .  — — 

iqil  -  iqi2 
.$2, 56)+.  67 -  l,0»t2.5U 

y 

wV't: 

'At.  r*-  .      ■  '.  •■•..  ''.-t.Ar .it •  ..^ 
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Playground  and  Summer  Activities* 

J2WISH 

O 

cT 
Hot  haring  "been  in  charge  of  the  Institute  last  summer,  I  am  not  in  a 
position  to  give  you  at  first  hand  as  complete  a  report  of  the  summer 
activities  on  the  grounds  as  they  deserve.  I  am  obliged  in  this  instance 
to  merely  summarize  from  the  reports  suhmitted  to  the  Board,  by  the  direc- 

tors of  the  summer  activities.  The  playgrounds  were  opened  April  27  >  1913 
A  charge  of  fifteen  cents  for  the  entire  season  was  made  to  all  children 
under  fifteen  years  of  age  and  twenty«five  cents  for  those  over  fifteen 
years  of  age/  !Ehe  total  attendance  on  the  grotmds  last  summer  was  113f5SO« 
Stereoptlcon  lectures  on  hygiene  were  given  to  the  children  in  the  large 
hall,  once  a  week  during  July  and  August.  An  outdoor  Sabbath  School  was 
conducted  with  an  average  attendance  of  110.  Sessions  were  held  Saturday 
afternoons.  Xhe  program  consisted  of  Bible  stories  and  legends.  Kumerous 
outings  and  celebrations  were  condacted.  I  am  very  hopeful  that  I  may  be 
in  a  position  to  give  a  complete  report,  including  recommendations,  next 
year,  after  a  careftil  study  of  the  summer  activities  during  this  coming 
season. 

t. ; 

\  -f. 

•\^r    ■>*>• 

1.,  ̂ ■^.ll'Wi,^ 
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Chicago  Hebrew  Institute  Observer,  Nov*  1912» 

GKOUNDS 

Our  beautiful  and  spacious  grounds,  which  cover  six  acres  of  land,  fitted 
out  with  bpys  and  girls  playf ields,  outdoor  gymnasium,  a  race  track,  tennis 
courts,  baseball  field,  hand  ball  court,  vegetable  garden  for  children, 
kindergarten,  pavilion  for  the  weary,  special  swings  for  babies,  fountains, 
goldfish  pond,  walks,  etc,  enables  us  to  carry  on  our  good  work  during  the 
entire  sxjraraer,  at  a  time  when  similar  institutions,  not  as  fortunately 
situated  as  ours  can  do  little  or  no  work  at  all.  During  the  past  summer 
we  bad  oxir  kindergarten,  sewing  and  raffia  classes,  gymnasium,  horticulture, 
games,  contests  of  various  kinds,  lectures  on  hygiene  and  sanitation,  con- 

certs, meetings,  etc.  all  in  the  open  air  and  under  properly  trained  and 
careful  supervision.  The  records  shew  a  total  attendance  on  our  grounds 
for  the  summer  months,  of  78,365  children,  37,391  girls  and  40,974  boys, 
against  58,269  children,  26,919  girls  and  31,350  boys,  last  year.  The 

adult  attendance  'ivas  5,985  in  the  girls  section  of  the  grounds.  No  ac- 
curate record  was  kept  of  the  adults. 

^^  (ilL)  FROJ.  30^y. 
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1912  »  1915  1911  --  1912 
Expenses   -$561*90      Expenses   — J5465*49 
Revenue     181»95      Revenue — credited  to  gymnasium 

^i?*/:i  Ai:^   -i 
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Daily  Jewish  Courier «  August  28,   1912 • 

The  Chicago  Hebrew  Youth  Play-Ground  Ball  League  has  organized  for  the 
third  season*     They  held  their  first  meeting  last  Wednesday  in  the 
Hebrew  Institute  and  agreed  to  play  ball  with  all  youth  ball  teams • 
The  following  clubs  signed  up  with  the  leaguet 

The  Training  Stars  of  West  Park  No*  2;  Thompson's  Play-Grounds;  Mercury? 
Chicago  Hebrew  Institute*     The  whole  league  consists  of  twelve  clubs* 

%i    _ 
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Daily  Jewish  Courier.  August  23,   1912-  ""  ̂ '^^  PROJ. 30274 

ATHLETIC  PRAGTICES  IN  THE  HEBREW  INSTITUTE. 

The   Chicago  Hebrew  Institute's  gymnaBium  supplies  iriany  Jewish  athletes  in  the 
fullest  sense  of  the  word*     The  teachers  of  the  gym  show  that  they  know 

the  athletic  laws  and  whenever  they  are  challenged^  they  come  out 
victorious. 

The  track  team  of  the  Chicago  Hebrew  Institute  has  had  a  great  victory 

in  the  All  Clubs  meeting,  at  Test  Park,  No.  2»     Seven  clubs  sent  fifty  ath- 
letes to  this  meeting.     The  athletes  of  the  Institute  received  62  l/2 

points;  the  Greek-American  get  42  l/2  points;  the  other  club  received 
very  little. 
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The  most  outstanding  athlete  was  Ben  Roseniweig#     He  was  the  winner  of 
the  100,220^440  jard  dash. 
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The  Reform  Advocate,  Vol.  U?,  Wk*  of  Jan.  I3,  I9I2.  p.Siy. 

Harry  Berkman,  physical  director  of  the  Hehrew  Institute,  has  been 
douhly  honored  this  season.  He  is  chairman  of  the  International  Gym- 

nastic Union,  and  also  of  the  committee  of  the  Amateur  Athletic  Federa- 
tion. 
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WPA  (ILL)  PROJ.  30275 Courier,  May  10,  I9IO. 

c: '   To  Parents.     (Editorial). 

Allow  your  children  to  play  outdoors.   Do  not  deny  your  children  the  pleas- 
ures of  outdoor  sports.  Sports  are  not  a  waste  of  time.  They  are  essen- 
tial to  the  natural  growth  of  children.  A  sound  hody  is  essential  to  a 

sound  mind* 

If  you  have  never  played  ball,  which  you  prohahly  have  not,  the  following 
will  be  of  interest  to  you.  First,  it  teaches  quick  thinking  and  shows  the 
child  that  he  must  do  a  thing  and  get  it  done  fast.  Secondly,  it  teaches 
the  value  of  do-ordination  and  working  with  others.  It  teaches  him  when  it 
is  best  to  act  independently  and  when  working  with  someone  else  brings  bet- 

ter results.  Above  all,  it  brings  a  healthy  color  to  his  cheeks.  Every 
breath  of  fresh  air  he  gets  is  better  than  a  hundred  dollars  in  the  bank, 
and  every  one  knows  health  is  better  than  wealth. 

Do  not  fear  that  some  of  the  boys  are  bad.  Twelve  year  old  model  children 

m 

-lik  J.i-'>l-^y^'.-  ■.  ' 
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Courier,  May  10,  I9IO. 

are  extremely  rare.  Athletics  will  not  hurt  them.  Let  your  children  play 
during  play-time.  The  outdoors  will  make  him  a  "better  man.  The  world  needs 
men.  Men  are  what  the  world  needs  most  and  this  is  the  way  to  build  them. 
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The  Daily  Jev/lsh  Courier >  November  2,  1909. 

THE  Jlir.nSH  B/r.EBALL  LEAGUE 

The  Chioo^o  Ilebrev/  Institute  Baseball  League  presented  its  banners  to 
the  championship  teams  Tuesday  November  2,  1909t  at  the  Institute, 
1258  Taylor  Street • 

The  league  was  organized  in  the  middle  of  last  summer  and  ten  games 
were  played.   Six  teams  have  associated  themselves  in  to  this  league, 
and  they  are  as  follows,  Saxanion  Club,  .Taseko  Club,  Harmony  Lodge,  and 
Redfern* 

The  league  was  organized  by  Mr.   Harry  Berkman,  who  is  the  gymnasium 
director  of  the  Hebrew  Institute,  his  assistants  are  Messrs.  James  7/eis- 
berg,  the  president  of  the  institution,  Mr.   Linder  Sack,  and  Louis 
Kerstine,  the  score  kee  er« 

Harry  Berkman 
Gymnasium  director. 
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Chicago  Hebrew  Institute. 

A  gymnasium  "building  needed  for  the  Institute. 

The  temporary  provision  made  for  the  gymnasium  ha.s  already  heen  outgrown. 
One  season  was  sufficient  to  demonstrate  the  need  of  a  separate  gymnasium 
TDuilding  v/ith  a  large  exercising  floor,  s?7imming  pool,  running  trsck  and 

most  modern  equipment.  The  Jewish  people  are  now  awakening  to  the  advan- 

tage of  physical  culture  and  the  facilities  offered  "by  the  Y.  M.  C.  A.  and 
Settlement  gymnasium  do  not  meet  the  needs  of  the  Jewish  community. 

Provision  on  a  large  scale  must  he  made,  and  opportunity  offered  for  a 
race  to  accomplish  its  physical  rejuvenation.   Tlie  Jew  has  left  hehind  him 
the  Isiids  of  oppression  and  in  the  free  country  he  desires  to  improve  his 
physical  equipment  to  meet  adequately  the  demands  of  the  strenuous  life  for 
which  his  mentality  has  already  received  much  training  in  the  past,  hut,  at 
the  sacrifice  of  his  physical  self.  A  sound  mind  must  he  accompanied  by  a 
soTind  hody. 
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The  Beform  Advocate t  Wk.  of  April  I7,  1897,  p.  1^2. 

The  new  ward  of  the  Michael  Reese  Hospital  devoted  to  children,  and  women 
with  children  will  he  opened  on  Sunday,  April  18th,  at  2  P«  M« 

The  Hospital  is  situated  on  the  comer  of  29th  St*  and  Oroveland  Ave* 

cjr* 
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Chicago  Tribune,  June  23,  1893. 
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CALISTEtENICS  BY  JEITISH  CHILDREN  3 

Twenty-one  boys  and  girls  from  the  Jewish  Training  Scheol  of  the  city  gave  an  Iri-i 
teresting  exhibition  of  physical  training  in  the  gymnastic  department  of  the 
Children's  Building  yesterday*  They  were  in  charge  of  Prof*  G«  Bamberger  and 
Hiss  Antoinette  Belitz«  who  is  gymnastic  instructress* 

•*  j_. 
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The  Reform  Advocate ^  July  17,  1891  • 

JEWISH 

The  proceeds  of  the  'basel)all  game,  recently  played  "by  the  Lakeside  and Standard  Clu^)s,  for  the  benefit  of  the  Jewish  Training  School,  netted 
$585.50. 
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The  Reform  Advocate,  May  29,  1891. 

^BASEBALL  FOR  CHAEITYj 

Increased  Interest  is  being  manifested  in  the  baseball  game  between  the 
Standard  and  Lakeside  Clubs »  which  will  be  plajred  on  Sattirday  afternoon, 
June  6th,  at  the  South  Side  Ball  Park.  Tickets  are  being  sold  with  un- 

expected rapidity  and  the  Jewish  Training  School  will  be  materially  bene- 
fited. The  players,  with  their  positions,  as  definitely  agreed  upon,  will 

be  as  follows: 

Lakesides:  Catcher,  Sam  Mendelsohn;  3B.  Adolph  Daube;  C.  F.  Ed.  Singer;  IB. 
David  Livingston;  S.S.  Al  Rothschild;  L.F.  Adolph  Mahler;  E.F.W.  Blumenthal; 
P.  and  captain  J.S.  Mendelsohn;  2b.  Charles  Hefter. 

Standards:  Pitcher  and  captain,  Henry  C.  Schwab;  C.  Sam  Mendelsohn;  IB.  Al 
C.  Schwab;  SB.  Horace  Gimbel;lF.  Tommy  (Joodman;  C  F.  Jos.  Schmalz;  S.S. 
B.  J.  Hohn;  2B.  Norman  Florsheim;  R.F.  Morris  Goodman. 

I 
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/"SUCCESS  assueedJT 

■a: 

«X5 

^-  - 

The  younger  memljers  of  the  Standard  and  Lakeside  Clubs,  have  arranged 
for  a  hasehall  match,  the  proceeds  of  which  will  he  handed  over  to  the       ^ 

Training  School.  The  friendly  rivalry  that  exists  "between  the  two  or- 
ganizations, as  well  as  the  worthy  cause  of  the  exhibition,  is  creating 

mtich  interest,  and  the  tickets  which  are  now  on  sale,  are  heing  rapidly 
sold. 

The  game  will  take  place  on  Saturday  afternoon,  June  6,  at  the  South  Side 
Ball  Park,  35th  Street  and  Wentworth  Avenue. 
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JEWISH 

The  Reform  Advocate.  Hk.   of  September  21,  1929*  Vol*  JS^   p.lSS* 

The  txtistees  of  the  estate  of  Jacob  Tranks  have  announced  a  becpiest  of 
$100,000  as  a  memorial  to  Bobby  Franks. 

One-italf  of  the  $100,000  will  be  deroted  to  ioproylng  the  property  of  the 
Americaa  Boys*  Commonwealth,  in  two  ways.  The  first  tmdertaking  will  be  a 
new  clubhouse  to  replace  the  present  structure.  The  second  project  will 
be  a  new  athletic  field  at  the  summer  camp  of  the  organization  at  Wooster 
Lake,  Illinois,  to  be  known  as  the  Robert  Franks  Memorial  Held. 

CD 
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Th%  B»fon»  Advocate,  ffc.  of  June  15,  1929,  Vol.  77,  p,683, 

A  Jewish  Hatlonal  War  Uemorlal,  dedicated  to  the  memory  of  all  Jews  who 
served  during  the  wars  of  the  United  States,  is  to  he  estahlished  in  Chi- 

cago, tuider  the  oaspices  of  the  Tarmo^-Oeyere  Post  of  the  American  Legion* 
Joseph  R«  Borfman,  commander  of  the  post,  and  the  officials  of  Oakridge 
Jewish  Cemetery,  have  provided  the  space  for  the  erection  of  this  Jewish 
shrine  at  Oakridge  Jewish  Cemetery,  Roosevelt  and  Mannheim  Boads» 

This  is  the  first  national  undertaking  hy  a  local  American  Legion  Post. 
It   the  present  plans  meet  with  no  mishaps,  the  dedication  of  the  Memorial 
will  take  place  on  Armistice  Day« 
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The  Reform  Mvooata^  Vol«  75»  V/k#  of  June  16»  1928#  p«6l4« 

Max  Adler  has  donated  $500t000  for  the  oonstruotion  of  a  plematarium  on 
the  lake  front*  Mr«  Adler  is  a  former  vioe-president  of  SearSt  Roebuok 
and  Company*  and  brother-in-law  of  Julius  Rosemrald* 

Mr*  Adler *s  purpose  in  giving  the  planetarium  to  Chicago  is  to  further 
the  progress  of  science  cuid  to  enable  the  people  to  observe  the  action 
of  the  heavenly  bodies • 
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The  Chicago  Jewish  Chronicle >  Wk,  of  January  14,  1927,  Vol.  10,  p.l,  -^ 

On  Tuesday  evening  January  25,  will  mark  a  historic  occasion  in  the  annals  of 
Chicago  Jewry*  The  Zionist  Organization  of  Chicago  will  dedicate  a  bust  of  \^ 
Dr.  Theodore  Herzl,  which  they  ere  presenting  to  the  Herzl  School*  >5 

In  honor  of  the  occasion  a  life  size  painting  of  the  immortal  Zionist  leader   3 
will  be  dedicated  at  the  school.   Mayor  William  E.  Dever  will  receive  the  two   cJi 
gifts  in  behalf  of  the  city,  and  W*  M.  Roberta,  principal  of  Herzl  School,  in 
behalf  of  the  school.   Max  Shulman  will  represent  the  Zionists  of  Chicago. 
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THE  REFORM  ADVOCATS^   Volume  72;  Vfeek.of  August   21,    1926 

Page  55 
/  ">i 

Julius  Rosenwald  has  donated  $3,000,000  for  a  new  industrial 

museum,  which  is  to  be  located  in  the  Reconstructed  Fine  Arts  Building  "^ in  Jackson  Park»  1^  \ 

This  museum  will  contain  moving  miniatures  of  the  great  mechanical    < 
achievements  of  the  ages*  i 

V 
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The  Reform  Advocate.  Vol.  70.  Wk.  of  Aug.  22,  1925-Page  83 

Flans  for  Chgo'e  first  new  Junior  hlsfci  school  building  located 
on  a  five  acre  site  bounded  by  East  77th  and  78th  Sts.  Ingleside 
Ave.  and  Grand  Crossing  Park  were  made  public. 

The  building  will  be  known  as  the  Emll  G.   Hlrsch  Junior  high 
school,  named  in  honor  of  the  late  Rabbi,  a  prominent  civic 
leader  of  Chgo.  The  school  will  be  completed  on  Sept.  1,  1926. 

'  ', 
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Forward.  Oot.  8,   1923.  WPA  (ILL)  PROJ.  30275 

.  CHICAGO  JECinSH  WORKERS  HEIP  BUILD  A  IfONUMENT 

^A  mo\re»ant  to  build  a  monument  which  shall  forever  bear  the  inscription 
of  our  martyr  and  emancipator t  Comrade  Eugene  V«  Debst  was  organized 
in  Chicago  last  ni^t« 

Comrade  V/illiam  A«  Henry t  manager  of  the  House  of  Debs  that  is  to  be 
built  in  IndianapoliSf   is  in  Chicago  and  at  his  request  a  meeting  was 
held  by  a  group  of  labor  representatives  and  social  workerst  where  it 
was  determined  to  start  the  work  of  raising  a  fund  necessary  to  i&aterial- 
ise  and  build  the  labor  temple  bearing  the  muae  of  Eugene  V«  Debs* 

Die  following  were  appointed  to  the  ocxnmittee  to  help  raise  funds  for 
the  House  of  Debs:  Benjamin  Slessingery  William  A«  Cuneo^   Sam  Iavin« 
P«  Rosenblumt   S«  Rissmant  M«  Perlsteiny  M*  Novaokf  0*  Bronsteter»  R#  S« 
Sncw»  R«  H«  HoSf  S«  Levitas,    L.  Honock*   L*  Schaffer*   J«  Siegel»  and 
Morris   Ziskind,   secretary  of  the  committee* 

.-.  .§-,, 
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'  ̂   £2Baid.  0,t.  8.   1923.  «P*  "^L'  ™''J  30271, t 

All  money  will  be  deposited  in  the  Aaalgamated  Trust  and  Savings  Bank* 

*A11  checks  should  be  sent  direct  to  the  Amalgamated  bank* 

Representatives  of  this  committee  will  in  the  near  future  visit  all 

labor  orgcuiizationst  which  will  no  doubt  respond  to  the  committee's 
appeal • 

Comrade  Henryt  manager  of  the  fund,  will  remain  in  Chicago  for  a  length 
of  time  for  the  purpose  of  visiting  all  central  labor  bodies  whicht  he 

hopeSf  will  help  him  materialize  the  idea  of  building  a  Deb^*  Temple* 

u     _ 
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GIIIC..GO  TJ.:3   •;1LL  BUY  LlilJOUy'i  PO.-rrK.i.I'r,  P.-^TTi^D  by  block,  ̂ ^  a  GH^   to  T-I2 

Five  tiiou3and  Chicago  Jews  v;ill  have  the  opportunity  of  contributing  to  a  splendid 

enterprise.  'Phey  are  going  to  buy  a  portrait  of  Abraham  Lincoln,  painted  by       ^ 
that  young  genius,  the  Jev;isu  painter,  I.ortiner  Block.  This  portrait  v;ill  be      ^ 
given  as  a  gift  to  the  state  of  Illinois.  p 

f-
 

This  portrait,  together  v/ith  fifty  other  paintings  of  Block* s,  are  nov;  on  e?:hi-  ^ 
bition  at  i..arshall  ITield^s.  Lincoln*  s  portrait  is  considered  by  every  critic  to  £ 
be  an  original  masterpiece.  The  originality  of  the  portrait  lies  in  the  fact      ^ 

CI 

that  Block  pictured  Lincoln  as  a  saint. 

This  ca-..paign,  vjhich  will  reflect  honorably  upon  the  Jews  of  Illinois,  started 
yesterday.  ^  organization  to  do  the  work  w^s  created.  The  following  are  tiie 
officers  of  the  organization;  Ilarr^'-  A.  L:psi:y,  chain-ian,  6.   J.  Piosenblatt,  vice- 
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chaiiTian,   II.   L.   Keitos,    secretary,    :vajnuel  .jihuster,    treasurer,    cuid  3ol  Posner, 
cliainrian  of  publicity. 

The  organization  decided  that  no  Jev;  v;ould  be  permitted  to  contribute  :::ore  than 
one  dollar  for  this  purrjose.     The  reason  for  this  decision  is  taat  the  coimiitteG 

v;ants  the  cai.ipaicn  to  have  a  niass   character,      "./e  can  easily  get  a  fev;  Jev/s  to 
contribute  the  entire  araount  of  five  thousand  dollars  to  buy  that  picture,"  de- 

clared IJr.   Ilarr^^  Lipshy,    chaiman  of  the  orsanization,    "but  that  is  not  our 
object.      \ie  VKint  the  Chicago  Je\':s  to  buy  that  portrait.      The  nost  iiupcrtant  thing  ̂  
about  this  affair  is  that  the  finest  portrait  of  ̂ ^brahain  Lincoln  v;as  painted  oy      o 
a  Jevi  and  that  the  Jews  of  Illinois  are  buying  the  portrait  as  a  gift  for  the  Jjj 

state  of  Illinois,   v;hich  v;as  the  hoiiie  of  the  great  .^jierican  fighter  for  freedora." 

/Translator's  note:   Tlie  next  paragraph  gives  the  names  of  tv/enty-seven  individuals 

who  have  each  contributed  one  dollarjJT' 

O 
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Xhe  Bmfoxm  Aavooata^  Vbl«  S6«  HBu  of  Oot#  12t  1918#  F^go  230« 

"I^blot  to  Iferk  First  Syxiagog  in  Nortfamsf* 

A^  bronx^  memorial  tablet »  plaoed  at  the  soutlarest  oomer  of  the 
Federal  Building  by  the  Jewish  Hospital  Sooiety  of  Illinois t  nas  unveiled 
and  dedicated  on  Oot«  9« 

The  tablet  marks  the  exact  location  of  the  first  Jewish  house  of  ^ 
worship  whioh  was  built  in  1851  •  It  wias  unveiled  by  Elias  0  reenebaumt  <Z 
96  years  old*  the  oldest  Jewish  resident  in  Illinois^  :^ 
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17  WPA(fLL.)PROJ.  30275 
Daily  Jewish  Courier,  July  2,  1917. 

THOUSANDS  OF  JEV/'S  PARTICIPArE  IN  DOUBLE  CELEBRATION. 

Over  10,000  Jews  yesterday  afternoon  participated  in  two  great  cele- 
brations in  the  Lawndale  District,  where  over  $12,500  was  raised,  when 

a  foundation  for  a  new  Jewish  center  and  Talmud  Torah  was  laid,  and 
the  opening  of  a  new  Jewish  center  and  Talmud  Torah  for  the  new  generation 
was  celebrated.  At  both  festivities  colorful  programs  were  carried 
through  that  proved  the  strength  of  the  Jewish  spirit  in  this  new  neigh- 
borhood. 

On  the  corner  of  Homan  avenue  and  Douglas  boulevard  a  cornerstone  was 
laid  for  the  new  .-Jishei  oholom  Talmud  Torah  and  community  center,  in 
the  presence  of  a  large  crowd.  Speeches  were  mady  by  Rabbi  Silver, 
S.  Philipson,  Judge  Fisher*  The  Jewish  judge  of  the  Boys  Court  emphasized 
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WPA0LL.)PROJ.  30275 
Daily  Jewish  Courier,  July  2, 1917 # 

the  great  necessity  of  such  a  Hebrew  school  for  children  and  social 

center  for  the  young  generation   in  the  Lawndale  Districts  Ke  also 

related  some  of  his  experiences  inihe  Boys  Court,  regarding  the  pool 

rooms  in  the  Lawndale  District,  and  appealed  to  the  Jewish  people  in 

the  district  to  see  that  this  community  center  s-hall  be  kept  up  in  order 

to  attract  the  young  generation,  and  keep  them  from  visiting  the  pool 
rooms* 

••In  my  court,  I  have  often  noticed  that  Jewish  fathers  and  mothers 
have  no  control  over  their  children,  who  go  on  corrupt  paths.  We  must 

bring  the  parents  and  their  chil.lren  together  again,  and  this  center 

must  start  the  task,"  he  said,.* 
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Daily  Jewish  Courier^  July  2,  1917. 

Kr,  Charles  Heron,  president  of  the  Jewish  Orphan  Home,  auctioned  off 
the  honor  of  laying  the  cornerstone  to  Kr»  and  Mrs.  Sam  Cohen  for  $400# 

Judge  Fisher,  in  a  new  scheme,  auctioned  off  the  honor  of  placing  business 
and  private  cards  in  a  box  under  the  cornerstone,  which  brought  in  over 
$700.  Together  with  some  of  the  pledges  the  amount  raised  was  $7f500# 

Under  the  cornerstone  a  manuscript  was  placed  with  the  history  of  the 

synagogue  and  a  copy  of  yesterday's  Jewish  Courier. 

The  main  speakers  were  Judge  Philip  Bregstone  and  Rabbi  Samuel  Schach, 
under  the  chairmanship  of  -iiimil  Braude. 

..*_   --^ 
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The  Sentinels  Volumes  Z\^ZZ\   V^eek  of  April  21,  1916»  Page  2# 

Contributions  totaling  |11«000  have  been  reoeived  for  the  Dr«  Theodore 

Sachs*  Memorial  Fund*  The  largest  contributors  were:-  Julius  Rosenwald* 
$5,000,  and  Mrs*  Keith  a^paldingt  $5t000« 

It  has  been  decided  that  the  memorial  is  to  be  a  building  erected  upon  the 

grounds  of  the  Edwards  Sanitcu*ium  belonging  to  the  Chicago  Tuberculosis 
Institute  at  Naperville»  Illinois* 
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The  total  fund  to  be  raised  is  $200,000,  half  of  which  is  for  the  building 
and  half  for  its  maintenance* 
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The  Befonn  Advocate,  Vol.  50,  Wk,  of  Sept.  U,  I915.  pp. 111-112. 

-d 
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Julius  Eosenwald  has  established  a  precedent  for  well-to-do  Americans.  H^ 
has  donated  to  the  U.  S.  Department  of  the  Interior,  a  sum  of  money  for  tfee 

construction  of  a  new  trail  from  the  G-ranite  Park  Chalet,  the  most  northerly- 
hostelry  in  Grlacier  National  Park,  to  a  high  point  on  the  continental  divide. ■■:i 
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The  Sentinelt  Vols.  17-18t  Wk.  of  March  19,   1915,  P.  2* 

The  corner  stone  of  the  Herzl  School  was   laid  last  V/ednesday*  The  school 

is   located  at  Douglas  Bouleveo'd  and  Lacirndale  Avenue* 

The  school  is  ncuned  after  Dr«   Iheodore  Herzl  of  Vienna*   founder  of  modern 
Zionism* 
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Daily  Jewish  CourLer^  March  17,  1915* 

LAYING  THE  CORNERSTONE  OF  THE  DR.  HERZL  SCHOOL. 

At  10  A.  M.  today  the  cornerstone  of  the  Dr.  Herzl  School,  on 
Lawndale  Avenue  and  Douglas  Blvd.,  will  be  laid.  The  ceremony  will 
begin  with  a  large  parade  and  all  the  Zionist  organizations  sire  in- 

vited to  participate  in  the  ceremony.  ' 

The  public  school  that  will  carry  the  name  of  the  great  Jewish  patriot 
and  father  of  Zionism  will  be  one  of  the  most  magnificent  school 
buildings  in  the  land  and  through  this  school  the  name  of  this  great 
Zion  leader  will  become  eternal  in  the  history  of  Chicago. 
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At  9  o'clock  in  the  morning  all  the  Zionist  organizations  will  assemble 
at  the  Anshe  i^nesseth  Israel  Synagogue,  where  they  will  all  form 
into  line  and  march  in  a  body  to  the  Herzl  School.  The  march  will 
be  led  by  a  band  of  music •  A  large  audience  is  expected  to  be  present 
at  the  ceremony* 

The  program  will  be  as  follows: 

J*  J.  Zyrhal,  the  principal,  will  give  the  opening  address.  Harry  H. 
Lipsky,  a  school  trustee,  will  represent  the  Board  of  Education; 
Nathan  D.   Kaplan,  president  of  the  Order,  Knights  of  Zion,  will 
represent  the  Chicago  Zionists. 
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Daily  Jewish  Courier,  March  17,  1915* 

Leon  Zolotcoff ,  editor  of  the  Courier,  will  be  the  main  speaker. 

He  will  speak  of  the  patriot  and  father  of  Zionism,  Dr.  Theodore 
Herzl,  The  school  children  will  perform  the  ceremonies  of  laying  the 
cornerstone* 

At  the  close  of  the  program  the  audience  will  sing  •America, •*  then 
•Hatikvoh,"  and  end  with  the  Bohemian  National  Hymn* 
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Daily  Jewish  Couriert  May  25>  1914 • 

JACOB  A,  RIIS  SCHOOL. 

At  a  meeting  of  the  3oard  of  Hiducation,  gmotion  by  Hon.  Harry  A.  Lipsky, 
seconded  by  Gertrude  H.  Britton,  to  name  the  new  school  at  Taylor  and 
Throop  Streets,  the  Jacob  A.  Riis  School,  was  unanimously  carried. 

Mr.  Riis,  who  recently  passed  away,  was  well  known  here  in  Chicago. 
He  was  one  of  the  best  Jewish  immigrants  who  came  over  to  this  country. 
The  school  which  stands  right  in  the  center  of  a  strictly  immigrant 
neighborhood,  could  not  possess  a  better  name. 

^' 
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The  Reform  Advocate.  Vol.  Uy,  Wk.  of  May  23,  igiU,  p. 380. 

The  comer  stone  of  the  new  Julius  Eosenwald  Hall  will  "be  laid  at  the 
University  of  Chicago  on  June  9»  The  Hall  which  is  the  gift  of  Mr. 

Hosenwald,  is  to  he  devoted  to  the  departments  of  Geology  and  G-eogranhy. 
It  will  contain  a  large  assembly  room,  a  museum,  map  laboratories  ajid 

petrology  laboratory.  The  new  structure  will  cost " $260,000. 

Co 
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Daily  Jewish  CQurier>  January  5>  1914-» 

A  YEAR'S  PRACTICAL  iOBK  FOR  PALESTINE. 

It  is  a  pleasure  to  inform  you  that  through  the  efforts  of  Mr.  Harry  A. 
Lipsky^  member  of  the  Board  of  Education,  the  new  school  now  being  built 
on  Douglas  Blvd.  and  Lawndale  Ave.,  will  carry  the  name  of  our  never 
forgotten  Zionist  leader,  Dr.  Theodore  Herzl.  ffe  therefore  shall  express 

our  thanks  to  the  Board  of  Education  *  for  the  honor  they  have  bestowed 
upon  the  Jewish  community. 

__?L._  ̂   _ 
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The  Sentinel,  Hk.   of  Deceml)er  12,  I913,  Vole.  11-12,  ip.2. 

Isabella  Mandel,  Trederick  L*  Handel,  and  Bobert  I,  Uandel,  trustees 
under  the  will  of  Leon  Handel,  have  giren  $23 » 000  to  the  Jewish  Training 
School  for  the  erection  of  a  building  to  be  known  as  the  Leon  Mandel 
Uemorial«  The  structure  will  house  the  library,  manual  training  depart- 

ment, and  the  art  department  of  the  J*  T*  S* 
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The  Heform  Adrocate.  Vol,  Vk,   Wk,  of  August  17,  1912,  p. 8, 

•
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1 
Ur«  Bosenwald  has  eontrilmted  $9)f000  for  the  erection  of  a  country  cluh  for 

social  workers.  The  donation  was  made  to  Miss  Jane  Addams  and  other  trusteetsf^ 
The  proposed  cliib   house  will  he  located  in  or  near  Chicago  and  will  have  all  i^ 
the  facilities  for  comfortahle  week-ends  and  summer  and  winter  vacations  for 
the  workers. 

t  J 

4  . 

Mr.  Bosenwald  has  also  given  to  the  As*sociated  Jewish  Charities  $2^,000. This  contribution  is  made  for  the  purchase  of  a  plot  of  ground  on  which  will 
he  erected  a  building,  completely  equipped*  to  be  known  as  the  West  Side 
Charities* 

In  this  building  there  shall  be  space  for  a  central  registration  bureau  for 
the  Jewish  charities,  and  divisions  for  the  relief  department,  and  employ- 

ment bureaus  of  the  Jewish  Aid  Society,  and  the  Jewish  Home  Finding  Society. 
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Courier,  April  15,  1910. 

The  Public  Cook«>Pot.  (Local  News  Column). 

West  Park  Ko»  2«  -  Its  activity  and  development  •  Men  and  Jews  -  The  differ- 
ence ^   The  Beth  Michsa  Orphan  Home  *  Report  of  Michael  Reese  Hospital. 

:>    ̂ West  Park  Ko»  2,  the  newest  addition  to  the  Chicago  Park  System,  has  proved 
;^to  be  a  great  success.  The  park  is  situated  in  the  most  thickly  populated  dis- 
,.   trict  and  in  the  heart  of  Chicago.  Within  a  half  mile  radius  of  the  park,  there 
is  a  population  of  ten  thousand  school  children,  who  use  this  park  to  its  utmost^g 

advantage* ':;|l^;"-^-  '  "  '  -^  .4^. 

.-..;"x 

■  f. 

i 

AWest  Park  No.  2  borders  on  Barber,  Jefferson,  Union  Streets  and  14th  Place. 
The  gymnasium  of  the  park  already  has  a  registration  of  2,200  children.  More  than 
20,000  children  visited  the  park  during  the  month  of  March  last.  West  Park  No.  2 
has  a  kindergarten,  gymnasium,  various  club  rooms,  assembly  hall,  showers  and  many 
other  facilities  which  the  children  may  use*  The  park  is  open  from  early  morning 
to  late  at  night  and  children  may  participate  in  some  activity  through  out  the 
day. 
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Courier,  April  15,  1910# 

The  park  being  right  in  the  center  of  the  Jewish  Ghetto ^  is  always  filled 
with  Jewish  children  and  since  it  is  a  public  project  and  not  a  philanthropic  pro- 

ject, people  who  come  there  feel  perfectly  at  home.  Mr*  Sidney  A*  Teller,  the 
Director  of  West  Park  No •  2,  is  a  bright  Jewish  young  man  and  fully  understands  tke 
spirit  and  character  of  the  people  who  use  the  facilities  of  the  park«  Under  his 
direction,  all  actiyities  are  carried  on  in  an  orderly  fashion* 

A  branch  of  the  Public  Library  is  currently  being  established  at  the  park,  and 
with  the  coming  of  the  summer  months,  many  more  thousands  of  children  of  the 
neighborhood  will  take  advantage  of  the  facilities  of  the  park.  These  children 
will  no  longer  wander  aimlessly  through  the  streets  and  get  into  mischief*  The 
children  have  planted  a  hundred  trees  in  the  park  and  quite  a  festival  is  planned 
for  Arbor  Day* 

This  park  should  be  a  lesson  to  our  Jewish  Civic  Leaders*  They  should  realize 
that  in  their  efforts  to  build  a  Jewish  Community,  such  projects  should  be  left  to 
public  officials*  Our  community  has  neither  the  means  nor  the  ability  to  deal 

with  such  a  problem*  Jewish  Civic  Leaders  should  confine  their  activities  to  free- 
ing the  "Spirit**  of  the  Jew* 
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Courier,  April  15,  1910# 

We  are  happy  to  see  our  Jewish  youth  develop  physically  through  their  athlet- 
ic activity,  but  our  meager  funds  should  be  spent  in  an  entirely  different  direc- 

tion* That  money  should  be  spent  to  build  a  Spiritual  Center,  through  the  estab- 
lishment of  Jewish  Libraries,  Jewish  Schools,  Yiddish  Lectures,  Yiddish  Debates, 

plays  of  Jewish  Life,  Jewish  Culture  Clubs  and  other  activities  which  will  give 
the  Jew  a  new  lease  on  life*  The  sooner  our  Jewish  Civic  Leaders  realize  this,  the 
sooner  the  Jewish  Cultural  Center  will  become  a  reality* 

The  last  meeting  of  the  Marks  Nathan  Orphan  Home  brought  out  some  interesting 
discussions.   It  was  shown  that  an  orphan  who  can  live  with  one  of  the  parents 
lives  a  happier  and  more  normal  life  than  a  child  who  grows  up  in  an  Orphan  Home* 
This  is  sometimes  true  in  spite  of  new  methods,  new  approach,  and  new  f angled 
ideas  about  how  an  Orphan  Home  should  be  conducted*   It  is  proposed  that  enough 
be  provided  to  the  mother  that  she  be  able  to  keep  the  child  with  her  rather  than 
in  an  Orphan  Home* 
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Courier >  April  15,   1910* 

Why  have  Jewish  Orphan  Homes?  -»  To  raise  Jews*     We  wish  our  Jewish  orphan 
youth  to  have  the  advantage  in  training  and  upbringing  of  any  other  Jewish  youth* 
Our  Jewish  Orphan  Home  is  not   being  supported  mainly  out  of  pity*     It  is  to  raise 
them  as  Jews  wixh  an  understanding  of  their  people*     Therefore  we  think  an  orphan 
belongs  in  an  institution  which  understands  most* 

The  Michael  Reese  Hospital  report  for  the  month  of  March  states  that  there 
were  a  total  of  754  patients  who  remained  7,818  days*     Of  these,  448  were  free 
patients  with  4,891  days;   173  ward  patients,  1,756  days;   133  private  room  patients, 
171  days. 

(Signed)   The  Cook  -  Spoon* 
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The  Reform  Advocate,  Vol.  37,  Jk.    of  May  22,  I909.  pp. U3?-UU0.  - 

In  the  animal  report  of  the  Jewish  Aid  Society,  mention  is  made  of  a  dona- 

tion "by  Mrs.  Emanuel  Handel  from  the  money  left  hy  her  hushand  to  "be  distri- 
buted among  charitahle  institutions.  This  donation  is  of  such  magnitude 

that  the  Society  is  preparing  to  huild  a  new  dispensary  which  will  he  called 
the  Emanuel  Handel  Memorial. 
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ThP   Wf>-fnrm  Advocate  >   Wl.   of  May   2,    1903,    Vol.   25,    p.    288     % 

TO The  Morris  Rosenbaum  Memorial,  erected  by  his  wife  in  his  ̂  
memory,  will  be  dedicated  on  May  3»  The  building  adjoins  the  Hon^ 
for  Aged  Jews  and  it  will  be  used  in  connection  with  the  Home. 
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The  Reforoi  Advocate >  Wk*  of  June  22,  1901*  p*594 
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The  corner-stone  of  the  Leon  ?iandel  Hall  was  laid  by  Henry  Llagee  Adkinson^^ 
president  of  the  Graduate  School  Council, representing  the  graduate  students 
of  the  University*     The  address  was  delivered  by  Dr»  Hirsch,  who   spoke  of 
the  building  as  a  monument  to  the  liberality,  which  the  Jews  have  displayed 
towards  education.     The  building  is  to   be  constructed  with  $75,000  donated 
by  \\r.  Leon  Mandel  for  that  purpose  last  year» 
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The  Beform  Advocate,  Vol.21,Wk.of  May  1+,1901,  P*  392.      :* 
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The  Board  of  Education  has  recently  honored  Herman  Felsenthal,  who  ^ 
died  in  1899 t  ̂ 7  naming  the  school  now  in  course  of  erection  at  Ulst  Street  § 
and  Calumet  Ave.,  ''The  Herman  Felsenthal  School''. 
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The  Hafora  Advocatt.  Wk,  of  December  21,  IS95.  p.  7^9*     5* 

Xhe  Board  of  Sdacation,  in  honor  of  the  late  Charles  Kozisineki,  has  named 

the  public  echool,  comer  ToreetTille  Are*  and  U3rd  St«,  the  "Charles  Kos- 
ninski  School," 
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£M0HUMEIIT  to  MICHAEL  EEESE_7' 
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Richard  E.  Park  has  juet  completed  a  plaster  cast  for  a  bronze  statue  of 

Michael  Beese.  The  figure  as  it  now  stands  in  Mr.  Park's  studio  is  eight    ̂  
feet  in  height* 

It  has  not  been  decided  whether  the  bronze  casting  will  be  made  in  America 
or  Italy.  The  statue  is  made  in  accordance  with  the  bequest  of  a  nephew  of 
Michael  Reese,  who  died  2  years  ago,  leaving  $20,000.  This  money  is  to  be 
equally  dirided  in  expenditures  on  a  statue  of  his  uncle  and  a  fountain, 
both  to  be  placed  in  the  institution  of  which  his  ancestor  was  the  founder. 
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AND  ACTIVrriKS^ D,  Benevolent  and  Protective 
Institutions 
!•  Benevolent  Societies 
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PaPPhleVjThe  Jewieh  Welfare  fundr  19l6  United  JLt)t>eal  ̂ '^^  ̂ ^  ^ 

Quotations  from  an  article  by  U,  S.  Schwartz,  Chairman  of  the  1936  campaign  for   ̂  
contrllmtions^The  Jewieh  Welfare  Frind"  represents  the  means  throxigh  which  the      S^ 
Jewish  public  can  express  its  sense  of  responsibility  for  participation  in  the 
financial  support  of  work  on  behalf  of  Jews  outside  of  Chicago.  It  helps  the 
cominunity  organise  itself  to  do  its  duty  particularly  on  behelf  of  those  Jews 
resident  abroad  who  require  financial  or  other  material  aid. 

It  was  essential  at  the  time  that  the  first  fund  was  raised  that  sufficient  monies 

be  foimd  to  do  Chicago's  full  share  in  the  financing  relief  on  behalf  of  the  Jewish 
populations  in  Germany,  Poland  and  other  European  countries  as  well  as  to  finance 
activities  in  Palestine.   t  was  deemed  also  imoortent  that  the  civic  organizations 
dealing  with  the  problem  of  anti-semitism  receive  sufficient  funds  so  that  they 

might  carry  on  their  work*  '  ■:' '^:.?^-;^;' M''^^^^^ 

In  193^35  the  community  raised  #535fOOO  In  the  United  Jewish  appeal  out  of  which 
f\inds,  contributions  were  made  to  the  American  Jewish  Joint  Distribution  Committee, 
United  Palestine  Aiypeal.  There  was  a  note-worthy  United  Drive  in  I925  which  was  a 

i  x,,- 
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Pamphlet-  The  Jewish  Welfare  Piind.  19^6  Uni ted  Appeal 

JETTIgS 

cainpaign  for  $U, 000, 000.     The  principal  funds  were  used  for  the  puroose  of  "buildi 
the  new  Mount  Sinai  Hospital,    the  Kurses  Training  School  at  the  Michael  Reese  Hosp-* 

ital  and  the  new  "building  of  the  J.  P.  I. 
■^•^.  v.'^rt 

.-^- 

■-^■*;^ 
?;>%r 

The  campaign  of  1936  set  as  its  goal  the  raising  of  $750fOOO*  I^  the  prospectus 
It  was  indicated  that  85/^  or  $6U3.500  woiild  he  for  foreign  relief  in  Germany  and 
Poland,  for  work  in  Palestine  and  for  relief  and  immigration  organizations  dealing 
with  the  problem  of  resettlement  of  Jews  throughout  the  world,  1  ̂  or   $50,000  was 
set  aside  for  civis  and  protective  organizations,  55^  or  $35,000  to  the  Board  of 
Jewish  Education  and  3  5^  or  $22,500  for  other  local  needs  as  they  might  arise 
end  for  a  reserve  fund.  At  this  writing  the  campaign  has  succeeded  in  raisij 

$780,738  from  7502  subscribers." 
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The  Jewish  Charities,  Report  Book  for  1936> 

The  Hehrew  Sheltering  Home  acts  as  a  temporary  shelter  for  transients  and 
endeavors  to  aid  them  in  making  proper  social  adjustments  in  the  city»  A  lim- 

ited number  of  local  non-family  men  are  also  temporarily  cared  for,  until  more 

permanent  social  adjustment  is  made  for  them»  ?         *      '^S  . 

During  1935»  ̂ f539  nights'  lodging  and  25,  9^^  meals  were  given 'io  SJS 
individuals.  /    '-'■  '^-:!^^-- 
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The  Jewish  Charities,  Beport  Book.  1936>        i 

The  Jewish  Home  Finding  Society  organized  in  1907»  is  an  organization 

'devoted  to  the  care  of  children  with  particular  emphasis  on. the  individualiza- 
tion of  such  care  within  foster  family  homes.  No  restrictions  are  mad.e  as  to 

type,  age  or  condition  of  the  child.  It  maintains  a  housekeeping  service  pri- 
marily for  the  purpose  of  keeping  families  together  during  the  temporary  ah- 

scence  of  the  mother.  In  1935  there  was  en  average  of  732  children  under  care 

-  597  tuxder  hoarding  care,  135  under  housekeeping  care. 
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Chicago  Jewish  Chronic let  October  6,  1933 • 

COIfliUNITY  COUNCIL  REPORTS  STEADY  GAIN* # 

«•'•• 

Forty-two  trades  and  professions  have  been  organised  by  the  trades 
and  jprofesslons  dlTision  of  the  Conminity  Council  of  the  Jewish  ^^^ 
Charities  of  QhieagOt  according  to  a  report  recently  issued  by 
Lawrence  GreenebauBy  chainoan  of  the  trades  division*  Meetings  of 
the  various  divisions  are  being  held  constantly*   <^  ̂. 

have  been  at  it  for  the  past  three  months y"*  said  Mr*  Sreenebaum* 
''la  appointing  the  various  committees  which  will  represent  the  trades 
and  professional  division  of  the  Camnunity  Council •  Sach  committee 
is  headed  by  a  chairman  who  has  affiliated  with  him  a  number  of  T-^ 
representati've  individuals  in  his  particular  trade.  The  personnel 
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Chicago  J#wish  Chronicle >  October  6^  1933 • 

/•*• 

of  the  conmitteee  organized  to  date  exceeds  400 •  7e  hope  to  have  a 

total  of  more  than  600  repreeentatlTee^  in  the  trades  and  professions  ^ 
diTision  within  the  next  month*  Our  purpose  is  to  conduct  a  program  ^ 

of  enlightenment  and  education  regarding  the  work  of  the  Jewish  Charities' 
of  Chie^'^o  80  that  we  may  urge  every  Jewish  person  in  our  conanunity  who 
is  not  affiliated*  and  bring  about  his  affiliation* 

^ 

§ w 

""The  deauinds  upon  our  hospitals,  orphanages,  old  people^s  homes,  our 
social  service  bureau  and  the  many  other  agencies  of  social  welfare  ^^ 
affiliated  with  the  Jewish  Charities  of  Chicago  have  been  tremendous*  . 
The  support  of  these  institutions  is  more  necessary  now  than  ever  before^ 
We  are  confident  that  with  a  large  body  of  representatives  in  every 
trade  and  profession  we  should  be  able  to  present  this  message  to  the 

Jews  of  Chicago  who  are  as  yet  un-affiliated  with  the  Jewish  Charities 

K 
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AfflSH 

and  thereby  spread  the  base  of  support  of  our  charities  to  a  point  which 

will  assure  greater  perpetuity." 

Uaabership  in  the  Community  Council  now  exceeds  70O9  according  to  a 
report  rendered  by  A«  Spsteint  chairman  of  the  membership  committee* 
There  are  no  dues  or  fees  of  any  kind*  The  purpose  of  the  Council  is 
solely  educational,  and  luncheon  meetings  vill  be  held  at  intervals  of 
about  one  month*  Speakers  of  national  and  international  repute  are  being 
sought  to  address  the  Council  on  subjects  of  economic,  philanthropic, 
and  sociological  importance* 

■  j^f*.: 
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JOTTINGS 

by 

H.  L»  M» 

CaiMUNITY  COUNCIL 

The  Community  Coiincilf  which  is  being  organized  by  the  Jewish  Charities  of 
Chicago,   is  a  move   in  the   right  direction*     The   objects  of  the   organization 
are   to  stimulate  interest  in  the   civic  and  philanthropic  work  of  the  Jevdsh 
community  of  Chicago;   to  foster  and  cultivate  the   social  and  educational 
relationships  of  the  members  and  to  broaden  their  interest  and  participation 
iii  communal  activities,  both  local  and  nationals 

1 
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There  are  no  dues  or  fees  of  any  kind  in  connection  v/ith  mem'bership  in  the 
Council.     Luncheon  meetings  will  be  held  about  once  a  month  during  the  Pall^ 
V/inter  and  Spring  months,   and  at  these  meetings  outstanding  speakers  will 
discuss  topics  of  local,   national  and  international   interest*     Mr.  A,   Epstein, 
who  is  chairman  of  the  Membership  Committee,  haa  undertaken  a  gigantic  though 
desirable  task*     If  he  will   get  the  response  and  the  cooperation  thatthis 
organization  deserves,  we  have   reasons  to  believe   that  it  v/ill  do  splendid 
work,   judging  by  the  personnel   of  its  officers  anjj  directors* 

Those  v/ho  are  interested  in   securing  additional   information  may  communicate 
with  Mr*   Epstein  at  220  South  State  Street* 
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The  Jewish  Charities  Minutes,  March  23,  1933« 
*}!3^  •  T.;. 
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^•'j-  •': t 
At  the  meeting  of  the  Board,  in  the  report  of  the  Executive  Director,  ^ 

Mr,  Ooldsmith  spoke  on  the  possihle  effects  of  inflation^       .■'^-'-'■'''%:^^ ■:--% "^■fc-'Vfr 

rv: «,i. 

Be  stated  that  a  week  ago  he  called  a  meeting  of  the  Executives  of  the 
institutions  when  it  appeared  that  President  Roosevelt  was  eratarked  on  a  pol- 

icy to  force  at  least  a  moderate  amount  of  inflation*  He  wanted  to  discuss 

with  the  executives  certain  definite  TDrohlems  that  iziflation  would  created  ,-" 
■   -^ ̂    -  /    •      ■   »  ■   .  -  '■  ^  ''•■'•■  .    -V       ■  ■"  ;^  ■  '-''■'*  ■ 

If  inflation  is  forced,  the  Charities  will  face  first  a  rising  price  H 
level,  second  a  static  wage  level  and  third  the  general  problem  of  finan#  ; 

cing  "because  income  will  be  certain  to  lag  behind  rising  prices  and  hence  : 
expenditures*  \ 

>'"  "^  ■  '  ■'  '  '..  •'■'    •  -'  ■   ■->.,.;-'"■  ■  «  ''"'■.• 
.,.■'.-"'■  ■•     ■  "     "-■■' 

f  At  the  meeting  a  week  ago  it  was  decided  to  recommend  to  the  institutions 
that  they  contract  ahead  for  the  purchase  of  commodities  and  the  executives 
agreed  to  buy  ahead  and  arrange  with  dealers  for  protection  against  increasing 
prices* 
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if  The  Jewish  CharitleB,  Minute 8,  March  23,  1933. 

In  the  Jewish  Social  Service  Bureau,  the  J,  C.  have  revised  the  "budgets 
of  families  and  are  now  putting  as  much  of  the  food  allowance  as  possible?'  into 
rations  of  staples  which  are  purchased  wholesale  through  Steele,  Wedeles  and 
Co.  '^  an  estimated  saving  of  15  to  2Q%     The  recent  reduction  in  the  J.  S. 
S.  B.  of  food  budgets  of  5^  is  the  fourth  in  15  months.  Relief  na»!r  fs  a 
little  lower  than  the  ideal,  but  it  will  give  the  Bureau  a  lower  level  from  >• 
which  to  start  raising  the  amount  when  better  conditions  return.  \  V . 
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PRESIDENT'S  ADDRESS  TO  JEWISH  CHARITIES. 

Perhaps  potentially  the  most  important  result  of  the  drive  last  spring 
was  the  formation  of  the  Community  Council*  In  the  course  of  that 
effort  it  became  apparent  not  only  to  members  of  the  Board  of  the 
Jewish  Charities  but  also  to  others  who  had  participated  in  that  drive, 
that  it  was  an  economic  waste  to  build  up  a  campaign  organization 
and  then  to  scrap  it  at  the  end  of  an  intensive  effort*  Furthermore 
it  had  always  been  apparent  that  the  Jewish  Charities  should  reach 
into  the  various  organizations  other  than  charitable  organizations  in 

the  community  *  into  the  synagogues ,  clubs  and  lodges  «-  that  the 
Charities  should  reach  with  its  message  into  the  homes;  that  the 
Charities  should  reach  with  its  message  into  all  professionSf  trades 
and  industrial  groups,  that  this  in  time  would  bring  understanding 
of  the  Charities,  and  would  be  of  great  value  to  the  community  of 

Chicago  «-  more  particularly  to  the  Jewish  community  of  Chicago* 

(J3 
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Chicago  Jewish  Chronic le>  February  9f  1933 • 

This  in  time,  if  properly  approached  and  properly  carried  forward, 
would  create  a  public  opinion  favorable  to  the  Jewish  Charities  as  a 

community  instrument auLity  for  the  proper  organization  of  Jewish  philan< 
thropy»  Such  a  procedure,  if  eaxried  out,  would  also  create  for  us 
an  intelligent  group  of  not  only  contributors  but  also  of  active 
persons  idio  would  be  a  bulwark  of  strength  in  all  the  work  that  the 
Charities  might  attempt  to  do« 

-<C\,, 

For  all  of  these  reasons,  those  who  were  active  in  the  campaign  decided 
that  a  Community  Council  should  be  known  as  the  Community  Coun^bil  of 

the  Jewish  Charities;  that  in  a  sense  it  should  function  as  a  some* 
what  separate  organization;  and  that  as  time  goes  on,  the  Community 
Council  should  be  intelligently  informed  concerning  problems  that  exist 

in  the  world-at -large  but  with  particular  reference  as  to  how  those 
problems  are  being  reflected  in  the  work  of  the  Charities • 
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JEWISH 

I  vould  forbear  to  mention  the  names  of  all  the  lf035  i&on  drawn  from 

all  the  professions^  industriesy  trades  and  social  groups  in  Chicago's 
Jewish  community* 

Our  persistence  has  brought  about  the  organization  of  thirty-one  groups  <-^ 
and  eleven  groups  are  in  the  process  of  organization*  These  groups 

are  expanding  the  list  of  contributors  to  the  Jewish  Charities^  parti-  ̂  
cularly  among  those  who  might  give  less  than  $250 ♦00« 

Three  public  meetings  of  the  Cocmunity  Council  have  been  held*  Out- 
standing speakers  hare  come  to  these  meetings^  presented  problems 

that  directly  should  interest  intelligent  Jews* 
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THE  WOMEN 'S  DIVISION • 

Growing  out  of  the  campaign  last  apringi  there  has  also  been  formed 

a  comnittee  which  will  build  up  a  Women  *8  Division  for  the  Jewish 
Charities*  The  Women *8  Division  of  the  campaign,  as  you  will  recall, 
was  headed  by  Mrn^   Samuel  Alschuler,  who  rendered  a  notable  service, 
together  with  Mrs.  Milton  F«  Goodman  of  our  board,  who  was  chairman 

of  the  Sponsors*  Gifts  Division  of  the  women *s  group,  and  others  who 
came  out  of  the  vcurious  women *s  orgsmizations  and  gave  as.  Indeed, 
a  very  remarkable  service*   They  did  raise  over  $40,000  which  is 
an  outstanding  aehiev— eat  i»  fund  raising  campaigns  in  Chicago* 
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■  il-  ■; 
Primarily^  the  Women's  Diyision  is  going  to  be  an  educational  f  orce# 
They  are  going  tc  find  out  for  themselves  what  it  is  that  our  insti-* 
tutions  accomplish}  they  are  going  to  spread  that  message^  as  the 

Vonen's  Division^  across  to  hundreds  and  perhaps  thousands  of  women 
throughout  the  community}  and  they  will  ultimatelyy  we  hope,  bring  the 
Jewish  Charities 9  its  values  and  its  work^  into  all  the  Jewish  homes 
in  our  great  city« 

SOCIAL  WORK  TO  CONTINUE. 

That  actual  ejqperienoe  during  the  past  several  years  has  indicated  that 
in  a  period  of  great  disturbance  there  are,  unfortunately,  large  numbers 
of  people  isho  need  service,  who  need  elementary  and  primitive  kinds 
of  relief,  but  who  for  various  reasons  cannot,  under  the  laws  that 

have  been  passed,  obtain  such  relief •  Even  when  the  government's 

j^- 
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JEWISH 

relief  law  is  liberalisedf  it  still  lags  behind  the  actual  need*  7or 
example,  in  spite  of  the  transfer  of  hundreds  of  families  from  our 
own  agenej  and  thousands  of  families  from  other  pr irate  agencies ,  we 
still  had  to  spend,  in  the  Jewish  Social  Bureau,  during  the  past 
seTeral  years,  anywhere  from  $200,000  to  $400,000  more  per  year  than 
we  used  to  spend  in  times  of  prosperity • 

In  other  words,  when  you  emalyze  the  situation^  what  this  period  of 
depression  has  brought  to  us,  after  the  utmost  economies  have  been 
made  and  practiced  by  the  institutions  and  by  the  Charities,  after 

every  possible  advantage  has  been  taken  in  the  utilization  of  govern- 
mental funds  and  tax  funds  -  we  are  still  left  with  larger  appropri- 

ations  necessary  for  our  institutions  than  in  times  of  prosperity* 
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Chicago  Jewish  Chroniclet  February  2,  1933 • en 

>=;- JE"*ISH  CHARITIES  HOLD  ANNUAL  MEET. 

The  largest  attendance  at  any  of  the  annual  meetings  of  the  Jewish 
Charities  of  Chicago  since  its  formation  in  1923  was  present  at  the 
Standard  Club  last  Sunday »  when  more  than  1,000  members  were  present  • 
George  Z»  Uedalie  of  New  York  was  the  guest  speaker^ 

*-■:-'" 

''Hy^ 

In  his  annual  report  President  Kline  stressed  the  permanent  work  of 
the  Chfiuritiesy  which  is  grculually  veering  to  rehabilitation  work 
whenever  possible* 
,^J■r;■■*^^ . .-. 

'.  3'"- 
There  are  more  than  1,000  new  contributors  now  on  the  rolls  of  the 
Charities  than  last  year,  and  more  than  2,500  than  in  1932 »  he  said* 
The  spring  drive  of  the  Ch€urities  brought  in  $1979000  in  money,  which, 

however,   did  not  fully  balance  the  Charities*  budgets         ̂  

.  .'ikfirti,  j*!4,-ii>'>&-4"J-' '!.(■- 
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Chicago  J»wish  Chroniclet  February  2,  1933 • 

A  large  part  of  Vlt.  Kline's  report  was  devoted  to  the  formation 
of  the  Consnunity  Council^  which  he  stated  has  thus  far  produced  not< 
able  results 9  cuid  of  which  even  greater  activities  are  expected 
in  the  future  • 
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THE  TREASURER'S  REPORT* 

j4' 

James  H*  Becker^   in  his  treasurer's  report ,  noted  that  $1 9 54-3 > 903*82 
was  received  by  the  Charities 9   of  which  $682^000  came  from  the 
Emergency  Velfare  and  Community  Funds;  $1^5659 323*71  was  paid  out^ 
leaving  a  deficit  for  the  year  of  $21, 419 •S?*     Constituent  organ izat< 
ions  of  the  Charities  spent  during  the  year  $2,509>000,00» 

ii.-(  x&t^i . 
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Chicago  Jawieh  Chronicle t  February  2,  1933 •  ^ 

In  his  annual  report,  the  executive  director,  Samuel  A*  Goldsmith, 
gave  a  brief  review  of  the  work  of  the  Charities  during  the  past 
year*  He  noted  that  among  the  accomplishments  were  a  budget  of  r 
$19620,000.00  with  a  deficit  of  only  $20,000«00«  He  said  that  the       < 
Jewish  community  of  Chicago,  as  shown  by  the  charity  rolls,  was 
not  as  hard  bit  by  the  depression  as  the  general  community,  that 
5  per  cent  of  the  Jewish  families  in  the  city  were  on  the  relief 
rolls,  8is  against  a  general  average  of  13  per  cent*  Mr.  Goldsmith 
again  emphasized  the  fact  that  it  was  the  aim  of  the  Charities, 

whenever  possible,  to  establish  suitable  agencies  for  co-ordination 
in  the  various  fields,  and  also  to  work  for  permanent  rehabilitation* 

r^ijL.  .>■  -.:.  . .:.: >j,:.. .  ~ •-■^;' >  -, ,. 
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JEWISH  EDUCATION. 

In  disoussing  Jewish  education^  Mr*  Goldsmith  said  that  a  special 
committee  of  the  Boaurd  of  Directors  of  the  Charities  wa3  now  in- 

vestigating the  whole  matter,  and  gave  as  his  personal  opinion  that 
Jewish  education  was  one  of  the  matters  that  should  be  supported  by 

the  Charities*  budget •  Leo  F.  Wormser,  counsel  for  the  Charities, 
took  strong  exception  to  Mr»  Goldsmith's  recommendation,  saying  that 
there  should  be  no  attempt  to  prejudge  the  work  of  the  investigating 
committee*  Answering  Ur«  Wormser,  Judge  Harry  M«  Fisher  strongly 
defended  the  subvention  of  the  Charities  to  the  Board  of  Jewish 

Education,  and  said  that  the  tragic  example  of  Germany  had  made 

"mayafess**  Jews  an  impossibility  for  Jewry, 

■im 
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At  this  pointy  when  the  interchange  threatened  to  become  acrid. 

President  Sol  Kline  closed  the  discussion  by  declaring  a  resolut* 
ion  carried  that  the  remarks  of  both  Ur«  Wormser  and  Judge  Fisher 

be  expunged  ^rom  the  record* 

/ 
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At  the  meeting  of  the  Board,  in  the  report  of  the  Executive  Director,  M 
Groldsmith  stated  that  the  collection  chart  submitted  to  each  director  showed 

the  variation  from  month  to  month  each  year  of  the  collections  from  contrihu-'^ 
tors.  January  is  the  pea^c  month  in  each  year  and  July  second  largest.   The  ̂  
peaks  have  since  1929  been  going  down  steadily.  Collections  now  are  at  the 
rate  of  about  7/12  of  what  they  were  3  years  ago.. 

^ 

The  relief  chart  on  the  other  hand  showed  a  steady  upward  trend  in  the 

number  of  cases  and  amount  of  relief.  The  peak  late  in  1931 »  "^^^   reached 
when  all  the  agencies  were  still  paying  rent  for  the  families  they  were  help- 

ing and  when  the  number  of  families  was  at  the  maximum,  just  before  a  large 
group  were  transferred  to  the  Unenployment  Relief  Service  of  the  Cook  County 
Bureau  of  Public  Welfare.    : 

The  chart  also  shows  how  relief  is  being  paid  for.  Until  the  end  of 
1930 f  this  was  paid  for  entirely  by  our  own  subscriptions.  At  that  time  we 

■■■•  '■  ''Vr* 
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The  Jewish  Charities  Minutes.  November  ?2,  1932. 
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received  the  first  subsidy  from  the  CJovemor's  coTtmiission  which  continued   ' 
tintil  SeJ>tein'ber  30,  1931.   In  the  fall  of  I93I  and  during  January  I932  funds 
were  supplied  by  the  Joint  Emergency  Relief  Pond  and  since  that  date  by  State 
and  Federal  funds  which  had  taken  over  most  of  the  relief  burden. 
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The  Jewish  Charities  Minutes,  May  26,  1932. 
P 
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At  the  meeting  of  the  hoard  in  the  report  of  the  Bxecutive  Director,  thei!^^ 
question  of  federal  aid  and  relief  was  discussed.  It  was  disclosed  that  there  wer4^ 

1,U50  Jewish  families  under  care  of  emergency  relief  service  of  the  Cook  County*   ̂  
Bureau  of  Puhlic  Welfare.  Of  these,  S90  were  transferred  from  the  Jewish  Social  |: 
Service  Bureau,  the  remainder  having  applied  direct.  1,250  families  receive  re- 

lief from  the  J#  S.  S»  B.  and  ahout  3>050  fajnilies  are  under  the  care  of  the  J.  S.S.B 

It  being  douhtful  whether  federal  money  will  go  direct  to  private  agencies, 
it  would  therefore  he  necessary  to  transfer  over,  more  families  to  puhlic  agencies. 

In  reply  to  a  question  hy  Judge  Fisher,  Mr.  Goldsmith  stated  that  the  families 
turned  over  to  the  Emergency  Relief  were  those  families  that  did  not  include  in- 

volved situations  such  as  illness,  mental  hygiene,  protection  of  Child  Welfare  etCt 
The  average  case  load  of  a  worker  in  the  relief  stations  is  175«  The  Jewish   ^f 
Social  Service  Bureau  case  load  is  normally  U5.   It  can  readily  he  seen  that  the 
relief  station  cannot  do  as  intensive  a  Joh  as  the  J.  S.  S.  B.  is  in  a  position 
to  do.  No  families  are  trsinsferred  to  the  relief  stations  where  it  is  the  opinion 

*:«»-■ 
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of  the  Bureau  that  the  transfer  would  he  detrimental  to  the  family,  for  example 
250  aged  are  being  taken  care  of  hy  the  Bureau  in  private  homes*  Though  all 
could  he  transferred  to  the  Cook  County  Bureau,  The  J.  S.   $♦  B.  is  doing  so  , 
only  where  the  persons  involved  can  make  a  decent  re-adjustment  under  county 

care*  .  'f-i'^r  .;:;^^.--:,s/ r--:^':. 
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The  Jewish  Charities  Minutes,  May  26,  1932. 

;*'*iS:?if <*?'•': At  the  meeting  of  the  Board,  it  was  announced  that  after  an  advocacy  of 
6  or  7  years,  a  Council  of  Jewish  Federations  and  Welfare  Ponds  was  formed  at 

Philadelphia  during  a  recent  Social  Worker's  Conference.  -■ltr'-^-rZ:W'ff^ 

-t3 

o 

S ■^'■.j- 

Some  of  the  prohleros  presented  at  the  discussion  leading  to  the  fbxhnetion 

of  the  Cooincil  included  the  relationship  of  programs  of  Jewish  Cultural  and  ed- 
ucational work  to  the  programs  of  Jewish  Federations,  th©  relationship  of  Jewish 

Federations  and  Welfare  Funds  to  the  programs  of  Jewish  constructive  work  abroad 
hoth  in  Europe  and  in  Palestine  and  the  relationship  of  the  Jewish  family  relief 
programs  to  tar  relief  programs  locally  and  nationally  and  to  the  emergency  re- 

lief funds  raised  in  the  various  communities. 

The  group  present  at  the  Phila.  meeting  voted  in  favor  of  the  formation  of 

this  CoTincil.   If  it  is  formed  and  if  the  right  laymen  "become  active  in  the  or- 
ganization, we  shall  have  in  this  country  a  body  to  plan  nationally  as  well  as 

locally  for  Jewish  philanthropy.'  1':;:.v;-.::::-  -<>a-;;,-;,.v;-^^^  /\  -^v'  jJii^J^lly^ 
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II  D  3  Forward,  Feb.  12,   1932. 

m-LiT  THE  HEALTH  DEPARTMEIOT  OF  THE   //ORKJ/!EN»S  CIRCLE 
DOES  FOR  ITS  MSt.IHERS 

The  Medical  Department  of  the  /Vorkmen's  Circle  is  one  of  the  most  important 
departments  created  by  the  great  workmen's  order  for  the  health  of  its  members. 

The  //orkmen's  Circle  cares  for  its  members  just  as  parents  care  for  their      ^* 
children.  It  has  united  the  Jewish  workers  into  one  big  family  throughout 

the  country,  and  no  matter  to  what  city  in  America  a  worker  comes,  he  imme- 
diately is  accepted  in  the  intimate  rank  and  file  of  the  V/orkmen's  Circle. 

He  is  also  protected  by  a  sickness  fund,  and  insurance. 

Nevertheless,  it  was  always  felt  that  a  member  of  the  iVorkmen's  Circle  did 
not  get  the  full  protection  to  which  he  is  entitled,  so  long  as  there  was 
no  special  department  to  care  for  his  health. 

The  Medical  Department  was  therefore  created  and  developed  by  the  V/orkman 
Circle  in  Chicago  and  those  throughout  the  country. 

.-? 
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Forward ,  Feb.  12,  1932. 

JE'/ISH 

The  co-operative  method  of  nedical  aid  is  tiie  best  and  most  econonical 
for  every  thinking  person. 

But  there  is  also  another  important  point  in  the  plan  of  co-operative 
activity  in  the  field  of  health,  a  point  v;hich  the  ordinary  person 
does  not  grasp • 

The  members 
do  not  have 
do  not  feel 

a  physician 
common  cold 
fee  in  this 

of  the  '.Vcrknen's  Circle  belonging  to  the  IJedical  Department 
to  hesitate  very  lone  before  calling  a  physician,  v/hen  they 

y;ell,  ^Then  a  member  feels  a  little  v/eal-c,  he  immediately^  calls 
or  visits  one  in  his  office.   In  doing  so  he  prevents  the 

from  developing  into  something  more  serious.  The  physician's 
case  is  secondary  and  negligible • . 

These  privileges,  plus  the  freedom  from  worry  about  the  high  cost  of  the 

physician's  fee,  are  adequate  reasoiB  for  every  member  of  the  '.Vorlcmen's Circle  to  belong  to  the  TJedical  Department. 

The  Medical  Department  of  the  Woricmen's  Circle  v.^s  created  for  the  pur- 

pose of  educating  and  teaching  the  members  of  the  VJorkmen's  Circle  that 

^Wim, 
^'.■..■'•^.  ..,:'. 'i^,- «■« 
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Forward >  Feb,  12,  1932< 
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it  is  not  necessary  for  one  to  become  seriously  ill  before  he  consults 
a  physician,  and  that  it  is  wiser  to  immediately  obtain  the  advice  of 
the  physician,  so  that  he  can  prevent  the  member  from  becoming  seriously 

ill;  Each  member  enjoys  the  privilege  of  being  examined  by  the  V/orkmen^s 
Circle  doctor  at  the  slightest  symptom  of  ill  health.  iUrthermor e ,  even 

^  healthy  person  has  the  right  to  a  doctor's  examination  to  determine  the 
general  condition  of  his  system* 

The  Medical  Department  of  the  V/orkmen's  Circle  has  a  staff  of  the  most 
popular  and  well-known  physicians.  They  are  ready  at  any  moment  to  serve 
the  interests  of  the  members • 

'  U   is  wrt.  your  ..lie  to  .,oo.e  a  .»..r  of  the  Worl^en-s  Circle  a.,  of 
the  Medical  Department.  Through  your  membership  you  help  to  build  the 

great  health  department  of  the  Workmen's  Circle. 

For  information  about  the  Workmen's  Circle  and  the  Medical  Department,  call 
in  person  at  the  Workmen's  Circle  Labor  Lyceum,  comer  Kedzie  and  Ogden  Avenues, 
or  telephone  Rockwell  d571« 
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The  Chicag:o  Jewish  Chronicle,  Volume  22.  V/k.  of  January  1,  1932.   p.  1.  "S 

II  D   1 

The  needs  of  Chicago  for  the   relief  of  the   unemployed  was  estimated  by         t:^ 

Samuel  A.  Goldsmith,    executive   director  of  the  Jevds'i  Charities  of  Chicago,'^ 
at  $25,000,000  for  the  year  of  1932,.  at  a  hearing  before   the  La  Follette 
Senate  Sub-Corrjnittee  on  unemployments     Mr.  Goldsmith  estimated  that  1/3 
of  the   population  of  Illinois  is  out  of  v/ork« 

Mr.  Goldsmith  said  that  it  wats  essential   that  federal  unemployment  relief 
be  extended* 
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v1-^..-V  '    At  the  meeting  of  the  Board,  in  the  report  of  the  Bxeou- 
tiTe  Director,  Mr.  Goldsmith  oited  the  following  statistics  giving 

In  some  detail  the  wor^  accomplished  "by  the  J.  C.  during  lyol. — 

u> 

r.  i'- 
Jewish  Social  Service  Bureau  -  biD^d   families  cared  for.    <  ( 
Industrial  Workshops  -  11^  individuals  cared  for.         if; 
Hebrew  Sheltering  Home  -  lo21  individuals  cared  for. 

Women's  Loan  Association  -  d^l   loans  -  $25,7;iO  loaned.   '      ,  , 
Joseph  M.  and  Victor  Weil  Loan  Funds  -  ̂ Z   loans  -  §4,500  loaned.  :* 
Jewish  Free  Jianplojnuent  Bureau  -  8,6y7  registrations-  410y  placements* 
Board  of  Jewish  Education  -  approximately  9,000  children  and  adults 
reached. 

Chicago  Home  for  Jewish  Orphans  -  182  individuals  carea  for. 
Maries  IKathan  Jewish  Orphan  Home  -  288 
Jewish  Home  Finding  Society  -  -  -  7^o 
Jewish  Child  Welfare  Council  -  i^4^  children  placed. 
Home  for  Aged  Jews  -  85  individuals  cared  for. 
Orthodox  Jewish  Home  for  the  Aged  -  185  individuals  cared  for. 
Michael  Reese  Hospital  -  150, 46o  patients  -  50.4'^  free. 
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Mandel  Clinio  -  127,^14  visits  -  7Z.Q70   free. 
Mount  Sinai  Hospital  -  46,yi5  patients  -  41.7y/o  free. 
Mount  Sinai  Dispensary  -  •^8,468  visits  -  :dd.^lyo   free* 
The  Winfield  Sanatorium  i  tuberoulosis)  -  ;ii6,7;^2  patients  cared  for. 
Jewish  Tuberoulosis  Service  (olinic)  -  5,554  visits  to  olinic 
^  ;i>,475  visits  by  workers  to  homes* 

Aid  Association  for  incurable  Jews  -  ;:>25  individuals  cared  for 
at  Oak  Forest. 

The  various  organizations  of  the  J.  0#  on  any  one  day  in  one  way  or 
another  serve  approximately  25,UU0  individuals. 

t^-.. 

'!4^  't''.  ■■•■'^j^-.-jj'. j!fi\L'^\-:i^uKi 
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The  Jewish  Charities  Minutes,  Ifeh,  26,  1931. 

At  the  meeting  of  the  Board,  in  the  report  hy  the  Executive  Director,  the 

following  facts  were  revealed  as  an  aftermath  of  the  economic  depression^  -  W.  i^ 

T<* 

■■•>".  i'''T^I  :'-*■'' 

3i 

There  was  an  increase  in  the  number  of  children  cared  for  hy  the  Jewish 
Home  Finding  Society  from  36O  in  Feb.  I93O,  to  UU5  in  Feb*  I93I,  or J27^      ir 

The  Employment  Bureau  received  1,7^5  applications  with  205  placements  in 
Jan,  1930 f  fi^  increase  in  applications  of  30^  and  in  placements  of  IJ/^.  Iti  the 
first  three  weeks  of  Feb.  1,500  applications  have  been  received* 

The  Jewish  Social  Service  Bureau  showed  a  total  case  count  of  3»92^»  with  % 
a  relief  case  count  of  1,588  for  Dec,  1930»  and  for  Jan.  I93I  as  against  a  to- 

tal case  count  of  3 #200  with  a  relief  case  count  of  1,0^  for  Dec.  I929  and  Jan, 
1930.  The  Jan.  1931  total  case  count  represents  an  increase  of  25^  over  Jan. 
1930  while  the  relief  case  count  represents  an  increase  of  60^.,     4     ^e 

Mandel  clinic  reported  10,015  total  visits  in  Jan,  1931»  an  incMase  of 

.■^n-:."-t.xr. /- 
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The  Jewish  Charities  Minutes,  Feb.  26,  1931* 
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^5/6  over  the  6,911  visits  in  Jan.   1930  and  free  visits  of  7,l6S,  an  increase 
over  the  l+,UgO  free  visits  in  Jan.   I93O  of  3^%. 
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^^*■?;;•.;■4;- The  Jewish  Charities, Minutes,  October  30,  1930.  -^ 
v.fvf-;* 

At  the  meeting  of  the  Board,  the  report  hy  the  Executive  Director  on  the 
tmemployment  situation  and  condition  of  the  Charities  was  submitted.  The  fol- 

lowing facts  were  revealed.  At  present  there  are  about  350 #000  people  uneinploy- 
ed  in  Chicago  losing  over  $1,000,000  a  day  in  wages.  Relief  agencies  spend  on- 

ly $8,000  a  day,  therefore  taking  care  only  of  those  cases  where  the  direst  need 
exist  s#<v 

F A 

The  Employment  Bureau  showed  a  steady  upward  trend  of  applications  which 
had  begun  long  before  the  stock  market  crash  and  which  at  the  present  time 
showed  a  doubling  over  last  year.  At  the  same  time  the  number  of  placements 
have  declined. 

T'^iV--' 

1  1  .  *  " ."•  -'  ''■ 

^-  Applications  to  the  Jewish  Social  Service  Bureau  showed  an  upward  trend 
but  there  was  little  variation  in  case  count  because  of  the  fact  that  the  Super- 

visors have  been  strict  in  their  intake  policy  turning  away  service  cases  nor-, 
mally  taken  on  and  limiting  intake  to  relief  cases. 

K,.: ^ '■$■-..     •-■«;/.■■:..       ,-     •..  .-.r      -[fi-r-rrr-:'    ■'  -        ''      '  -■..'■■.     ^         ■  .        ■     .^       ■^/-v-;-^* 
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The  Jewish  Charities  Minutes,  Octolier  30,  1930»  -^ 
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Dispensary  cases  at  Mandel  Clinic  atnd  Moiint  Sinai  show  a  steady  upward  trend  in 
new  patients  with  an  increase  of  100^^  in  the  case  of  Mandel  Clinic.  Many  who 
formerly  went  to  their  own  doctors  are  now  coming  to  the  dispensaries. 

If  the  present  situation  continues,  the  application  to  medical  agencies 
will  undoubtedly  grow.  The  Governor's  Comraittee  on  unemployment  and  relief  will 
appeal  to  the  various  elements  in  the  community  to  support  their  own  charities 
and  to  give  to  those  well  organized  to  deal  with  the  present  emergency. 
The  Charities  must  go  to  it's  contributors  before  a  multiplicity  of  drives  now 
contemplated  take  place  and  confuse  them* 

^ 
 ■ 
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The  Jewish  Charities  Minutes.  September  25,  1930» t.^; 
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At  the  meeting  of  the  Board,  Samuel  A,  Goldsmith,  Executive  Direc^^ 
tor,  mentioned  that  the  Research  Bureau  had  approved  the  study  of  the  distri- 
hution  of  the  Jewish  population  to  be  made  from  the  records  of  the  Board  of 
Education  showing  school  absences  of  children  on  Yom  Kippur, 
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At  the  meeting  of  the  Board,  Charles  Ruhens  reported  for  the  Research 
Bureau  that  the  suh-committee  which  had  heen  authorized  to  purchase  land  adjoin-^i 

Ing  Winfield  Sanitarium  in  conteinplation  of  the  "building  of  a  first  unit  of  a 
community  convalescent  program,  had  ax5quired  115^  acres  at  a  very  favorable 
price.  Mr.  Huhens  then  announced  it  was  his  great  pleasure  to  present  this 

tract  of  land  to  the  J.  C.  on  "behalf  of  Mrs.  Huhens  and  himself  in  the  memory 
of  their  parents,  Louis  and  Caroline  Ruhens  and  Isaac  and  Kate  Meyer.  He  felt 
that  this  tract  was  large  enough  to  provide  facilities  which  would  in  the  fu- 

ture he  required  for  the  care  of  chronics,  incurables  and  cardiacs  and  for  the 
extension  of  the  convalescent  home  unit.  The  announcement  of  the  gift  was 
received  with  tinanimous  thanks  and  applause.  Mr.  Rubens  then  stated  that  the 
committee  wished  to  make  a  suggestion  that  Dr.  Brush,  the  recognized  authority 
on  convalescent  care  in  this  country,  be  invited  to  come  to  CJiiicago  in  the  fall. 

■i' ,> .... 

■A  ■'■■'■: 
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IHB  HBWffiT  TEARS  ^ 
*  -  *  ̂̂ 

The  days  that  folloired  the  World's  Columbian  Exposition  were  dajrs  of     g  ~ 
hunger  and  distress t  of  failure  and  suicide t  of  poverty  cuid  irant*  Ibese  ̂  
conditions  spread  throughout  the  land  and  affected  all  classes  of  people*  ̂  
Ihe  Jews  were  no  exception  to  the  rule t  cuid  those  of  Chicago  were  doomed  ̂  

to  avkfter   mosi#  Thousands  of  people  who  cane  here  to  attend  ^^e  World* s^  . 
Pair»  either  for  business  or  pleasure t  were  stranded  here  with  their  money 
spentf  and  without  the  meems  to  carry,  them  back  to  their  h(Mne8« 

Shortly  after  the  expositiont  the  big  railroad  strike  broke  outf  and 
strike  breakers  from  all  over  the  country  were  brought  to  Qiicago,  tibe 
principal  seat  of  combat*  These  poor  creatures t  who  came  here  to  find 

a  market  for  their  strong  armst  and  thus  earn  enough  money  to  buy  bread 
for  the  dependents  they  had  left  at  home,  helped  to  swell  the  already  ̂  

overflowing  population* ^ 

^ 

\ 
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All   the  existing  charitable  Institutions  were  worked  overtime,  hut  they 
did  not  have   sufficient  facilities  to  cope  vdth  the  ever-increasing 
hunger  and  want.     On  Jefferson  Street,   the  heart  of  the  ghetto,  a   soup-  «^ 
kitchen  took  its   stand  and  a  Jewish  bread  line   caias   into  beings 

The  winter  of  1893  and  1894t  was  the  most  horrible  in  the  history  of  the 
city.       People  were   literally  starving.     Conditions  outside   of  Chicago 
were  not  much  better.     Millions  of  honest  v^orkers,   e>ager  for  work  of  any 
kind  which  would  earn  them  enough  on  which  to   subsist,   tre.mped  the  high- 

ways  of  this  vast  land,  but  could  find  no  work. 

In  Chicago,  new  philanthropic  institutions  v/ere   founded  to  alleviate  to 
some  extent,   if  only  temporary,   the   distressing  conditions  which  pre- 

vailed everywhere^ 
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The  Reform  Advocate^  March  22,   1930,  Vol*  79j   p.   172#  f^ 

One  of  those   Institutions »    the  Bureau   of  Personal  Service,  v/hile  not  p 
rendering  actual   relief  and  not  feeding  the  hungry,  nevertheless,  wes 
a   direct  result  of  those  and  other  conditions* 

It  is   still  functioning  and  is  a  part  of  the  Associated  Jewish  Charities* 
This  agency,  v/hich  has  played  an  unusual  part,    ostensibly  in  the   ghetto, 
but  in  reality  in  the  entire  city  of  Chicago,   came  into  existence  without 
outlining  a  definite  program* 

The  high  standing  which  it  attained  as  one   of  the  most  efficient   social 
agencies  of  the   city  v/as   due  to  the   kind  heart  and  remarkable  ability  of 
its   superintendent,   the   late  Minnie  F«  Lb.w,   and  her   capable  assistant, 
Minnie  Jacobs,   later  known  as  Minnie  Berlin* 



y 
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The  Reform  Mvooata«  liaroh  S2f   19!K) O 

The  Council  of  Jewish  Women  was  not  the  only  aooomplishment  of  Ifrs* 
Haanah  0«  Solomon*  She  is  also  the  founder  of  the  Bureau  of  Personal 
Servioe*  She  oonoeived  the  idea  of  suoh  an  agenoy  during  the  dark  days 
of  the  winter  of  1893t  and  18949  when*  as  chairman  of  a  committee  of  the 

Cbioago  Women's  Club*  she  was  in  charge  of  an  emergency  work«room«  Here 
she  came  in  contact  with  real  conditions*  with  suffering  victims  of  the 
post«  Exposition  depression* 

CO 
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Annals  of  Ramah  Lodge  i{<33»  1929 —P.  1^.* 

i:  *''■■:  i:*?*-'^-.,    ̂   ' 

In  the  40th  annual  report  of  the  Executive  Committee  of  the?5  ;^^^^^^ United  Hebrew  Charities  In  1899  the  following  statement  appears  ^  >; 

*'At  the  suggestion  of  Henry  Oreenebaum,  Ramah  Lodge  #331^  ̂ tn  the  \ summer  of  lo59»  appointed  a  committee  to  wait  upon  the  several 
Jewish  societies  dispensing  charity  and  urged  their  participation 
in  a  convention  to  be  called  by  the  Lodge  and  composed  of  delegates 
from  the  different  societies*** 

Through  the  efforts  of  the  Lodge,  a  convention  was  held  which 
resulted  in  the  organization  of  the  United  Hebrew  Relief  Society 
of  Chicago •  The  present  Jewish  Charities  of  Chicago  is  the 
outgrowth  of  this  humble  organization^ v!^^^^^- 

'  ?;...>;  ■;'  ;_  ■,...:/■-  -   ■  '-     •/;■,•  ...    •  ;~    -•'-   ■*•  r.  •='■  W.   -"'^  •  -I'-'i':^-    .■■         -  ■■■     -^■. 

V  K*:,>- 

i --^-  "      \jr-'^^^.^'-''^^:r'J'.t  -^"r.  ■■■■■■t:^^-:,''--  :  :  ■-^^■^;: .  ';^'^l5-^:,y^'^ 

^•c"*' •■'  ''■'.^r*;;«^\.  ■■■,y  'yy;^  ■^■.:'i-    ■  i'-.V- '.'.*< 
*■  -'^-  •■ -• -<iC?V.     •  ■^■'^v^S^^^;^-^^*■^^v•f^^■ 
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Daily  Jewish  Forward t  Nov*  3>  1929*     "*^  0^^  PRQJi  3^X 

THE  CHARITY  DRIVE  • 

A  drive  i:j  started  in  Chicago  for  five  thousand  new  members  to  the 

United  Hebrew  Charities,  which  supports  twenty-one  various  Jewish 
institutions,  which  have  in  the  course  of  years  been  built  by  both 
reform  and  orthodox  Jews* 

Thelinumber  of  eubscribers  in  the  Jewish  Charities  is  very  small  in 
comi^rarison  with  the  Jewish  population  of  Chicago*  It  appears  that 
only  a  hcmdful  of  Jews  keep  up  the  charity,  and  it  is  possible  that, 
that  is  the  reason  that  the  democratic  spirit  which  we  would  like, 
does  not  exist  there* 

.  V •  i  .♦-!■•;. 
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Daily  Jewish  Forward,  Nov.  3,  1929.         WPA  (ILL)  PROJ.302/O 

It  is  also  remarkable  that  just  that  small  group  that  has  kept  up 
the  charities  has  introduced  the  campaign  for  a  large  membership^ 
not  because  they  want  to  dispose  of  the  burden  of  maintaining  the 

charities 9  but  just  want  to  have  more  Jews  shoulder  the  responsi* 
bility  of  social  work,  so  that  when  their  time  comes ,  and  they 
must  cease  their  work,  there  will  be  others  to  take  their  places* 

This  is  their  view  of  the  matter.  Our  position  on  charity  is 
entirely  different • 

As  long  as  the  present  system  of  inequality  of  exploitation  will 
exist,  tens  of  thousands  of  people  will  eventually  be  forced  to 
come  to  the  charities*  It  is  a  fact  that  the  same  philanthropist 
who  gives  so  much  money  for  charity  is  often  one  of  the  greatest 
exploiters. 
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Dally  Jewish  Forward,  Nov*  3,  1929*  WPA  (ILL)  PROJ. 302/5 

We  are  not  speaking  on  the  point  of  charity,  now*  We  are  speaking 
now  of  the  raising  of  funds  to  keep  up  the  charity  institutions, 
and  we  say  that  it  is  the  duty  of  every  person  who  can  eifford  to 
pay  a  minimum  of  twenty  five  dollars  a  year,  to  belong  to  the  charities. 
This  will  offer  a  double  adveoitage*  First,  the  great  majority  of 
Jews  will  have  the  right  to  voice  their  opinion  in  the  charities, 
and  will  be  able  to  bring  in  their  democratic  ideas  and  principles, 
second,  the  entire  character  of  charity  will  be  changed,  because 
then  we  will  not  give  the  orphan,  the  widow,  the  distressed,  the 
unemployed  nor  the  sick,  what  is  now  called  charity,  but  we  will 
give  them  brotherly  help. 

■  .^r«*Tfc 
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Daily  Jewish  Forwards  Nov.  3,  1929 • WPA  (ILL)  PROJ.  30275 

The  more  subscribers  of  the  democratic  element  that  will  join  the 
charities,  the  better  it  will  be  for  the  victims  of  our  society, 
who  are  forced  to  come  for  help  to  the  charities* 

It  is  therefore  the  duty  of  Chicago's  broad  social  opinion  to  help 
in  the  present  drive  for  subscribers  to  the  Jewish  charities. 
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D?.ily  Jewish  Courier,   Jnn.   29,    1929 . 

NATIONAL  WOjlKBitS  ALLIANCE  GROWS,  CLAIMS  PRJ^SIDSNT 

Meyer  Broun,  loresident  of  the  Jewish  N?»tion<^l  Workers  Alll?^nce,  a  v/orkers' 
order  with  more  th-^n  seven  thousand  members,  left  Chic?>go  for  Detroit,  after 
sr)ending  several  days  here  in  the  intere-^ts  of  the  Alliajice.   He  had  been 
organizing  the  caiir?ai,s:n  for  new  recruits,  which  will  soon  be^in  in  Chicago. 

Mr.  Broun  declared  thr^t  this  workers'  order  is  const-^ntly  ^rov^ing  because 

the  nationplistically  inclined  workers  realize  the  i-^-i^ortpnce  of  this  order, 
v/hich  devotes  itself  to  n?=^tion?^l  T)rob~.ems.  The  Alliance  now  contemnlates 
the  erection  of  ̂   workers'  sanitarium  in  Palestine  ^v^A  will  sup-oort  every 
enterprise  in  the  interests  of  Palestine.  The  order  also  oprticinates  in 
ether  nationr-listic  ?^ctivities. 
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The  Chicago  Jewish  Chronicle,  Wk.  of  July  IS,  1928,  Vol.  13,  p*3. 
:> 

Three  Chicago  institutions  will  'benefit  to  the  extent  of  almost  $1,000,000    "S 
hy  the  will  of  Adolph  J.  Lichtstern,  Chicago  Board  of  Trade  operator.  ,. 

The  University  of  Chicago  will  receive  between  $300,000  and  $400,000;  the 

Jewish  Charities  of  Chicago,  between  $150,000  and  $200,000;  and  the  Michael 

Reese  Hospital  between  $150,000  and  $200,000*  The  charity  bequests  are  left 

outright,  with  no  trust  fxinds  or  other  modifying  provisions* 

'«a 
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Under  the  terms  of  the  Will  of  Max  KleeJ^  tjie  foliewing  bequests  ̂ '^  ̂  
were  made*  ,^.f\.v-^'^:-V^'  ■•■.-,:  :'-  --v^---:,  ■^-':^-';-.-^--^^--V'V^::v;^^.^    •     :-'yv^v^'^t^'/i^  •--:  ̂ ^'"::^-■^'i•#^?<^^^    % 

Jewish  Charities  .  .  v  V%i:^<;eJ^^^^^^  "31 
Jewish  People's  Institute'  ;^r^^  10,000,    ^           "^ 
Juvenile  Protective  Association  ̂ ^•j^.^^^^^  %^^^^^  1,000. 
United  Charities   ^  •  •  .^  :^ li/^  •^tti^  ̂ i^^?  IfOOO* 

.-  .. -^ />;'.  .V ,  ,r:-..:-;      ,i    ..^ -v  ■„   ̂ ;-v ■•■•*-.    ,.Vv.   - "  •  z '  "*  v  ̂  '.'f ri.-  V  ' v >- -- ',  :--^''-;--' '  *''^:'^^' ""^"  " 

!*  't^ 

:•':-'■;■•■'■:  ̂ X^( '■■','■■;':''■■  ■:'i-.^'  '' ^.- J   ."-.-•...■"..  ..^    .-..  ■-v■■■•^-'^^..•  ;--.:.<.-       •  ----•••       ■  '-- 
y.  .      .-    >  ,.    -'    ■>.■'■■■■■'•  '       .■"■      »■■>■         "~     ■• .  ■•  ■"    ;.    -      -  ■■■     -^  ,^ -■**■■  ■  ".■•■■•  ■  ••  ■ .-  *•.' 

.r.v  •   ̂   .  -^^    c  "     ■'    ■     '/^-'^ '^^  ,'•■''->     :/ -^ ':.U->'-f- ■      ■-      •:'^:-•   r,:<i*:>;'^^  T^^ ■•■••■:■  "^■- ^y^i■^■;:^■■^.%;i" 

5«,*v.'. ' 

•isV: 

^v>--V^     ■■><^' 
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The  Jewish  Charities  Mlxmtes.  May  26,  1927,  'o 

At  the  meeting  of  the  Board,  Mr.  Cahn,  chairman  of  the  Research  Bu- 
reau, reported  that  the  question  of  a  suhsidy  for  Marks  Nathan  Home  under  the 

Industrial  Training  Act  had  heen  taken  up  with  the  State  authorities  who  had  re* 
fused  the  subsidy  on  the  basis  of  the  Attorney-Greneral's  ruling  that  no  insti- 

tution not  strictly  a  manual  training  school  was  entitled  to  it.  He  further 
stated  that  .the  matter  had  been  taken  up  with  Judge  Arnold  and  a  group  repre- 

senting the  non-Jewish  institutions  and  that  the  matter  is  now  receiving  the 
attention  of  the  Children's  Committee  of  the  Chicago  Council  of  Social  Agen- 
cies. 
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The  Jewish  Charities  Minutes.  Fetruraiy  2^,  1927 • 

». 

At  the  meeting  of  the  Board,  Mr*  Calm  informed  the  memhers  that  the 

Daily  Jewish  Corgrier.  had  been  running  a  series  of  articles  against  small  orga*»  • 

nizations  which  were  raising  funds  hy  halls,  tag  days,  "bazaars,  highly  paid  col- 
lectors etc.  and  which  did  not  render  proper  accounting  as  to  the  disposition 

of  these  funds.  He  read  a  letter  which  he  had  written  to  Mr.  Loehner,  the  city 
editor  of  the  Courier,  complimenting  him  on  his  work. ■  '-i 

.**?,  .;••  ;  •^"  -v'  ̂:- 
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The  Jewish  Charities,  October  28,  1926* 

CO 

At  the  meeting  of  the  Board,  Rahbi  Louis  Ma.nTi  was  intro- 
duced and  made  a  report  of  his  investigation  of  the  Hebrew  Schools  under  the 

supervision  of  the  Jewish  Education  Conmittee,   It  was  then  voted  that  Dr. 

Mann's  remarks  he  rewritten  with  a  view  to  their  being  printed  ajid  mailed  to 
all  the  subscribers;  A  committee  was  appointed  for  this  purpose  consisting 
of  Julius  Rosenwald,  General  Davis  and  Rabbi  Mann, 

.■■-*   ̂   ̂iiit'--t,i<^- r-t.lii'iiTir-l^-^V  l-Vi'r  \V*^Gi'  £%a>>l-r^  *  i'.i  . 
<L»:.  :•<».■  :■■- 
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THE  REFORM  ADVOCATE   .  Volume  70 j  Week  6f  October  24,1925  ̂ fwi?      '^ 
Pace   352  ■•->V-':   ■;•  V.  -^  i'.  ^^;*-^.         —-■-...'   ,r..-%;- ^-'.:^;:.„-: 
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The  United  drive  for  54,000>,000  was  launched  witK  an  appeal  ̂ o^'  /"^''^^^,^ 
50,000  Jews  this  week*  -r-^v^  ?t>-^A.^-^-^r'^:--^:;^ri:  .    '^/i^-^-'mt-M/'  Si-&^'^ '■*'"  '•'  >••  ;v>P\  ,-'«■;;  "^rr^/vv'/--  T        ~     ■■■t''i^>*v 

.•--r,-  >;  *ie  - 

Julius  Rosenwald  has  accepted  the  office^  of  honorary  chairman*!^;   '      tf 
Sol  Kline  is  associate  chairman*  Marcy  J«  Berger  is  secretary t  and  Al-      * 
fred  K*  Foremant  treasurer^SytfJ^^r^^'"-^:-   ■^"■''-':;?^;;-f-.,.  ..      ,^^&;;:iifr':' 

Chicago  institutions  will  he  materially  aided  by  this  fund t  including 
lliohael  Reese  and  Mount  ̂ inai  Ho]5pital8«  Educational,  vocational  and 

social  work  at  the  Jewish  People's  Institute  will  be  extended* 
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The  Jewish  Charities  Minutes ,  June  9,  1925* % 

^. 

'?-- 

'v  At  a  Joint  meeting  of  the  Executive  Committee  of  the  Ibiited  Drive  and   the^-"^ 
Board  of  Directors  of  the  Uiehael  Reese  Hospital,  Mr«  Jacob  M*  Loeb  called  upon  ''\ 
Judge  Harry  M«  Fisher  to  present  the  viewpoint  of  the  United  Drive* 

..'jf'-'' 

Judge  Fisher  stated  that  Felix  U.   Warburg  of  the  Joint  Distribution  Commit- 
tee, N*  Y«  C*,  had  hastily  returned  from  Europe  a  short  time  ago  because  in   ,, 

Europe  he  came  in  contact  with  the  terrible  situation  of  the  Jews  abroad,  and 
following  his  return,  the  J«  D«  C«  has  sumounced  that  the  Jews  of  Jlmerica  will 
again  be  asked  to  raise  a  large  fund,  approximately  $15,000,000  for  the  relief 
of  the  sufferers  abroad*  Judge  Fisher  concluded  by  stating  that  this  means 
that  Chicago  must  try  to  raise  approximately  $3,000,000  to  cover  local  and 
foreign  needs* 

m 
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The  Jewish  Charities.  Itey  IS,   1925, 
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A  special  meeting  of  the  Board  was  called  in  tribute  to 

k.  (j.   Becker,  whose  death  occurred  on  May  ik^     James  Davis  delivered  a  "      ̂  
eulbgy  on  Mr»  Becker.  Tor  a  quarter  of  a  century  he  was  the  most  out-      i^ 
standing  figure  in  the  Jewish  Community  of  Chicago.  He  was  one  of  the  organ-  ;  ̂ 

izers  and  one  of  the  directors  €uid  trustees  at  the  inception  of  the  organlza-  -"^^ 
tlon  in  1900.  In  I9OI  and  I902  he  was  selected  vice-president  of  the  Board. 
In  the  years  I9O3-H-5  and  again  in  I9I3  ̂    ̂ ^s  chairman  of  the  Board  and  it 
is  due  to  his  sagacity  and  untiring  efforts  that  the  J.  C.  has  become  a 

model  of  efficiency  in  it*s  field  of  endeavor".      , 
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The  Jewish  Charities,  Feh.  26,  I925. 
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At  a  meeting  of  the  Board,  Mr.  Cahn,  Executive  Director,  reported  he  had   C 
spent  ten  days  in  New  York  and  Philadelphia,  investigating  the  situation  of  the  ̂  
organizations  of  those  cities  corresponding  to  the  Jewish  Social  Service  Bureau^ 

of  Chicago.  Prom  these  investigations 'he  learned  that  in  "both  cities  "budgets  r^ 
allowed  dependent  fajnilies  were  slightly  in  excess  of  those  allowed  in  Chicago^^ 
He  prepared  a  tahle  showing  comparisons  of  allowances  for  food.  i^ 

The  unemployment  situation  was  far  less  acute  in  Philadelphia  and  in  HewN^ 
York.  The  United  Hehrew  Charities  were  not  affected  by  it  to  any  great  extent^ 
Boston,  however  was  confronted  with  the  prohlem,  hut  to  a  much  smaller  extent 
than  Chicago.  . 

Much  time  had  heen  spent  with  the  superintendent  and  president  of  the 
Jewish  Social  Service  Bureau,  analyzing  all  figures  and  discussing  the  situ- 

ation. Daring  the  past  10  days  there  had  been  a  change  for  the  better. 
There  were  less  new  applications  for  help  and  there  was  reason  to  believe  that 

in  a  comparatively  short  time  there  will  be  no  further  heavy  demands  for  relief.  ' 
The  number  of  regular  pension  cases  in  the  Social  Service  Bureau  had  not  in^ 
creased  during  the  past  six  months. 

,^:[---w^'A 
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The  ̂ ^awish  Charities^  October  30*   1934 
^ 

At  a  neeting  of  the  Board«  a  resolation  of  thanks  was  drawn  up  to  be  presented 

bo  Judge  ̂ enry  Corner  as  Chairman  of  the  %mbex'shlp  Counoil*  Judge  Horner  was  high« 
Ly  oommended  for  his  notable  work  in  enlisting  thousands  of  new  subsoribers# 

/ 
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GOODMQRNnCl 

by 

Dr.  3.  M«  Malanea 

I  haar  that  tha  Boasrd  of  Education  of  the  Uhltad  Jawlali  Cbarltl  aa  haa  alactad 
aaran  Orthodox  rapraaantatlraa  to  the  Board*  Tbaaa  aavan  man  rapreaant  tha  ^ 
Orthodox  conununlty  of  Chicago*  It  la  not  officially  known  aa  yet  who  tha  S 
aaran  man  ara,  but  unofficially  It  la  known  that  all  tha  aaran  ara  truly  ^ 
pious  Jaws  end  raal  represantatlvas  of  tha  synagogua*  Thay  all  obsanre  tha  F 
Sabbath,  they  are  rery  actlra  In  the  synagogues,  and  they  know  what  Oarthodoxy  ^ 
means*  I  do  not  know,  not  knowing  who  the  seven  men  are,  whether  they  know  o 
Etobrew,  whether  they  are  educated  people,  and  lAiather  they  know  something  oo 
about  education*  Anyway,  It  Is  vary  nice  on  the  part  of  the  United  /TtmlBl^  ^ 
Charltiaa  to  elect  to  the  Boco^  of^ducatlon  Jawa  about  whose  piety  there 
la  not  the  allghtaat  doubt*  Tha  ̂ nlted  Jewish]^  Charities  prove  by  this  act 
that  they  actually  want  Orthodox  representation  on  their  Board  of  Education* 
This  will  help  to  create  harmony  and  peace  In  the  community*  I  do  not 

err 
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know  whether  the  Hebraists  of  the  city  will  be  satisfied  with  the  choice  of 
the  United  Jewish  Charities*  We  will  learn  about  it  when  the  names  of  the 
seren  men  chosen  will  become  officially  knoim« 

CD 
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raS  STQRM  THAT  IS  RAGING  IN  THE  WORKMEN»S  CIRCLE 

by 

A*  Hamexman 
Qiara  la  a  heary  atom  raging  In  the  great  Vorkmen^a  Circle  organization,  which 
haa  oTer  ei^ty  thouaand  menbera*     The  trouble  la  due,  as  is  usually  the  case, 

to  the  ■aehlnationa  of  the  Bintel  boya*    ̂ Tranalator^a  note:     Term  of  deriaion 
applied  by  Courier  to  the  ataff  of  the  Jevrish  newspaper,  Forward ,  and  all 
peraona  controlled  by  it^/ 

Th^  hare  done  aoaethlng  whidi  only  they  are  capable  of  doing.     Aa  a  reault  of 
their  work,  there  la  a  atom  brewing  in  all  the  branchea  of  the  TorkaieQ^a 
Circle,  in  all  parte  of  the  country.     A  proteat  conference,  almilar  to  the 
one  called  two  yeara  agO|  is  being  called  at  the  present  tise. 

The  story  of  what  has  happened  can  be  told  briefly.     It  ia  an  acknowledged  fact 
that  the  Bintel  boya  are  gradually  losing  their  hold  upon  the  Jewish  labor 

5 
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jBOTemant*     They  are  being  completely  discredited.     Th^  have  resolved,  there-  ^ 
fore,  in  their  desperation,  to  rule  by  violence*     All  rulers  idio  lose  the  con-  ^ 
fidence  of  the  people  act  the  same  way*     Those  who  have  the  confidence  of  the  ̂  
people  do  not  have  to  adopt  the  method  of  violence.     Those  who  have  the  ma-  <^, 
Jority  on  their  side  are  not  afraid  of  any  criticism  because  they  can  overcome  ^S 
their  opponents  by  democratic  means*     Leaders  itio  do  not  have  a  majority  and  3 
still  desire  to  rule,  have  to  adopt  the  method  of  violence  and  of  swindle*  ^ 
This  happens  to  all  discredited  despots*  ^ 

This  is  what  has  happened  to  the  Bintel  boys*     Thej  have  begun  to  expel  people 
in  all  branches  of  the  labor  movemait  where  they  still  have  power*     They  did 
80  before  in  the  local  Cloakmakers*  Union,  and  now  they  have  begun  to  do  it 
in  the  Workmen's  Circle*     They  have  begun  to  manipulate  elections  and  to  expel 
^embersZ*     This  happened  in  Milwaukee,  Cleveland,  St*  Louis,  New  Tork,  Los 
Angeles,  and  other  cities*     In  New  Toric,  they  expelled  a  legally  elected  member 
of  the  ci^  committee  because  he  was  an  opponent  of  theirs*     Ae  general 
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membership  did  not  remain  Indifferent  to  this  situation,  but  protested  Tlgor* 
ously.  The  more  the  Blntel  boys  engaged  In  dirty  work,  the  greater  became 
the  bitterness  against  themi  the  more  they  lost  the  confidence  of  the  people. 

^ 

CJT 

They  hare  done  something  now  whldi  has  had  the  effect  of  a  bomb.  They  have 

esqpelled  those  who  headed  the  morement  against  them  from  the  Workmen* s  Circle,  ^ 
the  well-known  leaders  of  the  Workmen* s  Circle,  A.  Spsteln  and  R.  Slegel.  Old  S 
Bpsteln  Is  one  of  the  founders  of  the  Workmen*  s  Circle.     He  was  president  of  oo 
the  Workmen's  Circle  for  many  years,  and  now  he  has  been  expelled.     Mr.  Slegel      ̂  
has  been  active  In  the  Workmen's  Circle  for  the  past  fifteen  years  and  he  Is 
now  one  of  the  leaders  of  the  opposition  to  the  Blntel. 

The  Workmen's  Circle,  being  an  insurance  order,  is  subject  to  state  laws  regard- 
ing fraternal  organizations.     The  Blntel  boys  haye^  therefore^  foxmd  it  dlffl- 

ctilt  to  expel  a  menber  in  the  way  they  did  it  in  the  unions.     They  can,  how- 
erer^  change  the  status  of  ordinary  members  to  members-at-large.     This  has  been 
the  case  with  the  two  old  leaders.     They  were  made  members-at-large,  which  means 
that  they  ceased  to  be  members  of  a  branch,  thus  depriving  them  of  all  the 
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rights  whioh  a  msmber  has  (they  even  lose  the  branch  benefits  for  ubich  they 
haTe  been  paying  for  a  nuaber  of  years)* 

Dissatisfaction  had  arisen  in  the  Workmen^s  Circle  over  the  expulsions  and  the  ̂  
election  manipulations,  but  now  a  storm  Ipf  protest/  has  broken  out  in  all  <^ 
branches  all  over  the  country*  Branch  after  branch  is  protesting  against  this  S 
brutal  act*  In  New  Tork,  a  few  days  ago,  there  was  a  giant  protest  meeting  of  S 
the  Woxkmen*s  Circle  members*  Such  protest  meetings  have  taken  place  in  many  ^ 
cities,  among  them  Chicago*  All  branches  are  requested  to  send  delegates  to  a 
protest  conference* 

It  is  an  old  story  that  people  who,  in  desperation,  stop  at  nothing  in  order  to 
hold  on  to  their  i)ower,  are  the  ones  who  bite  the  hands  that  feed  them*  %ey 
undermine  their  own  existence  by  their  own  acts*  This  is  idiat  happened  to  the 
great  czars  and  despots,  and  it  also  happens  to  the  peanut  czars  and  despots* 

A  Workmen *s  Circle  irtiich  expels  members  is  as  belicTable  as  fried  snow  or 
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cold  fire*  The  great  virtue  of  the  Workmen* 8  Circle  consisted  in  the  fact  that  « 
every  opinion  was  tolerated  therCf  that  real  democracy  prevailed  there,  that  3 
nobody  was  discriminated  against  because  of  his  beliefs*  Sverybody  could  speak,  ̂  
agitate,  and  fight  for  his  beliefs,  and  remain  a  friend*  r* 

The  charge  against  the  expelled  is  that  they  have  organized  their  own  cliques  S 
within  the  Workmen* s  Circle*  The  charge  is  as  ridiculous  as  it  is  shameless*  co 
Every  movement  must   assume  some  organizational  form*  Ten  years  ago  there  was  a  ̂  
struggle  within  the  Workmen* s  Circle  between  the  <*old"  and  the  *new**  Both  ^ 
sides  were  well  organized  and  yet  nobody  thought  of  expelling  anybody*  Further- 

more, the  Blntel  boys  themselves  are  organized  into  a  clique,  and  into  a  secret 
clique  at  that*  They  are  organized  into  a  clan,  which  calls  itself  *the  old 
man***  This  is  the  secret  Blntel  clan  within  the  Workmen* s  Circle*  This  is 
permissible*  The  members  of  the  secret  **old  man*  are  not  expelled,  but  the 
members  who  openly  oppose  the  Blntel  are  expelled*  Only  desperate  creatures 
could  delude  themselves  with  the  idea  that  the  members  of  the  Workmen *s  Circle 
will  not  understand  the  facts* 
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Chicago  has  Its  own  complaint  to  make  against  the  Blntel  boys,  besides  being  a  ^ 
party  to  the  complaint  already  described*  We  reported  In  the  Courier,  two  weeks  ̂  
ago,  what  happened  to  the  local  city  central  committee  of  the  Workmen* a  Circle; 
how  a  number  of  the  Chicago  branches  left  the  central  committee  as  a  protest 
against  the  local  Blntel  boys,  who  by  their  acts  destroyed  the  nonpartisan 

character  of  the  Workmen *8  Circle,  and  converted  the  city  committee  Into  a 
clique  of  their  own*  ^ 

The  Blntel  boys  have  Issued  a  declaration  In  the  Blntel  newspaper  concerning    o^ 
this  affair*  The  declaration  Is  long,  full  of  sand,  wind,  €Uid  distorted  facts* 
One  should  not  blame  them  for  Issuing  such  a  declaration;  they  had  no  other 
choice*  If  one  were  to  examine  the  principles  of  the  Workmen's  Clrcle-^whloh 
are  the  foundation  upon  which  it  rests—with  a  thousand  microscopes,  one  woxild 
not  be  able  to  find  any  reason  whatsoever  why  the  central  committee  of  the  Work- 

men's Circle  should  become  the  agency  of  the  party  to  idilch  a  few  of  its  members 
belong,  and  should  persecute  the  party  to  idiich  other  members  belong;  why  one 
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kind  of  menber  should  be  considered  desirable  and  another  kind  undesirable; 
lAy  It  should  become  the  bootlicker  of  one  newspaper,  while  the  Workmen* s 
Circle  has  always  indorsed  all  labor  newspspers  in  which  its  members  were  in* 
terestedi  irrespective  of  their  policy  or  inclination*  This  is  the  more  in- 

explicable when  one  considers  that  the  city  committee  wants  to  lick  the  dirty 
boots  of  a  newspaper  which  is  notorious  for  its  obscene  stories,  but  idiich 
ceased  years  ago  to  be  a  labor  newspaper* 

CO 

D4 
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>*-•  V'^^'/^^^'V^Sj'"^'^. UNITED  CHARITIES  CELEBRATE  FIRST  YEAR.  OF. EXISTENCE*^ 

At  a  banqaot  last  xilght  at  the  Hotel  LaSalle«  the  United  Charities  oele- 

brated  Its  first  year  of  exlstenoe*  :     :&\ft.-^^>\-i-'.:i:0:5^^^    ;*W- V  •*%■•■'.'■ v'^^.,  i-<":- V:-  ■  '•■  V^V  T^.   ■  ̂ -   -*-'*r  >?rj"  r^;  ̂   _•<         -  V^;i--'*   .-  -^  .-.ii.^  •/,■;.. 
■/i  -*  ,^  • 

Jallas  Rosenwaldt  the  president  of  the  Jewish  Charities,  and  chairman  of  the 
meeting,  deolared  that  one  of  the  biggest  erents  of  the  year  was  the 
|2, 500,000  drive*     Dr*  Louis  L»     Mann,   Rabbi  of  Slnal  Temple,  was-the  main 
speaker  of  the  evening*         c  #J^:^^ 

j.<V   ■>■>,•  ̂ :  ><■ 

The  following  officers  were  Installed  for  the  year  cd^  1934 #  Honorary  Presl« 
dent,  Julius  Rosenwald;  President,  Charles  Rubin;  Vice-President,  Sol  Klein; 
Treasurer,  A«  Foreman;  Seoretary,  Uarcy  fierger* ■^Al-    . 

The  charities  distributed  more  than  |l, 500,000  to  Its  affiliated  institutions* 

■.-»y 
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The  Chicago  Chronicle,  Wk.  of  October  26,  1^2^,^  Jpl^^  %j^.kf 
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EDITOHIAl,   OPPOSITION  TO  M/ BILLIKOPF'S'SDGGEariON.      ^  '"  ̂ ^^^^  '' MS:^^^ 
.>^-"      rf.  i«.     :    .  .  ■'    ,    -'■>  .  .k  ..':-. ^.-'  :.     "V-^.>^■i;)?■^''■■ 

Mr.  JacoT)  Bllllkopf,  the  well--Kn6wn'' social  worker/  has' Wlttenj^  given" 
wide  circulation  to  an  article  headed,  "Shall  the  Relief  Organization  "be 
Scrapped?"  proposing  that  the  machinery  which  has  "been  created  In  carrying 
on  the  work  for  the  aid  of  the  war  sufferers  shall  he  maintained  permanently 
for  the  raising  of  funds  for  general  puhllc  work  among  Amerlc??ji  Jewry.  The 
same  project,  which  In  effect  Involves  the  creation  of  a  sort  of  super-fed- 

eration of  charities,  was  discussed  at  the  recent  conference  of  Jewish  Social 
Workers  in  Washington,  and  has  evidently  received  the  approval  of  certain 

Mr.  Bllllkopf's  suggestion  seems  to  have  aroused  a  great  deal  of  opposition 
from  the  Jewish  press.   The  attitude  of  many  of  the  Yiddish  papers  is  summed 
up  in  the  following  extract  taken  from  an  editorial  in  the  Jewish  Morning 

Journal ,  New  York*      •  v'^-^■:"^v:-^  .;%^..>--r^v      .>''\  ^";p^fj3;^  ". 
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The  Chicago  Chronicle,  ^Vk.  of  October  26,  19^3.  Vol,  5,  p.U, 

"Our  own  view  is  that  the  relief  organization  as  a  working  machine  cannot  he  ^ 
dispensed  with  too  soon.  The  bureaus  and  the  offices  and  the  departments,  with£ 

their  armies  of  employees  and  large  expenses,  ha.ve  existed  long  enough  and  the  ̂  
present  task  is  to  reduce  them  to  a  minimum,  in  reality,  to  get  rid  of  them 
entirely,  A  small  body  for  supervision,  for  consultation,  and  for  'emergen- 

cies' may  remain." 

■^ 
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The  Jewish  Charities,  Septeinber  27,  1923.  Q  ̂^  ': 

At  the  meetlzig  of  the  Board,  Louis  M,  Cahn,  Executive  Director,'^^  ; 
presented  Dr,  Pushkin  who  outlined  his  views  on  the  administration  and  the 
curriculum  of  the  Hehrew  schools,  together  with  the  purpose  and  scope  of 
Jewish  Education. 

^  '  At  the  conclusion  of  Dr.  Dushkin's  remarks,  Mr,  Cahn  presented  a 
resolution  that  a  committee  of  7  members  of  the  Board  of  Directors  of  the   ^ 
J«  C.   he  appointed  to  he  known  as  the  Jewish  Education  Committee,  that  this  | 
committee  shall  function  as  an  affiliated  organization  of  the  J»  C,  and  shall 

effect  it's  own  organization  and  develop  a  general  plan  for  Jewish  education. ^ 
This  resolution  was  adopted.  t 

X.V- 

:•* 

% 

The  president,  Mr.  Rosenwald,  appointed  thfe  following  to  s^rve 
as  members  of  the  Committee  on  Jewish  Education  -  A.  &.  Becker,  James  Davis, 
Samuel  Deutsch,  Harry  M.  Fisher,  B.  Horwich,  Sol  Kline  and  Sajmiel  Phillipson. i=:.Sr;V 

;    ■  -  -'   »>  :<i.-M.    :'.i. 

I 

'i^iti^l 
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The  Chloago  Chronjolet  Volume  5#  :7eek  of  July  20,  1923,  Pp.  l-2# 

Dr»  Ed-vvard  A.   Pisohkln,  a  skin  disease  specialist,  died  last  Monday. 
He  was  born  in  Krementahug,  Russia,  on  October  6f  1862» 

In  1894,  Dr.  Pischkin  came  to  the  United  States  and  settled  in  Chicago. 
He  at  once  began  to  take  an  interest  in  educational  and  sociological 
endeavor..  He  lived  as  a  resident  at  the  Northv/estern  University  Settle- 

ment for  three  years. 

Dr.  Fisohkin  was  chosen  to  head  the  Hebrew  Institute  when  the  Taylor 
Street  site  was  purchased.  He  was  the  president  of  the  Hebrevf  Institute 
during  1907.1908,. 

Dr.  Pischkin  had  been  professor  and  head  of  the  Department  of  Derma^ 

tology  of  the  Chicago  College  of  Medicine  and  Surgery  of  Valpariso  Jni- 
versity. 

03 
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The  Chioago  Chroniolet  Volume  5.  Y/eek  of  July  20,  1923, Pp.  1-2 •        3 

He  was  attending  Dermatologist  at  the  Michael  Reese  Hospital,  the  .Test 

Side  Dispensary,  and  St.  Elizabeth  and  Norwegian  Lutheran  Deaconess 
hospitals* 

He  was  a  member  of  the  American  Medical  Association,  the  Chicago  Medical 

Society,  the  Chicago  Dermatological, Society,  and  the  Physicians'  Club* 
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Benjamin  J,  Bosenthal,  State  street  merchant  and  philanthropist,  has  an^W£;^ 
nonnced  the  estahllshment  of  the  Benjamin  J.  Boeenthal  Charities  Inc«  Thus 
]^  has  put  into  effect  his  intention  to  donate  to  charities  all  his  profltsy|| 
in  husiness  over  and  ahove  a  reasonable  salary  for  living  expenses* 

'•  --J  x- 

The  money  will  he  used  for  two  purposes,  to  provide' a  fund  to  keep  up  contri- 
butions to  charitable  organizations  of  all  kinds,  and  to  realize,  to  some 

degree,  ideal  conditions  for  the  small  home«owner,  dreamed  of  by  llr«  Hosen- 

thal  while  a  member  of  the  Chicago  Housing  Commission*  ■M^'^M^i^i^'S'^-^T&x^^i 
'^■■^•«  s'V- ;^;-:;  '-i.' Jit  ■•■■  \'"jv.  r  <C^  ■'■-V-'i=''"  ; 

^H: 
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The  Jewish  Charities  Mimites,   May  2S,   1923* 

A 

4 

•1 

At  the  meeting  of  the  Board,  Mr,  Cahn,  Executive  Director, 
reporting  on  the  work  of  the  Hehrew  Immigrant  and  Sheltering  Aid  Society, 
stated  that  an  average  of  twelve  men  a  day  are  accommodated  at  the  Shelter 

House;  that  approximately  $795  ̂   month  is  spent  in  Chicago  "by  the  H»  I.  A*  S. 
in  it's  work  with  immigrants  and  with  transients. 
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Forward.  April  27,  I923, 

-  -4^ 

,,-J'-.  :  ■  ■   •-  .  .   .-..••••   .    ■;-'.   -  ■•  V 

,  ,,  The  Qiaaen  Esther  Aid  Society  will  celebrate  their  fifth  yearly  Installa- 
|^>  tlon  with  Joy*  Two  years  ago,  twenty-two  women  organized  this  society  on 

"T.- 

V^' 

^^•^   the  Hbrtfawest  Side  for  the  purpose  of  helping  their  own  menbers,  and  to  the 
rW  ̂ <>7  ̂ ^   ̂ ^  organiser,  this  organisation  grew  to  two«-faandred  and  fifty  nenwr 

hers;  now  this  society  also  helped  the  new  Infant  hone  with  $53«00* 

y^: 

■■- ■•'^i-'kV'^- •'■■^••^          

'^  V  sisters  7ox  and  7entzer  paid  $11«00  for  the  honor  of  delivering  the  $53*00 
-  ._to  the  Infant  home,  that  the  B'nal  Zlon  Is  hulldlng  on  the  comer  of  Hlrsch 
'  '^and  Calif omla,  making  It  a  total  of  $6U«00  for  the  new  home.  This  society 

#f^^:^  Is  sending  $25*00  to  the  Chicago  ConsunrptlTe  Aid  Society.  Sisters  Chnlak, 
Ulller  and  Gordon  are  also  donating  $11.00  for  the  honor  of  delivering  the 
money  to  the  Chicago  Consniq^tives,  making  it  a  total  of  $36.00  .,  ̂   ,  ̂^ .  ̂   . 

-ry:  ■■■■   -•--•- 

i 

After  the  Installation,  refreshments  were  served  and  everyone  enjoyed  them 

.f 

and  went  home  satisfied.  ..  ̂ ;.  ,. .  ..  .    .    ■'e^"^%---.v-sS;^'^^  ■  -^-- 

The  doors  of  the  <^en  Xsther  are  always  open  for  th^se  who  wish  to  Join^' 
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WHAT  AEB  THE  lEATBRNAL  OROANIZATIONS  DOING  FOR 
THE  KEREN  HAYESOD? 

(Editorial  In  Sngllsk) 

What  are  the  Jewish  fraternal  organizations  doing  for  the  Keren  Hayesod  ̂ exchequer**  ̂  
of  World  Zionist  Organization/^?  The  synagogues  are  doing  something.  They  make  at  S 
least  an  attempt  to  do  something,  and  the  probability  Is  that  they  will  be  sue-  ^ 
cessful  because  they  are  taking  their  tasks  seriously,  and  they  work  very  hard  to  r; 

attain  a  certain  goal;  but  the  heads  of  the  fraternal  organizations  have  done  next  -i^ 
to  nothing  up  till  now.  They  have  started  to  do  things  In  the  middle  of  the  win-  o 
ter  and  they  have  laid  out  certain  plans  how  to  do  It,  but  nothing  has  turned  Lo 

out,  mainly  because  of  lack  of  co-operation  and  co-ordination.  There  are  a  few  ^ 
among  the  leaders  of  the  Jewish  fraternal  organizations  who  would  like  to  do  ^ 
things  right  and  who  are  ready  to  work  for  the  cause,  but  some  of  them  do  not 
take  their  tasks  seriously.  They  promise  a  ̂ ole  lot  and  keep  very  little.  This 
Is  especially  true  of  the  head  of  the  Progressive  Order  of  the  West,  idio,  although 
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a  Zionist,  cannot  jaake  up  his  joind  to  throw  himself  into  the  work  whole- 
heartedly. The  ̂ ogressiye  Order  of  the  West  is  a  solid  and  wealthy  organize-* 

tion  and  consists  of  a  good  class  of  people,  and  if  the  leaders  of  the  Frogresslye 

Order  of  the  West  would  make  up  their  mind  to  get  some  money  for  the  Keren  Hayesod  ̂  
from  among  the  members  of  the  Order  or  from  among  the  lodges,  they  would  certainly  ^ 
succeed  because  the  membership  is  in  such  cases  always  ready  to  follow  the  lead   .^ 
of  the  grand  officers,  and  the  grand  officers  cannot  be  moyed  to  do  anything  sub-  p 
stantial*  Inasmuch  as  the  ProgressiTe  Order  of  the  West  is  the  leading  frateimal  ^ 
organization  of  our  people  in  the  Middle  West,  its  inactiyity  is  also  determine    g 
ing  the  attitude  of  the  other  fraternal  organizations,  and  it  is,  therefore,      ^ 
harmful  to  the  cause  of  the  Keren  Hayesod  from  a  double  point  of  Tiew*  We  hate    ̂  
to  appeal  to  the  membership  of  the  Order  over  the  head  of  its  leaders,  but  we     D^ 
are  afraid  that  unless  we  get  some  action  from  the  grand  officers,  we  will  have 
to  appeal  directly  to  the  members  of  the  Order,  and  the  Keren  Hayesod  organise*- 
tion  will  have  to  make  an  attempt  to  get  in  touch  with  the  membership  of  the 
Order  without  regard  to  the  attitude  of  its  leaders •  It  is  true  that  the  grand 
master  of  the  ProgressiTe  Order  of  the  West  is  a  very  busy  man  and  is  a  great 
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deal  out  of  tonn,  but  if  he  cannot  do  the  isork  himself,  it  is  at  least  his 
duty  to  delegate  somebody  else  to  do  it,  and  this  he  hasn^t  done  either;  and  as 
long  as  the  leading  Jewish  fraternal  organization  of  the  Middle  West  is  not 
active,  we  can  scarcely  hold  out  any  hope  for  bringing  the  forces  of  the  other 
fraternal  organizations  into  motion,  but  we  must  reach  the  fraternal  organiza- 

tions because  otherwise  the  Keren  Hayesod  will  only  reach  the  classes  and  not 
the  masses.  Our  masses  are  organized  in  fraternal  organizations,  and  if  the 
Karen  Hayesod  is  to  become  popular  among  our  masses,  we  have  to  get  the  so-- 

called lodge  Jews  to  understand  it  and  support  it.  Uany  attempts  have  been 
made  to  cause  the  heads  of  the  various  fraternal  organizations  to  act,  but 
only  three  of  them.  Dr.  George  Sultan,  Mr.  H.  M.  Bamett,  and  Mr.  Shapiro,       ^ 
have  promised  their  aid  and  have  sho^m  that  they  want  to  do  real  work.  Mr.  Sam   ^' 
Epstein  has  also  promised  to  do  work,  but  he  has  not  lived  up  to  his  promise, 
although  we  know  it  to  be  a  fact  that  he  is  a  genuine  2ULonist  and  is  dominated 
by  Zionist  ideals.  We  do  not  blame  him  for  not  being  active  himiself .  It  may 
be  that  it  is  physically  impossible  for  him  to  participate  personally  in  the 
work,  but  we  do  blame  him  for  not  delegating  somebody  else  to  represent  him  and 

"T3 
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to  work  for  the  Keren  Hayesod  in  his  behalf •  We  beg  to  remind  iSr.   Spstein 
of  his  manifold  promises  to  ivork  for  the  Keren  Hayesod,  to  address  the  lodges  of 

his  Order  for  the  Keren  Hayesod,  and  to  solicit  funds  for  the  Keren  Hayesod*  We  " 
think  that  he  is  in  duty  and  in  honor  bound  to  do  it,  first  because  he  is  a      :^ 
2iionist,  and  then  because  he  has  made  a  solemn  promise,  and  we  warn  him  that  by  ̂  
not  living  up  to  his  promise  he  will  do  great  harm  to  the  Keren  Hayesod,  and     en 
that  surely  is  not  his  intention.  Or  would  he  be  glad  to  see  the  Keren  Hayesod   F 
workers  visiting  the  lodges  of  his  Order  for  the  Keren  Hayesod  without  his  guid-  ̂  
ance,  leadership,  and  advice,  in  short  would  he  like  the  Keren  Hayesod  leaders    p 
to  appeal  to  his  lodges  over  his  head?  If  he  is  satisfied  that  this  shall  be 
done,  then  it  will  be  done. 
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"^f V. H  ' '  ;^^-^  The  Reform  Advocate,  Wk.    of  March  10,   I923.    Vol.   65,  p.  173. 

'^y?;    '^i^  At  a  special  meeting  of  the  Bo?=!rd  of  Directors  of  the  Jewish  Charities 
^^i.);^^    held  on  March  5»   it  was  resolved  to  admit  the  Iloixnt  Sinai  Hospital  as  an 

.  ,  vfe!:;   affiliated  or^nization  of  the  Jewish  Charities  of  Chicago,      ■':.-- rganization  01   tne  Jewisn  unarities  01   unicago 
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The  Reform  Advocate.  Voi#65#Wk#of  PebO 

The  Young  Men's  Jewish  Charities  have  purchased  a  la^getraclt^pS^ 
of  land  near  Long  Lake,  Illinois  where  Its  permanent  hoys'   &  S^^^P^ 
summer  camp  will  be  situated*  Over  600  boys  from  the  congested  *  t  P 

districts  of  Chicago  are  enabled  to  spend  two  weeks  outdoor       ''^'^ vacation  every  summer  through  this  activity  of  the  Y#M*JtC#fite      § 
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Tir:  Ol^EEH  BITAI  ZIOIT:      l.'HAT  IT  IS  /JTD  V.TIAT  ITS  CBJ:e:CTTV^S  Air. 

by 

Leon  Slmer 

In  the  En^^lish  language,   there  is  a  very  popular  expression:      "practical 
idealist^.     This  means  a  person  with  ideals,   one  who   strives  for  higher   things — 

not  merely*"  a  dreamer,   nor  one  v;ho  is  mentally  deranged,  but  a  practical   person. 
The  name,    "practical   idealist,"  can  also  be  applied  to  the  Crder  Bnai  Zion, 
which,   as   a  Zionist  organization,  has   as  its  goal   the  realization  of  the  age- 
old  dregim  of  our  people — the  securing  of  a  national  home  in  Palestine.      In  this 
respect,   the  Order  works  together  with  the  general  Zionist  movement  in  itoerica.       2 

It  is  understood  that  every  manber  of  the  Order  is,   at  the  same  time,  a  fully  tj 
privileged  member  in  good  standing  of  the  Zionist  organization.      In  some  respects, 

the  Order  is  superior  to  the  Zionist  movement.     Not  only  does  it  w^ork  for  the 
future  of  political  Zionism,   but  it  also  believes  in  present-day  activity.     One 
of  its  basic  principles  is   the  fraternization  of  its  members — /that  is,   it  is/ 

::0 
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an  association,   in  one  larfje  friendly  family,   of  practical  idealists  who, 
while  striving  for  their  ideals,   ajre  at  the  same  time  doing  everythinp;  possible 
to  sweeten  the  present  Jewish  life  in  the  Diaspora. 

Thus,    the  Order  Bnai  Zion  was  founded  on  a  practical-idealistic  principle.      It 
is  an  institution  embracing  the  Zionist   ideal^   and,   at  the  srane  tine,   a  life 
and  health  insurance  society.     Furthermore,    it  is  an  organization  in  which  all 
members   are  like  brothers  and  comrades,  who  woric  and  amuse  themselves  to^'ether, 
not  only  as  members  of  an  order,   but  as  loyal  and  devoted  friends. 

Here  v;e  may  ask:     \Vhy  is  the  Order  Bnai  Zion  the  only  one  of  its  kind  in  the 
Zionist  organization?     VJhy  aren^t  there  other  such  orders  devoted  to  the  Zionist 
ideal?.    The  answer  is  that  whenever  the  idea  of  such  an  organization  has  been 
mentioned,   a  dispute  would  arise  between  the  practical  and  idealistic  Zionists. 
The  idealists  bitterly  oprosed  every  attempt  that  would  admit  the  business 
element  into  the  Zionist  movement,  but   the  practical  workers  finally  triumphed 
and  a  convention  was  held  thirteen  years  ago  at  Clinton  Hall,   New  York,  where 
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it  was  resolved  to  organize  the  Order  Bnai  Zion  as  a  benevolent  society. 

From  then  on,   the  Order  has  grovm  tremendously.      It  now  has  fifty-nine  orders 
throughout  the  country   (of  which  seventeen  are  in  New  York),  and  a  membership 
of  many  thousands.     The  business  side  of   the  Order  is  placed  on  such  a  strictly 
scientific  basis  that  the  disbursement  of  benefits  is  /absolutely/  safe.     The 
Order  now  has  as  high  as  .1p200,000  in  various  safe  investments. 

The  Order  Bnai   Zion  is  the  first  Jewish  organization  to  adopt  a  scientific 
insurance  system  which  gives  its  members  an  opportunity  to  insure  themselves 

for  as  much  as  ."^2,000   (in  other  orders  the  maximum  is  only  ̂ 500).     The  death 
benefits  are  paid  three  days  after  the  death  notice  reaches  the  office  of  the         g 
Order.     Dues  are  regulated  according  to  the  age  of  a  member  at  the  time  he  is         c5J 
admitted,   and  as  the  pajrments  are  scientifically  fixed,   they  can  never  be 
raised,    and,   furthermore,   the  Order  can  never  go  bankrupt  because  it  does  not 
undertake  to  do  that  which  is  impossible. 

5 
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Yet,  all  these  business  angles  of  the  Order  do  not  obscure  the  idealistic 
side  of  its  activity,  VJhen  a  person  passes  every  examination  and  is  accepted 

as  a  member,  he  is  then  brought  before  the  president  of  the  camp  /TodgeT"  in which  he  becomes  a  member.  The  president  delivers  the  following  induction 
speech. 

"My  friend,  before  I  admit  you  as  a  member  of  the  /Order/  Bnai  Zion,  I  wish  ^ 
to  acquaint  you  with  the  fundamental  laws  and  principles  of  our  Order.   If  you  rj 
approve  of  than,  you  will  be  admitted  as  a  member.   If  not,  you  have  time  to  -^ 
withdraw.   Ouir  Order  has  as  its  goal  the  follovjing  objectives:,  o 

CO 

"1.  Aid, to  the  Zionist  Congress  to  obtain  for  our  people  a  national  home       S 
in  Palestine. 

**2.   Support  to  slLI  Jewish  institutions  that  strengthen  our  people.. 

"3.  Dissemination  of  knowledge  of  the  Hebrew  language  and  Jewish  history;  and 

en 
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M.     Support  of  every  member  of  the  Order  who  is   in  business  and  aid  to 
those  who  are  ill  or  in  need. 

•♦Do  you  agree  with  these  principles?"* 

If  a  candidate  says  Tes/*  he  is  accepted  as   a  member.     If  not,   his   candidacy 
is  rejected.     The  entire  ceremony  of  induction  of  members  is  based  on  Jewish 
tradition,   on  Jewish  history,   and  on  Jev/ish  aspirations.     The  impression  made 
upon  new  members  is  very  profound  and  remains  always  in  their  memory. 

c.:> 

en 

Although  the  Order  is  strongly  in  favor  of  Zionism,  yet,  it  always  has  the 
courage  of  its  own  convictions  and  speaks  out  very  candidly  and  sharply;  for     ^ 
example,  the  Order  has  persistently  championed  democratic  elections  in  the 
Jewish  Congress.  We  shall  write  about  other  important  national  issues  later. 

In  the  meantime,  it  will  be  interesting  to  note  who  the  presidents  of  the  Order 
have  been  from  its  inception  to  the  present  day.  The  first  president  of  the 
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Order  Bnal  Zlon  was  the  late  Dr.  David  Blausteln  of  the  'p'ducat lonal  Alliance. 
He  was  succeeded  by  the  veteran  Zionist,  Dr.  Joseph  Elaustone;  the  noted  Jewish 
writer,  Leon  Zolotkoff ,  was  the  third  president;  the  well-known  welfare  worker 
Joseph  Barondess— the  fourth;  Judge  Jacob  P.  Strahl~the  fifth;  and  now  the       ^ 
president  is  Abraham  Shamer^  the  famous  dramatist  and  father  of  the  V/orld  Jewish   ^ 
Congress  movement  in  America  and  in  other  parts  of  the  world.  ^ 
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The  Josephine  Cluh,   was  opened  on  November  7,    I909,   at  219  S.   Wood  St.,  ^ 
for  the  purpose  of  offering  a  home  to  Jewish  immigrant  girls,   alone  in 
Chicago,  who  needed  the  protection  of  home  life  and  companionship♦^  -T^ 

club  is  a  private  philanthropy  and  is   supported  "by  memberships  at  ̂ J^O  per  Y^ 
year.     The  girls  pay  pro-rata  of  their  weekly  eamingsi'^^The  present  home  o 
is  located  at  US05  Forrestville  avenae.    3  .^:    .      v::^^.^^  ^ 
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FRISriDLY  SH2LT3RKG  HQLa  FOR  JTORMER  Pi^J'IECTS 

OF  DLm^ING 

A  group  of  Jewish  men  and  v/omen  have  recently  organized  a  Society  for  the 
purpose  of  helping  the  unfortunate  patients  in  the  State  Hospitals  at 
Dunning  and  Kiankakee  whom  the  officers  are  v/illing  to  discharge,  but  who 
have  neither  relatives  nor  friends  to  take  them  out  during  the  probationary 
period*  This  Society  will  undertake  the  task  of  receiving  such  unfortimates 
from  these  institutions,  and  either  give  them  a  temporary  haven  and  help 
them  find  their  relatives  and  friends,  who  should  care  for  them,  or  help      g 
create  work  for  them. 

Ca3 The  Society  already  has  about  three  hundred  members  and  hopes  to  increase      ^ 
its  membership  soon*  Mrs.  S»  Simansky,  1130  South  Sacramento  Boulevard,  is 
chairman  of  the  Society* 

The  Society  will  hold  a  mass  meeting  Vyednesday  evening,  January  10,  at 

,  tj-t;  ■>«■,<>-. ■^.^:  %■  ■  ■ .  ̂  ■ 
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Temple  Judea  on  Independence  Boulevard.  Dr.  Coffe,  superintendent  of  the 
State  Hospital  in  Dunning,will  be  the  principal  speaker.  Rabbis  Lloskoivitz 
•and  Pearlman  will  also  address  the  meeting* 

PC 
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THE  ANNUAL  MEETING  OF 
HEVRAH  GCMIAY  HSSED  SHEL  ElklETIi 

The  annual  meeting  of  the  Hevrah  Gomlay  Hesed  Shel  Emeth  Editor's  note: 
Burial  society  for  poor  levisj  was  held  last  night  at  the  Grenshaw  Street  :g 
Hebrew  School • 

:t» 

Ex-President  Frank  Goldstein  reported  on  the  financial  standing  of  the  ^^ 
Hevrah.  According  to  the  report,  the  Hevrah* s  income  for  1922,  from  col-  g 
lections,  dues,  donations,  and  ether  sources,  totalled  $8,728#04;  disbursements,  ^— 
$8,008»10;  balance  in  the  treasury,  ̂ 719»94.  Included  among  the  disbursements  ^ 
is  the  amount  $3, 205.91,  paid  for  the  cemetery.  The  Hevrah  now  owes  Jj; 
$2,848. 81«  It  possesses  a  tract  of  four  acres. 

Superintendent  F.  Gordon  reported  that  during  the  past  year  the  Gomlay  Hesed 
Shel  Emeth  accommodated  eighty  deceased,  37  adults  and  43  children  of  various 
ages,  providing  them  with  every  necessity,  including  shrouds. 
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Then  Dr#  M#  Meyerowitz  installed  the  newly- elected  officers  and  the  board 
of  directors.  The  following  are  the  officers:  Adolph  Robbin,  ̂ o  declined 
to  accept  the  presidency  again,  ex-president;  Harry  Jacobson,  president; 
Jacob  Cohen,  vice-president;  F.  Gordon,  superintendent;  S.  Palmer,  assistant   ^ 
superintendent;  V/illiam  Kahn,  recording  secretary;  J»  Tennenbaum,  financial    ~o 
secretary;  and  L.   Schiller,  sergeant  at  arms.  ..^ 

I —
 

Rabbi  /a^J  Cardon  then  addressed  the  meeting,  pointing  out  the  importance      '^ 
of  the  Hevrah.  Cantor  ICrasnowsky  canted  the  prayers  for  the  deceased.         g 
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The  Associated  Jewish  Charities  and  the  Federated  Jewish  Charities  have 

decided  to  merge  and  "become  one  organization* 
.i''-  4* 

:30 

O 

GO 

This  new  organization,  will  he  known  as  The  Jewish  Charities  of  Chicago, 

and  will  hegin  to  function  on  New  Yeax's  Day.     There  will  he  thirty-six  di- 
rectors.    These  directors  are  to  have   sole  charge  of  the  policies  of  the 

thirty-two  organizations,    including  hospitals,   orphan  homes,   and  old  people*  s^ 
homes,   which  the  charity  will  support. 

The  first  annual  "budget  will  be  over  $1,250,000.     Among  the  men  elected  as 
directors  of  the  new  organization  are:     Max  Adler,  A.  &.  Becker,  B.  E,  Ben- 
singer,   Sen.  Ahel  Davis,    Samuel  Deutsch,   Judge  Harry  M.   Pisher,   Julius  Rosen- 
wald,  Leo  F.  Wormser,  Alfred  K.  Foreman  and  M.  E.   Greenehaxim  Jr. 
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Associated  Jewish  Charities >  Octoher  I9,  1922, 

'    At  the  meeting  of  the  Board,  the  committee  on  Amalgamation  made         i5 
it's  report  favoring  a  consolidation  of  the  A,  J.  C.  with  the  Federated        w 
Orthodox  Jewish  Charities  of  Chicago^  The  consolidated  corporation  to  he  f   "%  ̂  
known  hy  the  name  of  the  Jewish  Charities  and  to  "be  managed  "by  a  Board  of  Di-   *2 
rectors  of  36«  A  resolution  was  then  drawn  up  and  read  in  favor  of  the  consol-^ 
idation  and  calling  a  special  meeting  of  the  A,  J.  C.  on  Kovemher  28  for  the   ^^ 
purpose  of  suhmitting  to  a  vote  by  it's  members  the  question  of  consolidation. 
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IBQH  IHE  HJBLIC  ROSTBUH 

by 

J.  Lelbner 
We  know  of  no  other  aid  society  1&  our  oottsninlty  which  has  functioned  as  long 
as  the  Telzer  Aid  Society^  not  only  for  Its  own  aenbers  but  for  other  /p^cfogB/  __ 
as  well#  It  has  answered  erery  Isportant  appeal  for  charity »  and  has  sup-  ^   I 
ported  other  Jewish  caqpalgns«  Next  to  the  Blkur  Hollm  Society  /K  society  for  ^   I 
the  purpose  of  paying  Tlslts  to  the  sio^  the  Telzer  Aid  Society  Is  the  nost  2   | 
firmly  established  society*   The  fact  that  the  Society  has  three  of  Its   ..^  ̂    | 
founders  still  allTe  and  paying  dues—each  of  them  Is  close  to  seYenty~ai^  ^   | 
WtlU  taking  an  aotlTC  part  In  the  work  of  their  beloTed  organization,  Is  proof 
of  this  clalm# 

*1! 

This  society  was  organized  twenty-six  years  ago  by  a  small  group  of  Jews  from 
I 
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Tels  JSuBsl^.     Its  purpose  was  to  help  newly  arrived  ijm&lgrants 
from  Telx  to  obtain  eBQ)loyiaent9  and  to  establish  themselyes  fixm- 
ly  on  American  soil*  In  the  beginning ,  there  were  only  fifteen 

meabers,  and  the  dues  were  twenty  cents  per  iionth«  With  the  small  sums 
obtained  from  dues,  it  was  impossible  to  go  on  with  the  undertaking*  So 
they  held  services  during  the  High  Holidays  in  Hhat  was  formerly  BrodieFs 
Hall I  on  Jefferson  Street ,  which  brought  in  a  considerable  income  each  year^ 
In  the  meantimci  the  membership  increased*  And  now  the  Telzer  Aid  Society 
has  one  hundred  and  fifty  members  who  have  been  paying  their  monthly  dues 
regularly  for  years*  They  own  two  Sif re  Toroth  ̂ he  Pentateuch  in  scroll 
fozm7  lAich  a  good«-hearted  woman  donated  to  the  Society  for  its  JxeligiouB/ 
services*  They  gave  the  scrolls  to  the  Congregation  Shaare  Thora  Anshei 
llaarov  on  Samrer  Avenue,  and  now  the  members  of  this  Society  consider  this 
holy  place  as  their  spiritual  home* 

Thus  the  Telzer  continue  their  activity*  When  one  of  the  members  dies,  his 

1^ 
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I  B  4     family  is  paid  one  hundred  dollars;  sick  benefit  is  paid^;  and  as  a 
IV  society,  it  contributes  annually  to  local  charities,  as  well  as  to 

charities  across  the  sea.  They  have  contributed^  as  a  bodj^,  in 
addition  to  the  individual  contributions  of  the  members,  to  the  Keren  Hayesod, 
the  fund  which  is  to  be  used  to  rebuild  Palestine  for  the  Jews*  Last  year 
they  gave  $1,627  for  charity • 

No  other  aid  society  in  our  city  can  boast  of  such  a  record  in  regards  to  its 
accomplishments  and  activities.  And  the  most  remarkable  feature  about  the 
whole  thing  is  that  the  Telzer  do  not  bother  you  every  now  and  then  to  buy 

tickets, for  various  benefits,  nor  do  they  stampede  editorial  offices. seeking 
free  publicity  for  every  bit  of  trivia*  The  Telzer  Jews  in  Chicago  are  not 
the  very  rich  verein  member^s;  they  are,  however,  as  rich  as  any  in  spirit, 
their  hearts  are  in  the  ri^t  places.  - 

It  is  not  out  of  place  to  mention  here  the  names  of  their  officers: 
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I  B  4     J*  Cohen, ex- president,  Sussnan  Jacobson,  president,  David 
IT       Horvrttz,  vice-president,  Harry  Meyerowitz,  treasurer,  Bamett 

Lenton,  recording  secretary,  Sam  Brook,  financial  secretary, 
tmistees,  San  Ordman,  Jacob  Kaplan,  Sam  Meyerov/itz,  and  sIm  Brim,  manager. 

The  three  charter  members  of  the  Telzer  Aid  Society  who  are  still  alive, 
and  as  mentioned  above,  are  all  close  to  seventy,  are:  Abraham  Root,  Sussman 
Jacobson,  and  Sam  Meyerov/itz. 

no 

CD 

en 

Sam  H.   Isaacson,  a  well-knov/n  businessman,  is,  so  to  speak,  the  guiding       '^ 
spirit  of  the  Telzer  Society.  In  his  youth,  LIr.  Isaacson  studied  at  the      .§ 
Theological  College  of  Slabctky  at  the  time  that  Rabbi  Bphraim  Epstein 
studied  there.  He  is  also  the  chairman  of  its  relief  committee. 

It  gives  us  great  pleasure  to  record  all  of  these  facts  concerning  the 
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Telzer  Aid  Societjj''  in  Chicago.  And  we  pray  that  other  societies 
here  /Jlh   Chicago/  will  follow  their  example. 

You  still  have  time  to  cl^dden  the  hearts  of  your  relatives  in  Soviet  Russia  2 
and  the  Ukraine  v/ith  an  assortment  of  kosher  foodstuffs  for  Passover.  You  >r:^ 
can  do  this  by  coming  into  the  office  of  the  Joint  Relief  Committee,  720  V/est  p 
Roosevelt  Road,  and  malcing  out  your  order  there.  The  order  is  then  telegraphed  ̂  
to  llov/  York,  and  from  New  York  to  LIoscov/,  where  the  main  office  of  the  o 
American  Relief  Administration  is  located.  Prom  there,  the  food  packages  are  ^ 
sent  to  the  respective  addresses.  S 

cn It  is  reported  from  New  York  that  in  the  above-mentioned  LIoscow  office,  there 
were  16,500  receipts  for  packages  delivered  in  Russia  up  to  I.Iarch  10.  Of 

these  ̂ ^/receipts/,  about  12,000  should  now  be  in  London  on  the  v/ay  to  Amei*ica. 
Of  the  16,500  packages,  7,500  were  delivered  in  the  vicinity  of  Odessa,  Iliev, 
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and  MlnslCy  l.e.^   In  the  Ukraine  and  White  RuBsia^  where  the  greatest 
part  of  the  Jewish  population  in  Russia  lives*  Since  !i2aroh  10,  New 
York  reports,  the  main  warehouse  in  Moscow  has  been  sending  4,000  pack< 

ages  daily  to  the  various  local  warehouses •  The  rapidity  of  delivery  in  each 
city,  can  be  seen  from  ̂ ^e  report/  that  in  Kiev  alone  200  packages  a  day  are 
delivered* 
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It  is  understood  that  the  16,500  packages  delivered  are  only  a  small  part  of 
the  80,000  packages,  amounting  to  |2, 215, 000  that  have  been  sold*  And  the 
American  Relief  Administration  has  now  issued  a  statement  explaining  the        ^ 
causes  which,  up  to  February  15,  kept  them  from  conducting  their  work  in 
Russia  with  the  speed  which  they  desired*  Ividently,  the  agreement  made  be- 

tween the  American  Relief  Administration  and  the  Moscow  Soviet  government 
did  not  apply  to  the  Ukraine,  and  when  the  Relief  began  sending  food  packages 
to  that  part  of  the  country,  they  discovered  that  a  sei)arate  treaty  with  the 
Ukraine  was  needed*  At  the  same  time,  the  severe  cold  weather  caused  a  delay 
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I  B  4    in  the  railroad  transportation,  which  preyented  the  shipment  of 
IV       paokages  from  Mosoow  into  the  proYinoes*  It  was  not  until  the  mid- 

dle of  February  that  the  Soviet  Government,  as  a  result  of  the  strong   ^ 
pressure  from  the  American  Relief  Administration,  finally  supplied  the  neces-    ^ 
sary  trains*  Then  17,000  packages  were  immediately  sent  out  from  Moscow  to      -r^ 
the  various  warehouses*  Since  then,  delivery  has  been  speeded  up  considerably,   p 
and  at  this  date,  as  previously  stated,  Moscow  can  distribute  4,000  packages     ^ 
daily*  Thus  we  can  understand  why  the  receipts  /pt  packages  delivered,        ^ 
although  coming  from  all  parts  of  Russia,  are  small  in  number  as  compared 
with  the  number  of  packages  purchased*  Now,  however,  it  is  more  than  six 
weeks  since  the  delivery  of  packages  reached  a  normal  stage*  In  addition  to     cjj 
the  16,500  receipts  now  on  their  way  to  America,  it  is  quite  certain  that 
the  rest  will  be  coming  in  steadily*  The  setup  of  the  American  Relief 
Administration  is  such  that  it  should  tcQce  not  more  than  four  or  five  weeks 
to  reach  the  remotest  part  of  Russia*  All  those  vbo  have  bought  packages 
for  their  relatives,  may  rest  assured  that,  since  obstacles  have  been  removed^ 

CO 
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Sunday  Jewish  Courier,  Apr.  2,  1922. 

the  paclcaces  have  by  this  tine  reached  their  destinations. 

Sver^"  Jev;  in  ̂ Vaerica  should  knov;  that  in  this  case  he  is  not  deal- 
ing with  a  Dr.  Dubrovsky,  or  another  such  falcer,  who  accepts  packages,  but 

^nstead  of  delivering  themT'  keeps  them  for  himself.  Here  you  are  dealing v/ith  the  Joint  Distribution  Coiiinittee,  which  is  reliable  because  it  is  under 
the  supervision  of  the  American  Relief  Administration,  appointed  by  Uncle 
Sam  himself. 

It  appears  that  the  drive  for  the  Keren  Hayesod,  v/hich  is  noi7  being  made  in 

D=»' 
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Chicago,  -.7ill  be  a  success.  The  c^uota  which  the  local  Keren  Hayesod  administra- 
tive committee  has  set  out  to  raise  will  be  realized,  if — if  the  volunteer 

workers  will  do  their  work  energetically.  Ilr.  B.  Honvich  is  chairman  of  this 
committee. 

Seventy  thousand  dollars  in  cash  has  come  in  thus  far.  But  v/hen  you  take 
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Ill  H 
I  B  4    into  consideration  the  fact  that  only  one  thousand  people  partici* 
17      pated  in  the  raising  of  this  sum,  you  can  readily  conclude  that 

there  is  a  Tery  good  chance  of  raising  the  required  sum  of  1150,000 
by  the  end  of  Passover* 

Chicago  Jews  have  always  contributed  to  all  local  and  national  institutions 
and  anterprises*  Nor  will  those  who  have  not  yet  contributed,  refuse  to 
give  to  such  an  important  fund  as  the  Keren  Hayesod*  If  only  one  thousand 
persons  have  contributed  to  the  Keren  Hayesod  thus  far,  it  is  because  the  ^ 
volunteer  workers,  who  are  getting  subscriptions,  have  not  visited,  nor  re-  S2 
quested  contributions  from  many  Jews  as  yet«  cx> 

The  volunteer  workers  have  gained  new  forces  now;  these  are  the  leaders  of    ^ 
the  congregations*  But  don*t  stop  now~on  with  the  work! 

r' 

r- 
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III  H 

I  B  4     Before  us  is  a  list  of  Jev/s  who  are  dealing  in  sacramental  v;ine. 
IV  This  list  ivas  sent  to  us  from  the  office  of  the  Chicago  Joint 

Relief  Committee,  720  7/est  Roosevelt  Road.  On  this  list  are  the 

names  and  addresses  of  seven  individuals  v;ho  have  refused  to  buy  and  paste     r' the  relief  stamps  on  the  gallons  of  liquor  that  they  sell.  To  print  the 

names  and  addresses  v/ould  smack  of  the  informer,  and  v;e  don^t  v;ant  that.      T- 
The  committee  that  is  gathering  money  to  aid  our  vmr — and  pogrom—suffering    C 

Jews  across  the  sea  doesn^t  want  that  either.  ^ o 

We  shall  do  it  the  other  way,  V/e  shall  appeal  to  the  Jev/ish  feeling  and  the    co 
sympathetic  understanding  of  these  people.  Don't  they  sense  the  great  need, 
at  the  present  time,  of  their  brothers  and  sisters  in  the  Ukraine,  Poland, 

and  other  countries?  Don't  they  know  that  those  Jews  are  in  despair^  and 
that  we  Jews  in  America  are  their  only  salvation? 

V/hat  concern  is  it  of  theirs  if  customers  who  buy  wine  from  them  and  are 

willing  to  pay  a  high  price  for  it^  are  also  v/illing  .to  spend  another  five 
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in  0  Sunday  Jewish  Coiirier,  Apr.  2,  1922* 
III  H 
I  B  4    or  ten  cents  for  relief?  If  they  are  selling  to  gentiles,  that  is 
IT      another  matter •  In  that  case,  the  government  will  not  tolerate  it; 

nor  will  the  rabbis,  who  give  them  permits* 

Therefore,  we  adTise  these  slackers  to  get  relief  stamps  at  the  Relief  office, 
and  paste  them  on  all  the  gallons  of  liquor  which  leaye  their  place  of  busi-* 
ness«  It  Isn^t  smart  to  play  with  fire« 
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ORTHODOX  AND  RSFOBiM  CHARITIES  UWITS. 

JEWISH 

WPA  (ILL)  PROJ.  30275 

■■■*.i 

VI 

>-'t 

^^^cS^y  Chicago  will  h?^.ve  no  Tnore  than  one  Jewish  chnrity  organization,  "beginning   "  Vi 
i^tS?^^'"*-':  January  1.  The  orthodox  and  reform  charities  have  united  under  one  name  and' 
'-iS^:}^^^^'^:^' one  management.   The  name  will  be  -  The  Jewish  Charities  of  Chicago.   The- ^-  r  VV'X^mI 
^■^':W':i-I^OTthoAox   charities  will  cater  a  dinner  in  the  Morrison  Hotel,  Monday  evening;^ \^ 

:^ 

'M.   -V  i>. 

^^i::^  where  they  will  or)en  their  camDaign  for  $fi5»000  to  settle  all  debts  of  the 
J  f\J\J\J      UU      SCUUJ-C     crtii     UCUU»     Uj.       UIIC     >

.  '  i    ■  jI'Jca^^v 

* '**'*''^^  before  uniting  with  the  "Associated."     The   spealcers  will  be: 
',;  Judge  Fisher,  Jacob  M.   Loeb,  Judge  Homer,   James  Davis,  -Samuel  Deutsch  and 

^fS^^^ '^'•'I'^JSL^^,  Bosenblatt,  chairman  of  the  camnaign  committee. 
''^'.•■■"■-  -  •.'-.•  ■•J.. ■■  ̂ .v  •'«»t;;  -,■■—.    '  ,   .   ■_./■■.  ■■-...  ..I     ■■■  ■  ■■  ■'  ■  -  <,.■._.■'  :  . 

a- 

Mr.  Rosenblatt  believes  that  the  uniting  of  the  two  charities  is  an  impor- 
f  ̂.  tant  step  forward  in  the  life  of  the  Jewish  community  in  Chicago.  The  alli- 

'''(lf^-'^:,.§>-:^.pjioe   will  bA.^   many  benefits  to  the  philanthropic  institutions  in  the  city.  :^ 
*S|:i^J:!<C^  "One  of  the  conditions  of  uniting,"  said  Mr.  Rosenblatt,  "is  that  every  v'"; 

*^^^'''  institution  must  settle  its  debts  before  the  first  of  January »,  We  mast, 
'4$:r^^^\-:';- theref ore ,   raise  $G5>000  in  order  to  cover  all  deficits  arid  pay  all  bills." Mr.  Rosenblatt  also  stated  that  the  Mt.  Sinai  HosDital  will  unite  with  the 'Si- 

■I  i- 

,,,>,  ,^   Jewish  Charities  of  Chicago.     .  '   ;  '.  .  .   '  ̂ ^     ̂ ■'•   .  :      /  ̂   ;'  ..> .:-:^;^S^ :'i'- 

rv  ',.;.f"  ■■:• 

y::*f.i^-'-,^;>'''^,''>^  :^ ''-■  ̂ '  ,S   -v    •.■•-'  ':C- 

'>-■. 

■tv  >  -,  ̂ ' 

''-I, 

•».   ■  J- 
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Dally  Jevrish  Courier,  Sept.  17,  1922. 

WANTED:  A  GRAND  MASTER 

by 

J.  Loebner 

A  feverish  activity  Is  going  on  among  the  members  of  the  Progressive  Order 
of  the  West  who  are  In  Chicago  for  the  election  of  the  new  grand  master  of  ̂  
the  organization.  Joseph  Schiller,  the  present  vice-grand  master  Is  the  ̂  
one  who  has  the  greatest  following  here*  This  following  Is  well  deserved  p 
because  Joseph  Schiller  has  proved  himself  to  be  one  of  the  most  loyal  £7 
members  of  the  Order.  He  is  a  res]^ectable  businessman  with  a  sense  of  ^ 
responsibility  toward  himself  and^  toward  those  with  whom  he  comes  in  2 
contact,  an  honest  and  faithful  father  of  a  family,  and  a  good  fellow  co 
in  the  real  meaning  of  the  word.  All  these  virtues,  his  gulet  and  calm 
nature,  the  sense  of  fair  play  and  justice  that  he  possesses,  qualify 
Mr.  Schiller  for  the  office  for  which  his  many  friends,  headed  by 
Paul  Rothenberg,  are  urging  him  to  run« 

on 
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IV  ^    Dally  Jewish  Courier.  Sept*  17,  1922. 

Mr.  Schiller  Is  still  coy.  He  has  not  yet  made  up  his  mind  to  accept  the 
office.  If  he  accepts,  he  will  have  the  support  not  only  of  the  Chicago 
members  of  the  Order,  but  also  the  support  of  the  members  of  the  Order  In 
other  cities  who  know,  appreciate,  and  respect  him* 

5? 
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The  annual  tag  day  for  all  Jewish  charity  Institutions  in  Chicago  will  take  ̂ S;  ;  r^^^ 
place  tomorrow*  Among  the  charity  institutions  for  which  money  will  he  col-  ::  '  ;;:  ̂  
lected  aret  The  Douglas  Park  Say  and  Night  Nursery,  Daughters  of  Zion  Day  and  ̂   ̂ 

Night  Bursezyt  and  Doubters  of  Jacoh  Nursery*       :'::-^.-';,^:^i:-:f,../''^y'r..^ 

jf 

<  '■'»  ■..#,>■•' 

The  following  Jewish  institutions  will  participate  in  the  tag  day:  Douglas 

Park  Nursery,  Chicago  Consumptive  Aid  Society,  Daughters  of  Zion  Nursery,  %'^^ 
Chicago  Ladies  Aid  Society,  Independent  Sisters  of  Charity,  United  Sisters  oB 
Charity,  Northwest  Side  Sisters  of  Charity,  Daughters  of  Jacob  Nursery,  Daugh- 

ters of  Israel,  Independent  Ladies  Aid  Society,  Bread  for  the  Poor  Aid  Soci-  ; 
ety,  American  Ladies  Aid  Society  and  Daughters  of  Zion  Society. 
■■T  .'■'.■•-.'    -  ..■.    .    **  <■ 
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III  K  Daily  Jewish  Courier,  !.'!ay  7,   1922. 

r^S 
THE  lOJRLAIIDER  ̂ D  SOCIETY/  CELEBRATE 

by 

N.  Loebner 

Today  is  a  big  day  for  the  Kurlander  Aid  Society.   It  is  celebrating:  its  tenth 
anniversary  with  a  banquet  at  the  Lawndale  Hall.  About  three  hundred  people 
will  be  there.  Almost  all  will  be  people  v/ho  cone  from  towns  and  villages 
near  the  Baltic  Sea:  Riga,  Libau,  Tukums,  Gtoldingen,  Mitau,  Boisk,  Jacobstadt, 
Ilukst,  Windau,  Tolesno,  and  so  on. 

cr 

The  Kurlander  Aid  Society  surT:)orts  not  only  its  own,  dues-paying  members  but       ^ 

it  also  supports,  out  of  its  treasury,  our  ch8rit3r  institutions,  Zionist  '^ 
campaigns,  and  the  relief  work  that  v;e  have  undertaken  in  behalf  of  the  unfortu- 

nate Jews  of  Eastern  Europe.  Their  celebration  is,  therefore,  a  celebration 
of  the  whole  Jewish  community  of  Chicago.   It  would  be  no  more  than  right  that 
the  rabbis,  the  synagogue  presidents,  the  Zionist  and  relief  workers  should  be 
represented  there. 
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From  a  small  group  of  members >  the  Kurlander  Aid  Society  has  {^rov/n  to  be  one  of  ^ 
the  most  irriportant  in  toim.  Each  member  of  the  Society  pays  thirty-five  cents  5' 
a  month  for  ̂ ndividiia]^  ̂ ^^s,  fifty  cents  a  month  for  couples.  The  Society  -zl 
occasionally  arranges  affairs  such  as  balls  and  picnics,  the  income  from  which  p 
is  used  for  outside  charity.  Out  of  the  dues,  the^/  help  members  of  the  Society  ^ 
who  are  in  need  and  triey  pay  two  hundred  dollars  death  benefit  to  the  famil^^  of  § 

a  deceased  member.  ^" 

CO 

ro 

The  Ivurlander  has  given  five  thousand  dollars  for  war  relief;  it  contributed  a     S^ 
nice  sum  of  money  to  Palestine,  and  sends  hundreds  of  dollars  a  year  to  the 
nurseries  and  other  institutions.  The  members  also  give,  individually,  for  all 
Jewish  caiapaigns. 

This  is  the  place  to  iaention  the  names  of  the  presidents  of  the  society  during 
the  last  ten  years:  S.  Strauss,  R.  Orensberg,  Reverend  J.  Taub,  Max  Goldman, 
Harry  B.  Kolp  (deceased),  M.  W.  Klaff  (deceased) ^  Harry  Lipschultz,  S.  S.  Neuberger, 
Louis  Pearlman,  Herman  Liagidson,  and  Harry  ;yippman.  Among  the  present  officers 
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are:  Marcus  ElxuTienthal ,  J.  Lev/is,  S.  Shulman,  Oscar  Elgenson,  Dr»  M.  I.  Kaplan,  S 
liax  N.  Block,  J.  Shulnan,  H.  Wagner,  J.  Fedinan.  Leo  Zaltzman,  an  intelligent  5> 
young  Jewish  nan,  is  secretary,  and,  one  may  say,  the  movinf^  spirit  of  the  p 
Kurlander  Aid  Society.  C 

-D 

We  would  like  to  see  a  good  Jewish  representation  at  the  Kurlander  bajl  tonight  2 
in  Lawndale  Kail.  Excellent  speeches  will  be  delivered.  Good  drinks  and  good  ^ 
food,  including  the  national  dishes  of  the  Kurlander,  v/ill  be  served.  C3 

en 
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Forwards  February  4,   1921* 

The  quota  of  $50,000  vhich  vas  glren  to  Chicago  as  its  share  of  the  fund  for 
,     the  new  building  which  the  Hebrew  Immigrant  Aid  Society  is  building  in  New 
^  ,^York  is  gathered  almost  entirely*     The  drive  is  but  $8,000  short  of  its  goal* 

Mr*  Copeland,  the  local  chairman,  is  leaving  next  week  for  New  York  to  attend 
the  annual  convention  of  the  society* 
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Federated  Orthodog  Jewish  Charities.  March  l6,  1922, 

At  a  meeting  of  the  Board,  Judge  Joseph  B.   David  on  "behalf  of  the 
Oak  Porest  Committee,  reported  favorably  that  the  Aid  Association  for  Incur- 

able Jews  at  Oak  Forest  "become  affiliated  with  the  P*  0,  J.  C.  A  motion 
was  proposed  to  this  effect  and  carried. 

-J) 
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Federated  Orthodox  Jewish  Charities,  Jan  31»  1922. 

At  a  meeting  of  the  Board,  the  secretary  read  a  letter  from        *  ^ 
Eahhi  Fisher  calling  their  attention  to  the  unemployiitent  problem.  It  was  sug-  ^ 
gested  that  the  secretary  communicate  with  Rahhi  Fisher  Informing  him  that  $ 

the  A.  J.  C,  Is  spending  $1400,000  on  relief  and  the  Federated  Relief  Society  ^ 
is  spending  $6,500  and  that  hoth  organizations  are  endeavoring  to  cope  with  j!^ 
the  sltnation. 

o? 
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The  Reform  Advocate,  Vol.  62,  Week  January  28,  1922,  P.  587 

Prom  the  annual  report  of  the  Associated  Jewish  Charities;   The  total  sum 

collected  for  the  year  was  $949, 878. 00,  The  disbursements  were  $974,573.00. 
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Associated  Jewish  Charities.  October  27.  1921» 

At  a  meeting  of  the  Board,  Louis  M.  Cahn  in  his  report  as  Executive  ^ 
Director  reported  various  costs  in  Home  Finding  budget  and  read  extracts  from  ̂  
case  records  illustrating  the  various  types  of  demands  made  upon  the  resources? 
of  the  Home  Finding  Society #  He  stated  that  the  funds  now  given  allow  for 
185  children  to  be  hoarded  out  and  500  t^  live  with  widowed  mothers  hut  at 
that  time  it  was  necessary  to  hoard  out  I98  and  to  take  care  of  5^0  with 
widowed  mothers.  The  Home  Finding  has  told  the  other  Jewish  Agencies  that  it 
cannot  take  on  additionas  cases,  hut  this  would  badly  obstruct  the  work  of 
the  other  agencies  and  Mr,  Cahn  therefore  feels  that  the  Home  Finding  Society 
must  handle  emergency  cases  even  if  the  deficit  grows  until  the  amounts  to  be 
expended  are  definitely  fixed.  He  added  that  he  is  studying  the  advisability 
of  placing  the  widowed  mother  cases  which  are  really  family  cases  under  the 
Jewish  Social  Service  Bureau,  and  having  the  Home  Finding  Society  restricted 

to  a  children's  bureau  to  take  care  of  children  who  are  without  relatives. 

In  regard  to  comparison  of  allowances,  Mr.  Cahn  stated  that  the 

JHSiJiiiiwiMTifitV-iii   tint'  I    • 
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Associated  Jewish  Charities,   October  27 «   1921* 

United  Charl tie Sf  used  the  NesMt  "budget  just  as  the  A,  J,   C.  hut  that  It  Is 
Imposslhle  to  otitaln  definite  data  from  the  Catholic  Charities  althoiigh  he 

helleves  they  aife  helow  the  Nesblt  "budget.     He  added  that  In  cities  where 
there  are  cosmnixJLlty  chests  It  Is  recognized  that  the  Jewish  families  because 
of  mode  of  llvlijig  and  kosher  diet  need  more  money  than  non-Jewish  families, 
and  they  are  glVen  more  money.     Mr.   Cahn  stated  that  fee  overhead  expense  of 
the  Home  Plndlng  Society,  approximately  $140,000  a  year  can  he  greatly  lower- 

ed by  the  transfer  of  family  cases  as  recommended. 
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FORWARD         -  October  24th,  1920 WPA(ILUPROJ.3027S 

Imadgrant  Aid  Society  etarte  a  campaign  for  $50,000  In  Chicago. 

The  Immigrant  Aid  Society  of  New  York  started  a  caaqpalgn  for  the  sum  of  $500,000 
to  buy  the  building  of  the  former  Aster  Library  as  Its  new  home.       Jews  all  over 
the  country  must  work  together  to  make  this  campaign  a  success*       Chicago  has 
set  Its  quota  at  $50 ,000  • 

-I 
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Forward,  October  19,  I92O. 

In  the  free  lodging  house  operated  "by  the  Hehrew  Imnigration  and  Aid  Soci- 

ety (Hias) ,  which  is  located  on  Msowell  and  Morgan  Sts. ,  you  can  get  all  the 

necessary  information  on  how  to  "bring  your  relatives  from  Europe  to  this  country, 
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forward.  October  2,   1920, 

American  Help  for  Distress  Areas,  i 

■  'J 

Warsaw:   The  Joint  Distribution  Committee,  a  relief  organization  | 

functioning  with  American  capital  raised  "by  popular  contrilmtions,  reports  a         [j 
continued  betterment  of  the  condition  of  the  Jews  and  a  rapid  return  to  normal- 

cy, following  the  distressing  conditions  brought  about  by  the  Russo-Polish 
military  maneuvers.  Jews  of  Chicago  are  asked  to  tax  themselves  to  the  utmost 
in  making  contributions  of  money,  clothing,  shoes  and  food-stuffs. 

^ 

sdirc   ■,<  iv^iti£.'.\ 
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Porward,    September  30,    I32O.      p.S 

In  se^-eral  days,    about   October  5,   a  ship  vdll  lea^re  ITev 

Yor'T  for  Europe.      In  the  hold  of  this  ship  are  30,000  ar- 
ticles of  clothing,    IS, 000  pairs  of  ?hoes,   5OO  pairs  rubber- 

heals,    soles,   and  other  leather  ite^.s,   v/hich  has  been  gather 

ed  by  the  Chicago  Peoole's  P.elief  Con^^ittee  for  our  helpless 
brothers  and   sisters   in  Soviet  Russia. 

.  ,1-' 
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^0,000  CRRI/JIS  TO   BE  ERCUGHT  TO  TIIE  UIIITSD  STATESj/ 

•*A  drive  fcr  Olf^^O^OOO  isbein^   conducted   in  Chica^ro,   for  a  fund  to  tronsport 
(to  the  U»   S«}   50,000  Ukr&inisn  Jewish  orphans;   to   send  a  medical  unit  to 
Ukrainia,    end  to   establish  constructive  relief  v«rork  in  all  desolated  Jewish 
cities  and  tc^vns  of  Europe. 
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Forward,  Septem'ber  11,  I92O. 

For  Jewish  War  Victims 
For  Ukrainian  Relief 
For  Yiddish  Writers  in  Europe 
For  Oak  Forest 

$US5.gO 

85-75 

50.00 Total   671, 85 

-•^ 

Aljoveis  collection  for  month  of  August,   1920. 

'^■ 

-^ 
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(Grreat  Relief  Bazaar  Drive  began  Sunday,    September  5f    19l6,   with  a  city- 
wide  collection  day). 

V  ,' 
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Jev.'isb  Life  in  Chicago. 

? .       V  • 

The   slack  season  is  on  now  at  the  Chevra  Gomel  Chesed  Shel  Ernes   (Kie  Pauper's 
Pield  Society),     Por  the  last  five  years  immigrfition  has  almost  con^e  to  a 
standstill  with  a  consequent  decrease  in  the  number  of  poor  Jewish  people 
in  Chicago,     The  poor  homeless  Jews  who  came  here  ah  out  five  years  ago  he- ; 

CBJne  a  lettle  richer  and  are  no  longer  wanderers.     They  are  earning  more,'"  ,'  ;^;^;J^;3 
they  have  established  homes  and  have  Joined  lodges  and  societies,  workmens-   -  ;  -^^J/^^v;:^ 
circle  and  synagogues,  which  furnish  burials  for  their  members.     This  has  ,  V    :■ 

^,...^,.^,.  caused  a  decline  in  the  activities  of  the  Paupers  Field  Society.  .  .    ,     '      .-: 
^■^Uf.)r._^  _  '■.-.:-■■■■■■..'■ 

*"vv^i%  This  slack  causes  the  Paupers  Field  Society  to  become  rich  as  funds  are 
:  ,,||v' raised  and  not  expended.  This  is  the  only  Chicago  orthodox  Jewish  institu- 

i::it  tion  T;rith  a  rich  treasury.   It  was  organized  when  Chicago  had  only  a  hand- 
ful of  orthodox  Jews.  At  that  time  there  were  no  organizations  aside  from 

a  few  synagogues.  It  happened  that  a  poor  man  died,  and  since  there  were 
'*■•''  1  ■  ■-»■  ■'•  ..  ■     ^ 

^'  >.  -■  '""■-■■V  -.  •■■■ .  ■■■'*;  ■  >  ■  -    r     ■ 
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Forward,  June  G,   1920.    '.       WPA  (ILL.)  PROJ,  30275 

no  friends  or  relatives  to  "bury  him,  a  few  Jews  assembled  and  each  paid  a 
share  and  huried  the  hody,  and  shortly  thereafter  organized  this  Paupers 

Field  Society.  Ahout  ten  years  ago,  a  federation  of  all  the  orthodox  in-  * 

stituticns  was  organized,  and  the  Paupers  Field  Society  was  the  last  to^'^'K-: join  this  federe^tion  and  one  of  the  first  to  leave.  What  is  the  reason?  %^i 

■ ,-  '■•' 

.    ■     ■  i  -  . 

Mr,  Paul  Witkauski  who  was  president  of  the  Paupers  Field  Society  for  eleven 

years  says,  "We  came  into  the  federation  with  capital,  "because  the  federation 
was  ahout  reader  to  dissolve,'  We  were  ready  to  do  anything  to  save  them,  vvre 

"but  they  tried  to  leave  the  whole  hurden  for  us  to  carry  and  in  a^^ition  ";% 
they  wanted  us  to  collect  all  the  funds  necessary  to  keep  up  Paupers  Field >%: 
Society,  This  created  a  comical  situation.  We  lost  our  independence,  andj';x:^ 

as  "before,  had  to  go  out  ''oy  ourselves  and  collect  all  our  money;  therefore  -?= 
we  dropped  out  of  the  federation.  We  started  out,  enthusiasticf^lly  collect-r^ft^ 

ing  funds  and  saving  them.  Then  we  "beautified  our  cenetery,"  .,   =.,  --:-::■  y^■r^^:f■\ 

■.-;*- 
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■-?,:>: 

TIr,  Rosenblatt,  active  in  the  federation,  states,  "The  reason  the  Paupers  _ 

Field  Society  withdrew  from  the  federation  was  "because  they  refused  to  submit 
the  financial  records  to  the  federation,  which  is  in  accordance  with  theV 

federation's  rules.  Any  institution  joining  the  federation  must  turn  over  -^ 
their  financial  records  to  then  so  that  the  federation  will  loiow  these  rec- 

ords in  order  to  install  a  modern  financial  system.  We  must  know  how  much 

money  is  needed  in  order  to  know  how  much  money  we  need  to  raise  each  year,", 
•'  ■  <■*>«  •   ■..  -  ■   ■■-     ■'.  ".      u  ;.^::  .•        ■•'.■'•'  '  ■  ■   .  ■        '   '   '."   .    •'  , J-  -J  li  »'   ̂ » .  1    T-.-,  '■      .  ■  •  •      ■  -  .  1  ."    .    ' 

Ihe  Paupers  Field  Society  has  $15,000in  cash.   They  have  an  income  of  $11,000 
yearly.  Of  this,  one-half  comes  in  through  collectors  and  the  other  half 
through  appeals  at  funerals  or  the  cemetery  and  from  appeals  at  lodges  and  ; 

synagogue  s..'.;..:;;-:,.  •,  >-c'v;    ■    y-  -   '  '  .'   .  '\,;;  ̂ ::'- 

■^% 
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Federated  Orthodox  Jewish.  CharitieB,  Hov,  XI*  19^»  4  T  '^S^^ 
^^'.;  •  --if  ■' 

p^^>,    .At  a  meeting  of  the  Board,   the  pre sldjBntreppr ted  that  in  the  War  Drive  of     ̂  
i|^4  r  "1918  1^  was^^'i^  the  QStt^ltJeV^iri^  of  the     " 
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gross  amotmt  collected  far  local  pu3^  ©•  J*  C.  i^;:^^^^^^^^ 
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irill  receive  $21^000  as  it's  pcrtioixed  share;'  ;^: 
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Associated  Jewish  Charities,  Septemher  23,  1919» 

3t» 

At  the  meeting  of  the  Board  a  letter  from  Louis  Brandes  was  read  In  refer* 
ence  to  the  organization  of  the  Portuguese  Sepharadith  Charitable  Community  of 
Chicago  to  he  supported  hy  voluntary  donations  from  Spanish  and  Portuguese  Jews 
for  the  purpose  of  starting  in  the  right  direction  and  protecting  from  harmful 
Influences  those  of  their  nationality  who  come  to  this  country  from  the  Orient 
and  who  are  different  from  any  other  Jews  in  this  country.  Mr.  Brandes  was  in- 

vited to  attend  a  meeting  of  the  Committee  to  explain  his  plans,  coming  prepared 
to  state  the  approximate  number  of  Spanish  and  Portuguese  Jews  in  Chicago. 

CD 

••JS^-Lii-ic .^ 
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Forward,  Sept.  21,  1919# 

At  a  meeting  of  the  officials  and  directors  of  the  Chicago  Free  Shelter  Home, 

a  plan  by  which  the  Eome  would  enter  the  rpnks  of  the  Hebrew  Shelter  and  Immi-   ̂  
grant  Aid  Society  was  proposed   The  plen  was  accented  enthueisstically.      ^ 

It  was  announced  that  the  Board  of  Directors  of  the  Chicago  Federated  Charities  <^ 

TJ 
had  ratified  the  agreement*  ^ o 

en 
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?or7/ard.  August  9»  1919 

The  folloving  letter  from  the  Joint  Distribution  Co'n\iittee  wa?;  received  by 
the  People's  Relief  office: 

"Dear  Mr.  Schuchter: 

In  answer  to  your  question  as  to  the  methods  by  which  the  various  ^' lands - 
mancha:^ten"  (societies  of  countn/Tien)  can  sen'1  their  collected  funds  to  their 
home  tov/ns  in  Europe,  for  distribution  in  ther.e  toms  through  reliable  local 

men,  I  can  inform  you  that  the  Joint  Distribution  Co^^-nittee  can  accept  the 
money  and  transport  it  to  the  to-*-n3  designated  by  the  societie'"^.  Te  can  also 
publish  the  name  of  the  sending  society  in  the  to'^^.  being  given  relief   '* 
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;unday  Jewish  Courier.  Sept.  14,  1919 • 

A  JSV;iS^  ORDER  THAT  LITilS  MD  INFLIM^CES  JSIVISH  LIFE  . 
V         by 

B.  Fleischer 

Never  before  in  th/6  age-old  histoiy  of  the  Jewish  Diaspora,  never  before  in 
the  history  of  Jewish  misery  and  suffering,  never  before  in  the  history  of 
bloodshed^  and  pogroms  upon  Jev/s  has  there  been  manifested  so  sheupply  and  so 
boldly  /ql   demon st (rat ion  otj  the  great  significance  and  the  enormous  aid 
that  a  Jewish  organization  can  extend  to  the  Jewish  people  in  times  of  stress 
as  well  as  in  times  of  joy,  as  is  now  manifested  when  v/e  consider  the  work 
and  accomplishments  of  the  Independent  Order  Brith  Sholom*  This  Order  was 
bom  about  fourteen  years  ago  in  Philadelphia — the  city  where  liberty  for  the 
American  nation  and  equal  opportunities  for  all  men  in  this  country  were  first 
proclaimed •  This  Order  has  its  branches  in  every  city  that  has  a  large  Jewish 
community • 

Jewish  orders  in  Merica  have  been  in  existence  for  many  decades^  They  first 
made  their  appearance  simultaneously  with  the  great  influx  of  Jewish  immigration^ 

to 

^Mii 
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Sunday  Jewish  Coiirler^  Sept.  14,  1919» 

r- 

Prior  to  the  founding  of  the  Independent  Order  Brith  Sholom,  the 
organizers  of  Jewish  lodges  had  no  clear  understanding  of  what 
should  and  could  be  done  for  the  Jewish  masses*  They  were  interested 
in  Jewish  life  not  for  the  sake  of  creating  something,  not  for  the 

sake  of  accoiig)lishing  something  new,  not  for  the  sake  of  pursuing  a  certain 
ideal,  but  in  order  to  overcome  that  strangeness  and  loneliness  which  existed 
among  the  Jewish  immigrants,  who  had  been  torn  away  and  driven  from  their 
homes,  their  surroxindings ,  and  everything  dear  to  thenu  During  the  period 
of  distress  and  misfortune,  the  Jewish  immigrant  was  particularly  in  need  of  a 
helping  hand  and  the  lodges  promised  to  extend  such  aid.  It  is  no  wonder,     _ 
therefore,  that  large  numbers  of  Jewish  immigrants  Joined  these  lodges.       .^ 

Years  have  gone  by.  From  the  small  Jewish  groups ,  large  Jewish  communities    an 
have  developed.  A  unique  Jewish  life  began  to  spring  up  in  the  new  home. 
The  Jewish  immigrants  soon  assumed  a  role  in  public  life,  but  the  character 
and  msthods  of  the  Jewish  lodges  reioained  the  same.  The  local  environment  was 
of  no  concern  at  all  to  the  leaders.  The  Jewish  lodges  had  hundreds  of 

s 
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II  D  1  -  3  -         •  JEWISH 

Sunday  Jewish  Cotirier,  Sept«  14,  1919» 

thousands  of  members  in  their  ranks»  From  the  standpoint  of  or- 
ganizational strength,  the  Jewish  lodges  becams  a  very  inQ)ortant 

factor,  but  Jewish  life  in  general  did  not  benefit  by  it  at  all»      ^ 

Jewish  life  in  the  old  country  became  joore  and  more  difficulty  The  wave  of  '^ 
pogroms  instigated  by  the  czarist  regime  put  an  end  to  the  hopes  of  the  ^ 
Jewish  intelligentsia  for  equal  opportunities  and  equal  rights  for  the  Jews  3 
in  Russia*  It  became  clear  even  to  the  stupid  that  Palestine  was  the  only  S 

solut ion-- that  only  Palestine  could  liberate  the  Jewish  people — but  the  ^ 
Jewish  lodges  here  remained  static,  as  if  they  were  not  concerned  with  the  £3 
pain  and  anguish  of  the  Jewish  people* 

The  Independent  Order  Brith  Sholom,  however,  put  an  end  to  this  tragic  situa- 
tion* The  Independent  Order  Brith  Sholom  adopted  a  new  program  and  formulated 

for  itself  new  principles  which  would  be  appropriate  to  the  needs  of  the  times 
and  vfliich  would  express  the  real  hopes  of  the  Jewish  people* 

en 
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The  founders  of  Brith  Sholom  foresaw  the  importance  which  the 
lodges  would  have  for  the  people,  and  the  tremendous  role  the  lodges 
could  play  in  Jewish  life  if  they  were  administered  by  persons  itho 
lived  in  and  influenced  the  Jewish  neighborhood.  The  fourteen-year- 

old  history  of  Brith  Sholom  proves  the  correctness  of  this  attitude. 

As  soon  as  the  Independent  Order  Brith  Sholom  became  firmly  established  and 
was  in  a  i>osition  to  secure  all  the  material  benefits  which  its  msmbers  had 
a  right  to  expect  from  a  safe  insurance  society  or  fraternal  order,  its 
leaders  began  to  perfect  a  powerful  and  well-disciplined  organizational  machine 
which  would  benefit  not  only  its  members,  but  all  the  Jews  as  well* 

The  Brith  Sholom  was  the  first  Jewish  order  which  resolved  to  make  the  Zionist 

movement  a  part  of  its  own  movement,  and  to  induce  its  thousands  of  members  to 
become  directly  affiliated  with  the  Zionist  movement*  And  so  it  was  decided 

that  each  member  of  the  Order  was  morally  obligated  to  buy  **  shekels"  ̂ ertif  i- 
cate§  entitling  a  Zionist  to  vote  for  delegatas  to  the  ?forld  Zionist  Congress/^* 
This  decision  had  a  magnetic  effect  upon  the  entire  Zionist  movement  and  gave 

CO 
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III  G    the  most  devoted  Zionist  workers  new  courage  and  new  hope  with  which 
III  H    to  inspire  the  Jewish  masses.  The  Zionist  propagandists  gained 
I  G     direct  contact  ?/ith  the  people  because  Brith  Sholom  opened  its  meet- 

ings to  them  so  that  they  could  speak  and  awaken  the  Jewish  masses 
to  work  and  struggle  for  the  Jewish  liberation  from  the  Diaspora. 

The  decision  of  Brith  Sholom  had  a  remarkable  influence  upon  other  and  older  ^ 
Jewish  lodges.  Naturally,  this  did  not  happen  immediately.  It  took  some  time  p 
before  they  realized  the  truth  and  /the^  they  also  began  to  speak  a  new  <^ 
language,  the  language  of  modem  times.  The  same  occurred  when  the  Congress  3 
movement  took  place.  The  Brith  Sholom  became  deeply  involved  in  the  Congress  2 

movement.  The  /Jewis^  Congress  movemeni/  appeared  to  be  and  probably  was  the  g 
one  single  factor  which  was  instrumental  in  forcing  the  Peace  Conference  at 

Versailles  to  compel  Poland,  Rumania,  and  other  anti-vSemitic  countries  to 
recognize  the  rights  of  ninorities,  which  in  this  instance  meant  equal  rights 
for  the  Jewish  people. 

CJ» 
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The  lodge  meetings  became  interesting  and  significant.  The  average 

Jew,  to  '9diom  the  lodge  meeting  meant  spiritual  consolation,  began  to 
hear  new  thoughts  expressed  and  started  to  acquaint  himself  with  the 
duties  which  always  rest  upon  the  Jew  and  especially  so  at  a  time  when 

Jewish  life  is  laore  intolerable  than  ever  before  in  the  bloody  history  of  the 
Jews.  Through  the  lodge  meetings,  the  Independent  Order  Brith  Sholom  brought 
new  life  and  courage  to  the  Jewish  people.  Every  movement,  ^ose  objective 
was  to  aid  the  struggle  for  the  material  or  spiritual  interests  of  the  Jewish 
people,  in  any  way  and  at  any  time,  began  to  develop.  The  Zionist  movement, 
the  Congress  movement,  the  movement  to  extend  aid  to  the  }nblt  victims,  and 
many  others  began  to  grow. 

At  the  same  time,  the  leaders  of  the  Brith  Sholom  forged  ahead,  making  their 
organization  strong  and  powerful.  They  were  solicitous  of  the  needs  of  their 
members  at  all  times  and  never  forsook  them  under  any  circumstances.  A  member 

of  Brith  Sholom  always  has  someone  to  turn  to — his  orsani25ation  is  alive  and 
influential  in  his  interests. 

GO 
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Ibis  was  clearly  evident  during  the  last  years  of  the  war  when  It 
was  necessary  to  help  our  country  In  the  struggle  against  the  enemy, 
and  at  the  same  time  to  deal  a  deathblow  to  the  Jewish  enemies  who 
continued  to  spread  false  accusations  that  Jews  were  slackers  and 

friends  of  the  enemy^  V/e  need  only  mention  what  the  Order  did  for  the  Jewish 
young  men  who  were  called  to  war» 

The  Welfare  Board  found  the  Brlth  Sholom  to  be  Its  best  co-worker  and  greatest 
aid.  The  relief  committees  of  America  found  the  Brlth  Sholom  to  be  their 
greatest  support,  and  the  same  holds  true  with  regard  to  all  the  recognized 
Jewish  philanthropic  institutions  throughout  the  country*  But  regardless  of 

the  Importance  of  all  of  this,  the  Brlth  Sholom* s  most  glorious  and  enduring     SS 
achievement  was  its  remarkable  and  self-sacrificing  work  to  help  the  victims 
of  the  recent  influenza  epidemic  which  has  raged  so  horribly  throughout 
America,  and  particularly  in  Philadelphia. 

The  Jews  of  America  cannot  remain  indifferent  to  the  Brlth  Sholom  and  its 
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III  G    leaders •  The  Jews  of  America  must  recognize  the  importance  of  this 
III  H    work  by  joining  this  org^anization,  and  responding  enthusiastically 
I  G     to  the  call  of  the  Brith  Sholom.  Iliat  this  is  true  is  proven  by  the 

fact  that  while  in  the  past  few  years,  almost  all  of  the  Jewish 
fratarnal  orders  in  America  have  suffered  something  of  a  setback,  the  Brith     SS 
Sholom  has  continued  to  expand,  becoming  larger  and  stronger.  3* 

When  the  two  high  officials  of  Brith  Sholom,  Dr.  L.  S.  Rubinson,  grandmaster  >[J 
and  Mr.  Adolph  Rosenblum,  assistant  secretary  and  head  of  the  propaganda  com-  Zg 
mittee  of  the  Order,  ¥flio  are  delegates  to  the  Zionist  Convention  which  is  2 
being  held  here,  address  the  local  Brith  Sholom  members  at  their  general  meet-  co 
ing,  they  will  learnltliat  the  local  Jev/s  know  how  to  appreciate  true  friends 
and  r^al  leaders  of  an  organisation  which,  through  its  work,  has  written  the 
most  glorious  chapter  in  the  history  of  Jev;ish  orders.  They  will  learn  that 
splendid  work  is  ultimately  recognized. 

For  particulars  about  this  great  and  successful  Order  see  our  seventh  deputy 

ro 
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III  G    grand  master,  Samiel  Blair,  165  North  Clark  Street;  telephone, 
III  H    Central  6157. 
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FROM  Tllli;  PUBLIC  H03THU1I 

by 

J.  Leibner 

The  liberal  V7ing  of  the  Jevrish  nationalists  in  Chica,-o   is  in  a  holiday  5 
laood  at  the  present  tine.     Tlie  reason  is  that  the  sixth  annual  conven-  -^ 

tion  of  the  Jewish  Ili^ional  '.Jorkers  .JLliance  v:ill  opan  here  on  the  p 
twenty- seventh  of  this  month,  and  important  {:::uests  are  cordng  to  the  ^ 
convention.     i\inonc  then  will  be  the  prominent  Poale  Zion  leader,  g 
llr.  B.   Zuckernan,  v/ho  recently  returned  from  a  trip  to  lilastern  oilurope 
as  an  enis::ary  of  the  Joint  Distribution  Coniaittee.     lir.  ::^uckernan  has 

much  to  tell  of  ivliat  he  heard  and  sav;  anonc  our  huncr^/"  and  needy  Jews,  S 
and  we  will  have  an  opportunity  to  hear  of  his  e:q)eriences  at  the  con- 
vention. 

'.That  is  the  Jewish  National  Vforkers  ^illiance?     Tlie  Jev/ish  national  IVbrkers 
Alliance  is  a  co-operative  insurance  orcanization.     It  issues  fifteen  and 

CO 
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tv;enty-year  policies  which  of-er  the  sane  privileces  as  those  of 
an  insurance  coipan:'.     The  -.J-liance   issues  policies  frora  vJlCO  to  ,^2,000, 
and  pays  its  nenbors,   in  case  of  illness,  up  to   .^12  a  v;.ek.     It  also  lias 
a  tuberculosis  fund. 

r~- 

CD 
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To  becone  a  ncnber  of  the  Jev;ish  National  Jor-:ers  -J.liance  one  must  be  a 

conscientious,  liberal  n;.tionalist,  or  one  mist  v/ish  to  beccne  one.  UpDn     --^ 

acceptance  as  a  nember,  ne  nist  sv/ear,  ̂ I  liereby  declare  that  I  v/iU 
loyally  and  truly  fiiard  the  interests  and  duties  oT  the  .dliance;  I  \;ill      ^ 
help  all  wX)r::ers  v;ho  are  Ic.dinc  the  \ivr   tovnrd  the  rejuvenation  of  the 

Je;:ish  people,  as  v.-ell  :.s  those  other  v.orkers  who  are  scelcinr  to  improve 
the  condition  of  the  prolet:^riat.** 

In  certain  -^.ctivities  of  the  Jewish  people  nnd  in  others  of  local  interest, 
the  .J.li:i.nce  vrorks  hand  in  h  .nd  v.lth  the  1-oale  Jion.  ?unda..:entall7,  it  is 
a  Foale  ^ion  orcanization,  but  it  docs  not  use  that  title  becaure  it  v:as 
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partly  founded  in  OTjpositicn  to  the   ./orknon^c  Circle  v;i.ich  is  a 
socialist   rp:'oup  -.nd   .,^ou  ht  to   draw  nenbors  avmy  fron  the  .dliance  to.-ard 
the  concept  of  intornationalisn,  and  at  the  saLie  tii;e,  to   furnish  then 
v;ith  the  same  financial  benefits  that  the  .Jlliance  offered. 

-o 

The  Jev/ish  national  .;orkers  .alliance  has  succeeded  in  enrolling  about        :x3 

8,000  neiabers.  .uid  v;e  ask:  ".o:on't  tliere  rx>re  than  tiiat  nunber  of         2 
Je;:ish  liberal  nationalists  in  -jnerico?"  Of  course  there  are,  but  they      ^ 
belonc  to  the  ,;or  orients  Circle,  or  to  other  orders  v;hich  are  conservative. 
The  Jewish  National  ./orkers  ;J.iiance  lx;s  not  been  able  to  enroll  all  the 

liberal  nationalists  in  spite  of  the  fact  tlxit  it  offers  such  eiiccellent 
inducenents. 

;je  base  this  contention  on  the  situation  in  Chicaco,  In  Chicano  there  are, 

we  may  say,  a  fev;  thousand  liberal  nationalists.  Ililv;aul:ee,  too,  has  a 
fev7  thousand.  The  territory  surrounding  Chicaco  also  has  quite  a  fev7 
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liberal  nationalists.     3ut  v;hen  v;e  examine  statistics,  ;:e  find 

that  the  .^liance  has  only  400  xnemberG  in  ChiCLi-^:o,  and  400  in  IIilv;aiikee« 
The  vdiole   surroundinc  territory  has  about  800  members. 

A  cood  number  of  the  Poalo  Jion  in  Chiciigo  belonn  to  the  V.'brlcmen's  Circle 
and  this  is  likev/ise  true  in  Ililvnukee.     Some  of  then  joined  the   ./orkmen*s 
Circle  loany  years  ago,  when  they  v;ere  socialists.     Others  joined  that 

orcanization  recently,  aft^r  "cney  resicned  from  the  Jev/ish  National  Jorkers 
Alliance,  or  they  retained  their  membership  in  both  organizations.     But  most        ̂  
of  the  Poale  Ilion  are  disgusted  v;ith  the  local  leaders  of  the  Jewish  national 

"Jorkers  ^OLliance,  as  can  be  judged  from  the  fact  that  they  are  leaving their  beloved  orcanization. 

In  no  other  district  of  the  Jewish  national  j'orkers  -rilliance  do  they  ke*op 
a  paid  secretary ^   and  yet  there  is  one  in  Chicago.     The  individual  who 
holds  the  position  of  secretar::,   Brother  ./illiam  Ilathanson,  has  not  only 

en 
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failed  to  cet  inenbers  into  tho  ;j.liance,  he  has  even  driven  many 
or  then  avjay,   it  is  said.     .;e  Iznovj  of  roore  than  a   score  of  Poale  Zionists  ^ 
v;ho  v:on»t  even  visit  the  Jewish  llational   .workers  .alliance  because  of  this  2 
secretai^r.     They  claim  that  first,   he  is  not  "one  of  tliera".     Second,  he  ^^ 
takes  too  nuch  upon  ..iiiself .     'rhird,  he  accepts  pay  for  v;ork  that  others  F do  v;ith  no  thought  of  reLUineration.     These  alienated  Poale  ::ionists  are  ^ 
e25)ected  to  organize  a  novenent  against  the  secretary  for  the  above-men-  o 
tioned  reasons,   and  tliey  hope   to  v;in« Co 

CD 

Of  course,  I.Ir*  Ilathanson  v.lll  h^.ve  an  opportunity  to  defend  hii.iself.  .it      ̂  
any  rat..,  even  if  this  attitude  against  him  is  unjust,  the  very  fact  that 
members  leave  the  order  because  of  him  should  make  :.im  resign  his 
position — the  sooner  the  better. 

The  Je;vish  national  ./orkers  .JLliance  can  gain  Liany  members  among  the  Jev;s 
of  Chicago,  and  it  deserves  to  Iiave  them.  It  is  the  antidote  against  the 
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co::plete  \;itl.drav;al  of  our  Jev/ish  '.orliers  from  the  strucrjle  of 
their  people*  The  J"e\/ish  National  '.;orl:ers  ^J-liance  has  proven,  as  its 
constitution  states,  that  it  is  uore  than  a  "security"  orcanization, 
thcit  it  has  hi{^ier  aii.is  and  principles  than  nutual  assistance;  it  is 
nationaliL3t  in  scope,  its  nenbers  believe  in  and  ackno\;ledoe  the  need 
for  nationalisn  because  inanlzind  can  truly  progress  only  when  all  its 

croups  are  free  and  equal.  The  Jevash  national  Workers  ^'dliance  o 
v/ishos  our  people  to  be  free,  and  to  have  a  strengthened  position*  Tliey  ̂  
have  confidence  in  the  ability  of  the  Jev/ish  peo"^ole  to  create  a  better  S 
present  and  a  :.K)re  brilliant  future*  <^ 

Such  an  organization  deserves  a  large  laeiribership*  It  should  have  not 
only  those  v;ho  already  belonc,  but  also  i^iany  others  v;ho  should  join; 
on  no  condition  should  nembers  drop  out. 

'Je  fa?eet  the  delccates  to  the  sixth  annual  convention  of  the  Jev;ish 
national  Jorlcers  ^J-liance,  and  v/ish  them  success  in  their  fine  iTork* 
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BlilREZOVKER  UNTSRSHTITSITNG  VSliSIN:  NOTE  OF  THAITKS 

We,  the  officers  and  members  of  the  Berezovker  Untershtitsung  Verein,  wish  -b 

to  thank  our  "brother,  Dr.  Morris  L.  Hirshman,  350U  V/est  l6th  Street,  for  his  ^^ 
efforts,  his  special  devotion,  and  his  skill  in  curing  our  brother,  Morris  fl 
Prank,  I91I  Washburne  Avenue,  Brother  Frank  had  been  suffering  for  nine 
months  with  a  foot  ailment.  No  doctor  or  medicine  was  able  to  help  him 
until  Dr.  Hirshman  took  his  case,  and  in  five  weeks  time.  Brother  Frank  v/as 

able  to  surprise  the  Verein,  by  attending  a  meeting  and  proving  to  all  of  us  ^ 
that  he  was  entirely  well. 

CD 
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May  the  Almighty  bless  Dr.  Hirshman' s  hands  and  grant  him  twice  as  many  years 
^to  livej.  This  is  the  prayer  for  him  of  the  Berezovker  Untershtitsung  Verein. 

M.  Shmit,  president 

S.  Belgrod,  vice-president, 
R.  GolmaT,  secretary. 
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Forward,  7-3I-I9 

Help!  Help! 

Hotele  3i   en^irovs  coTintrTmen  -  Attention! 

Do  you  know  that  Motele  countrymen  have  he^un  a  campaign  to  aid  our 

unfortunate  "brothers  and  sisters  across  the  sea.   If  you  do  not  know  of 
this,  we  call  to  your  attention  that  last  Sunday  a  massmeeting  was  held 
in  the  Motele  Synagogue,  1227  Washbnrne  Ave.,  where  a  campaign  committee 
was  elected  to  collect  funds  so  that  they  may  assist  especially  our 
brothers  and  sisters  in  Motele  and  its  envirous. 
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Forv.^ard.  7-29-19 

HelpJ  EelpJ 

Kovno  and  itf^  Environs 
Co^ne  one,  come  all  to  our  meeting, 

•  Wednesday  eve,  July  30,  ?:00  P.M. 
so  that  we  may  work  out  plans  for  immediate  assistance 
for  o-ur  brothers  and  sisters,  friends  and  acquaintances in  the  old  World 
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Torvard.   July  12,   I915 

«ork:nen's  Circle 
is  carrying  on  Two   Canpaigrss 

for  Uc,000  nev  members 

for  $  50,000  for  the   (People's)  Relief 

The  V;orfeerJs  Circle,    last  ye^r,    indr.cted 

10,000  ner  -lemb^^rs  and  raised  about   $10,000 
for  the  Je\^ish  rar  victims. 

(Adv.  } 
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Forwards  July  3,  1919 • 

In  honor  of  the  sixth  convention  of  the  Jewish  National  Workers  Alliance, 
the  District  Committee,  together  with  the  Agitation  Committee,  has  decided  to 
grant  easy  conditions  for  the  entrance  of  new  members  in  the  Chicago  branches  of 
the  Alliance,  and  also,  gifts  to  the  old  members  who  shall  conduct  new  members  into 
the  branches* 

All  members  who  enter  prior  to  the  convention  will  pay  no  local  dues  for  the 
entire  present  quarter*  Every  member  irtio  secures  three  new  members  to  his  branch 
will  receive  from  the  District  Committee  one  of  the  following  books t  1)  Borochov  - 
Writings  on  Poale  Zionism,  2)  Dr«  Ginsberg  -  Jewish  Poets  and  Philosophers,  3}  Dr« 
Ginsberg  -  Ibiderstanding  of  Christianity,  4)  Olgin  -  In  the  World  of  Song,  5)  Moses 
Hess  -  RcRae  and  Jerusalem,  6)  Peretz  Hirshbein  -  On  America,  7)  H*  N*  Bialik  -  Poet- 

ry in  Yiddish,  8)  Hani  Leib  -  Children's  Songs,  9)  Sholem  Asch  -  Uncle  Moses,  10) 
David  Einhoen  -  To  a  Jewish  Daughter* 

The  opening  of  the  Convention,  Wednesday  evening,  August  27th,  in  the  large 
West  Side  Auditorium  Hall* 

■  -'''-'■"'" 
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The  Peoples  Hel-'ef  announced  th-.t  'until  July  k   Julius Hosenvvald  ^vill  continue  to  pay  quarters  for  ever:>^  dollar 
collectec  oy  the  relief  fvncl   for  Je^'dsh  war  victins.  His 
offer  7'ia9,   to  have  ended  tod.y,  hut  hec^uce  of  the  pre^e-t 
^.ealtime  ca^paij^n  he  eytencec  the  period  of  the  offc^r  to 
the  fourth  of  July. 

^Sunday's  house-to-house  can^^as  res  a  ̂ reat  success, 
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Associated  Jewish  Charities^  J\ine  25t  1919.  ^^ 

At  a  meeting  of  the  Board  the  attention  of  the  Directors  was  called  "by  Leo    ̂  
P.  Wormser  to  Senate  Bill  #  3^  passed  by  the  State  Legislature  requiring  per- 

mits from  the  deptf  of  Public  Welfare  for  the  solicitation  of  funds  for 
charitable  purposes. 

Mr.  Wormser  announced  that  the  bill  had  been  placed  before  the  governor  for 
his  signature  and  he  recomnended  that  the  A*  J.  C;#  ,1oin  other  philanthropic 
organizations  in  appearing  before  the  Governor  on  J\me  27  to  ask  that  this 
bill  be  vetoed* 

Mr.  Wormser  was  then  designated  to  represent  the  A.  J.  C  before  the  Governor. 
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Chicago  Forward,  May  25,  1919* 

OHB  FROCSIBSSnrB  ORDER  OF  THE  WEST 

In  the  following  article »  in  which  we  discuss  the  Progressive  Order  of  the 
West 9  it  is  unnecessary  to  dwell  upon  details,  upon  the  activities  of  the 
Order  during  the  past  years  of  its  existence;  it  is  sufficient  to  give  an 
account  of  its  present  activities. 

:3o 

The  Progressive  Order  of  the  West  is  the  nost  modem  fraternal  order  in  America. 
The  statistics  of  the  Order  show  its  progress*  Its  gain  in  membership  proves    ^ 
that  every  Jew  has  confidence  in  the  Order.  Let  us  take  into  consideration 
the  year  1919,  which  is  one  of  the  most  difficult  years  for  lodges  in  America* 
It  is  a  war  year  and  a  year  of  epidemics.  A  great  many  members  of  the  Ord#r 
of  the  West  are  enlisted  in  the  Army,  and  a  considerable  number  have  fallen 
victims  to  disease.  It  was  almost  impossible  to  secure  new  members;  in  fact, 
the  Order  was  doubtful  as  to  whether  it  would  have  any  moabers  left.  Bat  be- 

cause of  the  spirit  of  our  members,  our  membership  has  increased  from  18,000 
in  1918  to  a  total  of  22,000  in  Hay,  1919.  The  Progressive  Order  of  the  West 
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Chicago  Forward.  May  25,  1919. 

grows  because  of  its  llberalness.  It  takes  part  in  all  Jewish  activities; 
it  regularly  pays  a  large  sum  to  the  Denver  Sanitarium,  to  the  Hebrew  Immigrant  ^ 
Aid  Society,  to  the  Jewish  National  Fund,  and  to  all  other  Jewish  institutions.  S 

The  benefits  of  the  Order  are  many — disability  to  man  or  woman  #500;  death  F 
benefits  ̂ 00  and  $50  more  for  funeral  expenses*  There  are  also  many  other  ^ 
large  benefits.  S CO 

You  owe  it  to  yourself  and  to  your  family  to  become  a  member  of  this,  the  out-  ^ 
standing  Qzder  of  America.  The  only  Order  to  which  every  Jew  should  belong  is  ̂  
the  Progressive  Order  of  the  West. 
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Associated  Jewish  Charities  Minutes.  Uay  23*   1919* 

</ 

J 

\ 

di^ 

At  a  meeting  of  the  Board,  a  plea  #as  made  "by  Br.  Joseph  B>  De  Lee  fo^?^ additional  funds  for  the  Chicago  Ijring^In  Hospital  and  Dispenarary,  Hr.  De  Lee 
stated  that  Jewish  cases  at  the  hospital  comprised  I/3  of  the  total  numher 
treated  and  that  the  net  cost  of  the  775  Jewish  cases  approximated  $1S,35S 
to  which  should  he  added  $U,U62  cost  of  U25  Jewish  patients  at  the  Maxwell  St, 
Dispensary* 

Dr.   De  Lee  urged  that  the  present  appropiation  of  $3»000  per  year  he 
Increased  to  $10,000  which  is  approximately  l/2  of  the:  cost  of  Jewish  patients. 

ai..<i*  .  1 
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rorty-five  instead  of  forty ♦ 

All  of  the  progressive  Jevish  element,  who  have  not  as  yet  had  the  opportunity 

to  "become  me-ters  of  that  great  Jerish  radical  rorkers  organization,  on  account  of 
their  age,  have  the  opportunity,  to  join  the  liVorkr:;ens  Circle. 

According  to  the  last  convention  referendum,  nev  meTTjhers  will  nor  "be  accepted 
up  to  the  age  of  U5  years  instead  of  Uo  years,  as  in  the  past. 

Progressive  Jewish  workers  and  organization  will  surely  talre  advantage  of  this 

refomi,  and  will  hecone  a  part  of  this  great  radical  armj;-  that  form  the  '.Torkmen's 
circle.   For  more  information  inquire:  V/or'-cmen' s  Circle  175  2ast  Broadway  U.Y. 

:i£ 
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The  Reform  Advocate,   Wk,   of  FelDruary  22,   I919,   Vol.   57,  pp.67-6g. 
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From  the  anmial  report  of  Federated  Orthodox  Jewish  Charities  for  I9IS.  -     .  -'    A. 
The  total  income  for  the  year  was  $15S,303*^5.  '      r:  t f| 

'1 

Among  the  payments  to  "beneficiaries  were  -  Marks  Nathgn  Orpha>n  Home  $1+6,000,     ̂     N^  ̂  
Beth  Moshai   Z.   Keenim  $29,5SO,   Jewish  Consumptive  Relief  $13,667,    e>ii^  North-     - 
West   Side  Free  Burial  $10,632. 

^i 
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Forward,  January  7»  1919 • 

Workers  will  give  one  day's  wages  to  war  sufferers. 

The  Million  Dollar  Cajnpaign  in  Chicago  for  War  Sufferers  is  developing  very 

fast.  It  looks  now  as  though  the  quota  will  "be  over-suhscrihed. 

Last  Sunday,  at  the  Sinai  Temple,  the  sura  of  over  $700,000  was  collected 
for  the  drive.   (Jroups  of  canvassers  under  the  energetic  leadership  of  a  few 
captains,  are  visiting  the  rich  Jews  of  the  city  and  report  great  success. 

The  People Ls  Relief  Committee,  which  is  also  a  part  of  the  campaign,  hegan 
to  look  up  all  workers,  women  as  well  as  men,  to  help  the  great  cause,  hy  con- 

tributing one  day's  wages. 

All  Jewish  workers  and  organizations  were  called  on  in  person,  and  hy  let- 

ter to  help  along  with  the  drive.  All  pledges  m^ast  reach  us  hy  the  18 th  of  Jan- 
uary. On  January  ISth,  there  will  he  a  hanquet  for  all  the  organizations,  at 

which  time  they  will  "bring  in  all  pledges. 

1 
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Torward,  Januery  6,  1919« 

A  call  to  all  Jewish  trade  unions. 

We  come  to  you  again,  as  we  did  a  year  ago,  with  a  "brotherly  call  for  our 
nation's  relief ,  for  our  sisters  and  "brothers,  fathers  and  mothers,  who  are  prac- 

tically starving  to  death  in  the  war  countries  of  Europe, 

New  York  city  raised  $5fOOO*000  for  this  worthy  cause,  and  it  is  up  to  you 
in  Chicago  to  do  your  part.  We  ask  you  in  the  name  of  the  Jewish  People  Relief 

Organization,  to  contribute  one  day's  wages  from  each  union  worker  for  the  relief, 
of  our  starving  people  in  the  war-ridden  countries  of  Europe. 

With  brotherly  greetings 
The  United  Jewish  Workers 

R.  Yookelson 

H.  Snide 
.  H.  I.  Kahn 

Committee. 

-.vji.'  .■.-.i>*»S?ri- 
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^     Forward,  January  6,  l^l^j* 

Two  Ladies^^id  Sooietles,  The  Kiev  Jewish  Ladies  Aid  Sooiety and  the  V/ohliner  xl^lief  Organization,  were  recently  united.   They 
have  decided  to  organize  a  day  nursery  for  the  children  of  workers 
in  the  Douglas  Faric  neighborhood. 

These  two  societies  are  assured  by  the  Forward  and  other  prom- 
inent people  of  the  support  needed  for  this  undertaking.  An  insti- 

tution of  this  kind  has  been  greatly  in  demand  in  this  neighborhood* 

The  poor  working  women  who  have  small  children  to  take  care  of 
are  in  a  desperate  situation. 

« 

The  two  societies  are  very  optimistic  in  their  undertaking. 
With  the  support  of  all  workers  organizations  and  their  agencies, 
they  are  certain  of  success. 
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Federated  Orthodox  Jewish  Charities,  Janurary,  1919 •        ^ 
o 

In  a  letter  to  the  Board  of  Directors,  Adolph  Cope  land  asked  for  an  in-^-^ 

creased  budget  for  the  Chicago  "branch  of  the  Hebrew  Sheltering  and  Inmlgrant  -^ 
Aid  Sodlety,  He  outlined  the  enormous  amount  of  work  done  "by  the  Society, sta^i 
ting  that  they  were  appealed  to  for  help  on  all  sides,  and  no  cry  for  help  went 
unheeded^  He  mentioned  the  Shelter  maintained  by  the  Society,  describing  it 
as  modem  and  well-equipped  where  transient  and  iminigrant  poor  are  fed  and 
lodged  under  thoroughly  sanitary  conditions^  He  described  the  manifold  servi- 

ces rendered  by  the  Society,  meeting  immigrants  at  the  depots  and  directing  them 
to  their  destinations,  transmitting  money  abroad  without  charge  to  needy  rela- 

tives. Mr.  Copeland  stated  that  during  the  past  year  the  Society  had  forwarded 
over  a  million  dollars,  saving  the  Jews  of  Chicago  $100,000  because  the  So- 

ciety provided  for  payment  in  American  dollars,  thus  saving  losses  due  to  ex- 
change fluctuations.  Among  other  services  rendered  by  the  Society  was  the  prep- 

aration and  forwarding  of  affidavits  to  Ellis  Island  whenever  necessary  in  the 
cases  of  detained  immigrants  or  those  who  may  be  deported,  personally  handling 
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Federated  Orthodox  Jewish  Charities >  Janurary,  1919 •  cp 

such  cases  with  Ellis  Island  and  Washington  officials  by  wire  or  long-distance  ̂  
telephone.  Last  year  I3OO  of  such  affidavits  were  prepared  "by  the  office. 
The  Society  also  received  inquiries  from  abroad  regarding  lost  relations  in  this 
country  and  made  efforts  to  locate  them  by  direct  communications  where  addresses 

were  given  or  by  publishing  lists  in  the  newspapers.   Information  and  instruct- 
ions regarding  naturalization  were  given  to  all  desiring  to  become  citizens. 

Mr.  Copeland  concluded  his  letter  with  an  appeal  asking  the  P.  0.  J.  C.  to  take 
up  with  the  A.  J.  C.  the  matter  of  setting  aside  for  the  work  of  the  Society 
the  sum  of  $35tOOO.   He  asked  the  board  to  remember  that  although  the  actual 
immigration  is  less  than  it  used  to  be  and  at  present  (1919)  smaller  than  it 
ever  has  been  in  the  history  of  the  country,  still  the  immigration  problem  is 
more  serious  than  in  ever  has  been  and  the  Society  is  the  only  body  that  is 
coping  with  the  tremendous  problem. 
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merican  Jewi sh  Year  Book, 1918-19,   pp.   326-327. 

AHITTi^S   IN  THE  U.   S.  . JST  OF  FEDERATED  Jh^SH  GH 

City 

Chicago 

Population 
General 

2,572,000 

Population 
Jewish 

225,000 

Najne  of  organization 
Associated  Jewish 
Charities    (Reformed) 

Officer 
Llarcy  !• 
Berger 

• Federated  Orthodox 
Jewish  Charities 

Majc 

Shulman 

'
%
 

^ 

Expended 
1917 

$750,000* 

$139,239* 
♦These  societies  reported  income,  not  expenditures* 
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Associated  Jewish  Charities  Minutes,  October  IS,  I9I8  -1 

At  a  meeting  of  the  Board  of  Diredtors  the  investment  of  $llK)0  in  ^ 
Liljerty  Bonds  was  ratified  and  a  motion  was  carried  that  the  A.  J,  C.  sub-  ^ 
scribe  for  Uth  Liberty  Loan  Bonds  U|  fo   to  the  amount  of  $25,000. 

•; 
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THIRTEENTH  CONVENTION  OF  BRITH  SHOLOM  OPENS  SUNDAY 
Over  Seven  Hundred  Delegates  from  Every  Part  of  the 

Country  Expected;  Convention  Will  Be  Held  In  Baltimore 

The  thirteenth  annual  convention  of  the  Independent  Order  Brlth  Sholom  will 

open  In  Baltimore  this  Sunday  and  will  continue  through  Tuesday*  It  Is  ex«- 
pected  that  over  seven  hundred  delegates  will  attend,  representing  about 
fifty-five  thousand  Jews  in  one  hundred  and  five  cities  and  twenty- two  states 
of  America.  This  Order  is  one  of  the  youngest  in  the  country.  And  since 
many  of  its  members  are  affected  by  the  war,  one  of  the  features  of  this 
convention  will  be  war  relief. 

It  is  expected  that  Governor  Harrington  of  Maryland,  Mayor  Preston  of  Balti- 
more, and  Congressman  Charles  F.  Coy  will  address  the  convention  at  its 

opening,  Sunday  morning.  Many  prominent  Jews,  members  of  the  Order,  will 
deliver  addresses  of  greeting  to  the  members.  An  invitation  to  address  the 

*t.i-'  ; . 
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convention  v/as  also  sent  to  Lord  Reading,  the  British  Ambassador  in 
V/ashington, 

At  this  convention  a  tablet  will  be  unveiled  coimaemorating  the  '*golden  re- 
cord'* of  this  Order  Tor  the  past  year,  viz.  the  sale  of  Liberty  bonds  to- 

talling §1, 263,350;  v/ar-savings  and  thrift  stamps  totalling  .^M,  842.75; 
eignty-three  merabers  and  three  thousand,  nine  hundred  and  tv/enty-four  sons 
of  members  in  the  United  States  military  service.  All  of  these  (enlisted 
men  and  their  families)  are  entitled  to  the  benefits  of  the  Order,  and  are 
exempt  from  any  financial  obligations. 

The  Chicago  delegates  to  this  convention  are:  David  Ossov,  deputy  of 
Dr.  Halperin  Lodge;  Samuel  Blair,  deputy  of  the  Bessarabian  Lodge;  and  Jacob 
Cohen,  deputy  of  Gobriner  Lodge. 
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The  Reform.  Advocate ,  Vol.  55,  Wk.  of  June  1,  1918,  P.39U, 

^^^  ,;^  .^  Prom  the  report  of  the  annaal  meeting  of  the  Associated  Jewish  Charities 

■f^'i.sy^^^^  May  191g,  The  Chicago  Jews  have  contributed  a  total  of  $1,631, 925,  The 
■■^\-i'T: ■.'ty-*" 

,«^ 

''following  institutions  were  "benefited  -  -  Associated  Jewish  Charities,     ^^ri'^^l 
$712,925#U3,  Jewish  War, Relief,  $780,000,  and  Orthodox  Federated  Charitiep;^^ 

...  .■  -  .■    .'*■'.   > ^x:wJ  $139,000* 
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The  Daily  World.  February  10,   1913. 

IIEAT  mST  BE  DONE   TO  REFORM  THE  CHARITY  BUSINESS 

JE^VISH 

WPA  (ILL)  PROJ.  30275 

Morris  Siskind 

From  the   first  day  that  The  Daily  World  bej^an  to  unveil  the  action  of  the 

"Ladies  Aid  Society,"  v/here  Misses  Lov/  and  Schulman  are   the   leaders  and  are 
in  authority,   hundreds   of  people  have   oven/helmed  us  xdth  questions^     The 
questions  can  be   classified  into  t\/o  types.     One   is:     What  should  be  done  nov/, 
v/hereby  those  v/ho  are   impoverished  can  attain  a   degree   of  independence   so 
that  Tshey  v/ill   not  have   to  turn  to  charity;   and  v/hat  should  be   done  to  insure 
that  they  will  be   treated  humanely  and  not  be    sent  to  any  insane  asylum? 

The   second  type  embodies  the   question:     'Vhat  can  be   done  to  enable,  the   poor 
through  their,   ovm  metliods  and  efforts,   to  avoid  charity  societies,   even 
under  the   present    system? 
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The  Dally  '^orld,  February  10,  1918..        WPA  (III,)  PRO}  3027'^ 

The  first  'Question  o-n  be  answered  only  v/hen  the  people,  those  who  do 
not  accept  charity  become  interested  in  the  fete  of  the  poor,  the  unfortu- 

nate, and  the  weak,  and  through  public  opinion,  influence  the  City  Council 

and  State  Legisl-.ture  to  make  a  thorough  investigation  as  to  why  Miss 
Low  and  Miss  3hulman  can  admit  anyone  they  please  to  Dunning! 

All  cases  th-^t  they  have  transacted  should  be  investigated,  and  the  doors 
of  Dunning  must  be  opened  so  as  to  reveal  the  reasons  ^vhy  persons  were 

sent  there  by  the  "Ladies  Aid   Society •" 

Only  such  a  thorough  investigation  will  {:;ive  us  a  true  picture  of  those, 
who  become  victims  of  present  condition,  and,  at  the  si?me  tiae,  victims 
of  the  actions  of  two  v/oraen,  who  become  dangerous  to  the  v/elfare  of  those 
who  were  forced  to  apply  for  charity* 
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The  Daily  Vforld,  February  10,  1918.         Vv.   :LL)  PRO J.  3027b 

Hundreds  of  men  and  women  turn  to  the  "Ladies  -^d  Sooiety^'^   These  t\TO 
investigators  determine  their  fate,  vdth  heartless  and  ice-cold  accountr^^ 
and  by  treating  them,  not  as  human  beings,  but  as  pieces  of  wood  on  iron* 
If  the  investigated  would  refuse  to  tolerate  their  methods,  they  are 

thrown,  by  force,  into  an  insane  asylum  and  me  .y  pine  away,  there,  be- 
cause the  entire  reign  had  been  given  over  oo  a  few  people,  who  had 

become  an  annex  to  the  corrupted  political  machine  of  Chicago's  govern- 
ment, which  has  such  a  "good  neme"  throughout  the  entire  country! 

All  those  who  are  in  sympathy  '/ith  the  unf ortunr.te  victims  of  the  present 
system,  and  who  they  would  help  prevent  such  acts  in  the  futuret  we 

urge  the  City  Council  and,  if  possible,  the  State  Legi'^lature,  to  elect 
an  Investigation  Committee  that  should  make  a  thorough  investigation  of 
Dunning,  Elgin  State  Hospitalf  and  the  !i8.nkakee  Insane  Asylum,  to  find 

out  how  m.any  Jewish  men  and  women  were  sent  there  by  the  "Ladies  Aid 
Society." 
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The  rJaily  ̂ JVorld,  February  10,  1918.  ^^A  (ILL.)  PR0j.3(J2?6 

*fter  such  an  investigation.  Miss  Low  and  Miss  Shulman  will  have  to 
seriously  consider  whether  they  should  send  sane  people  to  an  insane 
asylum* 

The  second  type  of  the  question  is  answered  in  the  report  of  the  records 

of  the  "Ladies  Aid  sf>ciety,"  itself.   According  to  the  figures  that 

Comrade  Uretz  oht0'ned   from  the  Society,  it  can  be  seen  thet  815  cases, which  Miss  Shu] aart  investigated  when  the  applicants  came  for  relief, 
they  found  15  members  of  the  unions.   There  were  8  bakers,  of  the  15 t 

who  got  tuberculosis,  vdiile  v/'orking  at  their  trades. 

'rVhat  do  these  figures  mean?   what  do  we  learn  from  ti^is  fact? 
We  learn  that  those  who  apply  to  the  charity  societiea  ^emrilned  out  of 
the  ranks  of  a  union  and  out  of  the  mnks  of  a  mutual  aid  or -anization. 
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Had  these  people  belonged  to  a  union,  or  to  an  organization,  such  as  the 

Yforkmen's  Circle,  they  would  not  have  had  to  apply  to  any  oharity* 

First  of  all,  the  union  men  are  always  in  a  better  economic  condition* 

Through  the  protection  that  the  union  gives  the  worker  against  the  ex- 
ploitation of  the  emplo/ers,  a  thorough  investigation  must  be  demanded 

by  every  clear  thinking  and  good-hearted  person. 
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Minutes  ^ 

Associated  Jewish  Charities^,  January  :^6,  I9I8. 

At  a  meeting  of  the  Board  of  Directors,  Leo  F»  Wormser  speaking  for  the 

committee  appointed  to  investigate  the  matter  of  mihlic  su"bsidies  to  sectarian 
institutions  announced  that  an  opinion  of  the  State  Supreme  Court  had  "been 
filed,  hut  that  official  report  had  not  yet  reached  the  city. 

Mr*  17ormser  declared  that  "before  existing  Jewish  institutions  could  receive 
•county  funds,  a  reorganization  in  certain  particulars  would  "be  necessary  to conform  with  the  statutory  provisions  for  separate  institutions  for  hoys  and 
girls  which  would  afford  a  home  and  the  requisite  training* 
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:v.  ^v^ 

CHARITY  HOST  AND  CHKAP  POLITICIANS.  By  Nachmnson. 

"^  In  the  previous  article  concerning  the  Jewish  Charity  in  Chicago,  we  were 
,  told  of  a  clique  of  cheap  politicians  who  organized  the  Federation  of  the 

^..-.fi  ;^  Orthodox  Institutions  hoping  to  embrace  all  institutions  within  their 

"^-^^-'-'■>'^^--_   power.  The  clique  had  concerned  themselves  very  little  with  the  welfare 

■■*>   ■* 

M.'-   a* 

y  ■"'■■■..''>. 

^^^^>^    of  the  poor  orphans,  and  of  the  aged,  and  the  sick.  The  Federation  was 
not  founded  for  them  but  for  the  politicians  themselves.  The  original 
founders  of  the  Federation  utilized  their  machinery  in  persuading  the 
Republican  and  Democrat  bosses  that  they  had  the  Jewish  community  in 
their  pocket  and  could  deliver  the  Jewish  votes  for  a  price  ̂    and  Jobs* 
Several  of  them  obtained  these  Jobs. 

•:  -^^   '«.■'■    1  '  =   -  - 

•■X 

r^;  The  Federation  was,  literally  speaking,  a  federation  of  the  cheap  politi- 
r  .  cians.  When  it  became  too  uncomfortable  for  them  because  of  agitation  by 

§^  f'  •  ;<^^  the  Forward,  the  Jewish  Record,  and  the  Engli sh- Jewi sh  press,  that  they 
!:>-  ought  to  leave  (from  the  Federation,  but  not  from  the  political  Jobs),  the 
*    institutions  lost  their  old  sources  of  income  and  from  the  new  sources  and 

I, 
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^^^-  ;   subscriptions,  very  little  came  in.  The  institutions  had  reached  a  criti- 
cal moment  and  in  order  to  exist  they  had  to  go  in  debt  to  cover  their 

previous  loans.  The  departure  of  the  political  clique  did  not  help  the 
institutions  because  what  had  once  been  spoiled  cannot  be  so  easily  altered. 

Thus  the  Federation  went  from  bad  to  worse  until  it  was  eventually  obligated 

to  the  wealthy  class  on  the  South  Side.  It  was  an  unconditional  surrender  to  ' 
the  autocracy  of  Oerman-Jews,  who  conduct  the  charitable  institutions,  in  a 
strict  business  manner.  In  such  fashion,  the  West  Side  institutions  are  now   ' 
being  managed,  and  the  public  has  no  authority.   The  West  Side  institutions   A 
now  prevail  under  a  trust,  conducted  like  all  other  trusts.  It,  therefore, 
remains  a  fact  that  the  institutions  that  were  established  by  the  nickels 
and  dimes  of  the  masses  of  the  West  Side  are  now  depending  upon  the  mercy 
of  the  money-bags  of  the  South  Side.  But  who  is  guilty?  No  one  but  the    -  | 
clique  of  cheap  politicians  and  job-hounds,  who  organized  a  Federation,  not   :A 
for  the  good  of  the  public,  but  for  the  good  of  the  individual,  who  use  the  5* 
community's  institutions  in  order  to  procure  fat  jobs  from  the  Democrats  and  T^; 
Bepublican  bosses,  and  to  whom  they  are  always  prepared  to  sell  their  Judaism  f.$ 
for  a  pot  of  lentils. 

^■■^■■,-.  ■■•  ■  >. . 
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j^eWorld,  November  4,  19^7 • 

yfc;?>||  THB  JEWISH  CHAEITY  THUST  IN  CHICAGO,     By  Nachtunson. 

fr<;i^!; In  plain  business  fashion,  without  any  turmoil  or  ceremonies,  the  Federa- 

'  ̂  '  ■ 

fev^^v^  tlon  of  Orthodox  Jewish  Institutions  of  Chicago  was  transferred  to  the  rich 

^Hfif V'  Jews  of  the  South  Side.  The  Federation,  and  the  institutions  that  are  bound  :/  ̂ ^^ 
v^S^S^^^^  to  It,  went  into  the  hands  of  a  Charity  Trust,  which  is  governed  by  an  auto- 

^||l^  I  cratlc  power,  without  authority.  The  residents  of  the  West  Side,  who  built 
^■■^:m\<..   the  institution  with  so  much  effort  were  lowered  to  the  degree  of  beggar s  >^:v^^^ 

v»^- -^|Wv;;)*y  tl^  South  Side*  The  political  clique  of  the  West  Side,  with  their  (>ttl-^ ̂ ^::^f 

||S||p>^Ji[*  clfitl  organ,  mentioned  nothing  about  it.  They  had  good  reasons  to  keep  it 
i^^-W*"^  quiets- -  ;.'"■:.:  •  ̂   ^  -      .-  - '  -•■■-■.-. 

The  Jewish  workers  of  Chicago,  who  have  also  helped  in  erecting  the  instl«» 

&K/-^'-,   tutlon,  cannot  remain  indifferent.  They  are  entitled  to  be  Informed  as  to 
-  what  is  transpiring.  This  article  endeavors  to  clarify  what  is  happening 
behind  the  scenes  of  the  Jewish  Charity  Trust. 

•>*■. ;;-'  »^ 

?S^  r   Wrst  of  all.  It  Is  necessar;^  to  review  the  past  history  of  the  Federation, 

■"'^'^^    to  the  circumstances  under  which  it  was  founded  and  its  purposes.  The  Fed- 

m 

-*■> 

eration  was  organized  about  five  years  ago.  At  that  time,  a  group  of  cheap    i^jri^ 

■  :'(^i.if::^yA^.'>r::^m^:i^i^.   A■>.^-j  s.  it;.;-;  -<.v  ;-,.;;jk^.-  i-"'v  li^:,  IitiAv.*^ 
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The  World,  November  U,  1917» 

Jewish  politicians  helonging  to  the  so-called  H,  H*  machine  (the  machin'e 
of  the  former  Mayor  Carter  Harrison,  then  the  political  hoes  of  the  city), 
held  the  highest  degree  of  power  on  the  West  Side.  They  controlled  the 
institutions,  the  synagogues,  and  the  rabbis,  and  woe  was  unto  the  one  who 
dared  to  oppose  them.  He  was  persecuted  without  mercy.  Nothing  was  too 
disgraceful  or  vulgar  to  suppress  the  rebel.  The  corrupt  political  machine  ; 
of  the  City, Hall  maintained  a  branch  on  the  West  Side,  surpassing  the  City 
Hall  in  vileness^ 

•  ,     •         .   "     T    •  •  .•     .  ■  ̂, 

■  ^^        ' 

The  H.  H.  machine  contrived  a  plan  to  establish  a  federation  of  all  institu- 
tions. The  idea  was  that  it  would  be  much  easier  for  the  clique  to  control 

all  institutions  in  one  united  body,  than  each  one  separately.  It  is  much 
easier  to  control  one  board  of  directors  than  twelve  various  boards.  The  - 

machine  had  also  a  second  motive:  A  kosher  hospital  was  built  which  was  - 
entirely  in  the  hands  of  the  clique  and  thousands  of  dollars  disappeared  as 

soon  as  they  entered.  This  and  •'other  beautiful  acts"  began  to  arouse  the 
sleepy  public  and  the  clique  sought  haven  in  the  Federation  which  would 

cover  their  "beautiful  acts"  and  place  their  kosher  hospital  on  the  level 
with  other  institutions. 

'.-fc 

.s-' 
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The  World.  November  U,  1917« 

All  their  activities  were  naturally  covered  with  the  clean  rohe  of  "good  to 
humanity."  They  informed  the  puhlic  that  the  Federation  would  strengthen 
all  institutions,  eliminate  various  administrative  expenses  and  also  avoid 

cost  for  collections.   This  outline  seemed  to  "be  discreet  and  the  Federation 
was  horn.  However,  several  institutions  opposed  the  plan  and  were  unwilling 

to  unite  into  the  new  Federation.  But  the  machine  found  methods  to  "black- 
mail and  terrorize  the  leaders  and  they  surrendered.  That  clique  with  its 

organ,  triumphed.   The  first  directors  of  the  new  Federation  were  naturally 

from  the  clique  and  its  organ.  The  Jewish  Courier  started  to  praise  the  Fed- 
eration. Entire  pages  were  daily  plastered  with  news  of  the  Federation.  Any- 

one who  dared  to  douht  the  uprightness  of  the  organization's  "business,  was 
condemned  as  a  conspirator  and  an  outcast.   The  result  was,  however,  contrary 

to  the  expectations  of  the  clique.  The  kosher  hospital  "by  seeking  to  free  it- 
self from  assessments,  revealed  the  situation  to  the  pu'blic,  which  stopped 

contrl'buting  money#  Now  the  Courier  was  powerless.   It  was  easy  to  "blackmail 
the  directors  of  an  institution  in  order  to  compel  it  to  join  the  Federation. 

It  was  quite  a  different  thing  to  force  the  pu'blic  to  contri*bute  money  to 
directors  in  whom  they  had  no  confidence.  The  Federation  did  not  take  in 

enough  money  to  support  the  institutions.   Contri"butions  decreased  in  compari- 
son with  the  old  system.   The  institutions  fell  deeply  in  deht,  from  which 
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The   World,  Novetoter  U,  I9I7. 

they  have  not  redeemed  themselves  to  this  very  day.  A  year  had  thus  passed 
and  the  Federation  could  no  longer  exist  in  such  manner.  The  political 
clique  then  shamefully  deserted  the  Federa.tion,  which  was  transferred  into 
the  hands  of  noe  leaders.   (On  the  contrary,  they  again  started  to  hore  with- 

in the  reorganized  Federation  and  it  is  axiomatic  that  it  is  easier  to  do 
harm  than  to  do  good)? 
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The  Reform  Advocate,   Vol,   53,  Wk.   of  May  I9,   1917*  PP.U56-U57. 

At  the  annual  meeting  of  the  Associated  Jewish  Charities,   it  was  reported 
that  the  total  receipts  for  I915-I6  were  $6l9fOOO  and  the  dishursements, 
$650,000* 
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Minutes  \p 
Associated  Jewish  Charities^April  19f  1917*  ^ 

At  a  meeting  of  the  Board  of  Directors  a  letter  was  read  from  Edward  J# 
Olackin,  state  senator,  asking  the  A>  J>  C  to  endorse  Senate  hills  #379  &#380 

to  provide  moneys  to  he  known  as  the  "Maternity  Fund"  to  he  used  for  the 
medical  care  of  mothers  and  children  at  the  time  of  hirth  and  for  a  year 
thereafter. 

■'4 
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The  Reform  Advocate.  Vol.  52,  Wk.  of  Jan.  27,  1917*  p.SOJ^ 

The  Federated  Orthodox  Jewish  Charities  has  distributed  among  its  affili- 
ated institutions  the  following: 

'i 

t',  •*.«■•>_ 

Beth  Moshav  Z*Kenim  (Orthodox  Home  for  the  Aged),  $29,000,  Marks  Nathan  Or- 
phan Home,  $U2,500,  Jewish  Consumptive  Relief  Society,  $11,0U6,  and  the 

West  Side  Talmud  To rah,  $10,503. 
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American  Jewish  Year  Bookt  19l6-17>  p.  26l. 

NEW  JEWISH  LOCAL  ORGANIZATIONS  IN  THE  UNITED  STATES*   CHICAGO. 

Social  Service  League  of  Jewish  Women.  Secretary^  lira.  L.   L.  Rosenthal. 
Northwest  Fellowship  Club.  Organized  April  1914*  Secretary,  Harry 
Feder.  Pyramid  Social  and   Benevolent  Association.  Organized  August 
1909*  Re-organized  March  2,  1916.  Secretary,  Harry  Jacobs.  Big 
Sister  Movement  of  Chicago.  Secretary,  Anna  Preaskil.  Congregation 
Kehillath  Jacob,  Douglas  Blvd.  and  Hamlin  Avenue.  Organized  I889 

as  Kehillath  Jacob  Anshe  Dorhitsher.  Re-organized  1915«  Secretary, 
A.  Brande.  Rabbi,  Samuel  Schach»  Congregation  Sons  of  Joseph,  9II 
S.  Oakley  Blvd.  Organized  May  1914.  Secretary,  S.  E.  Newberger. 

Rabbi,  £•  R.  Muskin.  Lawndale  Civic  Center.  Organized  1915*  Secre- 
tary, N.  J.  Kfl^lflua.  Young  Men*s  Hebrew  Association,  3435  Ogden  Ave. 

Secretary,  Samuel  Levin. 
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American  Jewish  Year  3ook,    19l6-17»   p»   96» 

SYNAGOGUES  AMD  HOLIES  OF  SOCIETIES  DEDICATED. 

Chicago. 

Chicago  Hebrew  Institute  Gymnasiiirii,  June  6,   1915«  Sons  of  Joseph  Hebrew 
School,  June   12,    1915»     Associated  Jewish  Charities,   ilTest  Side  Building, 
November  28,   1915*     Kehillath  Jacob  Synagogue,  May  2,   19l6*     Hebrew 
Sheltering  Home,  May  21,   I916. 
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Daily  Jewish  Courier,   Sept.   1,   1916. 

JEWISH  NATION/iL  LABOR  ALLliil'CE 

by 

Joshua  Stoolman 

Shortly  after  the  Poale  Zion  (Left  v;ing  Zionists)  v/as  officially 
established  in  this  country,  individual  comrades  thought  of 
establishing  a  Workers  Order,  which  v^ould  be  able  to  fight  for 

the  economic  needs  of  the  Jev/ish  worker,  and  at  the  same  time,  not  be  in 
opposition  to  his  national  sentiments  and  inclinations,  as  are  several 

existing  workers*  orders.  .^ 

As  time  went  on,  this  thought  penetrated  the  minds  of  the  Poale  Zion  coi^irades 
throughout  the  country,  and  the  question  of  creating  such  an  order  became  an 
issue  on  the  agenda  of  the  Buffalo  Party  Council  at  the  close  of  1908. 

In  1908  Comrades  ?/exler,  Lliller  and  Meyer  Broun  of  Philadelphia  began  the 
practical  realization  of  this  plan  and  foimded  a  benevolent  Verein  by  the 
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Dally  Jewish  Courier.  Sept.  1,  1916. 

name  of  "National  7/orkers  Alliance". 

A  short  time  later  a  Poale  Zion  Benevolent  Verein  v/as  laxinched  in  New  York, 
and  other  such  Vereins  sprang  up  in  Pittsburgh,  Chicago  and  other  cities. 
In  spite  of  the  independent  character  of  each  Verein,  they  all  sought  the  same 
aim:  to  remove  the  Jev/ish  xvorker  from  an  atmosphere  of  assimilation,  and 
bring  him  into  a  purely  Jev/ish  environment  v/here  he  shall  move  about  freely. 

The  extent  that  this  plan  ansv/ered  the  demand  of  the  time,  and  quenched  the 
thirst  of  many  nationalistically  inclined  Jewish  workers  was  a  demonstration 
of  the  great  interest  it  aroused,  and  the  heated  discussions  v/hich  took  place 
among  the  intelligent  Jewish  workers  at  that  time.  They  accepted  joyfully 
this  plan  of  creating  their  own  order,  which  v/ould  give  them  the  necessary 
economic  assistance  and  benefits,  and  at  the  same  time, would  satisfy  their 
nationalist  hopes. 

This  idea  spread  throughout  every  city  and  hamlet.  Group  after  group  began 

t  ..  ;j^ife  ■.'  -•  ■ 
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Dally  Jewish  Courier,  Sept>  1,  1916. 

to  organize,  calling  for  a  convention  which  should  introduce  clarity  and  create 
a  common  understanding  among  the  various  groups* 

A  conference  was  held  in  June,  1910. 

This  conference  unitedly  declared  that  the  National  V/orkers  Alliance  strives 
to  unite  all  nationalistically  minded  Jewish  workers  on  the  grounds  of  common 
economic  and  national  interests. 

The  New  York  Poale  Zion  Benevolent  Verein  remained  independent  of  the  Philadel- 

phia branch  and  carried  on  propc:ganda  urging  groups  to  join  the  New  York  outfit. 

Discussions  in  several  party  Vereins  forced  the  Central  Committee  of  the  Poale 

Zion  to  take  an  official  position  toward  this  important  question,  and  they 

decided  to  place  the  issue  of  the  National  Workers  Alliance  on  the  agenda  of  the 
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Poale  Zion  Conference  in  Chicago,  July  4. 

The  fourth  Poale  Zion  convention  was  held  in  Philadelphia,  and  the  dele- 
gates were  urged  to  organize  Alliance  branches  in  their  respective  cities. 

But  the  existing  Vereins  had  been  weakened  and  partly  dissolved,  including 
the  first  Philadelphia  Verein. 

For  a  few  months,  work  was  at  a  standstill.  The  Poale  Zion,  upon  its  own 
initiative,  began  to  organize  one  Verein  after  another,  and  urged  a  general 
assembly  to  draw  up  a  platform  of  principles  for  the  Alliance. 

An  organizing  conference  of  the  Alliance  was  called  in  Rochester,  June  19,/^^ 
1910. 

An  appeal  was  sent  to  the  comrades  throughout  the  country  to  organize  more 
Vereins  in  order  to  have  a  larger  representation  of  delegates  who  could  deal 
competently  and  firmly  v/ith  all  questions.  This  conference  should  have  estab- 

lished not  only  the  principles  of  the  Alliance  and  dra?ni  up  a  constitution, 
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but  should  have  set  up  also  an  insurance  system.  At  this  organizational  conference, 

eleven  Vereins  were  represented  through  twenty-five  delegates.   The  conference 
lasted  four  days. 

Sunday  Jewish  Courier,  Sept.  3,  1916. 

One  of  the  chief  questions  which  the  congress  should  have  clarified  was  that 
of  a  Jewish  homeland.   The  extremist  Poale  Zion  delegates  demanded  that  our 
position  on  this  question  be  a  positive  one,  i.e., the  Alliance  should  declare 
specifically  that  the  complete  national  emancipation  of  the  Jev/ish  people  is 
possible  only  in  their  own  land,  in  Palestine.  The  majority,  however,  argued 
that  the  National  Workers  Alliance  should  become  the  central  organization  of  a 
large  number  of  Jewish  workers,  and  the  Alliance  could  only  realize  this  aim 

if  it  would  make  possible  the  free  expression  of  opinion  of  every  nationalisti- 
cally  inclined  Jewish  worker. 
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Another  question  of  utmost  Importance  which  the  convention  had  to  consider 
was  the  legalization  question.  TSiis  was  closely  related  to  the  question  of 
setting  up  an  Insurance  system  for  the  Alliance. 

By  adopting  the  most  modern  and  secure  insurance  system,  which  is  known  as 
the  "American  Bbcperlence  Table'*,  based  on  a  legal  reserre  of  four  per  cent,  the 
conyention  laid  the  foundation  of  a  sound  and  strong  National  Workers  Alliance* 

The   following  basic  principles  were  adopted: 
A.  TbB   Jewish  National  Workers  Alliance  declares  its  basic  aim  to  be: 

1.  Mutual  aid  in  case  of  need,  sickness  or  death* 
2.  Education  of  the  Jewish  worker  in  full  consciousness  of  his  national  and 

^  social  interests.  -  i^^x 

B.  The  National  Workers  Alliance  supports  all  workers  tp*io  work  for  the  ̂ o  ̂'M.  ̂ l 
national  emancipation  and  revival  of  the  Jewish  people.  '^^-   ̂ ^^ 

C.  The  National  Workers  Alliance  supports  all  workers  who  strive  for  the 

^ 

■^ 

# 
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strengthening  and  emancipation  of  the  working  class. 

Establishing  in  the  Alliance  such  a  brilliant  insurance  system,  and  imbuing 
the  Alliance  with  a  nationalistic  and  radical  spirit  which  could  lead  to  the 
emancipation  of  the  Jewish  people,  and  could  strengthen  and  fortify  the  position 
of  the  worldng  class,  made  it  possible  for  the  Alliance  to  become  one  of  the 

most  important  and  necessary  Jewish  workers*  institutions  in  the  country. 
Fortunately  its  rapid  growth  and  development  could  be  used  as  evidence. 

The  general  sentiment  of  gathering  all  nationalist lea lly  inclined  Jewish  labor 
elements  into  a  great  Alliance  that  would  accept  and  support  all  work  that 
led  to  the  national  emancipation  of  our  people,  sind  of  the  working  class, 
was  also  acclaimed  by  the  Chicago  Poale  Zion  in  1908. 

In  the  Jev/ish  Labor  Voice  of  January  15,  1905,  an  appeal  was  published  by 
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M.  Melamed,  Philadelphia  secretary  of  /the  organization  otj  all  radical  and 
nationalist ically  ininded  Jews;  his  appeal  urged  Jews  to  help  in  the  organ«- 
izing  of  the  National  Workers  Alliance. 

This  appeal  had  a  good  effect  on  the  small  group  in  Chicago.  It  gave  them 
courage  to  begin  intensive  work  for  the  establishment  of  an  Alliance  branch. 
More  Jewish  workers  became  interested  in  the  new  organization.  The  small 
circle  grew,  and  on  Monday,  June  14,  1909,  a  foundation  in  Chicago  was  laid. 
At  the  Hebrew  Institute,  the  first  branch  was  organized  with  Harry  Resnick  as 
secretary. 

The  Alliance,  however,  did  not  last  long.  A  few  attempts  were  made  later  to 
revive  it  but  without  success. 

Then  the  Chicago  Poale  Zion  convention  brought  clarity  to  the  Alliance 
question,  and  again  the  comrades  undertook  organizational  work,  \mtil  finally, 
there  existed  grounds  for  the  establishment  of  the  first  branch. 
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The  official  installation  of  this  branch  took  place  May  15,  1910.  The 
Alliance  participated  in  the  formulation  of  the  agenda  for  the  Organizing  Con- 

ference which  was  held  in  Rochester,  June  1910 •  It  sent  as  delegate,  A.  Molin, 
instructing  him  to  vote  for  a  free  platform,  irtiich  should  give  the  Alliance  the 
opportunity  to  receive  all  nationalistically  minded  Jewish  workers  as  members. 

The  Organizing  Conference  united  all  the  various  groups  and  Teireins  into  a  single 
Alliance,  with  a  unified  program  and  induced  the  comrades  to  work  energetically 
in  behalf  of  the  organization,  and  towards  the  strengthening  of  the  Alliance 
in  Chicago. 

The  legalization  of  the  Alliance  on  January  6,  1913  was  greeted  with  overwhelm- 
ii3Lg  joy.  And  upon  knowing  that  the  material  aspect  of  the  Alliance  was  completely 
secured,  the  comrades  began  with  keener  interest  to  broaden  Alliance  activities 
and  to  make  the  theoretical,  as  well  as  the  practical,  functions  of  the  Alliance 
more  popular  among  the  Jewish  workers  in  Chicago. 
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The  Alliance  in  Chicago  became  active  in  social  work,  carrying  on  general  pro- 
paganda amongst  the  Jewish  workers  for  national  and  radical  ideas.  It  became 

interested  in  educational  work,  and  took  an  active  part  in  founding  the  first 

Jewish  daily  •'Peoples  School**  (in  the  John  Smythe  School),  resulting  frcM  a 
petition  bearing  5000  signatures*  It  influenced  the  Chicago  Public  Library 

Bo6a*d  to  open  a  library  and  reading  room  in  the  Lawndale  District.  It  was 
active  in  organizing  the  "Young  Macabbeans** ;  it  supported  the  Jewish  unions, 
particlp/ated  in  all  labor  stmiggles  and  strike  conferences,  participated  in  all 
social  and  labor  activities  and  became  an  important  factor  in  Chicago  Jewish 
life. 

Thus  was  Philadelphia  the  cradle,  the  foundation  of  this  young  Jewish  order 
which  produced  a  net  of  branches  throughout  the  country,  and  serves  as  a 
splendid  example  of  the  extent  to  which  orders  can  become  advantageous  for 
their  class  and  people — through  idealistic  principles  and  social  activity. 
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CONVENTION  OF  VESTEBN  STAR  CLOSED 

(Special  to  the  Courier)  Buffalo,  N*Y. ,  August  22:  To  the  tunes  of  ̂ 'Hatikvah** 
(••The  Hope**,  Jewish  national  anthem)  and  ••America",  the  twenty-second  annual 
convention  of  the  Independent  Western  Star  Order  was  off ici8d.ly  brought  to  a 
close  this  evening.  Max  Levy  of  Cincinnati  was  elected  Grand  Master  by  eighty- 
six  votes  and  Ike  Shapiro  of  Chicago  was  elected  Grand  Secretary  by  one 
hxmdred  and  eighteen  votes. 

There  was  a  bitter  campaign  during  the  election.  Before  the  election  took 
place,  the  Chicago  delegates  held  a  caucus  in  order  to  work  for  the  election 
of  their  delegate,  Mr.  Joseph  MEorks,  to  the  high  office  of  Grand  Master.  At 
this  caucus  many  delegates  were  in  favor  of  Levy  and  this  immediately  estab- 

lished the  greater  opportunity  for  Levy  to  become  elected.  The  result  was 
that  Marks  received  only  fifty-six  votes.  But  the  campaign  for  the  secretarial 
position  was  even  more  bitter,  because  Shapiro  had  many  relentless  opponents. 
Ch€a?acteristlc  of  this  campaign  was  the  circiilation  of  a  card  by  friends  of 
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Abe  Kalish  of  Chicago,  the  opposing  candidate  for  Grand  Secretary*  This 
card  read  as  follows: 

•♦If  Kalish  is  elected,  he  promises  not  to  speciilate  with  the  money  of  poor 
members  nor  will  he  spend  thousands  of  dollars  of  the  Order *s  capital  in 
order  to  have  lawyers  balance  its  accounts.  Neither  will  he  settle  a  claim 

of  $1,000  and  then  not  t\im  the  money  over  to  the  Order.  Don^t  you  think 
that  a  change  in  this  office  will  be  of  benefit  to  the  Order?  If  so,  vote 

for  Abe  Kalish  for  secretary." 

IVhen  the  votes  were  counted,  it  was  shown  that  Kalish  had  received  in  all 
only  eight  votes  and  Shapiro  was  elected  by  a  great  majority. 

Before  the  election  began,  the  convention  determined  to  impose  an  assessment 
of  $1.20  on  each  member  in  order  to  pay  up  about  twenty  of  the  fifty  old 
debts  that  the  Order  had  incurred.  According  to  the  present  records  of  the 
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Order,  there  are  a  total  of  fiftj''  assessments  ''on  ice"  and  there  is  simply 
no  money  to  make  repayments  on  debts. 

The  Convention  granted  y50  to  the  Zionist  iimergency  Fxind  and  also  resolved 

,to  give  donations  for  other  purposes,  translator's  note:  A  long  list  of 
elected  officers  is  girenJJ 
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DEIEGATES  DEMAND  HEVJ  ADMINISTRATION  FOR  VJESTERN  STAR 

Buffalo,  New  YoA,  August  20:  The  first  session  of  the  twenty-second  an- 
nual convention  of  the  Independent  Western  Star  Order,  vrtiich  opened  this 

morning,  was  very  interesting*  The  convention  was  greeted  by  a  personal 
representative  of  the  mayor  of  this  city  and  by  a  representative  of  the 
Chamber  of  Commerce*  After  all  the  greet ings^ere  received^,  the  convention 
got  down  to  business,  and  the  Grand  LSaster,  Nathan  T.  Brener,  read  his  an- 

nual message. 

In  his  message,  Mr*  Brener  lauded  all  members  of  the  Executive  Committee 
and  upon  mentioning  the  Grand  Secretary,  Mr*  I*  Shapiro,  he  paused  at  this 
reference  to  the  \7ell-kn0wn  fire  case*  He  also  stated  that  in  the  past  two 
years  nine  thousemd  members  had  been  suspended,  attributing  this  loss  to  the 
secretary*  When  spesJcing  of  the  fire  case,  the  Grand  Master  lamented  the 
loss  of  |8,000  which  the  Order  had  sustained.  The  Supreme  Court  of  Illinois 
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ruled  against  the  Order  because  the  leaders  of  the  Order  had  been  late  in 

notifying  the  insurance  company  of  their  loss. 

The  Grand  Master's  message  profoundly  impressed  the  convention.  The  dele- 
gates then  demanded  a  new  administration.  A  committee  of  delegates  turned 

to  Dr.  George  Sultan  of  Chicago  requesting  him  to  place  his  candidacy  before 

the  Grand  Master,  but  the  well-known  doctor  declined. 

Thus  far  there  are  four  candidates  for  Grand  liaster.  Three  of  them,  Mr. 

Joseph  Marks,  Captain  H.  Weiss,  and  E.  M.  Bamet,  are  from  Chicago  and  one, 
Max  Levy,  is  from  Cincinnati. 
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THE  SHELTERING  HOME 

At  a  meeting  of  the  board  of  directors  of  the  Chicago  Hebrew  Sheltering 
Home,  which  was  held  last  Monday,  those  present  listened  to  reports  an- 

nouncing the  completion  of  a  new  Shelter  Home  by  next  month.  The  remod- 
eling and  furnishing  of  the  building  on  Morgan  near  MBUcwell  are  being 

rapidly  carried  out,  thanks  to  the  encouraging  support,  both  moral  and 
financial 9  coming  from  the  Federated  Charities. 

The  new  Hebrew  Sheltering  Home  is  the  child  of  the  Federated  Charities. 
The  Hebrew  Sheltering  Home  differs  from  the  other  institutions  which  are 

imder  the  supervision  of  the  Federated  Societies.  These  other  institu- 
tions had  all  been  established  on  an  independent  basis  long  before  the 

Federated  Charities  was  organized,  Trtiereas  the  Hebrew  Sheltering  Home, 
from  its  very  inception,  has  been  administered  by  the  Federated  Charities 
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The  relationship  between  the  Federated  Charities  and  the  Hebrew  Sheltering 

Home  is  clearly  expressed  in  the  letter's  constitution.  The  constitution 
adopted  by  the  directors  reads  in  part  as  follows: 

•*The  Hebrew  Sheltering  Home  of  the  Chicago  Federated  Charities  shall  be 
subject  tothe  Orthodox  Jewish  Charities  and  must  operate  under  the  con- 

stitution and  the  by-laws  of  the  Federated  Charities/' 

It  is  of  utmost  importance  for  the  Chicago  donors  to  recognize  and  support 
the  affiliation  of  the  Sheltering  Home  with  the  Federated  Charities.  The 
prospects  for  the  continued  maintenance  of  the  new  Sheltering  Home  will 
thereby  be  strengthened,  because  the  existence  of  the  Home  depends  upon 
the  financial  success  and  the  moral  Influence  of  the  Federated  Charities. 

The  basic  aim  of  the  Federated  Charities,  like  that  of  all  united  Charity 

•»-k 
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organizations,  is  unified  activity.  The  community  should  cooperate  by 
raising  funds.  Tlie   Federated  Charities  seeks  to  eliminate  the  old  waste- 

ful methods  of  collecting  funds ,  and  it  has  been  successful  in  this  aim. 
The  public  can  now  see  all  the  other  gains  which  have  been  achieved  through 
the  methods  of  the  Federated  Charities  and  can  now  appreciate  why  the  or- 

ganization should  be  supported.  The  success  of  the  Federated  Charities 
will  mean  the  success  of  various  charitable  institutions,  particularly 
that  of  its  new  member—the  Hebrew  Sheltering  Home. 
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TIE  JEV/ISE  IIATIOlta  VJOPiSES  ALLL'ilCS  32iCCI,ES  ACTITE. 

The  Jevfish  I'ational  V/orkers  Alliance,  organized  only  a  fevj   years  ago,  took  out 
its  charter  Jan.  6,  1913 • 

Its  charter  is  the  best  of  any  order  in  the  country,  fully  in  accord  with  the 
latest  insurance  deinands  and  goveraient  laws.  Its  insurance  system,  being  the 
same  as  that  of  an  insurance  company,  is  one  of  the  best  in  America. 

The  organization  releases  policies  of  from  §100  to  ?2,000.  It  also  carries  sick 
benefits  of  $10 • 

The  order  is  a  body  of  Jewish  workers,  nationalistically  inclined.  The  Alliance 
is  national  radical  in  its  mission,  progressive  in  its  conduct,  modern  in  its 
insurance  system,  and  has  much  in  its  activities  for  the  Jewish  masses. 

The  order  is  comparatively  a  young  one,  not  having  had  the  opportunity  to  become 
known  everywhere.  Yet,  it  has  nearly  80  branches  in  13  cities  of  America,  and 
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main  offices  in  New  York^ 

Every  Jew  nationalistically  inclined  should  belong  to  this  organization;  everyone 
opposed  to  the  destruction  of  the  Jewish  people,  who  wishes  to  fight  against 
assimilation,  and  every  worker  should  becone  a  menber. 

The  Alliance  will  set  aside  the  week  beginning  Nov.  27th,  throughout  the  entire 
country,  for  mass  meetings,  lectures,  literary,  and  agitation  neetlnrs  for  the 
purpose  of  acquainting  the  Jewish  masses  with  the  ideas,  aims  and  J^ractical 
activities  of  the  Alliance,  and  this  is  bound  to  bring  success* 

The  Alliance  has  every  opportunity  to  develop  and  grow  during  this  agitation 
week,  if  everyone  will  do  his  duty  and  bring  a  prospect  for  membership* 
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OUR  dLJiUV-BLiS  LO^IIS 

(Editorial) 

News  nov;  reaching  us  from  many  cities  of  the  United  States,  informs  us  that 
certain  philanthropists  are  organizing  loan  banks  where  workers  and  small 
business  shall  be  able  to  procure  small  loans  at  easy  payments  and  low 
interest  rates.  This  moved  American  newspapers  to  devote  their  front  and 
editorial  pages  to  this  activity. 

In  the  non-Jewish  v/orld,  these  loan  banks  are  a  novelty,  a  gigantic  enter- 
prise and  a  great  reform.  Viihenever  the  non- Jewish  v/orker  and  small  busi- 

ness man  happen  to  get  in  a  tight  spot  due  to  hard  times  or  illness,  tliey 
have  but  two  v/ays  out,  either  to  humiliate  themselves  and  become  public 
charges  or  fall  into,  the  clutches  of  a  usurer,  who  charges  such  a  high 
interest  rate  as  to  render  it  impossible  for  them  to  regain  their  former 
status. 

Therefore,  the  establishment  of  such  bank  is  of  great  benefit  to  this  class 

4 
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of  people,  and  newspapers  are  lauding  these  philanthropists,  v>rho  have 
found  a  source,  which  hitherto  has  not  existed,  that  v/ill  benefit  society. 

This  sort  of  nev/s  is  a  novelty  in  the  non- Jewish  world,  but  it  is  a  very  old 
custom  in  Jewish  life,  where  for  many  centuries. there  have  been  in  the  Jewish 
coinmunities  charitable  institutions  where  small  loans  are  granted  free  of 
interest  charges  to  anyone  in  need  of  them.  The  expenses  to  carry  on  such 
loans  are  defrayed  by  the  Jewish  community. 

Even  to  this  very  day  many  loans  of  this  type  are  being  made  in  Chicago. 
Practically  every  synagogue  and  every  Verein  has  its  loan  bank,  which  grants 
certain  sums  to  members  and  outsiders.  And  whoever  borrows  money  repay  the 
sum  by  small  weekly  payments  and  in  most  cases  without  any  interest.  It  is 
most  desirable  that  the  non- Jewish  world  now  learns  about  this  altruistic 
Jewish  work.  We  were  asked  to  find  out  about  all  charitable  loans  in  the 
Jewish  districts  and  report  our  findings  to  people  who  want  to  honor  and 
glorify  the  Jews. 
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We  know  that  there  are  so  many  that  it  is  impossible  to  render  an  exact 

accoiint  without  falling  into  error*  We  therefore  wish  that  all  secre- 
taries of  these  charitable  loan  banks  would  send  us  the  names  and  add- 
resses of  their  respective  institutions,  accompanied  with  a  report  of  the 

amount  of  money  they  loan  out  annually  and  any  other  available  information^ 

Secretaries  and  Presidents  of  loan  organizations  should  do  this  for  the 
sake  of  Jewish  glory* 
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The  Social  Service  Lea^ae  of  Jewish  Women  has  planned  two  chief  activi-     ^'^ 

ties  for  the  year,  a  "bureau  for  volunteer  workers,  and  a  cainp  for  girls. 

The  "bureau  for  volunteer  workers  is  already  well  esta"blished.   Its  duty 
is  to  act  as  a  place  of  registration  for  the  organizations  who  can  use 
volunteer  workers,  and  for  those  individuals  who  desire  to  do  volunteer 
service,       v ■*  >.  ■  ■ 

^  .  '  \    . ',  ,_■ 
•  *  -         •  i   *    ■ 

The  camp  committee  has  "begun  active  work  toward  completing  plans  for  a       v 
summer  camp.   It  will  accommodate  twenty-five  girls,  each  of  whom  will 
have  a  vacation  for  two  weeks. 
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Dally  Jewish  Courier.  Mar.  9,  1914. 

THE  PEOPLE  »S  ORDER  OF  CHICAGO 

Tbe  People^s  Order,  a  new  Jewish  organization,  has  just  been  recently  or- 
ganized In  Chicago,  and  because  this  nrder  differs  somewhat  in  principle 

from  other  orders,  it  well  deserves  our  attention. 

For  the  past  few  years  much  has  been  said  and  ;vrltten  about  the  old  systems 
prevailing  in  other  orders,  particularly  about  oases  in  which  officials  of 
the  organizations  made  personal  use  of  the  monies  entmisted  to  them.  The 
chief  task  of  the  People's  Order  is  to  correct  these  evils  by  proper  manage- 

ment and  honesty  and  to  serve  as  an  example  for  similar  institutions. 

The  principles  of  the  new  order  are  as  follows: 

1.    Every  by-law  of  the  Order  shall  be  approved  of  through  a  referendum 
by  all  members  of  the  order. 
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2.  Every  member  receives  a  monthly  report  on  all  transactions,  as  well 
as  an  accurately  written  stateijient  of  the  financial  condition* 

3»  No  insurance,  in  a  death  case  of  a  member,  shall  go  for  any  other 
purpose*. 

4r.  Insurance  must  be  paid  in  less  than  thirty  days.  ' 

5.  The  by-laws  are  worded  in  such  a  manner  that  it  is  impossible  for 
officers  to  defraud  or  introduce  any  other  irregularities. 

6.  It  must  always  be  possible  for  the  members  to  find  out  the  financial 
status  of  the  order,  and  to  obtain  other  necessary  information. 

7.  Friendship  and  true  loyalty  to  one  another  will  be  taught.  Entertainment 
in  a  decent  and  clean  manner  will  be  encouraged^ 

The  members  and  their  wives,  and  those  who  wish  to  join  the  order,  are 
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requested  to  come  to  the  Jest  Side  -auditorium,  Center  and  Taylor  Streets, 
Mar,  11,  at  7:30  P.M.,  for  a  medical  examination. 

The  Organizing  Committee 
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The  Reform  Advocate .  Vol.  5I,  Wk.  of  Pel).  12,  19l6*  p.lj. 

The  Federated  Orthodox  Jewish  Charities  of  Chicago  has  taken  the  initiative'^ 
to  create  and  support  the  Hebrew  Immigrant  and  Sheltering  Home*  It  wi).l  he 
the  cdm  of  the  H«  I«  and  S»  H.  to  provide  recent  immigrants  with  temporary 
shelter,  food,  clothing,  and  other  aid  deemed  necessary  to  prevent  them  f rofi 
hecoming  public  charges* 

The  present  time  is  an  opportixne  one  for  launching  this  organization  as  the 
wave  of  immigration  is  at  low  tide  and  will  afford  the  time  to  gradually  de«  ̂ 
velop  the  scope  of  the  Sheltering  Home. 

The  1.  0.   J«,  C.  has  given  its  approval  to  the  Sheltering  Home  and  accepted  it 
into  the  fold  of  its  affiliated  institutions*  It  has  been  voted  a  budget  of 
$U,000  a  year*  The  Jewish  Aid  Society  has  offered  the  Sheltering  Home  the 
use  of  its  large  building  at  I336  S»  Morgan  street,  rent  free,  which  has 
been  gratefully  accepted*  An  appropriation  of  $1,^00  to  remodel  the  building 
and  $1,CXX)  to  furnish  it  has  been  made  by  the  Federated  Charities* 

'■■J 
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-  The  Reform  Advocate,  Vol,  50,  Wk,  of  November  27,  1915*  pp*l|-95-U96. 

The  West  Side  Charities  "building  at  Wood  and  Sheldon  Sts.  will  "be  dedicated 
on  Novemher  28.  The  principal  speakers  will  "be  Dr.  Hirsch,  Jane  Addams, 
and  Walter  Brewster,  Executive  Chairman  of  the  United  Charities. 
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More  than  $623fOOO  was  collected  Toy   the  Associated  Jewish  Charities  of  Chicago 
last  year,  according  to  the  report  at  the  annual  meeting. 

Among  the  institutions  which  benefitted  from  this  fund  were  -  The  Jewish  Aid 
Society,  $150,000,  the  Michael  Beese  Hospital,  $l60,000,  and  the  Jewish  Home 
rinding  Society,  $70,000. 
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The  Reform  Advocate,   VoIa   U9,  Wk.   of  May  1,    I9I5.  p.373^ 

The  new  Central  Administration  Building  of  the  Associated  Jewish  Chari- 
ties is  located  at  Wood  and  Sheldon  streets.     The  building  is  a  gift  of. 

Mr.  Julius  Hosenwald.  ' 

There  are  ten  organizations  under  one  roof  -  the  United  Charities,   the 
Jewish  Aid  Society,  Belief  Department,  E'nai  B'rith  Employment  Bureau, 
Bureau  of  Personal  Service,   Central  Bureau,   Federated  Orthodox  Charities, 
Jewish  Home  Finding  Society,   the  Associated  Jewish  Charities,    the  Young 
Men's  Associated  Jewish  Charities,   and  the  Jewish  Protective  Association* 

.-''■::•  •:■■•;    ̂   ̂    ̂       ■        •       >^ 
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Aawrican  Jetrish  Year  Book«  1913-U.  p.  247.  ^ 

IMPORTANT  raw  ORGANIZATIONS. 

January  1,  1914.     At  Chicagc^  Federated  Oi'thodox  Jewish  Charities  formed. 
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INDEPENDENT  ORDER  OF  B'NAI  B'RITH.  ^ 

Organized  November  1,    l843.     Office  -  1228  Tribune  Bldg.,   Chicago. 
Institutions  founded  by  the  Order  in  Chicago  -  B'nai  BVith  Cemetery, 
Free  Employment  Bureau*     Officers:     President,   Adolph  Kraus,   Chicago, 

Secretary,   Alex  B,   Seeleiifreund,   Chicago.     On  the  Executive  Committee  - 
Philip  Stein,   Chicago. 
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Officerst  President,  Julius  Rosenwald,  Directors:  Julian  W.  llack, 
Julius  Rosenwald • 

American  Jewish  Year  Book,  1913-14,  p.  377 •  ^ 
--------------------------------  ^ 

JEWISH  AGRICULTUHAL  EXPERIMENT  STATION.  o^ 
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American  Jewish  Year  Book«  I913-14,  p»  396* 

NEW  JEWISH  LOCAL  ORGANIZATIONS  IN  THE  UNITED  STAT2S. 

CHICAGO. 

Federated  Orthodox  Jewish  Charities,  720  W.  12th«  Secretary,  H*  A# 

Lipsky*  Affiliated  Societies,  Beth  Moshav  Z*keinim;  Marks  Nathan  Orphans* 
Home;  Maimonides  Hospital;  l^est  Side  Talmud  ToraJi;  Northwest  Side  Talmud 

Torah;  Yeshivath  Etz  Chaim;  Lechem  Lorevim;  Jewish  Consumptives'  Relief 
Society;  West  Side  Ladies*  Charity  Society;  West  Side  Gomle  Chesed  Shel 
Emeth;  Northwest  Side  Gomle  Chesed  Shel  Emeth;  Hachnosas  Orchim» 

■:.^;i^ 
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American  Jewish  Year  Book,  1913-14f  ?•  397. 

NEW  JEWISH  LOCAL  ORGANIZATIONS  IN  THE  UNITED  STATES   CHICAGO • 

Young  Men^s  Federated  Jewish  Charities,  730  Stock  Exchange  Bldg* 
Secretary,  L«  F«  Jacobson.  Auxiliary  of  Federated  Orthodox  Jewish 
Charities • 

West  End  Physicians*  Club.  Mayflower  St»  Congregation*  Chicago 
Association  of  Jewish  Religious  Teachers  I  Organized  April  1912. 
Secretary,  Milton  H.  Froehlich* 

■? 
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II  D  5  *  JEWISH  CHARITIES  REPORT  BIG  YEAR I  A  2  a 

IV  Associated  Organization  Holds  Annual  Meeting  and  Elects 
Directors 

The  Federated  Orthodox  Jewish  Charities  of  Chicago  last  night  celebrated  the  suc- 
cessful termination  of  its  first  year  of  existence  with  a  banquet  at  the  Douglas 

Park  Auditorium,  Ogden  and  Kedzie  avenues*  Pour  hundred  diners  listened  to  the  re- 

citals of  last  year's  efforts  and  predictions  for  1914  given  by  the  chairman,  B. 
HorwioVi,  Philip  L*  Seman,  Rabbi  S,  Silber,  and  Miinicipal  Judge  Harry  M.  Fisher. 

The  first  anntial  meeting  of  the  federation  was  held  in  the  afternoon,  when  directors 
were  elected* 

Here  Are  the  Charities 

The  charities  embraced  within  the  federation  are  Orthodox  Jewish  for  the  Aged,  Marks 

Nathan  Orphans'  Home,  Mairnonides  Hospital,  Hebrew  free  schools  {fi\i3   in  number). 
Consumptive  Relief  Socielfcy,  Bread  to  the  Hungry  and  Ladies'  Charity  Society,  Shelter 
Home,  and  free  buurial  societies* 
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JUSTICE  AND  CHARITY 

Justice  and  charity,  in  the  old  Jevfish  lejiguage  cf  Hebrew,  are  one  and  the 
same  v;crd#  l.^iere  justice  rules  there  is  nc  need   for  charity,  but  where 

charity  is  a  necessity  the  indication  is  a  lack  cf  justice* 

Ancient  Jev/s  understood  well  this  contradiction*  Down  the  ages  mejiy  attempts 
were  made  to  clarify  this  v;ith  the  saying  that  we  cannot  dismiss  the  poverty 

of  the  world,  therefore,  we  must  seek  to  justify  it  by  **2iving  with  an  open 
hand,**  to  generously  give  ycur  brother  all  he  needs*  Again  at  other  times 
arose  the  prophetic  protests,  •'There  shall  be  no  poor  ejuong  ycu*  You  are  all 
equally  children  of  one  father,  so  v;hy  make  the  division  cf  poor  and  rich  a- 

mong  you?*   It  is  at  tliis  period  that  Jewish  thinkers  evolved  such  community 
pleiis  as  the  Sabba:ical  year  (seventh  year),  the  Shmitah  (release),  and  the 
Yovel  (fiftieth  year),  wherein  the  debts  of  the  poor  become  void.   If  one 

brother  had  more,  he  siiored  a  part  of  it  with  the  other*  ^'ihy   should  he  make 
it  charity?  Sold  houses  and  fields  were  returned  to  their  original  ovmers, 

these  persons  who  sold  themselves  into  slaver;^''  \7ere   again  given  their  freedom* 
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It  is  posoible  that  one^s  peer  condition  may  have  been  of  'lis  cv/n  making,  but 
he  and  sometimes,  his  children  have  too  long  already  suffered  for  it»   It  is 
a  nevr   jubilee^  Everyone  e.gain  receives  his  property  and  liberty  which  enables 
him  once  more  to  start  life  anew. 

present  day  Jev/s  cannot  permit  themselves  to  think  of  such  pleais  as  Slimitah  sjid 
Yovel  in  this  :.:cdem  age»  They  are  tenejits  in  strange  countries  and  a  tenant 
cannot  proceed  v/ith  his  olans  of  imorovini^;  the  heme  lie  lives  in,  for  even  if  he 
should,  it  would  all  be  done  in  vain*  Present  day  Jews  must,  therefore,  de- 

vote themselves  to  building  homes  of  their  o'l.vn,  if  they  wish  justice  instead  cf 
charity.  As  long  as  they  do  not  do  so,  for  there  is  as  yet  no  possibility  of 

establishing  the  ''no  poor  sjiicng  ycu,^  tliey  must  v/illingly  or  v.nwillingly  be 
seeped  in  charity. 

Of  lo.te  much  has  been  wri':ten  concerning  the  gccd  and  the  bad  of  a  Chicago's 
Jewish  chority  organization,  the  Federation  of  all  Jewish  Orthodox  charitable 
institutions. 

But  on  praise  or  abuse  one  cannot  quiet  his  hunger,  or  heal  the  sick^  or  give. 
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a  home  to  the  a^ecl  or  educate  the  orphan.  The   gccd  end   the  bad  of  the  lead- 
in.^;  coimaunities  are  very  important  subjects  at  the  ballot  box  of  Federation 
officials,  but  is  not  official  business  during  week  days,  v/hen  their  efforts 
must  be  directed  to  the  work  of  helping  all  needy  institutions • 

Those  v/ho  must  apply  to  charity  are  certainly  not  to  blaiie  for  the  injustices 
of  our  times.   Injustice  has  been  supported  tliru  all  times  in  all  lands  by 
those  elements  that  are  able  to  give   more  than  t:iey»  And,  as  long  as  charity 
serves  as  Justice,  all  those  vrho   are  known  or  unkiiov/n  associates  in  this  un- 

just order  of  the  world  :mst   pay  every  interest  en  this  large  debt  that  they 

owe  to  all  victims  of  unjust  ice  v^'ho  must  resort  to  charity. 
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CHICAGO'S  MELTING  POT^ 

Last  Wednesday  in  Chicago  a  new  Jewish  fraternity  came  into  being,  named  the 

••People's  Order, ••  and  composed  of  Jewish  young  folks  who  have  taken  upon 
themselves  to  create  a  modern  order  to  suit  our  modern  times • 

During  the  last  few  ye8.rs  much  has  been  said  and  written  to  defeat  the  old 
and  edmost  deteriorated  system  that  exists  in  our  lodges,  but,  it  appears 
that  the  old  leaders  turn  a  deaf  ear  to  modern  improvements,  both  in  respect 
to  the  management  and  the  insurance  upon  which  the  order  proper  is  built ♦ 

You  become  a  member  in  the  lodge  to  get  security  for  those  you  love  and  work  for, 
but,  you  also  wish  to  have  a  voice  in  the  expenditure  of  such  moneys 

^   Ji 
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that  you  pay  by  the  month*  You  do  not  want  the  president  to  be  the  "be  all." 
You  wish  to  know  what  is  being  done  to  your  money,  how  it  is  distributed  and 
especially  what  your  dear  ones  may  get  after  numerous  years  have  passed 
during  which  time  you  have  made  regular  payments • 

Under  the  present  system  of  insurance  methods  that  exist  in  most  lodges,  it 
is  impossible  for  the  order  to  fulfill  its  program  or  in  other  words  to  do 
its  duty  to  you  as  a  member*  L^any  orders  wish  earnestly  to  do  so;  their 
intentions  are  good  but  their  insurance  system  is  so  poor  that  even  their 
best  efforts  cannot  right  it» 

There  is  but  one  way  of  improvement.  Each  order  should  adopt  the  modern 
system  of  insurance,  abolish  the  old  fermented  spirit  that  hovers  in  the  form 

of  •Self-Sule**  and  all  install  the  true  democratic  form* 
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If  the  orders  do  not  do  this  it  will  certainly  lead  to  their  downfall*  This 
we  must  not  permit.  But  why  are  they  silent,  those  old  ring  leaders  of 
fraternal  orders?  Do  they  not  see  the  new  surge  coming  on?  Do  they  not  know 
that  sooner  or  later  they  must  give  way  to  the  demands  of  the  times  and  the 

people,  -  or  perhaps  they  are  loathe  to  relinquish  their  "fat  jobs'*  and 
for  this  reason  will  eventually  alter  and  fit  their  ways  to  the  modern 
system,  after  it  is  too  late. 

The  new  order  that  has  just  been  founded  has  submitted  its  application  for 

a  charter.  It  is  the  direct  result  of  our  modern  times.  "The  People's 
Order"  built  on  democratic  principles,  with  the  slogan,  "Let  the  People 
have  their  Say.**  The  insurance  system  of  this  new  order  will  be  the  last 
word  in  insurance  improvement.  In  this  position  the  order  will  truly  be  able 
to  fulfill  its  necessary  duties,  giving  the  people  the  right  to  administer  their 
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business  and  to  see  that  the  security  or  death  policies,  or  better  yet, 
that  this  protection  of  widows  and  orphans  should  not  be  a  dead  issue  in 
their  constitution,  but  should  truly  be  the  foundation  of  the  order* 

At  its  last  meeting  the  new  order  organized  officially.  Election  of  the 
following  officers  took  places   Samuel  Miken,  president;  Saul  Druker,  vice 
president;  H.  Harris,  second  vice  president;  Max  Baum,  secretary;  Mr# 

Briar,  treasurer;  M.  Schuman,  financial  secretary;  Ab  L'iller,  guard. 

Further  information  may  be  secured  at  Briar •s  Hat  Store,  1220  S.  Haisted 
Street,  at  Samuel  Miken 's,  903  W.  12th  Street. 
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TSi^:   FEDISATICIJ  BAIJKS. 

In  order  to  satisfy  the  sni8,ll  contributors  who  cejinot  afford  to  f.ive  «  fe^v 
dolle.rs  in  a  lump  sum  to  charity  end  yet  want  to  cooperate  with  the  tJewish 
community  in  suo:}ortin,q;  its  needy,  the  Federation  deteriuined  to  distribute 
Federation  beJiks  to  these  contributors. 

HCT/ever,  they,  v/ho  think  that  these  Federation  banks  will  be  similar  to  the 
former  charity  boxes,  whicli  were  controlled  by  irresponsible  men,  are  badly 

mistaken.  The  Federation  system  of  bo^iks  will  be  consistent  v;ith  its  regu- 

lar oolicy,  i.  e.,  whatever  anyone  donates  towards  charity  v;ill  ̂ ,o  for  chari- 
table purposes  only,  cjid  not  for  collectors  or  side  expenses.  A  system  was 

inauf^urated  whereby  each  cent  thrown  into  the  banks  will  reach  the  treasurer 

of  the  Federation  snd  every  brnk  holder  v/ill  get  a  receipt  and  will  be  con- 
sidered a  subscriber  to  the  Federation. 

The  Federation  has,  until"  now,  proved  that  it  can  operate  in  such  a  manner  that 
the  costs  of  collectin^^  and  distributing-  charity  funds  are  only  four  per  cent. 
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\vhereas^  prior  to  the  Federation's  existence  the  costs  v/ere  froia  thirty  to 
ii^xtv  Der  cent» 

"IVhen  the  system  of  federp.ticn  boriks  v;'ill  be  introduced  the  expenses  of  the 
Federation  vdll  certainly  be  increased  and  that  v;ill  lead  to  the  widening  of 
charity  work.  Jhe  Talmud  Torsiis  nust  be  multiplied;  a  nevf  liebrevf   Sheltering 
Hone  nust  be  constructed,  and  these  Federation  banks  will  be  the  source  from 
which  all  o.ctivities  shall  be  finojiced.   Every  Chicago  Jew  will  be  able  to  be 
^roud  of  the  fact  thot  he  csrried  stone  and  cenent  to  build  this  ;^reat  charity 
temple. 
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TIIE  FSDERATICN  BANKS  • 

In  order  to  satrlify  the  small  contributors  who  oeainot  oXford  to  give  a  few 
dollars  in  a  lump  sum  to  charity  and  yet  want  to  cooperate  with  the  Jewish 

ooxmnunity  in  supporting  its  needy,  the  p'^ederation  detenained  to  distribute Federation  banks  to  these  ocntributcrs. 

However,  they,  wIkj  think  that  these  Federation  banks  will  be  siiailar  to  the 
former  oharity  boxes,  which  were  controlled  by  irresponsible  men,  are  badly 
mistaken*  The  Federation  system  of  banks  will  be  consistent  with  its  regu- 

lar policy,  i#  e«,  wliatever  anyone  donates  towards  cliarity  will  go  for  chari- 

table'purposes  only,  and  not  for  collectors  or  side  expenses*  A  system  was 
inaugurated  whereby  each  cent  tlirown  into  tlie  bonks  will  reach  the  treasurer 
of  the  Federation  and  every  honk  holder  will  get  a  receipt  and  will  be  con- 

sidered a  subscriber  to  the  Federation* 

The  Federation  has,  until  now,  proved  that  it  can  operate  in  such  a  manner  that 
the  costs  of  collecting  and  distributing  charity  funds  are  only  four  p^r  cent. 
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:«rherea8^  l^rior  to  the  pederaticn's  existenoe  the  costs  wore  from  tliirty  to 
aixoy  per  cent* 

TiThen  the  system  of  federaticn  banks  will  be  introduced  the  expenses  of  the 
Federation  will  certainly  be  increased  and  that  will  lead  to  the  widening  of 
charity  work*  The  Talmud  Toralis  must  be  multiplied;  a  new  Hebrew  Sheltering 
Home  must  be  constructed,  and  these  Federation  banks  will  be  the  source  from 

which  all  activities  shall  be  financed^  Every  Chioar;o  Je\'f  will  bo  able  tc  be 
proud  of  the  fact  that  he  carried  stone  and  ceioent  to  build  this  jreat  charity 
temple* 
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BULLETIN . 

The  vice  presidents  of  tho  former  Doard  of  Directors  of  the  Hebrew  Shelter- 
ing Homei  H*  iglowitz  and  S«  Rosenthal,  declared,  last  evening,  that 

their  side  accepted  a  peace  plan  in  the  careful  deliberation  on  the 
Hebrew  Sheltering  Home. 

The  plan  was  elaborated  by  Lr.  B.  Hurwitz,  Judge  Harry  M*  Fisher,  and 
Ilt.   Sajnuel  J*  Rosenblatt  and  it  consists  of  the  following  clauses 

That  both  Board  of  Directors  may  function  if  they  wish,  but  a  managing 

committee  of  twenty-one  persons  should  govern  the  Hebrew  Sheltering  Home» 
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The  following  will  act  as  members  of  the  managing  committee: 

Thomas  Piser,  Samuel  Phillipson,  Hyman  i/ittenberg,  B.   Lazar,  II.  H. 

Bolotin,  h.   1^«  Barnet,  S.   Levin,  Dr.  M»  Meyerowitz,  '^'illiain  Farber, 
II.   Shapiro,  Abraham  Zl   Tzeitlin,  Joseph  Rothschild,  Herman  Iglowitz, 
Samuel  Rosenthal,  B.  Miller,  M.  L.  Fox,  A.  Groldstein,  N.  Ginzberg, 
Miss  Erstine  Heller,  Mrs.  Nathem  R«  Caplan  and  I^Irs*  Zelda  Berkson. 

Mr.  Thomas  Piser,  president  of  the  new  Board  of  Directors,  and  most  of 
the  directors  stated  that  they  will  approve  this  peace  plan. 
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To  the  subscribers  of  the  Federated  Orthodox  Jewish  Charities  and  to  the 
Jewish  public  in  generals 

People,  claiming  to  represent  the  Hebrew  Sheltering  Home,  have  issued  a 
rumor  to  the  effect  that  the  Federated  Orthodox  Charities  had  refused 
to  finance  the  Hebrew  Sheltering  Home,  and  they,  therefore,  had  found  it 
necessary  to  send  out  collectors  as  they  have  done  prior  to  the  establish* 
ment  of  the  Federation.  We,  therefore,  think  it  is  our  duty  to  explain 
the  recent  events  between  the  so-called  reoresentatives  of  the  Hebrew 

Sheltering  Home  and  the  Federation.  * 

As  is  already  known,  the  Federation  was  established!  1#  to  introduce 
order  into  the  collection  of  charitable  funds;  2.     to  abolish  the 

.1  - 
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expenses  of  collecting  money  which  amounted  to  sixty  per  cent  of  all 
income;  3«  to  facilitate  the  work  of  raising  funds  for  the  directors  of  the 
institutions,  so  that  they  can  improve  the  institutions;  and  4.  the  charity 
funds  should  go  to  charity  only,  and  everything  should  be  operated  in  the 
most  economical  manner. 

^  Until  now,  the  Federation  fulfilled  its  mission^  It  cost  but  four  per cent  to  collect  the  sum  of  $55f 000. 

The  work  of  the  Federation  is  divided  into  four  different  committees* 
One  of  the  committees  is  known  as  the  budget  committee,  whose  task  it  is 
to  take  care  of  all  bills  and  expenses  of  the  various  institutions* 
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A  few  months  ago  when  the  budget  committee  revised  the  bills  which  were 
submitted  by  the  Hebrew  Sheltering  Home,  it  was  revealed  that  a  sum 
of  $285,  of  which  the  Hebrew  Sheltering  Home  was  in  receipt  was  not  in- 

cluded in  the  accounts.  The  officers  of  the  Hebrew  Sheltering  Home  were 
immediately  notified  and  they  were  requested  to  give  an  explanation  about 
the  $285  to  the  budget  committee  on  some  definite  evening.  The 
budget  committee  waited  for  the  officers  from  eight  to  eleven  o'clock 
in  the  evening  and  they  failed  to  show  up.  A  few  days  later  a  committee 
came  to  the  office  of  the  Federation,  wanting  to  find  out  the  reason 
for  the  Federation  not  having  sent  any  money  to  the  Hebrew  Sheltering 
Home.  The  officers  of  the  Federation,  who  were  present,  told  them  that 
a  matter  of  $285  was  awaiting  an  explanation.  The  officers  of  the 
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Federation  stated  that  they  will  still  allot  the  agreed  sum  to  the 

Hebrew  Sheltering  Home,  if  it  will  guarantee  that  the  money  will  be  used 

in  a  legitimate  way,  viz.,  to  pay  bills  only,  so  that  there  should  be 
no  room  for  monkey  business,  as  with  the  $285« 

The  committee  refused  to  guarantee  this.  Then  the  Federation  heard  that 

the  Hebrew  Sheltering  Home  called  a  meeting,  where  the  officers  proposed 

to  part  from  the  Federation  and  to  begin  collecting  money  in  the  old 
manner  which  can  not  be  controlled  and  which  requires  no  account  to  be 

given.  However,  the  proposal  was  not  accepted.  Instead,  they  determined 
to  reorganize  the  board  of  directors,  and  adopt  a  new  const itutlon* 

This  was  carried  through.  A  nomination  committee  was  appoitttad  and  new 
directors  were  nominated* 
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W[ien   it  was  revealedf  however,  that  a  few  leaders  were  not  nominated  as 
directors,  thereby  removing  their  authority  over  the  money,  they  declared 
themselves  directors  and  elected  themselves  to  office.  After  with- 

drawing 91400  from  the  bank,  which  belongs  to  the  building  fund,  they 
now  seek,  under  the  mask  of  charity,  to  send  out  collectors  for  which 
they  will  not  need  to  give  any  account,  and  thereby  harm  all  charity 
institutions  of  Chicago • 

The  Board  of  Directors  which  were  elected  legally,  in  the  meantime, 
had  held  a  meeting  and  elected  the  following  officers: 

Mr.  Thomas  Piser,  the  well-known  scholar  and  business  man,  as  president; 
Mr.  ¥•  Farber,  vice  president;  Mr.  Abraham  Tzeitlen,  secretary:  and  the 
well-known  philanthropist,  Mr.  Samuel  Phillipson,  treasurer. 
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They  are  cooperating  with  the  Federation  and  sought  to  arbitrate  in  a 
peaceful  manner,  but  the  illegal  Board  of  Directors  did  not  want  to 
make  peace. 

The  legal  Board  of  Directors,  seeing  that  they  could  make  no  headway 
decided,  therefore,  to  take  over  the  Hebrew  Sheltering  Home,  This  was 
done  without  heeding  the  protests  of  the  illegal  Board  of  Directors*,.,,, 

V/e  appeal  to  Chicago  Jewry,  in  the  name  of  the  Jewish  charity  institutions 
and  in  the  name  of  righteousness,  not  to  permit  themselves  to  be  misled 

by  the  collectors  of  the  so-called  Board  of  Directors  of  the  Hebrew 
Sheltering  Home,  No  one  should  help  those  who  seek  to  receive  money 
in  the  name  of  charity  for  which  they  do  not  have  to  give  an  account ♦ 
The  Federation  has  enough  money  and  is  willing  to  finance  the  Home, 
which  is  now  governed  by  the  legal  Board  of  Direct ors« 



* 
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^       The  Federation  sent  out  its  report  for  the  first  six  months  of  existence  and  the 
t   collosal  work  which  is  accomplished  is  to  be  admired*  The  Federation  has  5,780 

subscribers,  who  are  obligated  to  pay  $104,540«60  annually.  Even  the  most 
enthusiastic  adherents  did  not  anticipate  such  a  success. 

The  Federation* s  income  for  the  last  six  months  was  as  follows: 

Subscriptions   $46,553*69 
Donations    3,998#25 
Endowment  fund —   —    lOO^OO 
Interest       71«51 
Balance       27»66 

Total   150, 751.11 

The  following  sums  were  paid  out  fr^i  this: 

To  charity   146,956.96 
Debts    1,000.00 
Office  expenses-   — —  2, 359 #52 
Balance      254»63 

Total   $50,751.11 

The  charity  was  distributed  in  the  following  manner: 

/ 
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Marks  Nathan  Home-   $17,197*77 
Home  for  the  Aged-   *— —  10,739»02 
Bread  for  the  Poor  Society — --  4, 336 •80 
West  Side  Talmud  Torah-    4,067«94 
ConsumptlTe  Society-——-——  3,477»49 
Yeshlva  Eltz  Chalm    1,440.98 
Hebrew  Sheltering  Home   —  1,315.58 
North  West  Side  Talmud  Torah--  1,202.97 
West  Side  Free  Loan  Society    1,075#38 
Sharah  Torah  Talmud  Torah — - —    608.00 
North  West  Side  Free  Loan  Society  580 1 03 
West  Side  Ladles  Charity      500 #00 
Private  Charity      475.00 

#46,956.96 

WFA  (ILL)  PROJ.  30275 

It  la  the  opinion  of  the  directors  of  the  Federation  that  the  expenses  for 
charity  In  the  next  six  months,  will  Increase  fifty  percent*  The  Malmonedes 
Hospital  will  have  to  be  financed,  beginning  this  month;  The  Hebrew  Sheltering 
Home  will  be  In  need  of  more  money  when  a  new  building  will  be  constructed* 
They  are  also  contemplating  the  construction  of  a  new  Talmud  Torah.  All  this 
will  add  to  the  expenses^  but  the  office  committee  is  planning  to  widen  the 
Income  by  ̂ 50,000,  which  vrill  cover  the  major  expenses. 

■  i 
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The  office  expenses  consist  of  two  accounts:  1)  The  expense  of  running  the 

Federation,  Z)  ̂he   expense  of  raising  new  funds.  The  first  account  has  the 
following  expense 9: 

Salaries   $995.17 
Postage——   —  220.78 
Telephones-    53.66 
Interest    12.50 

Printing   445.07 
Rent   112.50 
Insurance-—-    36.49 
Miscellaneous —     9.00 

Total   11845.17 

The  expenses  for  raising  subscribers  are  as  follows: 

Salaries   #493. 35 
Postage   100.00 
Printing   100.00 
Lighting     1^00 

Total   $694.35 

Grand  Total   12,539.52 

V 
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According  to  this  account  the  collection  expenses  are  8jJ  for  raising  suh- 
scribera*  This  alone  Is  a  great  credit  to  the  management  of  the  Federation* 
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At  a  conference  of  the  welfare  workers  and  the  Ladies  Home  for  the  Aged  Society 
which  was  held  July  3,  in  the  Hebrew  Institute,  where  many  directors  of  the 
Federation  were  present,  it  was  determined  to  organize,  under  the  name  of  the 
Ladies  Home  for  the  Aged  Committee,  the  charitable  women  whose  task  shall  be  to 
assist  the  Federated  Jewish  Orthodox  Charities  in  collecting  money  and  creating 
new  subscribers* 

After  a  lengthy  discussion  the  following  resolutions  were  adopted: 

1«  All  the  women  who  were  present  shall  compose  a  committee  whose  task 
shall  be  to  assist  the  Federated  Orthodox  Jewish  Cha:i^ities« 

2.     The  new  women^s  committee,  first  of  all,  shall  undertake  collection of  the  outstanding  debts  due  the  Federation. 

i 
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THEY  ARE  ALL  THE  SAI.S* 

We  must  admit  that  the  Independent  Order  3'rith  Abraham  has  learned  a 

great  deal  from  the  recent  occurrences  in  the  o'ewish  lodges,  and  that 
at  its  last  convention  the  delegates  carried  throuc'h  manj''  reforms. 
If  this  should  continue  there  is  a  basis  for  hope  that  this  order  will 
eventually  become  that  order  which  will  really  represent  Jewish  interests 
on  all  front s» 

The  adopted  resolution,  that  nomination  and  election  of  grand  officers 
shoula  be  conducted  in  a  more  democratic  manner,  is  a  5;re5.t  step  forv/ard 
in  improving  the  lodge  syatem;  in  due  time  the  grand  office  patriots 
will  be  abolished* 
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Yet   even  the   convention  of  the   Independent   Order  B'rith  Abraham  was 
unable  to  display  that  true  brotherly  spirit    which  should  have   been  the 
essence  of  such  a  convention.     A  resolution,   to  the  effect  that   a  member 
of  the   orcraniZ'^.tion  who   is   old  and  feeble  and  can  no   longer  pay  his   dues, 
shall  have  his   dues  advanced  by  the   lodge  and  shall  afterwards  deduct 
it   from  the  endovyment,   failed   of  passage. 

This  ordinarily   implies  that  the  Order   is   seeking  to   evade  the  payment 
of  endovTments    in  case   of  death.      It   is   seeking  means   of  preventing  the 
old  and  feeble,  the   sick  and  disabled   fr)m  maintriininr^  their  dues 
payments   in  order  to   scratch  them,    as   it    is  called  in  lodgu  lingo. 
If  a  man  who  has  been  a  member  of  the  order  for  thirty  or  forty  years, 
has  paid  his   aues   regularly,   has   constantly  bought  the  usual  nurriber  of 
tickets  to  balls,   picnics,   or  other  affiiirs,   has  paid  the  fixed  penalty 
for  not   attending  meetings,   funerals,    or  weddings,   becomes  too  old  and 
ailing  to  pay  dues,   his   lodge   brothers  do  not   assure  his   widow  his 
insurance,   but   on  the  contrary,   they   immediately  scr.-tch  him,    and  erase 
him  from  the  membership  list# 
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The   resolution  to  raise  a  fund  for  iiiemb-ars  v/ho  are  unable  to  v/ork  and 

earn  a   livelihood  was   adopted   only  after  the  Grand  L'astor  convj^nced  the 
delegates  that  the  percent .xge  of  these  unfortunates  is  so  small  that 
it  will  not   effect  the  oraer  and  that   it   would  be  a  erood  advertisement 

of  the  benevolence   of  the   lodge. 

There   is  no  reason  why  one  should  receive   insurance   if  he  becomes  blind 
accidentally,   but   should  not   get   even  expenses   with  v/hich  to  pay  his 
dues   if   he  loses  his   sight  through  old  age.      -Vhy  should  one  receive 
$500  for  losing  his  hsinds   or  feet    in  a  street   car  ac:ident   smd  not   be 
advanced  fifteen  dollars   a  ye;  r  for  the   rest   of  his  life  when  the   same 
organs  are  unable  to  function  on  account   of  old  age. 
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■^f  true  "brotherly  spirit  would  prev3.il  among  the  lodp;e  brothers  such  a 
thing  would  never  occur.   Let  us  hope  th.-?.t  in  the  ne  r  future  our  lodges 
shall  be  more  saturated  ;7ith  the  spirit  of  rotherhood,  \7hich  is  the 
basis  of  our  fraternal  organizi^tions  •  Ln   the  mean  time  they  are  all 

the  same   dollar  org^niZ'^,t ions. 
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The  Associated  Jewish  Jharitifes  held   its  annual  meet  ins  yesterday  in  the 
Auditorium  Hotel  where  more  than  one  hundred  welfare  workers  were  present 
to  listen  to  the  report   of  President  Julius  Kosenwald  and  an  insoirine: 
talk  by  Dr.   Stolz. 

^.r.  Pwosenv/ald  termed  this  meeting  the  Bar     Liitzvah  because  the  Associated 
Jewish  Gharities  v/as  thirteen  years   old  yesterday.     In  his  report   he 
sts.ted  that  $450,000  had  been  collected  last  year  and  $290,000  had  been 
distributed.     The  cost   of  collecting  the  money  amounted  to  one   and  one- 
half  cents  on  each  dollar.     The  follov;ing  received  the  money  which  was 
distributed! 

Jewish  Aid  Society  $130,000. 

Michael  Reese  Hospital  $110,000. 

Home  Finding  Society  $50,000. 
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The  president   also  announced  that  the   subscriptions  were   increased  by 
fifty  per  cent   due  to  the  fact  tl^at  there  are  fewer  subscribers   enrolling* 

More  money  is  needed  nov/  because  the  construction  of  a  new  children's 
hospital  for  Lichael  neese    is  being  planned. 

L:r.   Rosenwald  said  that   v/hen  he   learned  of  the  tremendous  work  accomplished 
by  the  Ortliodox  Jev/ish  dharities    in  such  a  short  time  he  was  overv/helraed 
with  joy  and  he  declared  that  the   directors  are     worthy  of  the   greatest 
praise  for  raising  A, 750  subscribers  and  a  sum  of  $100,000   in  such  a 
short   period. 

••I  hope,**   said  the  philanthropist,    "that  this   charitable  bodies  will 
unite   and  work  together  on  the  noble  field  of  charity,   but   at  the  same 
time  I  would  advise  members   of  the  Associated   Charities  to  contribute 

and  subscribe  to  the  7ederated  Orthodox  Jewish  Charities.** 

The  guest   of  the  evening  was  Ur.  Weil   of  Pittsburgh,  who  delivered  an 
interesting  lecture  on  city  government. 
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/"report  of  the  united  orthodox  JEWISH  CHARITIESJ^ 

The  quarterly  rinancial  report  of  the  United  Orthodox  Jewish  Charity  Insti- 
tutions: 

In  the  course  of  our  career  as  newspaper  men  we  already  haye  had  enough  re- 
ports from  all  sorts  of  Jewish  charity  institutions;  each  report  was  made 

with  good  intentions,  they  sought  to  present  an  accounting  which  contained 
complete  information*  None  of  the  institutions  wanted  to  deceive  the  pub- 

lic, yet  we  must  admit  that  the  distinguished  directors,  before  submitting 
their  reports,  complicated  matters  so  th  it  we  had  to  be  experts  to  know 
the  true  conditions  of  the  institutions. 

It  will  certainly  be  interesting  to  the  Jewish  populace  to  know  that  it 
cost  merely  |6b2.43  to  collect  the  sum  of  $30,300*35,  which  means  that  only 
a  little  more  than  two  percent  constituted  the  expense  of  collecting  the 
money*  Taking  into  consideration  that  prior  to  the  Federation's  establish- 

ment the  expenses  of  collection  were  from  25  to  60  percent  we  can  easily  pic- 
ture the  accomplishment  of  the  Fideration* 

.--'. 
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Let  us  print  the  report  as  it  is: 

Incone 
January:  wji^%. 

->ue3   $15, 219 .76  '  '^ 
x3onations     76.50 

$15,296.26 

February: 
iXies   %  5,831.23 
Donations    1,510.15 

%  7,141.38 

I.Iarch: 

Dues   0   6, 521 .75 
Donations        1,213.60 
Interest    27 .  36 
iindovjnent           100.00 

%  7,862.71 

Grant  total  for  January,   February  and  Ilarch. . .  •S30,300.35 
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Sunday  Jev/ish  Courier,  April  15,   1913. 

iixpenses: 

Home  for  the  Aged   |  4,334.40 
I^rks  ̂ ^a'tiian  orphan..*. .  ••. . ,       7,703.04 Consuniptive  Relief.       1,249.11 
Sheltering  Home           625  .CO 
Yeshiva  i-itz  Ghaim    625.00 
Talmud  X'orah       2,050.00 r;orth  s/est  Side  Talmud  Torah           550 .00 
Lecxhem  Lerabim       2,500.00 
Shareh  Torah    308.00 
Horth  V/est  Side  Benevolent  Society....  106.50 

Total   ^20,056.05 
Payment  on  previous  expenses           210, qO 

$20,266.05 

iixpenses: 

Salary   $  404.75 
Postage    150 .  78 
Telephones    22.40 

JEV/ISH 
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Sunday  Jev/ish  Courier,   April  15,    1915* 
•^xoenses: 

Rent   $         67 .  50  ?• 
xuiscellaaeous      7^00 

Total   &       652.43  ^^ 

toacLS  paid  up   :p  1,000.00 
Interest    12^50 

Total   $  1,012.50 

Organizinc  salary   $       231.00 
Printing    203.08 
Insurance     36*49 

Total   i       470 .  57 

Total  expenses   $22 , 401 . 55 

Balance   4  7, 393.80 
Last  year's  balance     27.66 

Total  balance   :^  7,926.46 

In  analyzing  this  quarterly  report,   ive  find  that  the  establishnent   of   the 



3unday  Jev/ish  Courier,   April  13,    191b • 

Federation,   Vvhich  was  the  most  difficult  and  costliest  v;ork  ever  undertaken 
by  Chicago  Je\vry,    cost  theChicaco  charity  contributors  only  $1,483.07.     Vi/hen 
we  consider  that  by  April  1,    the  Federation  raised  $96,448.60,  we  find  it 
merely  cost   Ig  percent   to  raiso  this  sura  of  noney  frcm  4,435  subscribers. 

Txvo  nain  things  can  be  observed  f.-oni  this  report,   v/hi  ch  shows  that  Chicago 
Jevjxy  has  made  a  great   step  I'orv/ard  in  the  field  or  charity.     Waste  and  irre- 

sponsibility v/as  abolished.     It  established  order  and  responsibility. 

It  is  expectea  that    tiie  -'ederation  will  huve,   bv  the  enc.  of  the  vear,    a   sub- scription  list   of  apprcxinately  two  hunared  thousand  dollars  from  which 
#150,000  will  be   collectea.      rhe  quarterly  financial  report  tells  us  that   it 
is  an  honor  to  be  a  member  of  the  Chicae:o  Jev;ish  commuaity. 
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Sunday  Jewish  CoTirier,  April  13,  1913.  ^/^ 

The  qxiarterly  finauicial  report  of  the  United  Orthodox  Jewish  Charity 
Institutions: 

In  the  course  of  our  career  as  newspaper  men  we  already  have  had  enough 
reports  from  all  sorts  of  Jewish  charity  institutions;  each  report  was 
made  with  good  intentions,  they  so\a^t  to  present  an  accounting  which 
contained  complete  information.  None  of  the  institutions  wanted  to  de- 

ceive the  public,  yet  we  must  admit  that  the  distinguished  directors, 
before  submitting  their  reports,  comDlicated  matters  so  that  we  had  to 
be  experts  to  know  the  true  conditions  of  the  institutions. 

It  will  certainly  be  interesting  to  the  Jewish  populace  to  know  that  it 
cost  merely  $652.43  to  collect  the  sum  of  $30,300.35,  which  means  that 
only  a  little  more  than  two  percent  constituted  the  expense  of  collecting 
the  money.  Taking  into  consideration  that  prior  to  the  Federation's 
establishment  the  expenses  of  collection  were  from  25  to  60  percent  we 
can  easily  picture  the  accomplishment  of  the  Federation. 

Let  us  reprint  the  report  as  it  is: 

■^yo. 

« 
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Sunday  Jewish  Courier,  April  13,  1913 

Income 
Janxiary: 

Dues*  •   ♦15,219.76 
Donations       76»50 

$15, 296 .26 

% 

February: 
Dues   ••  •$59831.23 
Donations    1.310.15 

$7,141.38 
March: 
Dues   $6 ,521.75 
Donations   •   1,213.60 
Interest      27.36 
Endowment     100.00 

$7,862.71 

Grand  total  for  January,  February  and  March.... $30, 300. 35 
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Expenses: 
Home  for  the  Aged   $4,334*40 
Marks  Nathan  Orphan    7,708^04 
ConsumptlTe  Relief    1,249.11 
Sheltering  Home   •••••••     625.00 
Yeshiva  Eitz  Chaim     625.00 
Ttailxnud  Torah    2,050.00 
North  West  Side  Talmud  Torah     550.00 
Lechem  Lerabim# e...   •••   2,500.00 
Shareh  Torah     308.00 
North  West  Side  Benevolent  Society...^   106.50 

Total   120,056.05 
Payment  on  previous  expenses      210.00 

120,266.05 
• 

Expenses: 
Salary   $404.75 
Postage    150.78 
Telephones*  ..*...***..*•.   •..••  22.40 
Rent    67.50 
Miscellaneous     7»00 

Total   §652.43 
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Sunday  Jewish  Courier,   Apr.    13,    1913. 

Loans  paid  up   $1,000.00 
Interest      12.50 

Total   $1,012.50 

Organizing  salary   $  231.00 
Printing    203.08 
Insurance    36.49 

Total   $  470.57 

Total  expenses   $22,401.55 

Balance   $  7,398.80 

Last  year' s  balance     27.66 Total  Balance   $  7,926.T6 

In  analyzing  this  quarterly  report,  we  find  that  the  establishment  of  the 
Federation,  which  was  the  most  difficult  and  costliest  work  ever  undertaken 
by  Chicago  Jewry,  cost  the  Chicago  charity  contributors  only  $1,483.07.  When 
we  consider  that  by  April  1,  the  Federation  raised  $96,443.60,  we  find  it  merely 
cost  l|  percent  to  raise  this  siora  of  money  from  4,435  subscribers. 

Two  main  things  can  be  observed  from  this  report,  which  shows  that  Chicago  Jewry 
has  made  a  great  step  forward  in  the  field  of  charity,  ^/aste  and  irresponsibility 
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was  abolished^   It  established  order  and  responsibility. 

It  is  expected  that  the  Federation  will  have,  by  the  end  of  the  year,  a  sub- 
scription list  of  approximately  two  hundred  thousand  dollars  from  which 

$150,000  will  be  collected^  The  quarterly  financial  report  tells  us  that  it 
is  an  honor  to  be  a  member  of  the  Chicago  Jewish  community. 
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Daily  Jev.lsh  Jourier,  Larch  27»  1913  • 
WPA{[LL,)PFr:  srip. 

r'rom  the   office   of  the   /ederateu  Orthodox  Jev/ish    Charities   comes  the 
report  that   despite  the   continual   in  flow  of   subscriptions,   the  col- 

lections  are   very  v/eak.     The   oeoole    subscribe   very  readily,   but 
defer  the   submission  of  their  checks   from  day  to  day.      This   utimately 
leads  to  the   lack  of   funis  v/ith  which  to   finance   all  welfare    institutions. 

oucli  conduct    imperils  the  very  existence   of  every  Jev/ish  v/elfare 
institution   in    vhicago.      It  must   not   be   forgotten  that   no   other 
institution  has   any  source   of  support  than  the  monthly  allowance   of 

the   -'ederation,    and   if  the  treasury   of  the   ."federation  should  be 
emptied,  then  every   institution   •vould  r ems. in  without   an  opportunity 
to   function. 
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The  r*ederation  reo;uires   more  thraji  ten  thousand  dollars   a  month  to 
operate   and  this   sum  must   be   raised   in  c^sh  -  not    in  subscri;jtions.  ••  • . 

Four  hundred  dollars   a  day  must   flow   into  the  treasury  of  the  Federation 

in  order  to   provide  for  the   orphans  and  ap'ed,    impoverished  and   sick, 
nev;coiners  and  deceased.      The   Chicago  Jev/ry  proniised  more   than  the   needed 
sum,   but  to  date  they  have   not   kept   their  promise.     The  enthusiasm 
and  devotion  of  the  CliicafcTo  Jev/rv  tenriinated   .vith  the   siriiinn:  of  their 
subscriotions • 

Of  the   one   hundred  thousand  dollars,   v;hich  was   Dro^nised  to  the   Federation 
by  Chicapio  dev/ry,    less  than  thirty  thousand  dollars  were  submitted  to 
the   office;    sevent^^   oer  cent    of  xhe  money   ii:   sxill    in  the  hands   of  the 

donors,    :ind  this  money  belonp-^   to   our  orphans,   widows,    aged  and  destitute. 
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It    is  true  that   evcrv  Jew  w'ill  send  his   subscrioed   sum  bv  the   end   of  the 

year,    out  we   cannot  tell  the   orphans    and  -.vidov/s   to   wait   until  the   ehd   of 
the   yeoLr»*«   •...a  dollar,    \;hen   in  nesd,    has  greater  v^lue  than 
two  v/hen  not    in  need.     The   subscription  is   a  li^rht  matter  to  the   sub- 
scriber,      a  fev/  dollars   v/ill  neither  aecrease  nor   increase  his    ./ealth 
if  he  should  retain  the  money  for  a  few  months,   but    if  ̂ 11  these    sums 

are    in  the   office   of  the   "ederation   it  means   a  colossal   sum,    a  more 
secure   foundation  for  all  Jev/ish  v/elfare    institutions. 

Tardiness    in   submittin?  the   subscriptions   to  the   office,    results    in 
f^reater  office  exoense.     .^  person  must    be  hired  to   send  out   extra  bills, 

to  write   appeals,    letters,    -md   other  announcements;   postage,    nrintin?:, 
etc.,    and   it   certainly   is   not  the   object    of  the   contributors  to  pay 
such  exoenses. 
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Loes    Jhitim   (money  uonated   for  the    juroose   oi*   orovi-'Aiii,'  the    poor  with 
looa  for  Passover) • 

The  /eaemted  Jewish   Jharitie.s   determined  at   their   l;:.st   I'-eetint?;  to 

exclude   the   collecxion  -j-nu   distribution   of  r  oes    '^hixiM  fron  their 

orcf^rair.,    and  the  I'oes    Jhitirri  Comirittee,   which   w'-xs   enga'>--^ed   in  this   work 
for  manv   years,   was  highly    oieased  with  the  decision* 

It    is  the   opinio-'i   of  the   directors   of  the   j'edersition  the.t  Loes   Chitira 
is  not    a  form  of   charity   and    in  a  certe.in  sense  they  are   rifiht.      Charity 
either  oomes   from  the   sentiment   of  comoassion  or   from  the   sentirrient   of 

obligation,    out  when   speakin-7   of   oblip--tion   in   connection  with  L.oes 
Chitim,    it    is   as    one.  who   runs   a   O'-^rty   is    oblir:ated  to  satisfy  his    r'uest 
who  coL.e  to  pay   hii:i  tribute  • 
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If  Lloes   Jr.itir:i  v/ould  have    in  view  onl^'  to    oroVi.de  the    ooor  with  m-  tzo 

for  Passover,    it   v/ouid  then   oecorne  the   obli.^at  L":' .    of  the   Lechern 
Lerachim  oocietv  to  fulfill.     This  society   oroviaes  the   ":oor  with  bread 
throu;-:hout  xhe   entire      ee.r,    ana   c cnse^aently,    it    should   provide  the 
hunen/   .with  iLatzo   on  P'^ssover.      Jut   this   never  occurred   ainonr  the   Jev/s» 
The  thought   of  distributing  ..  oes   Jhiti-c  can  be    linked  with  the   fact 
that   Passover    is   a  national  holiday   ainon^  Jev;3 .      The   Jev/ish    race 
celebr-tos   Passover  v;eek  as    its  birthaa^^  and   it   calls   all   its   children 

to    oarticipste    in   its   birth;  the   nost   elaborate   and  ele.P'ant   foods   and 
drinks    are   preparea,    and  the  raaster   of   each  household  calls    out: 

••J-Iay  all  those,    who   are  hunrr^^,    come    in  and  eat   th   reof." 
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This    is  the   true   soirit    oi    loes    Jhitiin  anu    it    w3s   tbereiore   tie 

ooinion   of  the   directors   Oi*  the   I'edfcration  that    it    13   r.ot    in  the 
province   o£  "t.heir   activity   to   enp:*ip*e   thtrnselv   3   -na  to   take   over  the 
financing?  an-,   aistribut ioii  oi*  I.'oes  Chitij-., 

T'ne  Loes   Chitii.i  Sorj-ittee,    .;hich    is    -.   union  01    all   nynaror^-ues,    are  the 
servants   enga-^ed  by  the    pious   Je?/s  to   r-.ise  Loes   Chitiin  ^^nd  to  distribute 
it    in  such  manner  that   not    or.e   Jovvish  house   should  be    short    of  anythincr 

on  the   ceremonial  nii'^ht,   j'or  the   past   lev/  j^ears,  the   United  i.'oes   Ohitim 
doraniittee   havo   carriea   out  their   nro'';r-"'m   in  the   line^.t   r.anner.      This 
•'ear,   when  the   collection   of  all  the   social  iaoncy    13    recrulated  this 
coLii:.ittee   shouia   succeed   in  doinr,  oet^er   ..ork,  * 
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Unaoubtedly  there    isn'x    a  Jev  in    Jhic^^^^o  v;ho   sits   v/ith   his   ';ife   and 
children  at   his  table   nnd  celebrates  the   birthdav   of  his    r-ice  v/ho 
v/ill   not    enjoy  the   ceremony   better   if  not    eir:bittered  by  the   knowledge 

th'i.t   his   neii"hbor    is   seated  at    ?m   eiaotv  table   delur::ed  v/ith  tears. 
V/hat   the   coiiiiLittee   has  to   ao    is    siin  dv   remind  the    public  that   the   tune 
has    CO.  e   for  them  to   coooerate    in  the   holiday  anu  the   oeoole   vvill 

resoona   c*iadlv   ;vlth   an   overaound  nee . 
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The  Young  Men's   j'ederatea  Jewish  Charities  was   organized   as   a  result  ̂ 
of  a  msetini^  v/hich  v/as   held   last    -.'hursaav   ev^nin-^   in  the  Lav/ndale  Club, 

l.lore  th.n  tv/c  hundrei   oi'  the   Chicago   Jewish  youth  became  members,     ""he 
puroose   oi*  this   nev;  organization   is  to  unite  the  Jev/ish  youth    in   order 
to   create  a  b^tt^r  understanding  amon':  themselves,   "-nd,   to   suooort   ".he 
Feder?.tion  by   S'.liciting  and    )rocurinpr  subscribers. 

Al.  H.   .losenber^  acted  as   chairm^m  oi'  the   r/eetinv^,   Dr.   Jacob   Lebosky, 
Dr.    Israel  ;^lein,    and    jr.   herman  5.   I.'eyer   spoke   on  the   necessity   of   a 
united  youth  for  such  an   important   cause   as  the   Teder^tion,    and    it 
v/as   uecideu  that    a  Uieeting   should  be   held   Sunday,    February   9,    in  the 

La^vndale   Club,    at   '.vhich   officers   \;iil  be   elected,      /il.    II.   .lOG^nberiT, 
Arthur    i.   I^urvitz,    ̂ ouis   7.   Jaco'json,    and  -:erman  ...    Schifi    arranged  thi 
meeting. 

s 
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Anieric'^-n  Jewish  Ye:^r  Book,    1912   -  16«   pp.   l62   -   l63« 

From  an  article  "The  Feder-dion  l.-ovement    in  American  Jewish  Philanthropy" 
by  Joseph  Jacobs,   Litt.  D» 

"On  January  7>    1900,    a  conference  was  held   in  Chicago   of  a  number  of 
persons   interested   in  Jewish  phil-.nthropy,  who  had  become  convinced  of 
xhe   advaiit„rres   of  v/hat  mi^ht   be   called  "collective  collection.*'      Some 
of  these  expressed  t?icir  v/illi.igness  to   subscribe   lump  sums   exceeding 

by   one-._^uarter   or  one-half  the  total  amount  they  had  previously  donated 
to  the  Jewish   charities,   and  ;;ithir    a  couple  of  months  promises  of  over 
$100,000  to   be  collected    in  this   way  had  been  laade  by   some   six  hundred 
men  and  v/o:::en  suoscrioers*     With  these   promises   in  hand,   a  meeting 
was   held  on  April  12,    1900  at   which  the   Associated  Jewish  Charities   of 

Chicago  was   est'iblished  and   incorporated,  v/ith  Ur.  Edwin  G.  Foreman  as 
president  and  I'r*  Julian  V/»  L!ack  as   secretary*      It   was   estimated  that 
previous  to  this,    no  more  than  $110,000  had  been  collected,   v/hereas   in 
the  first   year  of  the   feder^.tion  this  sum  war  exceeded  by  $25,000» 
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Once  this  great    advaiace  had  heen  made,   the   progress   of  the   Associated 
Charities   for  the  next   five  ye-i.rs  was  njt   very  striking,   the    income 
reaching  $149>000   in  1905f  ̂ ^ile  the  membership  only   increased  from 

1,664   in  1900  to   1,777   in  1905*      It  mi^-^ht   almost   seem  that  the    increase 
in  both  sutscriotions  ana  members   during  these  five  years   could  not 
have  been   less   if   ohe  Charities  had  not   been  associated.     But   the   fol- 

lov/ing  five  y8'.;ro   sa;v  a   great    ch  nge,    ohe  subscriptions   jumdng  from 
$149,000  to  «^368,000,    a  phenomenal  advance   of   145  "oer  cent   while  the 
membership  rose  from  1,777  to   3f275>    an  almost   equally  satisfactory 
increase   of   84   oer  cent*     This  oroeress  has  continued   in  the   same 

remarkable  v/ay,   until   in  the  year  I913    (April  1914-)   the   sum  collected 
v/as   $522,170  from  3,292  members.      Of  course,    part   of  this   remarkable 
advi.nce  must    be  attributed  to  the   fact  th  .t   Ghica30   is  the   home   city 

of  I.lr.   Julius  rloseiiv/ald,   v/ho  ciurin-^  zhe   last   ye-.r,    19I3>   v;as   president 
of  the  Charities.     But    of  the  total   suni  of   over  .$520,000   given   in  this 

year,   L'r.  Rosenv/ald  is   to  be   cr-dited   only  v/ith  $70,000,    a  magnificent 
donation   indeed,  but   afler  all  only  one   seventh  of  the  total,   showing 

that   his   examole   is  widely  follov/ed  by  the  Jev/s   of  Chicago." 
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m  tne  pro^rers   or  ciTilization,    o-:  ̂   Iai;;Ginn  Tev:  iii  -j. erica  i:3>:t   j^ace  aith 
the   tirriG3.      Jince   liin   tran  •i'Lioa  Tro::  a   laa":  oi*  ;:-t^r::^ocatic};   to   the  land  of 
libert:'',   aith  tl.o   ̂ ivon  opaortu-.itic:^  t'at   a  froa   c^aintr\^  aifordG,   ae  rcadi- 
1'^  ad  1u::ted   hinmoli'  to  ais  neiv  surrcu:idin.^3. 

In  his  desire  to   .::cv:  seli'-reli'nce  and   iaitiativo,    ho   has    tried  ac   solve 
the   probl^n  o2  hi^  .^  erica;.   e:-:iGto.:ce,    -lA  1  ao     3*j;.  arec  hi:;a:ali'  to    uahe  up 
tie  More   self-sati:;i':'in:-  purauitc   opa:  tc    Lie  vcli  .  icall:"  ;..n'    iat  jlloctually 
acclii.iated   citizen. 

In  every  fi^ld  o..'  endeavor  *:e   ha::^  pro.^-res:  ed,    ̂ jic  as  f'O   J"av;  i::-    nothing   iT 
not  cijaritable,    his  activity  in  tha  field   o      philai^thrcpic  endeavor  is 
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Chicaro  Kebrav;  In:;tituto  Observer,   /ov,   1911;, 

corre3:.ondi2irlr  :.'ir::ed.  '.aih  tlie  :-.:::.:e  of  i. :  .irra-^io::  rro..i  Russia,  vc^rious 
rolie;:  socioties  :-uV3  been  cunded  b:.'  l.i.:  ';nd  .iany  charitable  institutioriS 
have  co!::9  into  exi^^te^-ce  thrcu:::.  the  efforts  uf  vuricus  ::rcMps  in  the  con- 

::uriit3^«  I^aeh  n^oup  tool:  -^ecial  pride  in  it^:  o:x  creation  an^;  devoted  all 
its  ener::ie3  to  it,  to  -ho  exclusion  of  all  oth^r  institutions.  In  fact, 

the  rapid  increase  in  the  nuiiber  of  i- s^^itut  icnn  became  threax^eninc  to  their 
future  developLiont  and   officio nc3% 

Th:'  :rreate3t   hindrance   to  T^ro-ress  ind   •icofulnG.:c  v;aG   the  faulty  ::e-:hod  of 
collecr.in-  fund:^.      ̂ 'hec  handherchiof   Jhi^i o?."^  \7a3  har.;ful,    as   i^,   v:a3  u:iair:ni- 

fied,   both  to   f  o   "iver  and   the  recipient^'.      In   solicitinr  fundo   fro:,  the   pub- 

lic,   Tfe  vrell-to-do  and   the  noor  -./orhinsHnan  alike,   f^ave   a  nickel  a  v:eek  and 
the    intititutions   and  all  of  tfea    -aifferef   for      ant  uf   funds.      ..  r':reater  har:.i 

y/as   tbe   fact   that   the  aana^-inr  boards     /ere  xtrced   to  f'ive  up  their  entire  on- 
er-^' and   tine     to  taipe   funds,    v/hila   the   innrin^ic  value   of  the  respective 
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IIo  lens   a  nonace  v:an   t.:     Gysto]i  of  tic':et-£iellir':-  for  ba::aars, 
:ientz^   balls,   otc.      'aio   ccn/-ta:':-L    ol'i::or  _    r  'X-r.e:',    prouucac:   r:j;orc  the   ri^^^^ir 

public   an  aViPGion  I'cr  r^uch   cr^:,vityy    :i:A  a: ion;-   tJ:o.  ./orkers   a  sense   of  rival- 

ry opera-  in     to  aoprecate   -srie   riicrtance  ana  no>;ds   of*  a  sister  organization, 
and  to   e:x:acG^^a'^^^   tli^ir  o\t.  value  and  sunoricrity.     liach  board  rveu  to  con- 

sider  its   institution   vdone  to  be  the   riyhtful  heir  lo  the  birthri,:;ht  of  Is- 

raelis c]'iari:-y,      .:ith  his  ir^roved   conditions,    the   Itussian  Jev/  found  that 
the  tine  v;as  ripe   for  a  chcinge  fron  tf.e  anticuated  v/ay  of   collecting-  and  dis- 

pensing Jis   charities;    tr:ie  brou£:iit  men  v;hose  unshaken  confidence   in  tho  Jew- 

ish corj:iuni';y  spurred  tnei.  on  to   concerted  action  to  save  -cheir  resources  for 
constructive  v;ork,   to  prevent  v;aste  and  duplication,   and  to  devote  all  ener- 
<;:ies  to   the  \ -elf  a  re   of  those  v;iio  need  theiv^  and  v/hcn  they  v/ant  to  benefit. 

A  plan  comiaittee   for  the  federation  of  tho   orthodcz  charities  v;as  forracd  and 

gradually  it  grev;  to  larger  proportions*     The  noveinent  net  v/ith  unanimous  ap- 
proval  fra.i  the  public,   and    '/hen  the   ann_ovncenent  v:as  u:Ae  tliat  the  Fedei'ation 

of  Orthodox  Jewish  Charities  was  called  into  being,  the  public  welcomed  the 

idea  and  the  welccme  was  substantiated  by  subscriptions  
to  the  sum  of  seventy- 

five  thousand  dollars. 
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C'- iciifo  Ilebrevr  Institute  Observer,  y.ov.   191*^  • 

The   Tederation    all  I'inanco  t^.e   l)Dllov:ir.^-  tvjolve   ins tituticns: 

Beth  ''oshav  Z'kein:iin, 
l.lv.T'ZS  Tatlia:^   JguIg:-  Orphnn  I'0;o, 

I.'ainonides  Kor-har  :'o.Toit.n.l, 
"'est  Side   Talinud   ?or»a-\, 
Yoshivris  :Jitz  Chaim, 
Lecheii  loreviii, 

Jewish  Concui^iptive  Relief  Societ:y 

1  o.. "' of  Oliica'-'O 

— •    •        T 

.juLio  oiae  Ladies*    C::arity 

./est   '-iile  CoKlc.i   Gl.Oijed  3i  el  Lnes, 
"orthvrest  ..ide  GoMlai     Ohesed  Shel  [^^-les, 
Kachnasoc   Crcldn 

A  conr.iittee  to  ra^ke  a  cit/   canva:-s  -;a3  errro-ir.toci.       '^ix^n  t;.is   c-oir.ittee  calls 
on  ;"0u  to    onb::cribe   '^o   the   '  edera^ion,    'o   cc'    liberally  and   induce  your  neiy]:' 
bor  to  ::o   t]:3   s'ii.e.      .:ho  \:ill     iib^cribe  voluntarily? 
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C^icn'-o  Hobrov;  Institute  Chr-ewer,   T'ov.   1912. 

The  officers  of  the    fedeiTi.ion  .-re: 

j:f;:i3i! 

Bernard  !^oi^.7ich.,   PreGident, 
Janes  Davii:',    C^anuel  Phii:iP-on,   A*   3.   Hoe,   7ice-?reGidonts, 

■^'arr:.^  I.ipck^^   ::ecoi\iinr>  :^'^^cretaiy , 
::rs.  Julius  .-^toiie,    ̂ inpncinl  recrotfii-r, 
B.  J.  Schiff,  Treasurer. 
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A  HOIS  FOR  JS'VISH  '70FIKIMG  30YS, 

Among  the  institutions  of  ..hich  Chicago  Jev;ry  is  in  possession,  one 

of  the  most  important  is  the  Deborah  Boys*  Club,  5930  S.  Polk  Street. 

The  club  accepts  boys  who  are  working  for  a  livelihood,  who  are  too 

younn;  to  take  care  of  themselves,  who  seek  self  preservation  and  at 

the  same  time  make  prepar::.tions  for  a  future  -  these  boys  can  find  a 
home  there* 

The  Jewish  boys,  who  are  accepted  there,  ej^rn  from  five  to  six  dollars 

a  week.  At  that  v;age  one  would  be  unable  to  provide  for  himself,  but 

the  Deborah  Boys'  Club  offers  room  and  board  al  $3.00  per  week  to  every 
boy  who  makes  this  club  his  home# 
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The  club  would  like  to  contact  every  Jewish  boy  v/ho  is  in  need  of  a 

home.  The  superintendent,  Ix.   Friedlander,  is  more  than  pleased  to 

keep  every  Jewish  boy,  not  only  by  giving  him  a  home,  but  also  by 
securing  a  position  for  him.  Free  courses  are  offered  in  English, 
shorthand,  etc» 

%(jj. ^O^/tl 
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FEDERi^.TION  ORG.\MIZED,  MLL  FU  JCTION  JANUARY  1ST. 

As  the  Daily  Jewish  Courier  predicted,  the  United  Jewish  Orthodox 

Charities  will  begin  financing  all  Jewish  welfare  institutions, 
January  1,  1913 • 

This  was  decided,  last  evening  at  a  meeting  v/here  representatives  of 
the  twelve  Jewish  institutions  assembled  with  the  original  Committee 

on  the  Organizing  of  the  Federation. 

The  roll  call  of  representatives  of  the  welfare  bodies  showed  that  the 
following  institutions  sent  these  delegates: 
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Home  for  the  Aged  -  August  Turner  and  Isadore  Lasker^  -'oimonedes 
Kosher  Hospital  -  S«  3.   Korshak  and  U.  Rosenzweig*  Hebrew  Shelter- 

ing Home  -  J.   V/olfson  and  U.   L*  Fox*  Yeshiva  Eitz  Chaim  -  H.  Halper 
and  A»  Adler*  West  Side  Hebrew  School  -  David  Slepior  and  the 

Rev»  Neuman*  Hebrew  Speaking  Society  -  N.  H.  Boldtin  and  H.  Shoddy 

West  Side  Ladies'  Charity  Society,  Mrs*  L.  M*  Silverman  and  Mrs 
E.  A.  Rivkin. 

Jewish  Consumptive  Relief  Society  -  Mrs*  I*  J.  Rubin,  and  Mrs*  S* 

Tanner*  Free  Losm  Society  -  Paul  Vitkowsky,  and  J*  .Veinstein* 

Northwest  Side  Free  Loan  Society  -  M*  Nathan  and  George  Mordock* 

M*  Stone,  who  should  have  represented  the  Iterks  Nathan  Home,  sent 
an  excuse  that  he  could  not  be  present  at  the  meeting* 
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After  a  lengthy  discussion  a  resolution  was  passed  to  the  effect  that 

an  organizational  and  by-laws  coraraittee  should  be  appointed,   i^ich 
would  introduce  a  program  no  later  than  December  1st,  designating  how 
the  federation  should  be  organized  and  function  when  it  will  take 
over  the  finances  of  all  Jewish  institutions* 
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More  than  four  hundred  directors   of  Chicago  Jewish  institutions 
assembled   in  the  Social  Hall  of  the  Hebrew  Institute,   yesterday, 

and  took  up  the  work  of  the  Committee   on  Organizing  to  Unite  Chicago's 
Orthodox  Inst  it ut ions • 

Eleven   institutions  were   represented  at  the  meeting.     Each   insti^ 
tution  had  its  speaker^ 

The  Home  for  the  Aged,   Dr*  k.  B.  Yudelson,   speaker*     The  IkCaimonides 
Plospital,   Harry  Fisher,   speaker*     The  Comsiunptive  Relief  Society, 
Mrs*  I.  Robin,   speaker*     The  Ladies  Charity  Society,   Kirs*  Malkes, 
speaker*     Free  Loan  Society,  Paul  Vitkoffsky,   speaker*     Marks 
Nathan  Home,  Rabbi  Silber,   speaker*     The  Hebrew  School,  Raibi 
Budzinsky,   speaker*     Hebrew  Speaking  Society,   Bolotin,   speaker* 
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Tree  of  Life  Theological  College,  Harris  Kurvitz,  speaker •  Hebrew 

Sheltering  Home,  Rabbi  Budzinsky*  Free  Loan  Society  of  the  Morth- 
west  Side,  The  Chairman,  Kr.   Harwich,  opened  the  'eecing  by  declar- 

ing that  the  time  is  nigh  when  the  Jewish  institutions  should  attempt 
to  unite* 

Israel  Cohen  proposed  that  the  meeting  should  approve  the  work  of  the 
conunittee  and  the  motion  was  adopted  unanimously • 

Mr*  Cohen's  resolution  reads  as  follows: 

"  Be  it  resolved  that  the  various  Orthodox  institutions  which  are 
represented  at  this  meeting  approve  the  work  of  the  comirittee  of 
the  Federation,  and  are  satisfied  with  the  important  work  accomplished; 

and   promise  to  help  the  orgsuiization  with  all  their  pov;er»" 
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FOOD  FOR  THOUGHT. 

In  his  talk,  which  the  honored  rabbi  of  Sinai  Congregation,  Dr.  Emil 

G.  Hirsch,  held  at  the  Home  for  the  Aged,  he  uttered  several  truths 

which  the  leaders  of  our  charity  institutions  should  take  into  con- 
sideration so  that  they  might  escape  future  criticism. 

Dr.  Hirsch  discussed  and  several^  reproached  the  methods  applied  in 
our  charitv  institutions.  The  rabbi  had  taken  as  a  oarable  the 

methods  of  raising  money  for  the  Marks  Nathan  Orphanage,  and  with 

his  unequalable  language,  depicted  how  the  small  unfortunate  child- 
ren of  the  asylum  are  dragged  upon  the  pulpit  and  platform  as  an 

attraction,  while  the  directors  t^ppeal  for  a  few  pennies.  Dr. 
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Hirsch  showed  how  they  not  only  humiliated  the  children,  but  also 

injured  them  by  developing  in  them  a  desire  to  beg.  By  this  they 

also  do  not  receive  as  much  as  they  should,  i.  e.  some  one  contri- 
butes one  dollar  for  the  sake  of  mercy,  whereas  the  same  person  would 

give  one  hundred  dollars  if  approached  in  a  proper  manner* 

The  Rabbi's  words  fit  in  very  well  at  this  time.  The  Marks  Nathan 
Home  is  nov/  reorganizing  itself  and  new  executive  officers  are  to 

be  elected.  The  orphans  will  now  be  transferred  into  a  new  build- 
ing and  the  expenses  will  be  greatly  increased.  This  building  can 

not  be  paid  nor  kept  up  by  petty  donations. 

It  remains,  however,  for  the  new  officers  of  the  Marks  Nathan  Home  to 
meditate  upon  and  consider  the  v/ords  of  the  honored  R^^bbi 
of  the  Sinai  Temole. 
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At  a  meeting  of  the  Board  of  Directors,  a  coTniminication  from  Julius  Hosenwald 
was  read  offering  to  the  A.  J.  C.  the  sum  of  $250,000  for  the  ̂ urchcise  of  a 

suital^le  plot  of  ground  and  the  erection  thereon  of  a  "bu-ilding  to  be  knom  as Ihe  West  Sic.e  Charities  Buildings 
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Daily  Jewish  Courier,   September  11,    1912 • 

A  HAPr'Y  :JEW  year. 

The  Daily  Jewish  Courier  wishes  to  exte  :d  to  all  its  readers,  sub 
scribers,  advertisers,  as  well  as  all  brethren  of  Israel  a  Happy 
3:   Prosoerous  New  Year* 

The  last  year  was  very  satisfactory  for  the  Chicago  Jewry •  The 
Jewish  community  began  to  feel  its  responsibility  to  Israel  and 
commenced  to  organize  accordingly* 

Our  synagogues  became  much  better  organized.  The  rabbis'  appealed 
to  the  people  from  their  oulpits  and  exhorted  them  to  take  the  road 
of  righteousness  and  Judaism,  Their  sermons  are  so  effective  that  the 
youth  is  drawn  into  the  activities  of  the  congregations* 
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Our  charities  have,  through  the  past  year,  made  pace  -  great  pace 
forward •   The  Aged  Home  built  an  annex  for  the  convenience  of  aged 

men  and  v/omen.  The  I'arks  Nathan  Home  was  not  neglected  in  any  way# 
A  new  edifice  is  being  erected,  v/hich  will  accommodate  many  Jewish 
orphans* 

Our  Hebrew  Schools  and  Theological  College  are  nov;  in  an  excellent 
condition*  They  are  discarding  all  antiquated  systems  and  adopting 
modern  methods* 
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The  Maimonedes  Kosher  Hospital   is  no   longer  a  dream,  but   a  reality. 
The  hospital  buildinp;   is  already  complete  and  ready  to  accommodate 

pat  lent  s.     The  dedic  tion  of  the  hospital   is  irierely  delayed,  because 
it  wants  to  gather  all  elements  together  at   one  grand  opening* 

The  Hebrew  Sheltering  Home  stepped  out   of  its   infancy  last  year. 

A  new  system  and  new  methods  will  be  applied  next  year  and  it   is   ex- 
pected that  this  will  be  one  of  the  finest   institutions   in  Chicago. 
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Daily  Jewish  Courier,  September  11,  1912 • 

The  main  activity  of  the  Chicago  Jewish  work  was  to  unite  the  Jewish 

Orthodox  Charities  of  Chicago,  This  movement,  in  v/hich  the  finest 

Jews  of  Chicago  are  interested,  shov/s  how  far  the  Chica.?;©  Jewry 

have  progressed,  how  profoundly  they  understand  their  obligations • 

The  novement  of  uniting  the  Jewish  Orthodox  Charities  means  a  movement 

for  liberating  all  charity  institutions  from  financial  worries,  it  means 

convenience  for  our  aged;  good  rearing  for  -ur  orphans;  proper  care 

for  our  sick;  Jewish  education  for  our  children;  food  and  shelter  for 
our  destitute* 
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The  organization  of  a  unitea  Jewish  charity  will  lay  the  foundation  to 
all  problems  that  are  connected  7/it:  Jews  and  Judaism,  It  will  drive 
dissoluteness  and  irresponsibility  from  the  Jewish  relig;ious,  social, 
and  political  life.   It  will  establish  a  Jewish  society  in  Chicago 
where  the  opinions  of  our  leaders  will  be  in  close  relation  to  the 
Jewish,  as  well  as  the  non-Jewish,  world. 

And  when  the  time  will  come  to  write  the  Jewish  history  of  Chicago, 
the  past  year  will  be  a  c^reat  chapter,  because  this  movement  stBrted 
to  develop  that  year  (1911  -  1912) • 
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SEVEN  TKOUSAMD  DOLLARS  FOR  THE  KOSHER  HOSPITAL. 

Recently,  ive  received  several  reports  from  various  orthodox  charity 

institutions.  These  reports  are  the  accounts  of  incomes  and  expenses 

of  the  respective  institutions.  What  pleases  us  so  much  about  these 

reoorts  is  the  clearness  of  the  accounts,  and  the  fact  that  they  are 

inspected  :3y  a  public  accountants 

We  confess  that  v;e  are  highly  .)leased  v;ith  this,  because  it  is  a  result 

of  our  many  years  of  agitation  that  developed  responsibility  within 
our  social  institutions  and  eradicated  waste  of  v/hich  many  of  our  social 
workers  are  so  oroud* 
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It  is  true  that  the  statements  published  are  very  mournful,  due  to  the 
previous  management  of  our  social  institutions*  In  the  business  v/orld 

such  statements  would  imply  a  degradation  in  the  credit  of  the  establish- 
ment* Regardless  of  how  poor  the  statements  may  be,  regardless  of  how 

much  iie^-licrence  and  irresponsibility  they  cast  upon  our  social  workers, 
we  can  infer  from  each  statement  that,  in  the  future,  many  reforms 
and  improvements  will  take  place,  and  if  the  management  is  not  up  to 
par,  there  is  an  assurance  that  everything  v/ill  be  conducted  in  a 
business  manner  in  the  future* 

Of  all  the  numerous  st:iteinents  of  the  various  institutions  that  lie 

before  us,  we  are  permitted  to  publish  but  one  on  the  results  of  the 
Maimonedes  Hospital  Bazaar  which  was  held  recently  in  their  building* 
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This   statement   was  approved  by  iY.   R»  Singer,   a  public  accountant,  and 
sent  to  the  chairman  of  the  Bazaar  Gommittee,   Judge  Joseph  Sabbath. 
This  report  is  a  very  accurate  one   including  all  particulars. 

The  report   is  divided  as  folio  's:-     1©     General  total  amount   of  incomes 
expenses,   pledges   and  balances*  2.     Sources  from  \7hich  the  money  v/as 

raised.  3»     llanagenent.     4.     Expenses.     In  the  fir^-t  part     f  the  report 
we  found  the  folic /ingt-     Caeli  taken  in  amounted  to  s7>087«i6;   pledges 
amounted  to  $1,923»30}   expenses    mounted  to  $l,8l8.47;   disbursement  to 

buildiii-^  fund  amounted  to  $5>269.i9»     There  was  a  clear  profit   of 
$7,192. 19* 
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CHICAGO  NORTH^ST  SIDE  IS  BEING  0RGA1\IZED. 

A  conference  was  held  at  the  office  of  Jas«  Davis,  for  the  puiTpose  of  formu- 
lating plans  to  unite  the  Orthodox  Jewish  Charities  on  the  Northwest  Side* 

Those  who  were  present  were  interested  in  the  idea  of  organizing  into  one 
united  organization.   They  have  held  many  discussions  But   have  organized  theci- 
selves  into  a  committee  with  Mr,  Phillip  Clafter  as  chairman;  Jas#  Davis,  vice- 
chairman;  k.   S.  Roe,  secretary,  and  an  executive  committee  consisting  of  the 
following  gentlemen:   A*  Mergolis,  T#  S«  Arkin,  I«  Ferguson,  and  L#  Tifler. 

A  call  meeting  will  be  held  of  some  prominent  Jewish  citizens  of  the  North- 

west Side  on  Wednesday  of  this  week  at  Shoenhoffer's  Hall,  Milwaukee  and  Ash- 
land Avenue,  to  discuss  plans  for  the  organizing  of  the  Orthodox  Jewish 

Charities  on  the  Northwest  Side  of  Chicago.   Twenty-four  new  subscribers  were 
turned  over  to  the  new  movement  anr  the  total  sum  collected  is  $1,675.   A 
subscription  list  is  already  out  for  next  ̂ ^ednesday  June  26,  showing  donations 
collected  for  United  Orthodox  -Jewish  Charities.   There  is  a  movement  on  foot 
to  organize  the  down-town  Jewish  business  men  in  the  near  future. 
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Several  months  ago  a  committee  was  appointed  for  the  purpose  of  federating 
the  orthodox  Jewish  charity  institutions  on  the  West  Side*  The  committee 
consisted  of  B.  Horwich,  chairman,  S,  Phillipson,  Israel  Cowen,  B.  Baum, 
and  Dr.  Yudelson.  Offices  were  opened  at  720  W.  12th  St. 

The  organization  now  has  a  list  of  65O  suhscrihers  with  a  total  auhscrip- 
tion  fund  of  $^5,000.  At  a  meeting  held  on  June  9t  the  committee  reported 
on  its  work  and  future  plans.  The  Federation  of  ten  orthodox  charity  so- 

cieties on  the  West  and  Northwest  Sides  was  perfected  and  hy  January  1,  it 
expects  to  have  sufficient  f\xnds  to  support  all  of  the  various  charities. 
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M0N3Y  AND  70RK  FOR  THE  FiJDillUTION. 

About   600  of  Chicago's  '.Vest   Side  Jewish  business  men  responded  to  the 
call  of  Kr»  Julius  Kosemvald  for  a  meeting   .vhich  took  place   last   even- 

ing •     Regardless   of  the  bad  v/eather  they  gathered  at  the  Hebrew;  Insti- 
tute \7here  Llr.  riosenv/ald  av/aited  them. 

Mr»  Rosenv/ald  called   on  LIrs  •  Julia  Stone  to  act  as   secretary  and  called 
the  meetin^^  to   order.     Ke   related  ho./  he  became    interested   in  uniting 
the  Jewish  charities.     Ke  also  explained  to  the  audience  the  activities 
of  the  Associated  Jewish  Charities,    hov;  it   \.vas   organized   and  how  it 
works   for  the  success   of   every  welfare   institution  v;hich  the  reformed 
Jews  support*     Ke  especially  appealed  to  the  West   Side  better  class   of 
Jev/s  to  take  their  hand  off  their  hearts  and  give  as  much  as  they 
possibly  can  to  the  cause   of  charity. 
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Mr»  Harry  A.  Lipsky,  the  secretary  of  the  Federation  Committee,  related 
the  story  of  the  f edera.tion,  liov;  it  began  with  its  v;ork  last  December, 
and  how  the  work  is  going  on  up  to  the  present  time*  Rabbi  Emil  S. 
Hirsch  of  the  Sinai  Temple  v/as  the  next  speaker  and  in  his  most  eloquent 
address,  he  spoke  on  the  v/elfare  work  of  the  Associated  Jewish  Charities 

and  in  the  mean  ti.^ie  made  an  appeal  to  the  lar^^e  audience  for  sub- 
scriptions • 

After  Rabbi  Hirsch's  address,  Mr»  Rosemrald  inquired  if  there  is  any  one 
in  the  audience  who  is  against  the  union  of  the  Jewish  charities,  but  of 
course  no  one  rose  to  ansv/er  the  question  but,  when  he  out  the  question 
up  as  to  who  is  wholeheartedly  in  favor  of  the  federation,  every  one 
in  the  audience  stood  up  to  a  man,  A  comiiiittee  v;as  selected  in  the 
audience  to  solicit  subscriptions  and  $6, 000.00  was  pledged  immediately. 
Mr.  Rosenwald  in  addition  pledged  $5 > 000 .00  as  soon  as  the  fund  reaches 
the  hundred  thousand  dollar  mark. 
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Lt*  B.  HurvYich,  the  chairman  of  the  Federation  Coisnittee,    spoke   in 

"Yiddish"    explainin^j;  to  the   audience  the   importance   of  this   federation 

in  organizing  the   Associated  Jevd-sh  Charities* 
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ELECTION  OF  DIRECTORS  IN  THE  KEBRE//  ShSlLTERING  HOfyS. 

The  report  of  the  officers  of  the  Hebrew  Sheltering  Home  showed  great 
success  last  year*  The  annual  meeting  of  the  officers  was  held  last 
night  at  Arkins  Hall  and  quite  a  large  number  of  members  were  present* 
They  were  all  very  enthusiastic  about  the  activities  and  good  work  of 
the  sheltering  society.  The  president,  Mr»  Israel  Wo  If son,  and 
the  secretary,  Kr.  J»  Twery,  read  their  reports  which  showed  last 

year's  income  to  have  been  $4,148*00  and  an  expenditure  of  $3>850»00, 
so  it  has  a  balance  on  hand  of  nearly  $300  •'^C)» 

In  addition  to  the  financial  report  the  officers  showed  that  they 
accommodated  or  sheltered  990  Jewish  people  during  the  past  year* 
Each  one  of  them  was  served  three  meals  per  day* 
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GREAT  7/ORK  OF  TKS  ASSOCIATED  JEV/ISxH  CHARITIES • 

The  annual  meeting  of  the  Associated  Jewish  Charities  was  held  last 
night  at  the  Sherman  Hotel  with  its  seven  newly  elected  directors 
and  eight  hundred  members •  The  usual  big  bemquet  was  in  order  during 
the  meeting. 

According  to  the  report  of  Mr«  Julius  Rosenwald,the  president  of 
the  Associated  Jewish  Charities,  the  income  was  three  hundred  and 

ninety-five  thousand  dollars,  and  the  expense  of  running  the  office 
euid  the  collection  of  this  fund  was  only  five  thousand,  five  hundred 
dollars* 
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The  pledges  for  next  year  have  already  reached  the  sum  of  four  hundred 

and  thirty  thousand  dollars.     The  sum  of  six  millr.on  dollars  v/as  paid 
out  for  charity   in  the  last   six  years • 

One  hundred  and  ten  thousand  dollars  was  distributed  on  the  West   Side. 

Forty  thousand  dollars  of  this  amount  was  given  to  widows  and  their 

children.     Seventy-eight  mothers  with  a  total  of  277   fatherless  child- 
ren received  this  benefit. 

The  cost  per  year  for  each  orphsji  last  year  at  the  South  Side  Orphans 
Home  wsis  $164.00  and  the  cost  of  an  orphan  who  was  kept  in  a  private 

home  was  only  $140.00,  while  the  cost  of  a  child  being  raised  at  its 

own  mother's  home  was   only  $105 #00  per  year. 

6 
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One  hundred  and  fifty  thousand  dollars  was  saved  since  the  establish- 
ment  of  the  Home  Finding  Society^ 

Dr«  Hirsch  urged  the  Association  to  estaolish  a  home  for  the  Jewish 
feeble-minded,   and  a  hospital  for  incurables  and  consumptives^ 
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HEARD    AND  SS:::N. 

Although  there  is  no  doubt  that  the  success  of  the  United  Jewish  Charities 
depends  mainly  on  the  number  of  Jews  who  contribute  large  donations 
annually  we  believe  that  the  committee  to  bring  an  assured  success 
should  spread  its  activities  among  the  ranks  of  the  masses  as  well. 

Nothing  is  more  damaging  to  an  institution,  than  a  "let-up**  of 
activities.  No  matter  how  enthusiastic  the  public  is  over  the  idea 
of  uniting  the  orthodox  Jewish  charities,  as  soon  as  rumors  get  out 
that  the  organization  is  asleep  and  not  active,  the  fire  is  cooled  off^ 
enthusiasm  is  quenched  and  it  is  taken  for  granted  that  nothing  will 
be  accomplished. 
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We  understand  very  well  that  an  organization  cannot  accomplish  much  in 

a  week  or  a  month*  The  work  must  continue  without  a  let-up,  the 

committee  must  work  on  small  subscriptions  as  hard  as  they  do  on 

the  large  ones. 

We  must  not  forget  that  the  idea  of  uniting  all  orthodox  Jewish  charities 

into  one  organization  was  accepted  by  the  ̂ arge  Jewish  public  with 

great  happiness  and  every  one  is  waiting  patiently  for  the  committee 

to  call  on  them  so  that  they  can  become  a  part  of  the  organization. 

The  committees,  however,  in  the  mean  time  are  already  quite  active  and 

are  mobilizing  all  their  forces  to  unite  all  orthodox  Jewish  charities 

into  one.  On  the  strength  of  their  new  activities,  a  good  many  large 

donations  are  already  coming  in. 
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To   Coi^solidrte   Rillic   Chrn^ity  Pimds. 

Plans  hp.ve   recently  ber-n  r/or:ed  out    oy  the   various  chprity  or'^ani?."  tions 
on  the  West   Side,    to   consolidate  all   orthodoy  clurity  funds.      The  plan  is 
to  for.n  one    oig  or.rani?&tion   rach  as  a  United  Jevisl^   Charity  and  to    secure 
enough  meir.l^er-   to   raise   the    srair.  of  ̂ 50,000,    to  be   distributed  to   the 
Jevdsh  charity  orgar^izations  accordir.^-;  t^    their  ne^ds. 

Those  who  have   studied   t^'-is  q^jestion  are  of  the  opinion  that  a  rr^icr  "bigger 
sum  than  $150,000  ts.411  be   raised  for  the  orthodox  Je^-ish   charity.  A  new 
system  of  collections  initi^-^-t'e.d  rill  be   inst-lled,   hence   a  nuch  larger   sum 
is  expected. 
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Chicago  Melting  Pot* 

The  Young  Mens  Associated  Jewish  Charities  will  hold  their  annual  meeting 

Wednesday  night,  at  the  Hotel  La  Salle,  v'here  a  report  v.dll  be  given  of  all  the 
work  accomplished  by  their  association  through-out  the  year,  and  nev/  officers 
and  directors  v/ill  be  elected. 

The  Nominating  committee  has  already  recommended  as  officers  the  following 

mem  Abel  Davis  for  President,  Sol  Klein,  Vice  President,  "^alter  Greenbaum, 
Treasurer,  Adolph  S«  Gordon  for  Secretary.   For  directors,  Herbert  Friedman, 
Milton  k.   Straus,  S»  Myer,  Arthur,  M.  Hurwitz,  Dr.  E.  Klein,  and  Dr«  Walter 
Hamburger. 

In  view  of  the  fact  that  the  T'est  Side  has  not  enough  Culture  Centers  for 
the  Jewish  youth,  and  that  the  Christian  Mission  is  opening  reading  rooms,  and 

using  other  methods  of  attracting  the  Jewish  youth,  the  Council  of  Jewish  -'omen 
have,  therefore,  sent  out  an  appeal  to  all  Jev/ish  organizations  and  societies, 
for  a  fund  of  1^1,500,  to  be  used  for  reading  rooms  and  Sabbath  schools  on  the 
'?rest  Side. 
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The  Council  appropriated  the  first  ̂ .100  and  several  societies  have  pledged 

themselves  with  smaller  donations,  but  the  pledges  have  not  yet  been  collected, 

and  they  are  appealing  to  the  rest  of  the  organizations  to  contribute  toward  a 

bigger  fund. 

The  pledges  may  be  sent  to  Urs,  Benjamin  Davis  437  E.  43rd  Place,  who  is 
the  chairman  of  this  committee. 

With  the  small  donations  thus  collected,  the  committee  has  succeeded  in 

opening  a  Sunday  school-room  for  girls  in  the  Talmud  Torah# 
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The  Progressive  Order  of  the   ./est  has  the  full  right  to  boast  and  be  proud 
in  making  the  statement  which  is  as  follows*     There  is  no  other  Jewish 
order  which  has  made  such  great  progress  as  the  Progressive  Order  of  the 

West^  and  the  Jev/s  in  Chicago  may  be  proud  and  boast  to  their  hearths  content 
with  this  progressive  organization* 

The   last  report   of  the  executive  committee  has   surprised  the  executive  mem- 
bers*    Qver  2,000  new  members  were  taken  in  and  an  additional  ten  thousand 

dollars  enlarged  the  treasury  of  the  order*     V/e  can  state  without  the  least 
hesitation  that  this  order  is  as  good  as  any  other  Jewish  insurance  order 
in  the  United  States  of  America,   and  in  some  respect   even  better* 

The  Progressive  Order  of  the   .Yest  has  an  endo\\Tnent   feature  v/hich  pays   $500 
to  every  member  and  his  wife*     It   pays   $500  to  its  members   in  case  of 
accident  where  a  member  is  unable  to  work* 
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The  order  is  being  conducted  by  plain  ordinary  business  men  and  workers  in 
a  high  class  and  clean  cut  manner •  At  the  last  convention  it  showed  a  gain 
of  14  new  lodges  and  every  member  is  proud  to  be  one  of  us# 

The  15th  annual  convention  will  be  held  in  St»  Louis,  January  29>  30,  31» 
Two  hundrec  delegates  will  attend  this  convention^  Any  one  wishing  to  join 
this  order  may  apply  to  the  first  district  deputy  #51^  S»  Desplains  Ave» 
Chicago,  Illinois* 
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The  Northwest  Side  Ladies  Charity  Society  which  has  "been  known  for  many  years 
for  their  charity  ?/ork,  find  themselves  in  a  condition  which  compels  them  to 
appeal  to  the  Jewish  people  of  Chicago  to  patronize  the  Charity  Ball  which  will 
take  place  next  Sunday  evening,  November  12th,  S  P.  M. ,  at  Wicker  Park,  20U0 
North  Ave. 

This  "ball  is  given  for  the  purpose  of  raising  some  money  to  furnish  our  poor 
with  coal  for  the  winter.   The  cold  weather  came  in  quite  unexpectedly  and  ma- 

ny poor  families  are  suffering.  They  are  waiting  patiently  for  us  to  send  them 

some  coal,  hut  so  far,  we  have  been  unable  to  finance  this  worthy  cause.   There- 
fore we  again  are  making  this  appeal  to  you  Jews  of  Chicago  to  come  to  this  ball. 

By  so  doing,  you  will  earn  a  big  "Mitzvah"  (reward  for  good  deed)  and  be  enter- 
tained at  the  sajne  time. 

Admission  2^i Resp. 

The  Arrangement  Committee. 
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TIIE  JEWISH  CKAHITY  QUESTION  IN  CHICAGO. 

The  question  of  how  much  charity  is  being  given  by  our  Jews,  is  a  matter  of 
guess  work.   Some  say  that  it  is  very  much;  some  have  remarked  that  it  is 
not  enough,  and  others  say  that  the  Jewish  charity  is  so  little,  that  it  is 
not  worth-while  mentioning.   Considering  the  large  Jewish  population  of 
Chicago,  the  amount  of  charity  given  by  those  Jews,  whom  we  call  German  Jews, 
is  known  and  accounted  for  to  a  penny.   The  United  States  charities  publishes 
every  year  the  amount  of  charity  collected  from  its  different  sources,  how 
much  was  received  from  each  institution  and  how  much  was  spent  that  year,  the 
amount  spent  for  each  institution  it  sup  ;orted.   For  example,  last  year  the 
United  States  charities   spent  5400,000  en  the  fifteen  institutions  under  its 
jurisdiction,  but  with  our  orthodox  Jews,  there  is  nearer  a  correct  or  definite 
accoujit  given;  one  ma^y  say  thrt  we  give  $100,000,  another  will  say  five  times 
that  much  -  for  there  is  not  much  system  with  our  orthodox  brethren;  no  one 
knows  how  much  the  next  one  is  giving  or  what  he  is  doing. 

Many  of  our  prominent  Jewish  citizens  here  in  Chicago  are  of  the  opinion  and 

insist  that  it  is  very  important  to  have  an  accounting  for  every  dollar  col- 
lected and  spent,  so  with  this  in  view,  a  committee  was  organized  to  gather 

statistics  of  our  Chicago  Jewish  charity.   The  committee  consists  of  B.Hurwitz, 
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presiderxt  of  "Ezres  Nedochim"  Congreg?^tion  emd  the  well-known  Jewish  leac^er, 
Dr.  Swaiton,  superintendent  of  the  Jewish  Home  for  the  Aged,  and  Mr.  Drucker, 

superintendent  of  the  J/^rks  Nathan  Orphan  Home.   The  committee  got  in  touch 

with  all  the  Jewish  institutions,  such  as  lodges,  S2.Tiagogues,  and  other  dif- 
ferent aid  societies,  with  an  appeal  for  help.   The  committee  requested  these 

institutions  to  furnish  them  the  names  of  their  respective  presidents  and 

secretaries,  addresses  of  their  meeting  places  or  headquarters,  and  the  amounts 
collected  and  the  expenditure  of  last  year. 

Mr.  Rosenshon,  librarian  of  the  Hebrew  Library,  together  with  the  committee, 

decided  to  publish  all  proceedings  of  these  activities  in  the  Daily  Jewish 
Courier. 
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Associated  Je?;ish  Charities  :v:inute3,  Llay  26,   1910. 

/JULIUS  ROSI:n:L-JD  i^EOTZD  PiCIoIDZNT  of  ASSOCU'ED  Ji::;7I3H  CEOtlTI.iSj 

At  a  meeting  of  the  30L.rd  of  Z/irectors,   the  followin,--  officers  were  elected, 
President,   Julius  Rosenv/ald,  Vice-president,   Louis  Sckstein,   Treasurer,   Nathan 
Klee,  Secretary,  Llilton  F.  Goodman. 
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Assoolated  *^ev/ish  Charities     iMay  26,    1910 

At  a  meeting  of  the  Board  of  Directors  Julius  Rosemteld  presented  to  the  A.   J.   C. 
for  the  Endowment  Fund  417   shares  of  Sears  Roebuck  Stook  with  a  market  value  of 

over  J50,000#  
'"""'~"*" 

Mr.  Rosenwald  agreed  at  some  time  within  five  years,    upon  the  request  of  the 
Board,   to  purchase  these   certificates    3nd  pay  for  the   same  the   sum  of  |50,000 
with  accrued   interest  at  the   rate   of  6%  per  annum  from  the   date   of  the  last 
dividend   received. 
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Associated  Jewish  Charities,.  Iway  11,  1910* 

At  a  meeting  of  the  Board  of  Directors,  E.  G,  Foreman,  IL   E.  Greene'baaun  and A.  J.  Pflaum  were  present  as  a  conmittee  from  Michael  Reese  HosiDital  wi{;h 

reference  to  the  proposed  gift  of  $300,000  "by  the  heirs  of  Mrs.  ITelson  Horris 
for  the  Children's  Hospital,  The  following  stat'^ment  was  snhmitted,  cost  of 
maintenance  of  hospital  $TjT,299  P^^  year,  income  per  year  $Ul,257»  Permission 
was  granted  the  Board  of  Michael  Reese  Hospital  to  accent  the  gift. 
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Courier,  April  29,   1910. 

The  Public  Cook-Pot.      (Colurrin  of  Local  News)  • 

The  Young  Merits  Associeted  Jewish  Charities  and  their  Entertainment,   -  The  Pass- 
over Seders  as  conducted  by  the  Shelter  Home  and  by  the  Jewish  Culture  Verein. 

A  Benefit   for  Maimoniaes  Kosher  Hospital.  -  The  Kadimali  and  Clara  Dr  Hirsch 
Lecture^ 

The  Young  lien's  Associated  Jewish  Charities  was  originally  organized  to  aid  the 
pai-ent   organization.     Infrequently  they  give  an  entertainment  which  shows  the 
character  of  their  work.     Yesterday  evening  they  ran  an  affair  at  the  Standard 
Club  with  Julius  Rosenv/ald  presiding*     Mr#  Emil  G.   Hirsch  was  the  principal 

speaker  and  E»  U.  Newman,  a  member  of  Ex-president  Roosevelf's  African  Expedi- 
tion  displayed  motion  pictures  of  their  trip*     I'x.  Nev/man  gave  vivid  verbal  ex- 

planations of  these  pictures. 

Fext  Saturday,  the  South-west  Side  committee  of  the  Young  iVen^s  Associated  Jew- 
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Courier,  April  29,  1910, 

ish  Charities  will  run  a  smoker  at  the  'iVest  Chicago  Masonic  Temple,  12th  st»  at 
Oakley  Blvd.  A  goo-;^  tiae  is  assured  to  all  who  come. 

The  Seders  conducted  by  the  Shelter  Home  and  Jewish  Culture  Group  were  indeed 
interesting.  The  Shelter  Home  was  host  to  more  than  150  people.  The  Seder  was 

conducted  in  traditional  manner  and  with  the  greatest  enthusiasm.  The  Jewish  Cul- 
ture group  started  its  Seder  in  the  traditional  manner  but  then  branched  off  in  a 

manner  alien  to  us.   However  it  was  Judaism  as  they  wish  it  and  as  such  can  be  ac- 
cepted. 

The  Maimonides  Kosher  Hospital  will  give  a  musical  under  the  personal  direction  of 

George  Burza  with  a  choir  of  30  female  voices,  Sunday  evening,  r^ay  8th  at  the  Chi- 
cago Hebrew  Unstitute. 

The  last  regular  monthly  lecture  and  dance  of  the  season  of  the  Kadimah  and  Clara 

De  Kirsch  Gates,  will  take  place  next  Sunday  evening  at  the  Chicago  Hebrew  Insti- 
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Courier,  April  29,    1910. 

tute.  Mr.  Israel  Cohen  v/ill  te  the  lecturer  and  Miss  Jennie  Liebson  will  render 
a  piano   solo. 

The  Prospect  Hospital  Aid  Society  is  a  society  organized  for  the  purpose  of  tak- 
ing over  the  Prospect  Hospital  and  turning  it  into  a  Jewish  Hospital.  This  soci- 
ety will  run  a  dance  on  M^y  30th  at  Masonic  Temple  Drill  Hall.  Dr^  A»  Goldstein 

is  president   and    Dr.   B.  N.  Novi,    secretary  of  the   society. 

(Signed)    The  Cook-Spoon. 
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Courier,   April  ̂ ,    19 10. 

ReDre?entctives  oT  various  orr^anir^ations  rC?ve   their  rtoort  v;hich  sho'-ed  rrrach 

enerc^etic   ::ct;ivit:'.      This  v-as  the   first  neetin^  rt  rhicl    re^re^^ent- tlves   of 
V'^ri:^iif?    syna^o<^:es  hroM.^ht   in  their  collecti^ii^  and  contrih'^ti 

T?.e    reor- sent r live   r.f   the   ''B'n-i   hosht--^"    3ynr::^0i.^ie  hro-ifht   iii  ̂ yoO,    the  Anshe 
:jiesec;  Israel,    $^00;    Gllc^ve   Sholorn  Synagog'.ie,    $200;    and  the   Xcvner  Syns-^Of^e. 
n3 

The   fol'^.owin/;,    '*cre   indi^ddu??!  donation?,    D.ovic.   Shaoiro,    --GO  "bottles  of/'^'ine, 
and  Victor  Pollahoff,    2,500  pounds   of  !:atr:ah. 

It  ̂ vas  decided,    that    there    should  he  a  connittee  present   every  e\'enin^  at    the 
'.Valler  St,    Talnud  Tor?h,    rhcih   should  p.ccevjt   donations  and  ̂ i'^e    receipts  for 
t?iem. 
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at   the  ̂ Valler  5t.    Talmud  Tovoh,    at There  vdll  "be   ?.aiother  meetin.; 
\vhich   tiue,    f.ll   personc  h::vinf  receipt  lo^':s   should  co^e   ^nd   turn  in  rhate^^er money   they  ?xave   collected* 
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Courier,  <\pril  6,  1910# 

Pray I  Forsake  Us  Not  in  Our  Cld  Age. 

The  Home  for  the  Aged,  in  Jerusalem,  which  has  existed  for  so  many  years 
through  the  contributions  of  our  !^ussian  brethren  finds  itself  badly  in  need  of 
funds  and  appeals  to  .Werican  Jewry  to  keep  the  home  going. 

The  home  now  provides  food  and  shelter  for  over  360  old  men  and  v;omen.  Jev/s 
of  Chicago  are  asked  to  support  this  only  institution  of  its  kind  in  the  holy 

land.   Their  representative,  Mr.  Solomon  Elstien,  is  now  in  Chicago  to  collect  mon< 
ey  for  the  institution  which  is  highly  recommended  by  us  to  Chicago  Jewry. 

Mr.  Elstien  may  be  located  at  1255,  North  Irving  Ave. 
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Courier,  December  30,  1909* 

JEWISH  CHA.RITIES  GET  $30,000  PROM  TWO  PROMINENT  PHIIANTHHOPISTS. 

Mr.  Julius  Rosenwald  made  the  proposition  to  Mr.  Edward  Morris,  president  of 
Morris  and  Company,  the  meat  packers,  that  he,  (Mr.  Rosenwald)  will  douhle  any 
amount  of  a  donation  made  hy  Mr.  Morris  to  the  Associated  Jewish  Charities. 
As  a  result  of  this  proposition  Mr.  Morris  donates  $10,000  and  Mr.  Rosenwald 
immediately  doubled  that  amount  with  a  $20,000  donation.   So  the  Associated 
Jewish  Charities  of  Chicago  received  $30,000  in  a  lump  sum.  Mr.  Rosenwald, 
in  addition  to  his  own  donation,  promised  and  pledged  himself  to  get  five  more 
additional  donors  who  will  contribute  $5»000  each,  which  he  will  also  doubje 
and  this  will  make  an  additional  sum  of  $50,000.  Four  of  the  $5,000  donors  are 
already  on  the  list  and  they  are  as  follows:  Leo  Mandel,  president  of  Mandel 
Bros.,  Joseph  Harris,  Mr.  Maurice  L.  Rothschild,  and  Mr.  Henry  Schwab. 

The  Associated  Jewish  Charities  is  an  organization  which  is  very  dear  and  popu- 
lar among  our  rich  Jewish  people  of  Chicago.   This  organization  was  organized 

ten  years  ago.  Its  income  las-H  year  was  $250,000.  This  year  we  expect  our 
income  to  be  $300,000.   The  Orthodox  Jews  of  Chicago  can  not  possibly  expect 
to  accomplish  this  much  for  with  all  their  charity  institutions  here  in  Chicago 
there  is  not  a  one  who  can  afford  to  be  so  liberal. 
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The  Pail?/  Jewish  Courier.  Lay  3,   1909 

AFFAIRS  A?,E  BETVL:;   'inil-M  !.:ONEY 
-  1    ■^   •     I 

Dear  ^ai'cor: 

Alio.;  me  to  express  my  o,:inion  re^-  rdinc^  the  proposition  made  by  the  German 
Yehudim  (reformed  Jev;s)  ;  to  ̂ ^ive  a  subsidy  for  our  two  orthodox  institutions, 
the  Home  for  the  ̂ -ged,  and  the  Orphan  Home,  if  the  latter  v;i31  stop  holding: 
their  annual  affairs  to  raise  money  for  the  institutions* 

I  thirJc  that  such  a  proposition  is  not  pr  .cticable*  The  institutions  have 

be-on  built  trnd   supported  by  ̂ vus^^ian  Jev;s,  and  I  don't  see  why  they  should  ac- 
cept a  £;rant  at  this  ti  .le  v/hen  the  Homes  are  in  no  financial  trouble*   Vhy 

should  v/e  ̂ ive  up  our  money  raising  affairs  v/hich  affords  us  all  a  great  deal 
of  pleasure? 
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The  ̂ >nlly  Je^/ish  Courier,  Llay  3,  1909. 

;.'hy  should  vre  .;;^ive  up  the  independ^mce  of  the  Homes?  V.liy  should  we  suffer 

humiliation  by  conoedincr  our  defeat  to  the  reformed  Je\7S?  I  can't 

see  hov;  such  affairs,  in  any  vray,  discredit  us,  or  oaus"  humiliation  to 

our  derman  Y^hudim?   I  think  their  propos  ,1  i.-  only  a  fad  vdth  them. 

It  is  a  means  to  please  their  vanity.   If  they  really  ' -^o  philanh  rop  ic 
intentions  of  helping  our  orthoaox  institutions,  the;  v/ould  grant 

money  v/ithout  attachinp;  any  provisions  or  clauses. 

The  affairs,  given  so  far  by  the  tvro  Homes,  have:  been  successful  in  every 

respect.   They  have  been  attendea  oy  large  crovrds ,  v/ho  enjoyed  tnemselv  .  s 

very  much.  Tae   affairs  vere   conducted  in  a  conservative  '^  ''d  dec  ;nt 
manner,  ana  I  am  sure  that  the  German  Yehudim  have  never   conducted 

an  affair  v/ith  more  success  and  decency.   3o  why  do  they  object  to  these 

affairs? 
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The  O'^i-y  JevAsh  Courier |  Ma^/  3,  1909. 

By  running;  thes-  aff-^irs,  the  Institutio  is  are  not  only  benefUin'  fin- 
ancJnlly,  but  tney  also  ̂ jxin   tho  sympathy  of  all  -uest*  of  the  affairs* 
I'Joral  support  :aeans  a  lot,  ̂ .nd  the  institucions  ^^t  more  th.-n  just  moral 
sup.ort;  they  s^.ln  in  po:ul;.rity.  '..'hen  the  donation  from  the  reform 
Jev/s  nre  aooepte^d,  then  it  v/ill  mean  that  tno  iomes  are  bein^_  sup  orted by  tne  Hebrew  Charities,  and  v/ill  drive  a/ay  many  of  its  members V 
Private  donationc  coming  from  the  poor  classes  v;ill  stoo,  ana  in  this 
v/ay,  it  is  very  probable  that  these  fine  homes  v/ill  be  ruined  altoretner. ::>o  let's  not  accept i 

ilespectfully  yours, 

Louis  Solomon, 

28^  ..'est  North  'ivenue- 
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II  A  1        The  Reforra  Advocate  >  v;k.  of  April  3,  1909. 

From  the  4th  annual  report  of  the  Jewish  Consumptives  Relief  Society  of 
Chicago. - 

"It  had  long  been  the  ambition  of  some  of  our  members  to  establish  a  san- 
itarium, since  early  cases  urgently  require  institutional  treatment. 

To  Dr.  Iheodore  B.  Sacks  belongs  the  credit  of  bringing  the  sanitarium 
into  existence.  It  was  he  who  directed  the  attention  of  the  Baron  Hirsch 

Somen's  Club  to  the  need  of  a  sanitarium  for  consumptives.  Through  his 
efforts,  the  Jewish  Consumptive  Relief  Society,  the  Baron  Hirsch  Women's 
Club  and  the  Willing  V/orkers  have  affiliated,  and  a  sanitarium  has  been 
opened  at  Winfield,  Illinois,  to  be  managed  and  supported  by  the  three 
allied  societies.  The  J.  C.  R.  S,  has  pledged  itself  to  build  and 

maintain  a  shack  for  ten  patients,  and  to  contribute  $4,000  a  year." 

JSr/ISH 
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Associated  Jewish  Chart tl es^^e  "Tni?ry  12,  1909» 

At  a  meeting  of  the  Board  of  Directors,  A.  J.  Pfla.iim  was  present  as  representati've 
of  the  movement  to  secure  a  ChaT)lain  for  the  various  Penal  and  Corrective  Insti** 
tutions  of  the  State, 

A  resolution  was  adopted  providing  for  the  A.J.C.  to  contritute  $100.00  per  month 
to  the  Bureau  of  Personal  Service  for  the  purp6se  of  emDloying  a  Chaplain  if  the 
various  other  societies  interested  in  the  movement  would  guarantee  sufficient 
additional  funds  to  maintain  such  an  office. 
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The  Jewish  Standard^   Februan'-  6,    1939»  «'-»    ,      ̂ 

'^'''  v^~^-^  ̂ rgj  z:0^ 

HAVE  UInL^UE  PLAI4  TO  RAISE  FUNDS  FOR  CHARITY. 

A  novel  method  of  securing  public  support  to  cover  its  deficit  has 
been  adopted  by  the  Jewish  Hebrew  Charities •  The  Jewish  communal 
institution  of  the  city  have  endorsed  the  plan  and  have  sent  out 
a  circular  letter,  asking  that  the  gas  rebates,  which  are  due 
consumers,  owing  to  the  recent  decision  of  the  United  States  Court 

reducing  gas  rates  from  one  dollar  to  eighty  cents  be  sent  to  the 
United  Hebrew  Charities,  which  will  collect  on  tho  account  and 
withhold  as  much  of  the  net  receipts  as  the  consumer  may  desire, 

giving  him  the  benefit  of  the  collection,  and  an  opoortunity  to  con- 
tribute to  the  Charities  from  this  unexpected  source. 
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■  The  Jewish  Standard,   February  6,    1909*  WPA  f;LL.)  pf^Q.  3(j27«, 

The  ̂ circular  letter  reads  as  follovv's: 

'•Give  your  ̂ as  rebates  to  the  poorl 

"The  deniand  upon  the  United  Hebrew  Charities  has  never  been  so  great 
in  the  thirty-four  years   of   its   existence.     Although  industrial 
conditions  have  somev/hat    improved,   the  number  of  unemnloyed   is  still 

very   large,   and  their  condition   is  worse  than   it  was  a  year  ago. 
Savings   are   completely  exhausted,   and  the  year  of  depression  has  told 

upon  the  vital  forces  making  a  tremendous    increase   in  sickness. 
In  the  month  of  December  1908,   the  Charities   distributed  $36,000 

for  rent,   food,   clothing,   coal  and  other  absolute  necessities  of 
destitute  Jews.     In  the  current  month  the  disbursements  are  even 

larger. 
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The  JsTzish  Stsuidard,   February  6,    1909.  ^"^^A  CIL,)  PROJ.3027S 

'•Unless  this  work  shall  cease,  $120,000   in  addition  to  what   is  nov/ 
in  sight,   must  be  raised  at   once.     It    is,  therefore,   suggested  that 
in  the  emergency  all   interested   in  thev/elfare  of  the  Jewish  poor 
should  donate  to  the  United  Hebrew  Charities  the  money  to  be  refunded 
for  gas  rebates.     The  Charities  will  relieve  the  holders  <  :"  reb-tes 
of  all  trouble  of   collection,    and,    if  so   desired,   will  ser d  one-half 
of  the  full  amount,    retaining  the  remainder  for  the  benefit   of  the 

Door.** 
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JEr.VISH 

AI,!liRICAll  JifT.TISH  COLSHTTEE  ISSUZS  APPEAL  FOR  ITALIAIT  SUF5SRZRS 
« 

To  the  Jews  of  America: 

The  American  Jev/ich  Committee,  in  executive  session  assembled,  expresses 
its  deep  sympathy  with  the  Italian  people  in  t:ieir  distress.  On  behalf  of 
American  Jewry,  it  sends  the  Italian  people  messages  of  encouragement  and 
brotherhood,  v;ith  the  prayer  that  they  laay  be  strong  and  hopeful  of  the 
future. 

V/e  call  upon  the  Jev/s  of  America  to  open  v;ide  their  purses  and  to  contribute 
v/hat  they  can  to  the  funds  nov;  being  gathered  by  the  American  Red  Cross,  Let 
every  Jew  do  his  duty  by  his  stricken  Italian  brother. 

Contributions  should  be  sent  to  the  nearest  local  Red  Cross  treasurer  or  to 
the  National  Red  Cross  treasurer  at  '/ashiii^^ton,  D.C. 
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The  Reform  Advocate. Vol* 36.  Wk.  of  Nov.  21,  1908.  Page  390. 

The  Young  Men's  Associated  Jewish  Charities  have  added  another 
$1,000  to  the  Endowment  Fund  of  the  Associated  Jewish  Charities 
of  Chicago.  This  makes  #2,000  for  the  current  year. 
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The  Reform  Advocate  Vol.  35,  ̂ Yk.   of  May  26f   1908     Pp.  425-426 

"Prom  the  teea^urer^s  report  of  the  A#J.C.,  for  the  past  fiscal  year—" 

^he  total  collections  a  mounted  to  $2l9t402# 

T  he  principal  Irwaeficiaries  were  the  M.R*  Hospitalt^GSfOOOt  the  Jewish  Aid 
Society  for  Relief,  $55,500,  the  Chicago  Home  for  ̂ ewish  Orphans,  $21,300, 
the  Jewish  Training  School,  $13,550  and  the  Home  for  *^ewish  Friendless, 
$14, 400 » 

Tv 
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The  Jewish  Stfjidprd,  June  13,   igOS. 

DIRijlCTORY. 
m 

Associated  Jevdsh  Charities  of  ChiCr?go  -  108  Lr   Salle   St,     Atram  Hirsch- 

"ber.fi-,    Secretary,    177  L^-^^e  View  Ave* 

Ecirob  Hirsch  Ladies'    Society  -  l.:rs,   A.   Pollock,    Secretrry. 

Beth  Moshpv  Zeker:im  -  A\irilip.i7/  for  Ort?iodox  Jevrish  Home   for  the  Aged, 

Chic?<^o  Jewish  Omhpn  Home  -  620S  Drexel  Ave.     Leor^old  Deutelhaum,    Sur;er- 
intendent. 

Chicr'P:o  Woman's  Aid  -  FhilF;nthro^ic  liter?r2;^  pnd  educ^tionpl.      i'is?  Alice 
Rose,   U7IO  G-rpnd  Blvd.,    Secretary. 

Co-Workers'   Aid  Society  -  Maxwell  Street   Settlement  Im.mediate  Relief.      !'iss 
Anna  Simon,    28  O'Brien   St.,    Secretary. 
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The  Jewish  Stpndnrd,   June  I3,    igC?. 

DelDomh  -   Sinr-i   TermDle,    (?lst   pnd  Indi^^na  Ave,      Chf^ritable   pnd  socipI.     I.!r?.. 
L.   M.   Turbin,    U609  Michi,o:aja  Ave,,    Secretary, 

* 

Hebrew  Benevolent  Society  -  L,  Somneschein,  lOv?  La  Salle  St.,  Secretary, 

Helen  T^p.-^j   Nursery  -  I77  W,  l?th  Place.   Krs.  Julius  E.  Weil,  U92I  Sllis 
Ave. ,  Secretary, 

Home  Finding'];  Society  -  Board:   Julian.  W,  J.'ack,  Smil  G-.  Hir-i^ch  and  Julius 
Rosenwald, 

Home  for  A^ed  Jers  -  Drerel  Ave.  pt.^   ̂ 2nd.   Simon  Straus,  Surterintendent. 

Home  for  Je^'dsh  Friendless  ar*d  Working  Girls  -  Ellis  Ave,  and  '^r)^^.. 
Elias  Ma^^er,  gl  S.  Clark  St.,  Secretary, 

Jewish  Crohan  Society  -  90  Washinr^ton  St.  Philix)  C.  Kessler,  I53  Wash- 

ington, Secretan'',   To  educate  orphans  in  Jewish  families. 
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The  Jewish  Stpndprd,  June  13,  I9OS. 
;;?A  (^a.)  PR0J.:?0275 

Lr^dies'   Benevolent   Society  -  H?iy  l*uitz,    5^5  ̂ »   Adpins   St.,    Secretary, 
Iininediate  Relief, 

Iv!?.rks  Nathpn  Je^vish  Orphpn  Eone  -  592  II.   Wood  St»,    Superintendent,    SpuI 
Drucker, 

l.-ichpel  Reese  Kosnit,-^!  -  29*^  and  Grovel<^nd  Blvd.,    Secretary.      To  furnish 
comfortahle  homes  for  friendless  wor'cLn,?:  girls. 

3,   L',    Z,    Old  Age  Ho^e.      Cgden  and  Altany  Ave,      J.   Feuerlicht,    Superinten- dent. 

Relief  and  Labor  Bureau  -  2?3  E.    2f^th  St.      Rahhi   Or.    Zepin,    Su-ierintendent. 

Sisters  of  Aid  -  3^33   Indiana  Ave.      !'!rs.   A.   I.'a.rks,    3^?-   Prairie  Ave. 
Secretary.      Auxiliary  to   S.    S.    Hebrev  Congregation, 

United  Hebrew   Charities  of   Chicago  -  223  S.    2fth  St.      A.    J.   J?laum,    lOS 

La   Salle   St.,    Secretary.      Rabbi   ̂ t.    Ze^in,    Superintendent, 

wmm 
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The  Jewish   Stpjidard,   June   13,    1908.  VJPA  (ILL)  PRO  J  or^^y. 

West   Side  Dispendr-ry  -  Maxwell  pud  !.'orp:pn   St.      S.    C.    G-r?ves,    Surierinten- dent. 

Willing  Workers  -  President,   I'rs.    H.   Newman,    pxid  Mrs.    Sprinji^er,    Secretpry. 

Youn^  Men's  Associated   Ohrrities  -  lOS  L.?,  Salle   St.      Edward  Somenschein, 
Secretary. 

Northwest  Kranken  Understud;v'  Verein  -   Schoenhoffen  Bid;?:.      Charity  and 
immediate   relief. 

Kehrew  '^^''ree   School  -  ITorthwest   Talmrad  Torah,   Marion  Court   and  Division 
St.      F.    Dol^-torsky,   President,    I.  Aorams,    Superintendent. 

Jewish  Training  School  -  1.99  ̂ •^    l^th  Place.      JoseT)h  A.   Soche,    Superinten- 
dent. 

Moses  Montefiore  Hetrew  Free   School  -  l;"9  W.    12th  Place.      L.    Rabinowsky, 
Superintendent. 
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WPA  (ILL.)  ̂ mumk 
The  Jewish  3trndf:r(i.   June   13,    1905?. 

Free  Son's  Cemetei:/-  Assooiption  -  Ileyer  D,   Hosenhach,   President,  Adolwh 
Pike,    Secretpry.      lOS  Lp  Salle   ot. 
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The  Jewish  Standard,  May  2,  I908.  WP/^  f;L[,)  ::^-  ̂ o^^. 

CHARITISS* 

The  Associated  Jewish   Charities   of  Chicago  have  recently  received  a 

check  of  ̂ 1,000  from  the  Young  Ken's  Associated  Jewish   Charities   as 
an  endowment   fund,  the   principal  to  remain   in  the  name   of  the  Young 
ien's  Associated  Jewish  Charities   and  the   interest  to  revert  perpetually 
to  the  Associated  Jewish  Charities^     This   innovation  may  be  an   in- 

centive to  others  to   create  a  large  endowment  fund  and  thus   provide 
an  absolute  annuity  for  the  future.      It   is  the  intention  of  the  Young 
Men's  Associated  Jewish  Charities  to  increase  this  endovJmei:^  from 

time  to  time  and  thus   insure  for  posterity  a  yearly  fund  for  the  bene- 
fit of  those  unfortunate  members  of  the  community  who  may  be   in  need 

of  aid.     In  addition  to  the  endowment  fund  of  $1,000  the  Young  Men's 
Associated  Jewish  Charities  have,   since  Llarch  15f   1908,   collected 
in  new  and  increased  subscriptions  more  than  $5>000.     This   is  the 

result  of  one  month's  work,  and  is  a  substantial  and  welcome  addition 
to  the  funds  of  the  Associated  Jewish  Charities* 
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The  Courier,  December  29,    1907.  WP/^  ̂ 'l_.^    'a: 

HEARD  AND   3EEN 

CHICAGO  JE'ISH  EVENTS. 

The  Chicago  Jev;s  will  have   a  very  important   problem  to  think  ebout  this  -vveek, 
and  that  is  to  look  after  "The   Bread  for  the  Hungry  Society,'    finances^ 
The   funds   of   the    society  is   getting  rather   lov/  and    the  Loileovvitzer  Synagogue 
has  decided   to  have  Cantor  Slossberg  for   special    services  on  next  Sabbath 
evening* 

-'t 
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Minutes  %^ 
Associated  Jewish  Charities.  Nov.  21st,  1907* 

At  a  meeting  of  the  Board  of  Directors  thp   Treasurer  wns  instructed  to        -^ 

comiminicate  with  the  Jewish  Aid  Society  a,nd  inform  ^hem  that  "beginning  with   ^ 

Dec.  1st  and  until  further  notice, they  would  rec<=!ive  from  the  A,  J.  C.  th^  sum 

of  $5»000  the  first  of  each  month  and  such  additional  amounts  as  might  "be 

appropriated  at  the  monthly  meetings. 
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Courier.  November  14,  1907  WPA  (111.)  ̂ ROj.3(i?75 

INDEPENDENT  SISTERS  OF  CHARITY  TO  AID 
EXPECTANT  LIOTHERS 

Worthy  public  and  sisters  I  The  time  has  come  when  we  should 
advertise  our  Society  and  Its  activities  In  newspapers  Just as  other  societies. 

Worthy  Publlcl  Our  Society  has  now  been  In'exlstance  somewhat over  a  year.  Many  of  you  are  already  aware  of  our  helpful 
work  and  our  aid  to  expectant  recent  mothers  who  are  in  need 
of  financial  aid.  We  help  the  mother  and  child  with  money  and 
clothes  and  anything  else   they  might  need. 

We  invite  you  to  our  meetings  to  hear  the  reports  of  our 
secretaries  on  the  activities  of  the  organization*  It  is 
Indeed  tragic  when  poor  mothers  must  suffer  hunger  and  privation 
with  a  newly  born  babe  on  her  hands. 

Chicago  Women I  We  appeal  to  you  because  you  as  women  are  well 
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aware  of  the  troubles  of  a  mother  who  has  Just  given  birth 
to  a  child.  We  appeal  to  you  in  the  name  of  the  many  many 
young  mothers  to  join  our  organization  and  pledge  yourselves^ 
to  pay  five  cents  weekly  to  our  organization  to  carry  on  its 
work*  We  beg  you  to  come  to  our  meetings  every  2nd  and  4th 
Wednesday  of  each  month  at  Turek*s  Hall  -  521*  West  Millar  Street* 

Notel  On  December  7,  of  this  year,  our  society  will  run  a 
Ball  at  the  West  Chicago  Club  House,-  50  Throop  Street* 
All  proceeds  will  go  to  carrying  on  our  invaluable  work*  We 
ask  you  to  attend  and  bring  your  friends*  A  very  fine  evening 
of  entertainment  has  been  olanned. 

Respectfully, 
The  Committee 
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The  Reform  AdvQcate.Vol>34  Wk.  of  Nov*  2,  1907 ♦  Pase  3*9  • 

On  Oct*  22,  the  United  Hebrew  Charities  of  Chlcaso,  by  a  majority 
vote  of  Its  members  went  out  of  existence •  The  several  Charities 
formerly  administered  by  this  organization  were  taken  over  by  two   -^r 
Societies  that  were  formed  the  same  evening^  The  Mlcnael  Reese 
Hospital  Is  now  owned  and  operated  by  a  corporation  bearing  the  same 
name  • 

i^-^ 

-n 

The  Relief  Society,  Labor  Bureau,  and  West  Side  Dlsoensary  will  be  J 

operated  Jointly  by  the  newly  organized  Jewish  A  Id  Society  of  ^Z Chicago •  A  t  the  meeting  a  board  of  fifteen  directors  were  elected  -^ 
to  assume  charge  of  the  Jewish  Aid  Society •  ^ 

On  Friday  Oct#  25,  the  board  of  directors  met,  and  elected  the 
following  officers*-  Solomon  L*  Sulzberger,  president,  George  Prank, 
vice-president,  Sol  Line,  treasurer.  The  list  of  directors  Is  as 
follows—  S.L*  Sulzberger,  Isaac  Greenf elder,  M#  Markwell,  I.K# 
Friedman,  Henry  Elkan,  Mrs.  L.  Schott,  George  Prank,  Julius  W. 
Loewenthal,  Sol  KLlne,  Mrs.  Emanuel  Mandel,  Sanford  Harris,  Bernard 
Horwlch,  Louis  M.  Cahn,  Sidney  B.  Cahn,  Dr.  Jos.  Stolz. 
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<-<-v\  (III:)  PHOj.Hop-^i, 

HiilBREV;   CHARITIi:.3  Ei:ORGAKlZii:D, 

A  ver^/  im^ortr-nt  meetin.cr  too^.c  -nlr-ce   Irct   nif<ht   pt   the   Sin^'^i   Temole,    ?lst 
Street  and  Indiajip.  Averjie,   \Yhere  p.n  election  of  officers,  of  the  Hebrew 

Charities  t^'ps  held,     AT)-oroximr-tely  1,000  people  attended  the  rrieeting  rnd 
discussions  v/ere  carried  on  frr  into   the  ni^Tht,      It  v'ps  decided  to  abol- 

ish the  United  HehreT'-  Charities  pud  in  its  rlrce  crep.te   tro  new  ccmrnittees 
to  be   crlled:      The  Hichpel  Reese   nosr^itpl  of  Chicp.^o   piici  t]\e  Je^;?ish  Aid 
Society, 

The  fomer  will  be  res"oonsible  for  the  suDDort  of  the  l.ichpel  Reese  Hos- 
"oitpl.  The  Iptter  vdll  be  resr'onsible  for  the  relief  of  need,  the  L-^bor 
bure^'u,    the  West   Side  DisT^ens^ry  pnd  the  Burepu  of  Personal  Service, 
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The  Reform  Advocate.  Vol*3^»  Wk.of  Oct*  19,1907,  P.  280, 

The  first  anmial  meeting  of  the  Young  Men's  Associated  Charities  was  ̂ ' held  at  the  Standard  Club,  last  Tuesday  evening.  About  $5fOOO  was  raised  t(rf 
the  A.J.C.  dtiring  the  past  year  and  235  ̂ ^^  subscribers  were  added  to  their  ̂  

list.   This  organization  has  almost  a  thousand  members.  ^S 

CD 

The  election  of  officers  and  directors  are  as  follows:  "^ 

President,  E.M.  Newman;  Vice-President,  Abel  Davis;  Treasurer,  Walter 
Greenebaum;  Secretary,  Victor  B.  Strelitz;  Director,  Hugo  7?m^     Isaac  N. 
Rothschild,  the  Eev.  A.  Hirschberg,  Milton  A.  Strauss,  Sol.KLine,  Abraham 
Meyer,  Nathan  KLee,  Isaac  Pish,  Nathan  Kaplan,  the  Eev.  Leo.  M.  Mannheimer, 
Louis  Hegansberg,  A.  C.  Norden,  the  Rev.  Oeorge  Zepin,  I.N.  Cohn,  and  P#L. 
Sulzberger. 

■71 
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Minutes 
Associated  Jewish  Charitiefe^May  i^^lst,    lyoy. 

At  a  meeting  of   the  Board  of  Directors,    the   follo^'ing  officers  were   elected  - 

President,  Edrin  F,  Meyer,   Vice-President,  Jud^e  Julian  W.   liack.   Treasurer, 

Leo  Wampold     and  Secretary,  Dr.  Hirschberg, 

•  --^ 

c  > 

C  vi 
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The  Reforo  Advocate, Vol>33tWk> of  May  lg,1907,Pp.39S — UOl,   5 

Prom  the  Annual  Heport  of  the  U.H»C»,  submitted  at  the  meetiiag  on 

o 
May  lU,  1907: 

V 

Ihe  total  number  of  cases  assisted  diiring  the  year  was  3f6^5f  and  the 
total  number  of  persons,  l'+tS13#  ^ 

The  Bniployment  Department  received  1,632  applications  for  work,  and 
jobs  were  procured  for  1,59^«     ♦ 

The  West  Side  Dispensary  treated  28,779  patients.   The  Michael  Eeese 
handled  1,990  patients. 

The  Hospital  Endowment  Fund  amounts  to  $259,156.  and  the  Eelief  Bn- 
dowment,  $29,500* 
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The  Beform  Advocate.  7ol,32,Wk,of  Oct.  27,  I906,  P. 312, 

i< 

A  ma88*-meetlzig  will  be  held  at  the  Standard  Club  on  November  1  for  thj^ 
purpose  of  enrolling  members  and  perfecting  the  organization,  to  be  known  as,/ 

the  Young  Men*s  Associated  Charities.    The  new  society  will  seek  to  enlist  % 
the  aid  and  support  of  the  young  Jewish-men  of  the  city  and  will  familiarize  2 
them  with  the  work  that  is  being  done  in  the  different  institutions  supported  l^ 
the  A«J«C. 

The  aim  of  the  T.M.A.  C*  will  be  to  build  up,  thro\2gh  a  united  movement,  an 
organization  that  will  be  of  the  greatest  service  to  the  Cheuritles* 
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The  Reform  Advocate.  Vol.  32,  Wk.  of  Oct.l3,1906,  ?•  2U6? 

A  dinner  will  be  given  at  the  Standard  Club  next  (Tuesday  evening  for  the  ̂•'' 
purpose  of  forming  a  Young  Men's  AcDciliary  to  the  Associated  Jewish  Charities.  -y^ 
The  object  of  the  new  organization  will  be  to  secure  the  names  of  all  young  men  o 
who  are  not  contributors  to  A,  J.  C.,and  induce  them  to  aid  in  the  vast  work  :^^ 
which  is  being  done  for  charity  in  this  city.  § en 
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The  Reform  Advocate,  7ol#31f  Wk#of  June  2,  I906,  P#  511 

Prom  the  Treasiirer's  Report  of  the  A.J#C#  on  i^ril  30f  I906: 

-<3 

The  total  receipts  for  the  year  were  $150,UgU#    The  total      '^ 

disbursements  were  $lU5fS50«   The  principal  beneficiaries  were  n«H.C«  for     "^ Belief*  $38f 000;   U.H.C«  for  the  hospital,  $30«500;   the  Chicago  Home  for 
Jewish  Orphans,  $20,000;  and  the  Jewish  Training  School,  $l6,500« 
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!Phe  Beform  Advocate.  7ol.31,  Wk^of  May  19fl906,  Pp.U32-U3^ 

May  15f  1906: 
From  the  Annual  Report  of  the  U.H^C^,  submit  ted  at  the  meeting  held  on^! 

C3 
The  total  xmmher  of  cases  handled  "by  the  Belief  Department  was  32^8 1 

and  the  total  number  of  persons  assist ed^  13f7^3* 

The  Imployment  Department  received  II67  applications,  and  work  was  pro- cured for  828 ♦ 

At  the  West  Side  Dispensary,  26,668  patients  were  treated  during  the  year* 
The  Hospital  handled  X$8D  patients* 

The  Hospital  Endowment  Fund  amounts  to  $227,800.  and  the  Belief  Endowment 
Fond,  $22,500« 
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Record-Herald,   Dec.   13,   1905,   11:2. 

iwm'JY^  j:i^v:ish  home  open 

-  ;i 

ADDITION  TO  REFUGE  FOR  FRIELHDLESS  AMD  WC'^.KERS  DEDICATED      ''- 

The  formal  opening  of  the  new  $30,000  addition  to  the  *'Home  for  the  Jewish  Friend- 
less and  Working  Girls"  of  ChiCcrgo,  5?rd  Street  and  Ellis  Avenue,  was  attended  by 

a  reception,  yesterday  afternoon  anc^  evening,  to  the  supporters  and  other  friends 
of  the  institution.   CoriDorrtion  Counsel  James  Hamilton  Le^vis  delivered  the  princi- 

pal address. 

The  inmates  of  tne  new  home,  boys  and  ̂ irls  under  fourteen  years  of  age,  now  number 
two  hundred*   The  home  was  founded  b  Mrs.  Emma  B.  Mandel,  and  at  first  was  on  the 

North  Side,  but  the  necessity  for  larger  quarters  caused  it  to  be  moved,   '-i^he  heirs 
of  B.  Kuppenheimer  donated  money  for  the  erection  of  the  main  part  of  tne  present 
building. 
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Record-Her&ld,  Nov.  12,  1905,  8:1. 

BUSINESSLIKE  J:::^VISH  CHARITIES 

Speaking  of  Dr*  Herzl's  plan  to  gf  thev  the  Jews  of  the  ̂ orld  together  in  Palestine 
with  a  government  of  their  own,  iinder  the  sovereignty  of  the  sultan,  Mark  Twain  was 
moved  to  remark: 

"I  am  the  sultan  and  I  am  not  objecting;  but  if  the t  concentration  of  the  cunningest 

brains  in  the  world  were  going  to  be  made  in  a  free  country  (bar  Scotland)  I  think 

it  would  be  politic  to  stop  It*   It  will  not  be  well  to  let  the  race  find  out  its 

strength.   If  the  horse  knew  its  (strength)  we  should  not  ride  any  more." 

In  no  way  has  the  effectiveness  of  "the  cunningest  brains  in  the  world"  b'^come  more 
apparent  in  the  last  few  years  than  in  the  business  nrincirles  th&t  have  been  applied 
to  Jewish  Charities,  and  in  no  place  na.s  the  system  been  worked  out  more  successfully 
than  here  in  Chicago. 

Quick  to  see  the  advantage  of  the  consolidation  or" trust"  princiiole  in  business  the 
Jews  have  applied  its  legitimate  features  to  the  collecticn  and  dispensing  of  charity 
funds*   In  thi.^  they  have  distanced  all  other  peoples.  They  have  made  as  great  a 
success  of  central  general  control  in  the  bestowing  of  largesse  as  in  the  conduct 
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Pecord-Heraiat  -ov.  12,  1905,  8:1*   '  c^ 

of  "business.  Jfeterial  saving  in  office  force  and  incidental  expense  has  resulted 
from  the  application  of  the  principle  of  consolidation.  The  former  loss  of  energy 
and  increment  of  annoyance  have  been  swept  a^ay. 

The  name  of  the  Jewish  charity  federation  is  the  Associated  Jewisn  Charities. 

Among  the  "Sayings  of  the  Fathers"  this  sentence  is  to  he  found:  "There  are  three 

things  upon  which  the  world  rest — the  study  of  the  law,  divirip  'service  and  charity." 

To  the  Jew,  c'nprity  is  a  serious  matter.   He  dispenses  it  religiously  anc^  not  tempor- 
arily to  "square"  hims'^lf  with  his  conscience.   He  has  also  long  been  noted  for  hid- 

ing his  light  of  charity  under  a  bushel.   The  application  of  the  "combination"  syster 
has  tended  more  than  ever  to  retire  nim  from  rublic  scrutiny. 

l^tven   the  Associated  Jewish  Charities  was  organized  its  promoters  had  in  view  several 

distinct  advantr-ges  that  tiiey  cal'-l'ted  would  result.   This  was  five  years  ago.   Th( 
sagacity  of  their  calculation,  nfis  been  vindicr  ted.   Prior  to  that  time  much  of  the 

money  reauired  for  local  Jewish  Charities  had  been  raised  by  the  giving  of  balls, 

fairs,  bazaars  and  other  entertainments.  Large  sums  were  drawn  from  the  pockets  of 
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the  TDatrons,  but  the  wastefulness  of  the  plan  was  apparent.   To  the  shrewd  mind  of 
the  Jew  the  system  was  unsound  in  principle.   The  proportion  of  expenses  to  receipts 

in  thes-  entertainments  was  too  great.   The  patron  spent  enough  -  too  much,  i^erhaps  • 
but  much  of  what  he  gave  stopped  far  short  of  finding  its  way  to  the  ultimate  des- 

tination for  which  it  was  intended  -  the  relief  of  the  actually  needy.   The  system 
was  found  to  be  annoying  to  the  pul-lic  and  enormously  wasteful  of  energy.   As  among 

peoples  other  than  the  Jews,  it  had  degenerated  into  a  system  of  genteel  "holdup." 
It  was  pronounced  demoralizing  end   a  thir^  to  be  abolished^ 

In  addition  to  this,  it  was  believed  tnat  the  directors  of  the  various  Jewish  chari- 
tal  institutions  could  render  more  effective  service  in  their  respective  spheres  if 
they  could  be  relieved  of  the  burden  of  raising  m.oney  to  support  the  institutions* 
The  class  of  men  desired  for  the  management  of  the  individual  charities  became  scarcq 
because  they  objected  to  placing  them.selves  in  the  position  of  Dersistent  beggars  - 
even  in  the  cause  of  charity.   If  men  of  the  highest  class  could  be  secured  and  then 
relieved  of  all  financial  worry,  it  seemed  reasonable  that  the  service  would  be  vastJ 
ly  improved* 

It  was  urged,  also,  that,  a  greater  degree  of  harmony  could  be  secured  through  fi- 
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nancial  consoli^f^tion.   The  different  relief-giving  bodies  had  been  independent  of 
one  another.   There  was  no  clearing-house  where  benefactions  could  be  checked  up, 
and  duplications  and  frauds  prevented.   The  result  has  been  waste  of  more  energv. 

All  along  it  was  the  conservation  of  energy  tna.t  was  being  striven  for.  The  relief- 

giving  bodies  were  merged  into  one,  with  one  set  of  records  and  under  one  g-eneral 
control.   The  proved  advanta^^es  have  been  all  they  were  expected  to  be* 

Still  another  purpose  in  federp.tion  was  to  put  an  end  to  the  regular  annual  defi- 
cits of  most  of  the  institutions  dispensing  cnarity  to  J^ws.   It  was  planned  to 

collect  enough  money  so  that  all  the  institutions  could  have  enough  for  their  need 

at  that  ti'  e,  and  it  was  hoped  the  aggregate  collections  coiild  be  increased  by  the 
central  body  so  that  each  charity  could  have  more  as  the  citv  grew  and  the  Jewish 

population  increased.   Each  institution,  under  the  new  plan,  has  received  consider- 
ably more  than  it  was  able  to  collect  by  its  own  efforts  under  the  old  system. 

Such  were  the  theories  from  vmich  grew  the  Associated  Jewish  Charities.  They  were 
only  such  as  the  merchants,  bankers,  and  professional  men  at  the  head  of  the  move- 

ment applied  tc  the  management  of  their  ovm  affairs.   It  was  purely  a  matter  of 
applying  advanced  business  ideas  to  charity* 
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Twelve  distinct  charitable  institutions  were  gathered  under  the  financial  wing  o^. 

the  Associated  Jewish  Charities*   The  beneficiaries  anc^  the  amount  each  received" last  yePT   from  the  central  body  are  as  follows: 

United  Hebrew  Charities  for  Pelief   $34,500 
H      w       M       ti  Michael  Reese  Hosr^ital   35,000 
H      M       II       H  tvest  Side  Disr^ensary    5,000 

Home  for  Jewish  Aged  and  Infirm   14,000 

Chicago  Home  for  Jewish  OrpVians— —   18,000 

Jew:'t:h  Trai^^'n?;  School  of  Chicae-o   •   *   —  15,000 
Hone  for  Jewish  Friendless  and  Working  Girls    6,000 

ChicarTO  Lying-in  Hos-ital  and  Dispensary    3,000 
Maxwell  St.  Settlement   2,000 

Bureau  of  Personal  Service   — .—-   —-  3,000 

Council  of  Jewish  Women  (Summer  Work)   —   —    750 

Women's  Loan  Association   -— -^-.   — — - —    250 

Besides  these,  tae  Cleveland  Or -man  Asylum  and  the  National  Jewish  Hospital  for 

Consunotives  at  Denver  are  beneficiaries  of  the  Associated  Jewish  C'narities  in  the 
sums  annually  of  $4,500  and  $3,000  respectively. 

I 
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This  central  finance  body  collected  last  ye^r  approximately  $147,000  at  a  total 
cost  of  $3,300«   In  the  collection  of  this  money  there  has  been  no  friction  between 
charities,  and  the  minimum  of  annoyance  to  subscribers  nas  been  ex|)erienced.   It  is 

the  unwritten  law  of  the  federated  body  that  no  solicitr-»tlon  shall  be  made  by  any 
its  beneficiaries,  even  for  new  buildings  or  furnishings,  without  the  approval  of 
the  central  body.   The  provision  against  solicitation  of  funds  for  maintenance  is 

explicit.   One  of  the  chief  sources  of  strength  of  the  feder'-^tion  idea  lies  in  the 
fact  tmt  the  charitably  disposed  Jew  who  contributes  to  the  Associated  Jewish  Chari 
ties  knows  he  will  not  be  solicited  to  buy  tickets  to  entertainments  or  otherwise 
to  contribute  to  any  of  the  constituent  charities.   Tie  solid  influence  of  the  cen- 

tral body,  therefore,  is  thrown  against  all  solicitation,  except  for  the  regular 

annual  subscription  to  the  associated  fund.   There  have  been  cas^s  in  --hich  other 

subscriotions  have  been  attempted,  but  t'neY   have  failed,  principally  because  the  one 
solicited,  if  he  were  a  contributor  to  the  Associated  Jewish  Charities,  could  refuse 
fairly  and  firmly  on  this  ground.   There  were  1,711  subscribers  to  the  general  fund 
last  year.   The  largest  individual  subs criDt ion  was  $4,000. 

The  fund  ©ccming  by  subscription  to  the  Associated  Jewish  Charities  is  divided 
among  the  beneficiaries  in  about  the  same  ratio  as  the  money  being  raised  by  each 
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"before  the  federr-tion,  bore  the  total  fund.   The  Associated  Jewish  Charities  does 
not  interfere  and,  by  the  nature  of  it^  constitution,  cannot  interfere  in  the  mana^ge- 
ment  of  any  charity.   It  '^erely  collects  and  divides  the  money  among  them.   Each 
institution  of  charity  has  its  directors  amons:  managers,  who  rule  as  they  did  before 
the  consolidation.   Furthermore,  they  manf^^e  to  better  advantage,  because  they  do 

not  have  to  waste  time  in  "raising  the  wind"  and  because  they  know  just  about  how 
much  money  they  will  have  to  meet  their  needs  during  the  year.   Some  of  the  insti- 

tutions also  have  incomes  from  legacies  and  endowments  in  addition  to  the  amount 
supplied  the^  by  the  Associated  Jewish  Charities* 

Prior  to  the  organization  of  the  Associated  Jewish  Charities,  there  had  been  in 
existence  for  several  years  the  United  Hebrew  Charities  of  Chicago.   This  organiza- 

tion, still  intact,  but  federated  \7ith  the  Associated  Jewish  Charities,  governs  the 
Hebrew  charities  for  relief,  the  Michael  Heese  Hospital  and  the  West  Side  Dispen- 
sary. 

It  was  feareri  in  the  beginning  of  the  federation  mover.ent  that  it  might  act  as  a 
.check  to  the  more  Drogressive  forms  of  ohilanthropy  and  the  continuance  of  the  forms 
already  established.   This  danger  has  been  steered  around,  as  is  demonstrated  in 

i 
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the  Home  for  Jf^wish  Friendless  and  Working  Girls.  For  some  time  this  institution 
struggled  as  be^st  it  could  for  existence  without  the  aid  of  the  federated  body. 
The  crying  need  it  met,  however,  became  apparent  to  the  controlling  financial  body, 
vrhich  is  now  giving  it  $6,000  a  year. 

Another  danger  of  the  plan,  one  that  was  considered  the  most  forceful  objection 

to  it  at  first,  was  that  rich  men  would  cut  down  their  legacies  -nd  that  it  would 
become  difficult  to  raise  large  sums  of  money  for  new  lui^.  Luc^s.  Although  no  such 
bequests  have  been  made  to  the  Associated  Charities,  there  has  been  no  decreases  in 

legacies  to  the  different  charities.  "Wnen   it  was  decided  a  year  ago  to  build  a  new 
Michael  Reese  Hospital  $400,000  was  raised  within  three  weeks  by  solicitation  by  a 
few  leaders  in  the  movement.   Hot  a  penny  was  secured  by  bazaars,  fairs,  or  other 
entertainments.   The  raisin^^  of  nearly  a  million  dollars  in  a  few  weeks  by  quiet 
solicitation  was  probably  the  most  notable  feat  of  its  kind  in  the  history  of  the 
city. 

This  last  year,  in  order  to  increase  the  subscriptions  to  the  Associated  Charities 
a  -olan.wa-  devised  frr  setting  forth  to  each  subscriber  in  the  most  graphic  and 
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forcible  way  the  exact  amount  he  was  contributing  to  each  of  the  constituent       ^^ 
charities.   This  nlan  consisted  in  the  issuing  of  ̂ booklet  tellin^^;  briefly  the  work 
of  each  charity  for  the  preceding  year  and  the  total  amount  givf^n  to  it  bv  the  Asso- 

ciated body.  Under  the  fi&'ures  representing  the  work  of  each  charity  this  line  is 
found: 

"A^iount  of  your  contribution  in  support  of  this  work  for  one  year  $   -•" 

The  blank  space  is  then  filled  out  ̂ "ith  the  amount  rooresenting  the  proportion  of 
the  subscriber's  contribution  that  ?roes   for  that  particular  charity.   The  effect 
of  this  presentation  is  to  show  each  subscriber  how  little  he  is  actually  giving 
to  each  one  of  the  different  lines  of  work,  and  after  thus  being  shown  the  con- 

tribution usually  increased. 

The  increase  of  tuberculosis  among  Jews  is  one  of  the  main  causes  of  distress  with 

which  tne  relief  body  nas  to  c^^nten''.  This  increase  has  been  found  in  the  congested 
district  of  tne  West  Side,  where  sanitary  conditions  work  for  the  spread  of  the  di- 

sease.  The  charity  managers  have  tackled  the  problem  in  a  r^ractica'l  waj/,  seeking 
to  f:revent  dev-=5lor)ment  en^^   spread  of  the  dread  disease  by  removing  infected  indivi- 

duals and  families  from  the  district. 
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The  personal  service  "bureau  of  the  Jewish  charities  goes  directly  into  the  homes 
and  acts  in  a  paternal  way  for  tne  welfare  of  tne  children  and  in  a  semi- judicial 

way  in'  straightening  out  the  tcmgles  of  the  fath-rs  and  mothers.   This  bureau  lends 
money  to  those  v;orthy  and  needing  it^  and  out  of  $7,  240  loaned  last  year  only  $28 
was  lost.  Difficulties  arising  from  legal  actions,  such  as  the  unjust  actions  of 
vicious  constc'ibles,  are  straightened  out  by  the  bureau  by  the  giving  of  free  legal 
advice  under  which  the  poor  may  know  how  to  assert  their  rights.   The  institution 

of  proceedings  b^'-  which  .the  head  of  tne  fnrrlly  is  compelled  by  the  courts  to  suprort 
his  dependents  is  a  valuable  function  of  the  bureau,  it  being  argued  that  there  is 

more  real  ciiarity  in  making-  a  worthless  fatner  support  a  delicate  wife  and  his  chil- 
(Ten  tnan  in  tne  charity  institutions  taking  care  of  them.   This  rule  also  is  applied 
to  children  of  working  ege   where  enfeebled  r)arents  are  dependent  on  them. 

From  this  oersonal  service  work  come  mo?t  of  the  humorous;  features  th-t  go  to  relieve 
the  monotony  of  the  relief  workers'  existence.  A  Jewish  teacher  was  abusive  and 
overbearing  at  home  and  niggardly  in  supplying  his  wife  v/ith  funds  to  keen  the  house- 

hold going.   His  v/ife,  at  the  instigation  of  the  bureau,  went  into  the  county  court 
snd   asked  for  an  order  giving  ner  $4.50  a  week  for  the  family  table.   This  was 
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granted.   For  more  than  a  year  the  teacher  has  r^aid  $4t50  a  week  at  the  office  of 

the  "bureau,  where  hi^  wife  calls  for  it,  although  husbr-nd  and  wife  have  been  living 
together  under  the  same  roof» 

Here  is  the  v/ay  the  bureau  treated  a  nag^^ring  wife.   Two  or  three  times  a  week  the 
woman  had  cone  to  the  office  to  complain  against  her  husband.  At  last  it  was  de- 

cided to  allow  the  husbend  to  lepve  home.   He  was  making  $?.0  a  week  f\n&   promised 

to  pay  $6  to  his  family.   He  left  home  as  advised,  uriere'ipon  the  "dfe  set  up  a  loud 
la^mentation,  not  because  the  husbrnd  she  had  described  as  si^ch  an  agre  was  not  T3ay- 

ing  eno^ogh  for  her  support,  but  because  she  wanted  her  husbf^nd  back.   He  was  kept 
away  until  tne  wife  sa^v  tne  error  of  her  way  and  promised  to  curb  her  petulance  thrt 

'wt^6   nearly  disrunted  the  home. 

The  policy  of  the  Jews  in  ̂ daoting  strict  and  advanced  business  idea?  to  the  givir^ 
of  alms  ha*^.  rendered  the  Jewish  charities  the  most  economically  administered  in  the 
world.   The  smnll  ratio  for  collection  and  disbursement  to  the  amount  collected  has 

proved  a  distinct  incentive  to  more  liberal  giving.   In  this  respect  the  Jews  set 
an  example  for  the  world. 
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Associated  JeT7ish  ChoTitieSyi^  May  25 •    1905»  -j^ 
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At  a  meeting  of    the  Bor.rd  of  Directors,   E.    5,  foreman  was  aT)-pointed  a  comTidttee 

of  one  to  get  a  comolete  list  of  the  Jewish  voters  of  Chicago,   for  the  purpose 

of  undertdcing  a  campaign,    either  "by  caniras  or  otherwise  in  the  interest  of  new 

sulDScriters. 
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The   Refonr:  Advocrte.   ^¥ol.    23,   Wk.    of  I^ay  20,    1"'05.   P. 30m. 

Froin  the  annual  report   of  tl'.e  A.   J. 0,    submitted  p.t   the  meeting  on  IJlf^ 

The   tot?^J   receipts  for  the  yepr  amounted  to   $1^^. ,gU3.      The   total  disbursements 

to  beneficiaries  w^s  $lU3,350.      ?rom  this   sum,    the  U.    K.    C.    received  $33*000 for  relief  purposes  and  $2?,65C  for  the  hospital. 

•—J 
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The  Reform  Advocate >   Vol.    29,  Wlc.    of  Ivla^^  20,    I905.   pp. 30^^-303.  ^2 

From  the  annual  report  of  the  !!•   H.    C. ,    submitted  at   the  meeting  of  the  r;J^ 
Board  on  May  I6,   I905.  ^ 

!rhe   total  number  of  cases  assisted  during  the  pnst  year  ras  3ilCl  and  the 
total  numter  of  persons,   11,997» 

1,153  applications  for  v;ork  vere   received  and  jOuS  v;ere   secured  for  669  of 
the  applicants. 

At  the  West   Side  Dispensary,   25,   212  patients  were  treated.     The  Hospital 
handled  1,925  cases  and  the  Hospital  Dispensary,   5»^^0  patients. 

The  Hospital  Endowment  Fund  is  now  $215i3^0  «^^  "^'^^  Relief  Sndov^ent, 
$22,500. 
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The  Reform  Advocate.  Vol.  27,  ̂ Vk.  of  Mpy  21,  I90U,  pp. 3OI-305. 

3'rom  the  report  of  the  Board  at  the  annual  meeting  of  the  U,  K.  C,  on  May     'h-\ 
10,  igoU. 

« 

The  Lahor  Bureau  received  1,19S  applications.      325  0-    "the  applicants  were  pro- 
vided with  work. 

The  Loan  Depart:nent  granted  $932   since  !,!sy  1,   1903.      The   total  amount   loaned 

sines   the   inauguration  of  the  depprtment   is  $3»5^^» 

The  Relief  Department  handled  2,771  cases,    comprising  10,539  individuals. 

The  West   Side  Dispensary  treated  23,772  patients.      The  lachael  Reese  cared 
for  2,127  patients  and  the  Hospital  Dispensary,    7,06l. 

The  Hospital  Endowment  Fund  ajnounts  to  $207,200,   and  the  Relief  Endowment 
Fund,    $22,500. 
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The  Reform  Advocate,  Vol.  27.  ̂ .  of   M?y  ?1,  I90U,  pp. 299-300. 

From  the  report  of  the  Board  at  the  annu^^l  meeting  of  the  A.  J.  C,  on  Kay 
10,  190U. 

The  amount  of   suhscriotions  emd  donations  this  year  was  $1^8, I60.      The 
amount  disbursed  to   the  various  organisations  wps  $1UU,350. 

err 
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The  American  Jevflsh  Year  Book,  5663, 
October  2,  1S02,  to  September  31,  1S03, 

Edited  by  Cyrus  Adler. 

HOMES  OP  SOCIETIES  DEDICATED  IN  THE  Ul^T^D  STATiS.  August  1],  1901,  to 
Au^st  26,  1902.   In  Chicago,   (p.  186.) 

October  1,  1901  -  Home  for  Jewish  Friendless  and  Working  Girls.  -i 

January  7,  1902  -  Ruth  Home  for  Self -sup  porting  Jei-rish  Girls. 

April  13,  190^  -  Home  for  Orthodox  i^ed  Jews.   (Beth  Moshev  Zekeinism.) 
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The  Reform  Advocate.  Wk.  of  May  9,  1903,  Vol*  25,  p.  316 

The  annual  meeting  of  the  Associated  Jewish  Charities  and 
U.H.C#  was  held  at  Sinai  Temple  on  May  ?• 

The  reports  of  the  officers  showed  that  during  the  last 
year  the  A«J«C»  expended  nearly  $150,000  on  its  relief  work. 

The  following  officers  were  elected  hy  the  A#J.C.  presi- 
dent, A>G#  Becker,  secretary,  Louis  Berfcenstein  and  treasurer, 

S«W«  Strauss. 
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The  Refon;  Advocate,   -Vk.   of  LTay   17,   19C2^  pp,396.399» 

Troia  the  emual   report  of  the  United  Hebrev/  Chai^ities. 

The  Relief   department  handled  2,351  cases,   comprising  a  total  cf  9,087   indi- 
viduals* 

^ 

yS 

.o 

The  systeri'  of  loaning  money,  established  a  yeai"  ago  in  connection  v/ith  relief  r^^ 
^ork,  has  proven  successful*  Loans  to  the  air.ount  of  $1,B42  v/ere  made  during  ̂  
the  yee<r» 

The  Eniploymert   Bureau  received  493  applications  and  453  applicants  were  provi- 
ded with  work* 

The   grovrth  cf  the  '^est  Side   Dispenr^ery  has  been  phenomenal,      Durinr^  the  past 
year  2^,P40  patients  Y;ere  treated. 

The  Hospital  cared  for   1,814  patients. 
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The  ar.ri'i;l  -ee+in^  of  the  Ai.s-cic.-'e-  lle'-r^u   ̂ he-i-^'e:  v.'e.   held  or  -ay  ̂   at  7? 
Sinai  Ter.xle.     Julian  ^^aol:,    ce:retary,   ^ucritted  the  report   of  the  rirectors. 

The  total   subscripticna  ei.d  dccaticno  aggregated  nearly  $127, OCC,     The   exrend: 

tures   diTin-  the  ycrr  B':,-'XiAtu  to   appr  c;umately  ̂ 14-C,C00* 

The   teneficiarieL  to  v/ho:-:  the   largest   grants  ̂ eve  given  v;ere  the  l\  H,   C,   for 

Relief,   ;i^40,5CC,  the  Kospital,   v35,J^s.,   the   ."evi-h  Training  3chc^l,   vl5,C00, 
and  the   Hor::e  fo-^   /e\;i::^h  Crphanc,    ,xl:,v.: 

^* 

Of ficern^   elected  for  the   enouing  year  -..ere  pre:c.iuen-^,  E.  0*  Fcrere^x,   secretary, 
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II  D  1  JBWISH  ^ 

Thft  Hfiform  Advocate,  wk.  of  May  11,  I9OI  -  pp.UUl-UUS* 

At  the  annual  meeting  of  the  Associated  Jewish  Charities  it  was  announced 

that  the  total  suliectiptions  receiwd  daring  the  ps^st   fiscal  year  amounted 

to  $133 f  313*50#  The  total  amount  paid  out  to  the  beneficiaries  amounted 

to  $125,960#  The  balance  is  about  $5f500# 

-^'* 
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The  Befonn  Aclvocate.  Vol.  21,  -p^,   305,  307,  ̂ Tk.-f  May  il.iqoi. 

First  Charity  Ir.stltutlcn  "^ 

For  the  last  fevr  years  various  Jev/ish  cr^anizations  of  the  city  maintaired  ^^• 
a  special  relief  fund  for  the  assistance  of  non-men^trrs.   There  vfas   also  a  relief  $> 

socie^.y  for  the  assistsjice  of  needy  co-reli^-icnists.  At  a  meeting  in  Feb*  185Sf    r^ 
held  in  the  vestry  rocns  of  the  Ccn^rf^ftion  Anshe  I^lnarabh,  the  via^iouc  leaders     ^ 
of  these  organizations  met  for  the  purpose  of  starting  a  charity  association*       7;^ 
This  association  was  to  be  known  as  the  United  Hebrew  Relief  Asrxciation. 

A  convention  conposed  of  delegates  from  the  Kebreir  Selief  Society,  Hebrew 

Benevolent  Society,  Ladies*  Benevolent  Society,  and  of  the  presidents  of  K,A*k. , 
and  B'nai  Sholon  Congregation,  held  several  rreetings,  ??»dopted  a  constitution  -^.nd 
elected  aii  executive  board. 

The  final  object  of  this  association  was  to  provide  a.  hospital  ir  which 

the  poor  co-religionists  could  be  cared  for  and  an  asylum  to  receive  Jerisb 

widows  and  orph*ans  without  means.  On  November  20,lS55f  ̂ '^^  e^iecutive  boarc''  held 
its  first  meetirig,  and  elected  Henry  Greenebaum,  president,  Isav^c  Greensf elder, 
treasurer,  ajid  Edward  S.  Salomon,  recording  secretary. 

An  effort  was  made  tc  organize  a  society  for  a  widows*  and  orphans*  heme 
in  1S63»  A  meeting  was  held  on  August  5  of  that  year  in  the  K.A.liU    Synagogue. 
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^he  Refom  Advocate.  Vol.  la,  pp.  305,  307,?.Tc.  of  May  4,  1901 

The  follcwir:^  ladies  were  apr.cinted  as  a  committee  to  perfect  the  organization;  '% 
Mrs.  Henry  Horner,  Krs.  L.  Hosenfeld,  Ur^:^.  S.  Gcodkirid,  Mrs.  L.F.  Leopold,  and  c::. 
Mr?:.  Isaac  Luckj^  p 

The  hospital  lot  was  locat^*d  at  ITorth  LaS£^J.le  Street,  "between  Schiller  si^^i 

Goethe  Streets.  At  a  mass  me^^tir^  held  en  Octct'er  22,  1S66,  for  the  purpose  of  'Z^' 
raising  funds,  over  $17fOOO  was  suhserilDed.  On  Septem'ber  2,  lS67f  the  cornerston^; 
of  the  hospital  was  laid.  The  hcspitcil  was  fir.aliy  opened  or.  Au^st  9,  1S6S,  -"-?i 
and  patients  were  received  next  day. 

In  April  1S69,  ̂ ^^r.  Greenehauin  hecame  a  life-member  of  the  institution  hy 
paying  $1C0,  thus  creating  an  endowrrent  fund. 

On  Octoher  3,  l?71f  the  Irnjilldir^  wcs  destroyed  in  the  grer.t   fire.  Owing 
to  the  efforts  of  Dr.  Wk.  Wagner,  and  thje  stewr^rd,  I/ir.  Levy,  none  of  the  p^.t ients 
or  occupants  of  the  hospital  perished  ir-  the  flames. 
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The  Reforn  Advocate.  Vol.  21,  Wk.  of  May  U,  1901,  pp. 35^-355.  '^.   .-^, — .    .p 

Young  Men's  Ee'brew  Charity  Association.  ^ 

This  organization  waS  established  in  Jan.  13cl  and  continued  in  existence  ^ 

until  1900  when  the  Associated  Charities  was  formed.  *^ •  a 

The  association  has  raised  and  distributed  among  the  chprity  institutions  of  cP 

Chicago^ without  distinction  of  creed  or  nationality,  the  sum  of  nearly  a 
quarter  of  a  million  dollars. 

Although  the  Associated  Charities  has,  to  a  certain  extent,  taken  the  work 
out  of  the  hands  of  the  Y.  M.  H.  C.  A. ,  yet  the  young  men  who  danced  for  ch-ari- 

ty  at  the  famous  annual  halls,  arranged  hy  the  Y.  M.  H.  C.  A.  are  not  idle. 

They  still  carry  a  heavy  part  of  the  hurden,  and  work  in  the  interest  of  the 
newly-formed  association. 
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The  Hefor-n  Advocate.    Vol.    21,   V/>.    of  Kay  2^,    VjOl.   p. 359- 

The   Sisters  of  Aid  was  or^'aiiized  in  llovember  of   I'^l  with  a  nsn^'bership  of    L? 
15«     Mrs.    Hi'^mrn  HosenlDairn  was  elected  president.      The   orgaiiization  now  nurn-^ 
"bers  oO  meniljers.      Mrs.    K.   Moshkovitz   is   the  present  presideiit.      The   Society^'   . 
was  formed  for  the   object   of  assisting  the   South  Side  ?Ie"bre\v  Con2:regation,    p^tA 
for  ̂ ;eneral  charity  work. 
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The  Reform  Advocate,   Vol.    21,  Wk.   of  Ub^  U,   IJOl.  p. 350, ^ & 

Michael  Crreene'baTiin  came  to  America  in  ISU5  and  settled  in  Chicago  a  year  la- 
ter.    He  helped  to  esta'blish  the  Hehrew  Benevolent  Society  and  "became  its 

first  president.     He  was  a  raerater  of  the  Anshe  MaaralD  and  Sinai   Congregation, 
and  one  of  the  first  to  join  the  Zion  Congregation,     In  each  of  these   congre- 

gations he  held  office.     He  was  one  of  the  leaders  to  advocate  Sunday  services 
in  Jewish  congregations. 

t 

I'
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The  Heform  Advocate ^ Yol.   21,  p.  290,  Pet ruary-Axigust,  1901. 

In  1SU6  the  Jews  of  Chicago  formed  an  organization  called  the  "Jewish 
Burial  Ground  Society",  of  Fhich  Isaac  Wormser  was  President.   This  society  p\xr- 
chased  from  the  city  one  acre  of  ground  for  a  cemetery,  for  which  it  paid  $U6« 
This  parcel  of  ground  was  located  east  of  what  was  then  the  city  limits,  along  the 

shores  of  Lake  Michigan  and  now  part  of  Lincoln  Parkw   This  Society  existed  "but 
a  short  time  as  an  independent  organization.  Later  it  merged  into  the  first  con- 

gregation, which  was  organized  soon  after* 

■>ti 

J 
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The  Public  Cook-Pot 

Maos  Hitim  -  Things  are  getting  better  -  Mer  Contributors  -  Hope  for  co-ordi- 
nation -  The  3eth  Michsa  Orphan  Hone  -  A  rnista'^e  in  Logic  -  To  he  open  and  above 

board  is  the  best  policy  -  The  Hebrew  Institute. 

For  soTie  six  or  seven  years  t:ie  "Courier"  has  been  advoc^^ting  a  co-ordination 
of  all  the  SynagOi?nies  relative  to  their  Maos  Mitim  activities.   We  have  consist- 

ently advocated  co-ordination  in  both  the  collection  and  the  distribution  of  I»iaos 
Hiti^i.   It  seems  to  us  that  the  contributors  are  few  and  that  those  ^'ho  do  con- 

tribute give  out  of  all  proportion  to  the  rest  of  the  population.   :vlen  like  Sa- 
muel Philipson,  Benjamin  Schiff ,  anc  others  in  a  similar  position  seem  to  be 

onrryinc;   more  than  their  just  sh.-^re  of  the  burden.   Certainly  there  are  man^z  who 
v^ould  be  glad  to  contribute  or  who  woi3l:i  be  forced  to  contribute,  to  save  their 
face,  v/hose  names  do  not  appear  on  our  list  of  contributors  only  because  they  are 
not  approached.   These  people  should  be  effectively  aooroached  by  our  committees. 

This  year,  if  the  present  plan  is  put  into  operation,  Chica::o  will  have  a 

United  Maos  Hitim  Committee.   Since  this  is  the  first  year  at  a  united  ef^'^ort, 
we  will  naturally  not  expect  the  organization  to  function  in  the  best  manner.   How- 
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ever,  it  is  a  step  in  the  right  direction.   We  realize  that  nany  clubs,  aid  so- 
cieties and  other  orp;anizations  have  not  yet  affiliated  themselves  vath  the 

United  Maos  Eiti^  Committee.   It  may  be  some  time  before  they  are  convinced  of 
the  necessity  of  a  united  effort,  perhaps  a  year  or  more,  but  the  important 
thing  is  to  ̂ et   the  committee  functioning.   This  we  are  doing. 

This  united  effort  in  the  Maos  ITitim  Apoeal  is  commendable,   "^erhaps  ̂ ^e  can 
extend  such  co-operation  to  other  Jewish  Activities,   Just  a  thought. 

Our  Beth  Michsob  Crphana,«^;e  is  having  a  little  difficulty  raising  the  funds 
necessary  for  the  purchase  of  the  ground  upon  vhich  to  builS  their  new  home. 

The  officers  of  the  Home  seem  to  desire  a  minimum  amo^jnt  of  publicity  to 
be  given  to  their  inability  to  raise  necessary  funds.   TiTith  all  due  resoect  to 

them  and  their  efforts,  we  feel  they  are  pursuing  the  wrong  course,   'v'^e  feel 
that  the  administration  of  the  Orohan  Home  is  of  interest  to  the  entire  comm- 

unity, and  the  more  publicity  given  to  the  activities  of  the  Fome  the  greater 
will  be  its*  support  by  the  community. 

Reports  of  the  activities  of  the  various  com-^iittees  of  the  Home  should  be 
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made  public  vfhenever  possible.   Plans,  v^hatever  they  may  be,  should  be  disci^ssed 
bv  the  communitv  as  a  whole  and  should  be  open  to  criticism  by  the  community. 

The  Beth  Michsob  Orphan  Home  belongs  to  the  community  and  the  community  should 
know  what  should  or  should  not  be  done. 

The  Hebrev  Institute  is  still  in  ruins.   J-ast  a  reminder. 

(signed)  The  Coo' '-Spoon 
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Courier >  April  5,  ISIO. 

Facts  and  Views. 

For  sometime,  our  Jewish  Community  has  "been  atteiripting  to  raise  money  to  make 
the  necesf^f^ry  repairs  for  the  Hetrev  Institute,  which  was  "badly  damaged  "by  fire 
a  few  months  a£:o,  and  to  "build  the  necessary  accomodations  for  orphans,  the  present 
home  having  "been  clearly  demonstrated  to  "be  thorout^ly  inadequate.   In  ST>ite  of 
various  fund  raising  activities,  sufficient  money  has  to  date  not  "been  collected. 

At  present  the  Young  Men's  Christian  Association  i?;  engaged  in  a  drive  to 

raise  a  million  dollars.  A  goodly  portion  of  this  money  was  s^i'bscri'bed  to  "by 
Jey-s.  We  knov/  that  the  Y.  K.  C.  A.  is  a  very  fine  institution  and  carries  on 
many  worthv;:iile  activities,  and  we  are  not  averse  to  Jews  lending  their  support  in 
making  this  drive  a  success.   Our  complaint  lies  in  the  fact  that  when  these 
same  Jews  are  asl:ed  to  prrticipate  in  some  fund  raising  activities  for  Jewish 
Institutions  of  similar  or  greater  values,  these  Jev^^s  are  not  at  home  to  our 

represent.^tives.   They  lend  a  deaf  ear  to  our  pleas  and  exhortations,  they  for- 

get that  we,  a  new  growing  people  in  a  ner^'   community,  ^a*.re  in  even  greater,  need 
of  their  suDrjort. 
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Courier,  April  5,  I9IO. 

We  have  heard  of  the  thousands  and  hundred  thousands  of  dollars  contrihuted 

hy  Jews  to  the  Y,  M.  C.  A.  Drive.  Tfe  are  happy  to  see  our  Jews  taking  a  greater 
part  in  non-Jewish  corrminity  activities.  We  are  happy  to  show  the  v;orld  th^t 
Je^^  think  not  only  of  themselves.  But,  we  do  feel  that  we  are  as  important  as 

our  non-Jewish  "brethren.  We  ha.ve  only  a  small  Jewish  community  to  appeal  to  for 
funds.   Non-Jews  have  a  much  larger  community  to  appeal  to.   Therefore  we  Jews 

must  help  ourselves.   Charity  "begins  at  home.  Rich  Jews  are  expected  to  contri- 
bute to  Jewish  activities  as  well  as  non-Jewish  activities. 

"But  we  have  not  lost  hope,  our  youth  seems  to  have  found  itself.   Our  youth  seens 
to  have  foun'5  new  enevt^^   new  life.   This  is  clearly  e\''idenced  in  the  use  of  our 
youth  activities,  debating  cluhs,  dramf'tic  gl^oups,  cultural  groups,  labor  organi- 

sations, and  aid  groups.  All  these  are  evidence  of  new  life,  new  activities  and 
new  cultural  development.  TThezrithe  old  generation  of  rich  Jews  is  leaving  us  the 

new  generation  is  coming  habk  t"  us. 
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The  Reform  Advocate.  Wk.  of  March  10,  1900.  p. 118. 

The  annual  meeting  of  the  Y.  M.  E.    C.  A.  was  held  at  Sinai  Temple.  ^^ 

The  reports  showed  that  the  organizption  had  at  present,  the  largest  member- 

ship in  its  history,  the  numher  being  677.  The  financial  secretary's  report 
gave  the  receipts  for  the  year  as  $3U,g76.  The  Charity  Ball  was  responsible 

for  $29^711  of  this  amount. 

The  sum  of  $29,866  was  donated  to  36  institutions,  the  amounts  ranging  from  $50 
to  the  Salvation  Anny,  to  $5,000  for  the  Michael  Reese. 

Alfred  S.  Austrian  was  elected  president,  and  Horatio  S.  Simons,  treasurer. 
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'      Illinois  Staata  Zeitung,  May  22,  1900. 
**s 

B'NAI  B'RITH. 

p«  6#  «-  At  yesterday's  session  of  the  32nd  annual  convention  of  the  district 
grand  lodge  No»  6,   of  the  Independent  Order  of  the  B*nai  B*rith,   a  report 
in  detail  was  read  by  the  secretary  of  the  association*     According  to  this 
report  $43,000  was  paid  to  the  widows  of  deceased  members  of  the  association* 

The  orphan's  home  in  Cleveland  received  from  the  association's  fund  $4,000, 
and  $6,000  was  expended  for  miscellaneous  charitable  purposes*     The  total 
revenue  was  $65,000* 

A  prolonged  debate  ensued,  when  the  executive  committee,   recommended  a  re-> 
duction  from  $1,000  to  $500  on  all  the  outstanding  life  insurance  policies* 
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This  proposal  was  met  with  a  mighty  opposition  by  all  attending  delegates, 
and  is  sure  to  be  disapproved  by  the  members  of  the  order,  many  of  whom  have 

paid  the  high  "assessments"  for  over  15  years.  But  there  is  no  other  alter* 
native.  The  district  grand  lodge  has,  either  to  accept  the  report  of  the 

committee,  or  be  obliged  to  raise  the  ''assessment**  25  per  cent. 

The  older  delegates,  with  their  wide  experience,  attribute  the  decrease  of 

membership,  to  the  lethargy  of  the  young  people*   If  the  committee*s 
proposal  is  accepted,  the  association  will  have  to  deal  with  two  classes 
of  life  insurajice  policies.  Class  one,  wifLl  consist  of  the  old  members, 
whose  insurance  will  be  reduced.  New  members  will  compose  class  two,  and 

may  be  insured  for  $1,000,  but  the  "assessment' will  vary  according  to  the 
age.  Voting  at  tomorrow* s  session,  will  decide  the  future  course 
as  to  that  question. 

V 
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THE  ORDER  OF  THE  B^NAI  B*RITH. 

p.  5  "  Yesterday  marked  the  beginning  of  the  32nd  convention  of  the  district 
grand  lodge  No*  6,  of  the  Independent  Order  of  B*nai  B*rith*  The  convention 
is  held  at  the  Covenant  Culture  Club«  According  to  the  report  by  the 
secretary  the  membership  of  the  order  has  decreased  during  the  last  year* 
This  fact  necessitated  a  rather  careful  selection  of  officials,  whose 
names  alone  vouch  for  a  more  satisfactory  report  by  the  secretary  of  the      ^ 

order,  to  be  given  at  next  year's  meeting*  Ur*  Max  Stern, the  vice  presJLdent 
of  the  order,  who  by  right  was  in  the  line  of  promotion  to  the  presidency, 
resigned  in  favor  of  Ur*  Adolph  Loeb*  The  officials  elected  aret 
(12  names  are  given)* 

The  convention  will  be  in  session  three  days*  A  banquet  will  be  given 
this  evening  at  the  Covenant  Culture  Club,  in  honor  of  the  attending 
delegates* 
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The  Reform  Advocate.  Wk,  of  Jan.  13,  I9OO,  p.62S, 

At  a  meeting  held  last  Sunday,  of  individuals  interested  in  the  work  of  our 
Jewish  charitable  institutions,  definite  steps  were  taJcen  to  unite  the  various 
societies  for  the  purpose  of  raising  and  distributing  the  funds  necessary  for 
carrying  on  the  work.  The  main  institutions  interested  are  the  Jewish  Train- 

ing School,  Home  for  Aged  Jews,  Home  for  Jewish  Orphans,  Michael  Reese  Hospi- 
tal, and  the  I^ing-in  Hospital. 

The  plan  is  to  place  these  institutions  under  the  control  and  management  of 
one  orgsjiization,  with  a  central  committee  to  receive  and  distribute  the  funds. 
It  is  planned  to  do  away  with  all  balls,  bazaars,  performances,  etc.,  that, 
heretofore,  have  been  the  means  of  raising  money,  and  to  procure  the  necessary 

funds  by  g'jiaranteed  subscriptions.  At  least  $100,000  will  be  needed,  and  of 
this  amount,  over  $30,000  was  subscribed  in  a  few  days. 
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A  GREAT  RESULT 

The  Young  Men's  Hebirew  Charity  Association  was  hard  at  work  to  make  this  year's 
charity  ball,  the  nineteenth  since  the  establishment  of  the  organization,  the 
grandest  in  the  way  of  entertainment  as  well  as  the  greatest  financial  success* 
This  expectation  was  fulfilled  in  every  way  to  the  great  satisfaction  of  the 
Association.  At  this  early  hour  no  correct  figures  can  be  given,  but  it  was 
estimated  that  the  net  proceeds  would  exceed  $40,000  inclusive  of  the  |10,000 
auction  sale  of  theatre  boxes.  The  Association  has  announced,  that  IO36  of  this 
amo\mt  would  be  turned  over  to  Mayor  Harrison  for  distribution  among  the  needy 
of  the  city  and  the  rest  will  be  distributed  as  usual  among  twenty-two  charitable 
societies  with  Michael  Reese  hospital  as  the  special  beneficiary. 

•••••As  mentioned  before,  the  auction  of  theatre  boxes  yielded  a  profit  of 
$10,000  with  the  Standard  Club  as  the  highest  bidder,  paying  $1,850.00  for  the 

box  and  then,  graciously  refrained  from  the  use  of  same.  The  Standard  Club's 
example  was  followed  by  the  Lakeside  Club,  Victor  F,  Lawson,  the  Chicago  Tribune, 

and  Oscar  Foreman,  who  also  returned  the  acquired  boxes  for  a  re-sale*.*... 
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Courier,  February  10,   1907. WPA  (ILL)  PROJ.  30275 

■'J..  "*- 
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HBAED  AND  SEEN. 

-w    '  ;  '>.^n    •  :~^- 

There  are  many  societies,  lodges,  aid  societies,  etc. ,  on  the  West  Side  of 
Chicago.  In  fact  there  are  hiindreds  of  them.  The  Daily  Jewish  Courier  is 
requesting  and  calling  on  these  different  societies  to  furnish  it  the  num- 
her  and  names  of  memhers  in  their  respective  organizp^tions,  such  as  charity, 

'social,  synagogues  and  all  others.  Let  us  fenow  the  addresses  and  the  pur- 
poses of  each  one.  ^  s 

*vi- 

\ We  are  especially  anxious  to  show  the  world  the  great  things  our  orthodox 
Jews  of  Chicago  are  doing.   We  urge  every  President  and  Secretary  of  ?^ 
Jewish  organization  such  as  synagogues,  charltahle  organizations,  societies 
and  lodges  to  tell  us  of  their  activities.  Give  us  this  information,  please, 
and  get  busy! 

•Vi. 

-j\-. 

K 

s 

^. 
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The  Reform  Advocate.  \Tk.  of  Mardh  11,  1S99.  p. 111.  a 

The  annual  meeting  of  the  Young  Men's  Hebrew  Charity  Association  was  held  on  % 
Monday  night  at  Sinai  Temple,  The  financial  reports  gave  the  receipts  for  the  ̂  
year  as  $111,366.59»  T^«  total  amount  expended,  including  donations,  was 
$102,6SU.lU.     Balance  is  ̂ ,682.45. 

Tht  report  frcJm  the  labor  Bureau  showed  that  the  finest  record  thus  far  had 

"been  made,  in  providing  work  for  applicants.  Ninety  percent  were  given  employ- ment* 



II  I)  1 
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JS'ISH 

•5^ 

The  Reform  Advocate,  ^.  of  December  10,  1898.  pp, 266-267.  ^ 

The  great  Charity  Bazrar,  the  largest  ever  held  in  Chic  go,  if  not  in  the  c? 
West,  came  to  a  glorious  close  on  Monday  night.   The  hopes  of  the  directors  of 
the  U.  H.  C.  and  the  Y.  M.  H.  C.  A.,  under  whose  ausTiices  the  Bazaar  was  held, 

were  fully  realized.   The  sum  of  $81,25*"^  hpd  "been  pmapsed  for  the  Jexvish  chari- tahle  institutions  of  the  city. 

According  to  the  plan  adopted,  the  Michael  Reese  Hospital  will  receive 
one-half  of  the  net  proceeds  and  the  remainder  distributed  among  other  institu- 
tions. 
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JEWISH 

The  Reform  Advocate.  Wk.  of  October  g,  Iggg,  pp. 121-122. 

The  annual  meeting  of  the  delegates  representing  the  various  societies  compri- sing the  U.  H.  C.  was  held  at  Sinai  Temple. 

The  Relief  department  granted  assistance  to  10,7U2  persons  the  last  year.  Re- 
ceipts were  $25,93U  and  expenditures  a-notmted  to  $2U,913.  The  EmploTment  Bu- 

reau procured  work  for  53U  out  of  595  applicants.  The  West  Side  Dispensary 
treated  a  total  of  19,525  cases  and  filled  lg,151  prescriptions.  At  the  Shel- 

tering Home,  100  children  belonging  to  ̂ 9  families  were  kept  for  a  total  of 
2,5gl  days.  The  Hospital  cared  for  1,329  Jewish  patients.  In  the  Hospital 
IBispensarjr,  a  total  of  15,530  Jewish  cases  were  handled  and  20,991  prescriptions 
filled.  In  the  Uurses'  School  there  are  2g  nurses  aad  6  probationers. 

The  total  cash  received,  exclusive  of  endowments,  was  $77,530  and  expenditures amounted  to  $7g,73U, 
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The  Reform  Advocate,  Wk.  of  March  12,  IS^S.   1.6S.  ^^ 

The  anrraal  meeting  of  the  Young  Men's  Hebrew  Charity  Association  of  Chicago  was 
held  on  Monday  night  at  the  Sinai  Temple. 

The  total  receipts  for  the  year  were  $33 » 2^7* 3^*  Of   this  amount,  $31,271,50  were 
proceeds  from  the  ball.   The  sum  of  $30,000  was  distributed  among  various  chari- 

table institutions. 



w 
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The  Rafora  Advocate,  Wk.  of  December  18,  1S97.  p. 729.  ^ 

The  17th  annual  charity  ball  of  the  Y«  M.  H.  C.  A.  has  been  held.  No  af- 
fair of  the  kind  ever  given  in  Chicago  equalled  it  in  brilliancy  or  in  its  fi- 

nancial results.  Over  7fOOO  of  our  leading  people  were  in  attendance,  and  about 
$30,000  will  be  the  net  profits  to  be  distributed  to  our  charitable  institutions. 
This  is  the  largest  sum  ever  realized  from  a  charity  ball,  exceeding  that  of 
last  year  by  nearly  $9,000.  Much  of  the  success  was  due  to  the  ability  of 
President  L3uis  Echstein  who  gave  careful  attention  to  every  detail. 
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Sinai  Congregation,  Letter  Book,  NovemlDer  18,   1S97» 

Robert  M.  Wells,  Esq* , 
72-76  Lake  St. , 
Chicago,  Illinois. 

Dear  Sir: 

x'
 

00 
CI? 

In  reference  to  your  letter  to  Mr.  Rosenfeld  in  "behalf  of  the  Chicago 
Belief  and  Aid  Society,  if  you  will  send  to  our  Temple,  comer  of  21st 
St.  and  Indiana  Ave.,  say,  5OO  of  these  circulars,  I  will  have  them  dis- 

tributed among  our  members,  and  shall  be  glad  to  have  an  opportunity  to 
assist  in  the  good  and  laudable  work. 

Respectfully  yours, 

Albert  Fischell 
President. 

^S^flkjiJij.:-^^ .    '  ■^'-   -'■^■•- 
.'■-  t   --^^    _ 



II  D  1 JBiVISH 

The  Reform  Advocate,  V/k.  of  Nov*  6,  1897. 

^%S  YOUNG  MEN'S  HEBREW/  CHiffilTY  ASSOCIATICl^ 

!Qie  cuinucLl  meeting  of  the  Young  Men's  Hebrew  Charity  Association  was  held 
last  Monday  night,  at  Sinai  Tenple* 

Tjie   financial  statement  for  the  past  year  showed  that  total  receipts  were 
$24,945.32.  Ihe  disbursements  amounted  to  $24,231.  I^e  donations  to 
JC^ari table  institutions  were  $19,750. 
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The  Reform  Advocate,  Wk.   of  October  2,   l'^97.  p.5U0, 

/UNITED  HEBREV/  CKARITIES? 
o 

Prom  a  report  Issued  by  the  directors  of  the  U«  H»  C.   a  deficit  is  shown  t<^ 

ijxist  in  every  department,   the  total  "being  $U,U33»  ^ 

The  Relief  department  granted  assistance  to  lU,U2S  persons,  an  increase  of 
50^  over  the  preceding  year.     The  Employment  Bureau  procured  work  for  6OI  out 
of  797  applicants.     The  Hospital  treated  1,239  Jewish  patients.     The  Hospital 
Dispensary  handled  l6,2UU  Jewish  cases.     The  West  Side  Dispensary  treated  23, 
172  cases.     The  Sheltering  Home  cared  for  75  children. 



II  D  1 JEWISH 

The  Reform  Advocate,  Wk.   of  October  10,   1896.  pp 121-122. 

The  axunial  meeting  of  the  Board  of  Delegates  of  the  United  Hehrew  Charities 
was  held  at  Sinai  Temple.     Isaac  Green sf elder  was  re-elected  president  for 
the  27th  time.     The  following  information  is  from  the  various  reports: 

Relief  -  972  cases,   comprising  11,771  persons.   85^  Russian 
Receipts  -  $25,9^1.     Expenditures  were  $27,056,   leaving  a  deficit  of  $1,115. 
Labor  Bureau  -  837  applicants.     Work  was  found  for  695. 
West  Side  Dispensary  -  A  total  of  21,317  patients  were  treated.     17»539  pre- 

scriptions were  filled 
Sheltering  Home  -  A  total  of  1,87U  children  were  cared  for. 

C: 
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The  Reform  Advocaf ,  Wk.  of  March  7,  IS96.  p,62» 

^OUNG  T.!EN»S  HEBRE^^  CHARITT  ASSOCIATIOnJ 

The  15th  annual  meeting  of  the  Young  Men's  Hehrew  Charity  Association, 
held  on  Monday  night  at  the  Sinai  Temple,  was  the  largest  attended  in  the 

history  of  the  organization.  The  reports  read  showed  that  $21,6lU  had  heen 

distributed  during  the  year.  The  net  receipts  from  the  charity  hall  giyen 

in  December  were  $21,lU3,  the  largest  amount  ever  realized  by  the  associ- ation. 
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United  Hebrew  Charities  March  5.  1896  § 

quotation  from  a  letter  sent  to  John  Koren,  New  Haven,  Conh, ,  by  Julian  W.  Mack,  Sec8 

retary,  »*In  regard  to  the  liquor  question,  it  is  a  remarkable  fact  that  in  all  our  ̂ > 

experience  we  come  in  contact  with  cases  of  intemperance  and  drunkenness  very  rarely, 

and  although  in  the  last  15  years  the  class  of  people  whom  the  Jewish  Charity  Associ- 
ations have  dealt  with,  consists  largely  of  the  poorest  class  of  Bussian  Immigrants, 

the  experience  in  this  respect  has  not  changed. 

While  the  great  body  of  Jews  of  al  classes  are  not  total  abstainers,  they  are  pract- 

ically speaking,  very  seldom  drurkurds  of  the  U50O  cases  dealt  with  in  93-S^  and  the 

3000  in  9U-95  the  superintendent  in  stating  the  causes  of  distress  does  not  mention 

drunkeness  in  a  single  instance.'^ 
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^^i^'i Uhlted  Hebrew  Charities.   Minutes     D  eoeraber  5,   1895 

^ST  SIDE  dispensary/ 

A   letter  was  sent  to  Dr»  S»  Elsenstadt,  Seoretaryt  'West  Side  Dispensary  Staff,  In- 
forming him  of  a  dons^tion  of  flO  ,0100  from  Mrs»  Emanuel  Mandel  for  the  purpose  of 

erecting  a  suitable  home  for  the  West  Side  Dispen«ary» 

.^■'.  A- 

.    * 
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JEWISH 

We  began  the  year  with  a  deficit  of  nearly  $5«00.  We  ended  it  with  a  deficit  of 
<ntBT  $19100.  aai  we  have  kept  it  down  to  thist  practically  ceasix^  work  in  May 
last* 

O 

Share  is  little  need  to  recount  to  you  again  our  plans  and  methods*     Do  we  give       ̂ o 
effective  aid?     Sometimes*     Do  we  pauperize?     To  some  extent*     Can  we  do  otherwiseT:::^ 

We  can  iriien  you  will  gire  us  sufficient  funds  annually  to  do  it  with.     We  cannot     ̂  
when  yoa  cat  us  down  to  $26»0009  of  liiich  $6»000  must  be  spent  for  administration 
and  $2,300  is  expended  for  transportation* 

• 

The  latter.  Items  show  a  marked  decrease  from  last  year  and  the  year  before,  but 
it  ou^bt   and  it  mamt  be  cat  down  to  a  few  hundred  dollars*  Tor  four  years  and 
more,  we  have  been  repeating  this;  other  cities  have  adopted  an  absolute  rule 
that  timj  will  not  forward  transients  to  other  places  or  assist  those  sent  to  them 
without  their  consent*  We  must  follow  their  example*  This  alone  will  not  be 
enough  cooperation  between  the  Jewish  charities  of  the  country,  but  it  is  essential* 
Whether  this  can  be  accoinpllshed  only  by  a  convention  such  as  we  suggested  four 
years  ago,  or  by  letter,  remains  to  be  seen* 

Money  alone,  however,  will  never  solve  the  problem  of  the  poor.  There  is  but 
one  solution  -  personal  sendee*  Before  the  days  of  large  cities,  before  the 
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aristocracy  of  wealth  "began  to  rale,  the  Jewish  poor  were  not  given  only  money, 
they  were  aided  hy  advice,  hy  friendship,  by  personal  service.  In  onr  times 
this  had  died  out  to  a  considerable  extent.   A  few  years  ago,  however,  a       2 

revival  took  place*  Everyone  wanted  to  be  engaged  in  charity  work*  Was  it 

but  a  fad?  We  hope  not,  but  in  this  Jewish  community  at  any  rate,  it  has  not    ^ 
developed  as  it  should.  There  is  very  little  personal  service,  very  little 
friendly  visiting  among  our  poor. 

ft:? 
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The  Reform  Advocate »  Nk.  of  September  28,   1895*  pp»5I8-5I9,         g 

Co 

Report  of  the  United  Hebrew  Charities  of  Chicago   from  September  1894  to  Septeijg* 
ber  1895  is  as  follows:  e' 

Relief   cases,   1,378,   comprising  14,249  persons,   85%  Russians.     Receipts  $32,842 
•IB.  Expenditures  $33, 264^34,    Deficit,  $422.16. 

Applicants  in  Labor  Bureau,   883,  work  found  for  769. 

Total  number  of  patients  treated  in  West  Side  Dispensary,   19,697,  prescriptions 
filled,   29,130* 

Children  in  Sheltering  Home,  total  1,457.     Receipts  $8987.   80,  Expenditures, 
$4,975.43,   balance  $4,012.37. 

Total  number  of  patients  in  Hospital,   1,211.     An  increase  of  nearly  20^  over 
last  year*     Total  amount  on  hand  in  Hospital  Endowment  Fund,  $140,400. 

On  hand  in  Relief  Endowment  Fund,  $10,400.  • 
Total  cash  in  treasur^  Sept*   17,   1895,  for  all  purposes,   $4,504.77* 
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The  Reform  Advocate >  Wk.  of  March  9.  1S95*  p.^# 

1^ 

The  !•  M.  Hebrew  Charity  Association  held  its  annual  meeting  at  Sinai 

Temple*  The  receipts  of  the  last  charity  hall  were  reported  to  he  $22, 000, 

while  the  expenses  were  less  than  $3,000,  thus  netting  about  $19,000  for  the 
Tarious  charities  of  the  city# 

Among  officers  elected  were  Sidney  Loeh  for  president,  and  Frank  !•  Man« 
del,  treasurer* 

% 
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The  Haform  Advocate t  Wk.  of  February  l6,  1S95.  p.U20, 

At  a  meeting  of  the  Directors  of  the  Young  Men's  Hehreti  Charity  Associationf 
the  report  was  given  on  the  recent  charity  hall*  The  total  receipts  were 

$21,600t  the  expenses  but  $2,600,  leaving  the  sum  of  $19,000  to  be  divided 
among  local  charities • 



XZ  B  1  *UHIfID  HEBBEf  BKLIX7  ASSOCZAIIOV  JBWISH 
Years    189i*-lg95 

k&  ezaminatlon  of  the  excellent  tables  prepared  by  oiir  superintendent »  )Lt%  ^ 
EIS89  and  his  assistant,  Mr.  Klein,  will  show  a  decrease  from  last  year  of  <::^ 

one- third  in  the  cases  assisted,  or  Z^^JZ.  This  year's  cases  comprise  3fl63  ̂   \ 
adults  and  9f08U  children?   a*total  of  ll+,2U9  persons,  but  on  account  of  the  -a        I 
principle  of  giving  inadequate  amounts  durixsg  the  first  few  months  of  o'tir  work^  3  { 
the  average  expenditure  in  each  case  is  larger  than  heretofore*  The  preponder-  \^  \ 
ance  of  $3  to  $10  and  $10  to  $13  grants  is  to  be  regretted:  it  tells  the  tale  3  | 
of  alms-giving*  ^  . 

mM 
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The  Reform  Advocata.  Wk<  of  December  22,  ISgU.  p#29U»  jj 

"No  one  can  gainsay  the  practical  utility  and  effectiveness  of  the  Instl-  ^ 
tutlon  known  as  the  "Charity  Ball,  especially  when  managed  as  capably  as  those   >:, 
glTen  by  the  Young  Men's  Hebrew  Charity  Association  of  this  clty«  It  Is  estl-  3 
mated  that  within  fourteen  years  of  Its  existence,  this  society  has  given      ^ 
$130,000  to  the  cause  of  charity*  Tuesday  night's  ball  was  probably  the  most 
successful  of  the  series.  It  was  certainly  the  most  brilliant  of  8uLl  the  balls 
thus  far  glren  by  the  association,  and  the  amount  of  money  to  go  to  charitable 
ends  will  probably  exceed  $20,000« 

The  members  of  the  association  have  a  right  to  congratulate  themselves  on 
their  success.  It  Is  the  sort  of  success  the  Hebrews  usually  achieve  when  they 
turn  their  energies  to  philanthropic  ends.  And.  as  le  the  case  of  many  of  the 
beneficent  deeds  of  this  charitable  race,  the  amount  received  will  be  distribu- 

ted to  worthy  and  needy  causes  Irrespective  of  all  considerations  of  sect  or 
creed."  -  Editorial  In  Chicago  Dally  Record. 
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The  Reform  Advocate^  Wk.  of  October  13,  1894.  p.l26. 

Kt 
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At  the  annual  meeting  of  the  United  Hebrev/  Charities,  the  following  summary  of 
the  work  done  in  the  various  departments  during  the  year  1893-94  was  presented         ̂  
by  Secretary  Julian  W»  Mack.     Relief  cases  assisted,  4,462,   comprising  20,606  ^ 
persons,  an  increase  of  6b%.     Labor  Bureau.     Applicants,   1,120,  work  found  for 

911.     West   Side   Dispensary   (9-2  months^  work),  patients,  nev/  8,352,  repeats, 
5,077,  total  13,429.     Prescriptions,   12,528.     Receipts  (exclusive  of  prescrip- 

tion charges),   $1,116.     Receipts  from  prescriptions,   $796*88.     Total  $1,912.88. 
Expenditures,   $1,953.54,   Deficit  $40.66.     Hospital  Dispensary  and  Drug  Store. 
Over   10,000  patients  treated,  and  nearly  17,000  prescriptions  filled.     Hospital, 

patients,  Jewish.     Pay,   100,   Charity,   640.     Non-Jewish,  Fay, 180,  Charity  102. 
Total  number  of  patients,   1,002.     Receipts  and  balance  last  year,  $41,840.51. 

Expenditures,   $37,779.64.      Balance   in  Treasury,   $4,060. 87.     Hospiti^l  Sinking 

Fund,   on  hand  last  year,   $121,800.     Receipts,  Eliza  Frank  legacy,   
$6,000.  Henry 

A.  Kohn  legacy,   $5,000.     yax  Goodkind  legacy,  $500.     B.  Grossman  l^f^^y!^^°V* 

In  memory  of  M.   M.  Rothschild,   $5,000,    in  memory  of  L.   Lowenstein,^l,000,      
in 

memory  of  Kelson  M.  Rothschild,   $500,   Total,   $139,900.     Of  this  
$139,000,  there 

invested. 



^^ 
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Sinai  Congregation ^  Zzecutive  Board,  Minute 8,  Uar*  26,  1S9U« 

The  president  (J.  L.   Gatzert)  farther  reported  that  the  sum  of  $13,117«80 
was  paid  into  the  treasury  of  the  United  Hebrew  Charities  as  collection 
from  the  members  of  this  congregation. 

o 

CO 

^.  *' 
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The  Reform  Advocate,  Wk,  of  Uarch  10,  IS9U.  pp.57-5S«  \- 
CD 

The  lUth  annual  meeting  of  the  Y»  M,  Hebrew  Charity  Association  was  held  in  Sinai  ̂  
Tenqple*  The  retiring  president,  Norman  Florsheim,  stated  that  there  had  heen 
two  affairs  during  the  year*  The  Taudeyille,  held  in  the  summer,  produced  a 
net  profit  of  $1,159.  The  net  profits  from  the  charity  hall  amounted  to  $l6,U00. 

Secretairy  Jacob  Binger  reported  that  the  present  membership  of  the  association  was 
386«   S.  Bartenstein,  the  supt*  of  the  labor  bureau,  reported  that  there  had 
been  966  applicants  for  employment  and  87O  had  been  given  work.  The  total  re- 

ceipts for  the  year  amounted  to  $239HlU« 

The  following  officers  were  elected:  president,  Henry  X.  Strauss;  treasurer, 
k^   E«  Kohn;  financial  secretary,  Harry  Pflaum;  recording  secretary,  Uorris 
Bothschild.  Among  the  directors,  c^pear  the  names  of  N.  Florsheim,  Bemhard 
Cahn,  Sidney  Loewenstein,  Alfred  M.  Snydacker  and  Moses  Solomon. 
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Never  before  has  this  body  or  any  similar  one  in  Chicao-o  been  so  over-   ̂  
burdened  as  during  the  trying  winter  of  l893«  '^he  mere  ligures  can  give  f3 
you  no  conception  of  the  labor  performed.   In  fact,  cuch  was  the  nature  o:f^ 
the  demands  that  it  v/as  imDOssible  at  times  to  keep  full  statistics  of 
applicants  either  for  relief  or  for  labor.  V/e  could  do  no  more  than  to 
preserve  the  records  of  those  cases  in  which  help  was  given.  ••••  .The 
past  winter  has  not  afforded  a  special  opportunity  for  testing  nev;  methods 

of  work.  The  emergency  was  so  extreme,  the  demands  so  strenuous, the  suffer- 
ing so  great,  that  theory  was  everywhere  cast  to  the  winds,  and  too  often 

the  heart  impelled  where  the  head  should  have  guided. 

A  first  step  v/as  taken,  however,  in  the  administration  of  Jewish  charities, 
which  is  full  of  bright  promises  for  the  future.  The  women  and  the  men 
joined  forces;  the  Ladies  Societies,  the  Aids,  the  Personnel  Service, 

all  of  them  acting  on  the  incentive  of  a  iVomen's  Auxiliary  Committee  ap- 
pointed by  our  Board  co-operated  v/ith  us  and  expended  their  monies 

under  the  direction  of  our  worthy  superintendent,  Mr.  Kiss. 



t 
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United  Hebrew  Relief  Association,  l893~94.  na 
o 
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Along  these  lines  the  tasks  of  the  future  must  be  done.   If  we  are  to  haveL. 

a  United  Hebrew  Jharities,  it  must  be  a  union  of  all  bodies  engaged  in    f  ̂  
philanthrooic  work  among  the  Jewish  ooor:  there  i^ust  be  a  general  office, 
a  unity  of  purpose,  a  harmony  of  actiofi,  and  thereby  an  avoidance  of  all 
duplication. 

Every  cent  expended  in  aid  of  the  Jewish  poor  should  be  given  through  our 
office,  and  a  record  thereof  should  be  kept  in  our  books.  Sach  society 
will  obtain  due  credit  for  its  contribution. .  •• 

One  gratifying  element  in  this  year's  receipts  was  the  fact  that  many 
names  appear  on  our  books  for  the  first  time.  The  directory  of  the  Jews 
of  Chicago,  compiled  by  our  worthy  financial  secretary,  has  thereby 
demonstrated  its  usefulness. 
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The  Reforra  Advocate.  Wk*  of  Dec.  S3,   1393.  p. 307.  2n 

The  Thirteenth  Annual  Ball  of  the  Young  Men's  Hebrevsr  Charity  Association 
was  held  last  Tuesday  evening.     $17,000  was  realized   for  charity. 
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United  Hebrew  Charities,  November  8,  1893. 

/"dispensart  established_7 
A  letter  was  sent  to  Dr.  Boerne  Bettman  by  Julian  W.  Mack,  Secretary, 
informing  him  that  at  a  meeting  of  the  United  Hebrew  Charities,  a  reso- 

lution was  adopted  establishing  the  West  Side  Dispensary  and  appointing 
Drs.  Bettman,  Zeisler,  Friend,  Morgenthau,  Sreensf elder,  Weber,  Frankenthal, 
Sydney,  Kuhn,  Goodklnd,  Carey  and  Engelman  as  the  Dispensary  staff. 

'..■' 
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The  Reform  Advocate ,  Wk.  of  October  7,   1893,  p.128-129. 

The  thirty-fourth  annual  meeting  of  the  United  Hebrew  Charities  of  Chicago,  was 
held  last  Tuesday  night  in  the  vestry  room  of  the  Sinai  Temple.  The  annual  re- 

ports were  read* 

Mr.  Kiss,   Superintendent  of  the  Relief  Bureau,  reported  that  during  the  year 
ending  with  Sept.   1893,  2,949  resident  cases  were  assisted  against  2,284  cases 

the  previous  year.      During  the  same  time,   185  transients  were  assisted.     The  to- 
tal number  of  assisted   cases  was  3,134,   comprising  5,100  adults  and  8,200  chil- 

dren, or  13,300  persons  in  all,  an  increase  of  31  per  cent. 

President  Bartenstein  of  the  Employment  Bureau,  reported  that  870  out  of  966  ap- 
plicants were  given  employment.     Many  of  these  have  become   self-supporting.     Of 

the  applicants,   676   came  from  Russia. 

The  Hospital  Committee  reported  that   1,072  patients  were  treated  during  the 
year.     23  mothers  were  skilfully  cared  for  in  the  maternity  ward. 
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The  Reform  Advocate,  Wk.  of  Oct*   7,   1893,  pp»12B-129.  -p 
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There  were  70  applicants  for  admission  to  the  Training  School  for  Nurses,   and 
23  are  now  in  school* 

In  the  Pharmaceutical  Department,  7,658  prescriptions  were  filled  for  the  Hospi- 

tal,  and   5,687  for  poor  patients* outside  of  the  Hospital* 

Vt.  B*   !•  David,   Superintendent  of  the  Hospital,   reported  that  of  the  1,072 

patients  treated,   99  were  Jewish  pay-patients,   600, Jewish  char it y-pat lent s,   257, 
non-Jewish  pay-patients,   and  116,  non-Jewish  charity-patients.     The   income 
from  the  pay-patients  was  $13,932.50. 

The  South  Side  Ladies  Sewing  Society  disbursed  $4,021.34,  over  300  families  be- 
ing assisted.     The  West  Side  Ladies  Sewing  Society  clothed  205  families,   consist- 
ing of  900  persons,   at  an  expense  of  over  $2,200.     The  North  Side  Society  expend- 

ed over  $2,600   in  giving  relief  to   285  families. 

The  Relief  Department  received  during  the  year  over  $26,500,  and  expended  near- 

ly $28,500,  the  exact  deficit   being  $1,678.65. 

CO 

> 
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Chicago  Tributte>  Sept.  15,  1893. 

At  a  meeting  of  a  number  of  charitable  Jews  yesterday  at  the  headquarters  of  the 
Hebrew  Aid  Society  on  Twenty-sixth  Street  it  was  decided  to  establish  soup-houses 
at  several  points  in  the  city  for  the  free  distribution  of  food  to  the  poor  of  all 
classes  irrespectire  of  religious  faith* 

Messrs.  Kopparl  and  Lowenthal  were  given  instructions  to  secixre  rooms  suitable 
for  the  purpose. 
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A  letter  was  sent  to  Mrs.  L.  L.  Flower  lly  Julius  W.  Mack, Secretary,  en- 
closing a  check  for  $60.00  as  a  contribution  from  the  United  Hebrew  Charities 

and  Michael  Eeese  Hospital  to  the  Charities  Congress. 

Mrs.  Flower  was  informed  that  the  United  Hebrew  Charities  had  decided  to  send 
representatives  to  the  Congress.  Messrs.  Isaac  Sreensfelder  and  Herman  F. 
Hahn  were  to  be  appointed  as  delegates  to  represent  the  Hospital  and  Henry  !• 
Frank  and  Henry  Hart  to  represent  the  charities.  For  the  reception  committee, 
the  hospital  was  to  be  represented  by  Bernard  Cahn  and  Jacob  Rosenberg  and 
the  charities  by  Abraham  Strauss  and  Julian  W.  Mack. 

DO 

United  Hebrew  Charities,  April  28,  1893.  g 

/"CHARITIES  CONGEESSjT' 

■a 
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II  B  2  f  The  Reform  Advocate,  Mar.  11,  1893.  ^ 

/"proceed  of  CHilRITY  BALLJ" 

The  annual  meeting  of  the  Young  Men^s  Hebrew  Charity  Association  was  held  at 
£•  A.  M.  Temple,  The  membership  of  the  organization  Is  now  over  700,  The 
distribution  of  the  funds  resulting  from  the  last  charity  hall  was  announced. 
The  net  amoTint  distributed  was  $17,200,  the  largest  sum  that  the  association 
has  had  at  Its  command  since  Its  Inception. 

The  principal  beneficiaries  were:  Michael  Reese  Hospital,  $6,800,  Jewish  Train- 
ing School,  $4,800;  Labor  Bureau  of  U.  H.  C,  $1,600  and  United  Eebrw  Chari- 

ties, $1,800.  Mr.  Norman  Florshelm  was  elected  president. 
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V  A  2  The  Reform  Advocate,  March  4,  1893. 
(Russian  II  D  1) 

(Russian  V  A  2)  IROM  MR.  H.  ELIASSOI'S  REPORT  AS  SUPERIITTENEENT  OF  THE 
SOCIETY  IN  AID  OP  RUSSUN  RErUGEES 

The  Society  was  organized  on  August  23rd,  1891,  and  the  work  of  relieving 

the  refugees  commenced  the  following  month.  On  Jan.  31st,  1893,  it  com- 
pleted 17  months  of  work.  During  the  first  6  months,  391  applications  were 

considered  with  $5,616  disbursed.  In  the  following  11  months,  671  appli- 
cations were  taken  and  $25,038  expended,  making  a  grand  total  of  $1,062 

applications  and  $30,654  cash  disbursed  for  17  months. 

In  the  beginning  of  March,  1892,  the  Society  was  reorganized  and  arrange- 
ments were  then  completed  to  receive,  care  for,  and  distribute  a  greater 

number  of  refugees  than  before.   Energetic  efforts  were  made  to  enable 
the  Society  to  send  away  from  Chicago  to  the  country  towns  as  many  refugees 
as  could  be  induced  to  leave  the  large  and  crowded  city.  The  work  of  dis- 

tribution was  done  systematically.  The  refugees  were  not  forced  upon  the 

t 
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V  A  2  The  Reform  Advocate,  March  4,  1893. 
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otfVMUilities, but  were  shipped  to  places  only,  where  our  traveling  agent 
found  parties  who  were  willing  to  accept  the  new-comers  and  help  them  find 
homes  and  work*  All  families  or  single  men,  who  were  sent  from  Chicago  to 
the  coTontry,  were  assigned  with  credentials  to  one  man  or  to  a  committee, 
in  the  respective  town,  who  took  charge  of  them.  The  1,062  applications 
during  the  17  months  represent  a  total  numher  of  2,968  persons,  the  numher 
of  families  heing  603«   Among  the  total  numher  of  applications  were  387 
mechanics,  with  75  trades  represented,  26  professionals,  and  44  farmers • 

915  persons  were  sent  away  from  Chicago,  of  which  129  returned.  Some  of 
these  came  hack  hecause  they  preferred  not  to  stay  in  small  towns  where 
they  could  not  live  Kosher,  according  to  the  dietary  laws  of  the  Mosaic 
Code.  The  Employment  Bureau  was  in  operation  from  March  23rd  to  Sept.  17, 
1892  and  during  this  time  found  work  for  505  applicants. 
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Taking  into  consideration  the  large  ntunber  of  people  in  the  care  of  the 
Society,  very  few  deaths  occurred  during  these  17  months • 

The  results  of  the  work  can  he  considered  very  satisfactory.  From  reliable 
hits  of  information  received  hy  the  Society,  it  may  he  safely  concluded 
that  the  majority  of  those  refugees  who  were  sent  to  the  country  communities 
are  well  taken  care  of  and  are  in  a  tetter  position  than  those  who  remained 

in  the  city.   Most  of  them  have  found  employment  and  are  becoming  self  sus- 
taining. Some  of  the  married  men  who  had  left  their  families  in  Russia  were 

able,  after  working  6  or  8  months,  to  send  enough  money  to  bring  their  rela- 
tives here. 

f 
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/JBEPOET  OF  AID  SOCIETYJ' 

Heports,  setting  forth  the  great  work  accomplished  "by  the  Society  in  Aid 
of  Russian  Refugees,  were  read  at  the  general  meeting  of  the  organization* 

The  reports  covered  a  period  of  one  and  one-half  years. 

The  total  amount  of  sul)  script  ions  in  Chicago  was  $23,637.  To  this  sum  were 
added  collections  from  various  sources  and  also  $7,670  from  the  N.Y.  Committee, 
making  a  grand  total  of  $34,911.  Of  the  $23,637  collected  in  this  city,  the 

largest  donations  were  made  l>y  (1)  the  Young  Men's  R.R.  Auxiliary  Society, 
$8,000,  (2)  Standard  Clut,  $1,000,  (3)  Chicago  Sinai  Congregation,  $500,(4) 

Toung  Men's  Hebrew  Charity  Association,  $750.  Individual  collections  totalled 
$11,967. 

The  dishursements  amounted  to  $30,655,  leaving  the  organization  a  total  asset 
of  several  thousand  dollars.  Glancing  at  these  figures,  we  have  reason  to 
he  proud  of  our  Chicago  Jewry  who  responded  so  magnificently  to  our  call* 
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The  president,  Adolph  Loet,  spoke  of  a  matter  \inder  consideration  for  some   P 

time,  the  advisa'bility  of  dissolving  the  society  and  turning  its  affairs  over  ̂ ^ 
to  the  United  He'brew  Charities.  Mr.  Loeb  stated  that  the  main  ohject  of  the  li 
society  was  to  take  charge  of  the  new  arrivals  and  to  distribute  them  through- 

out the  West  as  scattered  as  possilDle.  However  in  view  of  the  fact,  that  im- 
migration has  virtually  stopped  and  new  arrivals  are  Tjut  few  and  isolated,  the 

Society,  during  the  past  months,  had  done  little  else  than  assist  the  resident 
poor.  This  work  could  be  done  as  well  hy  the  U.  H.  C,  and  thussave  on  the 
Society.  The  Executive  Committee,  therefore,  recommended  that  the  society  he 
dissolved,  with  the  stipulation  that,  if,  in  the  near  future,  circumstances 
warranted  it,  they  could  once  again  organize. 
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/!Tl7E  §15,000  to  IIISTITJTICMT' 

At  a  meeting  of  the  directors  of  the  Houng  I'.en^s   Hebrew  Association,  the 
proceeds  of  the  Charity  Eall,  amounting  to  $15,000,  were  distributed. 

The  largest  suns  went  to  the  Michael  Heese  Hospital  which  received  .^-6,000 
and  to  the  Jewish  Training  School  wiiich  received  $4,000* 

JEWISH 
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United  EelDrexr  Relief  Association 

Year  1B93-.1893 

Ladies  and  Gentlenen:  ^ 

In  1859  the  United  Hebrew  Relief  Association,  the  predecessor  of  the  United  \^ 
HehreT?  Charities,  was  organized*  ^ 2 
During  the  past  year  we  have  received  for  the  Relief  Dep'.rtment  over  $26,500,  oo 
and  have  expended  nearly  $28,500,  the  exact  deficit  heing  $1,678«63»  We  are  f::^ 
indebted  to  the  Executive  Connittee  in  aid  of  the  Russian  Refugees  that  the   ̂ ^ 
deficit  did  not  exceed  $5,000.   They  averted  this  by  turninf;  over  to  us 
$3,700  in  cash  and  a  $500  note,  the  balc'^Jice  of  their  funds.  Ilore  interesting, 
hov/ever,  rre  the  itens  of  expenditure.  Ilearly  $7,300  was  the  cost  of 

ad^inistr^tion,  re-onynent  of  loajis,  investment  in  relief  build in{^,  and  other 
exT)enditures  not  iven  directly  for  relief.  Of  the  $21,000  exoended  directly 
in  the  v/ork  the  re/^lar  r^ciolents,  over  40  in  nunber,  received  more  than 

$4,500;   $2,400  was  ex-nended  for  tronsportation;   3250  for  free  burials; 
end   §13,500  for  general  relief  v;ork;  in  supplying  food,  clothing,  medical 
aid  and  habitation  to  the  poor  and  the  sick.  The  total  number  of  cases 
assisted  was  3,134,  consisting  of  13,000  persons,  an  increase  over  l^st  year 
of  31  r.er  cent.  Transportation  exr)enditures  increased  over  5.;  per  cent.  To 
transients  was  given  nearly  $1,400,  an  increase  over  last  year  of  more  than 

^j 
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135  per  cent;   ten  thouspnd  articles  of  vrearing  apparel,  and  nearly  1,500  pairs   o 

of  shoes  were  distributed;   and  800  school  "boys  were  clothed,  No  child         ^ attendin{!:  the  public  schools  or  the  Jevash  Training  School  TLeeo.   be  in  want 
of  Clothin:^  or  shoes*  T}ie  only  reouirenent  is  iziability  of  the  parents  to 
pravide  then  and  the  certifier  te  of  the  teacher  that  the  child  is  attending 

school*  Old  clothes  of  all  kinds  in  /^'ood  condition  can  alwa.ys  be  used  and  vdll 
be  thankfully  received  at  the  Relief  Office. 
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The  Reform  Advocate^  Oct.  8,  1892# 

/^ELEGATSS  CF  CCLPONii^TT  30CIETIBS  I.iEET/ 

The  annual  neetins  cf  the  delegates  representing  the  ccmnonent  societies  cf 
the  United  Hebrev;  Charities  was  held  at  Sinai  Tenple#  The  societies  repre- 
sentW  v/ere  as  follows:  South  Side  ̂ adies*  Sewing  Society,  West  Side  l-adies' 
S«  $•  North  Side  Ladies*  S.  S.,   Deborah  Verein,  Jochannah  Lodge,  Jewish 
Charity  Association,  Anshe  Ma'arab  Congrego.tion,  Zion  Cong.,  North  Chicago 
Cong.,  Young  Len's  Hebrew  Charity  Association,  Hillel  Lcd^^e,  i^iaurice  Liayer 
Lodge,  Sinai  Cong.,  ond   Ramah  Lodge. 

The  following  societies  vrere  not  represented:  Relief  Society  l^o.  1,  Chebra 
Kadisha  Ubiker  Cholim,  Hebrew  Benevolent  Society,  Cong.  E^nai  Sholon,  Cong. 
Agudath  Achim» 
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United  iiebrev.-  Charities,   3ept.   29,    1892.    (U.   II.    C.   Correspondence) 

it 

:i^^ 
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In  letters  sent  to  Dr.  A.   J.  ̂ *  Lesser,  Lr.  E*  G.  Hirsch,  Dr.  A*  R»  Lev^/, 

Dr.  Joseph  Stolz,  Dr.  I.  S.  Moses,  Dr.  A.  IJorden  and  Dr.  A.  J.  Lleasinr,  E»  J. 

Vrertheimer,  Secretary,  stated  thet  at  the  request  of  the  Executive  Board,  he 

had  be^n  instructe'^.  to  ask  them  to  call  the  attention  cf  their  ccnr^regations   ^ 

on  the  Eve  of  the  Day  of  Atonement  to  the  needs  of  the  Association.  The 

letter  also  stated  that  during  the  past  year  the  relief  office  gave  aid  to 

over  10,000  persons,  that  there  was  an  increase  in  the  number  of  receipts 

durinf^  the  past  year  cf  56% 

The  increase  cf  revenue  v;as  only  o/o  end  that  Lhe  prospective  demand  cwinj 

to  the  Russian  exodus  v^cuid  be  rr.reat. 
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The  Reform  AdTocate,  Vk.   of  Sept«  22,  1892* 

JEWISH 

^SBLLS  SHELTERING  HOUSE/ 

The  Executive  conuuittee  in  Aid  of  the  Russian  Refugees  has  sold  the  re- 
cently purchased  Sheltering  Ifouse  for  $15,000«  This  action  was  taken 

owing  to  the  cholera  news*  No  refugees  are  being  receired  in  the  city, 
but  the  organization  is  still  at  work  dispensing  relief  where  needed* 

:?^ 
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The  Reform  Advocate ^  Aug»  6,  l892,  p.  521. 

The  treasuries  of  both  the  United  Hebrew  Charities^  and  the  Michael  Reese  ^ 
Hospital  are  exhausted*  The  influx  of  the  poor  immigrants  from  Europe  has  ^ 
placed  a  burden  upon  the  older  institutions  for  which  no  provision  was  ^ 
made*  ^liere  ten  years  ago^  five  applicants  had  to  be  aidedy  there  are  now  o 
one  hundred*  The  contributions  have  not  grown  as  the  necessities  increased*  :>j 

The  hospital  9  prepared  to  treat  seventy-five  pat  lent  s,  harbors  at  present  ^^ 
nearly  one  hundred*  The  prevailing  typhoid  epidemic  has  filled  to  the  utmost  '' 
both  its  public  and  its  private  wards,  and  over  eighty  per  cent  of  the  patients 
are  again  Russian  refugees* 

The  gravity  of  the  situation,  we  are  afraid,  is  not  grasped  by  the  larger 
portion  of  the  Jewish  population*  It  is  exceedingly  easy  to  argue  that  there 
is  no  need  for  the  existence  of  these  institutions,  and  that,  if  the  relief 
office  were  closed,  those  that  now  apply  there  for  aid  would  manage  to  get 
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along  some  how»  These  people  would  be  the  very  first  to  raise  the  voice 
of  protest,  if,  in  any  consequence  of  the  closing  of  the  relief  office, 
their  stores  would  be  invaded,  and  the  streets  in  the  center  of  the  city 
would  be  filled  with  the  needy  applicants,  who,  according  to  all  principles 
of  practical  charity,  should  be  taken  care  of  by  the  Jewish  community  to the  extent  of  its  ability. 

There  is  now  no  time  for  argument.  May  be  it  would  be  better  if  this 
influx  of  immigration  were  regulated  now  to  assume  a  less  rapid  tempo* 
Four  months  before  the  close  of  the  fiscal  year,  our  charities  are  con- 

fronted with  a  condition  of  affairs,  which  hardly  troubled  them  at  the 
close  of  the  administrative  year*  The  poor  want  bread  and  the  sick  want 
attendance*  The  hospitals  cannot  be  closed.  Sickness  does  not  wait  for 

{'^1 
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resumption  of  the  yearly  collections.  It  is  urgent  that  everyone  should 

once  more  open  his  heart  and  his  purse,  so  that  the  difficulties  may  be 
bridged  over^  ^ 

No  one  among  us  has  earned  the  right  to  claim,  that  he  has  done  for  the 
United  Hebrew  Charities  his  full  duty. 
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JEWISH 

V 

Superintendent  Kiss,   cf  the  TJnited  riebrev;  Charities,    in  his  report  for  April,  .^^ 

states  that  tliere  v/ere  462   resident  end  transient  applications   for  relief •     Cf  p^ 
these,    259   heads   cf  femlies,    en^uracin^  999  persons,    received  assistance* 

The  nationality  of  the  receipts   are:      Eussiexi  202,    Gernien  18,   Hungarian  8,   Eo-  ^'^ 
hemian  5,    Galician  5,   Ainericeji  o,    Fron  the  Ct«.nal  street  district   carne  172  of 
the  CfiSes,    including  19  of  the  25  newccLiers* 
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The  Refom  Advocate.  Wk.  of  Apr.  23,  1892. 

/aOClXn  CHANGES  NAIfflT*  ^' 

r/^ At  the  special  meeting  held  by  the  Israelitische  Altenheim  society,        "^^ 
April  5,  it  was  decided  to  change  the  name  of  the  society  to  that  of  the 

•'Woman^s  Society  of  the  Home  for  Aged  Jews,**  and  to  apply  for  a  charter      ^^ 
^ 

to  that  effect* 9 
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JEWISH 

The  Standard  Club  has  voted  $1,000  to  the  Executive  Committee  in  Aid  of 
the  Russian  Refugees* 



'.^^ 

^ 
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II  D  1  (Russian)    ^  _ 

/^FDGEES  GIVEN  MEAT  DURING  PASSOVEE/  'f: 
Through  the  generosity  of  llrs»  Samuel  Gans,  over  one-hundred  families  of  i 
refugees  were  supplied  with  fresh  meat  for  the  first  days  of  Passover •  The  2 

distribution  was  made  by  officers  of  the  Russian  Refugee  Relief  Society*     '^, 
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Sheltering  hous^ 

JsinsH 

The  Executive  Ccmi.iittee  in  aid  cf  the  Russian  Refugees  has  purchased  a  large 
dwelling  house,  corner  cf  Laxwell  ond  Clinton  streets,  to  be  used  as  a  shelter-2 

ing  house  sjid  relief  office.  The  cost  v/as  $12,500,  the  money  beinf;  adveaiced  by  "^ the  Baron  De  Hirsch  Fund  Trustees  of  ITev/  ?^ork,   on  the   personal  guarejitee  of  ^ 
five  menbers   cf  the   Executive  Comrdttee,   Messrs •     Adolph  Loeb,   Joseph  Eeifeld,     J 
Herman   .rross::^an,   A»   H»  V/olf  o.nd  l.^ayer  lievvmana. 
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United  Hebrew  Charities,  luorch  22i^d,   1892  (U.  H.  C.  Correspcndence) 

In  a  letter  sent  to  Mr.  Joseph  Biefeld,  City,  B»  J#  '^Yertheimer,  Se'^retery, 
states  that  en   applics.tion  fcr  s   Icen  cf  $15,000  to  the  -Russian  Hefug;ees  So- 

ciety, asked  by  Kr.  Eiefeld,  had  been  considered  but,  after  procuring  the 
opinions  cf  counsel  as  to  its  authority  to  make  such  a  lean,  advised  that  the 
loan  could  not  be  ma.de. 

5^ 

> 
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Relief  sccisty  i-xfj/.e!^ 

JS17I3H 

r- 

Amass  meeting  cf  Jewish  ycunj  i.en  wo.s  held  on  i:arcii  Ic,    1592,  at  Kimball  Hall. 
This  mass  meeting,  ccmpcsed  cf  five-hundred  young  men  cf  the  city  of  Chicago, 
deeming  proppt  action  better  than  slow  relief,  dees  now  and  hereby  constitute 
itself  a  society  to  be  known  hereafter  as  •^The  Young  Men's  Russian  Relief     S3 
Association***  oi 

The  object  cf  this  organization  is  to  cooperate  with  ti.e  executive  coimrittee 
of  the  Russian  Aid  Society,  for  tt;e  purpose  of  placing  as  speedily  as  possible 
the  Jewish  exiles  driven  from  Rustsia,  their  native  lend,  in  such  surroundings 
and  positions  as  will  make  them  self-supporting,  v.dth  due  end  careful  regard 
to  the  physical  end  moral  requirements  cf   the  newcomers  end   the  best  interest 
of  all  classes  of  t:ie  general  population  cf  cur  country. 

The  government  cf  this  association  is  to  be  vested  in  a  beard  of  directors, 
consisting  of  fifteen  m^nlers,  to  be  elected  by  this  body,  and  the  qualifi- 

cations for  which  shall  be  "diat  these  are  ycung  men,  aid  the  board  of  dire- 
ctors are  hereby  fully  vested  with  power  to  make  all  further  rules  end   re- 
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gufce.tions   sjid  qualifications   for  i.ieiabership  cf  this  orgo;iizaticn  as  may  seem 
to  them  just  and  proper. 

The  following  ̂ entleiiien  were  then  selected  as  the  executive  comiiiitteej 
Oscar  G.   Forenan,   Loses  Solomon,  Lilton  J.   Foreinaji,   Au5;ust  Gatzert,   Julius  E. 
Y/eil,   Leo  A.   Lceb,   Harry  Pflaum,   David  Eichberg,    Israel  Cowen,   Leon  Homstein, 
lU   H.  Llandalbaum,   Ed.  A.   Rosenthal,  Llilton  A.   Strauss,   Leopold  Cesterreicher  add 
Sol  D.   Lee. 

The   chair  appointed  a  comiuittee  en  collections,    selecting  cne  ir.eirJber  from  each 
if  the  orgcjiizations   cf  our  city  v;herein  young  j.en  are  represented,   as  follows: 
phoenix  Club,  i:.   J.   Spiegel;    Ideal  Club,   S.   J.   Marks;   Chicago  Lodge,   H.  W.   Hahn; 
West  Chicago   Club,   kaurice  Rothschild;   otandard  Club,   Edwin  F.  Meyer;   Herder 
Lodge,  Llax  Guthman;   Zion  Literary  Society,   J.   Ringer;   North-Vfest  Chics.go   Club,    Leo 
Taussig;  llontefiore  Council,    Sam  Rosenthal;   liyrtle  Council,   r/oritz   Hirsch;    Cre- 
mieux  Society,   Leon  V.    lecker;   Coaoordia,   Ralph  Leopdld;   Loiceside  Club,    •  aurice 
L»  Ash;   Lessing  Club,  I/e^  Pain. 
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The  Reform  Advocate,  l.exoh   19,  1892. 

On  Tuesday  night,  the  newly  elected  executive  comnittee  met  end  organized  by 

electing  the  following  officers t  President,  :.:ilton  J.  Foremaji;  First  Vice- 
President,  Julius  ̂ .   Weil;  Second  Vice-President,  Leon  Hornstein;  Recording 

secretary,  H*  !!•  L:andelbaum;  Finoncial  S^^fltretary,  Ilferry  pflaim;  Treasurer,  Oscar 
G»  Foreman* 

The  committee  on  collections  are  already  actively  at  work,  ejid  the  result  of 

their  labor  is  seen  in  the  ccntricuticns  that  are  being  obtained.   The  work 

is  being  pushed  systematically,  and  many  thousands  cf  dollars  will  be  raised 
among  the  young  men. 
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The  Hefcnn  AdvocG.te,  Jan.  23,  1892. 

^liARITY  BiLLL  PP.CC.i=:DS  DISTRIBUTE^ 

The  ball  netted  about  $14,000  or  $2,000  mere  t;ian  any  of  the  predecessors. 

Last  year  the  benefioieTies  of  the  asscciaticn  received  $11,2  ̂ ^'0,  while  this 
year  the  dcno.tion  to  then  ai:ici.mt  tc  ever  Olo,000. 
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(Hussian)       The  Beform  Advocate,  i*.  of  Dec.  12,  1891. 

JEWISH 

From  the  monthly  report  of  Dr,  A.  R.  Levy,  superintendent  of  the  Russian 
Refugees  Aid  Society.     During  the  month  of  Novemter,  64  new  applications 
were  written,  49  had  their  railway  tickets  to  Chicago  on  their  arrival  at 

their  repsective  ports,  while  the  "balance  of  15  were  forwarded  to  Chicago hy  refugees'  committee  of  other  cities. 

Of  the  49  applicants  who  had  tickets  direct  to  this  city,  37  came  over  to 

this  country  "by  their  own  means,  purchasing  their  tickets  for  the  voyage across  the  ocean  and  also  for  the  fare  to  Chicago,  The  balance  of  the  12 
applicants  were  sent  to  us  hy  committees  of  various  European  cities. 

Over  32^  of  the  November  applicants  have  been  sent  to  other  cities. 
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CONCERT  FOR  JEWISH  HEFUGZSS 

-a 

Central  Ifasic  Hall  was  well  filled  last  evening  at  the  concert  given  under  the  o 
aaspices  of  Myrtle  Council  No«  105,  Royal  Arcanum,  for  the  benefit  of  the  Jewisho 

Mftp^if>'^  Training  School* 
CD 

The  upper  balcony  was  filled  with  Jewish  refugees  from  Russia,  to  whom  the  direct 
benefit  of  the  concert  will  fall* 

The  entertainment  was  principally  given  by  Hans  Balatkete  orchestra*  Solos  were 
given  by  Miss  Christine  Nielsson,  Chas*  dorr^  and  Frederick  Hess*  The  address 
of  welcome  was  delivered  by  Z*  H*  Popper*  Addresses  were  also  given  by  Rabbi 
Hirsch  and  Robert  Van  Sands,  Grand  Regent  Royal  Arcanum  for  Illinois* 



s 
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Chicago  TriVune.  See*  8,  1891,  5tl« 

UNITED  HXBBEff  CHABITISS  BEPOBT  a> 

Doriag  the  year  ending  October »  1891 »  $579000  was  expended  in  the  condiict  of  the"^ 
relief  office  and  the  Michael  Reese  Hospital »  and  I2t000  persons  had  receired  assis- 
tance»  In  the  relief  office  $19^000  was  expendedt  and  in  the  hospital  $38t000«  Up 
to  September  1  Bussian  refugees  were  provided  for»  but  the  forming  of  an  independent 
relief  society  for  the  care  of  this  society  has  reliered  the  United  Hebrew  Charities 
of  the  biirden* 
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The  Hefcm  Advocate,   Oct.   3,    1891.  ^^^ 

/^SI^CHT  ON  AID  TO  RUSSIA]-:  REFUGEE^ 

From  the  report  cf  Dr.  A.  R.  Levy,  as  superintendent  of  the  nev/  orr-enization 
to  aid  the  Russian  refugees  thftt  cone  to  Chiccc^^o. 

"Our  work  in  its  various  phases  has  the  attention  cf  several  organizations, 
Yfhich  work  hand  in  hend  for  a  -.oirjuon  qood.  'rhe  Sheltering  Home,  **Hachnosas  Or- 
chen'*,  hs^  sheltered  to  the  loth  of  this  mcnth  652   people,  hc.ving  '^iven  to  soirie, 
shelter  end  foc.d  for  12  days, while  others  steyed  at  the  Hone  but  one  or  two 
days.  The  West  Side  Young  Ladies'  Aid  Society,  an  organization  of  twenty  young 
ladies,  is  looking  ejTter  the  irjanajenent  cf  the  Hoi:.e.  A  concnittee  cf  physicians, 
with  Dr«  Meyerowitz  as  the  daily  attending  medical,  looks  after  the  sanitary  con- 

dition of  the  House  ©nd  the  health  cf  the  iniuo.tes» 

**The  Zion  Personal  Service  Society  has  enlisted  in  the  work  ond  has  a  conmittee 
daily  at  our  office  to  assist  the  Advisory  Board.  This  Society  is  hajidling 
such  cases  as  require  their  help.  The  B»B.  lodges,  represented  by  the  president 
of  the  District  Grand  Lodge,  are  also  in  cur  work. 
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''The  varied  work  Cf.  rried  en  by  tlie  Executive  Coimnittee  Cnn  only  be  briefly  alluded 
to.  in  this  report*  The  finding  cf  enplcyment  fcr  the  skilled  le.borers  end  the 

placing  cf  the  unskilled  ones,  the  providing  for  orphen  children,  the  placing  cf 
widcws  in  a  position  to  support  theF^selves  and  these  dependent  on  them,  and  the 

furthering  of  the  best  insterests  cf  the  refugees  by  distributing  the  feiailies  cut- 
side  of  the  C8jial  St.  district  -  all  these  are  matters  requiring  no  small  effort.** 
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The  Reform  Advocate^  Oct*  3,  l891f  p»  110# 

From  Dr»  A*  K.   Leyy^s  report  as  superintendent  of  the  new  organization  to 
aid  the  Russian  refugees  that  come  to  this  city* 

••During  the  first  half  of  the  present  month,  our  board  listened  to  58  appli- 
cations, 38  of  these  were  families  with  children  comprising  in  all  I87 

souls.  The  balance  of  20  applications  were  either  of  families  without 
children  or  individuals  making  an  aggregate  of  212  persons;  23  families  were 

assisted  with  one  month's  rent  for  their  respective  homes  and  some  provided 
with  fiirniture*  Work  has  been  found  for  nearly  all  of  the  heads  of  families.** 

Each  day  of  the  week,  two  or  three  mexzibers  of  the  Advisory  Board  are  at  the 

office,  493  S.  Jefferson  Street,  from  9-12  o'clock  to  listen  to  the 
applications  taken  by  the  superintendent.  The  lion  Personal  Service  Society 
is  represented  daily  by  two  ladies.  The  Advisory  Board  meets  every  Monday 

aifternoon  at  4  o*clock  and  the  Executive  Committee  the  same  night  at  8  o'clock. 
The  Sheltering  Society  meets  once  a  week  and  is  presided  over  by  Mr.  J.  Lewis. 
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^13,000  ?QR  J3VIS1I  CILIRITIES/  }' 

The  annual   ooliecticns   for  tlie   Uiiited  Hebrew  Charities  were  nade   in  all  the  p 
teiaples   on  Sunday  during  the  ̂ Ereb  Yom  Kippur"    services.     ^Yhile  the  total 
amount  collected  has  not  yet  been  announced,    it  is   known  that  there  has  been 
an  increase  of  not   less  theji  25fi  over   Irst  year's   collection^      It  is   estins.ted 
that   about  j'^  18,000  was  raised.     Of  this   sun  the  i.ier.ibers   of  Sinei   r-eve  cter $9,000;    K.   A.U.    ,    .^4,000;   and  Zion,   ever  $:2,000. 

V. 

l     - 
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/^EQUSATHES  $100,000  TC  OIARITY/ 

It  is  announced  here  that  the  1  te  .Joseph  Rosenberg,  who  died  in  Germany 
last  month,  has  bequeathed  nearly  $100,000  for  charitable  and  public  purposes  ^ 
in  this  country.   Chicago  v;ill  receive  $4 J, 000  of  this  ajaount  with  i.iichael  ^ 

Reese  Hospital  the  principal  beneficiary.  The  Hospital  will  f,et  ?^35#000.  ."tri 

^: 
O 

'-  . 
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/AID  TO  RUSSIAN  JEWS/  ^ 

The  Jews  of  Chicago  do  not  desire  praise,  but  simply  a  recognition  of  the      "^ 
position  to  lAiich  facts  point • 

Uark  that  other  monument  to  Chicago* s  Jewish  spirit  -  **The  IMited  Hebrew 
Charities*^  Are  the  Russian  Jews  not  cared  for  by  this  institution?  Con- 

sult the  Record,  and  you  will  find  that  nine-tenths  of  the  relief  expended 
is  for  and  in  the  service  of  tbs  poor  Russian  Jew*  Go  to  the  Employment 
Bureau  in  the  office  of  this  noble  institution,  and  you  will  find  a  large 
proportion  of  the  time  spent  by  its  Superintendent  is  devoted  to  placing  the 
unfortunate  Russian  in  a  position  where  he  might  assert  manhood  and  prove 
to  the  world  his  right  to  live,  though  banished  from  his  native  land* 

It  was  false  to  say  that  the  Jews  of  Chicago  would  not  have  any  more  of 
exiled  Russians*  The  fact  is  that  the  Jews  of  Chicago  have  demonstrated 
beyond  a  doubt,  that  ample  and  wise  provisions  have  been  designed  and  per- 

-^ 

w^ 
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feoted  to  accomodate  the  very  class  of  unfortunates  that  now  are  broad-* 
cast  upon  the  world's  hospitality.  The  Jews  of  Chicago  stand  erect  and 

^., 

invite  scrutiny,  a  scrutiny  bringing  the  eye  of  Justice*  They  fear  not   ^^ 
the  scales,  and  the  facts  must  establish  the  truth* 

2^ 
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^IIARrrY  SOCETY  REPUDIATES  REPORT/ 
r . 

C:i 

The  directors  of  the  United  Hebrew  Charities  held  a  special  meetinp;  last  Sunday 
afternoon  and  adopted  a  resolution,  repudiating  the  alleged  interviews  which 
appeared  in  one  of  the  dailies  of  this  city*  Reports  of  these  interviews  were 
sent  out  and  have  been  coiriKiented  on  considerable.  They  luote  the  officers  of 

the  charities  as  sa5''ing  tr.at  the  society  vjas  unfavorably  disposed  to  the  location 
of  Russian  refugee  Jews  in  Chicago. 

The  resolution  adpoted  read  as  follows: 

**It  havin£;;  cone  to  our  knowledge  that  certain  pretended  interviews  v/ere  pub- 
lished in  one  of  the  daily  papers  of  C:  ica^'O,  and  thence  copied  into  the  press 

of  the  country  generally,  representing  that  the  officers  of  the  United  Hebrew 
Charities  declare  that  the  interviews  do  not  represent  the  sertinent  or  views 
of  the  gentlemen  said  to  have  uttered  them,  nor  of  the  Board  as  a  whole,  that 

the  figures  on  our  books  shov/  that  the  United  Hebrew  Charities  has,  as  al^^vaj'^s 
heretofore,  taken  ciiarge,  even  contrary  to  the  rules  of  the  work,  of  such 

applicants  as  have  come  before  it,  v/hether  recent  arrivals  or  not*'* 
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The  Reform  Advocate t  wk,  of  July  17,  1891. 

FROM  AN  ARTICLE  UNDER  TEE  EDITORIAL  NOTES. 

The  Jews  of  Chicago  "built  *he  Training  School  with  one  purpose  in  mind, 
to  help  the  Russian  Jew   Does  this  grand  monument  tell  the  world  that 

Chicago  ''wants  no  more  Russian  Jews  in  our  city?"  Rather,  it  is  a  Col- 
ossus, inviting  the  down-troden  of  Russia,  and  with  no  half-tones  bidding 

them  -  "Come  one,  come  all'." 

vV 

O. 
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An  entertainment  v^ill  ta.ke  place  Thursday,   June  4th,   at  the  V/est  Chioogo   Club, 
fcr  the  benefit  cf  the  Personal  Service  Society.     The  children  of  Zion  Sabbath 
School  v/ill  reproduce  the  operetta,   "The  Children* s   Crusade,"   which  they  so 
successfully  presented  at  Purin.     After  which,   there  will  be  a  strav/berry  fest- 

ival end  Hop.     Tickets   of  admission  &t  50/  can  be  procured  at  the  door  or  from 
members   cf  the   Society.      The  vfcrthiness   cf  the  society  appeals   for  end  deserves 
hearty  support. 

?  - 

rr''
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^IM   EEISFIT  FESTIVAL  l-'CP.  PGO^  |' 

A  meeting  of  the  Personal  Service  Society  v^as  held  Wednesday  aftemccn  in        V 
the  vestry  rccns  cf  Zion  Temple.  Ei  :ht  new  members  v/ere  enrolled*  Reports      * 
were  made  upon  several  oases ,  ajid  an  entertainment  corurdttee  was  appointed  to 
arrange  fcr  a  draraatic  perfcn^ance  and  strawberry  festival  to  be  T,iven  in  the 

near  future  ffor  the  purpose  cf  ro.ising  funds,  in  as  much  as  poor  people  re- 
quire substojice  as  well  as  sympathy. 
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/CHARITT  SOCIETT  OHJANIZm/ 

In  response  to  a  call  from  the  pulpit  of  the  Zlon  Congregation,  about 
twenty-five  ladies  met  at  the  house  of  Rabbi  Joseph  Stolz  and  perfected 
the  organi2sation  of  a  Personal  Service  Society,  to  supplement  the  work 
of  the  United  Hsbrew  Charities*  Urs*  Bertha  Fowel  was  chosen  president^ 
and  Miss  Jennie  Ariend,  secretary*  Very  much  enthusiasm  for  the  work  was 
manifested,  and  several  cases  are  already  in  the  hands  of  the  committees* 
A  meeting  has  been  called  to  be  held  in  the  vestry  rooms  of  the  Zion 
Congregation,  May  15,  at  3:30  P«M.,  and  ladies  from  all  parts  of  the  city 
interested  in  this,  the  noblest  kind  of  charitable  work,  are  invited  to 
be  present* 
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^ROWTH  OF  J3WISH  CHARITIS^ 

The  Jewish  charities  of  our  city  have  undoubtedly  during  the  past  decade 
grovn  in  a  most  gratifying  manner*  Our  population  has  increased ,  our  means    ^^ 
for  doing  good  have  become  larger,  and  the  number  of  our  charitable  in-      ^ 
stitutions  has  more  than  doubled  in  the  last  ten  years*  In  1880,  we  had     ^ 
the  Hebrew  Relief  Society^  with  its  auxiliaries,  the  sewing  societies  and 
the  Jochanna  Lodge  and  Deborah  Verein*  The  treasury  of  the  main  society 
was  then,  as  it  is  still  now,  never  overflowing  with  surplus  funds*  The 
Jewish  hospital  had  fallen  a  prey  to  our  great  fire* 

The  prospects  in  1880  for  rebuilding  and  re-organizing  the  Hospital  were 
flattering;  late  in  the  fall  of  that  year  the  corner  stone  was  laid*  We 
had  then^  as  now^  our  Orphan  asylum  in  Cleveland,  emd  institution  which 
deserves  to  be  classed  among  our  own  local  charities,  as  it  takes  care 
of  our  orphans* 

r-- 

*3 
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The  Congregations  were  by  no  means  large  or  well  supported*  With 
the  exception  of  the  Sinai  Congregation,  none  had  a  house  of  worship  of 
any  pretentions  whatever*  The  Sinai  Congregation  with  its  seventy  members 
staggered  under  a  heavy  indebtedness • 

Things  have  changed  during  these  ten  years*  The  United  Hebrew  Charities, 
the  successor  of  the  Old  Relief ,  is  better  supported,  although  in  con- 

sideration of  the  needs,  the  sums  collected  are  by  no  means  as  large  as 

the  work  requires*  The  Young  Men*s  Hebrew  Charity  Society,  organized  in 
*83,  and  now  one  of  the  most  active  channels  through  which  collections 
for  charitable  purposes  are  made,  supports  in  connection  with  the 
Charities,  a  labor  bureau*  The  Hospital  was  dedicated  in  1891,  and 
during  the  ten  years  since  elapsed,  has  worked  itself  into  the  admiring 
affection  of  Jew  and  non-Jew  alike  in  our  city*  Today  there  is  a  un- 
cmimity  of  opinion  that  the  Michael  Reese  Hospital  is  a  model  of  its 

kind*  The  building  has  been  repeatedly  altered  and  enlarged*  A  children* s 
wai*d  was  opened  two  years  ago,  and  a  school  for  nurse* s  training  was  added 
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recently  to  the  other  departments.  The  operating  room  is  per- 
haps the  finest  in  the  whole  West,  and  its  outfit  the  most  complete* 

V** 

Who  dreamed  ten  years  ago  of  a  Manual  Training  School?  People  had  ^ 
heard  of  a  workingmen*s  school  In  New  York,  but  even  in  their  fondest         -^j 
anticipations  would  have  refused  to  credit  that  it  would  be  out-strip*        3 
ped  sometime  by  a  school  founded  by  the  Jews  of  Chicago ,  and  for  the  Jews 
of  Chicago,  both  in  the  point  of  number  and  the  scope  of  its  cirriculum* 

Under  the  able  supervision  of  Prof*  Bamberger  and  his  corps  of  competent 
and  devoted  assistants,  the  school  has  grown  to  its  present  size  of  nine 
hundred  pupils  in  day  school ^  and  large  evening  classes  (supported  by  the 
B«  B*  Lodges  and  the  Johanna  Lodge)  for  the  instruction  of  men  and  women. 

Now,  scarcely  half  a  year  after  the  opening  of  the  training  school,  we 

also  have  o\ir  Old  People* s  Home*  The  generosity  of  outsiders  has  incited 
to  action  the  benevolence  of  our  own  citizens,  and  we  now  find  the  original 
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gift  more  than  duplicated* 

Besides  these  donations  and  endowments  for  new  charities,  the  orphan 
asylum  has  made  its  annual  collection,  and  has  received  more  than  thirty 
thousand  dollars  as  a  contribution  from  Chicago  for  the  erection  of  a  new 
building* 

But  there  is  one  feature  lacking  in  our  charities,  and  it  should  be  filled 
speedily.  We  have  provided  for  the  poor,  for  the  sick,  for  the  able-bodied 
in  the  search  of  work;  we  have  made  provisions  for  the  orphans,  not  merely 
in  Cleveland,  but  also  in  a  smaller  way,  through  the  Frank  fund,  gift  of 
Mrs.  £•  Frank*  We  look  after  the  educational  wants  of  our  Russian  new- 

comers; we  soon  will  be  able  to  care  for  our  old  people.  What  is  wanting? 
We  have  made  no  provision  for  such  as  are  temporarily  embarrassed,  who  for 
the  loan  of  a  few  hundreds  of  dollars  might  succeed  in  gaining,  once  and 
for  all,  an  honorable  independence* 

r^» 
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These  are  not  to  be  confounded  with  the  ordinary  applicants        ^: 
for  aid  in  our  relief  offices •  Here  is  a  field  of  new  benevolence*  It      ̂  

is  not  a  charity  in  the  ordinary  sense  of  the  word.  Nor  need  it  be  un-     i^ 
profitable*  A  society  to  make  loans  of  this  kind  is  a  necessity  in  our     ^ 

Jewish  coDttunity,  and  would  repay  on  the  investment  a  yearly  return  from    ^ 
two  to  three  i)ercent#  The  loans  are  collected  in  small  instalments,  but 
with  unfailing  regularity,  and  without  concessions.  The  interest  is  paid 
willingly  by  the  recipients  of  the  loans,  for  that  relieves  them  of  all 
imputation  of  having  received  charity*  The  experiment  has  been  tried  in 
London  and  has  proved  successful*  That  we  should  attempt  something  similar 
in  our  community,  none  is  more  competent  to  testify  than  those  who  almost 
daily  are  asked  to  give  help  in  the  direction  outlined* 

We  hope  that  a  loan  society  will  be  organized  on  the  basis  proposed* 
None  would  lose,  but  many  would  gain  by  this  new  institution,  which,  while 
truly  benevolent,  would  not  be  charitable  in  the  common  meaning  of  the 
term* 

life 
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The  Reform  Advocate,  Wk.  of  ̂ exch  6,    lo91*  <: 

SOCIAL  I^YS 

The  fifth  annual  ball  of  Y/est  Side  Ladies*  Aid  Society,  held  last  Tuesday 
nijht  Viarch  3rd  was  largely  attanded  and  much  enjoyed*  About  $800  was  real- 

ized for  charity* 

i.T 
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The  Reform  Advocate,  \jk.  of  luarch  6,   1691 

LCCAL  NSYS* 

Election  of  officers   cf  the  Ycung  Lien's  Kebrov/  Charity  Association  Irst  Llonday 
night.      It  was   eiinounced  by  the  secretary,   that  the  total     membership  was  449, 
an  increase  of  44  during  the  year.     The  Labor  Bureau  had  found  employment  for 
443  out  of  494  applicants.      Superintendent  Barensteen  found  places  for  tv/enty 
boys   to    learn  trades   end  only  nine  took  advejitage   cf   tlie  opcrtunity. 
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SOCIAL  NS73. 

The  Jewish  Charitable  Association  held  a  meeting  at  the  Grpnd  Pacific,  Y/ed- 

nesday  evening  to  arrejige  for  a  grand  ball  to  be  held  on  Liarch  24th«  The  pro- 
ceeds t£   the  ball  are  to  be  used  in  the  work  of  relief  carried  en  by  the  asscci 

aticn« 

The  West  Side  l^adies'  Aid  Society  vdll  p;ive  its  fifth  aimial  ball  &.t  the  West 

Chicago  Club  House  next  Tuesday  night  the  3rd  cf  Larch.  The  proceeds  are  de- 
voted to  the  relief  cf  the  poor. 

An  ackncv/ledgement  was  received  by  the  secretary  cf  the  Young  Men's  Hebrew 

Charity  Association  for  six  thousejid  dollars  donated  to  the  I'iche.el  Reese  Hos- 
pital. 
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The  Occident,   Feb.  20,    1391 

YOraG  M3N'S  HSER'ST?  CHAHITY  ASSOCIATION. 

■-0 

<"^ 

v^- 

M-* 

This  'benevolent  society  has  just  promulgated  its  gifts,  the  result  of  its 
last  "ball  held  at  the  Auditorium.   The  division  of  monies  exhilDits  fore- 

sight an  excellent  judgment,  and  will  show  conclusively  that  the  young 
gentlemen  have  justly  apportioned  subsidies  to  the  most  deserving  charity   iS       I 

and  "benevolent  institutions  of  our  city.  After  all  expenses  were  defrayed,  ^^       \ a  net  sum  of  $12,400,  which  was  awarded  as  follows:-  \ 

To  Michael  Reese  Hospital  $6,000. 
Jewish  Training  School  3,000. 
Employment  Bureau,  U.  E.  R.  A.  1,800. 
Policemen  Benevolent  Fund  100. 
Fireman' i:  Benevolent  Fund  100. 
Chicago  Charity  Hospital  300. 
Bureau  of  Justice  100.. 
Home  of  the  Friendless  100. 
German  Altenheim  100. 
Truant  Aid  Society  100. 

mam 
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Alexian  Hospital  $  100. 
For  Eventual  Contingent  Expenses  600.     

$12,400.00  .«■ 
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The  Reforn  Advocate.  Yfki.   of  Feb.  20,   l&Sl. 

A  LIST  Cr    SOCIAL  IWiS 

I'onteficre  Council,   N«   V^  vn.ll    Ive  eji  informal  aeiice  at   its  hall  on  Llonday 
night. 

The  7/est  Side  Ladies  Aid  Society  will  f:;iYe  a  ball  for  the  benefit  of  the  poor 

on  I'arch  3,    at  the  V/est  Chica^  j2flub-'  ouse. 

The  Sabbath  School  ̂ hildren  cf  Zion  Temple  are  rehearsing  for  en  Operetta  to 
be  ̂ iven  at  the  West  Chicago   Club-Hcuse  during  Purim. 

The  /innual  meeting  end  election  of  officers   of  tlie  Young  liens'   Hebrew  Cherity 

Association  will  be  held  I-ondey  night.  Larch  2^     The  place  cf  the  meeting  vdll  be 

in  the  Sinai  Temple  Vestry  re  cm. 

r 
y 
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The  Oeoldent.  February  20,  1891* 

YOUNa  HEN'S  HEBREW  CHARITY  ASSOCIATION. 

JEWISH 

WPA  (ILL.)  PROJ.  30275 

*'j^  ■  ;,  ' 

This  beneyolent  society  has  Just  promalgated  its  giftst  the  result  of  its 
last  ball  held  at  the  Auditorium*  The  division  of  monies  exhibits  fore- 

si^t  an  excellent  judgment*  and  will  show  oonolusively  that  the  young  gent- 
lemen have  justly  apportioned  subsidies  to  the  most  deserving  charity  and 

/"benevolent  institutions  of  our  city#  After  all  expenses  were  defrayedf  a 
net  sum  of  $12t300t  which  wa^  awarded  as  follows :« 

^^■'•":  .''.;.;-^-^  ;^, 

/■  ■- 

V 

•  •  ■i-i      .^  • 

To  Micheal  Reese  Hospital 
Jewish  Training  School 
Employment  Bureaug  U.  H«  R«  A« 
Bclioemen  Benevolent  Fund 

Fireman's  Benevolent  Fund 
Chicago  Charity  Hospital 
Bureau  of  Justice 
Home  of  the  Friendless 
German  Altenheim 
Truant  Aid  Society 
Alexictn  Hospital 
For  Eventual  Contingent  Expenses 

/ 

^  -'. ?'  . 

#6,000* 
f                                                                      •.*"'* 

3,000. 1,800. 100. 
%      "    .         ■  ̂     • 

100. 
'-        •■          .".    _ 

300. 

*               ■      '.     ■ 

100. 

■V  ' 

100, 
100. 

100. 
"  ;'',   ̂ />  ■",  * 100. 

600. 

.^- 

0 ,«#<»f 
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THE  YOmro  MEN'S  HEBREW  ASSOCIATION  APPORTIONS  THE  PROCEEDS  OF 
THE  ANNUAL  BALL 

A  meeting  of  the  committee  of  the  Young  Men's  Hebrew  Charity  Association  having 
In  cnarge  the  disbursement  of  its  funds  was  held. at  the  Standard  Club  last  night»  . 
The  net  proceeds  of  the  charity  ball  were  found  to  be  $12,300,  and  this  sum  will  be 

apportioned  as  follows: 

Labor  Bureau  of  the  Association,  $1^800;  Michael  Reese  Hospital,  $6,000;  Jewish 

Training  School,  $3,000;  Police  Benevolent  Fund,  $100;  Firemen's  Benevolent  Fund, 
$100;  Chicago  Charity  Hospital,  $200;  Bureau  of  Justice,  $100;  Home  of  the  Friend- 

less, $100;  German  Altenheim,  $100;  Truant  Aid  Society,  $100;  Alexian  Brothers 
Hospital,  $100;  Emergency  Fund  of  the  Association,  $600* 

A  note  of  thanks  for  kind  assistance  was  extended  to  the  press  of  Chicago,  Marshall 
Field  &  Co.,  Spiegel  &  Co.,  Auditorium  Hotel  Co.,  Brunswick  Balke,  Collender  Co., 
Bernard  and  Gun thorp  and  Western  Bank  Note  Co. 
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United  Hebrew  Ciiaritiea,   L'eoemLer  26,    1690»    (u»   H«    C«    Correspondence) 

1: 

A, 

Quotations  from  a  letter  sent  to  E»   H.   Hartorrensis,    Ssq^    Editor  "Jewish  Expo- 
nent",   Ealtiinore,   id.,   by  B»   J«  Werthsimer,    Secretary  ii.  re2;ard  to    the    :ccd 

work  bein£;  done  by  the  Labor  Eurea.u  of  the  U»   !!•    C«    -  -"^ 

»—- * 

■•  _^'> 

"I  send  you  by  today's  laail  reports  for  88-39  8Jid  89-20  in  v:hich  I  have  marked  ^^ 
matter  referring  to  the  Labor  Bureau*  Cf  course  I  ai.:  unable  to  state  how  many 
of  the  beneficiaries  would  have  found  employment  v/ithcut  cur  aid  tut  if  you  will 
note  that  90;i  of  the  applicants  last  year  v/ere  fcrei^^ners,  it  is  but  reasonable 
to  conclude  that  few,  if  ony,  could  have  procured  work  without  its  assistance* 

'^jid  I  may  add  that  aL.^ost  all  of  tnose  for  whom  eiiployment  was  secured  would 
have  become  che.rr-es  upon  our  relief  society  had  no  work  been  supplied  them. 

The  Superintendent  of  the  bureau,  Kr*  Eartenstein,  devotes  all  of  his  time  to 

that  v/crk  und   receives  a  salary  cf  .'^1800  a  year*   His  office  is  connected  with 
that  cf  the  Relief  office  sc  thet  the  Supt*  of  Relief  mey  turn  over  to  riim  at 
once  tiie  applicejits  for  whom  the  Bureau  should  care*   In  [general  we  have  found 
the  Lo.bor  Burco.u  cf  p:reat  value  in  charitable  work  in  unccverinr^  frauds  on 
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the  one  hand  and  on  the  other  in  enallin^  many  worthy  persons  to  become  self-  5 
sustainin.^*     I  earnestly  hope  th«^t  your  efforts   in  este.blishing  such  a  burecu  :2 
in  Baltimore  may  meet  v/ith  success •^  ^ 
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IV 
United  Hebrew  Charities,  Oct*  13*  1890  (U.H.G*  Correspondence) 

The  following  letter  was  sent  to  N«  W*  Harris >  Esq*,  183  Dearborn  Street, 
City,  by  B«  J#  Wertheimer,  Secretary  or  the  U.H.C*- 

'♦In  response  to  your  inquiry  as  to  the  expenses  of  the  Michael  Reese  Hospital 
for  the  year,  I  beg  to  state  that  the  total  amount  was  j!i49,876»ll,  of  which 
^35,081«92  was  for  running  expenses  and  jil4, 794.19  was  for  permanent  improve- 

ments*** 

<■» 

»• ' 

■*.-■' 
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THE  IJET  RECEIPTS  CVER  $10,000  DI3TRIBUTICII  CP  TflE  PRCCSEDS 
OF  THE  NINTH  uEBIiSW  c:iARITY  BALL 

The  Executive  Comnittee  of  the  Young  luen^s  Hebrew  Charity  Assdciation  net  one 
evening  last  week  in  Sinai  Temple  to  distribute  the  precceeds  cf  their  ninth 

ejinual  ball.  The  gross  receipts  were  in  the  neighborhood  of5l4,O00,  end  tha  bal- 
ance after  all  expenses  had  been  paid,  w8.s  found  to  be  011,633.  The  Michael 

Reese  Hospital  was  [^iven  0^*000;  $500  of  tliis  donation  hairing  been  given  by  H.  V* 
Beiais.  The  Jewish  ̂ anual  Training  School  v/as  given  $4,500;  the  labor  bureau  of  the 
Young  Men's  Hebrew  Charity  Association,  a  bureau  attached  to  the  United  Hebrew 

Relief  *^ociety,  for  the  purpose  of  providing  employment  for  the  deserving,  :JJ.1,300; 
the  West  Side  Evening  School,  en  institution  on  Judd  Street,  for  the  purpose  of 

teaching  Russian  Jews  the  English  branches,  $100;  the  Policeman's  Benevolent  Assoc- 
iation, $100;  r,he  Fireman's  Benevolent  Association,  (100;  the  German  Old  People's 

Home  |200;  the  charity  Hospital,  Cl'^0;  the  Bureau  of  Justice,  $100. 

-.1 
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TBI  SIT  EEGIIPVS  07SR  $10,000  DIS!CRIBUTIOH  OF  THE  PROCEEDS 
OF  OES  HINIH  HSBBXf  CHABITT  BALL 

She  SxecutiTe  Coanlttee  of  the  Toung  Uen^e  Hebrew  Charity  Association  met  one  ̂  
erenlng  last  week  In  Slnal  Teaple  to  distribute  the  proceeds  of  their  ninth  ^ 
annual  ball*  The  gross  receipts  were  In  the  neighborhood  of  $lU,000,  and  the  p 
balance  after  all  expenses  had  been  paid,  was  found  to  be  $11,633«  ̂ ^  Ulchael^^ 

Beese  Hoqpltal  was  glren  $5f000;  $500  of  this  donation  harlxe  'been  glren  by  S 
E«7«  Basils*  Xhe  Jewish  Ucoiual  Sralnlsg  School  was  glren  $^,500;  the  labor    Q 
bureau  of  the  Toung  Men's  Hebrew  Charity  Association,  a  bureau  attached  to  the^ 

United  Hebrew  Belief  Society,  for  the  puzpose  of  proTldlsg  raployment  for  the  ̂ ^ 
deserrlng,  $1,300;  the  West  Side  frenlag  School^  an  Institution  on  Judd  streett 
for  the  purpose  of  teaching  Busslan  Jews  the  Xngllsh  branches,  $100;  the  Pollce- 
iian*s  Benerolent  Association,  $100;  the  Fireman's  Benevolent  Association,  $100; 
the  Oeaaan  Old  Peopled  Home  $200}   the  Charity  Hospital,  $1^0;  the  Bureau  of 
Justice,  $1Q0« 
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United  Hebrew  Charities,  Jan.  28,  1890.  (U.H.C.  Correspondence) 

jmifisH    ̂  

At  a  laseting  of  the  Board  of  Directors  a  resolution  of  consolation  was      .$ 

passed  beca\ise  of  the  death  of  Mrs«  dannah  Rosenberg,  the  wife  of  Mr.  Jacob  ̂ ' 

Rosenberg,  one  of  the  oldest  members  of  the  body.  The  resolution  was  signec^' 
by  all  the  numbers.  The  names  were  Isaac  Greenf elder.  President;  H.  1.   Hahn, 
Vice-President}  Herman  Schaffner,  Treasurer;  E.  J.  V/ertheimer,  Secretary;  Chas. 
Hefter,  Financial  Secretary;  Emanuel  Frankenthal,  Henry  L.  Frank,  Morris 
Einstein,  Bernard  Cahn,  Henry  N.  Hart,  Bernard  Mergentheim,  Leo  Fox,  Boeme 
Bettman  and  Henry  Ellcan. 
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The  Illinois  Staats-Zeitung,  February  15,  I890. 

A  FAIR  AMOUNT.... DIVISION  OF  THE  PROCEEDS  FROl'  THE  JS'.VISH  3EM5FIT  BALL. 

The  Young  Men*s  Hebrew  Charity  Association  has  again  achieved  an  excellent 
financial  success  an  •.,  as  usual,  it  -has  distributed  the  large  sum  to  the 

many  benevolent  institutions  in  the  most  liberal  manner.  The  Board  of  Execu- 
tives held  a  meeting,  yesterday,  in  which  the  division  of  the  net  oroceeds, 

amounting  to  $11,550  was  to  be  definitely  decided*  The  fund  has  been  allotted 
as  follows: 

Michael  Reese  Hospital  (H.  V^  Bemis  Foundati  m)  $  500 
Jewish  Training  School  4,500 

Labor  Office  of  the  Young  Len's  Hebrew  Charity  4,500 
Labor  Office  of  the  Young  Men's  Hebrew  Association  lf300 
V/est  Side  ii)vening  School  100 
Policemen's  Benevolent  Association  100 
Firemen's       m                     n  lOO 
German  Home  for  the  Aged  200 
Charity  -  Hospital  150 
Bureau  of  Justice    100 

Total     $  11 ,  550 



II  D  1  JEWISH 

V  A  2  The  Chicago  Tribune,  Jan,  11,  1890. 

THE  HEBRET/r  CHARITY  BALL  ^ 

The  approaching  annual  Hebrew  Charity  Ball,  January  21,  will  undoubtedly  eclipse 
all  former  similar  events.   Everything  connected  with  this  important  social  event 
is  on  a  grander  and  more  magnificent  scale  than  ever,  and  the  care  and  attenticm 
bestowed  upon  the  details  for  the  comfort  end  entertainment  of  the  participants? 
have  resulted  in  a  much  larger  advance  sale  than  ever  before*  ;;j 

Over  1,000  tickets  at  $10  each  have  been  reported  sold  and  numerous  committees 
have  not  reported.   The  entire  Auditorium  will  be  utilized  for  dancing  and  supper 

will  be  served  by  the  Auditorium  Hotel  Company  in  the  gentleraen^s  parlors,  cafe, 
main  corridors,  and  bar  of  the  hotel  proper.   The  Chicago  Orchestra  of  fifty  pieces 
will  provide  the  dance  music  and  the  Second  Regiment  Band  of  thirty  pieces  will  pro- 

vide the  promenade  music* 

The  auction  sale  of  boxes  will  take  olace  next  Tuesday  afternoon  at  3  o'clock  in 
the  main  Auditorium,  Mr.  Bernard  Kahn  officiating  as  auctioneer. 

Arrangements  nave  been  perfected  with  Leroy  Payne  for  sending  guests  home  after  the 
ball,  and  private  carriages  will  not  be  permitted  in  line  to  return  occupants  home. 
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JBJISH 

The  United  Hebrew  Relief  Assooiation,  Year  1889-90,  Pp.  7-8« 

TPxE  RELIEF  OFFICE,  DURING  THE  PAST  YEAR,  ASSISTED  0V2R  SIXTY-FIVE  HUNDRED 
PSOPIE* 

We  have  now  more  than  one  hundred  orphans  at  the  Cleveleuid  Orphan  Asylum, 

and  fifteen  applioeints  are  awaiting  action.  VnTiy  not  establish  an  insti- 
tution here  to  take  charge  of  these  little  ones?  Chicago  is  large  enough 

to  supply  an  ad'equate  number  of  inmates*  Tne   movement  for  a  sheltering 
home  should  be  inaugurated,  out  of  vdiich  may  grow  a  permanent  orphan 

asylum.  But,  in  any  event,  we  should  have  the  facilities  for  oaring 

for  the  numerous  little  ones  trtio  are  neglected  by  or  bereft  of  their 
parents,  and  whose  surroundings  breed  sttll  more  degradation  and   distress^ 

The  Society  for  the  Education  of  Orphan  Children,  established  by  Mrs. 
Eliza  Frgtnk,  is  now  taking  care  of  eleven  children,  and  of  whom  would 
have  been  charge  upon  your  association. 
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The  assistance  which  this  society  and  the  Home  for  the  Friendless  render     v v4 
year  association  is  of  great  value*  Let  there  be  an  effort  made  to  build  a  % 
sheltering  home  in  our  city,  irtitere  the  numberless  unfortunate  children  may  ̂ ^: 
be  educated  and  reared  in  such  a  manner  as  to  be  worthy  of  the  respect  of  the 
community  into  which  they  have  been  cast*  With  the  assistance  of  a  generous 
publiCf  this  could  be  done*   .     ^  ■-.  s.  ^  ̂  ̂       ^  IM^ 

■ti 

The  usual  cuinual  complaint  of  insufficient  means  must  be  made*  It  may  hej:^:^^[^^^ 

asked,  why  suggest  the  establishment  of  these  various  institutions  if  we^^  ̂ ^^^ 
have  not  money  enough  to  defray  the  expenses  of  those  which  we  already  have?  '  . The  reply  must  be:  Because  money  is  given  your  association  in  certain  quarters 
Yery  grudgingly,  it  does  not  follow  that  the  institutions  suggested  should 
not  be  established*  The  institutions  are  or  will  be  in  the  immediate  future 

of  €01  absolute  necessity,  and  this  community  must  establish  them*aV 
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The  United  Relife  Assooiatlon,  ^ear  of  1869-90;  Pages  7  to  $• 

The  oolleotions  are  in  amount  smallf  eoad   the  sum  total  is  oontributed  by  % 

a  oomparatiToly  small  number •  Thousands  of  people  in  Chicago  oould  oonii>]f 
tribute  who  do  not«  These  must  be  reaohed#  ^aoh  component  society  turns  1 1 
over  its  quotat  ̂ uid  rests  there*  Some  members  of  each  society  contribute 
additional  sums#  But  the  societies  as  a  rule*  excepting  the  different  oongre- 
gations  and  the  Young  Uen's  Hebrew  Charity  Association*  maJce  no  effort  either 

among  the  members  or  cunong  its  friends  to  collect  money*  The  duties  of  your  ' 
board  have  become  such  that  it  is  impossible  for  the  committee  on  collectiont  ̂  
even  with  the  assistance  of  the  office »  to  canvass  the  whole  city*  and  the 
only  way  to  reaoh  these  thousands  who  contribute  nothing  is  by  personed  ap- ^■•.   ..,.       .._,, 

We  appreciate  the  moral  and  financial  support  given  by  those  who  contribute 
but  we  should  not  cast  the  burden  on  them  alone*   If  you  will  examine  the 
list  of  concributors/  as  published  during  the  last  few  years*  you  will  find 
that  this  association  gets  its  support  practically  from  the  same  people  from 
year  to  year*  and  from  a  class  which  rarely*  if  ever*  makes  demand  for  aid# 

''f"i^■*t  ■■■;;«*>   ■■'■'•■':  .'t^*  "  ̂̂   '■'"■»  '-V--'  '^^<-  •  •-.■•  .;'??*  v* 
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The  United  belief  Association,  Year  of  1889-90;  Pages  7  to  8, 

There  is  no  question  about  the  amount  of  good  work  your  society  is  doing, 
€Uid  has  done,  and  it  should  be  a  matter  of  pride,  therefore,  with  every  Jew 
in  Chicago,  to  be  a  contributor  to  this  cause* 

-X3 

o 

-a 

The  report  of  the  financial  secretary  will  give  you  full  details  as  to  the 
amount  and  disposal  of  the  money  of  your  association*  It  is  but  propert 
however,  that  a  few  totals  be  submitted  to  you«  As  stated  before,  nearly 
$17, 000*00  was  expended  for  relief,  the  bulk  of  which,  some  $13»500.00, 
was  contributed  by  the  various  congregations,  and  less  than  |1, 000*00  from 
component  societies*  Mr*  Kiss  collected  alone  over  $]^00«00  which  was 
turned  into  the  relief  fund*  The  general  expenses  of  the  hopsital  amounted 
to  nearly  $27,000.00,  exclumive  of  over  $15,600*00,  which  was  expended  for 
permanent  improvements*  The  total  amount  received  by  donations  and  subscript 
ions  for  relief,  and  for  the  hospital,  amounted  to  $33,457 .Se* 
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The  United  Relief  Assooiatiorit  Year  of  1889-90;  Pages  7  to  8. 

The  receipts  from  pay  patients,  together  with  the  amount  of  interest  collected 
from  the  sinking  fund,  amounted  to  less  than  fl4,000»00»  It  may  not  be  in- 

opportune to  call  your  attention  to  the  fact  that  the  sum  total  in  the  sinking 
fund,  of  every  kind  ̂ nd  character  belonging  to  your  association,  amounts  to 
but  a  little  over  1: 94, 000 #00 • 

This  gross  sum  may  appear  large,  but  if  you  will  consider  that  the  actual 

value  is  but  $'15,000«00,  per  year,  you  will  concede  that  earnest  efforts 
are  necessary  on  the  part  of  our  association  and  its  friends  to  increase  not 

only  the  sinking  fund,  but  the  subscriptions  to   that  your  association  may 

^   be  financially  able  to  meet  its  expenditures* 
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Tfiflted  Hebrew  Charities >  Sept*  30,   1889,    (U.H^C.  Correspondence) 

JEWISH 

A  letter  from  the  recording  Secretary  to  Rev,  Dr#  E.  Q.   Hirsch,  asking  him  in  ^ 
behalf  of  the  executive  board  to  call  the  attention  of  his  congregation  on  the  g 

eve  of  the  Day  of  Atonement  to  the  financial  needs  of  the  association  and  to  3{ 

use  his  influence  in  proc\xring  contributions* 

i 

1*^ 
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The  Occident.  Jan,  11,  1889.  :;.dj  ,.jt  p.,,.,,  -,,^^,. 

DISTRIBUTION  OF  TH3  LiT3  FAIR  PROCIiEDS 

The  Board  of  Directors  of  the  Young  Men^s  Hebrew  Association,  have  just 
apportioned  the  following  su.iis  to  the  several  Charity  and  Benevolent  in- 
stitutions  in  this  city,  as  the  result  of  the  late  fair  held  in  Battery  D. 

Michael  Reese  Hospital  §5,000. 
Deborah  Lodge  1,500. 
South  Side  Sewing  Society  1,500, 
North  Sioe  Sewing  Society  1,000. 
West  Side  Sewing  Society  1,000, 
Firemen's  Union  4,000. 
St.  Luke's  Hospital  1,000. 
Home  o^  Incurables  500. 
Alteniieira  500. 
Foundling  Home  400. 
Home  of  the  Friendless  500. 
Policemen's  Benefit  Society  800. 
Alexian  Hospital  800. 
Sisters  of  Mercy  500. 
Boot  Black  Association  300. 
German  Association  500. 
Balance  of  Labor  Bureau  3,500. 
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Illinois   Staji.ts   Zeitung,    Joji#    11,    18£9# 
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xCuI»G  Lb.^i'b   iiiijuii:u^i    Cii-^il^  i   u^u^^L/Ol.ix  ±v-*»« 

The  Youn^  !#en*s  Ilebrev/  Charity  Associaticn  recently  held  a  splendid   charity 
bazaar  at   Battery  D«   Iiall.      The  exceedingly  lar^^e  sun  cf  ;^25,G00  -  was   the 
final  result  cf  their  efforts,   and  this   oj.icunt  was  distributed  ai:icng  chs.ri- 
toble  institutions   end  societies,    in  acccrdcjice  v:ith  the  customary  procedure 

Llichael  Heese  Hospito.l 

Genii8ai  Cld  people's  Hone 
Era') lo^/T. lent  Bureau 
Home  for  Hciaeless 
St.    Elizabeth  Hospital 

Alexian  Hos^jital 
Foundling  Hospital 
pclice-iien's   Lenefit  Fund 
Firenen's  lenefit  Fund 
Gernan  Hosjital 

$.3,000 
4-)0 

1,500 

50]/ 
200 

2uO 

2::o 150 
150 
100 
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Illinois   Stants   Zsitun,--,    Jan.    11,    1669 

5  •,     -.  /^-     , 

':r\ny^ 

Jevrish  I'.onuG.l  S'^liccl 
Ycunt:  :;en»s  Iiebrev;  Charity  Asscciaticn 

Industrial  3chccl  -  'n'est  Side Scuth  Side  Thiiable  Club 
V/est  Side  Thinble  Club 
Mcrth  Side  Thinble  Club 
Jev/ish  Eenefit  Asscciaticn 

Ycun[-  Ladies  Aid  Societies 
Tctal   , 

§5,000 600 100 

4, * 

,800 ,400 

SOO 
1. 

,800 

GOO c-  r-  -; 

.GOO 
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Illinois  Sta^.ts  Zeltun^»  Jaix*   11,   1889 •  .         ,  .  .^^^^  ̂^^^^ 

YOUNG  UEN^S  IIEDRUi  CILMIITY  ASSCCI..TICN. 

The  YouiiG  -«3.«s  Ilobrcv/  Cliarity  Aosooiation  recently  held  a  splendid  oliarity 

bexaar  at  Battery  D.  llali*     The  exoeedinr;ly  lor^e  sum  cf  $25,000  -  was  the 

final  result  of  their  efforts,  and  this  oiacunt  was  distributed  oiacns  oheri- 

table  institutions  and  societies,   in  accordanoe  with  the  custornory  procedure* 

Micheel  Reese  Hospital  t^,000 

Gerxaan  Cld  people •s  Iloiae  400 

Smployiaent  Bureo.u  l,bOO 

llciae  for  Hciaeless  ^^'^ 

3t#   Elizoteth  Hospital  200 

Alexiim  Hospital  2C0 

Foundling  Hospital  2v;0 

pclioenents  Benefit  Fiuid  "^^^ 
Fireru3n«a  Benefit  Fi^nd  1^0 

Genaan  Hospital  ^^^ 
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Illinois  Stoats  Zoitunn,  Jon.  11,  188G.        V  P^ /';  1;m^'^'''> -^f'?^*" 

Jewish  i:anual  Schccl  $5,000 

'     Younc  !  en«6  !Iebr<w  Charity  Aasooiaticn  600 
Industrial  Sohcol  -  West  Side  100 
Gcuth  Side  Thii^le  Club  4,800 
V/est  Side  Thinble  Club  3,400 
North  Side  Thimble  Club  SOO 

Jewish  Benefit  Mscoiaticn         -  1,800 
Ycung  Ladies  Aid  Societies  GOO 
Total   •••..••   •   •   ;;2^,G00 



II  D  1  3rginsH 

Ttolted  Hebrew  Charities,  Nor*  233d,  1888  (U.H.C.  Correspondenoe) 

A  letter  was  sent  to  Henry  D.   Dement,  Secretary  of  State,  Springfield,  111.,   P 

enclosing  an  application  for  a  charter  for  the  United  Hebrew  Charities  of 
Chicago • 

•X! 

4 



II  D  1 JE/ISH 

United  Hebrew  Relief  Assoolatlon,  Year  1888-89;  Page  8  To  9. 

The  United  Hebrew  Charities  of  Chicago  was  incorporated  on  the  24th  of 
November,  1888»  The  real  estate  and  other  property  belonging  to  the  United  ^ 
Hebrew  Relief  Association  was  transferred  to  the  United  Hebrew  Charities  of  ^ 
Chicago,  and  a  new  constitution  and  by-laws  was  adopted  at  a  special  meeting,  ^-^ 
held  October  7,  1889»  r- 

t3 

The  total  receipts  for  the  relief  fund,  during  the  j^ear,  were  less  than 
|5l4,000«00«  Many  of  the  lodges  have  ceased  to  be  members  of  our  association. 
The  names  of  many  former  contributors  do  not  appear  on  our  subscription  list. 
At  the  end  of  last  year,  we  were  in  possession  of  a  surplus  of  some  $12,000«00«   rJ^ 
This,  toi^ether  v/ith  the  collections  made  during  the  year,  has  been  practically 
wholly  expended*  The  question  then  arises:  ^There  shall  we  find  a  remedy? 
How  shall  we  increase  our  receipts?   The  population  of  the  city  of  Chicago 
continually  increases,  and  the  number  of  poor,  proportionately.  It  is  not 
for  us  to  say  that  those  who  contribute  do  not  contribute  adequately. 

We  can  state,  with  assurance,  that  there  are  over  two  thousand  well-to-do 
Jews  in  the  city  of  Chicago,  who  do  not  contribute  a  penny  to  our  institution. 



II  D  1  -2-  JEWISH 

United  Hebrew  Relief  Assooiatlont  Year  1888-89;  Page  8  To  9« 

In  the  oity  of  Philadelphia,  |26f500  was  expended  by  the  United  Hebrew  Charities, 
during  the  last  year,  in  aiding  and  assisting  the  poor»  We,  with  a  $16,000 
expenditure,  eared  for  1400  oases* 

Philadelphia  has  a  Jewish  population,  about  the  size  of  Chicago's*   Its      ^ 
total  receipts,  during  the  past  year,  amounted  to  over  |?30,000«   Ours  were 
less  than  half.   Chicago  certainly  should  make  a  better  showing  than  that* 

Yl&re   it  not  for  the  admirable  assistance  given  by  the  Ladies*  Aid  Societies, 

we  could  not  cope  with  the  demands  made  upon  us.   The  West  Side  Ladies'     i2^^ 
Sewing  Society  assisted  us  by  distributing  clothing  and  money  to  the  eAtentS^^ 

of  over  :2,200,005  the  "/est  Side  Ladies'  Aid  Society  to  the  extent  of  ?l,60a4fe; 

$1,800.00;  the  North  Side  Ladies'  Aid  Society,  about  $800.00;  and  the  South'^ 
Side  Ladies 'Sewing  Society,  over  t3,000»00.   The  amount  of  money  contri- 

buted by  the  Young  Ladies'  Aid  Society  cannot  well  be  estimated,  but  wearing 
apparel  v/as  supplied  by  them  in  goodly  quantities,  thus  saving  large  ex- 

penditures on  our  part. 
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United  Hebrew  Relief  Assooiatlont  Year  1888-89;  Page  14  To  15 • 

During  the  last  twelve  months,  2^60  residents,  and  240  strangers  applied  ^ 

for  assistance*  Total  number  of  applicants  were  2,700.  Residents  assisted,  ^ 

including  210  new-comers,  amounted  to  ]^85*  Strangers  assisted,  totaled  81#  P 

Totnl  number  of  assisted  cases,  1,366;  nearly  a  hundred  more  than  the  previouSr; 

year* 

-a 

O 

CO 

Fifty  seven  residents  received  transportation  to  other   cities  or  countries   g 

at  an  expense  of  $849. 70*   Cash  expenditures  for  thirty  four  strangers, 

$125,50;  transportation  for  forty  seven  strangers,  $406,80|  total  exp
end- 

iture for  strangers,  -532.30;  total  on  account  of  transportation,  fil,256.50* 

Eleven  families  left  the  city  of  their  own  accord,  and  nine,  formerly  sen
t 

off,  returned*  . 

Seven  hundred  and  seventy  articles  of  wearing  apparel  and  seven  hundred
  and 

nine  pairs  of  shoes  were  distributed  at  the  office.   Two  hundred  and  sixty
 

five  school  boys  were  provided  with  new  clothes,  costing  5725.95. 

Total  expenditure  for  clothes  and  shoes,  4^1,361.20. 
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Sinai  Congregation,  Annual  Ueeting,  Minutes,  Uarch  22,  18S8» 

CO 
It  was  moved  that  the  question  of  disposing  of  the  parsonage  be  referred  to  the  ui 

incoming  board,  which  motion  was  amended*  ••» to  the  effect  that  the  hoard  have  the  ̂ , 
ri^t  of  giving  the  use  of  the  same  to  benevolent  institutions  only,  free  of 
charge^ 

K.:-^ 

\^>'Sl.^.^.  ri.-ftrf.^-„4- ■>.;■■ .- 
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United  Hebrew  Relief  Association,    Year   1885-86» 
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The  receipts  during  the  past  year  have  been  ?llf662«52t  as  against  ••12t467«2lt  c_ 

th'=^  preceding  year.   Of  this  amount,  the  congregations  of  Drs#  Hirsoh,  Sale,  ̂ * 
and  Felsenthel  contributed  -9,107,  the  com  one nt  societies,  ';890,  and  the 

remainder  was  derived  from  sundry  sources.  'Te  regret  to  observe,  that  the 
component  societies  are  losing  interest  in  our  work,  and  are  growing  fewer 
in  number. 

The  expenditures  of  the  pa;st  year  on  the  Relief  account  were  $10,168.30, 

as  against  :ij;l<'.,791#80,  the  year  before. 
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United  Hebrew  Relief  Assooiationt   Year   1885-86 • 

R^LISF  PUTIO   RECEIPTS 

Received  from  financial   secretary  §12,152«77 

DISBURSn-FNTS: 

Overdraft  at  last  report  $324 .SQ 

Paid  by  62  vouchers  $10, 333 .96 
Balance    on  hand  |    1,494,22   

r-' 

1 12, 152 •T? 
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United  Hebrew  Relief   Association,    Year    1885-86. 

R^-LISP  .jORK 

The  applicants  last  year  numbered  3,493,  of  whom  1,083,  received  aid.   Eight 

hundred  and  thirty  were  old  residents,  and  131,  recent  arrivals  v/ho  had 

come  here  to  remain  permanently.   There  were  357  fewer  applicants  than  the 

year  before,  and  184  fewer  cases  assisted.   Transport*^tton  was  furnished  to 
60  residents  and  62  non-residents,  a  slight  increase  over  the  year  before* 

Xle   distributed  at  the  office  1,168  articles  of  wearing  apparel  and  shoes, 

and  furnished  119  school  boys  v/ith  clothing.   The  sending  of  children  to 

school  has  been  made  a  necessary  condition  of  relief  to  parents,  and  our 

Superintendent  is  in  active  correspondence  with  the  principals  of  the  schools 
which  the  children  attend,  and  exercises  a  v/atchful  supervision  over  their 
education. 

f.--: 
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Benevolent  Societies 

United  Hebrew  Relief  Association  - 

Office  Hours  Daily  from  2  to  3  P.M. , 
Boom  5f  200  LaSalle  Street, Chicago. r>. 

President,  Abraham  Hart. 
Treasurer,  Herman  Schaffner, 

Eecording- Secretary,  Charles  Th.  Holtz^eimer,, 
Financial  Secretary,  Joseph  Pollak, 
Superintendent,  Prank  Kiss, 
Agent, Employment  Bureau,  S.  Bartenstein 

-»-> 

\ 

k  # 

V.'.. 
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United  Hebrev;  Kellef   Assoclatlan.    Year  1334-1885. 
Relief   Fund   Receiots- 

Received  from  Financial  Secretary    Overdraft    

Dlsbursenents  - 
Paid  by  83  vouchers 
Overdraft  at  last  reoort 

Hospital  Fund  Receipts  - 
Received    froia  Financial  Seci^etary Overdraft 

Disburseraents-. 
raid  by  285  vouchers 
Overdraft   at  last   reoort 

112,474.21 324.59 

$12,798.80 

12,721.43 
77.37 

§12,798.80 

22,679.37 

176.16 
■!?22 ,  855  .  53 

21,789.47 
1.066.06 

122,855.53 

o 
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United  Hebrew  Relief  Assooiation,  Year  1884 -85 •  § 

Of  three  thousand,  eight  hundred  and  fifty  applicants  in  the  fiscal  year,  1884-85, 
one  thousand,  two  hundred  and  sixty-seven  have  received  assistance  at  our  office; 
one  thousand,  one  hundred  and  fifty-four  residents  and  one  hundred  and  thirteen 
strangers,  showing  an  increase  in  the  number  of  both  applicants  and  lecipients 

over  those  of^  the  previous  year.   Fifty-five  residents  and  fifty-two  strangers 

were  granted  -jiiransportation  to  other  cities  or  countries,  at  an  expense  of 
|734«60»   Nearly  half  of  this  sum  was  expended  on  strangers,  who  with  the  amounts 
received  in  cash,  caused  a  total  outlay  of  ,?466«10« 

This  figure  does  not  vary  much  from  that  of  the  previous  year.   Only  a  constant 
struggle  against  pretenders  made  it  possible  tokeep  it  within  these  limits. 
Seven  residents  were  sent  bac:  to  Europe,  and  in  each  case,  we,  in  conjunction 

with  other -societies  of  this  city,  paid  the  expenses  to  their  respective  desti- 
nations.  Of  the  residents  assisted,  one  hundred  and  fifty-seven  were  nev/ 

oases. 

The  list  of  monthly  pensioners  was  reduced  from  twenty  five  to  thirteen,  dOB 
to  the  following:  causes: 
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United  Hebrew  Relief  Assooiationt  Year  1884-85.  ^ 

Seven  beoame  self-supporting;  two  died;  two  are  supported  by  the  society  for   C: 
the  Eduoatiou  of  Jewish  Orphans  in  Chicago;  and  one  was  sent  to  the  Montefiorec 

Home#  ITie  present  oheap  rates  of  transportation,  $100  from  New  York  to  Chicago^ 

induced  many  of  our  people  to  send  their  savings  to  poor  relatives  in  order   -^^ 
to  enable  them  to  come  here*  Many  others  are  driven  to  emigration  by  the    ^ 
harsh  treatment  of  Jews  in  Russia.   All  these  causes  combined  have  brought  -Ji 
and  are  bringing  large  numbers  of  poor  immigrants  to  this  country. 

Recent  occurrences  have  shown  conclusively  that  the  existing  laws  regulating 
im:;igration  afford  little  or  no  protection,  and  even  their  stricter  observance 
v/ould  make  only  a  slight  difference.  The  oppressed,  who  have  yet  some  spirit 
left  in  them,  will  persist  in  seeking  a  refuge  in  this  free  and  blessed  country. 
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United  Hebrew  Belief  Association.  1883-?U* 

o It  is  just  a  quarter  of  a  century  since  Eajnah  Lodge  sponsored  a  convention 
of  delegates  of  the  different  Jewish  lodges,  congregations  and  benevolent 
cieties,  which  was  held  for  the  purpose  of  forming  one  conmion  Jewish  charitjf 

organization  called  the  United  Hebrew  Relief  Association.  Prior  to  that  ti'ine 
there  was  but  indiscriminate  alms-giving  and  duplications  thereof. 

The  first  regular  meeting  of  the  Executive  Board  took  place  November  20,  1859 » 
and  its  first  yearly  report  is  dated  October  U,  18g6«  Henry  Sreenbaum  was  its 
first  president. 

.  _»  .  -^^.  -r .i^li 
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Sinai  Congregation,  Executire  Board,  Minutes,  November  27,  18S3« 

The  president  (B»  Lowenthal)  reported  that  annual  subscription  for  the  benefit 
of  the  U«  H.  &•  ̂ «  under  the  auspices  of  the  congregation,  aioounted  to  $3,620, 
of  which  the  sum  of  $3ff333  ̂ ^^  collected  and  paid  over,  leaving  a  balance  of 
$S3*00,  most  of  which  could  be  collected* 

3k,i^i'4'i;>  .''X'-^'     J--. 
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Slnal  Congregation,  Executive  Board,  Minutes,  Eel).  27 1  1S83* 

The  president  (&•  Snydacker)  reported  that  this  year's  contributions  for  the  '"" 
V.  E.   B«  k.   so  far  collected  from  the  members  and  seat  holders  of  our  congre- 

gation amounted  to  $3, 231* 50* 

;.  -•.  k.  J-   Ai*.', 
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United  Hebrew  Relief  Assooiatlon,  Year  1882-83;  Page  5  To  6. 

Of  three  thousand  and  five-hundred  applicants,  about  one  thousand  and 
five-hundred  received  assistance,  comprising  one  thou sajid,.  three-hundred 
and  twenty  seven  from  resident  f ami  lies •   To  some  clients,  we  furnished 
tools,  sewing  machines,  to  others,  we  distributed  shoes  and  clothing*  We 
paid  bills  for  medicine  and  funeral  expenseSf  procured  household  furniture, 
provided  sick  persons  with  nurses  and  physicians,  and  found  families  for  the 
nurture  of  orphaned  babes • 

>o 

--J! 

-e  have  about  twenty-five  monthly  recipients  of  charity,  at  an  expense  of  over 
SSOO  a  month.  They  are  mostly  poor,  hel  less  widows  and  women  with  families 
of  small  ohildren^^#^,^ .worthy  people,  doing  their  best  to  make  a  living, 
but  with  insufficient  earnings  and  without  assistance  from  relatives. 

Our  expenses  for  railroad  passes  furnished  to  our  home  poor  vdio  changed  their 
residence  to  better  their  situation  and  to  streuigers,  in  oases  where  it  be- 

came almost  our  imperative  duty  to  furnish  them  wich  transportation,  were 
unexpectedly  heavy,  amounting  to  about  $1,300.00/ 
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United  Hebrew  Relief  Assooiatiorit   Year   1888-89;   Page  5  To  6»  ?? 
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Relief  committees  or  individuals  of  other  cities  forwarded  impecunious  familieso 

to  us  expecting  us  to  send  the  travelers  to  their  places  of  destination,  J 
often  far  distant*  In  the  case  of  our  non-compliance,  such  people  threatened 
to  become  heavy  and  permanent  burdens  upon  our  community*  They  were  not  our 
poor.  Je  had  to  rid  our  community  of  their  presence  as  speedily  as  possible* 

Self -protection  demanded  it,  and  the  cheapest  thing  to  do  was  to  procure 
passes.  Genuine  or  pretended  Russian  refugees  formed  the  largest  contingent 
of  this  migratory  class* 

\Tiile  a  great  many  of  the  thousand  Russian  refugees  v/ho  vfere  directed  to 
our  city  became  self-sustaining  and  are  of  good  and  industrious  habits,  yet 
a  larger  number  have  become  a  burden  upon  us  and  must  still  be  cared  for* 
If  it  had  not  been  for  them,  ourv/ork  would  have  been  comparatively  light* 
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The  Corner  Stone. _ 

(Speech  by)  Mr,  M.  I!,  Gerstley,  in  behalf  of  the  Board  of  the  U.  H,  R,  A. 

The  first  Hebrew  Helief  Society  in  this  city  was  called  into  existence  in  a 

strange  and  most  peculiar  manner.  It  was  in  135U,   The  number  of  our  core- 
ligionists in  this  city  at  tha^t  time  was  about  3»000-  Everybody  endeavored 

to  improve  his  condition  as  best  he  might  but  it  was  natural  that  in  this 

struggle  for  success,  some  would  fail  and  be  forced  to  yield  to  the  inevi- 
table. It  was  then  whispered  that  some  worthiy  family  amongst  us  was  in 

need,  even  in  the  w?nt  of  the  necessities  of  life,  but  they  could  not  be 

approached  in  any  wciy  t6  accept  assistance.  They  would  rather  hide  their 
misery.  It  was  soon  concluded  what  to  do.   Certain  parties  went  to  a 
neighboring  grocery,  bought  flour,  ana  provisions,  diredted  them  to  the 
party  mentioned,  v/ith  the  injixnction  not  to  tell  who  sent  them.  But  the 
party  finding  it  wPs  to  be  accepted  as  a  donation,  or  as  charity,  refused 

I 
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to  receive  them  and  had  them  returned^  It  was  then  contemplated  that  in 

order  to  spare  the  delicacy  of  feeling  of  parties  in  need,  oy  "being  ap- 
proached through  the  assistance  of  individuals,  the  olDJect  might  be  "better 

accomplished  through  the  formation  of  a  charitable  society. 

A  society,  "the  first  Hehre?/  Relief  Society"  of  this  city,  with  scarcely  a 
score  of  merahers  at  the  outset  was  then  formed.   It  was  soon  ascertained, 

however,  that  the  scanty  means  of  the  society  were  ahsorhed  "by  applicants, 
especially  "by  new-comers,  consequently  one  or  more  societies  for  the  same 
designs  were  formed.  While  these  various  institutions  endeavored  to  do 

all  the  good,  which  was  to  "be  done  within  their  limited  spheres  of  action, 
there  jseemed  still  to  exist  a  certain  incongruity,  a  want  of  concerted 

8.ction,  "between  these  societies;  for  it  was  clearly  demonstrated  that 
while  under  such  a  disorganized  system,  all  the  necessary  care  and  atten- 

tion were  "bestowed  upon  some  parties,  others  equally  as  worthy  were  almost, 
it  not  entirely,  neglected. 

/#- 
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There  v/as  to  "be  a  remedy.  Several  meetings  were  held,  and  in  order  to 
tring  ahout  "better  results  the  various  component  societies,  ahout  ten  in 
mimter,  formed  themselves  into  one  general  institution  under  the  name  and 
style  of  the  United  Kehrew  Relief  Association,  in  1S52. 

There  seemed  to  be  at  that  time  hut  one,  prohahly  tv/o  hospitals  in  this 

city,  tha.t  of  the  Sisters  of  Mercy,  and  the  St,  Luke's  Hospital.  When   the 
constitution  of  the  U.  E,  R,  Association  was  formed,  two  members,  engrafted 

in  it  a  provision,  .to  v;it:  "It  is  the  ultimate  design  of  this  association 

to  "build  a  hospital." 

Time  passed.  The  U.  H.  R.  A.  infused  new  life,  and  produced  a  greater  con- 
cert of  action  amongst  the  y/hole  community.  Notwithstanding  the  generous 

contribution  and  continuous  good  will  shown  by  our  community  for  the  well 
being  of  the  association,  still  the  people  were  not  satisfied.   They  asked, 
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they  clamored  for  the  erection  of  the  long  promised  hospital.  And  finally, 

in  1S65»  the  spirit  of  our  comifninity  was  aroused,  and  at  a  puhlic  mass-meet- 
ing held  at  the  old  Concordia  Cluh  Hall,  in  the  then  knovm  Lom.hard  Block, 

sufficient  means  were  suhscrihed  to  enahle  the  executive  board  to  iDijy  a  lot 

and  "build  a  hospital  on  !!•  La  Salle  St.,  near  Schiller,  at  an  expense  of 
$23,000.  At  the  laying  of  the  cornerstone,  in  1266,  the  late  Hon.  J.  B. 
Rice,  then  mayor  of  the  city,  proclaimed  to  the  puhlic  that  though  this 

hospital  was  to  he  "built  and  maintained  exclusively  hy  the  Jewish  community 
of  Chica^go,  he  was,  nevertheless,  authorized  to  say  that  its  doors  would 

always  "be  opened  "to  the  sick  and  suffer5-ng  of  all  parties,  r/ithout  asking, 
or  investigating,  as  to  their  creed,  leligion,  or  profession."  In  this 
connection  we  feel  authorized  to  state  here  again  that  the  same  general  and 
unbiased  rule  will  he  strictly  adhered  to  in  the  future  (re  the  Michael 
Reese  Hospital), 

It  is  natural  that  the  regulation  and  conducting  of  a»n  institution  of  this 
kind,  without  any  previous  praxjtice  or  laiowledge  of  its  workings,  would  he 
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Jewish  Advance t  ITovemlDer  5>  12^0 • 

attended  with  considerahle  tronole  and  difficulty.   Still  the  institution  vas 
managed  properly  and  v;ithout  interruption.   On  the  whole  it  proved  a  success, 

with  encouraging  prospects  for  the  future.  While  in  this  most  prosperous  con- 
dition, the  fire  of  ISJl  put  a  stop  to  our  amhition.   The  hospital  was  destroyed. 

During  all  this  period  (since  the  fire)  the  work  of  the  association  was  pur- 
siaed  with  the  usual  vigor  and  energy,  but  the  people  keenly  felt  the  want,  yet 
had  not  sufficient  means  to  rebuild  the  hospital,  when,  as  it  seems,  in  proper 
time  the  Messrs.  Henry  and  Joseph  Frank,  who  had  the  charge  as  trustees  of  a 
charitable  fund  bequeathed  to  their  disposition  by  the  late  Michael  Reese,  Esq., 
of  California,  generoiisly  proposed  to  turn  over  $30,000  of  said  fund  to  the 
U.  H.  R.  Association  toward  the  rebuilding  of  their  hospital,  provided  it  be 

named  now  and  henceforth  the  "Michael  Reese  Hospital."  ITo  less  generous  were 
Mrs.  Henrietta  Rosenfeld  and  Jacob  Rosenberg,  Esq.,  who  were  in  possession  of 
some  special  funds.   They  donated  $5^,000  of  said  funds  to  be  reserved  as  a 
sinking  fund,  the  interest  of  which  to  be  applied  toward  the  m.aintenance  of 
the  hosT3ital. 
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Finally,   we  take  occasion  to  renark  that   the  hospital,   v.'ith  the  f^round  on 

which  it   is  "built,   is  and  will    reraain  the  property  of  the  U.   H.   R.  Association, 

and  will  he  worked  and  managed  "by  the  executive  hoard  of  the  Association.     The 
respective  pa^rties  who   so  generously  assisted  and  endowed  it  with   such  prac- 

tical means,    claim  no  further  interests,   no  more  individual  preference,    save 

that  of  its  naine,    in  order  to  perpetuate   the  memor:,^  of  their  ,;^enerous  and 
esteemed  kinsman. 
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Report  of  the  Executive  Board  of  the  United  Hebrew  Relief  Association, 

It  is  natural  and  proper,    that  the  Relief  Association  should  always  he 
deeply  interested  in  the  financial  prosperity  of  its  friends  and  patrons. 

The  improved  condition  of  our  affairs  show  that   this  has  "been  a  year  of  gen- 
eral prosperity.      The   revival  of  hnsiness,   has  produced  a  hetter  state  of 

things  in  the  concerns  of  the  Association,      The  recipients  of  your  bounty 
have  lessened  in  number,   and  those  who  remain  are  able  to  contribute   some- 

thing towards  their  own  raaintenance,      Thrt  utter  helplessness  and  destitu- 
tion,   to  which  our  predecessors  directed  your  attention  in  former  years,   no 

longer  exists.     We  have,   to   some  degree,    compelled  thera  to  rely  upon  their 

own  resources  for  a  livelihood.      This  yjot-z  is  a  step  in  the   right  direct  ion. 
The   truest  benefactor  of  the  poor,   is  he  who  teaches  them  to  provide  for 
themselves. 
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Collections, 

Notwithstanding  this  genera.l  prosperity,  it  must  be  spid  that  our  collections 

heve  "been  small  and  hard  to  secure.   The  number  of  general  contributors have  diminished  and  we  fear  will  continue  to  diminish.   The  difficulties 

with  which  the  Board  has  annuall^^  to  contend  to  secure  Collection  Committees, 
and  the  positive  reluctance  with  which  these  comnittees  enter  upon  their 
work,  demands  some  radical  reform  in  view  of  our  collection  pians.  The  old 
plan  of  personal  solicitation  hcs  outlived  its  usefulness.   It  may  still  be 
employed  but  should  not  be  the  chief  reliance  of  the  Board,   It  is  due  to 
these  causes  and  others,  tht?t   the  great  city  of  Chicago,  with  all  its 
famed  public  spirit  enterprise  and  liberality,  does  not  contribute  one- 
third  as  much  charity  as  either  of  the  great  cities  of  the  East,   Surely  it 
can  be  no  pleasant  reflection  to  loiow,  that  in  proportion  to  its  v;ealth  and 
numbers,  our  city  does  not  bestow  upon  its  poor,  as  much  as  the  humblest 
Jewish  Relief  Society  in  the  land. 
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Self-Appointed  Collection  Committees, 
In  the  course  of  prosecuting  their  duties,  our  collection  coTninittees  have  had 

to  contend  with  an  evil  which  if  suffered  to  continue  will  seriously-'  cripple 
the  usefulness  of  the  Association.  For  several  years  past,  many  well-meaning 
persons  -  chiefly  ladies  -  have,  without  the  Icnowledge  and  approval  of  the 

Board,  pursued  the  practice  of  collecting  monies,  for  the  "benefit  of  appli- 
cants, who,  almost  invariahly,  have  "b^en  found  upon  investigation,  to  he 

utterly  unworthy,  or  have  a,lread;j^  received  repeated  assistance  from  the 

As^ocirt"^ '^n.   These  private  collections  are  mp.de  so  frequently,  and  "bestowed 
so  thoughtlessly,  that  the  donors  hecome  discouraged,  and,  we  may  add,  often 
disgusted.  Merchants  find  it  impossihle  to  refuse  these  solicitations, 

"because  they  are  mad.e,  either  hy  intimate  friends,  or  hy  ladies  of  social 
prominence  and  influence.   These  ladies  suffer  themselves  to  he  imposed  upon, 
it  v^ould  seem,  hy  every  impostor  who  happens  to  have  the  dramatic  ability  to 
tell  a  touching  stor^r  of  imaginary  sufferings. 
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They  are  guided  "by  sentiment  and  not  "by   that  common-- sense  and  prudence  so 
essential  to  the  proper  distribution  of  public  charity.  They  exercise  no 
discretion,  and  as  a  consequence,  their  charity  hardly  ever  relieves  the  de- 

serving poor,  hut  is  too  often  "bestowed  upon  the  professional  heg^^ar.   The 
friends  of  the  Association  have  "been  so  frequently  annoyed  and  harassed  "by 
these  self-appointed  committees,  that  when  solicited  hy  the  memhers  of  the 
Eoard,  they  either  contribute  nothing  or  sums  small  in  conpcrison  with  what 
they  ought  and  would  give  had  they  not  been  annoyed  so  incessantly  during  the 

year. 

Annual  Dues. 

The  Board  is  collecting  the  dues  of  the  various  component  societies  -  but  m.ore 
especially,  some  of  the  lodges  -  has  found  mucli  difficulty  in  enforcing  prompt 

payment.  Many  of  the  component  societies  have  been^ delinquent  for  some  years. 

Change  of  Annual  Meetings, 

After  several  years  of  experience,  the  Board  and  its  predecessors  have  found 
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that   to  hold  the  pjinual  ineetin2:s  as  now  held  in  the  Spring  of  the  year,   was 
an  unfortiina^te   change.     Formerly  they  were  held  early  in  Autiirm.      7/hen  the 
annual  meeting  now  adjourns,   the   Sunner  is  upon  us,   and  all  interest  cease 

in  "both  putlic   and  private   charities.      There   is  an  utter  stagnation  until 
the  frosts  of  Winter  remind  us  that  the  poor  are  again  in  want.     Your  collec- 

tions are  made  in  Autumn.     All  activity  "begins  in  that   season.      It  is  then 
the  annual  meeting  should  he  held. 

Statistics  of  the  Year's  Work. 
Daring  the  year  we  have  assisted  l6l  resident  families  ag.'rregr-ting  .^33  per- 

sons.    Of  these,   aoout  32  were  new  applicants.     15  families  were,  ^rioon  their 
own  request,    sent  to  other  cities.     21  families  left  the  city  without  our 
assistance,     Thte  Association  maintains  as  regular  pensioners,   22  v/idows, 

and  19  women  who  have  "been  abandoned  and  left  destitute,   hy  their  ynishands, 
27  persons  were   sent   to  the  hospital.     Daring  the  year  10  ad?Jilts  and  12  chil- 

dren died  and  were    ouried  hy  the  Association.        There  were  35  applications 
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for  relief  rejected  -  the  applicants,  upon  investis^-tion,   having  "been 
fcujid  unv/ortlii^,    or  for  other  reasons  not  entitled  to  relief.     We  h^ve  expend- 

ed $200  in  iredicines  and  medical  aid  ajad  consumed  ahout  211  tons  of  coal. 

Re  sujne  • 

During  the  year  the  Association  with  its  "branches  has  done  some  good  i;vork. 
We  have  paid  out  in  money  ohtained: 

Ey  collections     $5,000.00 
From  other  sources  --------  1,000.00 

In  purchasing  coal   -.-.--    S50»00 

"By   the  Ladies  Sewing  Societies 
Money  and  goods  aggregrting  more 
than  2.500.00 

Making  a  grand  total  of  9,350.00 

There  is  now  in  the  hands  of  the 

treasurer,  a  "balance  of  1,927. SS 
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This  money  will  lie  la.rely  sufficient  to  meet  onr  wants  for  the  period  of 

alout  six  months,  which  irist  intervene  lefore  we  receive  smy   money  from  fu- 
ture collections. 
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The  ladies  of  the  South  Side  Sewing  Society  closed  their  needle-work  sessions 

last  week.      On  last  Wednesday  they  had  a  general  meeting  at  the  Standard  Hall, 

at  which  the   secretary  read  the  following  report:     Amount  on  hand  Mar,    5,   l?79f 

$SU8.12  -  Annual  dues  and  donations,    $792.00  -  Donated  hy  the  little  girls' 

3rf  society,   $U,00  -  Total  $1,650.12.     For  drj^  goods,    $1,511.50  -  Discount 
off,   $21.12  -  Janitor,    sundry  expenses,    $23.15  -  Total  $1,513.53.     Balance  on 
hand.  Mar.   3,   1280,   $136.66. 

We  have  distributed  all  kinds  of  dry  goods,   including  rruslins,  waterproof, 

T)lankets,  "bedding,   etc.,    to  "between  I60  and  I70  families,   including  a  total 
numher  of  persons  estimated  at  about  1,100  to  1,200. 

We  have  received  donations  from  the  North  and  West   Sides,   of  made  up  clothing. 
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Eeport  of  the  Executive  to  the  Delegates  of  the  United  HelDrew 
Belief  Association  of  Chicago 

1 

.  "Ladies  and  (Jentlenen; 
Seventeen  years  have  rolled  by  since  a  handful  of  Isrr>elites  formed 

the  Belief  Society*  Beginning  its  life  of  charity  under  the  stror]g  and  iin- 
restrained  impulse  of  the  Jeisish  heart,  there  grew  in  the  line  of  its  program 
many  evils*  Without  order  or  system,  without  means  to  detect  impositions, 

without  plan  in  the  collection  or  distribution 'of  its  funds,  its  charity  was 
abused,  its  kindly  offices  bestowed  alike  upon  the  deserving  and  undeserving, 
and  in  common  with  kindred  societies,  it  tolerated  if  it  did  not  create,  in 

our  midst  a  large  n\iraber  of  unworthy  pensioners*  The  most  patent  errors,  at 
least,  have  been  corrected.  System  ha.s  been  introduced  in  the  work  of  the 
Association;  its  charity  is  distributed  by  principle,  and  not  by  caprice. 
Prudence  in  the  exercise  of  power.  Judicious  invej^tigation  of  the  character, 
life  and  habits  of  the  applicant,  the  establishment  of  rigid  rales  and  strict 

adherence  to  them  in  practice,  have  in  a  great  measure  cured  these  evils. 

!■ 
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Our  present  system  of  collecting  the  funds  of  the  Association  has 
heen  in  use  for  many  years.  When  the  city  was  projierous,  when  money  was  plenty, 

and  "before  the  financial  crisis  of  1SS3>  that  system  served  its  purpose*  Today, 
its  usefulness  is  gone*  The  old  circle  of  contributions  is  rapidly  dirair^ishing. 
Death  has  taken  from  us  many  a  generous  citizen.  These  vacancies  in  our  ranks 

have  never  "been  filled.   The  increase  of  population  has  "brought  us  an  increase 
of  pensioners*  Nothing  more.   The  burden  of  maintaining  yo^ir   ch^arity  is  now 
borne  by  comparatively  few  generous  citizens.   Collecting  committees  find  this 
work  disheartening,  and  in  some  quarters  of  the  City  utterly  unavailing. 

With  our  meagre  funds  we  can  only  relieve  temporary  distress.  The 
primary  object  of  the  Association  should  be,  to  give  permanent  relief,  to  place 
its  sound  and  healthy  applicants  in  a  position  where  they  will  cease  to  need 
help,  and  will  earn  their  own  livelihood, 

'  There  is  one  feature  to  which  we  wish  to  call  your  attention.  Many  of 
our  applicants  have  daughters,  strong, healthy,  and  well-advanced  in  womanhood,- 
These  daughters  refuse  (and  are  encouraged  by  their  parents)  to  engage  in  house- 

hold employments.  They  absolutely  refuse  to  do  housework  of  any  kind.  To  do 
housework  is  degrading,  they  tell  us. They  feel  as  though  it  were  dishonorable 
to  engage  as  Domestics, 

..V.  -  ■ 
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The  statistics  of  the  Association  may  afford  some  food  for  reflection. 
We  give  such  matters  as  we  have  been  ahle  to  collect. 

Durlrjg  the  year  we  have  relieved  one-hundred  and  eighty-five  resident- 
families  t  aggregating  9S1  persons,  and  ahout  275  strangers •  Of  the  125  resi- 

dent-families, about  23  are  new  applicants.  Sixteen  families  were  transported 
to  sister-cities.   Of  the  families  trnnsported  last .year,  six  have  returned. 
The  Association  maintains  as  regular  pensioners,  fourteen  widows,  and  twenty- 
one  women  who  have  been  deserted  and  left  destitute  by  their  worthless  hue** 
bands.  DiiriTig  the  year,  sixteen  adults  and  twenty-one  infant  wards  of  the 
Association  departed  this  life  and  were  buried  by  the  Association,  at  a  cost 

of  $36.30#  We  have  expended  $222.95  i^  medicines  and  medical  aid,  and  con- 
sumed about  300  tons  of  coal. 

The  Ladies  of  the  several  societies,  as  is  their  custom,  have  been  of 
great  service  to  the  Association. 

The  South-Side  Sewing  Society  has  expended,  in  the  purchase  of  clotb- 
ing,  dry-goods,  etc.  nearly  $1,200,  and  in  addition  thereto,  they  have  distri- 

buted nearly  $U00.  worth  of  made-tip  clothiiig  of  all  kinds  dor^ated  by  individual 
members  and  by  the  West  Side  Sewiiag  Society. 

The  North  and  West  Side  Societies  have  been  taking  excellent  care  of  the 
poor  in  their  several  districts.  Not  having  their  reports,  we  cannot  detail 

, -;? 
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their  work, 

Altho'^agh  very  llnilted  In  its  funds  during  the  winter,  the  Association 
with  its  branches,  has  done  some  good  work 

We  have  paid  out  in  money  obtained  "by  Collections  $U,600. Prom  Other  Sources    &30, 
In  Purchasing  Coal      1,200. 

By  the  Ladies'  Societies,  Uoney  ̂ ni   G<jods  aggregat- 
ing more  than    2,000> 

Making  a  Grand  Total  of    $S,U00. 

Chicago,  June  15,  1879." 

Ljx:j!ik:ii^ i^t^lj^H^ 
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Chicago   Sketches,     hy  Ben  Adam. 
Ladies'    Societies. 

Many  of  our  congregations  have  also  ladies'    societies,   whose   special  mission 
it  is  to  work  for  the  interest  of  the  congrega.tion  "by  arranging  strawberry festivals,    fairs,   hops,   balls,   etc.,    for  the  benefit  of  the   term)le.      The 
ladies  always  have    some   tickets  to   sell,    and  have  very  sharp  eyes   to  distin- 

guish their  sure  victims  from  a  whole   crowd.     But  besides  this,    there  are   in 
this  city  some  more  ladies'    societies,    independent  of  the  congregations. 
Of  these,   I  will  mention  at  present  the  "Sisters  of  Peace,"   "Sisters  of  Har- 

mony,"  "Johannah  Lodge  of  the  Treuen  Schwestem,"   and  the  "Young  Ledies'   Benev- 
olent  Society."     Many  a  poor  Jewish  family  blesses  the  names  of  these  dear ladies. 
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Chicago  Sketches,  "by  Ben  Adam. United  Hebrer  Relief  Associa.tion. 

This  organization  was  established  in  1S59«  The  members  of  the^Hamah  Lodge, 

the  oldest  Lodge  of  the  famous  order  B'nai  B'rith,  in  this  city,  were  the 
first  instigators  of  this  charitable  association.  Right  here,  I  will  touch 
upon  the  sad  fact,  that  there  are  here  certain  persons  who  are  making  it 
their  special  business  to  injure  the  name  and  character  of  this  well  raajiaged 
institution,  and  by  its  last  report  it  seems  as  though  these  persons  have 

succeeded  to  injure  it  among  the  general  public,  which  is  ̂ withdrawing  its 
support  from  the  R.  A.  in  a  very   distressing  manner.  How  thinking,  reason- 

able, and  othenvise  just  and  kind-hearted  people,  can  doubt  for  a  moment 
the  integrity  and  honesty  of  an  institution  with  which  men  like  Hart,  Greens- 
felder,  Gerstley,  Rosenberg,  Eisendrath,  Julius  Rosentha^l,  Snydacker,  Simons, 

Kozmins^^,  and  many  other  prominent  Israelites,  were  and  are  still  connected, 
is  a  perfect  mystery,  and  what  is  still  more  remarkable  is  the  fact,  that 
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among  the  Kesher  fraternity  of  this  Association,  and  that  our  "brethren  from 
Hussia  and  Poland,  who  furnish  the  most  applicants  for  relief,  entirely  neg- 

lect to  support  the  Society. 

As  far  as  I  know,  they  have  no  reason  to  conplain,  and  no  charges  to  substan- 

tiate against  the  Relief.  Never  "before  was  this  institution  managed  on  such 
a  sound  "business  "basis  as  during  the  last  fev  years,  since  it  is  under  the 
management  of  the  veiy  efficient  and  conscientious  superintendent,  Mr,  F. 
Ki  sh. 
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Prom  the  Superintendent's  report  (of  the  United  Hebrew  Relief  Association 

for  the  year  1S77 — ISyS)* it  appears  that  "in  the  past  year  $5^9^6.80  were  ex- 
pended" by  the  Society,  of  v/hich  $1,153»^0  were  spent  on  salaries,  visiting 

expenses,  postage,  etc.  and  $U,7g2,PO  distril^uted  aincn^  the  poor,  in  money  sua 
kinds,  to  the  relief  of  1,31^  resident  persons,  besides  pome  cccasicnal  applicants, 
a.nd  "over  150-tons  of  coal,  all  paid  up",  yet  in  reserv'e.  In  addition  to  this, 
the  Ladies'  Sewing  Society  supplied  121  poor  families  with  clcthes,  and  distributed 
^f757  yards  of  goods,  and  23  blankets. 

The  Ladies'  Sewir-g  Society  of  the  Test  Side  contributed  192  articles,  snd 
that  of  ̂ he  North  Side  ̂ 3  articles. 

The  i!7est  Side  Ladies'  Sewing  Society  gave  besides,  clothes,  etc.  to  12  fam- 
ilies. 

The  ITorth  Side  Ladies'  Sewirg  Society  also  supplied  a  number  of  families  with 
clothes;  but  we  have  no  report* 

The  K. S.B,  Lodges  of  the  city,  viz.,  Chicago  Lodge  and  Teutonia  Lodge,  gave 
notice  of  their  withdrawal  from  the  Association. 

The  balance  on  hand  is  $g5^.?g  and  an  additional  $701.U0;  total  $l,555.QO The  hospital  fund  amounts  to  $2*186.92. 
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United  Hebrew  Relief  Assooiatlorit  For  the  year  1677 -78 • 

A  tabulated  statement  of  the  annual  receipts  ajid  expenditures  of  the 

Association  for  the  entire  period  of  its  existence,  is  as  follows: 

1859« 
1860 

1861- 
1862 

1863' 
1864 
1865 
1866 

1867 
1868 
1869 

1870 
1871 

1872 
1873 

1874 
1875 

-60 
-61 
-62 
-63 

r64 -65 
"66 
-67 
-68 
-69 
-70 
-71 
-72 
-73 
-74 
-75 
-76 

:eoeir)ts 1,096.00 
1,481.46 

1,205.50 
2,054.52 
2,740.72 

5,281.68 
5,155.50 

5,184.98 
5,051.67 
6,374.21 
5,023.55 
5,073.55 

1,706.50 
7,055.44 
10,709.57 

11,895.00 

8,305.85 

l^penditures 

II 

n 

II 

II 

n 

n 

n 

II 

N 

a 

fi 

ti 

n 

n 

n 

492.00 

1,408.00 
1,183.67 
1,545.82 
2,707.12 

3,884.73 
4,146.36 

6,362.12 
6,104.14 
5,220.74 

8,139.22 20,335.43 
7,249.00 
12,481.86 
11,851.53 

6,355.96 
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United  Hebrew  Relief  Assooiatlont  for  the  year  1877-78. 

1876-77    Receipts       6»879.25       Expenditures      7tl60*60 
1877-78       »  5, 888.47  »  5»946.80 

These  figures  show  that  during  the  first  ten  years  of  the  Association's 
v/ork,  the  receipts  kept  steady  pace  v/ith  the  wants  of  our  poor,  and  the 

healthy  grov/th  of  our  city.  This  pleasing  prospect  was  rudely  disturbed 
by  the  Great  Fire  of  1671. 

The  following  year  our  collections  vrere   very  meager,  but  our  co-religionists 
from  abroad,  v/ith  more  than  royal  generosity,  came  to  our  relief. 

In  1873,  the  Association  seemed  to  recover  its  rmnted  vifeor  and  use- 
fulness, but  the  July  fire  in  1874,  arrested  its  progress,  and  compelled 

the  Board  to  borrow,  for  immediate  vmnts,  from  the  Kospitcl  Fund.. 

> 
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In  1874-5,  our  friends  responded  nobly  in  answer  to  our  call  and  rolled  3 

up  the  receipts  to  the  handsome  sum  of  tv/elve  thousand  dollars^  Prom  ;■ 

that  hour  contributions  began  to  lessen.  Today,  they  are  v/holly  insuffi- 
cient to  support  our  sick,  our  crippled,  our  diseased,  8Jid  our  honest 

poor,  without  considering  the  horde  of  professional  beggars. 

Upon  their /application  and  statement  that  their  fortunes  would  be  bettered 

thereby, 19  families  were  sent  during  the  past  year  to  different  parts  of 

this  counl5ry,  and  trj-o  to  "lurope.   Of  the  80  sent  away  during  the  past 
three  vears,  8  returned. 

-i 
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Sinai  Congregation,  Board  of  Directors  Minutes,  January  2S,  !bS72. 

/'
 

A  communication  of  U.  (nited)  E.  (etrew)  E,  (elief)  A.  (ssociation)  was 
received  and  placed  on  file.   It  was  moved  and  seconded  that  the  secretary   ^ 
issue  an  order  to  U,  H,  H.  A.  for  each  paying  ̂ lernber,  one  dolla-r,- 

:j 

f  .J  •  ■ 

T. 

■^  ̂] 

Mifei^ 
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%■■■>'[  :.  -- Oct'.  27,1869 to 

Oct.  30.  1870 

UHITXD  HEBBSff  EELIIT  ASSOCIASXOH   1S7D 

Annual  Beport  of  the  Financial  Secretaxy 

!•     Belief  Vcmd 

A.     £- 
e-i-p-t-s 

JIflSH 

• 

7      t  - 

:N       . 

1 

•      • 

To  Collection  of  Uembers  Sinai  Congregation 
&•    A«    M«  •     •     •     •     •     • 

K«  B«   Scn«   •«•••• 

Zion  Congregation  •  . 
North  Side  Collection 
Ch«  K«  u«  Gei*  •  '•  •  • 
By  Cosmittee  at  Large 
Yearly  Contrlbutiont  Hillel  Lod^e 
On*  K«U«  Gh«    •    •    •    •    •   
Baoiah  Lodge   

K«  B#   Sen*    ••••••••••• 

$2,085.00 
1,110.00 

677.00 
U19.OO 

119.75 

35.00 

227.00 

150.00 60.00 llU.OO 
100.00 

78.00 

/ 

'\\ . 

;,.i-Ate-arV>  i%^J*J^  r^^-r-^. : ^sl::-}^,^^-^.:^- 

•  -'-' 

-jf  -t^ 4:  ̂ :.-^:: 
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Annual  Beport 1870 

Zion  CoQgregation    
North  Slda   •    • 
CjI*   K«IJ«   Ch,0    ••••••• 

By   Committee  at  Large  .  . 
Yearly  Contribution,  Hillel 
Ch.  K.J3.   Ch«  .  .  . 

Lodge 

Bamah  Lodge  #  •  • 
K.JL.U   
Z.B.    Sclu   .... 
Sinai  Congregation 
Maurice  Mayer  Lodge 
"     ^       Sist.  of  Peace 
"     *   Young  Ladies  ̂ ,  H.B.  S. 

Zion  Congregation  186St  1869  • 
•  "     Heb.  Ben  S« 
»       "      Ladies  H.B,S* 
•  «             Hand-itt-Hand  Society 

United  Hebrew  Belief  Association  Belief 
S.  Vo«  2,     for  1871    

1»- 

2J^ 

U19.00 
119. 75 

« 

35.00 

227.00 

150.00 60.00 
llU.OO 
100.00 

78.00 
300.00 

38.00 

1+0.00 

^ 

U2.00 \ 

lUO.OO 
100.00 

50.00 

21.50 

«t 

.■h\ 

67.00 .-.V 

'it* 

>»'..!  ̂ t^lat?^::^- rt--rv'>&><JA 
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Anmial     Heport       1870 

Donations  by  Indlv£duals   $  279*g3  5 
Funeral  Proceeds  of  Sunday  Soc     .  72,^2  -r^ 
Proceeds  of  Ball,   Sisters  of  Peace     190#90  F 
AmoTints  appropriated  and  reconsidered     .    •   •  ikj.OO  ̂  
Amounts  refunded       •••••  65»00  o 
Proceeds  of  PicniCt  !♦   0.  B«  B    126»10  \Z 
Additional  Proceeds  of  Picnic,    '69     19^00  !^ 

B,     D-i-s-b-u-p-8-e-m-e-n-t-s 

Amount  due  Treasurer,  as  per  last  report  .   .   .  60tOO 
Orders  drawn    59g3«00 
Balance  in  Hands  of  Treasurer       550>06 

♦6593*06 

Oct.  27 f  IS69  ^^«       Reserre  IHind 
to 

Oct.  30,  IS70  ^     ̂ ®-c  6  i  p  t 8 

To  amount  collected  from  Hospital  Members     $1,725.00 To  amount. collected  from  Pay  Patients  932.00 



II  Dl 
Annual  Beport  1370 

Donations  by  Indirldoals  •  •  *  • 
"     ,Heath  and  Ifllli^an  .   . 
*  , Ladle 8  Sewing  Society 
•  ,  Yearly  Subscription  to  Hos- 

pital Bulldli^  .  •  •  • 
Proceeds  of  Picnic    
Taxes  Befonded  by  Common  Cotincll 
Life-Uembership  of  Leopold  Mayer 
Lif e-*UeiBb  er ship  of  Urs*  L»  Uayer 
Interest  from  Sinking  Kind  •  •  • 

Amount  due  Treasurer  (Overdrawn) 

B«  D-i-s-b-u-r-s-e-m-e-nrt-s 
Amount  due  Treasurer »  as  per  last 

Amount  transferred  to  Sinking  Tund  . 
Orders  Drawn   

JIflSH 

100.00 

50.00 

135.00 

ggi.95 

71.21 

100.00 
100.00 

^ 

5.719.52 

27H.10 

308.00 

■^♦"7.42 

$5,719.52 

Tt 

^ 

•'1^ 

eC 
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•  III*  Sinking  l\md  -o 

A«   Bre-oe-l-p-t-s  o 

lo  Amount  transferred  from  Reserve  Tcmd   $  30S«00   ̂  
Note  of  Slnal  Congregation  collected     100*00 
Legacy  by  J.   Oreenebaumt  St..  .   .   •  •    200*00 

^    *  L*  Blndskopf,  Ullwaukee   100*00 
Interest  on  Money  Loaned  ..*      ?1*0S 

$  739^05 

B*  I-nrv-e-s-t-m-e-nrt-8 

Secured  Note  beairlng  10  per  cent  Interest  •  •  •  •  •  700*00 
Amount  Transferred  to  Heserve  Pond  *  .  .   •     TO* OS 

$  730*05 

All  of  irtilch  Is  respectfully  submitted* L*Wa]npold, 

Chicago,  Oct*  30th,  1870*  financial  Secretary,  II.H*E*A* 



^  ̂H^^ 

II.  CONTRIBa- TioNs  mo 
ACTIVITIES 
D.  Benevolent  and  Protective 

Institutions 
2.   Insurance  Companies 

*■ 
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The  rates  (which  Workmen  Circle  members)  will  have  to  pay  for  each 

$500,  insurance  aid  as  follows: 

18  year  old  members  $5.20 
25     "  "  "  6.60 
30     "         "  "  7.80 
35     "         "  •  9.40 
40     "         *  *  11.40 
45     ".         ••  "  15.40 

M 
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Sunday  Jev.lsh  Courier,   ...ay  18,    1919 • 

DCR:?  HEMIKS   GELJ^  IJ^TER  of  THS  BKITH  AVRAHiiM 

Atlantic  City.     The  convention  of  the  Brith  iiVrahajTi   (Brotherhood  of 
Abraharii)   closed  after  the  adoption  of  the  following  resolutions: 

Llenbers  of  the  Order  adirdtted  in  an  incorporated  institution  or  Home  may 
bequeath  half  their  endovjirxent  for  that  specific   institution,   but  no  one 

is  per.rxitted  to  bequeath  or  leave  his  enaovjient  to  his  lod-je, 

Lejibers  of  the  Order  for  less  than  a  year,    cOiTjidtting  suicide,   lose  their 
privile£;es  of  endo\.::xent. 

This  resolution  v.as  accepted  on  the  basis  of  :.J7.  Dorf^s  explanation.  In 
the  last  tv;o  years,  the  Order  paia  endov.^.:ents  to  relatives  of  tv;enty-tv;o 
suicides. 
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Sunday  Jey-jsh  Courier,  ::av  18,  191 

The  convention  also  decided  that  the  Cr.' 

yearly  to  tlie  J"ev;ish  Sanitcriuii  Tor  Oon:-' 
V7here  the  Order  has  a  tent  of  its  Q-..n, 

or  contribute  .,^250 
-u.iptives  in  California, 

After  the  election  ::nd  installation  of  new   Grand  Ofiicers,  the 
convention  closed  -.vith  a  receptio:.  givon  in  honor  of  the  delegates and  their  families. 

The  next  convention  of  the  Order  v ill  take  place  in  1921,  also  in 
x^tlantic  City.  « 

m 
The  folloi/inc  is  a  li-t  of  the  nei;ly  elected  Grand  Officers  of  the Order  Brith  ..vrahan: 

Samuel  Dorf,   Grand  ilaster;  I.Iorris  LI.   Green,   first  deputy;    Josef 
i;aeeiilieiiii,   second  vice-president;    Jacob  Gould,   third  vice-president; 
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JK'Oi^H 

Max  ?ine,  fourth  deputy;  Frank  Ravson,  fifth  deputy;  koses  Reinseinhiaer, 
sixth  deputy. 

As  Grand  Secretary  they  elected  George  V.  Leizerson:  Grand  Treasurer, 
Bennett  Freidman;  endovjment  treasurer,  -.ax  Kedziarak;  endowaent 
chairman,  Hayvid  Troitman;  finance  treasurer,  Louis  neller;  chairiuan 
of  loans,  Charles  Banus;  chairman  of  appeals,  Leon  B.  Ginsburg; 
chairman  of  State  Order,  ...ax  Oberahams;  chairman  of  rituals,  Edward 
Rosenstone;  chairman  of  relief,  Jacob  .Vise;  chairman  of  printing, 
Julius  Berliner;  chairman  of  Trust  fund,  ..illiam  :.^rkin;  chairman  of 
reserve  fund,  S.  Aaronson;  chairman  of  propaganda,  V/illiam  Izaacs; 
chairman  of  disability,  Sam  Rozenberg. 

<b ./ 
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Dally  Jewish  Courier >  May  14,   1919* 

THE  BRITH  AVR^iM  CONVEI'ITION 
(Summary) 

(This  Order  is  one  of  a  group  of  sick  benefit  and  insurance  lodges 
throughout  the  country.  Trans.) 

The  Brith  Avraham  (Brotherhood  of  Abraham)  opened  its  45th  annual 
convention  at  Atlantic  City  yesterday.  Three  hundred  delegates  from 
all  parts  of  the  country  attended. 

The  speakers,  Councilman  Harry  Kassman,  Mr.  Joseph  Hagerlain,  president 
of  Pride  of  Atlanta  Lodge  No.  520,  and  Mr.  H.  Harrison,  of  New  York 
dwelt  on  various  topics  lauding  Jewish  patriotism  in  America,  welcoming 
delegates  to  the  conference,  presenting  the  Grand  Master,  Mr.  Samuel 
Dorf  with  the  key  to  the  city  and  a  diamond  fob  for  his  27  years  as 
Grand  Master  of  the  Order  and  presenting  Grand  Secretary,  Vir,   J.  Lazeiman 
with  a  Silver  Service,  all  in  the  name  of  the  Atlantic  City  Lodge.  The 
wish  was  also  expressed  that  the  Peace  Conference  in  Paris  will  assure 
Jews  a  home  in  Palestine. 
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Mr.  Dorf  thanked  everyone  and  spoke  of  the  conditions  of  the  Order, 
financially  and  otherwise,  stressing  the  necessity  for  increasing 
membership  rates  and  installing  a  new  system  of  paying  according  to 
age  rateg.  He  also  tendered  his  resignation. 

Much  discussing  regarding  the  choice  of  a  committee  and  a  temporary 
chairman  ensued,  but  this  question  was  finally  settled.  The  next  meet- 

ing was  set  for  Monday  morning  at  10  A.M# 

Many  impoDrtant  questions  and  resolutions  are  to  be  presented  b^^  the 
delegates  at  this  convention.  One  requesting  the  Order  to  favor 
Zionism  is  sure  to  be  accepted  because  of  the  favorable  attitude  of 
Mr.  Dorf  and  most  of  the  delegates. 

The  Grand  Secretary's  report  shows  that  the  Order  counted  on  the  first 
of  January,  32,297  members  in  261  lodges.  The  larges  number,  16,9i2 
members  are  between  50  and  60  years  old;  6,514,  between  45  and  49;  4,347, 
between  40-44;  the  rest  being  under  40  years  of  age. 
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In  1916  there  were  904  deaths  in  the  Order,  making  14  c^eaths  per  1,000 
members.   In  1917  there  were  895  deaths  or  18  per  1,000;  in  1918,  810 
deaths,  or  25  per  1,000. 

From  Jan.  1,  1917  to  April  1,  1919,  there  were  1941  deaths,  for  which 
the  sum  of  ̂   971,102  was  paid  as  death  benefits. 

on  January  1,  1917,  the  Order  had  60  lodges,  and  -.4  more  were  added 
since  then.  In  the  tuo  years  previous  to  1919,  91  lodges  were  lost, 
32  united,  a  total  of  123  lodges,  so  that  on  Jemuary  of  this  year, 
there  were  only  261  lodges. 

The  funds  of  the  Brith  Avraham,  as  of  the  first  of  January  are  as  follows: 

$103,768  Reserve  fund. 
$  8,245  Endowment  fund* 
$  2,163  General  fund.  /^      ̂  
%     1,925  Disability  fund.  pWH  ̂ 

   ^  J 
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Tim   IlTTERIiJSTIiv^G  CASE  aGAINST  TIE  PR0GFGS3ITJ  ORDER   OF  TIS  V.'SST 

The  case  of  Mrs.  Chayd  Neshelman,  50  years  old,  of  2908  V/est  12th  Street, 
against  the  Progressive  Order  of  the  V/ost,  is  one  of  the  most  interesting 
cases  ever  to  come  before  the  local  courts. 

About  two  years  ago,  Mrs.  L'esheliiian  was  awarded  five  hundred  dollars  from 
the  Progressive  Order  of  the  .Vest  by  the  Circuit  Court.  I.Irs.  Neshelman, 
over  two  years  ago,  had  sprained  an  ana.  According  to  her  policy  held 
with  the  Progressive  Order  of  the  West,  she  was  entitled  to  insurance. 
The  Order  denied  this  fact,  so  she  started  legal  procedure  against  it. 
A  jury  awarded  her  five  hundred  dollars,  lier  lawyer  was  Mr.  iviax  M,  Korshak, 

The  Order  appealed  the  case,  but  for  certain  technical  reasons,  it  was 
thrown  out  of  the  hi^^er  court  to  be  returned  to  the  lower  courts  for  a 
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new  trial.  This  occurred  in  the  suinner  of  1918. 

In  March  1919,  Mr.  Korshak  began  a  new  trial.  The  Grand  Counsel 
of  the  Order,  Samuel  Makon,  refused  to  accept  the  case,  or  to  give 
information  re^;ardine  the  Order's  representatives  in  Chicago. 

Mr.  Korshak  then  applied  to  the  insurance  department  of  the  State, 
receiving  the  information  he  needed  there.  As  a  rule,  when  a  lawyer 
calls  for  information  such  as  Mr.  Korshak  asked  of  Mr.  Makon,  a 
second  lawyer,  it  is  generally  furnished. 

Several  weeks  ago,  Mr.  Harry  Jolf,  one  of  the  suT)reme  officers  of 
the  Order  in  Chicago,  brought  to  trial,  not  only  Mrs.  Ileshelman, 
but  also  Mr.  NesheLnan,  her  husband.  Mr.  V/olf  accused  them  of 
seeking  to  extort  money  from  the  Order  illegally,  and  wished  to 

o'^
 

^'   X 

^'2  m  s) 
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oust  the:::,  throucxi  court  procedure  as  members  in  the  Order. 

It  v;as  now  necessarj''  for  li*.  Korshak  to  acquaint  himself  v/ith  the 
rules  and  by-lav;s  of  the  Order,  lie,  therefore ,  v;rote  to  the  riain 
office  for  a  copy  of  their  Constitution.  This  correspondence  v.^is 
i^^nored.  rie,  once  more,  had  to  resort  to  the  insurance  department 
of  the  State  for  aid. 

Then  the  Grand  Iod^:e  be^an  to  deny  that  it  had  anythin::  to  do  v;ith 
the  prosecution  of  lir.  and  I.Irs.  IlesheLnum,  statin.p;  that  the  procedure 
x;as  instituted  by  the  local  lodce  to  v:hi'Ch  Ilr.  and  Llrs.  Heshelman 
belonged. 

"This  does  not  appear  to  be  so,"  said  lavjyer  Korshak,  "because 
Hariy  Wolf,  v;ho  signed  the  prosecutions,  does  not  belong  to  the 

Palestine  Lod^e  to  vdiich  the  Tleshelmans  belong*." 

C^ 

e 
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Tlie  ITeshelnans  are  aced  people.  If  they  are  ousted  from  the  Order, 

they  \;ill  not  be  able  to  join  another  lod^e  because  of  tiieir  extrene  " 
S-S®»  ̂ ^   j^^y  av.-arded  I.Irs,  Ileshelinau  five  hundred  dollars,  .i  doctor 
explained  that  she  v-ill  never  be  able  to  use  her  hand  arain.   But 
the  Order  turns  a  deaf  ear,  and  carries  on  a  huce  legal  fi^ht  costing 
hundreds  of  dollars  against  a  poor  old  v,To:nan, 

llr.  Korshak  has  at  last  made  a  staterr.ent  that  he  v;ill  instigate  a 

litigation  -vhich  v;ill  forbid  the  Order  to  operate  lodges  in  the 
State  of  Illinois. 

Ti  \5.^r.fr  Of 
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THE  CITY  CENTRAL  COifl/JTTEE  OF  THE  WORHylEN'S  CIRCLE  AND  ITS  TASK. 
By  M*    Strausman* 

The  position  of  the  City  Central  Committee  of  the  Workmen's  Circle  is  not 
clear  to   several  memhers.      Of  what  does  it  consist?     What  is  its  task? 

I   shall  attempt,   as  much  as  possible,    to  give  a  "brief  survey  of  the  mis- 
cellaneous activities  and  work  of  the  City  Central  Committee  of  the  Work- 

men's Circle. 

A6  is  known,    the  City  Central  Committee  of  the  "orkmen's  Circle  in  Chicago 
is  composed  of  delegates  from  the  Workmen's  Circle  "branches  in  the  following 
manner:     There  are  exactly  forty-four  "branches.     Two  delegates  are  annually 
elected  from  each  branch  and  the  committee  is  composed  cf  eighty-eight  dele- 

gates.    These  delegates  are  divided  ihto  various  departments,   for  example, 
the  Labor  Lyceum  department,   Cemetery  department.  Educational  department, 
etc.     Every  separate  department  represents  a  small  but  very  active  organi- 
zation(in  which  the  elected  officials  conduct  regular  meetings).     On  the 
whole,   these  departments  are  responsible  to  the  City  Central  Committee, 
when  a  report  maist  be  gilren  of  their  work  and  activities. 
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All  these  departments  are  discussed  at  the  regular  meetings  of  the  City 
Central  Committee.   Several  delegates  present  certain  recommendations 

from  their  "branches  or  complaints  against  the  action  of  certain  depart- 
ments. All  these  matters  are  collectively  discussed  "by  the  delegates  and 

instructions  are  given  to  the  various  departments  ahout  their  further  ac- 

tivities. As  may  "be  seen,  the  "branches  of  the  Workmen's  Circle  are  in- 
formed of  the  work  and  activities  of  the  various  departments  "by  their 

delegates.   Speaking  of  the  activities  of  the  various  departments,  I  can 

not  refrain  from  extending  credit  for  their  good  and  no"ble  work^  to  the 
La"bor  lyceum  Committee.   They  have  made  exceptional  progress.  Taking  into 
consideration  the  war,  which  has  cast  a  horri"ble  gloom  upon  every'body,  the 
Later  lyceum  Committee  (naturally  with  the  support  of  the  "branches)  pur- 

chased a  magnificent  and  suita'ble  site.  It  is  to  "be  hoped  that  if  the 
La"bor  Lyceum  Committee  will  still  receive  the  support  of  the  "branches,  we 
can  soon  expect  a  temple  for  the  Workmen's  Circle  in  Chicego. 

The  same  can  also  "be  said  a'bout  the  Cemetery  department,  which  is  adminis- 
tered "by  an  able  committee. 
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The  Educational  Committee  did  not  encounter  great  success  last  year.  There 

are,  naturally,  various  reasons. 

The  City  Central  Committee  has  a  permanent  control  committee,  that  controls 

all  money  of  the  various  departments  and  reports  to  the  City  Central  Com- 

mittee*   The  City  Central  Committee  also  plays  an  important  role  in  communi- 

ty life.  As  a  large  and  strong  "body,  it  is  represented  by  its  delegates  at 
various  conferences  and  undertakings  in  all  branches  of  the  Socialist  and 
labor  movement,  which  receives  the  fullest  sympathy  and  support  from  the 
Workmen's  Circle  in  Chicago. 

-/ 
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ORDER  KNIGHTS  OF  JOSEPH. 

Officers:  Supreme  Gommr^ider,  J,  H.  Marks,  Chicago,  Second  Supreme  Vice 
Commander,  Isidor  Liederman* 
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INDEPENDiCNT  ".v^STEPw.M  STAR  ORDER, 

Organized  February  13,  1894.  Office:  1127  Blue  Island  Ave.   Officers: 

Grand  I'aster,  N»  T#  Brenner?  Vice  Grand  Ilaster,  II.  II.   Barnett;  Grand 
Secretary,  !•  Shapiro;  Grand  Counsellor,  ^M.   A.  Jones i. 
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ANOTHIJH  OKDER  (}02S   BA^IKRUPT. 
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'.Vitl:  the  discovery  that  the   ?;e:ieral  cecrbt   ry  of  the   ./orkmen's   Circle 
is   several  th-jusanu  dollars   short    in  his  accounts,   the   list   of  eiribezzle- 
ment    .vithin  Jewish   orders  was  made  more   complete.     There   is   pr  ctically 

no   one  Jev/ish  oraer   of  ni^tionil  reoute   and  devoted  to    insurance,   from 

which  the  ''big  officials'*   did  not   commit  theft.      The   only  exceptions 
are   small  loc:il  or^-^anizations  at   \/h-js6  head  are  men  havin.^  a  good  repu- 

tation  in  their  city  and  v/hose   finances  are  not   larr-e  enough  to   arouse 

one's  t  e Lip t  .t  i ..  n . 
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It    is   absurd  to  say  ihat   one   order    is    jstter  and  more   honest  than 
another.      It   occasionally   happens  that    a  highly  respectable   and   honest 

man  is    xt   the   he-.d  of  an  oraer   and  this   orobably   insures  better  irianaq-e- 
inent   for  a  short  time   -  but   for  a  short  tir.e   only.      If  this   '^ood  rn?^n 
wants  to   keep   his    office   he  must    comproniise  -firt}:  the   leaders;    at   times 
he  must   overlook  thinf^s   and   out  the   affairs   of  the   order   into  the  hands 

of  the   ieauers  and  ask  no   questions,     he   is   slo./ly  dr-j.g'^ed   into  the 
spider's     eo   of  aishonesty,   and   like  the   fly,    he   has  no   oo./er  to  disent-mgle 
himseli  • 

A  great  nuii/oer   of  gool   ana  honest    oeru   ns   enterea   into  the  ranks   of   lodn^e 
members  with  the    Gole   obje^^t    of  roionm.nfj  and   placin;i;  the   lodges    on  solid 
sound  basis.     Those   of  stroni^er  character,   to  whom  honesty   is   of  more 
im.ortancc:.  than  public   office   and  dictatorship,    vTere   forced  to  drop  out 
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and  those   possessing  weuker  cViar-.cicrb   joined  the  cro\/d   -xnd  Jire  the  most 
dangerous   of  those  tryin^:  to    improve   conditions. 

It    is  also   erroneous  to  think  that    iriproveinent   cr.n     e  brought    about  by 

changing  the  ruj-es   oi'  the   lodges •      It    is  the   sybtem  -  the  basic   con- 
dition 01   the   lod?;6   system  -  which   is   rotten.     The    insurance   ofTerea  by 

lodges    iia,    ./hat    is   c--llea    in    vLieric^i,    a   "wild  cat    scheme,"      It    is 
soiiievyhat    like   selling  shares   of  gold  mines  that   do  not    exist.      They 
promise  to   pav   as   i.j.;h  as  4^5^^  foi^  the  purchase   of   each   $100  share* 

Tt^ 
ine  graiid  master  co;.ies   to  his    ordt.r   ̂ nd   speaks   about   conoassion,    about 
helping  the   orphans   and  the    ,vidov/s.     ne    prates    about   Judais:  ,    honesty, 
and  justice,    v/I.ere-.s  the   real   sy;Dtem  of  the  lodge    is  to  rob  the   miaows 
ana   orphans.     Very  fe.v  who  are   entitled  to   insurance  froxii  loages   receive 

the   full  suni.      A  lar  :e   percent  I'-e  must  be   deducted   for  a   la./yer,    deputy, 

or  secret  -ry  ̂ .nd  therefore  tie  widoviT  and  or:)Lan  arc  bound  to  "■  -:    r)bbo:U 
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There  is  not  one  Jewish  order  that  is  not  several  months  in  arrears  with 

its  insurance  payments.  All  difficulties  are  placed  in  the  path  of  the 

widov/  and  orphan.  I-'any  months  elaose  before  the  orphan  and  widow 
receive  their  due  sum.  They  must  resort  to  law  in  order  to  secure  their 
full  amount  of  their  insurance. 

Another  order  has  gone  bankrupt  and  another  order  v/ill  go  bsjikrupt  until 
the  masses  will  become  wise  and  put  a  stop  to  it. 

(Editor's  note  I  The  workmen's  Circle  never  entered  bankruptcy). 
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HOV/  BnOTHSRKOOD  13  PRACTICED  BY  LODGE  L!EL3::RS. 

The  lodge  brothers  unconsciously  observe  all  laws  of  the  Constitution. 

It  is  worth  while  to  see  the  same  Jew  in  the  synagogue  v/here  no  con- 
stitution exists  • 

'iThen  a  Jew  goes  to  the  synagogue,  he  is  included  in  the  quorum  of 

worshippers;  if  only  he  has  with  him  his  t)ayer  shawl  and  phylacteries; 

he  is  honored  with  an  Aliah  (called  up  to  the  scroll  of  the  Law) 

without  having  to  ;:o  through  different  degrees;  he  can  immediately 

voice  his  opinion  in  synagogue  affairs;  he  can  seat  himself  comfortably 

at  the  study  class  after  the  services  without  any  interferenceL;;  if 

he  is  hungry  food  will  be  immediately  served  him;  in  short  he  becomes 

a  brother  without  undergoing  any  ceremonies.   If  a  Jew  needs  to  be 

discharged  from  brotherhood  in  a  synagogue  it  is  a  very  complicated 
matter  because  it  means  excommunication. 
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V/ith  the  lodp.es  the  case  is  the  very  opposite.  It  is  a  complicated 

matter  to  get  in,  i*  e«,  it  recuires  initiation  foolishness,  but  it  is 
very  easy  to  be  expelled. 

Upon  becoming  a  member  of  a  synagogue  one  is  immediately  entitled  to 
all  benefits  offered  by  the  synagogue.  Not  only  with  Aliahs,  food, 
and  study  classes  but  also  with  dollars  and  cents»  Should  a  member  of 
A  synagogue,  who  can  no  longer  pay  dues,  suffer  from  ill  business 
effects,  there  is  a  Gemilath  Jhesed  (a  free  loan  association)  from 
whose  treasury  he  can  borrow  money  without  paying  any  interest •  Ke 
secures  vouchers  from  among  his  synagogue  brethren.   If  he  is  short  of 

food  for  the  holidays,  it  is  sent  to  him  v/ithout  anyone's  knowledge. 
This  is  the  kind  of  brotherhood  that  prevails  in  a  synagogue. 
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V/e  shall  endeavor  to  convey  the  recent  events  of  the  Western  Star  Order, 
so  that  the  masses  can  form  a  conception  as  to  hov;  brotherhood  is 

practiced,  by  lod^e  members,  and  may  the  bluff  of  brotherhood  in  fraternal 
organizations,  v/hich  confuses  thousands  of  minds,  be  exposed  once  and 
for  all  times. 

\1e   will  give  the  liistory  of  the  court  ana  grand  lodge  records,  i.  e., 
impartial  facts* 

In  accordance  with  the  court  records  the  grand  secretary  of  the  V/estern 
Star  Order  discovered  that,  on  Lay  2,  1912  ,  the  grand  treasurer  was 
short  in  his  accounts,  because  on  that  day  a  check,  which  was  sent 

out  by  the  grand  treasurer  was  returned  marked  **Not  sufficient  funds •*' 
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The  secretary  in  treating  the  grand  treasurer  like  a  brother  violated 
the  Constitution  by  concealinr^  this  fact  from  the  grand  master,  the 

consular,  and  the  executive  board.   .'.Tiat  sacrifices  are  not  made  for  a 
lodge  brother?  Sspecially  v/hen  cooperating  with  him.  The  grand  secre- 

tary immediately  summoned  the  brother  grand  treasurer  and  asked  him: 

"Is  it  true,  brother? l**  There  upon,  they  began  checking  up  the  books 
and  it  was  revealed  that  the  granj  treasurer  was  short  the  sum  of  $2,500.00# 
This  is  a  lot  of  money,  so  they  began  to  recheck  and  found  a  shortage 
of  only  $2,300.00.  Again  they  rechecked  but  in  vain. 

At  this  time  the  grr:n'd  secretary  showed  true  brotherhood.   Instead  of reporting  it  to  the  surety  company,  which  would  cause  inconvenience  to 
the  brother  grand  treasurer,  he  sacrificed  himself  by  depositing  his 
ov/n  money  in  the  bank  in  order  to  clear  the  books. 
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On  May  8,   or   9>   the  brother  grand  secretary  resumed  the  accounts   and 
discovered  that  the  brother  grand  treasurer  was  not   short   $2,500*00 
but   ;5>4-57«00.     nt  the  same  time  the  brother  grand  secretary  found  out 
that   he  had  made  another  error,   viz.    instead   of  helping;  the  brother 

grand  treasurer  with  his   ovm  money,   he   assisted  him  with  the  Order's money. 

However,  this  could  easily  be  corrected  by  puttinf3  still  another  $2,500.00 

in  the  Order's  treasury,   but  the  grand  secretary  thought  that  the 
16,000  lodge  brothers  would  feel  hostile  toward  him  if   he  did  such  a 
thing,    so  he  decided  to  disclose   it  to  the   grand  master. 

Again  he  showed  his  brotherly   love  to  the  grand  treasurer.     Instead  of 
telling  the  truth,    he   said  thi;.t   only  $2,500.00  were  missing. 
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.hen  the   grand  master  became  aware   of  the   short ':s;e  he   should   have 
iiruned lately,   according:;  to  justice,    sent   lor  an  accountant  to   investigate 
the  books,    out    it   would  be  unethical  to   do   such  a  thing  amon^  brothers, 
so  he  relied  upon  the   v/ords   of  the   grana  secretary  and  treasurer. 

In  the  month  of  June  the  grand  master  had  a  frie-idly   chat   v;ith  the 
grand  treasurer  and  learned  that  the     shortage  was   $5»4-57»86  on 

the  books.     Then  again  the  grand   secretary  came  to  his'  rescue  "nd  with 
the  aid  of  the  consular  they  made  the  follov/in^  agreement: 

That  the   grand  treasurer  should  surrender  to  the  v/ife  of  the  errand 
secretary  his   interest   in  a  house,   which   is   v/orth    ;2,500.00  and  his 
share   in  a  printing  plant,  which   is  worth  v2,958»00  should  be   sur- 

rendered to  the   grand  secretary,    which   gives   a  tot^.l   of  $5^458. 00» 

In  return  the   grand   secretary  would  clear  the  Order's   deficit    of 
$5,457.o6. .t 
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And  nov;  another  slight   error   //as   detected.      Instead  of   ̂ ivin^  his 

own  money  the   grand  secretary  again  gave  the  Order's  money,    regardless 
of  the  grand  Piaster's  personal  loan  to  the  grand  secretary 
to  enable  him  to  clear  the   deficit.     The  result    is  that  the  sum  of 

$5>4-57«56   is  missing. 

If  true  brotherhood  prevails   in  the   ..'estern  Star  Order  the  above  would 
have  been   introduced  and  discussed  at  the   convention,  but    it  vzas 
evaded. 

After  the  convention,   they   (the   leaders),    started  a  series   of  trials, 
arrests,   betrayals,   trials    in  stations,    superior  courts,   and  at  t he 
executive   committee.     They  expelled  and  suspended  members.     They  took 
out   injunctions  and  hired  lav/yers.     Blood    was  shed   in  the   lodges   and  all 
was  brotherly  love. 
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If  one  should  speak  to  a  lodge  patriot   about  the  unsound   insurance  plan 
of   fraternal  organizations   and  shouia  you  convince  hi.ri  that   the   life 

insurance    of  a  lod^^e    is   nothin-T  but   a  areain,   which  he    interoretea  by  an 
organizer  who    is   anxious  to  earn  a  fe.v  doila.r3,   he  turny  about   \^nd 

usually   uns'-iVors,    '•The   insurance   of  a  fr::.ternai  org  ..nization   is  not  the 
essence   of  the   lod,f^e    system   in   general,   but    it    is  the  social   oart    of  a 

lodge  that   counts ••• 

••A  loar-;e,"  he   continues   enthusiastically,    "   is  the   cradle   which  B.djusts 
the   imi::igraxit   Jew  v/ho  wakes  up   in  an  Americanized  vvorld,    it   surrounds 

him  with  many  friends.     The   lodge  unites   all  Jews  v/ho   coirie  froL'.  vi^rious 
countries  and  regions •     The  Jews,    v/ho  h'*;ve  migrri-ted  to  America  from 
Latvia,   Poland,  Russia,   .Lithuania,   .loumania,   Galicia,   iiung^.r^/,   and  other 
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countries,   bring  with  them,  the  antipathy  that  citizens  of  one  country 

bear  toward  citizens   of  another  country.     The  Lithustnian  Jew  detests 

the  Roumanian  and  Galician  Jew;  the  Hungarian  and  Polish  Je^do  not 

want  to   intermingle  with  the  Latvian  Jew,   until   it   reaches  a  point 

where  the  concept  of  Ghavrim  Kol  Yisroel   (all   Israel  are  brethren) 

is  a  myth  -  a  mere  legend,   not  reality. 

••The  lodge,   however,    is  the  melting  pot    into  which  Jews   of  all  countries 

enter  and  within  a  short  time  they  walk  out  together  as  brethren  - 
children  of  one  nation,   and  all  geographical  distinctions  are  abolished. 

One  thought  prevails  among  all,   i*  e*,  to  help  each  other  spiritually 

and  materially,  and  with  no  questions  asked  as  to  where  one  spent 

one's   life    in  exile.     The  law  of  the  Order  states  that    'Every  one  of 

Jewish  faith  can  become  a  member  of  the  Order. ••* 
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"Ail  order  like,  the   V/estern  Star  Order,"   exclaims     an    executive  member, 

**i3  the   greatest  thing  the  Jews  have  ever  accomplished,      'il/ho  ever  heard 
of   16,757  Jews  belon?^ing  to   one   organization,    .vith  each  one   prepared  to 
respond  to   every  Jewish  cry  for  relief.     V/hen  the   call   is    issued  by 
the  grand  master,    everybne  of  these   thousands   of  Jews,  man  or  v/oran, 

extends   aid  to  a  brother   or  sister   in  distress." 

This  is  a  ̂ recit  idea  -  if  it  were  only  true.  If,  hov/ever,  we  were  to 
investigate  diligently  this  declamatory  rhetoric  or  abstract  verbiage 
we  would  find  that  it  isn't  even  worth  a  soao-bubbld.  The  brotherhood  of 

lodge  jrothers  is  as  secure  as  the  lodge  insurance.  T'le  "ipso  facto" 
clause  is  as  successful  in  brotherhood  as  it  is  in  p-.ylng  er-dowments^ 
Joe  unto  the   lodge  brother  who  is   in  dire  need,     ne  v;ill  surely  starve  to 
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death  and  be  out  to  shcjne  and  ridicule^   Should  a  poor  Jew  approach 
any  synagogue,  regardless  of  where  he  comes  from  or  who  he  is,  he  will 
always  be  provided  with  food  and  shelter  and  even  money  for  traveling 
expenses* 

Should,  however,  the  very  same  Jew  turn  to  his  lodge,  then  he  wou).d 
immediately  discover  that  nine  out  of  ten  will  brand  him  a  beggar  and 
swindler,  and  the  best  that  he  could  hope  for  would  be  the  appointment 
of  a  committee,  which  would  spend  many  weeks  in  investigation. 

The  committee  would  disgrace  his  wife  and  children.   It  would  pry  into  his 

domestic  life  and  order  his  life.  They  w^uld  criticize  his  home  manage- 
ment, and  aifter  he  would  have  endured  the  tortures  of  Gehenna,  he  would  find 

himself,  as  in  most  cases  refused  any  relief. 
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And  what  is  more  astonishing  is  that  most  of  the  lodge  brothers  attend  the 
synagogue •   In  the  synagogue  they  are  sons  of  compassion*   There 
every  Jew  is  a  brother.  However,  in  the  lodges  it  becomes  a  matter  of 
business  and  in  business  they  will  not  permit  themselves  to  be  deceived. 
Business  men  of  principle  as  Jews  are,  will  spend  hundreds  of  dollars 

rather  than  be  duped  o.*  one  peniy.   It  is  therefore  very  tough  on  a 
lodge  member  who  seeks  aid. 

To  what  extent  lodge  brotherhood  is  practiced  cein  be  seen  not  only  from 
the  recent  occurreiices  in  the  ̂ 7estern  Star  Order  but  also  from  the 
Constitution  of  that  Ordjr. 
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The  main  Constitution  of  the  .Vestern  Star  Order  consists  mainly  of 

eleven  articles  which  embrace  sixty-three  paragraphs  on  so-called 

brotherhood.  The  first  paragraph  ol*  Article  II  reads  as  follows: 

'•The  purpose  of  the  Independent  .estern  Star  Order  is  to  unite  healthy 
and  socially  adapted  men  of  the  Jewish  faith,  of  a  limited  age  to 
mutually  protect  one  another;  to  establish  lodges  under  the  supervision 
of  the  Crrand  Lodge  throughout  the  United  States;  to  practice  devout 

brotherhood;  "^o  disseminate  enlightenment  among  its  membership;  to 
help  those  in  need  of  help;  to  alleviate  the  wants  of  the  suffering; 
to  assist  members  morally,  socially  and  financially;  to  help  the  family, 
beneficiaries,  blood  relatives  or  legal  dependents  of  the  deceased 
member;  to  provide  funeral  expenses  for  dead  members;  to  establish  all 
necessary  funds  for  the  advantage  of  the  members  and  their  families; 

#• 
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and  for  the  purpose  of  controlling,  and  carrying  on  the  business  of  the 

order  with  all  its  money  and  wealth." 

In  order  to  carrv  out  the  obiectives  of  nrotectincr  the  members,  oractic- 
ing  orotherhood,  disseminating  enlirrhtenment,  helping  the  needy, 
alleviating  affliction,  the  Constitution  provided  fourteen  ways  and 
means  among  which  are  found  the  follov/ingj 

1#  To  expel  or  suspend  lodges. 
2.     To  bestov;  the  executive  board  v;ith  power  to  expel  or  suspend 

lodges. 
3»  To  revoke  charters  from  lodges. 
4.  To  impose  assessments  or  other  pen&.lties  upon  individual 

members  of  the  order. 

5*  To  collect  money  to  pay  expenses  of  the  lodge  leaders. 
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These  are  the  true  brotherly  methods  for  moral,  social  and  financial 
assistance. 

lo  what  extent  education  is  spread  and  to  what  extent  aid  is  extended 
can  be  seen  by  the  fifteen  executive  officers  appointed  by  the  Grand 
Lodge,  Not  one  of  them  is  devoted  to  such  trivial  matters. 

;Vhat  the  .western  Star  Order  understands  by  the  word  educ^^tion  is,  accord- 
ing to  Article  10,  paragraph  16,  the  propagation  of  the  good  qualities  of 

fraternal  organization. 

The  leaders  of  the  lodges,  well  aware  that  the  organizations  would  finally 
go  bankrupt,  made  laws  which  are  detrimental  to  brotherhood. 
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In  accordance  v/ith  the  constitution  oi'  the  Crdv.r   of  the    v/estern  Star  - 
we  mention  them  becixuse   it    is  a   Jhic:Ji.r;o  Order  and  is,   therefore,    of 

greater   interest   to   us  xh=an   any   other   order,   thou^^^   all   orders    are  the 
saii-e   -  each  brother   or   sister   is   obligated  to  pay  at   least   .;7.20  a 

year,   for  v/hich  he   or   she  receives  the   f ollov/in  "   benefits: 

1.     If  a  memoer  dies  the   oe  .eficiary  receives   05OO.OO,   v/ithin  sixty 

days  after  th.e   death   of   uhe  member,    upon    jrovin;-  to  the  Grand  Lodge that   the  nieniber   is   dead. 

2.     in  case  of   death  oi    either  a  sister  or  brother,   the   lodge  to  uhich 

the  meiaber  belonged,    recc^ives  the   suin  of  ̂ ^0.00  for   funeral   expenses. 
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3«     If   a  brother  or  sister  becoii.es   unable  to   /.ork   either  by  permanently 

losing  the   sight   of  bot'i  eyes,   or  by  losing  one  hand  or   ooth  hands 
(not   lower  than  the  '»vrist),   or  by   losin^r  one  foot   or  both   feet 
(not    io'«er  Ihan  the   ankle),    he  or   she   shall  receive   t^OO     after  ninety 
days    if  he   or  she  can  furnish  proof  that    it   actually  hap   ened^ 

In  order  to  receive  these  benefits  the  brother  or  sister -liiust   pay  at 
least   $7  •20  a  year  and  this   :.:ust  be   paid  quarterly   in  advance.     How- 

ever, the   payment   of  this  su.;.  to  the   secretary  of  the   lodge  does  not 
entitle  the   sister  or  brother  to  the  benefits   unless  thesecretarv 

submits  the  paj^.ents  to  the  -viraiid  Lodge,   but    if  the   secretary  seizes 
the  money,    or   if  the   letter  v/hich   contains  the  money  to  the  Grand 
Lodge   ̂ oes   lost,   then  the  brother  or   sister    is  not    entitled  to   any 

benefits •     The  brother  or   sister  becomes   "ipso  facto"    if  the   lodge 
does  not   submit  the   ...oney  to  the   Grand  Lodge. 
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In   order  to   receive  these  benefits   each  member  must   also  buy  tickets 

to   all  entertairoi-ents,    raffles,    or  other  social  affuirs  i/hich  are 

sponsored  by  the  lociges.     Tlie  a.embcrs   L:u3t   also  pay  all  assessments 

which  the   lod^^e   imposes  upon  theiii  for  v/hatever  purpose   it   may  be, 

e*   g.,    openinr;   sick  funds,     )urchasin.^  ceinetaries,   honoring  officers 

v;ith  medals,    contributions  to   charity,    etc.,   and   if  he   or  she  doesn't 
pay  the  assessed  amount,    he   or   she   is   expelled  from  the   lodge   and   loses 
the  right  to   insurance* 

• 

An  orphan  of  a  brother  or  ̂ .ist^r  can  lose  his  insurance  if  the  brother 

or  sister  sins  against  the  lodge,  grand  lodge,  or  the  officers.  The 

violations  for  ./hich  Lhe  orphans  of  lodge  brothers  los..  their  in- 

surance are:   if  one  violates  the  constitution,  'vhich 
no  one  ever  reads;  if  one  does  not  obey  orders  from  the  grajid  lodge, 

executive  board  or  grand  master;  if  one  seeks  sick  benefits  and  Lhe  grand 

lodge  thinks  that  the  brother  or  sister  is  not  sick  enough;  if  the 

.   ^ 
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grand  master,    rrand   secretc^ry,    or  any   other  ,-;rand  officer   is  exposed 
for  fraudulent  acts;    if  the  rituals   of  the   order  are   revealed;    if 
the  xruth  was  not    stateu  upon  untt^rinh,  the   lodge;   disorderly  conduct; 
if   one  drinks  more  tliari  one  siot   of   ./hiskey;    and  for  revealing  the 

presence   of  a  f^rs^id  officer   in  the   Sheri^    n  House,     l-'or  any  of  these 
violations,  the   order  revokes  the   orpl.ar-S*   i     urance,   for   v/hich  the 
member  hau  paid,   for  i:any  ye"-^.rs,   at   leri.  t   $7*20  a  year. 

If,    hov/ever,    one  does  not   permit   himself  to  be   inveigled  by  the   so-called 
"cheap"   lodge   insurance,    '^na  wsjit      genuine   inaurance,   he  v/ill  get   no 
bargain.     Let   us  take   for   example  the   average   age   at   v;hich   a  man   insures 

himself,   ta.enty-five   ye:.rs»     He  takes   out    insurance   in  a   lodge,   ths.t 
means  that   as   long  as   he  pays  he   is    insured  ani    if  he  doesn't   pay  he 
isn't  any   lonror   insured,   but    if  he  takes   out   a  $50^  policy  v/ith   a  company, 
he  only  needs  to   pay  $8.20  a  year. 
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Although  it  costs  hirn  $1  more  than  in  a  lodge,  it  is,  ho;7ever,  in 
reality  cheaper  because  he  i.  not  ubiigated  to  pay  taxes  for  entertain- 

ments, rafi'les,  theaters,  jnd   ctKer  afiairs;  he  can  not  be  taxed  for 
medals,  charity,  etc;  he  c-in  not  be  suspended  "ipso  facto**;  he  can 
not  be  expelled  for  even  cursing;  the  president  of  the  insurance  company; 
his  morals  are  not  considered.  The  orphan  is  alwavs  assured  of  his 
receipt  of  the  insurc-mce. 

If  you  are  twenty-five  yei.rs  of  age  and  you  enter  a  lodge  of  the 
'Western  Star  Order  you  must  pay,  for  the  rest  of  your  life  J:?. 20 a  year  in  addition  to  all  assessments  and  per  capita  taxes.   If  you  pay 
for  tu'enty  lonp;  years,  let  us  say,  and  if  y-u  are  unable  to  make  one 
payrient  due  to  an  accident,  old  age,  or  for  any  other  reason  you  are 
no  lOiiP^er  a  member  -  "ipso  facto."  Picture  the  condition  of  the  or/Jians 
after  the  death  of  a  suspe..ded  mem.ber. 
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iJLj   hov/ever,   you   insure  yourself  v/ith   a  regular  life   insurance   company 

and  pay  no  more  than  4)6 ,20  a  ye-jir   for  -x  period  of  t\ienty  years  and 

after  th:..t   can  no   Ion '■er  pay  for  sohie   reason,   you  get   $103 •5-   refunded, 
i,    e.  more  than  h-lf   of  what  you  have  paid.      If  you  do  not  v/ish  to  take 
the  liioney  y.;U  are  then   insured  for   ;500  for  a  period   of  eighteen  and 

one-half  years  v/ithout  making  ajiy  further  payments,    or  you  are   insured 
for  life  for  the   sum  of  ̂ •226,50. 

This    is  the   difference  bet  *cen  fraternal    insurance   and  life    insurance. 

T/ith  the   former,    it    is  their   ouroose  to   extort   as  much  r.  onev   from 
you  as  they   jjossibly  can,    iTiving  you  for   it    In  return  as   little   as 

they   pos-icly  can.     ':/itI-  the  latter   its  the  very  opposite.     To  belons^ to  any  oraer  from  an   insurance   standooint    is  to  allov/  yourself  to  be 
to  Aft- 

swii.dled.     The   fraternal   orgen ization  from  an   insurance   standpoint    is 
bankrupt,    and   sooner  or  later        it  will  collapse. 
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The   ue^tern  Star  Order  o'^^^es   an  y.vera^e  of  •;150  to   each  member.     This 

means  that    it    is   short    a  suil  of  two  and   one-half  million  dollars,   for 

v/hich   it   has   a  reserve  fund  of    '30,000,    and  there    is  a  rumor  being 
spread  that   even  this  fund   isnH   safe,   which   is   unbelievs.ble. 

Radical  means  must   be   adopted  to   place  the  Order  on  sound  basis,     k 

Ghicacro   order   should  be  a  progressive   one* 
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NATIONAL  WORKERS  ALLI.AInFCS  RECSIVES  A  CHAr.TER. 

The    Chicago  branch   of  the  Jewish  National  Workers  Alliance     is    in 
receipt   of  a  letter  from  their  Central  Executive  Committee   informing 
them  thut   it   finally,    after  much  effort,    succeeded   in  receiving  final 
charter  from  the   Stdte  Department •     By  this,  the  Alliance   is  recognized 
as  a  legal  insurance  body  under  the  control  of  the  State  Insur.nce 
Department, 
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Announcement 

The  Slutsker  Aid  Yevein   wishes  to  announce  that  whoever  wishes  to  join 
this  large  verein  may  do  so  without  any  payment  of  an  entrance  fee.   One  can 

receive  benefits  equal  to  those  given  hy  an^,'-  of  the  lar^:e  lodges.   We  pro- 
vide a  six  week  sich-benefit  at  five  dollars  a  week,   We  have  a  loan  fund 

from  which  you  can  borrow  necessary  suns  of  money  without  interest.   We  be- 
long to  a  hospital  where  our  patients  are  given  special  attentions.   Every 

member  is  also  entitled  to  an  insurance  policy  of  UOO  dollars.  You  receive 
all  this  for  merely  RO  cent  monthly  dues.   For  particulars  inquire  -  M.  Solkir 

6U0  Kramer  Street  or  our  president,  'Ir.  Berber  6^1   Kramer  Street  and  M. 
Cohen,  I23O  Morgan  Street.   We  meet  the  first  and  third  Sunday  of  everir 
month  at  Rosenberg's  EPwII,  Maxwell  and  Kalsted. 
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/"lTICIIASL  REESE  HOSPITAL  7 
In  rep:ard  to  the  Michael  Reese  Hospital,  in  1935,  143,064  hospital 

days*  care  was  given,  14,153  ITursery  Days,  of  which  76,  980  twbs  totally  or 
partly  free,  and  140,225  dispensary  visits  were  made  at  IJandel  Clinic  of 
which  133,104  were  totally  or  partly  free. 

During  the  y^^r  the  Hospital  cooperated  with  the  Illinois  Emergancy 
Relief  in  both  the  in-patient  and  out-patient  departments  accepting  for 
care  many  non-Jevdsh  patients  as  well  as  Jewish  patients  who  were  clients 
of  the  Commission* 

''<.■ 

%. 
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The  Winfield  Sanatoriuin  located  at  Winfield,  Illinois,  provides  medical 
treatment  for  tuberculous  patients  and  through  the  Jewish  Tuberculosis  Seirvlce 
at  Michael  Reese  Hospital,  medical  care  for  ambulant  patients.   In  1935f  30»903 

day's  care  were  given  of  which  27.  3^5  were  totally  or  oartly  free,  U,023 
patient  visits  to  the  clinit:s  and  3f777  visits  to  patients'  homes. 
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JOTTINGS 

by 

H.  L«  U^ 

In  spite  of  the  present  economic  stress  and  unemployment  we  find  In 
Chicago  two  organizations  competing  with  one  another  for  the  '•privilege 
of  burying  poor  Jews  who  cannot  afford  the  "pleasure"   of  paying  for 
their  burial*     This  competition  often  causes  very  unpleasant  results* 
When  a  poor  man  dies  and  hasn't  the  money  to  pay  for  his  funeral t   the 
Gomley  Chesed  Shel  Ernes  of  the  ̂ A'est  Side  sends  the  body  to  the  Gomley Chesed  Shel  Ernes  of  the  North  Side,  and  then  back  and  forth*     Sometimes 
several  days  elapse  before  the  poor  man  or  woman  Is  finally  brought 
to  the  last  resting  place* 

Why  there  should  be  two  organizations  of  this  kind  In  ChlcagOt  no  one 
seem  to  know*     It  may  only  be  a  question  of  officers*     This  one  wants 
to  be  president,  and  there   surely  cannot  be  two  presidents  and  two  sets 
of  officers  when  there  Is  only  one  organization* 

:0 

'r*s 
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To  make  things  worse  the  North  Side  orgp.nl zatl on  Is  receiving  a  subsidy 
from  the  Chicago  Jev/lsh  Charities t  while  the  one  on  the  '"est  Side  Is 
operating  on  Its  own  re source s# 

There  was  a  time  when  the  latter  organization  was  quite  affluent  and 
often  arrogant*  but  now  since  the  number  of  Its  members  has  considerably 
diminished*  and  there  are  no  contributions  permitted  on  the  cemeteries^ 
which  was  part  of  their  Income,  they  are  In  financial  straits  and  are 
unable  to  take  care  of  the  demands  on  them  for  free  burial  and  a  re 

obliged  to  make  a  charge*  Whatever  the  case  may  be.  It  Is  absolutely 
unreasonable  and  uncalled  for  to  have  two  charitable  Institutions  competing 

with  other  and  often  fighting  for  ''business** 
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The  Edward  Katzinger  I'athological  Anatomici.l  IJuseum  \ms  dedicated  at  the 
Mt«  Sinai  Hospital   on  January  19th» 

The  nev;  museum  has  a   collection  of  anatomical  and  pathological    specimens   of 
human  and  animal   organs  and  parts,  which  v/ere    secured  in  Vienna  by  I.Ir»  Kat- 

zinger on  one   of  his  visits   to  that  city»     lir«  Katzinger  became  acquainted 
with  two  eminent  anatomists  of  the  University  of  Vienna,  who  v/ere   interested 
in  ViTorking  out  a   process  of  preserving  anatomical  and  pathological   parts 
and  organs  for  teaching  purposes^     Realizing  the   immense  value  that  might 

accrue  to  medical    science   throujn  this,  Mr»  Katzinger  subsidize^'   their 
experiment,  v/hich  resulted  in  the   process  known  as  the   "Aeternitai"?   by 
which,   through  a   series  of  fixations  in  various  blinds  and  chemicals,  it 
is  possible  to  preserve  .indefinitely,   in  its  natural  form  almost  any  or^n- 
ism  or   substance • 
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The  Mt«  Sinai  collection  includeS|  in  addition  to  the  pathological  and 
anatomical  specimens,  monkeys,  apes,  dogs,  cats,  snakes,  insects  and  all 
types  of  foodstuffs,  to  show  how  widely  the  new  process  can  be  applies* 
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WHAT  THE  MEDICAL  DEPARTMENT  OF  THE  'TORKMEirS  CIRCLE  DOES  FOR  THE  MBMB^CRS* 

The  medical  department  of  the  Workmen's  Circle,   assigning  the  task  of  organic 
ing  the  members  for  cooperative  medical  aid,   so  that  they  will  not  have  to 
pay  too  big  a  price  for  medical  service  and  enabling  them  to  obtain  the 
best  care,   has  broadened  the  activities  of  the   department • 

In  his  report  to  the  City  Central  Committee  of  the  Workmen's  Circle,  the 
chairman  of  the  medical  department  has  made  it  known,  that  the  medical 
comr/iittee  has  made  arrangements  with  prominent  physicians,  who  will  give 

the  members  of  the  Jorkraen's  Circle  the  best  medical  service  at  a  very  rea- 
sonable price • 
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Dr»  Gracy,  the  noted  heart  and  lung  specialist,  and  Dr.  Noah  Schoolman, 
well^-known  ear  and  nose  specialist,  are  among  those  with  whom  the  medical 
committee  has  concluded  arrangement s» 

The  medical  department  also  has  a  staff  of  well-known  and  experienced 
physicians,  who  are  serving  the  members  and  their  families  for  a  very  small 
honorarium,  which  the  members  are  paying  annually  to  the  medical  departments 
These  doctors  visit  members  in  their  homes,  when  called,  or  will  see  them 
in  their  offices,  in  regular  office  hours* 

The  medical  department  is  connected  withfthe  Social  Service  Department  and 
helps  the  members  to  obtain  hospital  service,  when  in  need  of  it* 

In  short,  the  department  is  organized  for  the  main  purpose  of  giving  the 
members  the  best  that  medical  science  is  capable  of  for  a  minimum  price* 
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Naturally  the  medical  department  could  accomplish  much  more  in  the  field  of 

medical  aid^  if  all  the  members  of  the  Workmen* s  Circle  belonged  to  it* 
A  large  membership  would  enable  the  medical  department  to  install  modern 

and  up-to^'date  methods,  which  would  be  of  great  benefit  to  the  members  and 
their  families^ 

It  is  not  only  the  duty,  but  it  is  to  the  best  interests  of  each  member  of 

the  Workmen's  Circle  to  become  affiliated  with  the  medical  department  and 
thus  derive  the  medical  and  material  benefits  enjoyed  by  those  who  belong* 

'r.   -' 
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Undar  the  terms  of  the  v/ill  of  Mrs*  Bensinger,  a  benuest  was  made  of 
|100,000  for  the  establishment  of  a  summer  home  for  mentally  deficient 
Jewish  children. 

r 
r 
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The  Reform  Ad'-ocete.  VAc.  of  March  2,  1929,  Vol,  77,  p.  106.         "r- 

The  Rosenwald  family  of  Chicago  has  donated  $175t000  to  the  Children's     r 

Hospital  Building  Fund  of  Bpston,  Mass«,  to  be  used  for  pioneer  medical  in-*' vestigation  of  infant  and  children  nervous  disturbances*   Mr#  and  Mrs* 
Alfred  K*  Stern  of  Chicago  have  contributed  $37,500  for  the  same  purpose^ 
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During  the  year  1866,  Ramah  Lodge  devoted  Itself  to  the  erection 
of  a  Jewish  hospital.  A  mass  meeting  was  held  at  which  #10,000 
was  raised*  This  sum  was  later  increased  to  |18,000*  The 
cornerstore  was  laid  on  September  2,  186?  and  the  site  selected 
was  on  North  La  Salle  Street.  The  total  cost  of  constructing the  hospital  was  $25,000* 

-t5 
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Chicago  Jewish  Dally  Forwards  Oct,   17f   1927*   

THE  DEDICATION  EXERCIZES   TOOK  PLACE  YESTERDAY ,  liARKING   THE  FORMAL 

OPENING  OF  THE  SANITARIUM.  ?-'HICH  BELONGS   TO  THE  CHICAGO 
CONSUMPTIVE  AID   S'XIETY,  AT  POX  RIVER,   ILLINOIS. 

More  than  500  men  and  v/omen,   from  Chicago,  v;ere  present  at  the  dedi- 
cation and  all   returned  home  highly  pleased  v/ith  the   great  achievement 

of   the  Chicago  Consumptive  Aid  Society, 

The  Sanitarium  is   cotnveniently  situated  high  above   sea  level.     It 
cost  $77fOOO, 

Beautiful  and  impres::;ive   ceremonies  v.ere   carried  through  on  the 

grounds   of  the  Sanitarium  at  the   official   opening.     In  the   cource 

of  the   speeches   that  v/ere  held,  more   tribute  v/as  paid  to  Mrs,  Hirsh- 

berg,   president  of  the  Chicago  Consumptive  Aid,   than  any  one  else. 
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Chicago  Jewish  Daily  Forv/i.rd.  Oct,  17,  1927.. 

Mrs.  Hirshberg  is  the  founder  of  the  Society  v-rhich  now  counts  about 
2t500  members,  A  large  sum  of  money  was  feathered  at  the  dedicution. 
London  and  Zimmerman  paid  $1000  for  the  golden  key.  London  and  Zimmer- 

man are  considered  as  the  nost  devoted  workers  for  the  Sanitarium* 
They  donated  paint  with  which  the  building  was  painted  by  the  Jewish 
Painters  Local  without  any  charges* 

n^ 
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The  Reform  Advocate,  Wfc.  of  May  lU,  I927,  Vol.  73,  p.U63* 

Mrs.  Emanuel  Uandel  and  Mr.  Edwin  T.  Mandel,  of  Chicago,  have  donated  a 
large  sum  of  money  for  a  new  dispensary  to  he  huilt  at  29th  and  Ellis  ave- 
nue»  It  will  he  known  as  the  Emanuel  and  Eahette  Mandel  Dispensary. 

-a 
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The  Reform  Advocrte,  Wlc.  of  V.r-rch   5,  I927,  Vol.  73,  p.136. 
O 

CO On  Karch  6,    the  Hichr^el  Reese  HosDital  v/ill  ooen  the  !!eyer  House,   a  nev'  tut^d- 

ing  for  privrte  pp.tients  only.      The  huildin^  is  located  on  Lpke  P^rk  pvenue^ 
and  29th  street.      It   is  four  stories  high  pnd.  will  pccomodpte   fifty-four 
T)atients  in  single  rooms. 

Meyer  House  was  donr^ted  to   the  hos^.itr^l  in  merory  of  Ubx  pnd.  Ssrrh  F.   I/eyer, 
hy  their  sons  rnd  dan.^^hters. 
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The  conference  for  the  Chicago  Building  in  the  Los  Angeles  Sanitarium  was 
a  great  success,  yesterday*  Twelve  additional  organizations  h^.ve  enlisted 
and  all  will  participate  in  the  work* 

Reports  of  the  work  given  by  the  secretary,  U«  Abramovitz,  and  Executive 
Director.  P.   Plahtzle,  were  listened  to*  The  delegates  have  shown  much 
interest  in  the  work*  They  have  passed  resolutions  in  favor  of  extending 
the  drive  for  $20,000  for  the  Chicago  Building,  which  will  open  with  a 
banquet  in  the  Morrison  Hotel,  Sunday,  May  l6,  at  6  P*  M* 

Reports  of  several  organizations  were  also  given  at  the  conference*  The 
A  -  1  Cleaning  &  Dyeing  Company  reported  this  progress;  that  their  fund 
appropriated  for  the  Chicago  Building,  in  the  Los  Angeles  Sanitarium,  at 
present,  is  $500  in  cash*  The  Bialostock  branch  of  the  V/orkmen*  s  Circle 
pledged  $500* 
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The  Reform  Advocr.te>  Volume  71;  Week  of  April  10,  1926   .••.Page  295*   S 

A   gift  of  |600,000^00  to  the  M.  R.  Hospital  was  the  main  bequest  in  the  will  % 
of  Henry  L^  Pranks 

Mr^   Prank,  who  had  lived  in  Chicago  since  1854,  was  86  years  old  when  he  died 
on  March  26.     He  amassed  a  fortune  in  the  real  estate  business  and  retired 

twenty  years  ago.   He  was  one  of  the  founders  of  The  Illinois  Humane  Society 
and  a  patron  of  the  Chicago  Symphony  Orchestra. 
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The  Reform  Advocate >  Vol.,69.Wk«  of  Mar*  21,  1925— PP.239- 240 

The  construction  of  the  new  Mt#  Sinai  Hospital  located  at  15th  ^, 
place  and  California  Ave.  will  begin  immediately •  5^ 

The  dedication  of  the  100  bed  xinit  in  May,  1919,  was  only  the  ̂  
start  toward  the  completion  of  the  hospitals  This  latest  unit,  -a 
when  completed,  will  care  for  another  300  patients*  The  present  J 
hospital  will  continue  to  be  used  unti].  the  completion  of  the  -> 
unit,  then  the  old  one  will  be  completely  remodeled  •  ^ 

--4 

It  is  planned  to  spend  $850,000  in  making  the  Mount  Sinai  hospital 
one  of  the  largest  and  best  equipped  in  Chicago*  This  is  the 
second  great  objective  of  the  Associated  Jewish  Charities  of  Chicago; 
when  they  started  to  raise  a  $2,500,000  building  fund. 

The  first  objective,  the  nurses'  school  for  the  Michael  Reese 
Hospital,  has  been  occupied  for*  some  time* 
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of  c^500,000  to  Michael  Reese  Hospital 

According  to  reliable  information,  the  widow  of  the  recently  departed 
well-known  lawyer,  Levy  Meyer,  and  her  brothers  and  sisters,  I^s. 
Isaac  H.  Mayer,  IJrs.  Fred  Fechheiiaer,  llrs.  Sidney  Stein,  Sdwin  Tleyer, 
Carl  Lleyer,  Abraham  Ileyer,  and  Albert  Me3''er,  have  decided  to  give  an 
endowment  fund  of  ;?500,000  to  Michael  Reese  Hospital  as  a  memorial 
to  their  parents, 

A  new  wing  is  to  be  added  to  the  hospital,  to  provide  for  patients  of 
the  better  class  that  is,  refined  but  impecunious  persons  will  be 
given  treatment  and  comfort  there,  on  a  par  with  the  more  affluent, 

^Irs.  Levy  Ileyer,  as  we  reported, at  the  time,  donated  §500,000  to  North- 
western University  recently,  in  memory  of  her  deceased  husband. 

^^■- 

•    .  '^'       *. 
{      •  I  ''^    I 

LIB2RAL  EKDOv.llSNT  ■,     '^  —  i  / 

Heirs  of  M.A,  Meyer  Intend  to  G-ive  an  2ndov/ment  v       y 

".^.rr- 
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GOCD  MORimiGl 

by 

Dr.  
S*  l!^  Kelamed 

The  Association  of  Rabbis  cannot  and  must  not  remain  indifferent  to  the  ^ 
grave  accusations  which  have  been  made  against  the  Mount  Sinai  Hospital •  pz 
If  the  various  terrible  accusations  that  have  been  made  against  this  ^ 

hospital  are  based  upon  the  truth — up  to  now  those  accusations  have  not  g 

been  denied — then  this  hospital  is  absolutely  nonkosher.  Is  it  not  the  moral    r- 
duty  of  the  Association  of  Rabbis  to  call  in  the  leaders  of  the  hospital  ^ 
and  ask  them  what  is  going  on  there?  Jx 
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SCANDALS  AT  THE  MODRT  SINAI  HOSPITAL;  ONE  MORE  TERRIBLE 
THAN  THE  OTHER 

by 

S*  Lebner 

We  have  on  our  desk  letters  from  doctors  and  other  people*  All  the  letters  -^ 
tell  of  the  terrible  state  of  affairs  at  the  Mount  Sinai  Hospital  and  of  the  ^ 

scandals  that  happen  there*  We  learn  from  these  letters  that  mismanagement^  ^=:> 

neglect^  cheap  politics,  and  irresponsibility  rei^  in  the  office  and  wards  r* 
of  the  fire  trap  on  Rebecca  Street  (sic)  and  California  Avenue,  which  bears  :^ 
the  kosher  name  of  Mount  Sinai  Hospital*  o 

CO 

The  letters  confirm  the  stories  about  scandals  and  terrible  acts  in  connection    ^ 
with  the  Uount  Sinai  Hospital,  stories  that  we  have  already  heard#  They 
also  tell  us  about  new  scandals,  acts  of  mismanagement  and  irresponsibility 
about  which  we  hare  not  heard  as  yet*  The  letters  also  confirm  the  assertion 
that  has  been  frequently  made,  that  the  hospital  is  thoroughly  degenerate, 
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that  It  Is  a  private  Institution!  that  the  charity  monies  It  recelyes  are  being 
taken  under  false  pretenses • 

The  Mount  Slnal  Hospital  Is  an  Institution  where  only  a  few  physicians  can 
have  their  patients  att ended »  where  the  president  and  two  **blg  shots**  there 
are  busy  In  their  self-chosen  role  of  public  workers,  while  the  nurses 
manage  and  run  the  Institution*  This  Is  attested  to  by  physicians,  sick 
poor  people,  and  premature  graves  In  Waldhelm#  Max  Berger,  the  poor 
Maxwell  Street  peddler  who  was  brought  to  the  hospital  suffering  from  blood 
poison  and  who  was  not  taken  care  of  there,  Is  not  the  only  victim  of  the 
Moxmt  Slnal  Hospital •  There  are  others  who  have  also  suffered  a  terrible 
fate  there* 

We  do  not  know  which  one  of  the  letters  to  quote  first* 

We  read  In  one  letter  about  a  patient  by  the  name  of  Mrs*  Welner,  who 

Insisted  that  she  be  brought  to  the  J^oxmt   SlnalTkospltal  because  It  Is 

CO 
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k08her#  She  came  to  give  birth  to  a  baby*  She  had  had  the  flu  a  week  before 
she  came  to  the  hospital  and  suffered  from  terrible  pains »  ivhich  became  so 
severe  that  she  could  not  stand  them  any  more*  The  doctor  decided  to  put 
an  end  to  those  pains#  The  baby  was  bom  alire  but  the  intern,  without  the 

doctor* s  knowledge,  put  a  tube  into  the  baby*s  throat  and  blew  so  long 
that  the  baby*s  Itmgs  burst*  The  baby  died*  The  nurses  and  the  interns 
of  the  hospital  had  been  warned  that  the  mother  might  have  a  hemorrhage, 
and  that  therefore  she  should  bo  carefully  watched*  The  doctor  in  this 
case,  although  he  lives  on  the  North  Side,  went  to  sleep  not  far  from  the 
hospital,  in  case  he  was  needed  by  his  patient*  The  patient,  however, 
remained  alone*  The  nurses  had  either  neglected  her  or  forgotten  about  her* 
The  patient  was  alone  for  five  hours*  It  took  all  of  her  strength  to  get 
off  the  bed,  drag  herself  to  the  door,  and  knock  in  the  hope  that  somebody 
would  come  in*  Nobody  came  in*  The  nurses  had  disappeared  completely* 
The  poor  woman  was  later  found  dead  on  the  floor* 

We  read  in  a  second  letter  about  the  case  of  a  young  woman,  nineteen  years 

Co 
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oldy  who 9  shortly  after  that  J^b.   Welaer^s  ease/,  was  brought  to  the  ̂ oimt 
Slaal/  Hospital  for  an  appendix  operation*  She  came  there  In  the  evening  and 
was  supposed  to  be  operated  upon  next  day,  at  twelve  noon#  The  patient  was 
put  In  a  ward  for  little  children,  In  a  small  bed,  Just  as  In  Sodom*  The 

doctor  In  this  case  called  In  a  well*]cnoim  surgeon  to  perform  the  operation* 
This  surgeon  came  to  the  hospital  half  an  hour  before  the  appointed  time* 
A3  he  was  not  one  of  the  ** chosen  few**,  he  was  told  by  a  nurse  that  no 
operating  wox4c  was  being  done  that  day*  The  **busy**  president  was  conferring 
at  that  time  with  a  South  Side  surgeon,  who  Is  a  sort  of  a  bogeyman  at  the 
hospital,  used  to  frighten  people  and  to  belittle  capable  V/est  Side  surgeons, 
that  they  should  not  dare  to  lift  their  voices*  The  doctor  In  this  case, 
together  with  the  surgeon  took  the  feverish  patient  to  another  hospital* 
The  Mount  Sinai  Hospital,  however,  kept  the  money  which  the  patient  had  paid 
for  her  room* 

We  read  In  a  third  letter  the  story  of  a  woman  who,  expecting  confinement, 
registered  at  the  hospital  at  the  proper  time*  She  rented  a  room  and  paid 
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a  good  prioe  for  it#  When  she  began  to  suffer  from  labor  pains,  tlie  doctor 
called  up  the  hospital  to  prepare  the  rented  room*  The  doctor  in  this  case 
was  not  one  of  **th6  chosen-few  physicians^  of  the  hospital*  He  was  told  by 
the  hospital  that  there  was  no  room*  It  was  late  at  night.  The  doctor  and 
the  patient  insisted  upon  their  rights*  She  was  brought  to  the  Mo\mt  Sinai 
Hospital*  The  patient  was  put  upon  a  stretcher  while  they  looked  for  a 
room*  They  were  looking  for  a  room  for  four  hours,  although  there  were 
four  vacant  beds*  The  weak  woman  had  to  be  taken  to  another  hospital* 

The  other  letters  tell  of  similar  terrible  stories  and  the  '^closed  shop** 
maintained  by  the  Mount  Sinai  Hospital  for  the  benefit  of  a  few  physicians* 

The  most  terrible  story  that  we  have  heard  is  the  story  of  a  baby  who  was 
put,  i^ile  alive,  into  an  ice  box*  The  coroner* s  jury  that  made  the  inquest 
found  out  that  the  baby  had  died  of  pneumonia*  This  story  we  will  tell  you 
at  another  time«  This  case  alone  is  sufficient  to  stamp  the  manager  of  the 
scandalous  Moimt  Sinai  Hospital  as  a  most  incompetent  person,  and  one  who 
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snaps  his  fingers  at  public  opinion. 

'^w 
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GWCD  MORNING! 

by 

Dr*  S«  M.  Melamed 

When  a  poor  Jew  comes  to  a  Jewish  hospital  and  begs  to  be  saved  from  death 
because  he  is  poisoned,  and  when,  instead  of  saving  him  from  a  ceirbain 
death,  he,  a  poisoned  man,  is  let  to  sit  in  the  lobby  for  hours  long  and 
then  he  is  told  to  go  home,  and  the  poor  Jew  dies — then  such  a  Jewish 
hospital  is  a  Sodom  institution  and  its  representatives  should  be  indicted        ^ 
for  murder  in  the  first  degree* 

A  poor  Jewish  peddler,  suffering  from  blood  poisoning,  came  last  Wednesday 
to  the  Mount  Sinai  Hospital,  our  kosher  hospital,  to  which  the  United 
Charities  gives  every  year  about  a  quarter  of  a  million  dollars,  and  begged 
to  be  examined  at  once  because  his  life  was  in  danger*  Nobody  listened  to 
him  and,  after  hours  of  waiting,  he  was  told  to  go  home  and  that  he  would  be 
called  when  needed*  The  Jew  was  brought  to  the  County  Hospital.  The  doctor 

o 
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at  the  County  Hospital  said  that  if  he  had  been  brought  two  hours  sooner 
his  life  could  have  been  saved.  So  he  care  too  late  to  the  County  Hospi- 

tal, which,  by  the  way,  admitted  him  at  once. 

The  Jew  died — a  victii^i  of  the  nisiaanagenient,  brutality,  and  cynicism  of 
our  Jewish  kosher  hospital. 

Four  years  ago,  I  was  brouglit  half  dead  to  the  i-iount  Sinai  Hospital.  They 
let  me  wait  in  the  lobby  for  a  fev;  hours  before  they  paid  any  attention  to 
me,  although  I  had  a  "pull".  They  found  a  place  for  me,  after  three  hours 
of  waiting,  in  a  small  dark  room.  I  lay  in  bed  for  three  hours,  from 

c 

I  do  not  know  whether  the  poor  Jew  left  a  v;ife  and  children  or  not,  but 
if  he  did  leave  a  wife  and  children,  they  should  sue  t.xe  Liount  Sinai 
Hospital  for  criminal  negligence  and  damages.  Had  such  a  thing  happened        g 
at  a  Gentile  hospital,  what  a  hue  and  cry  would  have  been  raised:  Anti-        ~~ 
SemitismI  KLan  business  I  iTord  business!  and  so  on.  Vfliere  is  justice?       ^ 

CO 
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nine  till  twelve,  and  did  not  see  a  doctor  or  a  nurse.  Vflien  I  regained 
consciousness  and  began  to  ring  the  bell,  I  received  a  glass  of  lailk  after 
begging  strenuously  for  it.  An  old  Italian  Gentile  woman  caiae  in  late  at 
night  and  said  she  was  the  nurse.  All  night  long  the  sound  of  her  heavy 
shoes  trampling  over  the  roo:a  did  not  let  me   sleep  even  for  a  minute.  As 
soon  as  davm  carae,  I  dressed  hastily  and  ran  away,  llext  day  I  received  a 
bill  from  the  hospital  for  eighteen  dollars.  I  paid  the  bill  but  hence- 

forth I  knew  that  the  i..ount  Sinai  iiospital  is  managed  in  a  mean,  conscience- 
less spirit. 

Four  years  have  passed  since  then.  I  thought  that  during  this  time  the 
I^unt  Sinai  Hospital  becarae  better,  but,  as  3^ou  see,  it  has  become  much 
worse.  I  have  novj  a  faint  understanding  of  how  poor  people  are  treated 
at  the  iiiount  Sinai  Hospital.  If  a  newspaper  man  is  being  let  to  sit  in 
the  lobby  for  three  hours  v;ithout  anybody  paying  any  attention  to  him, 
what  happens  to  poor  Jews  whom  nobody  knows? 
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FIFTH  AM^IUAL  REPORT  OF  THE  PRESIDENT  OF 
MOUNT  SINAI  HOSPITAL  OF  CHICAGO 

(In  English)  ^ 

It  affOTds  me  unusual  pleasure  to  submit  to  you  the  fifth  annual  report  cover-   ̂  
ing  the  activities  of  Mt.  Sinai  Hospital  for  the  year  1923,  :i: 

The  year  just  passed  has  been  an  eventful  one  in  many  respects.  I  know  you      ^  ; 
will  rejoice  with  me  when  I  look  back  on  I^It,  Sinai's  rebirth  some  five  years     :  - 
ago.  Step  by  step,  year  by  year,  we  have  labored  and  built,  many  times  meeting 
with  a  determined  and  stubborn  resistance,  but  due  to  your  loyal  support  and 
unselfish  work,  we  have  convinced  the  Jewish  population  that  a  properly  con- 

ducted kosher  hospital  was  and  is  a  necessity  of  the  great  West  Side.  It  has 
been  proven  through  surveys  and  investigations  made  by  hospital  authorities, 
that  there  exists  today  a  crying  need  and  an  honest  demand  for  a  greater  and 
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larger  Lit.  Sinai,  one  built  to  properly  function  as  an  integral  part  of  the 
health  program  of  the  community.  It  is  hard  for  me  to  adequately  express  my 
thanks  and  the  theuaks  of  the  community  to  those  who  have  labored  and  struggled 
to  place  Ht.  Sinai  in  the  splendid  position  which  it  now  occupies. 

i 

Important  Factors 

•Die  two  outstanding  and  important  events  of  the  year  were  of  unusual  significance 
to  the  Hospital.  The  first  one  is  our  participation  in  the  two  and  a-half 
million  dollar  drive,  and  secondly,  our  affiliation  with  the  Jewish  Charities  of 
Chicago. 

Two  and  a-Half  Million  Dollar  Drive 

You  will  agree  with  me  that  Mt.  Sinai  Hospital  owes  a  debt  of  gratitude  to  the 
chairman  of  that  great  drive,  Ivlr.  Jacob  M.  Loeb,  whose  dynamic  personality  and 

tireless  efforts  led  a  great  host  of  co-workers,  among  whom  I  v/ish  to 

«.  __ 
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particularly  mention  LIrs.  Edwin  Romberg  and  Mrs.  Benjamin  Schiffnian,  out  into 

the  field,  and  secured  for  our  institutions,  subscriptions  sufficient  to  make 

up  the  required  quota*  On  behalf  of  the  Board  of  Directors  of  the  Hospital, 

I  take  this  means  of  publicly  thanking  Ur.  Loeb  and  his  co-workers,  for  their 

unselfish  contribution  to  Mt.  Sinai.  As  a  result  of  the  drive,  we  can  now  see  -^ 
a  150  bed  Mt«  Sinai,  one  which  can  more  properly  discharge  its  duties  to  the 
comiaunlty  and  function  in  a  fitting  manner. 

Affiliation  with  Jewish  CSiarities 

The  event  of  our  affiliation  with  the  Jewish  Charities  of  Chicago  has  in  no 

way  affected  the  management  of  the  Hospital.  Since  our  affiliation,  we  have 

been  receiving  $3,500  each  month,  and  the  Charities  have  co-operated  v/lth  us 
to  the  fullest  extent •  Our  association  with  them  has  at  all  times  been  ex- 

ceedingly pleasant  and  helpful. 
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Research  Branch 

The  Jewish  people  in  this  coiamunity  are  indeed  fortunate  in  having  a  man  of 
the  type  of  Mr.  Louis  M.  Cahn,  chairman  in  the  research  bureau.  Through  the 
co-operation  of  lUr.   Cahn  with  the  various  activities  of  the  Charities  and  with 
Mt.  Sinai,  there  has  been  considerable  improvement  in  the  general  welfare  of 
the  patients,  as  well  as  in  the  economic  accomplishments  in  purchasing* 

Medical  Staff 

Our  medical  staff,  under  the  leadership  of  Dr.  M.  Lewison,  has  been  doing 
remarkably  good  work  in  the  institution,  and  maintaining  the  proper  co-opera- 

tion between  themselves  and  the  management  of  the  Hospital.  Tliey  have  taken 
the  proper  steps  in  providing 

(1)  A  $500  fellowship  fund  for  research  work; 

(2)  In  giving  encouragement  for  papers  to  be  written  by  members  of  the 

:■  J 
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staff,  at  least  once  a  year,  for  publication; 

(3)  Have  encouraged  young  men  in  the  practice  of  medicine  through  large 
numbers  of  clinical  meetings  and  conferences. 

It  is  true  that  through  the  efforts  of  the  medical  staff,  the  Hospital  has 
attained  the  high  standing  in  the  community  which  it  now  holds* 

Nursing  Department 

During  the  year.  Miss  Dora  Levine  has  been  placed  in  charge  of  the  Training 
School,  and  through  the  courtesy  of  Mt»  Sinai  Hospital  workers,  a  course  of 
training  in  teaching  nurses,  has  been  awarded  to  Miss  Levine  at  the  Columbia 
University  during  the  summer.  V/e  now  have  in  training  twenty-siz  nurses,  and 
despite  lack  of  adequate  quarters  for  instruction,  our  nurses  are  graduating 
with  the  highest  honors,  and  all  who  have  graduated  have  passed  the  State  Board 
examination. OT 
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Interne  Department 

We  have  now  four  internes  graduated  from  the  University  of  Illinois,  one  full-    ^ 
time  resident  physician  and  one  part-time  anesthetist.  These  internes  are 
receiving  a  full  course  of  training  from  members  of  the  staff.  The  committee 
on  internes  consists  of  Drs.  V.  L.  Schrager,  Charles  Newberger,  and  Benjamin 
Gruskin.  It  is  gratifying  to  know  that  the  internes  who  have  graduated  in  the 
previous  years,  are  now  rendering  valuable  service  to  the  community  and  making 
very  good  progress  in  the  medical  profession. 

Laboratory  Department 

Our  laboratory  department  is  in  /thef  charge  of  Dr.  Benjamin  Gruskin,  assisted 
by  Dr.  A.  Peldman,  and  later  by  Drs.  Weinberg  and  Harris.  During  the  month  of 

July,  1923,  arrangements  were  made  whereby  complete  diagnoses  are  made  on  all 
cases  that  enter  the  Hospital,  as  well  as  cases  admitted  through  the 

^'j 
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dispensary,  at  a  flat  rate  which  is  very  nominal*  The  technical  work  is  of 
such  a  character  that  it  has  brought  considerable  recognition  and  praise  from 
various  authorities  on  this  particular  phase  of  Hospital^s  activities. 

X-Ray  Department 

The  X-ray  department  is  in  /the/  charge  of  Dr.  M.  I.  Kaplan,  assisted  by 
Mr.  Seilin,  who  also  has  charge  of  the  Hospital  records.  The  work  this  depart- 

ment is  doing  has  been  a  credit  to  our  institution,  and  we  hope  that  with  the 
enlargement  of  this  department  in  our  new  building,  a  greater  amount  of  work 
will  be  accomplished. 

Dispensary  Department 

The  dispensary  department  is  now  in  ̂ he7  charge  of  Miss  B.  Epstein,  who  has 
taken  a  special  course  in  social  service  and  dispensary  work,  is  a  graduate  of 
Mt.  Sinai  Training  School,  and  who  has  made  great  improvements  in  our  dispensary 

C^i 
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during  the  year.  We  look  forward  to  a  greater  amount  of  achievement  In  the 
coming  year. 

Administration  Committee 

The  administration  committee  has  held  regular  meetings  throughout  the  year 
with  the  executive  committee  of  the  medical  staff,  and  we  believe  has 
established  a  much-desired  point  of  contact  between  the  lay  board  and  the 
medical  staff • 

Building  Committee 

Considerable  time  and  study  have  been  given  by  the  building  committee  in 
studying  a  vast  number  of  hospitals,  Interviewing  hospital  superintendents, 
hospital  consultants,  architects,  in  order  to  draw  plans  for  a  first-rate 
institution.  While  at  this  present  report,  nothing  of  definite  nature  can  be 
reported.  Great  credit  is  due  to  Mr.  Leopold  Kllng,  chairman,  Mr.  Irving  N. 
Klein,  and  Mr.  Sam  Piatt,  and  other  members  of  our  building  committee  in  their 

- « 
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untiring  efforts  in  this  direction. 

Superintendent 

All  of  our  committees  and  officers  have  functioned  in  a  manner  vahich  we  believe, 

has  resulted  in  the  proper  conduct  of  the  Hospital's  plans.  On  April  1,  1923, 
Dr.  Max  Switton  resigned  as  superintendent  of  the  Hospital  and  Miss  Anna  Koenig 
was  appointed  to  fill  the  vacancy.  I  am  happy  to  report  that  she  has  at  all 
times  discharged  her  duties  in  a  fitting  and  satisfactory  manner,  co-K>perating 
fully  at  all  times  with  the  medical  staff  and  maintaining  the  proper  technical 
standards  of  Hospital  management. 

Auxiliary  Departments 

Since  the  amalgamation  of  Mt.  Sinai  Hospital  with  the  Jewish  Charities  of 

Chicago,  the  work  of  the  auxiliaries  is  of  a  more  constructive  natxire.  Each 

auxiliary  is  assuming  responsibility  for  certain  departments  in  the  Hospital, 

^.^ 

e.^ 
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as  follows: 
Mt.  Sinai  Hospital  Workers 

The  Mt.  Sinai  Hospital  workers  are  assuming  the  responsibility  of  providing 
necessities  for  the  maternity  department • 

Children's  Aid  of  Mt.  Sinai 

The  Children's  Aid  of  Mt.  Sinai  Hospital  is  assuming  the  responsibility  of 
the  children's  ward. 

Service  Club  of  Mt.  Sinai 

The  Service  Club  of  Mt.  Sinai  Hospital  is  providing  special  nurses  for  needy 
cases,  especially  charity  cases  at  the  Hospital,  and  looking  after  the  general 
welfare  of  our  pupil  nurses,  which  has  made  the  work  of  the  nurses  much  easier 
and  more  pleasant. 

{ 
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Mt*  Sinai  Women* s  Club 

The  Mt*  Sinai  Hospital  Wonen^s  Club  looks  after  the  religious  and  general  welfare 
of  the  patients  who  require  spiritual  and  moral  we If are • 

Infant's  Aid  of  Chicago  ";^ 

This  report  would  not  be  complete  if  the  v/ork  of  the  Infant's  Aid  be  not        ^' 
mentioned •  This  organization  has  provided  the  needs  for  our  infants  in  equip-    ̂ ? 
ping  the  necessary  linens  and  layettes  and  all  miscellaneous  necessities  for 
the  infant.  They  are  very  prompt  in  filling  the  requirements,  and  I  take  this 
means  of  apologizing  to  the  good  ladies  of  the  organization  for  not  mentioning 
their  activities  toward  the  Mt«  Sinai  Hospital  in  our  last  annual  report. 

Special  Donation 

The  members  of  the  Board  have  taken  interest  in  the  welfare  of  your  institution. 

CD 
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and  during  the  year,  Mr.  Sam  Piatt  and  wife  have  furnished  a  room  in  the 
Hospital,  and  it  is  a  great  pleasure  to  thank  them  in  behalf  of  the  Board  of 
Directors  of  Mt.  Sinai  Hospital. 

Hospital  Comparative  Report 

A  few  comparative  figures  will  undoubtedly  impress  you  with  the  v/ork  that  the 
Hospital  has  done  during  the  year: 

1923--Patients  adraitted  and  treated — 3,228. 
1922 — Patients  admitted  and  treated — 2,532.  This  includes  babies  bom. 

1923— Babies  bom— 727. 

1922— Babies  born— 591. 

1923— Total  Patient  Days— 31,319;  Average  cost  $4.95. 
1922— Total  Patient  days— 27,622;  Average  cost  ̂ 4.89. 
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Our  records  show  the  follov/ing  percentages; 

17  per  cent  Pay  Patients. 
47  per  cent  Part  Pay  Patients. 
36  per  cent  Free  Patients^ 

1923 — ^Patients  Visit  to  Dispensary — 2,052.  Average  cost — §1.94. 
1922 — Patients  Visit  to  Dispensary — 1,668.  Average  cost  ̂ •35. 

Financial  Report 

That  the  financial  results  have  been  gratifying  is  best  illustrated  by  the 
financial  statements  following: 

Cash  income  from  patients     $118,795«67 
Dispensary  income     ....•     1,236.74 

$120,032,41 

r- 
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Other  income: 

Jewish  Charities  of  Chicago     $24,500.00 
Donations     6,652.26 
Subscriptions     6,853.25 
Bank  Interest     319.95 

Donations  from  auxiliaries: 

Mt.  Sinai  Workers     ^4,000.00 
Children's  Aid     1,500.00 

$163,857.87 
Expenses  of  Operations: 

Hospital     #155,537.54 
Hospital  (sic:)       3,986.14 

ipl59,523.68 

Net  gain  from  operations   •$  4,334.19 

t  *
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To  the  members  and  subscribers  of  lit.   Sinai  Hospital,  I  take  this  means  of 
thanking  you  for  your  support  in  the  past,  and  as  v/e  are  now  affiliated  with 
the  Jewish  Charities  of  Chicago,  we  look  forward  to  them  to  provide  the  needs 
of  your  institution,  and  we  appeal  to  you  that  you  generously  support  the 
Jewish  Charities  in  all  its  efforts,  toward  the  enlargement  of  their  work. 
By  helping  them,  you  will  be  helping  us. 

Respectfully  submitted, 
Morris  Kurtzon,  president. 

•■ri 
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Tv/enty-five   iii^'T^tes  of  Les^^liaven   ocJca.Q  nomuleso  yestr^jrday  iiiornin^   .aien  their     -^-^s 
liOrio  at  4401  Grand  Boulovard  .;as  de3tro:;sd   by  •     Tiro  .;:iich  broke  out   in  the  -> 
baser,i3nt.     ::rs.  .:alvina  Jordon, the  supervisor  of  the  institution,   and  nar  ^ 

assistants   uisplayad  .^roat  heroisn  in  saving-  the  patients   Jro::-  tlB    Tla^ies  Z 
/mich  spread  quickly,    destroying  a  lir^^'e  part  or  the   three-stor:*  buildin:;. 
y.rs.   Gordon  and  her  assistants   "Doo.:  "che    -atients  to  nei^-hbors  of  the   insti- 

tution,  '.;ho    ;ere  cX-^^  to  provide  tlian  ..Ith  shelter  I'or  a  v;hiie.     The  patients 
:/3re  later  ta  :en  to  various  hospitals. 

The   cla::ia,c^o  caused  by  the   -?ire  is   estiraated  to  be  about  t';enty  thousand  dol- 
lars.    A  ̂ :roup  of  pailanthropic  Jev;is:i   .vonen,   lieaded  b;^  Pre.    ./eil,    oou^ht 

th3  buildim3  about  a  year  a^^o  fro:i  ..rs.   L.   hlein.     .  oor  Je'./ish  v;o:ien  patients, 
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after  the:/  leave   uho  hospital,    ara   acce.-^-ted   i]ito  tlie    institution  I'or  tua   con- 
V'-lescent    .yriod, 

...rs.     .eil  und  other  r'ood-lie_.rtu;d  .;oMon  will  Goon  rebuild  tho   institution, 

accordinc  to   the  stater.ent  I'vide   oy  I'.rs.  Cordon,    because   it   is  one  o/  the 
.niost   iripcrtant   institutions  in  txie   countr:/,    ana   is   oi'  ,  :reat  benefit  "oo  the 
corni.:unit7. 
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A  GRSAT2R  I'.!T.   SIN.U  HOSPITAL 

(Editorial   in  iiJnglish) 
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Now  that  the  two  and  a  half  million  dollar  drive  is  nearly  over  and  will  be 
soon  brought  to  a  successful  end;  the  Jews  on  the  iest  Side  may  rest  assured 
that  a  greater  Mt.  Sinai  Hospital,  with  all  the  facilities  and  conveniences 

of  a  first-class  institution  to  serve  both  the  purpose  of  the  Jewish  patients 
and  the  medical  science,  will  soon  be  a  reality.  The  campaign  committee  has 
assured  the  leader  of  the  Ivlt.  Sinai  Hospital  that  everything  possible  will  be 
done  to  turn  the  present  institution  into  a  one  hundred  and  fifty  bed  hospital  Di 
no  matter  m^at  the  cost,  even  if  it  should  cost  seven  or  eight  hundred  thousand 
dollars,  not  five  hundred  thousand.  The  one  hundred  and  fifty  beds  in  the  Mt. 
Sinai  Hospital  will  be  a  fact  as  soon  as  the  building  can  be  erected.  The  cost 

of  maintenance  of  a  larger  Mt.  Sinai  Hospital  ^Arill  be  secured  from  the  United 
Charities.  At  present  the  cost  of  maintenance  amounts  to  some  forty  thousand 
dollars  a  year.   In  the  future,  when  a  greater  Mt.  Sinai  will  be  a  hard  reality, 
the  cost  will  be  double  that  sum,  if  not  more,  and  the  United  Charities  xvill 
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support  this  institution  as  they  support  the  other  Orthodox  institutions  on 

the  Jest  Side,  with  the  ̂ exception  of  the  Jev/ish  Day  and  Night  Nursery  and  In- 
fant Home  on  the  Northwest  Sidd. 

The  development  of  the  Mt,  Sinai  Hospital  from  small  beginnings  to  its  present     5 

developments  and  prospects  constitutes  a  real  epoch  in  Chicago  Jewish  Philan-      ^r^ 

thropic  life.   The  American  Hospital  Association  has  declared  the  Mt.  Sinai        r- 
Hospital  an  A-1  institution  and  so  have  the  inen  of  authority  in  this  country       td 
declared  the  Lit.  Sinai  Hospital  a  first  class  institution.  The  Lit.  Sinai  has      o 
rendered  and  is  rendering  every  day  yoeman  services  to  the  Jewish  community,       ^ 
and  those  who  fought  for  it  and  have  given  their  time  and  energy  for  the  Jewish    S 

Hospital  on  the  ;/est  Side  deserve  the  gratitude  of  the  community,  for  it  was      ̂  

not  a  small  matter  to  establish  the  present  Lit.  Sinai  on  the  debris  of  the  de- 
funct Maimonides  Hospital.  Nor  was  it  a  small  matter  to  convince  the  Jewish 

leaders  on  the  South  Side  of  the  necessity  of  a  real  Kosher  Hospital  on  the 

*.Vest  Side.  The  rapid  development  of  the  institution  is  the  more  wonderful 

since  only  a  handful  of  people  have  carried  its  burdens  and  have  loplfed  out 
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after  its  welfare,   //ithout  the  indefatigable  work  of  I^Ir.  Morris  Kurzton,  the 

president  of  the  institution;  I«ilrs.  iildwin  Romberg,  the  live-wire  in  all  the 
enterprises  of  the  institution;  i;Ir.  Irving  Klein,  I*:r.  Klinger,  I/!r.  Sam  Piatt, 
Rabbi  Saul  Silber,  I^.  Harry  Blum,  and  a  few  others,  the  lit.  Sinai  Hospital      ^ 

would  never  have  reached  this  stage  of  development.  l*lr.  Edward  Katzinger's      2 

generous  contribution  of  fifty  thousand  dollars  toward  the  building  fund  of      '^ 
the  institution  has  greatly  contributed  to  place  it  on  the  map  and  to  draw       r^ 

the  attention  of  the  community  to  it.  Originally  Ivlr.  rlatzinger's  contribu-      -o 
tion  was  made  in  the  form  of  a  legacy,  and  if  we  understand  the  proposition      o 
right,  it  is  a  legacy  just  nov/,  too.  Since  the  Ivlt.  Sinai  Hospital  is  a  party     oo 

to  the  present  drive  and  all  donations  and  contributions  for  the  three  insti-     ::^ 
tutions  to  be  benefited  by  the  drive  .^o  into  one  basket,  the  drive  committee 

has  deemed  it  fit  to  accept  J.tp.  Katzinger*s  fifty  thousand  dollars  with  the 
assurance  that  the  agreement  made  between  the  Mt.  Sinai  Hospital  and  LIr. 
Katzinger,  concerning  the  nature  of  the  contribution,  will  be  lived  up  to. 

V/hile  the  Mt.  Sinai  Hospital  will  profit  by  Ivlr.  P^atzinger^s  generous  contribu- 
tion as  stipulated  before,  the  drive  is  also  profited  by  it  to  a  very  great 
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extent,  inasmuch  as  it  has  stimulated  others  to  give  more  than  they  had  intended 

to  originally  and  we  know  it  to  be  a  fact  that  llr.   Katzinger's  fifty  thousand 
dollars  has  caused  others  to  give  two  hundred  and  fifty  thousand  dollars  more, 

and  from  this,  of  course,  the  Mt.  Sinai  will  benefit  in  turn,  because  the  more 

money  at  the  disposal  of  the  drive  committee,  the  more  it  can  spend  on  the  en- 
largement of  the  Mt.  Sinai  Hospital. 

The  gentlemen  responsible  for  the  development  of  the  Mt.  Sinai  Hospital  and 

its  prospective  enlargement  should  bear  in  mind  that  even  a  one  hundred  and 

fifty  bed  hospital  is  not  the  limit  to  which  they  will  have  to  come  one  day, 
for  the  institution  serves  the  needs  of  nearly  a  quarter  of  a  million,  and 

while  enlarging  the  hospital  they  should  bear  in  mind  that  the  present  work 

is  only  a  beginning,  for  one  day  it  will  have  to  be.  a  three  and  four  hundred 

bed  hospital.  If  the  Mt.  Sinai  Hospital  were  to  have  today  three  hundred  beds 

not  one  would  remain  unoccupied  for  a  single  day.  In  hope  that  Llr.  Kurtzon, 

Mrs.  Romberg,  and  IJlr.   Katzinger  will  bear  this  in  mind  and  that  they  will  lay 

out  plans  for  a  larger  Mt.  Sinai  Hospital  in  such  a  manner  that  there  will 

"TO 
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always  be  room  and  possibilites  for  additions.  The  leaders  of  the  iylt*  Sinai 
Hospital  can  congratulate  themselves  upon  the  great  work  that  they  have  done 

in  the  past  two  years,  and  having  the  good  will  of  the  community  and  the  sup- 
port of  the  United  Charities,  they  can  be  assured  that  every  appeal  made  by 

them  in  behalf  of  the  hospital  will  be  responded  to  nobly  and  generously. 
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DOROTHY  KAEIT  CLUB. 

This  clul)  was  organized  in  manor:/  of  Miss  Dorothy  Kahn,  a  ponular  South 

Shore  ̂ irl  who  was  an  invplid  for  two  years  T)rior  to  her  de?=^th.   It  was 

Miss  ICahn' s  ho'pe,  that  in  the  event  of  her  recovery,  she  would  heir  crin- 
pled  children.  Following:  her  death,  a  ̂ roup  of  her  girl  friends,  under 

the  leadership  of  Miss  Stellc-:-  Levinkind,  formed  an  organization  to  carry 
on  the  work. 

o 
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ANNUAL  IIEETING  OF  tISDIC;j.  3TAPF  0?  LICUNT 
SIM^I  HOSPITilL 
(In  English) 

The  Annual  Meeting  of  the  Medical  Staff  of  Mount  Sinai  Hospital  v/as  held 
Friday  evening,  April  13,  1923,  at  the  Hospital. 

At  this  meeting,  the  urgent  needs  of  the  Hospital  had  to  be  discussed,  and 
needs  for  imraediate  financing  of  same  determined* 

Dr*  K.  Lewison,  president,  in  his  annual  report,  stated  that  the  Hospital 

had  grown  very  rapidly  during  the  past  year,  while,  for  lack  of  space,  the  F" 
facilities  had  not  been  correspondingly  increased.  It  was  the  unanimous  £J 
sentiment  of  the  members  of  the  staff  that  immediate  steps  must  be  taken  5 

toward  meeting  the  needs  of  the  Hospital,  and  a  motion  v/as  passed  that  the  2 
Medical  Staff  meet  v/ith  the  Board  of  Directors  to  discuss  ways  and  means  of  ^ 

providing  sane  at  an  earliest  possible  date.  "^ cr 
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Mr.  Morris  Kurtzon,  president  of  the  Board  of  Directors,  and  Mrs,  iSdwin  Romberg, 

vice-president,  were  present  and  spoke  of  the  proposed  drive,  which  is  to  in- 
clude the  Mount  Sinai  Hospital.  The  Medical  Staff  is  willing  and  anxious  to 

co-operate  in  this  drive,  providing  it  will  take  care  of  the  irnmediate  needs 
of  the  Hospital. 

A  committee  was  appointed  to  co-operate  with  the  General  Drive  Committee  to  pro- 
mote its  work  among  the  doctors  of  the  West  ana  Northwest  Sides. 

Election  of  officers  for  the  following  year  ensued,  and  the  following  were 

elected:  President,  Dr.  M.  Lewison;  Vice-President,  Dr.  V.  L.   Schrager; 
Secretary,  Dr.  Charles  Newberger. 

-c 
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A  drive  is  on  to  raise  -2,500,000  by  the  Jews  of  Chicago  for  the  purpose 

of  building  the  nurses*  home  and  training  school  of  Michael  Iveese  Hospital, 
also  to  enlarge  the  Mount  Sinai  Hospital  Rnd   the  enlargement  and  expansion 

of  the  Jewish  ""eople's  Institute. 
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JEWISH 

MT.  SINAI  HOSPITAL  AEMITrSD  INTO  UNTTSD  HEBRSW  CHARITISS 

At  a  meeting  of  the  board  of  directors  of  the  United  Hebrew  Charities,  which 

was  held  last  night  at  the  Standard  Club,  it  was  decided  to  admit  the 

m.   Sinai  Hospital  as  an  affiliated  institution  of  the  charity  federation* 

The  proposal  contains  a  clause  to  the  effect  that  it  is  to  be  a  Member 

on  probation**  for  the  first  year* 
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MT.  SINA.I  HOSPITAL  AT  PRESENT  NOT  AUfllTTED  IN 
UNITED  IGITISH  CHMilTIES 

At  a  meeting  of  the  board  of  directors  of  the  United  Jewish  Charities, 
which  was  held  at  the  Standard  Club,  a  letter  written  by  Morris  Kurtzon, 

president  of  the  Mt.  Sinai  Hospital,  was  read*  This  letter  reveals  the 
conditions  xinder  which  the  Mt.  Sinai  Hospital  will  affiliate  with  the 
United  Hebrew  Charities.  It  was  decided  to  appoint  a  new  committee  to  3 

reinvestigate  the  financial  condition  of  the  hospital,  as  v/ell  as  other  <^ 
factors,  and  when  the  committee  submits  its  report,  the  board  of  directors  L^ 
will  act  on  llr*  Kurtzon' s  letter*  2 

CjO ro 
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d::v:^lgp  tii:]  i.;T.  siii  j  :zcs:?izil 

(:]uitori'il) 

The  Chicaro  Jev/ish  corxiunity  is  no:!  in  the  process  oi"*  dcvelopinf:  itself. 
Ten  or  fifteen  yeors  hence,    its  clevclopi.ient  \7ill  have  reached  a  point  ^ 

v;here  v;e  v;ill  be  able  to  speak  of  a  unified  community,     ".."e  are  nov;  build-  5 
inf"  the   institutions  in  Ghica,^o  v/hich  '.'ill  ̂ 'O  to  nake  ut)  a  corjiunity.      If  <ri. 
v;e  had  leaders   in  Gliica'^o  v. ho  had  the  persrjective   of  statesmen,   as  v;ell 
as  ̂ reat  orcr-nizational   ability,   the  ;;orIv  conld  have  been  co-orainated  in 

such  a  :7ay  that   it   .'ould  h'-.ve  been  coripleted  /J3y  nov//  ̂ ^nd  v;ould  have   achieved 
its  roal.     Lnfortunately,   hov;ever,   v;e  have  no  l"uc}i  leaders   in  Ohica^o  and  that     ̂  
is  v/hy  our  corj;unity  life  noves   :jo  slov;ly.      Instead  of  follov/inr:  a  definite  ^ 
plan,   for  t-.e  T:urT)Ose  of  attaining  a  unified  coriir.unity,   various   individual  « 
rroups  are  "loin^-  the  \:orI:  in  -oiecerneal  fashion.     Life   itself  dc:.ands  that 
certain   ir.jtitutions  and   organizations  bo   forned  and  there  are   -'groups   of 
people  v.ho  tal:e   an  active  -oart   in  these   institutions   and  orcnizations. 

-t3 
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I/orc  than  conscientious  Icsvlerr^hi-^.  ^   life   itcalf   is   the  drivinr  force   in 
cor:::iiinit:'  nl'f-^irs.      'ih'it   is  '..I::/  the  './oli'-re  '..or':   in  ChiC'i-*o  is  not  the 
result   of  cert^'-in  pl-jns,    of   :jt'.tcsr-'.nlil:e   Icr^clershir),   but   is  tiie  pro.Iuct 

of  unlcnovm  forces.     .".11  ou.r  institutions   in  Chicn.'O  rire  est-iblished  the  ^^ 
rior.ent   the  "public   sees  th-^t   it   cinnot  ^Ic  '  ithout   thei.i.      'Jr.e  l[-*vlzs  j,'athan  5 
Or^h'in  roiie,   t}:e  ''one   for  t::c   ../-ed,    the  7''oi:c   for  the   Incurables   in   Oah  ^a::^ 
Forest,    the   Infcnt    ■'01:0,   -.nd  the  :  t.    Sinv^i  dosnit-.l  have   Iv^cn  established  i' 
in  ti:is  i.rinnor.     All  of  these   institutions  dc-scnd  u^oen  volunt^^ry  contribu- 

tions '/oc'iuse  there    is  no  cor-j-nmit"  to   su  nort   the::,    and  due   to  the  fact  c 

that  the:/  "^.re   all  d^nondent  ur)cn  voluntary  contributions,   the  mii'doer  of               ;^ 
peo^ile  ":ho   sur^^^.'Ort   tlier:  nust  con::t- ntly  increase,      /.ftcr  all,   t};e  United            ^ 
Charities   is   still  -.   l-irre   collect  ion  ri-^-ency,   -ind   if  the   represcntstives            ^' 

of  certain  instituUions  '"o  not  raise,    throupli  drives,    certain   siins   of 
Tioney,    tiie    in.'Aai-"-'- :ons  adll   suffer  considcr-doly.      iTie   fact  that  a  certain 
institution  i.    affiliated  -./ith  the  United  Charities  does  not  riean  that   it 
is  no  lon'-er  dcT^endent  unon  voluntary  contributions. 
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j:i:.n:sH 

Il07;ever,   all  or  our  institutions   in   Jhicaro  are  not  -iIT ili-ited  v;ith  the 
United  Chiritics,      Cne  of  tiio  r.ost   irnort-mt   institutions,    the  :;t.    :;inai 
Ilospitr.l,    vhich  does  as  :iuch  as   ?.iv'  first-class   institution,    is  not 
??.rfiliritcl   ..Ith  the  Tnited  Charities.      It  d^nends  (::ntirely  ui^on  voluntary 
contri out ions. 

i5: 

c; 

The  Chic'':''0  o'o:;i^sh  corrjiiunity  has  nany   institutions   of  v.iiich  it  can  be  r-roud.       -^ 
It  does  not  '"L::ve   -ny  vmnccessary   institutions.      But  v;e   cannot   conceive   of  f 
a  Jev/ish  co:a.. unity    vithout   •;   Jev/ish  hospital.     A  kosher  hosioital  for  a  city  -r 
like  Chica-o   is  no  less   essential  than  an  orDhanace  and  a  hone  for  the  a.^ed. 
A  Jev/ish  hospital   in  Chicaro   is   an  -absolute  necessity.      Chicayo  must  have 
such  an  institution  because  v;e   cannot   and  i.iust  not   cor.ipel  thousands  of  sick  S 

Jev/s  to  eat  norxlcosher  food' and  to  be   in  a  Christian  a  tnosphere  at  a   tine  ^' 
v/hen  they  are  particularly  sensitive   because  of  their  pa.in  and  illness.. 

If  the  Chicar^o  Jev;ish  corjiunity  had  been  built  alone  a  certain  plan,    just 

as  a  nev7  city  is  designed,   there  '.;ould  be  no    -uestion  of  a  /ZovilshJ  hospital 
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in  Chica  :o.      The  hospital  ^/ould  mive  been  included  a^ionc  the   essential 

institutionn  '.-hich  a  Jewish  coiu^iunity  i;iust  have.      But  because   our  cor-jaunity 
r;ork  is  dono   in  r-ieceneal  fashion,   the     ue  ;tion  of  a  Jev/ish  hospital   in 
Chicago  does  eizist. 

-n 

-73 

'..e  have  the  -orobleni  of  increasinc  the  nui.iber  of  ;-^eople    .vho   .ould  take  an  ^ 

/nQtiv£/  interest   in  the   institution  and  '-ould  enable   it  to  dcvelo^)  rapidly.  ̂  
L:t.    Ginai  Hospital,    as   it   is  today,    does   only  one-fiftli  of  the  jork  vjhich       '  f^ 
it   could  and   should  do.      Gonsidcrinc'   bhe   fact  that   it   serves  tlie   interest 

of  at  least  a     uarter  of  a  Million  Jev;s,    its   bud-jet   is  r.iuch  too   a:::all.      The  ^ 
]:t,   Sinai  Iiospital   should  have  at  least  thj?ee  hundred   beds   in  order  to  take  l^. 

care   of  all  '.'ho  seek  adriission,    but  it  does  not  even  liave   one  hundred  beds  ro 
and  is   alv:avs   ovorcror/ded.      It  must   c^ither  develOT^   in  the   Injiudiate  future, 

or  else   it   simply  cannot  fulfill   its  riission. 

jr,  ever-.^  larre  Jev/ish  corj-.unit^,^  in    ■:ur0'^>e,    the  coirjiunal  r.nnaceiieut  provides 
for  a  Jev/ish  hospital.      But  here  \.q  have  no  orranized  Jev;ish  coiijaunity,   and 

^. 
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i::\ist,    therefore,    see::  other  neans  of  j  i-'iintriininc  and  developing  the 
Irosher  hos"^it  .1. 

The   only  and  effective  v;ay  tu  licl-^o  the  ':t.    3inai  KoG^^ital   is   by  t^  rninr  ^ 
it   into  ?;  t:r;:^ic.al  people's   institution,    i.   e.,   by  obtuininr'  enourh  ^ 
subscribers  to  place   it   on  r^   broad  deiiocra.tic  basis.      Then,   ;;hen  the  .^ 

■  t.    Sinai  ."os]-)ital  has  a  r.ierr.bership   of  five   or  si::  thousand,    it  Till  3 
l:no':r  that   it   can  rely  upon  a  larre   ̂ -roup  of  people — and  in  case  of  3 
neceasit^'-,    it  *./ill   r\lv;avs   be  -ible  to  '.-o-aeal  to  that   ̂ 'VO\v.->. 

Tliose  v.'ho  nov;  at'-nd   at  tlie  head  of  the  ho3^>ital  :;mst,   therefore,    endeavor 
to  ̂ louble  or  treble  t].e  :ae:.iberijhi"'o  and   thus   -Dlace    it   on  a    reread  dei.iocr-itic 

basis.      Ti'iOn  the  .  t.    Sinai  'hospital  :;il].  not   only  be   independent,    but   it 
'..'ill  be  able   to  develop  riccerainr:  to  i^he  needs   of  the  v^ist  Je;;ish  popula- 

tion,   •  }iose   interests   it   serves. 

o 
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FISH  DE/iLERS  FIR3T  TO  COITTRIBUTS  TO  CHICAGO 

BUILD  IMG  Ox^  LOS  AI^^GSLSS  SAITaTORIUI^tl 

At  a  banquet  of  the  Fish  Dealers  Association,  last  Sunday  evening,  the  sum  of 
|il26.25  was  raised,  following  an  appeal  rjade  by  i«.adame  Fannie  Rinehart,  for 
the  Chicago-Los  Angeles  Sanatorium  for  Consumptives. 

There  are  a  great  many  Chicago  Jews  in  the  Los  Angeles  Sanatorium.  A  movement 
is  now  on  foot  to  establish  a  Chicago  division  for  the  Chicago  victims  of  the 
v^ftiite  plague.  The  Fish  Dealers  were  the  first  to  respond  by  contributing  their 
share  to  this  enterprise. 
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A  group  of  Jewish  women  organized  in  Chicp^'o  for  the  purpose  of  con- 
structing their  own  huildine-  in  the  Los  Angeles  'Sanitpriuin, « 

The  first  meeting  of  this  new  77omen's  or^pnization  was  held  last  Wednes- 
day evening,  January  2U,  in  the  Lahor  Lyceum.  Mrs.  U.   Miller  was  the 

chairlad^'  pt  the  meeting. 

At  the  meeting,  Mr.  Plantzer,  reToresentetive  of  the  Los  Angeles  Sanitarium 
in  Chicago,  spoke  of  the  necessity  of  the  Sanitarium  pxid   the  strj^2;gle  it 
carries  on  for  its  existence.   He  T:)aused  especially  at  the  condition  of 

the  Chicago  patients,  which  is  not  a  ver;v''  favorable  one,  hecause  of  the 
quota  from  patients  who  have  applied  to  the  Sanitarium  and  because  of 

the  inadequate  room  for  the  Chic?^ go  division.   It  would,  therefore,  he 
a  great  accomplishment  if  Chic^^go  will  construct  their  ovm   building  - 
for  its  patients  only.   The  women's  organization  has,  at  its  first  meet- 

ing, determined  to  wor]*:  enthusiastically  for  this  purpose.   Thus  far,  the 
organization  consists  of  trenty-five  members. 
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The  following  were  ap-oointed  as  officers:     Krs.   E.   J.   Butin,    chairlady; 
Krs.    Sofia.  Weiner,   treasurer;   Mrs.    D,   Burnstein,   recording  secretary;  !>:iss 
L.   Bernstein,   finajicial   secretary/;  lv!rs.   Anna  Ripkin,   first   trustee. 
Executive   Committee:     Mrs.   B.    Liss,  Mrs.    H.    Schaffner,   Mrs.   M.   Miller,   Mrs. 
E.    Gtoldtierg,   Mrs.   B.   Dapoff,  Mrs.    Finkelstein,   Mrs.    Kulanoff,  Mrs.    Scheffens 
and  Mrs.   Roff . 

The  najTie  of  the  women's  orga^nization  is  -  Chicago  Aid  for  the  Los  Angeles 
Sanitarium. 
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ANiaJAL  LliSETINOx  OF  FJilDIGAL 
STAJT  OF  LIOUNT  SKIAI  HOSPITAL 

(IN  i!2^TGLISH) 

The  annual  meeting  of  the  Lledical  Staff  of  Mount  Sinai  Hospital  took  place 

Friday  evenin^:;,  April  fourteenth  1922.  The  President,  Dr.  I.l.  LJewison,  in 
his  annual  report,  reported  much  satisfactory  progress  during  the  third 
year  of  the  existence  of  the  hospital.  ^ 

The  laboratories  have  been  enlarged  and  equipped  to  do  not  only  the  routine 
clinical  v;ork:,  but  also  research  work.  A  Basal  Ivletabolism  laboratory  has 

been  opened,  and  v/ill  soon  be  prepared  to  report  the  results  of  its  inves- 
tigations. 

During  the  past  year,  the  capacity  of  the  riospital  has  been  enlarged  until 
it  now  has  one  hundred  and  three  beds.  Even  vath  this  increased  capacity 

hov/ever,  Dr.  Lewison  reported  that  the  Iiosr>ital  is  able  to  take  care  of 
only  about  one- fourth  of  those  who  apply  for  admittance.   It  is  hoped  that 

the  campaign  for  a  large  hospital  will  soon  oe  resumed  to  meet  this  necessity, 

<3 

ho 
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A  matter  of  s^reat  satisfaction  during  the  past  year  is  the  recognition  of  the 
scientific  work  of  the  Hospital  by  the  American  Medical  Association  and  the 

American  College  of  Surgeons,  who  have  placed  the  Iv'ount  Sinai  Hospital  on  the 
Approved  List  of  Class  A  Hospitals,  suitable  for  giving  the  fifth  year  of       :^-- 

instruction  to  medical  students.  This  Hospital  thus  takes  its  place  as  a       'pz 
factor  in  medical  education.  ^ 

The  Nurses  Training  School  has  been  ci*eatly  enlarged,  so  that  it  now  has  2 
eighteen  student  nurses^  The  lack  of  space  for  the  housing  of  the  nurses  is  L^ 

a  great  draw-back  in  the  development  of  the  'rraining  School.  A  new  Nurses       ^ 
home  for  the  hospital  is  a  pressing  need,  and  should  be  one  of  the  first 
developments  in  the  new  building  program. 

A  conspicuous  feature  in  the  medical  work  which  has  been  added  during  the  past 
year,  has  been  the  weekly  clinical  conferences  held  at  the  Hospital,  at  which 
the  diagnosis  and  treatment  of  obscure  cases  is  discussed  by  the  entire  staff, 
and  all  other  matters  pertaining  to  the  betterment  of  the  treatment  of  the 

en 
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patients  at  the  hospital  are  fully  considered,  not  only  by  the  members  of 
the  staff,  but  also  by  all  other  doctors  practicing  at  the  Mount  Sinai 
Hospital. 

At  the  election  of  officers  which  ensued,  the  following  were  re-elected  for 
the  ensuing  year:  Dr.  l:.  Lev/ison,  president;  Dr.  V.  L.  Schrager,  vice-pres- 

ident; Dr.  Chas.  Newberger,  secretary. 

The  following  Comanittees  were  appointed  to  carry  on  the  work  of  the  Staff; 

Internes,  Nurses,  Diet,  Dispensary  and  Records. 

"T3 

Dr.  Lewison  noted  with  pleasure  tliat  Llount  Sinai  Hospital  has  served  to  'p: 
unite  the  Jewish  Medical  Profession  of  Chicago,  and  create  within  them  <U 

a  definite  civic  spirit  and  professional  pride,  so  that  today,  the  Jev/ish  ^ 
Medical  Profession  v/ork  in  unison  for  all  matters  which  tend  to  the  better-  2 

ment  of  the  health  of  the  community  and  for  the  elevation  of  the  ideals  of  ^ 
the  profession. 

on 
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The  Dispensary  Committee  of  v/hich  Dr.  N,  Schoolman  is  claairraan,  reported 
that  over  one  thousand  patients  were  treated  in  the  Out  Patient  Department 

during  the  past  year,  and  that  lack  of  space  hinders  greater  progress  and      ^ 
more  elaborate  clinical  work.  fZ 

The  rapidly  increasing  demands  for  space  is  the  great  need  of  the  institution  g 

at  present,  and  it  is  hoped  that  the  proposed  building  program  for  an  en-  "r* 
larged  hospital  will  be  realized  within  the  coming  year.  ^ 
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Forv-ard,   April  2P,    1922. 

Dr.    Hi'TCPn   Spivrck,   general   secret?r;v''  of  t?.e  Jewis?i  Consuirotive  Relief   Soci- 
ety of  Denver,    arrived  in  Chicr^o  yesterday    to   organize    the  new  siztr.  dis- 

trict of  the   society. 
« 

The   directors  ajrid  contrihutors  fvovci  Illinois,    Indiana,   V/iscorjsin,    snd 
Michigrn  v/ill  hold  a  conference   tomorroT«'  at   the  La  Salle  Hotel,   for  the  pur- 

pose  of  organizing  the   district. 

At   a  mass  meeting,    Sundcy  evening,   pictures  will  Ve   shov'ii  of   the  Denver 

Sanitorium,    where  more   then  f our-t>.oiis^nd   persons  affected  "by  w::ite  plagxie receive  raedical  aid. 

■■ 
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FOR  TIE  P.:.CPL£»S  P^TIGIPATIOII 
Hi  THii]  MANAGaL:::T  Or   THL  DliKV-iE  SA  jVTORIUM 

by 

J.  Loebner 
V/e  are  infoiJned  that  there  are  about  ten  thousand  contributors  to  the  Denver  ^ 

Sanatorium  of  the  Jewish  Gonsurnptive  Relief  Society.  Up  to  nov/,  only  a  few  ~: 
of  those  contributors  have  taken  an  active  interest  in  the  organisation.  The  sC 
other  members  have  sent  in  their  checks  and  that  was  the  end  of  it.  Now  the  ^ 
J.  C,  ru  3.  Jewish  Consumptive  Heliof  oociet^  wants  laore  than  money.   It  £ 
wants  fresh  blood — ^men  and  women  who  v/ill  contribute  their  brains  and  hearts  ^ 
in  behalf  of  the  interests  of  the  institution,  which  for  the  past  eighteen  C:f 
years  has  treated  more  than  thirty-eight  hundred  Jewish  men,  women,  and  chil- 

dren sufferers  from  the  dreaded  "white  plague",  tuberculosis. 

Kr.  Louis  Resnik,  publicity  director  of  the  J.  C.  R.  S.,  has  announced  that 
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during  the  next  few  days  an  invitation  will  be  extended  to  the  Chicago  directors 
of  the  organization  to  attend  a  conference  which  will  take  place  in  the  Red 
Room  of  the  La  Salle  Ilotel,  on  Junday  evening,  April  23.  The  purpose  of  this 
conference  is  to  organize  district  number  six  of  the  J,  C.  3.  Tl.      (five  such 
districts,  each  one  embracing  four  states,  have  already  been  organized  in  the 
southern  and  v/estem  parts  of  the  United  States),  It  is  hoped  that  all  those 
called  to  the  conference  will  attend,  and  that  the  old  board  of  directors, 
appointed  by  the  field  secretary,  v;ill  resign,  so  that  a  no;i  board  of  directors, 
made  up  of  local  contributors,  can  be  elected.  £ 

CO 

cz> 
Dr.  liaim  Spiwak,  general  secretary  of  the  J.  C.  H.  3.  v/rites  to  us  from  the      t^ 
headquarters  of  the  Society  in  Denver:  "The  aim  of  this  organization  is  to 
give  the  contributors  and  the  contributing  organizations  a  voice  in  the  man- 

agement of  the  Denver  institution,  the  v;orld*s  greatest  free  sanatorium  for 
Jev/ish  tubercular  patients.'* 

Cri 
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Besides  electinr  nev;  rliroctors,  tha  confer 3?".co  v/ill  also  elect  one  or  tv/o 
trustees.  The  local  ccntribators  and  the  directors  ./ill,  throa^h  those 

trustees,  ^oartici^">'te  in  re'^^^ilatin//  the  afJairs  o.  tjie  Jewish  OonsaMptive 

Tvelief  Society.  "Jr.  .^^iv-al:  v;ill  cone  here  ;.*ro:i  Denver  a  few  days  before  the 
conference,  to  assist  in  the  orf^anizin  ;  of  the  local  district.  Local  s^)ea]:-    ? 
ers  v;ill  also  auuress  tlio  --atherin.f];.   .,e  ure  assured  tliat  no  ap'oeals  for 
fimds  will  ho  Made  at  the  conference. 

next  3unda^^  eveninr. 

r 

O 
*—- . 

There   should  be  a  bi-  cro.;d  ^-^resent  at   the   conference   in  the  1^.  'Salle  'lotel         ^, 
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JEV/ISH 

/m.   SUUI  KOSHER  HOSPIT/J/ 

The  Mt.  Sinai  Kosher  Hospital  v/ishes  to  announce  that  in  order  to  safe- 
guard the  health  and  coiafort  of  the  patients,  no  visiting  will  be  allov/ed 

on  Itonday  and  Friday  in  the  wards,  because  the  big  crowd  that  usually 

•comes,  disturbs  the  sick.  Visitors,  however,  will  be  adiaitted  to  the  pri- 
vate rooms  as  the  number  of  such  visitors  can  be  easily  controlled. 

CD 
CD 
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by 

(In  English) 

But  a  small  proportion,  comparatively  speaking,  of  our  Jewish  men  and  women  5 
of  the  West  Side  and  the  Northwest  Side,  who  are  active  in  the  philanthroDic  'Tl 
and  charitable  work  of  their  community  know  about  ^Resthaven''.  The  Jewish  p 

masses  know  absolutely  nothing  about  ^'"^esthaven"  save  the  few,  who  have  been  ^ 
inmates  of  the  institution,  o 

• 

CO 

^'Resthaven^  is  a  home  for  convalescent  patients — for  persons  that  seek  a  full    S 
recuperation  of  strength  after  their  illness,  '^Resthaven''  was  established  by     <54 
the  ̂ Sarah  Greenebaum  Lodpe'\  an  organization  of  South  Side  Jewish  women, 
whose  aim  is  to  serve  in  a  communal  and  in  a  charitable  way,  not  only  for  their 

own  immediate  neighborhood  but  the  entire  community.  For  fully  a  decade  •'Rest- 
haven**  was  located  at  3360  South  Park  Avenue.  Recently,  however,  Mrs.  L.  Klein, 
the  widow  of  the  founder  of  the  L.  Klein  Department  Store,  offered  the  **Sarah 
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f/rennebaum  Lodge**  the  nrivile^re  of  acquiring  her  beautiful  resi- 
dence at  4461  Grand  Boulevard. 

The  opening  of  '♦Resthaven**  at  its  new  location,  took  -nlace  a  week  ago  last 
Sunday,  with  the  presence  of  a  large  representative  group  of  men  and  women, 
phllanthroplcally  Interested  in  the  expansion  of  the  noble  work  of  the  in- 

stitution. **Resthaven"  is  now  a  home  with  modern  equipment,  one  of  the  best 
of  its  kind,  anywhere,  thtit  is  supported  by  philanthropic  enterprise. 

Jewish  women  and  girls  who  have  gone  through  surgical  or^erations  at  the  hos- 
pital, and  require  rest  and  attention,  good  food  and  medical  assistance  and 

advice,  are  allowed  to  remain  in  the  home  until  their  condition  is  fully 
Improved,  until  the  time  v/hen  the  mother  is  able  to  return  to  her  housework, 
and  the  young  woman  to  her  work  in  the  factory,  store  or  office,  or  the 
school-child  to  its  studies. 

Patients  are  admitted  to  the  hone  on  the  recommendation  of  a  physician  and 
the  admission  committee,  and  are  discharged  only  on  the  advice  of  the 

-o 

TO 

o 

en 
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rredical  staff.   After  their  discharge,  thev  are  vir^ited  by  the 
v/omen  members  of  the  Sarah  Grcerebaum  L^-dre. 

The  superintendent  of  »»^esthaven^*  is  ̂ 'rs.  '^'alvina  0--prVn,  a  r^ractical  nur^e,  ^. 
who  vras   for  a  time  associated  with  the  r^ar^-'s  rathan  Orphan  T-orie  and  the  ^ 
B.  r.  Z.  ("Id  People's  TTome)  in  this  oaracity.  *'rs.  Gordon  is  an  except-  <=^ 
ionally  capable  woman .  She  sees  to  it,  that  the  institution  is  keT}t  ut^  Ip  £ 
such  a  neat  and  clean  fashion,  that  the  waiting  room,  the  parlor,  the  dininfr-  -o 
room  and  the  bedrooms,  the  kitchen  and  the  "oantry  are  all  snick -and-sr^an  and  o 
have  an  atmosphere  of  friendliness  about  them.   This  is  true  also,  of  course,  c3 
of  all  the  bedsteads,  mattresses  and  other  eoui-nments  of  the  bedrooms,  '^he  S 
white  f^lovi   of  a  new  snov/  on  the  untrodden  by-ways  of  the  country,  is  to  be  ^ 
observed  everyr^/here.   The  rooms  are  alv/avs  in  order;  .^ests  or  no  quests 
make  not  the  slightest  difference,  In  the  administration  of  the  institution. 

In  the  absence  of  the  physician,  ^'rs.  Gordon  acts  as  medical  adviser.  Phe 
knov/  the  details  of  each  case  and  the  manner  of  assistance  required. 
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The  ■'^etients  have  a  sister  and  mother  in  her.  She  is  by  nature 
a  good  soul,  and  her  experience  in  the  tv;o  YJest  Side  institutions  have 

fitted  her  fully  for  the  task,   '^he  fully  deserves  the  consideration  shovm 
her  by  the  administrators  of  ♦•Resthaven'*,  all  the  compliments  of  the  visitors 
and  the  good  wishes  of  the  patients. 

None  of  these  noble  wom.en,  v/e  are  nuite  certain,  has  ever  an-plied  to  you, 
\*Jest  Side  and  ̂ "nrthv/est  Side  Jpv/ish  men  and  women,  for  assistance.  But 
v/hen  they  do,  do  not  refuse  it  to  them.  Ojve  them  all  you  can  with  an 

open  and  cordial  hand  and  sympathetic  heart,  "^ou  must  remember  that  in 

ID 

In  this  connection  we  must  mention  the  name  of  the  president,  Vts,   Robert  ^ 

Frank,  and  also  the  nam.es  of  Mrs.  Lambert  A.  'A'ile,  ̂ 'rs.  A.  Fellchenfeld,  r* 
Mrs,  M.  Isaacs,  ̂ "rs.  J.  V/einstein,  and  Mr'-..  V.   J.  "nirzburg.  Thanks  to  the  -y 
efforts  of  these  noble  wom^en,  ^"^esthaven^  is  in  existence,  and  is  able  to  o 
serve  as  a  convalescent  home  for  thirty  and  more  -oatients  regularly;  thanks,  '^ 
too,  to  the  efforts  of  these  noble  women,  the  annual  budfret  of  forty  thou-  ro 
sand  dollars  required  for  the  support  of  the  institution  is  raised. 

171 
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^■Resthaven'*  there  are  "oatlents  fron  all  "oarts  of  the  city,  iimni- 
grants  from  IlJastern  Europe,  where  most  of  you  cciDe  from,  as  v;ell  as  others. 
It  is  your  resr)onsibility  and  duty  to  heir.  su^^Dort  these.   The  burden  must 

not  fall  unon  the  few,  as  it  has  fallen  UT)on  the  few  so  far.  "^ou  who  have 
not  been  at  the  dedication  of  the  new  home,  must  remember,  that  you  are  not    -^ 
excused  because  of  your  absence.  Vou  are  welcome  to  visit  the  institution     5 

at  any  time,  but  even  if  you  cannot  visit  the  institution  In  person,  you      ^ 
can  visit  it,  none  the  less,  by  a  contribution.  Do  this,  and  you  will  help    r 
a  most  worthy  cause. 

Will  you  do  it? 

Will  you  meet  your  resnonsibility  by  action*^ 
CD 

en 
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MT.    SIKAI   ̂ FESTAL  NIGHT" 

(In  English) 

By  popular  request,  Mt.  Sinai  Hospital,  through  the  combined  efforts  of  its 

auxiliaries,  lit.  Sinai  Hospital  V/orkers,  Children* s  Aid,  V/omen*s  Club,  Mt. 
Sinai  Hospital  Junior  Workers,  Service  Club  and  the  Northwest  Side  Ladies 

Auxiliary,  is  giving  a  "Festal  Night"  at  Orchestra  Hall,  Monday  evening, 
February  27,  1922. 

The  program  will  include  IMe.  Nina  Koshetz,  Primadonna  Soprano,  Chicago  Opera, 

Mr.  Jacques  Gordon,  Concert-master,  Chicago  Symphony  Orchestra,  and  the  entire 
Chicago  Symphony  Orchestra. 

Those  who  attended  the  wonderful  "Gala  Night"  of  the  last  year,  have  asked 
repeatedly  for  another  such  event,  llrs.   S.  Romberg,  Mrs.  H.  Nevfield,  Mrs. 
J.  G.  Grossberg,  Mrs.  B.  Schiffman  and  Mr.  H.  Boyell  in  charge  of  the  affair 
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have  promised  that  the  coming  event  will  far  excel  the  last. 

The  proceeds  will  be  used  for  the  maintenance  of  the  Hospital.   Tickets  at  a 
dollar  and  a  half,  three  dollars,  and  five  dollars  can  be  secured  from  any  of 
the  chairman  above  mentioned,  or  at  Orchesta  Hall  Ticket  Office. 
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/pfOSPITAL  BELIEF  DRIl/S  POSTPONS^ 

by 

Dr.  S.  M.  Melamed 

At  last  we  have  peace  in  the  city.  The  representatives  of  Mbxint  Sinai  Hos- 
pital and  the  relief  v;orkers  have  come  to  an  understanding  about  the  hospital 

drive  that  should  be  taking  place  now.  The  drive  has  been  postponed  until 
spring  and  the  relief  workers  have  pledged  theniselves  to  help  make  the  hos- 

pital drive  a  success. 

Let  us  hope  that  they  will  keep  their  promise. 
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Forward,     lfoveinT:>er  3»  1921. 

ilove-Eter  3  marks  the  iDtginning  of  the  great  "Drive"     ly  the 

:o^Jint  Sinai  Hospital,   for  $500,000.,  with  which  tc  ere-t  a  nev?  ai.d  large 

wing  to  the  hospital. 

•■ij 
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/jEv;isH  consuiv:tiues7 

The  Chicago  Jewish  ConstuBptiye  Aid  Society  has  arranged  a  pictiic  tomorrow 
in  Eiverview  Park* 

The  socie^  has  86  patients  under  its  supervision* 
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United  Hebrew  Trades  agrees  to  help  the  day  and  night  nursery. 

The  Doi^^las  Park  day  and  night  nursery  m^ast  exist,  and  "be  con- 
trolled hy  the  workers,  and  the  small  children  there  must  Ije  protected. 

That  '^/as  the  concliision  of  the  United  Hehrew  Trades  at  a  Tieeting  yesterday  morn- 

ing at  the  Workmen's  Circle  Lyceum.   A  committee  of  the  nursery  appeared  at  a 
meeting  of  the  United  Hebrew  Trades,  declaring  the  poor  condition  that  the  nu3> 
sery  finds  itself  in,  £jad  that  it  is  necessary  to  open  a  membership  drive  for 

5»000  laenbers,  who  will  ce  able  to  pay  $3»0«X  a  j'eur  to  ieep  the  n;i::'cery  frora 
falling  into  the  hands  of  the  Federated  Cliaritles# 

All  of  the  delegates  of  the  United  Hebrew  Trades  realized  now  import- 
ant it  is  for  the  nursery  of  the  Douglas  Pr.rk  vicinity,  t^fcere  over  SO  lonely, 

helpless,  children  are  given  motherly  care,  to  be  assi^^tedby  the  workers'  or- 

ganizations. After  disciissing  a  method  of  helping  the  n^?rsery,  it  was  decided 
that  committees  should  be  sent  out  with  credentials,  to  visit  all  the  unions  and 

ask  for  immediate  relief.  A  ccm-iittee  of  5  delegates  was  appointed  to  get  in 
contact  with  the  board  of  directors  of  !the  nurserj%  and  call  a  conference  of 

representr^.tives  of  the  TITorkmen's  Circle  central  committee. 
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The  joint  boards   of  the  Amrilgainated,    the   Cloakmalrers,    lsA  the   Cerxtral 
Relief  Comraittee  of  the  S.F*   will  tcf^ether  ̂ rork  oijti  ulans  to  irxt^^rest  all 
worlrers  of  this  irstitution,   to  help  enlarge  the   or^janisation  which  is  to  keep 

up  the  da:^  and  night  niTrr.r-rj'-, 
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Bikor  Cholem  (Uedlcal  Aid  Society)  Charter  Festiral* 

The  great  important  Society,  Sanuel  Isaac  Bikor  Cholea  of  the  Hortb> 
west  Side,  which  is  going  to  open  a  Jewish  Dispensary  for  the  ailing  poor, 
will  celebrate  its  charter-day  with  a  parade  and  festival  in  the  Congregation 
Eenosseth  Israel  Synagogue,  I3OO  H«  Maplewood  Avenue,  in  the  presence  of  the 
physicians  and  druggists  who  partake  in  this  important  activity* 

She  program  will  be  a  rich  one*  The  speakers  will  be  Babbi  Margolin, 
Babbi  Saul  Silber,  and  Ur*  H»  Steinberg*   Mr*  Beingold  will  be  chairman* 
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Forward.  January  22,  I92I. 

This  Jewish  Hospital  is  not  Supported  "by  Jewish  Millionaires,  "by  Dr.  Z.  Lorber, 

The  Mount^inai  Hospital,  which  consists  of  a  five  story  "building  located  at 
Californif  Ave.  and  15th  St.,  is  not  a  charity  institution.   The  two  large  Jew- 

ish charity  societies,  the  Federated  Charities  and  the  Associated  Charities, 
have  contributed  nothing  to  this  Institution.  According  to  the  (first)  yearly 

report  -  the  hospital  exists  only  I9  months  -  its  entire  expenses  were  $lUo,000 
of  which  approximately  2/3  was  covered  from  the  payments  of  patients.  The  re- 

maining $U0,000  was  covered  through  contributions  made  by  yearly  subscribers. 

Our  rich  "Yahudim"  ((Jerman  Jews)  who  love  to  parade  their  philanthropy  before 
the  eyes  of  the  Gentiles,  have  not  contributed  a  single  pemny  for  this  Jewish 
Hospital  which  contains  but  65  beds  in  a  comiminity  of  150,000  Jews. 

The  contribution  of  the  SU0,000,  according  to  the  report,  is  made  in  such  small 
sums  aB  $5.  $10,  $15 1  ©Jid  $25«   Only  occasionally  are  larger  sums  marked. 
This  shows  that  the  little  support  that  the  hospital  has  received  during  the 
past  year  has  come  mainly  from  the  Jewish  working  man  and  a  small  part  of  the 
Jewish  middle  cl^^ss. 
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The  first  $16,000  which  proved  to  te  the  cornerstone  of  this  institution  was 
gathered  from  pennies  and  nickels  through  a  tag  day  which  was  held  sometime  in 
May  1919  when  the  hospital  wns  first  opened.   The  only  lodge  which  responded  to 
this  appeal  of  the  hospital  was  that  of  the  radical  workers  of  Chicago  -  the 
Workmen's  Circle  which  gave  $150, 

Mrs,  Anna  King,  superintendent  of  the  hospital,  told  us, "We  wish  to  let  you 
know  that  our  hospital  has  broken  all  records  of  all  large  West  Side  hospitals 
for  the  number  of  children  horn.  During  the  past  I9  months,  there  were  horn  in 
this  hospital  a  total  of  6U7  children,  and  what  is  more  important,  there  was  not 

one  instance  of  a  child  dying  and  not  one  blood  poisoning  case,"   In  response 
to  the  question  whether  the  nurses  were  Jewish,  the  superintendent  answered 
there  were  a  few  Jewish  nurses,  but  that  it  was  impossible  to  secure  enough 
Jewish  girls  for  training. 

Of  the  various  women's  organizations  which  participate  in  the  support  of  this 
hospital,  we  call  your  special  attention  to  the  West  Side  Women's  Club  and  the 
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Forward,  January  22,  1921. 

Ladies'  Infant  Aid  Society.  The  former  recently  purchased  a  house  which  will 

he  transformed  into  a  home  for  nurses.   This  means  that  15  nurses  will  he 

given  separate  housing  and  that  the  hospital's  third  floor  will  "be  devoted  to patients. 

The  latter  sets  for  itself  the  duty  of  supplying  clothing  and  layettes  for  the 

infants  in  the  hahy  ward. 
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Forward,  October  7,  1920. 

The  formal  opening  of  the  Kosher  Department  for  Incurable  Jews  in  Oak  Forest 

will  be  on  Sunday,  October  10th,  1920. 

/>  ̂  

/
*
 

i» 
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GR^iiiD  cpl:::iijg  cf  c;ji  FCr.:^':  i:n-i.u.^ucY. 

140   incuraule   Jev;s   are  makin,^,  tl.eir  hci.ie  tr.ere.      A  s.>ecial  trcin  cf  eleven 

ccaclies   filled  v/itli  visiters   pulled   in  frcii  C'lica^^c;    ethers    co::;e  ty  autc:iic- 
bile.      The  nev;  Luildin^^  for  the  Jev;ish  sick,    cciisists   cf  -.  strictly  xlcsiier 
kitchen,    tv;c   dinin,^  rcons,    cne  fcr  the  ordinary  sick  and   one  for  the   con- 

sumptives,   a  s^/na^c^ue,    a  liLrary,    etc. 

!.lr.    Lipski,    c]iain:ir>ji  cf  the  cpenin;*   celocration  explained  the  necessity  of 
this  ne\'i  Luildin'>      Until  ncv;  the   sich:  Jev;ish   •)ec  :le  folt   Icnescrae  and 
strajire  arjon^  the  5,  -00  ncn-Jev;ish    )atients« 

lir.    Peter  Reinuer--,    Presiceiit  cf  the  Gcunt\r  Board,    stB.ted,   **  It  is    verv   ':>C33i- 
ble  that  seme  cf  the  visitors,   v/-.c   are  ncvr  visitin-;;  here,    nay  scip.etiiae  Lecone 
innates   here.      Therefore   it   is   ver-r  i?:i.}crtaat  thrt  -'ou   should  hel^^  Iceen  un 
and  support  this    institution."      Thrcu -li  auction  of  different  honors,   and 
pled.*];es,    the  s^an  cf  01,000  v;as   ro.ised  on  the  prenises. 

71^ 
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$10,145  GOLLSCTZD  AT  TKS  LAYING  0:*'  IHS  CCRKEKSTCKE 

FOB  lES  SYK/\GOGUE  IN  OAK  i?X)REST 

About  one  thousand  Jewish  men  and  women  from  various  parts  of  Chicago  yesterday- 
witnessed  the  ceremony  of  the  laying  of  the  cornerstone  for  a  synagogue  and 
social  center  in  Oak  Forest.  The  Jewish  inmates  there  were  very  happy — first     :5: 
because  of  the  great  number  of  guests,  ana  second  because  the  foundation  was     5 
laid  for  the  long-anticipated  structure  in  which  they  will  have  a  kosher  kitchen,  ̂  
and  in  which  they  will  find  spiritual  satisfaction.  ^ 

A  total  of  $10,454  was  collected  in  cash  and  pledges.  This  sum  will  enable  the   o 

Society  for  the  Incurably  Sick  Jews  to  erect  the  structure  all  the  sooner.       "" 
CO 

CD 
ro 

President  Paul  nissman,in  his  short  address,  thanked  the  group  for  the  interest    '^ 
they  had  shovai  toward  the  Jewish  inmates  of  Oak  Forest,  and  then  turned  the  chair 
over  to  hr.   M#  Rosenberg.  Mr.  Rosenberg  called  in  turn  upon  Rabbi  /K//  Cardon, 
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Rabbi  ̂ aul/ Silber,  Rabbi  ̂ .Z^  Margolin,  Mr,  Hindzel,  and  the  assistant 
superintendent  of  the  institution,  Lr»  V.  Kenet*  Mr*  H.  M.  Barnett  was  asked 
to  act  as  auctioneer,  and  he  did  a  good  job  of  it. 

Mr.  Barnett  boosted  the  price  for  the  honor  of  laying  the  cornerstone  to  42f200. 
This  was  sold  to  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Feinberg.  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Yerahmiel  Rosenberg  paid 
$1,300  for  the  second  stone. 

Then  the  smaller  honors  v;ere  sold.  The  Economy  Rubber  Tire  Company  gave  ;3;500; 
Mr.  Benjamin  Cohen,  $300»  Congregation  Anshe  Kneseth  Israel  sent  |564  with 
its  treasurer,  Mr.  Morris  Goodman.  Large  and  small  donations  were  received, 
including  $5  from  a  Jewish  patient  whose  name  was  listed  with  Mr.  D.  P.  Pollack. 
Thus,  ̂ 10,145  was  collected,  and  turned  over  to  Mr.  Herman  Ellenbogen,  vice- 
president  of  the  West  Side  National  Bank,  by  the  treasurer,  Mrs.  Bernstein. 
Her  husband ,  Mr.  Hairy  Bernstein,  promised  to  donate  ;gJ5,000  to  the  institution. 
The  group  ̂ ^o  had  come  to  witness  the  ceremon^  remained  in  Oak  Forest  until 

3 
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late»  Refreshments  were  served  to  all  by  the  women's  committee,  headed  by 
Mrs.  Benjamin,  and  assisted  by  Mrs.  M.  J.  Tubin. 
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THE  TililN  LEAVES  FOR  OAK  FOREST  AT  11  A.  M. 

5' 

r- 

Today  in  Oak  Forest,  at  two  o'clock  in  the  afternoon,  the  cornerstone  will  be 

laid  for  a  synagogue  and  social  center  to  be  built  for  the  Jewish  inmates  there,  p^ 
There  will  be  an  appropriate  ceremony  for  the  occasion • 

The  Society  for  the  Incurably  Sick  Jews,  which  has  undertaken  to  erect  the 

building,  invites  the  Jews  of  Chicago  to  witness  the  ceremony  of  the  laying  of 
the  cornerstone.  Speeches  will  be  made  and  refreshments  served. 

The  Society  has  secured  a  special  train  to  take  the  public  to  Oak  Forest. 
Everyone  will  be  able  to  ride  therein  free  of  charge.  The  train  will  leave 

in  the  morning  at  eleven  o'clock  sharp,  from  the  La  Salle  Street  depot.  Please 
come  on  time. 
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On  Sunday,  Au^st  lyth,    ths  cornerstone  of  the  new  "building  in  Oalc  forest 

vdll  be  laid  the  "building  will  contain  a  synagogue,   a  kosher  kitchen  and 

a  reading  room  for  the  incurable  inmates. 

(Adv.) 
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The  Lawndale  Press.  Wk.  of  June  20,  I919.  Vol.  1.  p. 3.         ^ 

The  Ladies'  Auxiliary  of  the  Incurable  Jews  of  Chicago  announced  that  ^^ 

groTind  has  "been  "broken  for  the  erection  of  a  temple  at  Oak  Porest  for  t^ Jewish  inmate s« 

A  dining  room  will  he  installed  in  the  temple  and  kosher  food  will  he 
served  at  all  times. 
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TllOi:  TII2  PUBLIC  2D3TUL:1 

by 

J.   Loebner 

To  the  ariple   charitable  donors  of  Ghicajo's  Oi'thodoic  coriniunity  v/as  added  g 
another,  It.  Yarachi.ieal  Hoseiib-j re-  c:i 

I — 
r — 

The  Society  for  Jev;ish  Incurables   in  Gal:  forest  received  a  thousand  dollars 

fron  bin  that   ..111  lielp  to  erect  a  3yna:j0;i:ue  and  a  aocial  center  in  the 

infirr.iary.     This  is  not  the  first  tl^ousand  dollars  ".r.   P.osenberc  has 
donated  to  charity  nor  ./il].   it  bo  the   last.     ::r.   Rosenberg:  does  not  forbear 

to  do  a  ̂ ood  deed  i/Iion  the  opportimity  presents   itself,     iror  does  he  at 

any  time  desert  the  oppressed  and  the  needy.     Tlie  hun,.:ry  and  the  naked 

have  never  left  his  house   slia^iefLiced. 

V:ith  God's  aid,   no\;  that  he  has  becone   a  rich  i.an,   ho  has   increased  his 
donations.     ITis  son,  :  iciiael  Hosenberc,   also  contributes  (jcnerously. 
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Vfltien  either  is  approached  for  this  piirpose  he  does  not  hesitate  to  give. 

If  this  coxild  only  be  said  of  many  Jews  on  the  V/est  Side  who  are  in  the 
same  line  of  business  and  are   perhaps  richer  than  the  Rosenbergs,  but 
who  hold  on  tightly  to  their  dollars  I  They  cannot  take  these  dollars        ^ 
with  them  to  their  graves.  Foolish  people!  ^ 

•> 

■  J 
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Forward,  May  29,  1919. 

Today  begins  the  building  of  a  center  for  the  sick  Jews  in  Oak  Fores t« 

At  2  Pll  today  in  Oak  Forest,  the  county-hoTne  for  the  incurably  ill,  ground- 
breaking ceremonies  for  a  Center  for  Jewish  patients  will  be  held. 

The  meiabers  of  the  Society  for  Incurable  Jewish  patients  of  Oak  Forest  will 

be  present  for  the  fo-ondation  layir-g  ceremonies.  The  County  Board  voted  to  give 
space  for  the  Jewish  Center  in  Oak  Forest,  The  cost  of  the  building  will  be 
borne  by  the  Society,  which  also  plans  to  issue  an  appeal  for  funds  at  Shvuoth. 
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ASK  FOR  BTL3   FOR  Tiih;  OAK  F0RU3T 
5rNAaOGlI3 

The  Lag  B*Omer  (holiday)  celebration, held  last  Sunday  by  the  V/omen's 
Auxiliary  of  Jei\rish  Incurables  in  Oak  forest  excelled, not  only  in  the 
delicious  supper  and  fine  speeches,  but  also  in  the  support  that  was 

proniised  foi*  the  synagogue  and  social  center  to  be  established  there  for 
the  unfortunates* 

I/lr.  liarry  Bernstein,  one  of  the  most  prominent  members  of  Beautiful 
Zion  Synagogue,  proinised  to  donate  one  thousand  dollars  for  the  building 
now  and  four  thousand  at  a  later  date.  He  ?;as  heartily  thanked  by  the 

president  of  the  V/omen's  Auxiliary.  After  the  appeal,  mere  money  v/as 
promised  oy  those  present. 
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The  day  after  tomorrow,  Thursday  ni^ht,  the  men's  organization  v/ill  hold  a 
meeting  at  the  Grenshaw  Talmud  Torah,  to  receive  bids  from  contractors  for 
the  building.  President  Paul  Risman  asks  everyone  interested  to  come  to 
the  meeting,  lie  also  iiivites  the  I^abbis  to  attend  and  witness  the  beginiiing 
of  the  practical  wor.c  for  this  most  important  institution. 
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TKL  iMJTJR  s:::^i'ii^iui.i  ccijyjuticit 

(Special  to  the  Courier) 

St.  Louis,  I.lo.,  I.lay  17.  The  Jev;ish  Consuiaptive  Relief  Society 
Convention  opened  tonight  in  the  Statler  Hotel,  with  an  attendance 
of  500  delegates  fron  ali.iost  every  state  in  .jrierica. 

The  convention  v.-as  opened  v.l'fih  an  appropriate  prayer  by   Rabbi 
AbraiTiOVitch. 

The  institution  in  Denver,  according  to  the  report  of  Dr.  Spevack, 
has  collected  this  year  the  sum  of  .,j:240,222  and  its  expenses 
amounted  to  v204,246.  In  its  fifteen  years  of  existence,  the 
institution  has  treated  3,212  patients.  This  year  there  v:ere  238. 
At  present  there  are  160  patients. 

Tomorrov/  Rabbi  Silver  of  Ghicago  vail   address  the  convention.      N  W.F.ft  '^'' 

V  .^ 
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APFE.-'JL  FOR  SYT^L^GCGUE  AI-JD  GEI.T2R  IN  O^Ji   7CP:HST  Ti£S  oSGCinD 
DAY  OF  SHSVUOUS  (PS!JTEGCST) 

Yesterday  evening,  at  a  neeting  of  the  presidents  of  large  SToiagogaes  in 
Chicago,  it  was  decided  that  on  the  second  day  of  Shevuous  (Pentecost), 
at  meraorial  services  every;vhere,  an  appeal  should  be  made  to  raise  money 
for  the  synagogue  and  center  for  uncurable  Jevash  patients  in  Oak  Forest. 

A  coimnittee  v;as  appointed  to  contact  rabbis  in  regard  to  making  this  appeal. 
This  committee  consists  of  LI.  Salk,  I.Ir.  Feinstein,  Yerchraeal  Rosenberg,  Paul 
Risnan,  Judge  Llarken,  V/llliam  Farber,  Adolph  Cohen,  and  H.  M.  Barnett. 

The  County  Board  decided  to  give  a  site  in  Cak  Forest  for  this  spiritual 
center,  but  Chicago  Jews  must  pay  for  its  construction  and  upkeep. 
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FI5TESIC  T::CU3^IL  D0LL.J;:S   ClLLEGIICD  i.T  TlJil  HCU3E  OPEZTING  OiT 
T::^  sn:.a  iio::piT.LL 

In  spite  of  bad  v.eat'ier,  ::.ore  than  a  tlicusand  persons  attended  the  opening 
of  the  Sinai  Hospital  yesterday.  •  The  affai^  vhich  be;:aii  in  the  afternoon, 
continued  far  into  the  evening. 

Men  and  ;voi:ien  cane  from  all  corners  of  the  city  to  celebrate  this  event  of  the 

kosher  hosnital.  The  coronittee,  v;hich  for  txvo  and  a  half  \^ear3  ;.orked  cease- 
lessly  for  this  occasion,  received  hearty  ;::reetinf;s,  telerxaphically  and  orally. 

The  ceremonies  coiiL-'ienced  with  dancing  in  the  hospital  yard  about  3  P.M. ,  The 
chairnan  was  ^.x»   I.^nashus  hernard.  .addresses  were  delivered  by  Health  Ooruaissioner 
John  Dill  Robertson,  Kabbi  Ezreal  Epstein,  iienjairiin  J.  Rosenthal,  Rabbi  Saul  Silver, 
Dr.  Rudolph  Joffee,  Rabbi  .x.   E.  Kardon,  ...orris  Xurtzon,  and  iVj:s.  Edwin  Romberg. 

acting  as  auctioneer  was  Lj?.  Benjajnin  J.  Rosentlial,  the  prcrainent  clothing 
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raanufacturer  auctionin^^  off  the  I:ey  to  the  nain  door  of  the  hospital.  The 
results  shov/ec  an  income  of  .^1,000,  of  v.hich  Harry  Borenstein  donated  ^225. 
Ho  other  articles  v.ere  auctioned,  ix.   Louis  .^diariii  had  the  honor  of  fastenini 
the  ̂ .azuza  (riebrevj  prayer  container)  at  the  door. 

ii.ll  the  rooLis  ;.ere  not  sold  yesterday.   It  is  expected  that  all  those  x;ishing 
to  purchase  a  room  \.ill  do  so  this  week.  Fro:::   the  sale  of  roons,  an  income 
of  fifteen -thousand  dollars  v;as  collectdd.  Here  are  some  of  the  many  v.ho 
bou.^ht  a  room,  or  sii.iply  contributed  tneir  donations: 

Infant  .lid  Society,  ',;l,000  to  the  annual  chest  for  the  linen  of  the  infant  { 
v;ard;  Sisters  of  Peace,  .^^500,  {both  organizations  are  composed  of  South  Sid 
Jewish  v.omen);  ..j?.  and  Ilrs.  Kev/zel,  ̂ pSOO,  in  honor  of  their  son,  vjhc  fell 

off  the  Twelfth  and  Canal  Street  brid{];e  in  an  accident  ;':ith  his  automobile 
and  v;as  drovjned;  Saiiiuel  Piatt,  v500;  I.j:.  ilarry  Borenstone,  vl,000;  Sairiuel 

Philipson,  4?500;  Harry  Lubliner,  -;500;  I-.j?s.  Jacob  Livingston  ?und,  ,J500; 
^r.  i'.iorris  Kurtzon,  ^1,000;  I.j?.  ...ever  Helstein,  ^500,  Ignashus  Hernard,  -^500; 
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Shari  Tora  ̂ iiishe  ..arev  3i:ul,   v500;   ijeth  uci-.iedrosh.  lIa:;adol,    .,i^t300;   Illinois 
Branch,  xcierican  Union  of  Ru:*ianian  Jev.s,   vOOO;   Barnev  Goldstein,   ^500;   and 
l^T.  H.   ICrainer  donated   ,.200. 

IlJ?s.   Isnats  J.  Riess  donated  tne  Bool^  of  Life  in  honor  cf  her  son,  Herbert 
Leston»     ^^11  donations  contributed  to  the  nospital  v.lll  be   entered  into  thi 
booh. 

The   corxriittee  hopes  that  the  lar^e  Jewish  population  \.hich  believes  in  the 

need  o£  a  hosher  hospital  vdll  not  si.nply  rel^^  on  their  beliefs.     In  order  to 
support  the  hospital,    a  su..;  of   ,,25,000  ..list   be  raised  annually  by  subscriptions. 
To  the  present  ti.  e,   the  cor^riittee  v.as  fortunate  in  securinc  subscriptions  for 

^10,000  annually,     hov  that  t.ie  iiospital  is  in  operation,   t:e  vcrh  of  securing 

the  rest   of  the  subscri-jtions  v.ill  be   conoiderably  .rdtipated. 

m-  ■■     H       ■■  ■      --  ■-■       -    ■  '  ■"■'      "*■       '*''        —- -— •  '  '     -  — —  —  •«=- 
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Forward.  May  U,  1919* 

Today  is  the  opening  of  the  Mt.  Sinai  Hospital,  at  1579  S,  California 
Ave.   It  is  a  Jewish  institution  and  will  give  free  medical  care  to  the  Jews 

of  Chicago,  The  Mt*  Sinai  Hospital  has  "been  rebuilt  from  the  Maimonides  Hos« 
pital,  which  had  heen  "built  hy  Chicago  Jews,  hut  had  been  destroyed  hy  the 
West  Side  Jewish  politicians,  when  they  could  obtain  no  "benefit  from  it. 

The  medical  staff  will  "be  as  follows!   Surgeons:  Dr.  Harry  Richter, 
Dr.  Alfred  A.  Strauss,  Dr.  Victor  L.  Shraeger;  Women  Care;  Dr.  Share,  Dr. 

New"berger  and  Dr.  W.  H.  Ruhovitz;  Internal  Medicine:  Dr.  John  L.  Jack,  Dr. 
M.  Levinson,  Dr.  M.  Trace  and  Dr.  George  Hu"bin. 
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TCD.iY,  t:£S  c:i;HE..:c::i.i  c:-s::r:G  o?  tis  zi::^a  iiODtiTiiL 
ft 

Today,   at  3  P.k.,   the  Sinai  ^loapital  v.lll  be  opened  v/itli  {^reat  cere.riony, 
beGinninc  in  the  tent   just  outside  tne  buildin^;,   and  ending  v;itliin  the 
hos^oital  asser.;bly  hall. 

The  Sinai  Hospital  stands  on  the  site  foriierly  occupied  by  the  I.laimonides 
Kospital,   which  v;as  the  first  iZosher  hospital  in  Ohica:;;o,   at  California, 
near  15th  Street. 

After  the  cere.aonies,    it  v.ill  be  opened  to  the  public  for  inspection. 

The  follov.lnt^  v;ill  speal:  in  the  tent  ceremonies:     Benjan.in  Rosenthal,  Dr. 
J.  Dill  Robertson,   health  coLiiaissioner  of  Chicago,  Rabbi  Efriam  Epstein, 
Rabbi  Ezreal  Epstein,   Rabbi  Saul  Silver,   Dr.   Tobias  Shonfarber,  Dr.   Rudolph 
Coffee,  Rabbi  ^x.  E.  Kardon  and  Karry  3.   Levinson. 

The  Sinai  Hospital  possesses  ninety  beds,    of  v.hicii  one-third  v.ill  be  free, 
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and  another  third,  half  orice. 

The  place  uill  be  t.iOGt  beautiful  and  :;.ost  :.iodern,  possessinr;  a  staff  of  the  best 
doctors  in  Chicaco,  under  whose  supervision  the  :aost  r.iodern  nedical  improvenents 
have  been  installed,  such  as  are  aLr^ost  unequalled  an^nvhere  within  the  city. 

The  Sinai  Hospital  is  the  last  word  in  aedical  science. 

The  coixaittee  that  undertook  the  responsibility  of  opening  this  kosher  hospital 
finished  its  work  today.  It  collected  fifteen  thousand  dollars  necessary  to 
complete  various  sections  in  the  hospital,  tjid  secured  the  interests  of  enou. 
people  to  assure  its  success. 

But  without  the  aid  of  t.ie  lar{::e  Jev.ish  coi;i;.iunity,  it  cannot  be  successful. 

At  this  opening,  v;e  find  no  debts.  The  fifty  thousand  dollars  that  lyr.  Lorris 

Kurzon  invested  in  redeSiains  the  hospital  at  the  banki'uptcy,  he  will  accept 

->i 
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re-payment  in  yec.rly  rentals  Vvithout  any  interest  charges.   :ie  is  also  ready 
to  sell  the  building  to  the  liCiDpitdl  at  any  tine  so  desired. 

LIr.  Ilorris  Kurzon  is  today  t;:e  true  hero  of  the  party  for  accomplishing  Vvhat 

everyone  tho-.C-"i't'  '^*'^^   the  inpossible.  his  vor:c  for  tne  last  tvo  years  is  today 
cro\med  with  success.  Thursday,  at  the  hospital,  a  leetinc  of  the  Kabbis  \vas 

held  to  settle  the  *'kosher"  question.   It  v;as  decided  that  a  coin^nittee  of 
Kabbi  Ezreal  Epstein,  Kabbi  TilphricuM  l^Jpstein,  Rabbi  i^.  E.  Kurdon,  Keibbi  3» 
Shacn,  and  Rabbi  Tzivia  Hosenbluia,  met  v.ith  a  committee  of  three  doctors 
and  three  trustees.  Together,  they  v.ill  formulate  all  particulars  regarding 

"Kosher"  differences  at  tne  hospital. 

Ivirs.  Pearl  is  the  suoerintendent  of  the  nurses. 
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A  SUCC3SSFUL  EXTT^RTAIlM^UsTT  FOR  THE  IICUITT  SlilJ  HOSPITAL 

Exceeding  all  expectations  was  the  success  attained  at  the  Empire 

Theater  benefit  last  Thursday,  v;hich  v/as  sponsored  by  the  Romans' 
Club  (for  the  benefit  of)  Mt,  Sinai  Hospital.  The  theatre  was 

filled  to  capacity.  Between  acts,  Mr.  Z.  3.  Comayko  appealed  to 

the  audience.  The  result  was  ̂ 3,500  received  as  follows: 

Giving  $100 1  J.  Globerman,  Morris  Gtoodinan,  B.  Mendelson,  Silverman 

and  Pintshoff ,  L.  Baraash,  R.  Rosenberg,  Loskovitz,  Mrs.  Levin, 

the  wife  of  I.  Levin,  'Kosher  Store';  Mr.  Krum,  and  Z.  B.  Comayko 
himself. 

Giving  ̂ 50:  Vx.   Krti3ger,  Mr.  Silver,  J.  Weinstein,  D.  Pasher,  S. 

Piser,  S.  J.  Natkiii,  H.  Siegel,  J.  Adler,  and  Dr.  J.  Cohen. 
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Giving  $25:  !•  Brasilov,  LIr.  Abrans,  S,  Nordenberg,  S.  Eoltzman, 
M.  Piel,  A,  11.   Gtordon,  J.  Freind,  M*  Fishman,  Mr.  Lerner,  A. 
Hoffman,  J.   Miller,  1^.  Karsh,  IJr.  Pavlay,  3.  Balan,  Mrs.  ii.  Benjamin, 
lUrs.  A.   Adler,  D.  Provis,  M.  Mendes,  A.  M.  Goldberg,  \h   Singer, 
D^atbinski,  Earshleder,  Dr.  Schreger,  H.  Levin,  and  M.  Uhterr 

Giving  $15:  3.  Goldman,  and  Dvorkin;  giving  ̂ i^lO:  LIr.  Brown,  L.  Berman,/^ 
Charles  Coopershnit ,  Dora  Cohen,  Mr.  Shoenberg,  and  J.  Globerman; 
giving  s?5:  M.  Ziller,  Dr.  J.  Shtulman,  Abe  Nathan,  Alex  Stoneberg. 

Mrs.  Sarah  Ziv  donated  $25.  v.x)rth  of  merchandise. 

The  following  v/omen  directed  the  affair: 

Mrs.  S.  ilroner,  I.1rs.  Pushker,  Mrs.  Samuels,  Ivirs.  B.  Mendelson, 

[-/nu. 
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Llrs*  Neifeld,   •.Irs*  Bloonenthal,  Mrs.  Gtoldfine,  Mrs.  Soil,  llrs.  Glasski, 
I&s.  Kurtzow,  Mrs.  S.  Cohen,  Ivlrs.   Charles  Adelman,  llrs.  S.   3,   Comayko. 

ISrs.  B.  Shifinan  is  president  of  the  club. 

Besides  lir.  Comayko,   ur*  Lev;ison  also  spoke. 

f  i-ij  ... 

"  ̂ ^l    o 
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[k   HOSPITAL  CLOSER? 
The  old  Maimonides  Hospital  which  was  closed  down  because  of  the 
infamous  activities  of  local  politicians  will  be  reopened  on  the 

Ath  of  May  under  its  new  name,  the  Mount  Sinai  Hospital  of  Chicago 
The  new  management  promises  to  be  clear  of  politics. 

JEWISH 
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Forward  -Februarj'  25,  1519. 

A  "benefit  performance  tonight  for  Jewish  incurable. 

Two  performances  will  be  played  today  and  tomorrow  at  the  Empire  Theatre,  under 

the  auspices  of  the  Ladies  Auxilar^"  of  the  Oak  Forest  Infirmary,  for  the  "benefit 
of  the  Jewish  patients,  who  are  kept  up  by  this  institution  for  uncorables  ih 
Oak  Forest, 

ITearly  100  incurable  Jewish  patients  in  that  county  institution  are  awaiting 
our  help. 

The  Jewish  patients  of  that  institute  were  constantly  complaining,  whjr  the 
Chicago  Jews  ignore  them,  and  are  not  interested  enough  to  come  out  to  visit 
them.   It  is  our  duty  to  help  those  unfortunates  who  need  our  help  and  friend- 

ship . 
Tonight  at  the  ibpire. 
The  Golden  Wedding  - 

Tomorrow  - 

Blind  Lo'^^'e. 
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Jewish  iVelfare   Board  ^. 

About   six  months   ago,   the  Jev/i  sh  V/elfare  Board   ae2:otiated  with  us  in  the   in-  '^^^\ \ 
terest  of  organizing  a  Chicago  division  under  our  direction.   This  work  has    > 

grown  tremendously  during  this  time.  The  fact  that  we  are  8  large  Jewish  cen- 
ter attracted  quite  a  number  of  ex-service  men  as  well  as  soldiers  and  sailors 

in  the  service.   They  authorized  our  appointment  of  a  special  representrjtive 
whose  business  it  is  to  visit  the  hospitals  in  the  city  ef  well  as  vicinity, 

and  to  look  after  the  welfare  of  the  Jewish  boys  who  are  the  inmates.   Re- 
gular visits  to  these  hospitals  are  made  by  the  representative,  and  every 

attention  is  H;iven  to  make  those  who  are  in  need  of  personal  service  as 
comfortable  as  possible. 

Among  the  institutions  visited  by  the  representative  are  the  following: 

The  '^r  re  at  Lakes  Radio  ""chool;  the  Great  Lakes  Hospital;  The  Fort  Sheridan 
Station;  the  '/aukesha  hospital;  the  Speedway  Hospital;  the  Forty-Seventh 
Street  Hospital;  the  Jackson  Park  Hospital;  the  Marion;  and  Indiana  Sana- 
torium# 
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The  Reform  Advocate. Vol.  56,  Wk.  of  Nov.  23,  1918.  Page  374.^^ 

The  Mount  Slnal  Hospital  will  be  the  only  Kosher  Jewish  Hospital  ;  > 

In  Chloaso.  It  will  be  the  only  Institutions  of  its  .kind  in  the  forty  l>j mile  area  of  the  Lawndale  district. 

The  Hospital  will  not.be  conducted  on  a  commercial  basis,  but  as  a 
charitable  Institution. 
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FREE  DISPEtTSARY 
Good  News  for  Chicago  Jews 

( Adver t i  sement ) 

A  free  dispensary  has  been  opened  at  572  V/est  Twelfth  Street,   at  the  corner 

of  Jefferson  Street,  where  doctors  will  esramine  sick  women  and  children 

every  day  from  ten  to  twelve  in  the  morning,  and  men  who  are  sick,   from 
seven  to  eight  in  the  evening. 

During  the  same  hours,  dental  service  will  be  given  at  half  price,  and 
teeth  will  be  extracted  free. 

Lipsky's  Drug  Store, 
572  West  Twelfth  Street, 
comer  Jefferson  Street. 
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ov/  Hcspiii-j.  TO  opi^i  i::  3i:priL.3i;i^ 

Plans   for  Openinc  Ht.   Sinai  Hospital  Are  Comijlate 

Chicago  v;ill  soon  have  a  nev;  kosher  hospital  on  tlic   \r03t  Side.     That   is,    the 
hospital  v/ill  not   be  nev/.     But  tho  nair.e  and  the  administration  v;ill  bo  nev;. 

It  v;ill  be  the  old  IlaL'-ionides  Hospital   under  -ohe  new  narie,    ̂ ^.t.   Sinai    los- 
pital".      --aid  accordinc  to  tho   reorf^.anization  coirjrdttee,  v;i:ich  :.iet  lust  uigiht, 
the  ':t.   Sinai  Hospital  v/ill  open  the  second  v/eel:  in  Septei^iber  of  this  year. 

Thj  reorganization  co:ir.iittoe  is  practically  finished  v;ith  its  work.      It  has 

ever^^hing  ir  readiness  Tor  thj  cpenin:;^  of  tha  hospital,     ."aid  at  tho    -lerct 
r.eetinc  tl)D    election  of  regular  officers  and  a  board  of  tv/enty-one  directors 
v;ill  take  pluce. 

?or  the  tv;o  years  durinc  v/hich  the  reorganization  coixiittee  has  v;orked,    it 

has  raised  fifteen  t'.iousand  doll^ars  and  has  .vorked  out  plans  for  an  annual 
Or 
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income  of  a  sirailar  sani.  ;jid  according  to  the  committee,  this  v/ill  be 
enough  to  cover  the  deficit  resulting  from  charity  cases* 

The  building  and  everything  in  it  belong,  as  is  knovm,  to  Llr,  Ivlorris  Kurtzon, 
who  purchased  it  all  over  a  year  ago.  He  could  have  roade  a  profit  on  this  pur- 

chase. But  his  plan  vms  to  establish  a  kosher  hospital  for  the  local  Jev/ish 
coromunity*  /iiid  now  I.ir,  Kurtzon  believes  he  stands  at  the  threshold  of  the 
realization  of  his  plan,  his  dream. 

Last  night  at  the  iiuoting  he  displayed  a  letter  Trom  LIr.  i^d.^ond  J.  Janies,  pres- 
ident of  the  University  of  Illinois,  offering  seventy-five  thousand  dollars 

for  the  hospital.  He  refused  this  huge  profit  in  order  to  enable  the  Chicago 
Jevvs  to  have  their  o;vn  hospital.  The  principal  and  the  accrued  interest  on 
the  building  v/ill  be  refunded  to  LIr.  Kurtzon;  yet  his  act  in  refusing  to  sell 
the  hospital  for  a  profit  .vill  roiuain  everlastingly  to  his  credit. 

The  hospital  will  repay  him  the  fifty  thousand  dollars  njid  the  interest  in  ■y^'^^s^ 

O' 
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the  fom  oi"  rent,  and  other  foms  of  reiEibursa.ient ,  at  the  rate  of  about 
seven  thousand  dollars  a  year. 

According;:  to  the  plans,  tiie  hospital  will  open  with  fifty  beds,  nost  of  them 
for  charity  cases.  People  have  already  been  enployed  to  fi::  and  remodel  the 
interior  of  the  building. 

At  the  next  i.eeting  all  details  vdll  be  worked  out.  The  superintendent  of 
the  hospital  will  be  the  well-laiov/n  surgeon,  Dr.  II.  II.   Richter,  and  he  v/ill 
have  the  authorit^^  to  choose  doctors  and  nurses. 

Mrs.  Udv/in  Komberc,  chairman  of  the  ladies*  hospital  auxiliarj'-,  which  num- 
bers about  eight  hundred  rienibcrs,  handed  over  a  checlc  for  forty- two  uiundred 

dollars  at  last  niglit's  ir.eeting,  which  sur.!  .vas  niade  up  of  the  dues  frora  the 
wonen  of  this  organization.  The  hospital  v;ill  also  have  a  young  people *s 
auxiliary. 
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The  nost  active  iTienbers  of  tlie  reorganization  connittee  v;ho  deserve  ^.ost 

credit  for  the  reopening  of  the  hospital  are  :      ̂ lorris  Kurtson,  J".  Bernard, 
I.Iarcus  Yacobov;sk7,  vice-president  or  the  Fort  De.:irbom  Bank,  Mrs.  j]divin 
Romberg,  I.Irs.   I^-^nace  Reiss,  :.:r.   and  Llrs.  Llever  llelstein,  I.Irs.   Jacob  IT.   Grossberg, 
L!r.  Henry  Hei3s:^n,  Lj?.   Georf-^e  Fine,   and  iiany  others. 

or 
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A  m^   ifOE  JEV;iSH  S0LDI2r:3  Jsl   CHICAGO 

by 

Jonah  
5pivak 

Now  is  the  time  to  prepare  for  the  immediate  future,   .  e  do  not  mean  preparation 

for  war.  For  the  war  is  already  going  on  at  full  blast  and  with  great  momentixm. 

Besides,  the  conduct  of  the  v^ar  is  a  matter  for  the  government  and  not  for  an       3^ 
individual  group. 

What  we  wish  to  talk  about  here,  are  some  of  the  results  of  the  war  that  will 

of  necessity  effect  in  the  near  future  the  lives  of  the  various  nationalities, 

groups, and  families  in  our  country.   We  mean,  specifically,  the  hospitals  and 
homes  for  the  wounded  soldiers  who  vjill  be  returning  from  the  battlefield  and 

will  be  dependent  upon  our  aid. 

Last  week,  Secretary  of  the  interior  Lane  presented  a  memoranduia  to  congress 

on  the  burning  question  of  what  to  do  with  our  soldiers  when  they  return  from 

/ranee.  In  this  memorandum,  he  states  that  the  government  of  the  United  States 

must  soon  begin  to  formulate  definite  piano  aG  to  v^ays  and  means  of  settling 
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the  returning  soldiers  on  farms  of  their  om\   at  government  expense, 

thus  giving  them  the  opportunity  of  becoming  rehabilitated. 

This  v.as  stated,  hov-ever,  only  in  regards  to  perfectly  healthy  soldiers.  There 
will  be  a  certain  number  of  them,  however,  ^^o   %^ill  be  unproductive  for  a  long 

time,  or  forever.  These  cire  the  vounded  and  the  disabled.  Not  farms  but  hospi- 
tals  will  be  needed  for  these  brave  fighters;  institutions  v-here  they  will  be 

received  and  kept  in  honor  and  taken  care  of  in  every  possible  way. 

There  are  some  people  going  about  planning  to  place  such  soldiers  in  private 
homes  where  they  vd.ll  be  considered  members  of  the  family.  This  however  except 
in  a  few  cases,  is  both  impractical  and  unsatisfactory. 

Vke  can  ear,ily  imagine  the  strong  sentiment  in  favor  of  the  heroic  unfortunates 

shortly  after  the  war.  It  will  be  an  honor  for  a  family  to  consider  one  of 

these  heroes  as  one  of  them.  There  will  come  a  time,  however,  when  this  senti- 
ment will  cool  somewhat.  Liany  families  will  begin  to  look  upon  this  soldier  as 
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a  bu3^en  upon  them,  and  will  not  conduct  themselves  with  the  same 
warmth  and  consideration  toward  the  disabled  hero.  This  will  have  an  In- 

jurious effect  upon  the  ez-soldler;  It  will  hurt  his  pride*  When  we  care- 
fully examine  the  psychology  of  the  matter,  we  can  readily  see  that  this  will 

hurt  the  disabled  soldier  more  than  being  wounded  on  the  battlefield*  Ailing 
or  crippled  people  are  naturally  very  sensitive.  It  will  always  seem  to  them 
that  people  are  looking  at  them  askance,  that  they  are  considered  an  unwanted 
burden,  and  they  will  feel  wronged  emd  hurt* 

But  in  the  eyes  of  the  government  all  soldiers  are  alike*  They  do  not  recognize 
cuiy  national  or  religious  differences*  Least  of  €lL1  do  they  consider  traditions, 
customs,  and  tastes*  The  government  institutions  will  therefore  De  free  to  the 
soldiers  of  the  various  nationalities,  with  special  privileges  for  none. 

r- 

It  is  necessary,  therefore,  to  build  institutions  in  the  near  future  for  these  -o 
sick  and  crippled,  where  they  will  feel  at  home*  The  government  will  undoubtedly  o 
carry  out  this  project,  and  plans  are  most  likely  already  prepared  in  the  oj 
Department  of  the  Interior. 
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Let  us  consider  nov;  how  a  Jev/ish  soldier  v/ould  feel  there — a  Jew  who 
had  been  reared  in  an  entirely  different  environment  v;ith  entirely  different 
habits  and  different  tastes  fron  those  of  the  others*  During  the  period  of 

his  military  service,  when  he  had  to  fulfill  his  duty  to  his  country,  he  v/as 
compelled  to  subdue  his  peculiarities  and  specific  inclinations.  He  could 
not  demand  any  special  consideration.  At  such  a  time  his  ovm  ego  v/as  submerged 
within  the  soul  of  the  nation,  and  a  spirit  was  instilled  in  him  by  that  ideal 
which  impells  people  to  fight  for  their  fellow  men.  But  v;hen  the  SY;ord  is 
sheathed  in  its  scabbard,  v/hen  the  roar  of  the  cannon  is  silenced,  and  peace  is 

established,  then  his  former  inclinations  return  to  him  instinctively,  and 

he  V7ill  feel  a  nostalgia  for  his  former  civilian  life,  and  for  that  environment 
from  which  he  came. 

The  disabled  Jeivish  soldier  will  certainly  not  be  able  to  adapt  himself  during 

peace  tine  to  a  strange  environment.  He  will  alv/ays  long  for  his  Jewish  brethren; 
Jey;ish  food  will  taste  much  better  to  him;  and  many  will  want  to  appease  their 
religious  hunger. 

~T3 

:x3 

CO 
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It  therefore  becomes  imperative  now  that  the  Jewish  civic  leaders 
of  our  city  shall  consider  what  to  do  in  this  matter.   Our  Jewish  civic 
leaders  have  already  succeeded  in  erecting  many  useful  institutions  here  in 
our  city,  such  as  an  old  people's  home,  an  orphans*  home,  and  many  others. 
They  should  begin  to  formulate  plans  for  a  new  institution — the  Jewish  soldiers* 
home  • 

Such  an  institution  should  be  built  in  a  nice  Jewish  neighborhood,  and  arranged 
and  furnished  in  the  most  modem  fashion.   It  shoula  be  finished  as  soon  as 
possible  so  as  to  be  able  to  accommodate,  as  permanent  residents,  all  the  Jewish 
veterans  who  will  be  in  need  of  such  a  place  immediately  after  the  war. 

To  build  such  an  institution,  a  mass  movement,  and  not  a  party  movement,  is 
needed.  The  leaders  of  all  Jewish  organizations  should  become  interested  in 
it,  be  they  liberal  or  conservative,  labor  unions  or  congregations.  And  if 
we  begin  this  work  vath  our  united  effort,  then  we  will  be  successful. 

Now  is  the  time  to  work,  to  show  concern  for  the  future.  And  all,  without 
5> 
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regard  for  affiliations  or  inclinations,  are  duty-bound  to  aid  in  erect 
ing  this  building,  which  will  be  an  honor  to  Chicago  Jev^s  and  a  home  for  those 
who  are  no  longer  physically  able  to  becaae  rehabilitated* 

Do  it  now  and  don*t  put  it  off  until  laterl  If  our  country  is  ruled  v«ith  under- 
standing, then  we  should  be  ashamed  of  ourselves  for  not  having  annihilated 

poverty  and  need;  if  our  country,  however,  is  not  ruled  with  understanding, 
then  we  should  surely  be  ashamed  of  our  riches  and  injustice^ 

c 
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IV  The  banquet  last  evening  \^^ich  marked  the  close  of  the  convention  of 
the  Jewish  Consuiaptives  Relief  Society  of  Denver  was  a  grand  and  im- 

pressive affair.  More  than  two  hundred  and  fifty  proi.iinent  men  and  women 
were  assembled  around  the  table  and,  after  being  entertained  with  a  real 
kosher  dinner,  heard  some  addresses  made  in  behalf  of  the  sufferers  from 
consumption.  Some  of  those  present  gave  personal  donations.  The  majority 
undertook  to  procure  certain  sums  for  the  Sanatorium.  Lir.  Harry  V.olf ,  in 
behalf  of  the  Progressive  Order  of  the  ,Vest,  pledged  the  sum  of  one  thousand 

dollars;  Dr.  R.  L.  Halpern,  in  behalf  of  Order  B'rith  Sholom,  five  hundred 
dollars;  Isadore  Cohn,  two  hundred  dollars;  Rabbi  Saul  Silber,  five  hundred 

dollars;  V/orkmen's  Circle,  one  hundred  dollars;  and  S.  B.  Komaiko,  one  hundred 
dollars.  Smaller  and  larger  sums  were  contributed  by  the  others.  Judge  Henry 
Eoraer  was  toastmaster  and  addresses  were  made  by  Rabbi  Silber,  Leon  Zolotokoff , 
Dr.  Chaim  Spivak,  Dr.  xhilip  nillkov;itz,  ..^rs.  Gordon  of  the  V/infield  Sanitarium 
iirj?.  Komaiko  and  others. 
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I  B  4   The  fourteenth  annual  convention  of  the  Jev/ish  Oonsuiaptives  F:elief 
I  11  Society  of  Denver  was  officially  opened  ye^sterday  morning  in  the 
IV  Crystal  Room  of  the  Jherman  Hotel,  and  continued  until  evening  with 

the  exception  of  a  couple  of  hours  for  the  recess  period,  ijr. 
Isadore  Cohn  was  the  chairman.  The  first  to  report  on  the  activities  of  the 
Denver  Sanatorium  was  Dr.  Philip  Hillkowitz,  president  of  the  institution; 
follovang  him,  the  chairmen  of  the  various  departments  of  the  institution 
delivered  their  reports.  This  convention  differed  entirely  from  the  conven- 

tions of  other  Jewish  organizations;  it  bore  a  decidedly  different  character 
because  it  did  not  deal  with  any  resolutions  or  any  discussions  as  to  how 
committees  should  be  appointed.  There  were  no  coinr::ittees  for  they  were  not 
necessary.  The  main  task  of  the  convention  was  to  hear  the  report  of  the 
superintendent  of  the  institution,  and  then  to  carry  out  the  outlined  pro- 

gram of  action. 

The  most  interesting  of  all  reports  was  that  made  by  Dr.  Chain  Spivak,  the 
secretary  of  the  Society.  iJ.though  dealing  v/ith  scientific  terminology,  his 
explanations  were  so  clear  and  concise  that  everyone  understood  him  thoroughly. 
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I  B  4  Dr.  Spivak  pointed  out  that  during  the  fourteen-year  existence  of 
I  M    the  Sanatorium  it  had  had  2974  cases,  of  which  2066  were  those  of 
rV     persons  born  in  Russia.  The  average  age  of  the  victims  of  the 

white  plague  was  between  twenty  and  forty  years.  He  put  the  suf- 
ferers of  consumption  in  three  categories.  This  he  did  in  order  to  bring 

out  clearly  how  the  institution  acts  when  admtting  patients.   If,  for 
instance,  a  person  v/ho  is  not  yet  in  a  dangerous  condition  applies  for 
admittance  and  is  notified  that  he  will  be  admitted  as  soon  as  there  is 
a  vacancy,  and  if  at  the  same  time  a  person  suffering  from  the  last  stage 
of  the  terrible  disease  applies  for  admittance,  then  the  rules  are  over- 

looked. The  person  suffering  most  will  be  admitted  first.  The  whole  pro- 
cedure would  not  be  necessary  if  the  Sanatorium  possessed  adequate  space. 

The  Sanatorium  has  become  far  too  small  for  the  number  of  patients  who 
apply  to  it;  it  ne^ds  more  beds,  more  cottages,  more  space,  and  it  fervently 
hopes  that  the  great  Jewish  masses  who  helped  to  build  the  Sanatorium  when 
it  first  began,  and  who  since  then  have  supported  it,  will  continue  to  do  so 
in  the  future,  enlisting  for  it  more  friends  and  subscribers. 
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I  B  4    Another  important  point  v\.hich  Dr.  Spivak  mentioned  is  the  problem 
I  M     of  vjhat  to  do  v;ith  those  patients  vvho  have  recovered  fully  and  have 
IV  been  discharged  from  the  Sanatorium.  They  are  no  longer  in  need  of 

the  institution's  facilities,  but  must  remain  in  the  mild  climate  of 
Denver  and  must  not  v;ork  too  hard.  They  must  be  cared  for,  they  must  be 
supportedl  But  v;ho  shall  do  it?  The  Central  Jewish  Aid  Society  does  this 
noble  work.  This  Society  consists  of  all  eleiaents  of  the  Jev/s  in  Denver  and 

is  support '?d  by  the  Sanatoriiua  with  a  yearly  subsidy  of  five  thousand  dollars; 
the  other  sanitarium  in  Denver,  that  of  the  Reformed  Jews,  contributes  a  like 
sum  annually  and  the  Society  itself  raises  a  sum  of  ten  thousand  dollars  a 
year.   Consequently,  despite  its  shortage  of  funds  and  space,  the  Sanatorium 
is  nevertheless  forced  to  contribute  to  the  support  of  those  who  are  actually 
outside  its  jurisdiction.  He  concluded  his  report  vdth  a  warm  appeal  to  the 
Jev;s  of  America  to  support  the  Sanatorium,  which  in  its  scope  is  a  national  in- 

stitution; he  also  stated  that  if  every  Jew  did  his  duty  toward  the  Sanatorium, 
then  it  would  be  possible  to  eradicate  to  a  great  extent  the  terrible  pest  from 
Jemsh  centers  throughout  the  coiintry. 

'  T 

mi 
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I  B  4    Dr.  Spivak  be^an  to  read  his  report  at  the  first  session.  He 
I  Li     completed  it  in  the  second  session,  at  which  ivir.  oamuel  i^^con 
IV  presided.  Upon  the  motion  of  Dr.  Spivak,  the  convention  invited 

the  famous  Jewish  poet  Yehoash  (S.  Blum^^arten) ,  who  is  now  a  guest 
►in  Chicago  and  is  one  of  the  principal  founders  of  the  Denver  Sanatorium,  to 
speak  to  it. 

A  Gomraittee  composed  of  Dr.  A.  Levinson,  Dr.  3.  Glaper  and  :.Ir.  Bernard 
Shulman  carried  the  invitation  to  the  noted  author,  who  came  with  them 
back  to  the  convention  hall.  The  great  poet  received  a  stormy  and  enthusi- 

astic reception.  In  a  brief  but  beautiful  address  he  pointed  to  the  re- 
markable growth  of  the  Sanatorium,  lie  declared  that  he  still  remembers  the 

time  when  the  sum  of  one  hundred  and  fifty  dollars  v;as  collected  during  an 
effort  made  for  the  benefit  of  the  Sanatorium.  The  enthusiasm  resulting 
from  this  success  was  then  so  great  that  many  wanted  to  celebrate  the  occa- 

sion. And  now  he  had  heard  that  the  income  of  the  institution  reaches  the 
total  of  one  hundred  and  seventy  thousand  dollars  and  is  still  not  enough. 
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I  M     its  present  income  proves  that  the  number  of  sufferers  has  in- 
IV  creased  considerably,  and  he  therefore  appealed  to  everyone  to 

aid  v;ith  everything  in  his  power  the  fight  against  the  white 
plague,  and  to  expel  it  from  wherever  Jews  live. 

Interesting  reports  were  then  given  by  the  examining  physicians  in  Jhicago, 
Dr.  A.  Levinson,  Dr.  k.  oahood,  Dr.  o.  Jlaper,  and  Dr.  .^orris  Levinson.   Of 
equal  interest  were  the  reports  or  the  Jevash  Jonsuiaptives  Relief  Jociety  of 

Chicago  and  of  the  Chicago-'.iinfield  sanitarium. 

The  following  persons  extended  greetings  to  the  convention  in  behalf  of 

organizations  which  support  the  sanatorium:  L.  Benenson  of  the  '..orkraens 
Circle,  Julius  5avitsky  of  the  Jewish  i.ational  ;;orkers  iJLliance,  Jacob 
Goldber  ̂ oldberg  ( ?27  of  the  Progressive  Order  of  the  ;<est,  Dr.  ?..  L. 
Halpern  of  the  Order  B*rith  Jholom,  Isadore  Liederman  of  the  rinights  of 
Joseph,  Charles  Bonus  of  the  Order  B'rith  Abraham.,  and  a  representative 
of  Independent  Order  B'rith  iibraham. 
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I  B  4    A  little  controversy  ensued,  caused  by  the  report  of  the  nomnat- 
I  M     ing  coiumittee  which  has  always  nominated  only  residents  of  Denver 
IV  as  candidates  for  trustees.  Liany  were  of  the  opinion  that  by  this 

action  an  injustice  was  being  committed  against  other  cities.  Later 
it  was  proved  that  the  trustees  ought  to  be  persons  residing  near  the  Sanatori< 
um  in  order  to  participate  actively  in  the  business  of  the  institution  and  to 
attend  its  meetings.  The  candidates  proposed  by  the  nominating  committee  v;ere 

then  elected.  /"The  names  of  the  candidates  follow^ 

J 
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IV  cOii'^ijn.Fnv^iCS  d;;Liri:F  JociniTi 

In  the  presence  of  nore  than  three  iiundrerl  delegates  and  several  r.uadred 

cuests,  the  fourteenth  annual  convention  of    '.he  Je^i^^h  Consu-iptives  relief 
Society  of  Denver  v/as  opened  yesterday  eveni^ig  with  a  rass  ]n9etin<::<  at  the 

Sher:.ian  Hotel,  v.'hich  \ms   rollcv/ed  by  a  reception  for  the  dele^;;ites  and  officers 
of  the  Jenver  Sanatoriua,  niv-Bn   by  the  Je/;isn  Gonsuinptivas  ^-^elief  Society  of 

Chica.^:o  under  the  ciiair.jaanship  of  •.'■rs.  Jacob  yalkes.  The   cor.vention  v/ill 
continue  all  day  today  fr oin  9  -■^,  ;:. ,  and  'vill  close  -.ith  a  kosher  banquet  at 
six  o'clock  in  the  eveninr^, 

Ivir.  A.  S.  Roe,  cliair.ian  of  the  convantion  coiii  ittee,  opened  the  convention  by 
presenting  .iabbi  Sainuel  Cohn  v;ho  delivered  Lue  invocation,  and  then  the 

cnairman  of  the  evening; ,  Dr.  Philip  P'ilkov^Titz,  president  of  the  Denver 
Sanatorium.  In  a  few  words,  the  chuirriiaii  described  ti  e  grovvth  of  the  Denver 

institution  and  its  -oror^ess   during'  the  fo^^teen  years  or  its  existence. 
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I  ¥i         "Then  ̂ Editor's  note. — i^'ourteen  y-ars  a{^o^/v;e  had  several  Sanall  houses 
lY     and  only  a  few  patients,  and  it  seeiaed  to  many  that  v.e  wouIg  never  be 

able  to  estciblibh  a  great  institution,'^  the  chainaan  said,  "yet  v.e  have 

accomplished  what  to  raany  had  seeiaed  ii^post-ible.  '  e  no\.  huve  one  of  the  finest 
and  bi^:g®st  sanatoriuias  in  ̂ unerica. 

"VJe  have  at  the  oanatoriuia  nov.  luJ  patients,  .^nd  the  nu::iber  of  applicants  is 
very  large.   It  is  therefore  necessary  that  greater  efforts  be  .lade  a^iiong  the 

Jevish  masses  for  the  benefit  of  the  oanatoriui.i."  He  also  expressed  deep  regret 
that  tae  rich  Jews  do  so  little  for  the  institution,  vJiich  is  being  supported 
v;holly  by  the  poorer,  woriinc  classes. 

Beautiful  and  impressive  speciches  v.ere  i.iade  by  I.  B.  Lipson,  ilabbi  Liaul  oilber 

and  Dr.  V'J.  n.  Evans,  ^i  fine  musical  program  v.as  also  presented  by  the  famous 
violinist,  ^.j?.  Isadoie  Berger;  the  fa.ious  opera  singer,  x.-isti  ...arie  /ruson; 

and  the  vell-.aiovn  pianist,  ^j?.  ̂ x.oe   ̂ heineman. 

Of  the  three  hundred  delegates,  tvo  huncrsd  and  fifty  are  from  Chicago, 

\o  ̂''^  •^*-  A/ 
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1  ...         represent inc--  synai^orues,   lod.-res,      or^aaen's  Circle  branches,   National 
IV  '..-orrzers^  ̂ xlliance  trancnes,    etc. 

TOdav^s  xrogra::! 

9  ii.   k. :     iViT.    Isadore  Conn,    cnairiaan.     'lae  x^resiaent  .nd  other  officers  of 
the  oanatoriun  ;.ill  t^ive  taeir  an.iual  re^3orts,   with  aiscussions   ::nd  election 
of  trustees  to  foliov.. 

2  r.   ..'..:     lu?.  Sanuei  .oacon,    chair ::an.    Reports  of  trie   exaiiiinine^  doctors,   reports 
of  tne  Jev.lsn  Ocnsuiuptives  Relief  oociety  of  Chici^go  and  of  the  Jhicai^o- 
vVinfield  banitariun;   reports  of  organizations  su,  .orting  the  Sanatorium. 

6  P.  ̂ i. :     Bancuet,    Judge  Henry  ..orner,   toastmaster ;   speeches  by  Jud-^e  Hugo  Paia 
and  Leon  Zolotokoff;  violin  solo  by  ivel/ii  Vita  Levin, 

All  sessions  and  the  banouet  as  Vi.ell  v^ill  be  held  at  the  Sher.ian  Hotel. 

'y        ̂ ^  / 
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ON  THE  TOPIC  OF  THE  DAT 

(An  Interview  with  Dr.  Chaim  Spivak) 

The  Courier  wanted  to  find  out  once  and  for  all  v;hy  x^merican  Jews  have  two 
institutions  in  Denver  for  the  treatment  of  consumptives^  That  Jevi?s  should 
have  their  own  hospitals  and  sanitariums  in  al^.  cities  where  the  Jewish 
population  is  fairly  large,  no  one  questions*  It  is  also  clear  that  in  big 

cities  like  Chicago,  New  York,  and  Philadelphia  more  than  one  hospital  is  need- 
ed on  account  of  the  size  of  the  city  and  the  large  population*  But  the 

necessity  of  having  more  than  one  institution  in  Denver  for  consumptives  is 

incomprehensible*  We  quite  well  know  that  there  are  more  pat-ients  than  there 

are  vacancies,  but  the  question  is,  "Why  can*t  the  number  of  patients  in  one 
institution  be  increased?"  In  other  v/ords,  "Iftiy  have  two  separate  institutions?** 

Our  reporter  had  a  long  talk  with  Dr*  Spivak,  secretary  of  the  Jewish  Consump- 

tives Relief  Society*  To  all  these  questions  Dr.  Spivak  replied,  "The  two 
institutions  represent  two  different  points  of  view,  and  this  is  the  reason 
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why  they  do  their  work  in  different  ways*  One  is  as  far  from  the  other 
as  3ast  is  from  iVest* 

**The  two  points  of  view  are  as  follows:  The  consumptive  is  considered  from 
the  standpoint  of  his  ability  to  work.  Aid  irrust  be  extended  to  the  person 
who  can  be  cured  of  the  disease  in  a  short  time  and  return  to  work.  This  is 
the  point  of  viev;  of  the  National  Jewish  Hospital  for  Consumptives  v/hich  v;as 

opened  by  German  Jevjs  in  Denver  in  1901.  "Adhering  to  this  policy  the  Hospital 
admitted  only  those  v/ho  were  suffering  from  the  disease  in  its  first  stages, 
v/ho  could  be  absolutely  cured*  But  v;hen  it  happened  that  a  patient  became 
depressed  due  to  his  serious  condition,  he  v/as  immediately  removed  from  the 
hospital  in  order  to  carry  out  the  letter  of  the  rule  which  prohibits  the 
presence  of  patients  whose  dying  condition  is  evident. 

"The  second  point  of  view  is  that  of  those  who  look  upon  the  consumptive  from 
the  ordinary  standpoint  of  hiiman  kindness.  The  patient  suffering  more  has 
greater  need  of  assistance.  The  person  who  coughs  most,  who  has  a  high 
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temperature,  who  suffers  from  pain  in  the  chest,  from  high  blood 
pressure,  etc*  is  more  entitled  to  a  place  of  rest  than  the  one  who  is 
afflicted  with  the  disease  in  the  first  stage  and  is  free  from  pain  and 
suffering.  This  is  the  point  of  view  of  the  Jewish  Consumptives  Relief 
Society  of  Denver,  Colorado  v;hich  vas  opened  in  1904  by  our  Russian,  Galician, 
and  Hungarian  Jev/s« 

"Adhering  to  this  policy,  no  restrictive  rules  were  made.  It  says  plainly 
that  every  consumptive  may  be  adraitted,  whether  in  the  first,  second,  third,  or 
fourth  stage  of  the  disease^  In  practice,  however,  the  dangerously  sick  are 
admitted  first  because  it  is  only  natural  and  human  that  we  should  sympathize 
Fiore  v;ith  those  who  suffer  loost. 

"The  second  difference  is,  that  the  Jev/ish  Consuiaptives  Relief  Society  is 
Je7;ish,  not  only  in  name  but  in  spirit  as  well.  As  there  are  many  among  the 
consumptives  who  do  not  eat  treife  (food  prohibited  by  the  dietary  lav/s), 
and  since  to  force  them  to  eat  treife  woxild  grieve  them  greatly  thereby 
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retarding  their  ciire,  a  kosher  kitchen  was  installed*  In  order  to 
prevent  any  suspicion  in  regard  to  the  cleaning  and  salting  of  the  meat, 
and  the  separation  of  dairy  and  meat  dishes  in  strict  conformity  with  the 
dietary  lavjs,  a  supervisor  vjas  appointed.  The  Jewish  doctors,  v/ho  are  not 
so  punctilious  in  regard  to  the  dietary  laws,  and  even  the  Gentile  doctors 
consider  the  kosher  kitchen  a  cure  medium  for  the  sick. 

"This,"  Dr.  Spivak  said,  ''is  the  difference  between  the  two  institutions, 
the  German-Jewish  and  the  Jewish,  a  difference  which  reflects  the  two  points 
of  view." 
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A  few  laore  days  reinain  before  the  opening  of  the  convontion  of  the  Denver 
Consuriptives  Relief  Society,  knoim  as  the  Denver  Jewish  Kosher  Sanatorium. 
The  conventions  of  the  Society  have  been  held  for  the  last  thirteen  years 
in  various  cities  of  the  country  v/here  Jev/ish  coinraunities  responded  ren- 
erously.  It  is  therefore  absolutely  necessary  that  representatives  of 
Chicago* s  organized  Jews  should  send  their  delegates  to  the  convention  vhich 
will  be  held  at  the  Sherrnan  Kotel  on  the  twenty-fifth  and  twenty-sixth  of 
this  month. 

Iviany  organizations  have  already  sent  in  the  names  of  their  delegates  to  the 
headquarters  of  the  coramittee  in  Room  1211,  .^sliland  Block.  The  synagogues 
and  Vereins  which  have  no u  as  yet  performed  their  duty  are  requested  to  honor 
the  convention  of  the  real  Jevash  national  institution  ..ith  their  delegates, 

who  are  to  be  elected  at  their  meetings,  'i'lie  officials  wish  to  present  their 

H  -:
■: 
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IV  report  on  the  institution  to  the  representatives  of  as  ivany  organizations 

as  possible. 

The  majority  of  Ghicaf^o's  syna^pc^es  and  Yereins  are  annual  contributors  to  the 
Denver  Sanatorium  and  should  therefore  be  represented  at  the  convention. 

jr^m   S.  Roe,  chairman,  S.  B.  Komaiko,  vice-chairman, 
Samuel  I^acon,  secretary,  Isadore  Cohn,  treasurer. 

1'. 
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3CHAFEN3R  LEAVES  T.^mTTf   THOUSAND  DOLIAJRS 
TO  MICHAEL  R3BS3  HOSPITAL 

Joseph  Schaffner,  founder  of  the  famous  clothing  firm  of  Kart,  Schaffner  and 

Marx,  has  left  an  estate  of  three  million  dollars  and  personal  property  to 

the  amount  of  $75, 000*  The  larger  part  of  his  estate  will  be  divided  aT.ong 
his  vjife  and  three  children.  He  also  leaves  $20,000  to  the  Michael  Reese 

Hospital,  and  $12,500  to  the  Northwestern  University  School  of  Commerce, 

which  he  founded.  -All  of  this  became  known  Friday  when  his  v/ill  was  filed 

in  the  Probate  Court.  Mr.  Schaffner  died  April  19. 

"■^. 
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l)J2WIR   a^ITi^IUI.I 

(Editorial) 

In  the  last  v/eek  of  trie  month,  the  fourteenth  annual  convjntion  of  the  Jewish 

ConsiLTiptive  Relief  Society  of  Denver  v;ili  be  held  at  the  ;3herraan  Motel  in 
Chicago.  This  is  the  first  time  that  the  dirjctors  of   the  national  Jewish 

in^tituoion  are  co  lin,-^  with  their  convention  to  Ohicaf^o.  Jewish  businessmen 

of  Chicago,  who  undertook  the  task  of  or,«:;;anizing  the  convention,  deserve  the 
warm  gratitude  of  all  who  syripathize  v;ith  the  suffering  of  the  victims  of 

tuberculosis  and  are  enoeavorinf-  to  li5!;hten  oheir  unfortunate  existence, 

-:i]ver7body  knows  that  there  is  in  .  enver  a  sanitariu^.i  of  the  Jewish  Consu...ptive 
Relief  Society  v:nich  accepts  sick  Jev;s  from  throup.hout  .^merica,  particularly 
workers  afflicLed  with  ohe  terrible  disease.  But  zhe   public  knows  it  only  as 

if  through  a  dreaia.   ..'ith  the  exception  of  a  small  number  of  Jews  wmo  make 
triflin{5  contributions,  there  isn*t  a  Jew  in  Chicago  fully  acquainted  with  the 

real  importance  of  the  bi^^  institution,  and  this  is  truly  re,o;rettable.  The 
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great  coiabat  conc.ucted  by  the  medical  world  against  thi;^  disease  aeserves  the 

attention  of  the  public  to  take  a  greater  interest  in  the  v/elfare  of  an  institution 

to  which  the  lives  of  so  rnany  unfort^onate  brothers  -md  sisters  are  entrusted. 

The  convention  v;ill  brin;::  the  institution  nearer  to  the  attention  of  Chicago's 

Jewish  public,  ana  v;ill  also  brine  clos'jr  tne  public's  s\^.ipathy  toward  the institution. 
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1IU  REVIY.iL  OF  i:..Ii.DIIIDIi3  II03PIT.X 

One  of  the  nost  usefiil  thincs  for  the  Chicaco  Je\7ry  is  to  ovm  a  Jewish 

hospital*  This  necessity  is  felt  eveiy  da^/  and  it  is  a  shame  that  our 
Orthodox  Jewish  CoiTiTunity  takes  so  little  interest  in  it. 

It  is  a  fact  that  the  buildin,:::  of  the  I^iinonides  Hospital  is  nov;  dark  and 

void,  testifying  to  the  disgrace  of  our  inactiveness. 

V/ith  such  a  vast  nuinber  of  orthodox  Jev;s  in  Chica.;o,  \Jhy  should  we  not  have 

at  least  one  hospital?     It  is  true  that  there  are  inany  hospitals  where  infirm 

Jev/s  are  accepted,   but  thic  is  no  reason  v;hy  v;e  shouldn^t  have  a  private 
infirmary. 

V/hy  should  our  brethren  turn  to  others  for  r.iedical  aid?     It  is  no  secret  that 
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several  hospitals,  already  overfilled  v:ith  Jev^ish  patients,  are  not 

ven^  satisfied  v;ith  our  kind.  ..Tien  '.ve  first  cane  to  Cliica^'O,  v/e  did 
not  build  iip  a  ne\:   district,  but  v;e  pushed  out  the  inhabitants  v/ho  lived  in 
it.  Nov/  we  are  filling  up  their  hospitals  and  driving  out  their  sick.  They 
look  upon  us  as  thieves,  as  people  v/ho  are  not  builders  but  p,rabbers  of  v/hat 
others  have  built,  why  do  vie   rely  upon  institutions  built  by  other  people? 

A  coinraunity  v;antinr  to  earn  the  respect  of  its  neighbors  riust  do  its  ovm 
useful  v;ork  instead  of  depending  upon  others.  A  person  vjho  does  not  v;ork  but 

merely  lives  off  the  fruit  of  others,  is  considered  a  parasite-yielding  nothing 
and  taking  all.  The  sane  holds  true  v;ith  a  comrnunity.  A  comnunity  gets  the 
cooperation  of  its  neighbors  when  it  builds  institutions  from  which  they  can 
derive  use. 

If  our  coinraunity  would  not  have  its  ovm  orphanage^  entrusting  destitute 
children  to  unallied  hands,  it  v.ould  be  the  greatest  infamy  to  everyone  of  us. 
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If  v/0  vjould  not  possess  our  ov;n  hone  for  the  a^ed,    it  v;ould 

Uuniiiato  evoi^  •Tevj.     .aid  tlie   ̂ c.iio    -oc:^   for  a  hospital. 

A  hospital   is  rocof:;:iiz9d  by  all  a:;  one  oT  the  :io3t   inportant   institutions 

in  a  connunity.     Our  Geriian-Jev'is'i  brethren  have  realized  this  full  v.ell, 
and  they  built  one  of  the  largest  hospitals  in  the  countr::*     The  Idchael 

Reese  I.ospital  cannot,   hov/evur,   accoLiiiiodate  the  h.undreds  and  thousands  of 
our  non-Gorrnan  Jev/s.     Therefore,  v/e  ..uist  have  a  lar^;,e  Jev/ish  hospital  on  the 
i^est  Jide» 

As  a  large  croup  in  this  coi.Tiunity,  v;c  r.iust  build  and  create  in  order  to 
shov;  what  x;e  can  achieve.     ..h.y  should  our  children  v/lio  .study  nedicine  resort 

to  foreif/n  hospitals  for  practice?     Don't  you  hnov:  tliat  they  have  their  o\rci 
children,    for  v/honi  they  must  worr^^?      ..hy  should  our  daughters  v;ho  v;ish  to 
becone  nurses  turn  to  forei:,n  hospitals?      .Aiy  should  our  sick  ones,   in  the 

hundreds  and  thousands,   bo  scattered  and  dispersed  in  hoapiLals  of  other 

nationalities?     Don't  you  knov;  that  our  orthodox  Jov;s  cannot  feel  coinforta 

'-{ m. 
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in  such  hospitals,  v/here  over:,^hinr  is  exotic,  v/here  the  food  is 
not  served  accordin;:  to  their  taste? 

llovj   honorable  v;ould  it  be  for  us  Jqms   if  ;;o  ivould  build  a  hospital  of  v;hich 

both  God  and  i.ian  v/oul.l  be  pleasec^J  Iiov;  inucli  honor  v/ould  it  thro';  upon  our 
conmunity  if  the  Jov;ish  Orthodox  Hospital  of  Chicago,  the  I.iimonides  Hospital, 
nov;  standinr  like  a  r.ioumer  lui-ienting,  a  lau^-hinc  stock  to  eveiyone  passinc 
by,  vjould  revive  and  a^ain  occupy  a  respectable  place  aiionr  the  local  infirn- 
aries,  a  hospital  v/iiere  the  Jewish  sick  ones  vill  not  feel  out  of  place,  ̂ ;here 
the  Jev;ish  doctors  v.-ill  be  able  to  develop  their  abilities  for  tJie  good  of 
the  patients,  and  v;here  our  sons  and  daughters  can  progress  in  tlieir  studies 
v;ithout  any  interference  or  interruption! 

Let  us  not  lose  courage  on  account  of  the  LaiLionides  Hospital* s  not  being 
a  success  fron  its  inception*  We  are  a  young  co:;iiriunity.  A  child  does  not 
lose  courage  on  account  of  its  irany  falls  before  r;alking  properly*  .;e  should 
learn  hov;  to  run  a  hospital,  and  it  costs  noney  to  learn*  Let  us  prove 
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the  noney  is  not  v;astod;  that  v/e  have  learned  hov;  to  run  a  Jev/ish 

Orthodo:':  Hospital  in  the  city. 

\le   have  a  population  of  nore  than  one  hundred  thousand  in  our  district •  If  each 
of  us  should  contribute  one  dollar  a  yoav,  vie   v/ould  have  an  annual  fund  of  ix>re 
than  one  hundred  thousand  dollars*  ./ith  it,  v/e  could  support  one  of  the  best 
hospitals  in  the  countrj^  You  sliould  also  bear  in  irdnd  that  there  are  roany 
v;ealthy  Jev/s  iiho   are  v;illinc  to  assist  us,  Morally/  and  financially,  as  soon  as 
v;e  justify  the  need  of  wsuch  an  institution. 

Ilad  it  not  been  for  one  of  our  ./est  3ide  brothers,  I.lorris  Kordon,  a  true  Jev/ish 
noblenan,  the  laiiionides  hospital  v;ould  have  been  already  sold  under  the  hamner. 
IIr#  Kordon  purchased  the  bonds  froii  :iost  of  the  creditors,  thus  stopping  the 

sale.  In  order  to  redeei.i  this  hospital,  ton  thousand  dollars  is  immediately'^ 
needed.  Of  this,  six  thousand  has  already  been  raised.  This  is  the  first  step 

toxvard  the  revival  of  our  hospital.  Further  plans  concernin;'-  the  rules  and 
reorganization  must  be  carried  t}iroui_:h  b^-  an  organization  under  the  leadership 
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of  iJ?.  Kordon,  and  a  comnittee  of  proninent  Je^vs,  in  v/hich  vie   riust 
all  participate • 

It  \/ould  be  plausible  if  each  concrecation  and  each  orcanisation  would  elect 

a  coinnittee  to  be  brought  into  relationship  v  ith  lir*  Kordon  and  the  hospital 

committee,  so  that  they  nay  v/ork  systeiriatically  tocother  for  the  success  of 

the  JeT:ish-hospital, 
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\VFIAT*S  NEW  m   TOrai 

A  ladies  auxiliary  to  help  those  suffering  from  tuberculosis  was  founded  a 

fev/  days  ago.  This  society  appeals  to  all  who  vjant  to  aid  the  victims  of  the 

white  plague.  The  secretary  of  this  auxiliarj'-  is  Mrs,  llary  Harris.  Meetings 
will  be  held  every  Tuesday  evening  in  the  hall  of  the  Shochrai  Sfath  Eber 

(Hebrew-Speaking  Club) ,  810  Ashland  Boulevard. 

A  Home  Settlement  League  was  founded  this  week.  Its  purpose  is  to  build  a 

settlement  of  homes  around  Chicago  with  one  and  one-half  acres  of  land  for  each. 

The  work  will  begin  as  soon  as  the  league  has  one  hundred  and  fifty  members.  The 

secretary  of  the  League  is  the  engineer,  Herbst,  1528  South  Sawyer  Avenue.  All 
those  who  are  interested  in  such  an  opportunity  are  requested  to  attend  a  meeting 

this  Siinday  at  11:00  A.M.,  at  the  above-mentioned  address,  where  they  can  obtain 
the  necessarj^  information  about  the  newly  ore^anized  League. 

/:
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rlLil  LOIULY   OUTCASTS 

(iiditorial) 

The  bread-winner  of  the  family  caught  a  slight  cold;  he  coughs  occasionally, 
buys  a  box  of  cough  drops  or  a  bottle  of  cough  syrup,  and  he  thinks  tint 
his  cough  v;ill  soon  pass  away.  In  the  neantime,  he  goes  to  work,  or  to 
his  place  of  business,  and  he  supports  his  family. 

But  the  patient  does  not  shov/  any  improvement.  He  begins  to  lose  v/eight, 
his  v/ife  notices  that  he  has  a  fever  and  that  he  sweats  excessively  at 
night  and  complains  of  chills.  She  gets  frightened  and  calls  in  a  doctor. 
The  doctor  examines  him,  and  vath  lots  of  sympathy,  diagnoses  it  as 
tuberculosis. 
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The  family  suddenly  loses  its  bread-v;inner,  and  it  is  up  to  the  v/ife  to 

go  out  to  look  for  sup  orb  for  herself  and  children,  in  the  best  v;ay  she 
can. 

But  as  sad  as  the  tragedy  appears  for  the  v;ife  and  children,  there  is  no 

comparison  to  the  sad  pli^^ht  of  the  poor,  unfortunate,  tubercular  husband. 

The  doctor  s^ys  the  sick  inan  iiru  t  not  remain  in  the  house,  for  it  would  be 

impossible  for  him  to  prevent  the  spread  of  the  disease,  and  he  v'ould  en- 
danger the  he  1th  of  the  entire  household.  His  expectorating,  his  eating 

out  of  the  same  dishes  used  by  his  family,  v/ould  spread  the  germs  of  his 

disease.  Aside  from  this,  if  the  patient  does  not  obtain  the  right  kind 

of  m.edical  aid,  if  he  fails  to  live  a  norrial  life,  or  if  he  does  not  have 

the  proper  food,  there  is  no  hope  for  him. 

/■. 
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The  unfortunate  family  is  then  in  despair.  Zven  if  the  family  is  not  yet 
in  poverty,  it  is  just  a  matter  of u  short  while  before  it  will  be  in  dire 
need. 

VJhen  such  a  case  is  considered,  v;hich  case,  of  course,  is  not  such  a 
rarity  among  the  working  class  and  the  middle  class,  vie   begin  to  think, 
and  we  realize  the  meaning  of  such  institutions  as  the  sanatorium  for 
Jewish  consumptives  in  Denver,  Colorado. 

The  unfortunate  sufferer  of  tuberculosis  must  be  saved  from  being  an 
outcast.  He  must  be  helped,  for  his  ovm  sake  and  for  the  sake  of  his 
family.  But  the   question  arises,  v/here  shall  we  send  the  sufferer? 
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There  are  enough  institutions  in  America  for  such  diseased  people.  But 
even  for  those  who  are  in  the  last  sta^^es  of  the  disease,  the  fee  is  at 
least  fifteen  or  twenty  dollars  per  v/eek.  .There  is  the  poor  family  to 
get  so  much  money?  For  tuberculosis  even  in  its  early  stages,  takes 
many  months  of  rest  to  cure. 

In  the  institution  of  the  Jevxish  Consumptive  Relief  Society  of  Denver, 
you  vrill  find  .lore  than  100  unfortunate  inmates  from  Chicago  proper.  How 
much  is  it  worth  to  the  Chicago  community,  therefore,  to  have  an  institution 
like  this  of  their  own,  where  they  can  send  their  Jev/ish  consumptives,  with 

the  assurance  th-r^t  they  will  receive  the  proper  medical  cure^  and  at  the 
same  time  avoid  the  danger  of  spre  .ding  the  disease  at  home? 
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It  seems  to  us  that  the  larger  Jev/ish  coininunities  in  America,  which  send 
their  sick  to  the  Jev/ish  Consumptive  .ielief  Society,  should  support  an 
institution  of  this  kind  with  great  honor  and  pride*  Unfortunately,  this 
is  not  the  case,  particularly  since  the  dire  need  of  the  millions  in  the 
war-stricken  countries  have  received  a  great  deal  of  help  from  such 
institutions.  In  order  to  endure,  this  sanatorium  is  compelled  to  seek 
aid  by  various  indirect  means •  In  Chicago,  for  exai^le,  two  performances 
are  to  be  given  in  the  Jewish  Theatre,  April  4th  &:  5th  as  a  benefit  for 
the  sanatorium.  Similar  means  must  be  adopted  in  other  cities  in  order  to 

appropriate  sufi'icient  money  to  aid  this  institution* 

If  the  Chicago  Jev/s  at  the  present  time  are  not  financially  able  to  do  something 
constructive  for  the  sanatorium  of  the  Jewish  Consumptive  Relief  Society  in 

Denver,  they  should  at  least  see  to  it  that  the  tv/o  plays  to  be  presented  here 
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in  Chicac^o,  despite  the  present  depression,  bring  in  a  substantial  amount 
of  money  for  the  institution* 

These  unfortunate  outcasts  are  appealing  to  us  to  help  save  their  lives* 

So  let  us  respond  to  their  pitiful  appeal  and  do  all  v/e  possibly  can  for 
them* 

aa 
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FIFTY-FITJ:  DATS  Lj;FT  to  S..VZ  'J^Iz.   Ii03?IT..L 

The  directors  of  the  I.lalinonedes  hospital  arc  carrvjn-  on  auite  an  active 

campaign  to  save  this  institution  fron  the  auctioneer's  harnmer*  Fifty-five 
days  renain  in  which  tc  raise  the  necessary  sun,  in  order  that  the  only 
Orthodox  hosT)ital  in  Chicar^o  can  be  Dlaced  in  r>osition  to  reor)en  for  the 
benefit  of  the  Je;vish  sick  to  whose  suffering  is  added  the  mental  dis- 

comfort of  having  to  be  in  a  non-Jewish  hospital,  v;here  they  cannot  get 
their  food  as  required  by  Jev/ish  dietary  la.:. 

The  outlook  ntfv;  appears  very  bright  that  the  necessary  sum  will  be  raised 
in  the  time  desif^nated,  and  Chicago  v;ill  again  have  its  Jewish  hospital.  The 
directors  are  doing  all  in  their  power  to  save  the  institution,  for  which 

they  carry  on  their  work  with  great  love  and  devotion.  Tlierefore,  they  be- 
lieve in  and  are  a3sured  of  the  success  of  their  work*  Naturally,  it  de- 
pends mostly  on  the  general  public  which  must  respond  to  the  appeal  of  the 

directors  to  save  the  hospital. 

3o  there  are  only  fifty-five  d'lys  left  in  v;hich  the  Jev;s  of  Chicago  c-m  save 
the  only  Orthodox  hospital,  the  only  one  of  its  -cind,  in  our  g-reat  city. 
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LIAIMONIDGS  HOGPIT.U.  NjiEDS  $15,000  TO  RSOPSN, 

At  a  meeting  last  night   of  the  directors   of  the  raimonides  Hospital, 

the  good  news  was  received  that  the  receiver.  Dr.  Arensbi  has  given  an 

additional  extension  of  sixty  days   in  which  to  raise  a  certain  sum  neces- 
sary to   assure  the  existence  of  the  hospital.     It   looks  now  as  though  the 

danger  of  foreclosure    is  past,   and  the  raimonides  Hospital  will   remain 

a  Jewish  hospital.     All  we  needed,  was  $25fOOO  and  $10,600  of  this  amount 

has  already  been  raised.      »e   need  now  only  $15,000  and  we  can  rest  assured 

that  the  hospital  will  be  reopened.     The  directors  therefore  have  decided 

to  come  out  with  an  appeal  to  the   large  Jewish  corrimunity  to  help  raise 

the  $15,000  in  order  to  be  in  position  to   reopen  the  hospital  and  let   it 

stay  open  permanently.     This  apoeal   is  to  urge  the  Jewish  people  of  Jhicago 
to  become  yearly   subscribers  to  the  only  Jewish  hospital   in  Chicago. 
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On  the   Board   of  Trustees:   3.    Cohen,    Chic'-;o« 
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The  Reform  Advocate.  Vol.  50,  Wk.  of  September  18,  I915.  p.l75* 

The  Rest  Cottage  for  convalescent  men  and  hoys,  established  by  the  Baron 

Hirsch  Woman's  Club,  has  now  been  in  existence  since  January  3I,  when  it  was 

dedicated.   Since  February  1,  I5S  men  and  boys  have  been  cared  for. 

The  cottage  contains  fourteen  rooms  and  can  accomodate  twenty-four  patients. 

The  men  are  those  whose  home  environment  is  not  conducive  to  rapid  recovery 

after  serious  illness.   They  are  transferred  from  Michael  Reese,  Kairaonides, 

and  Cook  County  Hospitals  and  the  Jewish  Aid.  This  is  the  first  home  of 
its  kind  in  Chicago. 
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Fron  the  annual  report  of  the  directors  of  Michael  Reese  Hospital   «, 

8,3)15  patients  were  treated  during  the  Dast  year.  The  average  numher 
of  patients  per  day  ̂ as  302. 
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JEvn:55H 

KOSHER  HOSPITAL  VERY  MUCH  IMPROVED ♦ 

Conditions  in  the  Maimonides  Hospital  v/ere  very  much  improved  recently. 

Doctor  Mass,  the  yo^ong  energetic  superintendent,  in  .an  interviev/  ^jith 

a  reporter  of  the  Jewigh  Courier  related  the  details  of  the  improve- 

ments being  made  in  the  hospital  and  of  his  plans  for  the  good  of  the 
institution  in  the  future. 

Examinations  of  internes  were  held  last  week*  Those  who  failed  on 

their  examinations  were  let  out.  A  number  of  new  doctors  v;ho  will 

start  on  *iune  1st,  were  selected. 
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Daily  Jewish  Courier,  April- 24,  1914. 

The  examinations  were  conducted  and  supervised  by  a  com  ittee  of  the 

medical  board  composed  of  Doctors  Dzekiv,  Levinson,  and  Rubin.  A 

few  of  the  doctors  found  out  that  their  services  were  to  terminate 

on  June  1st,  and  they  iminediately  tendered  their  resignations.   The 

officers  of  the  hospital,  without  any  delay,  secured  a  new  staff 

of  doctors  who  will  start  to  work  at  once.  Doctors  xiosenfeld  and 

Kafler,  are  two  of  those  selected  for  the  staff.  Improvements  on 

the  nurses'  staff  were  also  made  in  accordance  with  modern  methods 

etc.  The  board  found  that  the  food  in  this  Jewish  hospital  did  not 

come  up  to  standard.  An  improvement  in  this  department  was  also  ordered 

The  food  now  is  prescribed  scientifically  and  is  strictly  kosher. 

A  new  maternity  department  is  bein^  installed  and  the  hospital  will 
be  in  position  totake  in  maternity  c  ases. 
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TO  THE  CHIGAuO  JEV/TSIi  PUBLIC  FRQU  TIC   LAHvIONIDJ^S  HOSPITAL. 

The  Board  of  Directors  of  the  i  aimonides  Lospital  feels  that  it  owes 
an  explanation  to  the  large  Jewish  public,  more  especially  to  those  who 
contributed  money  and  devoted  valuable  time  in  helping  build  the  great 
edifice  of  the  Llaimonides  Hospital,  which  will  remain  a  monument  to  the 
Orthodox  Jewish  Charities  in  Chicago. 

lie   think  that  an  explanation  is  in  order  now.  Tor  every  Jewish  charity 
institution  in  ohe  city  is  somev/hat  financially  in  trouble  and  their 
expenditures  are  much  larger  than  their  intake.  In  addition  to  their 
general  expenditures  there  is  interest  due  on  mortgages  which  are  in 
default • 
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So  there  is  only  one  way  to  keep  things  going,  and  that  is  to  call  on 

our  Jewish  public  for  financial  aid,   ..'e,  the  laimonides  Hospital  board, 
are  not  the  only  ones  making  an  appeal  for  help.   In  behalf  of  some  of 
the  other  institutions,  such  as  the  Jewish  Orphans  Home,  the  Jewish 

Home  for  the  Aged,  etc  -  we  are  all  under  one  federation  and  when  one  is 
financially  affected  we  all  feel  the  sting. 

Je   appeal  to  you  good  hearted  Jewish  men  and  women  for  help.  Help  the 
Llaimonides  Hospital  which  you  built  and  when  you  help  us,  you  are  not 
only  helping  our  institution,  but  you  are  also  helping  every  Jewish  charity 
institution  in  the  federation^ 
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Daily  Jewish  Jouriert  Apr.  8,  1914, 

In  behalf  of  the  Board  of  Directors  of  the  L.aimonides  Hospital,  we 
remain 

Yours  respectfully, 

!•  Lurie,  president 
]!«ieyer  Linker,  secretary. 
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Daily  Jewish  Courier >  Mar.  25,  1914. 

FREE  DISPENSARY 

Dr.  Samuel  H.  Wiener,  720  W.  12th  St.,  wishes  to  announce  that  he  and  his 

assistant  will  give  free  medical  examinations,  treatments,  and  medicine 

to  all  those  suffering  from  any  kind  of  disease,  every  Friday  from  9  A.M. 
to  2  P.M. 

f  ,.  r..  .  , 
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DOCTOR  MOSSES  FLiJ^S  CC::CERrmNlG  HOSPITAL 

The  medical  staff  of  the  laimonides  Hospital  held  a  regular  meeting  on 

Liarch  15,  1914,  at  4  P.LC.  •  Dr.  11.  J.  iVoss,  new  superintendent  of  the  hos- 

pital, addressed  the  doctors  to  tell  them  of  his  plans  in  regard  to  the 
management  of  the  hospital. 

The  doctors  were  exceedingly  pleased  with  Doctor  I.Ioss's  plans,  and  everyone 

expressed  his  utmost  confidence  and  promised  to  work  hand  in  hand  for  the 
success  of  the  only  Jewish  hospital  in  Chicago. 

A  temporary  committee  of  five  was  appointed,  which  consists  of  Doctor 

Richert,  chairman,  and  joctors  Jacques,  i^Yeeher,  Greenger,  and  Schraeger. 

The  committee  will  draw  up  plans  for  improvements  on  the  hospital  and 

submit  its  report  at  the  next  meeting. 

^ 
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Dr*  Moss  was  v/elcomed  with  due  respect  and  encouragement.  For  the  four 

days  in  which  the  hospital  has  been  under  his  supervision,  much  improve- 
ment is  noticeable.  Jlverything  is  run  by  a  strong,  disciplinarian  hand. 

Ten  patients  were  admitted,  and  a  very  successful  operation  was  per- 
formed yesterday. 

In  an  interviev;  with  a  Courier's  reporter  last  evening.  Doctor  I.loss  re- 
vealed interesting  facts  about  his  plans  and  about  the  impression  the 

hospital  hap  made  upon  him.  ''I  have  found  everything  in  good  order,  ex- 

cept for  a  fev/  things  which  can  stand  improveij;ient , "  said  the  new  superin- 
tendent. "The  hospital  is  equipped  with  the  most  modern,  scientific  de- 

vices. 

'^I  think  the  staff  consists  of  competent  and  suitable  men  in  the  pro- 
fession, and  a  great  deal  can  be  expected  from  them,  not  only  in  matters 

pertaining  to  the  hospital  proper,  but  also  in  contributions  to  medical 

science." 
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He  did  not  have  much  to  say  about  the  internes*  and  nurses*  staffs.  Never- 
theless, he  stated  that  these  staffs  will  soon  be  reorganized.  Both  the 

internes  and  nurses  will  have  to  underf^o  examinations. 

•^In  a  week  or  so,'*  continued  Doctor  Ivloss,  "I  expect  from  Ne'^  York  one  of 
the  luost  capable  directors  in  the  country  for  the  nurses*  division.  She  is 
LIrs.  Fannie  Gershon,  a  Jewish  v;oman,  who  has  distinguished  herself  in  Kt. 

Sinai  Hospital,  New  -ork,  for  her  services,** 

As  to  the  financial  condition,  Doctor  Moss  said  that  the  hospital  will  be 
laid  on  a  basis  such  as  will  reduce  the  expenses  and  at  the  same  time  yield 
better  results. 
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DR.  H.  J.  MOSS  ARRIVED  YESTERDAY 

The  Maimonides  Hospital  is  now  under  the  supervision  of  Dr.  H.  J.  Moss, 
former  assistant  superintendent  of  the  Mt.  Sinai  Hospital  in  New  York, 
who  arrived  in  Chicago  yesterday  morning  and  immediately  took  over  the 
duties  of  his  office  as  superintendent  of  this  Chicago  Kosher  hospital. 

Although  somewhat  fatigued  from  his  trip,  Doctor  Moss  granted  a  brief  interview 
to  a  Courier  reporter.  He  declared  that  he  was  surprised  to  find  such  a  mag- 

nificent structure  so  modemly  equipped.   Internally,  he  found  the  hospital 
not  so  well  organized,  but  that  can  easily  be  improved.  He  hopes  to  make  the 
improvements  imbued i at ely. 

'^I  am  surprised,'*  said  Doctor  Moss  to  our  reporter,  "that  Chicago,  with  a 
Jewish  population  of  over  a  quarter  million  Jews,  has  only  two  Jewish  hos- 

pitals, whereas  New  York,  which  has  approximately  three  times  as  many  Jews,  ,^ " 
is  in  possession  of  twelve  Jewish  hospitals."  Money  is  the  chief  factor  to/^" 

\Sll  - 1 
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keep  a  hospital  up  to  the  standard  of  modern  scientific  requirements* 
V/ith  the  requisite  funds,  the  Maimonides  Hospital  v/ill  eventually  become 
one  of  the  best  hospitals  in  the  country. 

Doctor  Moss  has  taken  over  the  supervision  of  Maimonides  Hospital  with 
an  extensive  background  of  experience.  In  New  York  he  gained  a  good 
reputation  in  the  medical  world,  notv;ithstanding  that  he  is  only  31 

years  of  age.  Besides  his  great  skill  in  medicine,  he  distinguished  him- 
self as  a  competent  director,  and  is  well  liked  and  praised  for  his  many 

virtues.  V/e  wish  the  new  superintendent  of  the  Maimonides  Hospital  much 
luck  in  his  office. 
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The  Hospital  Heorganization  Committee,  which  consists  of  nine  nembers, 
is  already  organized,  it  v;as  disclosed  today.  To  judge  by  the 
reputation  enjoyed  by  the  members  of  the  Committee,  it  is  but  an 
easy  gusss  that  the  r)ublic  will  have  the  utmost  confidence  in  it 

and  will  patiently  v.-ait  to  see  the  Llaimoedes  Hospital  on  a  basis 
becoming  a  Jewish  hospital. 

The  Committee  consists  of  Chicago *s  most  competent  Jewish  civic 
leaders,  as  well  as  business  and  professional  people,  v/ho  have 
been  successful  in  privato  and  social  undertakings.  The  chairman, 
lir.   James  Davis,  and  the  members,  Irlr.  Samuel  Phillipson,  B.  J. 

'■^/ 
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Schiff ,  and  Judge  Harry  ....  Fisher  have  already  exhibited  their  ability 
in  the  reorganization  of  the  I.larks  Nathan  Orphanage,  v/hich  they 
organized  on  such  a  basis  a^  tc  leave  no  r.om  for  dissatisfaction. 
The  other  members  of  the  Committee,  August  Turner,  M.  Mover,  I.  Lurie, 
S.  J.  Rosenblatt,  and  Ijblx   Shulliuan,  are  not  new  in  Jewish  welfare 
work. 

The  Committee,  together  with  the  new  superintendent.  Dr.  LIcss,  v/ho 
comes  directly  from  r±.  Sinai  Hospital  in  Hew  York  to  take  over  the 
management  of  the  Llaimonedes  Hospital,  is  a  guarantee  to  the  Jewish 
public  that  everything  will  be  established  along  correct  lines. 

It  is  no  more  than  right  that  the  Reorganization  Committee  should 
go  on  v/ith  its  v;ork  unhampe/ed  by  outside  pressure.  The  hospital 
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question  should  be  entirely  dropped  from  the  agenda  until  the  work 
is  completed.  The  members  of  the  Committee  are  well  qualified  and 
quite  responsible  to  plan  everything  that  is  to  be  carried  out. 
V/hatever  reforms  may  be  necessary,  should  come  from  and  for  the 
hospital,  and  not  to  satisfy  certain  persons  to  whom  the  ambition 
to  act  as  advisors  stands  higher  than  the  benefits  of  a  public 
institution* 

It  should  be  borne  in  mind  that  the  reorganization  of  a  hospital  is 
more  difficult  than  the  reorganizing  of  other  charitable  institutions* 
A  charitable  organization,  like  the  Marks  Nathan,  is  strictly  business, 
but  this  hospital  is  half  charity  and  half  business.  And  when  it  is  a 
question  of  charity,  individual  interests  are  fatal.  V/e  can,  therefore, 
expect  those  who  have  up  to  now  been  assailing  the  hospital  on  account 
of  the  business  end,  to  continue  their  campaign  of  slinging  mud  at  the \ 
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hospital  or  at  any  p'^^rson  connected  v/ith  the  Reorganization  Conmittee. 

Fortunately,  the  Committee  is  made  up  of  such  a  recognized  personnel 
as  even  the  most  critical  faultfinders  will,  in  order  to  camouflage 
their  reputation  as  chronic  faultfinders,  become  conservative  in 
their  mud-slinging.  Should  they  attempt  to  impede  the  committee  in 
its  work,  they  will  not  gain  the  support  of  right  thinking  people* 

•  I 
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Tr'z  i^-^JSSTiGi^Tio::  11;  l.^IlCi-^d^is  rcspii:.vi 

All  is  ''/ell  that  ends  v:ell,  so   the  saying  foes. 

The  Investicatinc  Coranittee  of  the  I.aimonedes  hospital  has  conpleted  its 
work  and  coiTipleted  it  so  well  that  frcii;  all  indications  everythinc  v/ill  be 
fine,  Ihe  Investigatinc  CoiiLT.ittee  certainly  did  not  handle  the  directors 
of  the  I-ainonedes  Tospital  v;ith  silk  f  loves,  a  f  \ct  ;vhich  proves  its 
independence  and  stronf  sentirr.ent  for  justice.   ..he  charges  preferred  by 
the  corimittee  against  the  directors  of  the  hospital  are  not  aimed  at  the 
hospital  alone.   They  are  ained  at  all  our  charitable  institutions,  v:hich 
are  in  line  for  investigation  in  the  future.  Ihie  ...ainonedes  Hospital  v;as 
built  by  our  yount:  generation,  those  in  whom  v;e  put  our  entire  faith  for 

posterity,  and  when  they  did  the  same  as  their  elders,  there  v;as  no  ot'ier wav  out  but  to  act. 

In  the  older  institutions  it  is  onlv  natural  to  find  occasionally  an 
official  v;ho  nerlects  his  v/ork  and  duties.  Yet  they  are  tolerated  because 

'-A 
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of  their  past  activities  una  their  p^c^  v/hich  is  highly  respected.  But  in 
an  institution  like  the  ...aimonedes  hospital,  a  youn£  and  nev/  project,  why 
is  it  th-:t  :-  lar^e  ir.ajority  of  the  Board  of  Directors  have  nerlected  their 

Vvorh  and  not  fulfilled  their  duties',   ouch  a  thinf:  should  not  have  haio^ened 
in  an  institution  run  by  the  b'jst  elenent  of  our  vounr  Dooule. 

Upon  considering  the  second  clause  of  t.ho  report  that  ''the  hospital  v;as 
opened  before  everythin^j  ;vas  brou£:ht  to  order,"  ive  realised  that  this  v»T?on£ 
was  not  so  terrible,  for  youn^:  people  are  naturally  a  bit  too  hasty,  riad 
it  not  been  for  a  fev/  neoole  who  accelerated  the  construction  of  the  home 

for  the  Aged,  v;e  would  not  have  that  beautiful  edifice  today,   -he  harks 
Nathan  Crphana^e  v;ould  probably  still  have  ̂ 15,000  in  its  treasury  v/ere  it 

not  for  a  fev;  live-v;ires  v;ho  didn't  stop  v/orkinc  until  it  becaii^e  a  colossal 
edifice  on  -^.Ibany  ..venue.  The  haimonedes  hospital  is  no  exception.  The 
new  hospital  for  consuir.ptives  nov/  under  construction,  as  well  as  the  nev/ 
Talmud  Torah  (Hebrev;  School)  planned  for  the  future,  only  can  be  built  if  / 

there  are  a  fev;  active  men  and  wOiT.en  to  expedite  the  projects.  ■ 

r: .: 
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Tlie  ci*Q^"^  v;ron^  of  the  third  clause  cf  trie  lnvesti£-atinc  ConLT.ittee  does  not 
lie  in  the  "too  hasty  appointiuent  of  the  doctors  to  the  staff,"  but  appoint- 

ments of  staff  doctors  v/ere  r.ade  VNrith  stron£^:  personal  inclinations.   This 
wrong  nust  be  corrected. 

The  other  three  clauses  (1)  that  the  constant  quarreling;  arr.onr  the  doctors 
is  detrii.iental  to  the  hospital,  (11)    that  the  internes  v/ere  not  exaiiiined, 

and  (3)  that  the  nurses  are  not  duly  organized,  are  not  v;ron£;;s  but  sad  cir- 
curastances  v/hich  affect  every   hospital.   In  tir.^e  the  bickering,  doctors,  the 

incompetent  internes,  and  the  unor^^'anized  nurses  v;ould  fall  by  the  boara. 
The  Laiinonedes  :-'0spital  v;as,  hov/ever,  suf ferine  froiu  an  overdose  of  this, 
for  v;hich  the  directors  are  not  to  be  blamed  but  sirr.ply  the  professional  or, 

better  said,  the  entire  'Vest  Side  Jewry. 

And  let  us  herein  spill  the  truth  re£:ardless  of  hov/  bitter  it  may  be.  Cur 

"/est  Side  doctors,  -  v/e  mean  a  ̂ reat  majority  of  them,  v:ith  all  due  respect/ 
to  the  others,  -  have  not  had  the  opportunity  of  acquiring  a  suitable      / 

'.J     < 
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elenentarv  education:  they  v/ere  not  trained  as  thev  should  have  been;  they 
have  not  the  nobleness,  the  refinement,  and  the  polish  of  an  educated  man, 

and  they  lac-:  that  v/nich  constitutes  an  intellectual  aristocrat,  kany  of 
then  have  t^one  to  ni^ht-school  vr.ile  holding  a  job,  and  being  under  such  a 
strain  it  v/as  impossible  for  tlier.  to  brus;.  up  on  their  manners.   They  en- 

dured a  c^eat  deal  of  hardship  to  c^t   their  diplomas,  .aid  v/hen  they  c^t 
their  diplor.as,  their  material  condition  v/as  at  stake. 

These  conditions  have  naturallv  caused  manv  of  our  doctors  to  rtlav  a  double 

part  in  life,  somethin,^  similar  to  a  Dr.  Jekyl  and  Lr.  hyde.   In  their 

nei^'hborhood,  where  they  were  irnown  and  v;here  they  desired  to  practice, 
they  sought  to  rain  the  respect  of  the  people  by  conducting  themselves 

properly  and  displaying  a  sign  v/ith  the  ethical  wording,  '*Dr.  So  and  So, 
Physician  and  Surgeon.*'  They  had  regul.:jr  office  hours,  but  in  order  to 
earn  a  livelihood,  they  dressed  themselves  in  ivoricing  clothes,  went  to  some 
remote  part  of  town  where  they  were  unk:nov;n,  and  engaged  in  co.Tjnon  labor. 
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Others  v;ere  quacks  and  still  others  have  viola- ed  ethical  laws  v;hich  doctors 
are  forbidden  to  violate. 

.•."hen  a  doctor  beccrries  a  quack  or  violates  the  ethics  of  his  profession,  he 
usually  earns  noney.  .:lS  soon  as  their  leritii.iate  practice  increases,  they 
lessen  their  violations  of  ethical  lav;s  until  they  beconie  cood  a^hYsicians 
and  surgeons.  .^   SLiall  percentage  cannot  resist  the  temptation  of  noney,  so 
the;;  re.^ain  quacks.  But  a  tTeat  number  of  .Vest  Side  doctors  be-r  upon  their 

shoulders  ''sins  of  youth"  v;hich  thev  co:  iiitted  when  thev  graduated,  notwith- 
standing  their  present  prcminence,  honesty,  rmd  even  (^ood  reputation  of  be- 
i^C  C^od  physicians  and  surt.:.eons, 

^-^xit   these  doctors  were  to  ir.ake  yy^   the  staff.   Is  it  then  any  v/onder  v;hy  so 
much  mud  slin^'inf;,  accusations,  disputes,  and  slander  have  becone  the  order 
of  the  day  in  haimonedes  hospital*?  iro  particular  person  is  to  be  blamed; 
v;e  all  should  stand  the  blame.   Cur  leaders  can  be  judged  by  our  society. 
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V/e  must  not  forcet  that  not  only  our  doctors  c.re  on  such  a  plane  but  v;e,  as 
a  v;hole,  are  not  any  bettor. 

..bout  the  seventh  clause,  "The  expenditures  drastically  exceed  the  hospital^s 
incone,'^  v:e  can  say  that  v;e  need  not  deplore  this  fact.   It  is  certainly  an 
honor  for  the  raimonedes  hospital,  for  their  doctors,  for  the  officers  and 
directors,  and  for  the  entire  Jev/ish  district  of  the  ..est  Side  in  c^neral. 
After  all,  the  death  rate  in  hainjonedes  v/as  lo;/er  than  in  any  other  hospital. 
Under  all  circvj.istances,  f;ood  care  has  been  civen  to  the  patients  for  v/hose 
benefit  the  hosTDital  v/as  built. 

This  fact  alone  shov/s  th:=.t  the  '^si.iall  nui-iber  of  directors  ;;ho  have  been  so 

active''  v;ill  help  the  reorganization  coniriittee  nake  tl^e  hospital  ;vhat  it 
should  be,  a  Jev;ish  nionuinent  for  posterity.  The  hospital  will  remain  open 
and  be  run  by  a  staff  of  doctors  who  v;ill  restore  health  to  its  patients. 
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Considering  everythinr,  the  invest if:at ion  turned  out  much  better  than  the 
best  friends  of  the  hospital  could  have  expected. 

.vll  is  v;ell  that  ends  ?;ell. 

'J 

o 

i    r  P  ̂  -: 
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TIG  iL'Lr.:oiJin3i::s  iiospit.^l  o::  tiis  Aa^i%DA 

There  is  no  doubt  t-:at  the  various  invecti£^ation  committees,  appointed  from 
time  to  time  by  the  Federation  in  order  to  investiraue  the  different 
institutions,  have  aided  in  putting  these  institutions  on  a  much  firmer 

basis  than  previously*  The  invest if^at ion  the  I.:arks  l^than  Orphanage  under- 
went, according  to  the  recoiiendaticns  of  t:;e  Federation's  Inver-tigating 

Committee,  is  a  blessing  to  this  institution.   If  one  were  to  no   into  the 

L'arks  I7ath-in  Orphanae:e  novj,  h?  could  not  help  but  notice  it  is  more  active 
and  better  manacled  than  before.  The  renovation  vhich  the  Hebrew  Sheltering 

Home  undenvent  through  the  Federation's  invosti'ation,  placed  this  institution, 
also  kno'/'n  as  Father  Abr.sh-im's  Hotel,  on  such  a  footing  as  to  make  Chicago 
proud  •  ^^' 

i 

^ 
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It  is  understood  tint   in  the  investigation  of  an  institution  there  are 

irresponsible  people  v.-ho  want  to  catch  lish  in  troubled  water  and  take 
advant'^{^e  of  their  position  for  selfish  purposes.  They  try  to  convince 
tho  heads  of  institutions  that  the  i'ede  rat  ion's  intention  is  to  seize 
the  institution  in  its  r:rip,  on  the  other  hand  Lhey  want  to  influence  the 

other  menbers  of  th6  invsL^ti^ating  committee  to  the  effect  that  they 
should  break  av;ay  from  directors  of  institutions  v/hose  opinions  do 

not  suit  their  interests.  But  the  inte-^rity  and  fair-:.iindedness  of  the 
investigators  and  the  davotion  of  the  heads  of  these  institutions,  have 
ultiiaately  triuiaphed  over  all  these  trivialities.  The  investigators  and 
the  officers  of  the  institutions  collaborated  harmoniously,  not  seeking 
any  personal  gins  but  devoting  thamselves  body  and  soul  to  the  institution 
and  those  benefited  by  it. 
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It  was  only  natural  that  v/hensver  the  investi.-ators ,  as  well  as  the  officers, 
were  ccnfrorxted  v;ith  a  chan-:e  of  tactics  and  order  in  their  respective 
institutions,  each  shared  a  different  opinion,  v;hich  resulted  in  discussions, 
discussions  v;hich  v;ere  shaped  by  the  char-  cter  and  tenperaTiOnt  of  these 
people,  .^t  tines  they  v;ore  fiery,  and  at  otiier  ti:v3s  tranquil.  I:ov;ever, 
regardless  of  hov;  heated  or  federate  the  discussions  r.iay  have  been,  a 
plan  v;as  ultimately  arrived  at  ujon  v;hich  all  agreed.  Those  enployed  by  the 

institutions  an^olied  all  th^ir  influence  to  carry  the  adonted  Dlan  through, 
and  the  result  of  their  task  is  such  as  to  be  an  honor  for  the  Chicago 
Jev/ish  Conriunitv. 

The  present  investiration  of  the  I.lainonedes  Hospital  is  by  no  neans  all. 
It  is  not  the  first  nor  v;ill  it  be  the  last.  As  soon  as  this  investigation 
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co:\  it^.es  oc::ch3tes>  its  -.•or::  in  th?   :'ior.;3it:'.l,    it  '"ill  invoc-ti  *at3   in 
succe.'ir.ion  the  rerr  ining;  irictituticns.      TJiecG   invo::Lif  •  tions  are  not 
r.ade  '.ritli  a  viev;  to  findin-^  fciult   in  order  to  slinc  iniid  at   our  best 
and  :;v.':st   :."aithful  welfare   ..orker?,   but  v;ith  a  view  to  l.elp  in  the   natural 
dev3lo:)r.i3nt   of  the  Jev.'ir:;  Coru.iunity  of  Cnica.'^o,  :vaic:i  has  ̂ vcn  up  by 
leaps  and  bounds.     V/e  can  .ot   run  now  our  benevolent  institutions  ac  v;e 

did  I'jhen  they  7:ere  supported  by  nickel  collections. 

Perhaps  there  are  many  v/ho  share  the   opinion  that  the  Laiinonedes  Hospital 

is   still  too  youneT,   -  i^  ̂ ^1  i"^   is   only  fix  i.ionths  old,   -  to  undergo  an 
investigation;    others  ::iay  think  that  the   older  institution^^   should  have 

been  investirated  before,   be?:  use   in  these   institutions  a;'r.   has  inevitably 
develooed  r)olicies  which   could   stand  sone  inprovenient.     Ilovre^^er,    circun- 
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stances  v;ere  such  that  fate  pointed  to  L.aiT.onedes  Hospital,  c:iU£ing  it  to 
be  the  first  institution  to  bo  investigated.  It  is  a  blessing  from  God, 
so  to  sperk,  that  the  Lainonedes  Ilospitcl  happened  to  be  tho  first 
institution  to  be  investigated. 

Incidentally,  the  directors  of  the  i.-aimonedes  Hospital  are  also  the  central 

fir'ures  of  the  Federation.  As  'we  understand  it,  this  year,  as  well  as  last 
year,  the  active  directors  of  the  Laimonedes  Hospital  v/ere  chairmen  of  the 

most  irr.oortant  corxiittees.  A  fev;  names  "ill  sui'fice  ^o  confirm  the  truth 
of  this. 
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The  president  of  the  Llaiirionedes  ZiospitLil,  Ivlr.    I.   Lurie,  y;as   chniman  of  the 

Institution  Committee  last  year;   Judpe  Ilarr^'-  !,:•   Fislier,  v;as   chaimc^n  of  the 
Office  CoTjnittee  that   dirjcted  all  activities  of  the  Federation;   Llaic  !!• 
Korshak  was   chairnan  of  the  Propaganda  Corjnittee;   Samuel  J.   Rosenblatt  was 

an  active  member  of  every  committee;   I.Ir,  L'illinker,   secretary  of  the  hospital, 
was:   the  ch«5inaan  of  the  Purchardn^  Co-^nittee,   and  so  it  was  v;ith  every 
coinmittee  of  the  Federation. 

This  year,  as  far  as  vie  knov;,  the  vice-president  of  the  Ilaimonedes  Hospital, 
I.Ir.  Samuel  J.  Rosenblatt,  is  chairman  of  the  most  import.^^nt  cormittee  of  the 

Federation,  The  Tays  and  L'ec^ns  Committee,  whose  duty  it  is  to  r?  ise  money    . 
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to  finance  all   inrtitutions;  r.'r,   T.ax  :..   Korrliak  ir>   chainaan  of  th3  next 
i:n~)ort':nt   co  .;:.ittee,  'f.ose  t^s\:  is   ̂ o  solicit   5:ubscribers;    Judr;e  Harry 
:.'.    Fisher  v:as   elected  vice   president,  ^.vhich  inarres  hira  a  neTnbor  of  the 
Zxecr.tive  Coii.ittee   of  the  -"ederation. 

Aeprardlesr-   ":f  the   a^-e   of   tho  hor;:)it'Al  and  the  expo  ̂ ^iences   it  had  endured, 
the   invert i  ̂ ^-tion  introL^uces  n3^.*:  responsibilities.      It   is    just   like  ex- 
pectin^  a  visit   fro'.;  the  ::.cther-in-lav;;    it   uoesn't  i.iahe  any  difference  how 
v/ell  the  house  appears,   the   dau  -hter-in-lav;  inspects  ever;.'thin{;,    lest   soiie- 
thing  is   overlooked  v;hich  :iay  be  detected  by  tho   i.iother-in-lav/.      But   should 
the   cauf-riter-in-lav;  overlook  a  thirif-,  and  the     .other-in-lavj  notices   it, 
it   is   not   r.o  terrible.     At   least,    it  v;ill  not   cause  a  divorce. 
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In  the  present  investin^^tion  of  the  Laimonedes  Tiospit-l,  the  same  excitement 
prevails  as  in  previous  investi{i:ations.   Tiie  rembers  of  the  group  have 

plans  and  nrojects;  they   run  about  confused  fi-om  one  to  another,  sr^eaking 
promiscuously  about  one  a^-d  a  thousand  t-.ings  and  putting  on  airs  as  if 
they  vjere  rrreat  authorities.  3ut  the  true  v/orkers  to  v;hon  the  institutions 

are  sacred,  to  v;hom  there  is  no  difference  betvreen  the  Ilospitr.l,  the 
llarks  Ilathan  ::rphanace,  the  Hone  For  The  Ar:ed,  and  ot  er  institutions,  go 

about  their  v:orlc  unnerturbedly.  All  this  rossip  does  not  even  penetrate 

their  ears.  They  do  not  pei-mit  troubled  water  to  form;  consequently,  there 
is  no  place  to  catch  fish. 

The  investi,r::atinG  Committee  is  nov^  preparing  its  reoort,  in  v/hich  credit  is 

rriven  th*^  '"orkers,  i.e.,  the  directors  and  founders  of  the  hospital,  for 
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the  good  v/ork  that  vjas  done.  The  Investigation  Coix.ittee  also  offers 

many  re coirjnendat ions,  v;hich  the  officers  will  undoubtedly  carry  through* 

Those  v;ho  souf^;nt  scand-ils  and  those  who  due  to  personal  objectives  intended 

to  sling  mud  at  the  G:iicaco  Jevjish  v;elfL.re  'vorkers,  vdll  as  usual  remain 
v;ith  a  wry  face.  The  Maimonedes  HospitJil  will  remain  as  a  monum.ent  through 

the  activity  and  ]  :bor  of  the  Ghicaeo  Orthodox  Jev/ry. 

And  so  the  Lainonedes  Iios-ital  is  on  the  agenda  in  the  Je.  ish  Coirjriunity. 
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SAYS  rEJ  DID  i:OT  R-::SIG!: 

L:r.  David  Fine,  fonner  superintendent  of  the  Tainonedes  HoGpital,  claims 

that  the  nev/s  of  his  rosirnation,  -published  1.-st  Lcnday  in  the  Courier, 
is  not  true. 

In.  a  letter  to  the  Courier,  I.  r.  Tine  states  that  he  did  not  resicn, 

but  v;as  ousted  a^rainst  his  v;ill  b./  the  House  Conmittee. 

"I  did  not  v;ant  to  resign  under  -iny  circui.istances,^'  states  -r.  ?ine  in 

his  letter,  ''because  v/hatever  ccniitions  evolved  in  the  I'ainonedes 
Hospital,  they  could  not  be  charced  against  the  superintendent,  and  I 
did  not  feel  responsible. 

'*In  the  near  future  the  Jev;ish  public  v;ill  probably  hnov;  the  truth 

about  the  conditions  that  have  existed  in  the  L.'ainonedes  Hospital. 
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"I  did  not  rasifn,  ̂ ut   v;as  forcefully  ousted  by  the  House  Connittee." 

The  chairrian  of  the  House  CoriL^iittee  of  the  Haiiionodes  Hospital  is  It. 

Sanuel  J.  Rosenb*'att,  He  is  nov;  in  l.e-.;  York,  with  Judre  Harry  H.  Fisher, 
chairman  of  tlie  ledical  Corunittee,  and  L:r.  !•  Lurie,  rjresident  of  the 
hospital,  to  complete  negotiations  for  a  nev/  superintendent.  The  Ecard 
of  Directors  at  its  last  neetinc  c^ve  authority  tc  the  House  Comnittee 

to  demand  the  r^^si^-nation  of  all  employe  s  of  the  hospital,  from  the 
superintendent  do'.vn  tc  t-he  clerks. 
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.UDDITICNia  ChL^iRG^S  IN  KCSILCR  IIO.FITAl 

In  the  Llaimonedes  Hospital  chances  and  improvements  are  made  slov/ly 

but  with  assurance.  In  addition  to  increasing  the  staff  by  many  new 

physicians,  such  as  Richter,  Shraeger,  Cohen,  and  Levinson,  provision 
has  been  made  for  iTiany  other  changes. 

No  sooner  had  the  present  superintendent,  l^x.   Fine,  moved  to  resign, 

than  a  committee,  consisting  of  Judge  I-Iarry  LU  Fisher,  S.  J.   Rosenblatt, 

and  I.  Lurie,  left  for  New  York  yesterday,  on  their  ovm  account,  to 

make  negotiations  for  another  superintendent. 

In  the  meantime,  the  supervision  of  the  hospital  was  left  in  chcrge  of 

Dr.  H.  Cohen,  v.ho  v.ill  be  assisted  in  his  v.ork  by  the  present  super- 
intendent of  the  Liichc;el  Reese  Hospital,  so  that  the  inmates  receive 

proper  attention. 

^z'm  --•■
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Ivlany  persons  qualified  to  act  in  the  capacity  of  superintendent  for 
the  hospital,  were  recommended  to  the  committee.  The  recommendations 
come  from  the  greatest  authorities  in  the  medical  world.  The  committee, 
however,  desires  to  interview  the  candidates  personally,  for  which 
purpose  they  departed  for  Nev;  York. 

As  soon  as  a  ne;.  superintendent  is  encaged,  the  entire  medical  staff 

will  be  reorganized.  Those  who  are  nov;  on  the  hospital's  medical 
staff,  are  tendering  their  resignations  to  the  Lledical  Board,  in 
accordance  with  the  decision  of  the  Board  of  Directors. 
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RJORa^:IZ.iTION  GCilllTTl:::!:  FOR  /l^Il  .OITlCDiiS/ HCSPI'La 

At  a  meeting  held  last  nicht  in  the  La  Salle  Hotel,  called  by  the  Board  of 

Directors  of  the  i?'ederation  (Jewish  Charitable  .association),  the  report  of 
the  Investif'r^tinr:  Goi:3Tiittee  on  the  i.iiinonedes  hospital  was  accepted. 

The  rctiort  was  aTo-oroved  bv  a  lar^e  raaioritv  after  considerable  debate. 

The  invest iratin.^:  corjrdttee  consisted  of  I.Irs.  .-.•  i.^irfolis,  chairnan;  B.  J, 
Schiff ,  Samuel  Hiillipson,  Rabbi  Saul  Silber,  i. orris  Taver,  and  Charles  I. 
Herron,  who  subnitted  thu  following  report: 

"To  the  United  Orthodox  Jewish  Charities: 

"The  committee  authorized  by  you  to  inYe^^ti£:ate  the  i.::-iimonedes  Hospital, 
has  the  pleasure  of  submittinr  the  follov;infr  report,  tof:ether  with  suitable 
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reconaTiendations : 

^^(1)  .'/e  found  that  most  of  the  nembers  of  the  Board  of  Directo"^s  have  neg- lected their  work  badly  and  failed  to  fulfill  their  duties.   (2)  The  hos- 
pital was  opened  before  everything  had  been  brought  to  order,  t^ras  liiaking 

it  difficult  for  the  doctors  to  ̂ arry  on  their  ;vork.  (3)  ;/e  found  that 
the  appointment  of  staff  doctor:;  was  done  too  hastily.  The  directors  had 
no  time  to  investigate  each  appcintment  properly.   (4)   ;/e  further  found 
that  the  staff  doctors  are  quarreling  among  themselves,  vjhich  is  detri- 

mental to  the  progress  of  the  hospital,  and  we  think  that  there  is  no 

possibility  of  ironing  out  these  disputes.   (5)  'He   found  that  the  internes 
were  unqualified  to  do  hospital  v;ork.   (6)  The  staff  nurses  were  poorly 
organized  from  the  very  beginning  when  the  hospital  opened,  and  the  present 
condition  of  this  division  is  very  poor.   (7)  The  expenditures  drastically 
exceed  the  income  of  the  hospital. 

^*Ve,  therefore,  recommend  that  the  Board  of  Directors,  Ivledical  staff, 
^*^^^"^ 
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Daily  Jewish  Courier,  jPeh.    2,  1914. 

public  opinion,  and  it  should  be  turned  into  a  .lOspital  which  should  serve 

as  a  monuinent  for  the  future  --^en^ration. 
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f  J  J- 
The  Reform  Advocate,  ̂ ol.  U6,  Wk.  of  Nov.  15,  I913.  p.^51. 

5y  the  terms  of  the  will  of  the  late  Edward  Morris,  several  Jewish  institu- 
tions will  receive  legacies.  The  Michael  Heese  Hospital  will  receive 

$20,000,  the  Chicago  Home  for  Jewish  Orphans,  $10,000,  the  Associated  Chari- 

ties of  Chicago,  $10,000,  the  Home  for  Jewish  Friendless  and  Working  Girls, 

$5,000. 

'VJ: 

'■^d 
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Sunday  Jev/ish  Courier,   Oct.   19»   1913* 

Lai  l.NiCi    1  n-j    s-»wrti^iiwn.o  i. Uri ,:.   i"  Ur^    1. 1  ̂    i Iiu  ;    oAxi x i  AKiuri • 

Todr.y  at   2   p.  r..  the   cornerstone  for  the  new  sanitarium  v/as  laid  with  due 
and  fitting  cereii.ony.      It    .vill  be  the  most   Sciiitary  and  modern  hospital   in 
Chicago.     The  sanitarium  v/ili  be  an  ̂ den  for  those   unfortinates   v/ho  suffer 

from  the   advanced   sta;-es   of  consumption. 

They  will   have  all  the  necess  .ry    co   forts  to  ease  their   sufferings. 

The   sanitarium  is  being  ouilt   at  the   corner  of  50''ii^    (^;7est)and  Belmont   Ave. 

Officiating  at  the  ceremony  \7ertr:  United  States  Judp:e  Julian  3.-ack,  Dr. 
iimil  G.  Hirsch,  Israel  Kovan,  .vabbi  Saul  Silver,  3r,  Theodore  3.  Sacks, 

Jud^^e  Harry  L.   Fisher,    Sarnett   Ilor./ich,    and  Dr.   George    '•  Young. 
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Daily  Jewish  Courier,  Oct,  1,  1913 • 

LAYING  rH!i  COiU^^Jn  SIGNS  70R   A  S.AJ^^IT.ARIUl!. 

On  the  19th  of  October  the  corner  stone  will  be  laid,  for  the  largest 
sanitarium  for  advanced  cases  of  consu;  ption,  at  50th  and  Belmont  Ave. 
The  sanitarium  will  be  a  true  haven  for  those  unfortunates  who  suffer 
from  this  disease. 

The  building  is  being  erected  under  the  auspices  of  the  Jewish  Consumptive 
lielief  Society  which  has  been  planning  such  a  hone  for  a  long  time. 

At  last  night's  meeting,  a  program  was  arranged  designating  those  who 
will  officiate  at  this  momentous  ceremony.  The  following  will  participate: 
Rabbi  Sol  Silver,  Dr.  Theodore  3,  Sacks,  -;r.  Young  of  the  ixealth  Dept., 
xlabbi  Dr.  iilmil  G.  Kirsch,  B.  Kurovitz,  Julius  ivosenwald,  and  Isadore  Kovan. 

Lr.  Samuel  Philipson  is  the  chairman  of  the  Duilding  and  Arrgngements 
Committee* 
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The  Reform  Advocate,   Vol.   U6,  Wk.   of  Sept.   I3,   I913.   p. 151. 

The  Jewish  Consumptive  Relief  Society  of  Chicago  is  making  plans  for  the 
laying  of  the  corner-stone  of  the   Sanitorium  for  Advanced  Cases  of  (Tuhercu- 
losis,   at  50th  and  Belmont  avenue,   Sunday  Octoher  19« 
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D^.iiy  Jewish  !: purler,  June  2^'-,  i'^13* 
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The   first   p  tient     t   zY.e  I.air^ionides   h'osher  I.osnit  .1  \r\s   \\  heolt- ;';  boy, 
viho  \7'^..3    bocr:      to   -.rs.    i^ouioe   ii,    J^ltzbtr  ;,    1215   •^.   I.'ill^ird   ..venue. 

.^o   cereiTionv  \.  \s   ̂   ?-de  ■■:.t    the   o-:cnin'.      -I'-^'erG   are   a   nu!..ot.r   or   sick   ̂ ^tients 

who   alre-^i-dy   h-iv^.    r'^s^rve.!   beas.       1  ree   nativ^nts   'viil   un  lerro   oocr^-t  ionc 
toforrovv  • 

bverv  deo^rtMeril  i:*  or""'!3.ni2':..o  '/ith  adt:u''.xc  nur*"-G3  e.n-:. 

ho^^  'it-Al  will  be  strictly  kosher^  The  r-ubbis  Y^ye  en^ 
to  rAke   C'-.re   oT    "r,ll  tl  e   diet^n^   foou   lirvs. 

■.-00  tors.       -""^-e ■  *e  d     :-in   i  n  s  o  e  c t  o r 

Cvervthinr    in  tlie  laimonides   bosoit    1  \7*':s  ''•"•^ae   after  the   I'-'.tcst    invention: 

in  medical   sciexice,    ^in.i   *:iccOiM  1^;:*   lo   prof  ess  ion-il  men    it    in   the   best 
eo  )iooed    ros  'it'll    in   IJhiCa  ̂ o« 
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-'or  new  bora  b'Ab\^   bovn,    •■:    s:)eci^^.l   roo::;   ./^.s   c on^^truct'ca    .l.crc   JG,;i:^li 
chii-drs.i  v/iil   bt    circu:::c  iseci   ac.*ordin--  to   the   Mosaic   Lav/,   v;ithout 
osin'-   exposed  to   s?.rc-.stic   ^^riecrs   iron'   otier  bosoit-^.is* 
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D^ily  Jewish   Jourier,    .^pril   13 ̂     1913- 

THRONG  aTTEIJDo   :^::P03ITI0N. 

The  Jewish   populace  shows   ^reat    interest    in  the  Tuberculosis  Exhibition, 

which   is  bein^  held   in   ./est  Park  iJuniber  2,    undor  the   supervision  oi* 
the  Je^^vish  Jonsuinotive   5ocietv«      ihousaads   of  rTien  and  v/omen  are  visit- 

ing  the   exhibition,    where   advice   is    -iven  them  on  the  prevention   of 
the  different  diseases. 

i^'irst    of  all,   they   explain  how  to   protect    oneself   from  various   microbes 
which  breed   in  filthy  pliices* 
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Daily  Jev/ish  Courier,    /.prii   I3,    1913» 

rlenty   of  air  and   cleanliness    in  the  home    is    Lhe   antidote   of  the 
white   plague,   which   robs   so  many   livbs  aaily, 

liiVerythin;^  is  expl-?-inod  rt  the  exhicition  throa:^h  lectures,  and  stereo- 
type pictures  shov. ing  hov;  the  horrible  bacteria  germs  infect  the  human 

body. 

..ore  than   1,500   people   attended  the   exhibition  yesterday,      ^2en  clubs 
from  the  ̂ .^axwell  settlement  House   visited  the   exhibition  yesterday, 
and  after  visitin-    all  the   rooms    ^here  these    pictures   c^in  be  found, 
they  convened     in  the   assembly  hall  v/here  a   discussion  followed  under 
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Daily  Jev/ish  Courier,  .Vpril  13 ?  1913 

the  direction  of  L.iss  Carrie  Yankers,  social  v/orker  of  the  'Maxwell Settlement  House. 

^1  innumerable  amount  of  free  literature  was  distributed,  in  ̂ vhich  the 
disc  ls^j  are  discussed. 

The  lectures  for  this  evenin?;  are:   Dr.  L..-.,  Gorman,  who  v/ill  spe-ak 
on  "Tuberculosis  and  Throat  Disease:"  T^.  James  Linik,  suoerintendent 
of  the  Tuberculosis  Institute,  who  will  spe'::.k  on  "Cleanliness  As  An 

Antidote  of  Cons'omption;*'  I.'iss  Linnie  Lows,  suoerintendent  of  the 
bureau  of  Personal  Service,  who  will  speak  on   the  "Necessity  to  Keep 

Clean." 
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The  Daily  Jewish  Courier,   apr.  6,    1913*  v*;PA  flLL)  :"'^;*J.3u;r/i 

l:o^ey  atid  enthusiasl:  ^  thi:  dedication. 

Todays  program  at  the  dedication  of  the  Taimonedes  (Kosher)  Hospital  is  as 

follows:  2  P.  llm   Dr»  B,  LI,  Bregstone,  chairman.  Dr.  Jacob  7rank,  L'r» 
Lleyer  Linker,  and  Dr.  H.  L.  Kalperin  will  speak  in  Ilnglish;  Rabbi 
Li.  Fisher  of  the  Congregation  Agudoth  Achim  Anshe  Hungary  will  speak 
in  Yiddish. 

7  P«  I^I*  Judge  H.  L.  Fisber,  chairman.  Judge  Hugo  P;om  will  introduce 
the  chairman.  Dr.  HImil  G.  Hirsch  will  speak  in  Ilnglish  and  .labbi 
Saul  oilber  will  speak  in  Yiddish. 
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The  Daily  Jewish  Courier,  Apr*  6,  1913.    '''^'  f'^!-)  PROJ.  302/5 

The  opening  ceremony  of  the  dedication  of  the  liiimonedes  (Kosher) 
Hospital  began  yesterday  with  a  prayer  in  Hebrew  by  .labbi  N.  Budzinsky. 

A  great  Jewish  crowd  gathered  together  and  when  Judge  Fisher  called  the 
crowd  to  order  a  sacred  stillness  prevailed  in  this  temple  of  compassion, 
which  was  built  by  Chicago  Jewry • 
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Chicago  Hebrew  Institute  Observer^  November,  1912# 

At  a  recent  meeting  of  the  Maimonides  Kosher  Hospital,  the  following 
officers  were  elected; 

Ur«  J.  lurza.  President, 
Mr.  S.  J#  Rosenblatt t  First  Vice-President, 
Mr«  Ubx  Eorshak,  Second  Vice-President, 
Mr*  M*  Joseph,  Treasiirer, 
Mr.  Meyer  Linker,  Secretary, 

-ci 

(.-.? 

Judge  Fisher  will  act  as  President  \intil  dedication  of  the  hospital • 
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Daily  Jewish  Courier.  April  25,   1912. 

JULIUS  rosi:n*:7ald  a  f^ie^-jd  to  gkildrdn, 

Lr»  Julius  Rosenwald  is  the  philanthropist  whc  ia  financing  the 

cost  of  looking  after  the  teeth  of  the  children  in  the  Chicago  schools* 
The  amount  of  fifteen  thousand  dollars  will  be  contributed  by  Mr# 

Rosenwald  with  positive  instructions  that  a  systein  be  established  to 

care  for  children's  teeth  in  all  schools  in  Chicago. 

2£r»  Rosenwald 's  name  was  withheld  in  the  formation  of  plans  for  estab- 
lishing the  first  six  dental  dispensaries.  As  soon  as  these  six  are 

ready,  four  more  dispensaries  will  be  established,  which  v/ill  make  a 
total  of  ten*  Ur.   Rosenwald  will  donate  ten  thousand  dollars  annually 

which  means  a  thousand  dollars  per  year  for  each  one  for  its  annual  upkeep. 
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Daily  Jewish  Gourier>  April  25,  1912. 

All  those  who  are  interested  in  this  project  are  informed  that  in  case 

of  any  more  dispensaries  are  needed,  Mr*  Rosenwald,  the  Jewish  philan- 
thropist has  authorized  the  establishment  of  five  more  dispensaries  to 

which  he  will  make  an  additional  contribution  of  ̂ 5, 000. 00. 
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Courier,  December  26,  1911« 

Meeting  of  Maimonides  Kosher  Hospital  Tonight 

A  meeting  is  called  this  evening  at  8  PM  by  the  Advisory  Board  of  the 

Maimonides  Kosher  Hospital,  at  the  Palace  Opera  building,  IIU5  Blue  Island  Avenue. 

250  representatives  of  over  100  different  Lodges,  Societies  and  Synagogues 
are  expected  at  this  meeting. 

The  Board  will  make  reports  of  all  resolutions  adopted  by  the  different  or- 
ganizations* 

% 
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Courier,  December  *^,  l^ll. 
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Hosr>itr-l  Convention  a  Success, 

Over  300   dele5^:fte£  anc    representatives  of   diiferbnt    s^na-gc^^j.es,    ledges, 

and  otVier  Je\vis?i  orgjrnizations  have  made  ̂ <ip   their  minds   to   {ret    cusj*   ajid 
ouild  the  hospital.    The  Trieetin{^  at   the   Hebrew  Institute,   yesterda^-^  afternoon 
was  a  i^reat    success.      The  Roll  v/?s  c?^lled   oy  President,   II,   M,   F' sher  of  the 
ItlaifTionides  Kosher  Hospital,   v;hc   OT:^ened  the   convention.      It  v^'as  the  hi^r^est 

convention  of  Jev.-ish  rer^resentatives  ever  "before  assernhled  in  Chic^x^o, 
Several  prorainent  Ha-this  addressed  the   large  audience   and  ex^ilained  convin- 

cingly the  necessity  of   ouildin^c  f^  Kosher  Hospital,      Ivlr.   Hosenhlatt   impressed 

the  audience  immensely  in  his  address  on  the  rreparations  for  the  "building: 
of  the  Kosher  L'os-cital, 

The   officers   of   the  FosrAtal,    so   far  h?d  no  r;lans  as   to  hov/  to   raise   the 

neces'^ary  funds   to  "build  the   Tospital,      That  v/as  r:^yy  the   delegates  vere for  this  v/orthiy 
called  to:;;ether  to  fornulate  plans  for  the  raisin,-^  of  fundi 
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Cvourier,    December  -r,    IC^ll,  •;/■'.  ,'?!  '  )  pp  m  ■^f;2> 

unierta-Icing,      Each  md  evei^/  delerrte  v^as  invited   to   errcress  lis  vicv-'s, 
ai.d  cvt   the   end  of  len^:^'!}::;/'   di^icusciicr:,    the   foljowin^-  resolution:-:  v-ere  adopted: 

that   the  r.resent   deleiVf  tes    stand  elected  "by  their  resr^'ective   or/rariizations: 
that  t]:ere   shall  he  r-x.  Advisor^^  2oard  cf  Mai-nonidec  Ko?.her  hospital  ̂ .^"hich 
will  neet   once   ri  month  to  noiviinate   ar.d  elect   directors  and  officers,    aiid  that 

dele^'^-.tes   shall   fcr-^   the:-.':celves  into   comrdttees  to  help    ou'ld  the  Hospital, 

Kv.   Kevelev,    the   Su^)erintendent  of   the   HosT:ital,   after  deliverina  a   fier3/ 
speech,    adjourned  the   convention. 
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Courier,  October  22,   1911. 

The  Board  of   Directors  of  the  New  Mainonidas  Hospi":al. 
Notice  to   Building  Contractors* 

All  contractors   in  the  building  trade  will  please  take  notice  that  v/e  are  ready 

to   accept   bids   for  the   erection  of  oar  new  .VAinonides  Hospital.     Those  who   are 

interested  will   sub^nit  plans  and    specifications  to   our  architect,  Mr.   A.   J.  Ohren^ 
stein,    105  3.   Dearborn   street. 

The   fifjiures  must   be   sent   in  not   later  than  November  4th,    1911. 

Respectfully 
The  Buildin?:  Comraittee. 
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Courier^  October  5,  1911. 

The  friends  of  Maimondes  Kosher  Hospital,  who  have  on  Rosh  Hashana  and  Yom 

Kippur  pledged  liberally  to  the  hospital,  are  urgently  requested  to  send  in  their 
donations  to  the  office  of  the  hospital,  1145  Blue  Island  Ave.  Room  28. 

Samuel  Kelenov,  Mgr« 
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The  Reform  Advocate,  k2,   Wk.  of  September  9»  1911 •  ?•  lOS 

An  institution  for  the  care  of  the  consuniptiTe-poor  will  soon  be  built     ::^ 

on  a  tract  of  land  which  the  Jewish  Consuinptive  Belief  Society  has  just  pur-      :^ 
chased  for  $10,000*  It  is  pleasant  to  construct  an  administration  building  first  ̂ ^ 

at  a  cost  of  $15,000,  and  several  shacks  which  will  cost  between  $2,000  and  $3,000  t^^ 
each*  David  Saul  nafter,  the  Architect,  is  at  work  on  the  place.  j^ 

The  officers  of  the  Association  are:  President,  Mrs.  I*J.  Boblns;  Cor- 

respondlne  Secretary,  Mrs.  L.C.  Barnett;  and  Treasurer,  Mrs.  Abraham  Margolis. 
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A  REAL  EST.-:.TE  TR.\NSACTION 

The  Jewish  Society,  exclusively  a  women* s  association  interested  in  the  rescue 
work  of  Chicago •s  patients  afflicted  with  tuberculosis,  has  purchased  ten 
acres  of  land  from  Nelson  Thomasson,  for  $10,000*  The  site  is  located  at 
West  Belmont  Avenue,  N.  50th  Avenue,  School  Street,  and  the  prolonged  N*  51st 
Avenue*  A  |40,000  mortgage  is  attached  to  the  property*  The  organization  is 
planning  the  erection  of  a  tuberculosis  sanitarium  for  the  comfort  of  sufferers 
from  that  disease  indiscriminate  of  their  religious  beliefs*  Included  in 
this  plan  is  the  administration  building  to  be  erected  at  a  cost  of  $15,000, 
and  a  number  of  sanitary  isolation  homes,  at  a  cost  from  §2,000  to  $3,000 
each*  These  homes  will  be  built  on  a  solid  foundation*  A  corridor  will  run 

through  the  center  of  the  structure  with  beds  on  both  sides  of  the  hall, 
and  will  include  other  necessary  accommodations*  Trees  will  be  planted  to 
adorn  the  place*  The  management  of  the  institution  will  be  placed  in  the 

hands  of  physicians,  who  have  made  a  special  study  of  tuberculosis*  The   /o 
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support  of  tr-'3  hospital  '■•:ill  deoeni  upon  public  contributions. 

This  organization,  'vit":  huMan  i.itf^rect  at  ::Gart,  xvas  founded  eif^ht  years  a'^o 
and  has  since  provided  the  needy  tubercular  natients  v;ith  nedical  aid  as  ',;ell 
as  ;\;ith  nourishing;  food.   The  follov;in^j  are  the  name:-  of  the  officials  of  the 

association:  Mrs.  F.   J.  Robin,  ̂ oresident;  rs.  ..  L.  Aren,  vice--^resident; 

Ijrs.  L.  C.  Barnett,  corresoondent;  and  .ts.  Abraha-i  I'ar.-polis,  treasurer. 

Tae  ne\'j   sanitarium  v/ill  be  ready  for  occupancy  in  191?.. 



The  Beform  Advocate.  Vol.  Ul,  Wk.  of  June  3tl911t  Page  712. 

The  Michael  Haesa  Hospital  treated  6,687  patients  last  year« 

Operating  expenses  for  the  year  amounted  to  $238,^68,  while  the  total^^ 
cash-receipts  were  $138t087#  The  deficit  was  made  \xp  by  the  Associated  Jewish Charities • 

JEWISH 
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The  Reform  Advocate,  Vol,  Ul,  Wk*  of  June  3f  1911f  Pag®  713- 

Malmonldes  Hospital 

Last  Sunday,  the  cornerstone  of  the  West  Side  Jewish  Hospital  was 
lald#  The  hospital  Is  located  at  Qgden  and  California  Avenues,  and  will  be 

six-stories  high.  It  will  he  equipped  with  modem  appliances,  and  will  he 

strictly  "Kosher"*  The  nurses  and  doctors  will  he  required  to  speak  "Tlddlsh"» 

"> 
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A  MAGinFIOiLNT  iDIFIGE  r- .  -^ 

Heavy  storms  yesterday  interfered  with  the  celebration  of  laying  of        Vj^  ,. 
the  foundation  stone  for  the  new  I.!aimonides  Kosher  Hospital  at  California 

Avenue  and  Rebecca  Street.  It  will  take  place,  however,  in  the  near  future* 
A  great  many  people  have  come  to  participate  in  the  celebration,  which  ended 
quite  abruptly  for  reasons  mentioned  above*  Functioning  as  chairman  on  this 
occasion  v;as  L!r.  Harry  y.^   risher,  president  of  the  Hospital  Association.  Ad- 

dresses 7;ere  delivered  by  Llessrs.  A.  J.  Sabath,  National  representative.  Dr. 
George  Sultan,  representing  to,  Bartzen,  president  of  the  County  Council,  Dr. 
3.  H.  Breakstone,  T^abbi  Joseph  Silber,  and  Sheriff  Zimmer,  Directed  by  Messrs. 

iVilliam  Block  and  Edward  Solomon,  a  so-called  "combat  V7ith  noble  intentions"  v/as 
instituted  as  a  means  for  naming  one  of  the  eight  corner  stones,  after  the  high- 

est bidder.  The  largest  offer,  that  of  -?400,  came  from  lir.  J.  Lurya.  The  re- 
maining stones  were  named  after  Samuel  Polakow,  Nathan  Rosenzweig,  Michael 

aosenber^,  tos.  M.  Lapin,  Llessrs.  Meyer,  riadeschewietz  and  the  previously  named 
auctioneers.  Various  other  honors  enriched  the  hospital  fund  by  ̂ 3000.  The  west 

Side  Ladies*  Society  gave  a  hospital  bed  as  an  endovmient.  It  v;ill  be  a  most 

o 
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modern  structure,  with  two  dining-rooms,  to  accommodate  the  orthodox  as 
well  as  the  reformed  Je?js#  Adjoining  the  hospital  will  be  a  synagogue 
with  a  sitting  capacity  of  about  150. 

Mr.  Samuel  Nevsleff  was  appointed  director  for  the  institution,  which  is 
expected  to  open  its  doors  to  the  public  in  about  a  year.  The  hospital 
is  named  after  the  Jewish  philosopher,  Maimonides,  of  Spain. 
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I7hen   t'"e   •:'lrins   for  the  nev    Sprrh  Morris  ^^::s  ■'lt.'\l  for  ch:^.lfr6n  f^re   con-T/lcte^ 
t---:?!  V/i-ter,    tl.ey  rre   e:r  ected  to   represGi-t    the   ■-o^.t   -odor:,   ideor^   in    oosri-^ 
tol   cor2tr;ction   end  Ar:~^an:^:e:reut,      Preliiiunar^^  \vorh  vill   not  he    co:or.:er.ced 
Ui;tll   the   ret-ri-i  fro-n  lAiro.e   of  Dr.    I.   A.   Al:t    .-'  -   ii.  nco    ucrof^o    stiidvi]!^ 

The  co.;-tr.;ct:lo;:  of  the  "^osoht'-l  -r  s  rr.^o.o  -oo--^:ihle  hy  r  .oift  of  ;^:;G,COO 
fro...  t-e  czeciitort;  of  hrs.  Ilelsoo:  hor^io  ^o  --if—r^^  G.  .  ?c^t:o:o;i ,  ;-rs::i'iei.t 01   i.ic.xei.  ^ee^e   H 0  <^  "    it-    ' 

LP  V  0      •'"'ni"     ■'•Vp      r;  '  •  •      •*  >•■  erf -^  f  V  f  ■'  •'^i'>  •      ''•■^^-r-     Vpr-Ti     ̂ ^t- r»'^ '!-.'-  r-.-w^      --    h      ',T  '  •••  1->      ̂ •*-  r- --  '•?      i1y»r\Trr- 1  *— -  rf 

Ave.     All  tho-c   iritereotec.  ii.   the  no-    h'iild.iO;^^  r.ro    cpr.riu:^  iieitho"^^   ti^e 
r.ov  -i-^-'iy  tc    oec^oro   the   latest   oo-'^^onei-t    so   th^t    "-he   c^'-ilf --eii   treated 

t'j3re   vill  hrvc'    the  henefit   o:^   o^.^er^^  apt-)lic.::cc   ci-d  r^rttfico    fr.ov'i.   to  -^-di- 
cal   science.      The  hospital  v^ill  he   occupied  within  e  -^'oor. 
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Courier.  October  21,  1910. 

A  NEW  CHAPTER. 

A  new  chapter  is  beginning  for  the  Maimonides  Jewish  "Kosher"  Hospital.   So 
that  the  work  of  this  important  institution  maj^  be  carried  on  successfully,  the 
Board  of  Directors  decided  to  open  a  special  office  where  all  the  work  of  the 
Hospital  can  be  centralized;  the  Board  also  appointed  a  manager  who  will  have 

a  hand  in  all  the  work^   The  office  is  ̂ Iread;^''  or>en  at  12th  and  Blue  Island 
Ave,,  in  the  Palace  Theater,  and  Mr.  Nevelev  is  the  manager. 

Mr,  Nevelev  is  the  right  man  for  the  position.   He  hps  the  necessary  experience 
and  qualifications,  also  the  personality  which  it  takes  to  maintain  a  DOSt  of 
this  kind.  Tor  the  last  four  years  he  held  a  very  important  position  at  the 
Hebrew  Sheltering  and  Immigrant  Aid  Society  in  New  York.  As  an  officer  of  that 
organization  he  traveled  in  every  state  from  the  Atlantic  to  the  Pacific  and 
he  has  accomplished  much.   In  the  short  tim.e  since  Mr.  Nevelev  was  installed 

in  the  office  of  the  "Kosher**  Hospital,  he  has  shown  his  ability  and  has  given 
himself  whole-heartedly  in  the  interest  of  the  new  Hospital.   During  the  high 
holidays,  he  spoke  in  all  our  Chicago  synagogues,  appealing  to  many  Jewish 
individuals  and  organizations  to  assist  in  this  newly  created  institution. 
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The  ChiCc^;o  Je\vish  Courier,  on  a  fev;  occc-sions  in  the  past,  has  mentioned 

the  necessity  for  a  "Kosher"  hospital  in  Chicr./^c,  and  cur  Jb^ts  here  have  at 
last  recr;onded.   The  hospital  is  en   assured  fact,  for  the  work  on  it  is 

ra."Didly  proc^ressing.  A  start  already  ha^   been  made;  the  foundation  of  the 
building  is  now  ready  and  the  corner-stone  will  be  laid  on  Sunday,  November 
,?0* 
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THE  JEWISH  CONSUi/I^TIVE  RELIEF  SOCIETY, 

This  is  a  comimini cation  in  the  form  of  an  ar^peal  to  the  Jews  of  Chicago,  for 
contriljutions  to  the  support  of  the  Jewish  Consumotive  Sanitarium  in  Denver, 
Colorado, 

The  appeal  is  to  all  presidents  of  synagogues  in  and  around  Chicago,  to  all 
quorums,  secretaries  and  officers,  requesting  them  to  grant  to  the  Sanitarium 
the  privilege  of  placing  contribution  plates  in  all  syn??^ogues  and  other  gather- 

ing places  where  the  Jewish  people  of  Chicago  will  gather  to  worship  on  the 
high  holidays.   The  custom  of  the  contribution  plates  has  been  established  by 
the  Consumptive  Sanitarium,  in  Chicago  and  in  other  big  cities,  five  years  ago, 
with  successful  results,  and  we  can  rest  assured  that  this  year  will  be  another 
good  one. 

Rabbi  R.  S,  Israels  is  the  legal  representative  of  the  Jewish  Consumptive 
Sanitarium,  and  any  favors  shown  him  by  the  different  r^laces  of  Jewish  worship, 
will  be  highly  appreciated  by  the  Sanitarium  and  its  officers. 

Very  Respectfully, 
Philip  Hilkovitz,  President 
Chas.  D,  Spivack,  Secretary. 
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'roo:  the   amuol   re;:crt   of 

IJurir:':  ti- 

the v^-xX  r  w>  ̂ .>I  r-      .'±      i..,      ri»      r.'^  5>..:  i  ̂r.- :.  •      ~ 

he  :,':st  -eHr  e  to^^a  of  ̂ ,'^3::  pptiei.^c  v-re  trf:.ted.   The  frer  v;or 
nas  incr'-.sed  ,25;.  over  U  zt  yser,    sr.d  re-.M-e-ent-  cC,'  of  the  totr.l  •.vorl':. 
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The  Pu."blic    Cook-Pot . 

Twenty-fifth  Juc^llee   Gele'cration  for  A-istro-Hung^rian  Aid   Society,    - 
Benefit   for  children   sufferinf^  fro;"   tucerculosis.    -   OGrr;.encer^^:  nt  Exercises 
of  the   Chicago  Helrew  Institute   Sahhath  Scriool,    -  Peneficio.l  Lodi^er.  join 
"Order  Xnigl^its  of  Zion."   «  Dr,    :i-rzl«s  [;Oth   oinhdry  is  celeorc^,ted.    -  Land 
Slid  oarth   in  Fc-lestine, 

The  Austro-Thir^^arifin  Aid  Society  v.:  ich    countr  a:r:onr,  iti^   nenherc   so^:.e   of   the 
mcr^   influential  Jev;s   in  America:    V7il" celeorrte   it-j   25th  Jucilee  next   Sun- 

day at   the  horth-Side   Timer  Plall.     An  especially  interesting  r^roj^ran  has 
heen  arranged. 

Tho  Jevrich   Concu^notive  Relief   Society  of  Chic^'70  needs  a  vacation  c>-Tn;o   -nd 
surn^ner  ho^^.e   for  thor.e   cldldren   suffering  fror'   tuhereulosis.      To   raire   funde 
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to  crrr?^  out  their  olans  they  hrve  arra;i,-^ed  a  theater  hene-'^it  for  t'lis 
3'jindc^',  at  the  Colonial  Theater, 

The  Jo^n-nence-'^ent  Exercise  of  the  Saljhath  School  of  the  Chica^?:©  T-Iehre:v  In- 

stitute vn'.ll  ta'ce  plnce  thir^  Sunday  r-t  2  o'cloc-:  in  the  pfternoon.   :.!iss 
Rosenber^^  vill  -present  80  books  zz   prizes  to  thoee  children  "-ho  achieve 
honors. 

The  Order  Ilni^-d.t::  of  Zi^n,  not  he'nc^;  a  "'ben(.:ficial"  orf^aiii nation  whose 
'^.'^Xxi   piirooce  is  niich  :'':ore  tl'at  to  rreliorate  the  material  needs  of  the  in- 

dividual, has  now  found  it  ex]oedient  to  Join  thie  "Beneficial  Orders  of  the 
United  StE^tos,"   These  loa^res  hr-ve  finally  decided  thrt  they  should  join 
with  otherf-:  anc  ^•)artici-patc  in  rotlvities  other  then  Zic;  1st.   The  "2e?con'^>- 

field  Lod5:e"  was  one  of  the  fir^^t  to  Join  t'-e  Beneficial  Orders  of  the 
United  States. 
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The   5'^t^''-  Ivlrthcl^y   of  Dr.    THeodore  Ilerzl  will    ce   celebrated  trds   Sundsy 
afternoon  at    the  iTorth  '.Vest   Side   Talimid  Torah  alonf:  ;vith   the   installc-^tion  ef 
officers  of  the   Zerutahel  fcte.      The^  question  of  land  in  Palestine  v;ill  he 
discus-sed  and  every  riernber  v:ill   oe  <':.i:hcd    to  buy  at   least   one   dunan;  of  Inxid. 
A  fine  [iTOit-Trr.  has  "been  arran-red.      Children  .^ron  the   Crohan  Hone  will   recite. 

''The  Value   of  a   Dunr-  of  Land  in  Palestine"   \vill  he   the   therae   of  hr.    Leon 
Zolothoff  s   tal>  tomorrow  for  the   "Ha-Techya.''   G'te   at   a  ::;cetin/r  at   the 
Waller  Street   Talimid  Tora.h.      Jilveryone   is   invited  to   cor-ie   and  listen  to   this 
ver^"  interesting  discussion. 
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Handel  Memorial  Di spensary  Completed .  •  •  '*  (' '^-'^  ̂" '''  ' " "' 

The  Handel  Wemorial  Dispensary,  a  project  long  looked  forward  to,  will  be 
formally  opened  Saturday,  the  4th  of  April,   The  dispensary  is  located  at  Maxwell 
and  Waller  Streets*    The  dispensary  was  made  possible  by  a  grant  of  $35000  by 
Emanuel  Mandel  and  and  supplement eci  v/ith  necessary  funds  by  the  Jewish  Aid  Society. 

There  will  be  a  special  consumptive  clinic  under  the  supervision  of  Dr,  Theodore  B. 
Sachs  and  a  dental  clinic  under  the  constant  supervision  of  a  dentist. 

Already  the  dispensary  has  the  largest  childrens  milk  station  in  the  middle  west, 
having  supplied  13000  bottles  of  milk  to  children  within  the  last  month. 
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Kosher  Hospital  to  be  Built. 
Directors  Have  Decided  to  Break  Ground  Shortly  for  the  Hospital  Structure. 

At  a  very   enthusiastic  meeting  of  the  7/est  Side  Auditorium,  yesterday  evening, 

the  Kosher  hospital  directors  decided  to  start  building  in  the  ̂ /ery   near  f-at-ira. 

The  building  committee,  in  it^  report  presented  its  entire  plan  and  they  de- 
cided to  accept  bids  for  construction  of  the  foundation  and  first  floor.  Bids  can 

be  sent  to  the  chairman  of  the  building  committee,  Mr.  A.  Lurie. 
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The  Public  Cook-pot •  (Column  of  local  news) 

l^aimonldes  Kosher  Hospital  -  Beth  Uichsa  Le  Yasomin  (Orphan  Home)  -  The 
Ladies  Society  of  the  Beth  Michsa,  Le-Yasondm  -  The  Hebrew  Institute. 

The  Talmud  Do rah  -    Dance  and  Lecture, 
by  Kadimah  Gate. 

At  the  last  meeting  of  the  Directors  of  the  Uaimonides  Kosher  Hospital^  the 
report  was  made  that  the  mortgage  on  the  land  amounting  to  three  thousand 
dollars  has  been  redeemed  and  that  there  remains  a  balance  of  three  thousand 

dollars  in  the  treasury.   With  this  money  pleuis  are  being  made  to  build  a 
new  Kosher  Hospitals 

Although  the  Bom  of  three  thousand  dollars  is  small  when  one  thinks  of 
building  a  truly  modem  hospital,  the  board  of  directors  feel  that  when  the 
final  plans  for  the  hospital  are  made  and  approved  enough  donors  will  be 
found  to  make  the  hospital  a  reality* 
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Just  how  much  sympathy  our  community  has  for  the  Beth  Uichea  Orphan  Home  may  be 
seen  by  the  popular  response  given  to  the  Ball  sponsored  by  the  Ladies  Society 
of  the  Home  for  the  raising  of  fUnds  for  the  building  of  a  new  home  and  an  annex 
hall  to  the  Hebrew  Institute •   Not  only  was  the  hall  filled  to  capacity,  but 
hundreds  upon  hundreds  were  denied  entrance*  IfMy  were  willing  to  pay  almost 
any  price  for  tickets  to  be  admitted  and  take  part  in  the  affair* 

TtilB   overwhelming  support  shows  clearly  just  how  close  to  the  heart  of  the  Jewish 

people y  the  orphan  *home  is« 

The  directors  of  the  home  should  take  their  support  as  a  sign  of  the  times  and  as 
a  sign  of  the  ̂ ole  hearted  interest  of  the  community*   They  should  exploit  this 
interest  and  support  of  our  Jewish  community  to  enlist  their  aid  in  building  the 
purposed  new  large  home* 

And  the  Hebrew  Institute  is  still  a  dilapi4&t^  mess*   The  dirty  walls  remain 
untouched*   Whenever  a  person  walks  by  his  heart  rebels  and  asks,  cannot  a  hundred 
thousand  Jews  build  a  real  Hebrew  Institute? 
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The  Talmud  Torah  is  in  a  bad  state  and  the  worse  part  of  it  Is  that 
there  are  no  plans  or  hope  for  ameliorating  the  condition.   The  winter 
season  is  shortly  coming  to  a  close  and  the  Talmud  Torah  finds  itself  with 
more  outstanding  debts  than  at  any  time  since  its  existence.   Under  such 
circumstances  just  what  can  be  hoped  for  in  the  summer  season  • 

It  would  be  no  more  than  right  that  the  officers  of  the  Talmud  Xorah  sfabuld 
hold  a  conference  with  important  civic  leaders  and  find  a  way  out.   The 
Talmud  T/orah  needs  something  more  than  finances*   It  must  take  unto  itself 
a  new  spirit,  a  modem  spirit.   The  idea  of  collecting  nickels  and  giving 
learning  worth  a  farthing  should  cease.   We  must  collect  hundred  of  dollars 
and  give  learning  worth  thousands.  Tht  world  does  not  stand  inbne  place. 
We  are  making  progress  in  other  ways,  yet  conducting  a  Talmud  ̂ orah  as  in  a 

small  Russian  town  of  a  taindred  years  ago.   We  know  the  directors  have  given 
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their  best,  but  we  feel  that  we  live  in  a  new  world  and  we  must  keep  abreast 
of  the  times  to  be  successful. 

The  monthly  dance  and  lecture  of  the  Kadimah  and  Clara  De  Hirsch  Gates, 

Order  Knights  of  Zioa  will  take  jlace  next  Sunday  evening  in  the  annex  of  the 

Hebrew  Institute.   Dr.  A,  B.  Udelson  will  be  the  speaker  of  the  evening. 

(Signed  )  The  Cook  Spoon. 
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caMpai^n  r.,;:?!^^^   T.    r.    is   the  Youi:^  Wo:-;3n5^  Auxili^r;;;   cf   the  Javish   GoiiSum 
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The  present   officer^    of   this  or^vai-ization  are  -   Carrie   liosenhcr^,   preside^it, 

Llary  Roth,   vi  je-presiclent ,    Ida  hiri^:-:  Cc'.an,    iina>Lcial   secretary',    L£.v,re 
I'eyer,    treasurer,   ^J^l.^   Hohi..,    represent:^  tive,   Bertha  3choenstc=dt,    represeiit- 
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The   er3ctio.'i  of  thre-    rxv  rnr-tcr;::  "•-    hospitals,    Oiie   1:^   t:'.c'   division   cf 
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We  are  very  happy  as  to  the  decision  of  our  Jewish  workers'  organizations,  to 
have  a  theater  benefit  at  the  Metropolitan  Theater,  February  2,  1910, 

This  benefit  is  for  the  Denver  Consumptive  Sanitarium,  which  is  one  of  the 
most  needed  and  important  institutions  in  the  land.   The  Jewish  workers  are 
furnishing  the  biggest  percentage  of  afflicted  to  this  institute,  so,  therefore, 
it  is  advisable  for  the  Jewish  workers  to  do  most  of  the  contributing  to  this 
worthy  cause. 

The  Denver  Consumptive  Sanitarium  is  the  only  one  of  its  kind  in  the  United 
States  conducted  by  Jews.   So  it  is  nothing  but  just  and  right  that  the  Chicago 
Jewish  workers  should  help  support  this  institution.   There  are  hundreds  and 

hundreds  of  Jewish  consumptives  here  in  Chicago,  who  have  no  place  to  go,  ex- 
ceDt  to  an  institution  of  this  kind. 
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THE  OPENIN&  OF  A  BRANCH  OFFICE     OP  THE  DENVER  0ONSDMPTI7E  HOSPITAL 

The  Denver  Sanitarium  for  Cons\ainptives  has  opened  a  "branch  office  in  Chicago, 
for  the  pTirpose  of  hetterii^  conditions  for  those  who  need  to  go   to  the  Denver 
Hospital  for   Consumptive s» 

Mr,   I.  Reisberg  is  managing  the  office. 
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The  Jewish  Consumptive  Relief  Society  of  Chicago  takes  great  pleasure  in 
informing  its  many  friends  and  sympathizers  that  the  shack  for  women  patients 
huilt  and  furnished  hy  this  society  for  the  Chicago  Winfield  Tuherculosis 
Sanitarium,  has  been  completed. 

It  accommodates  ten  patients  and  is  equipped  with  two  hath  rooms,  several 
lavatories  and  toilet  rooms,  hot  and  cold  water,  and  a  steam  he??ted  dressing 

room,  provided  with  lockers  for  the  patients'  clothes. 

This  shack  will  "be  dedicated  at  Winfield,  Sunday  afternoon,  June  27* 
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A  summer  outing  carap  and  convalescent  home  for  the  Jewish  children  of  the 

congested  districts  will  be  opened  ahout  July  15,  hy  the  Chicago  section, 

Council  of  Jewish  Women,  at  the  village  of  Western  Springs,  near  Hinsdale. 

A  three  acre  track,  with  a  large  hrick  "building,  has  already  "been  purchased 
for  this  purpose   The  property  will  he  owned  and  managed  hy  a  separate 

corporation,  the  Summer  Outing  and  Convalescent  Home,  Chicago  Section, 
Council  of  Jewish  Women. 

The  "business  office  of  the  corporation  is  at  U9U7  Vincennes  Ave. 
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From  the  report  of  the  directors  of  M.R.  Hospital  submitted  at  the 

annual  meeting  on  May  23,  1909   

A  total  of  4803  patients  were  treated  during  the  year. 
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THE  DSAL  IS  CLOSED!   THS  GBOdND  7QR  A  KOSHER  HOSPITAL  HAS  BEEN  BOUOHT 
TOB  $6»500»   $3,000  WAS  PAID.   $3t^  TO  BE  PAID*   HOPES  ABE  GOQDJ 

Among  the  real  estate  deals  that  were  transacted  yesterday  in  Chicago,  was  the  deal 
that  bought  the  grounds  which  will  be  used  for  the  erection  of  the  Malmonaides 
Kosher  Hospital*   The  deal  was  made  through  the  well-^known  real  estate  firm  of 
Uax  Groodman,  located  at  12th  street  and  Blue  Island  avenue*   $3tOOO  was  paid  in 
cash,  and  the  balance  of  $3f^0  will  be  paid  by  the  leaders  of  the  institution, 
who  obligated  themselves  to  pay  within  six  months. 

The  grounds,  on  which  the  Kosher  Hospital  will  be  erected,  is  located  at  California 
avenue  near  Rebecca  street.   It  is  situated  in  one  of  the  most  beautiful  parts  of 
Chicago.  The  grounds  cover  an  area  of  l60  x  I30  feet.  It  is  about  a  hundred  feet 
away  from  Qgden  avenue,  and  is  bordered  by  Douglas  Park.  People  who  know  about 
real  estate  in  that  vicinity  say  that  the  grounds  are  a  veritable  bargain.  Mr» 
Harry  Fisher  and  Mr.  I*  Lurie,  two  of  the  leaders  of  the  institution,  say  that  the 
payment  of  the  balance  should  be  an  easy  mattert  because  the  public  is  very  much 
interested  in  the  building  of  the  hospital*   Many  aiixiliaries  are  being  organised 
to  help  the  cause.  They  work  in  order  to  get  the  necessary  sum  which  is  still  to 
be  paid* 
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Ut.  Harry  Fisher  states  that  preparations  are  belig  made  for  work  to  begin,  and 
In  about  a  few  weeks  the  cx)rnerstone  of  the  Institution  will  he  laid*  In  a  few 

days  the  directors  of  Malmonldes  Hospital  will  hold  a  meeting,  where  this  matter 
will  be  bro\3ght  up,  and  where  it  will  be  decided  how  to  make  the  first  slgnifl- 
C€int  move  that  the  Jews  of  Chicago  should  hare  a  kosher  hospital  that  shoiild  be 
the  pride  of  the  Jews  in  Chicago  in  particular,  and  for  Americans  in  general* 
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From  the  4th  annual  report  of   tl.e  Jev/ish  Consujaptives  relief  Society  of  Chicaco.   - 

•^It  had  lon^-  been  the  air.bition  of  ̂ OT.e  of  our  rr.e^.hers  to  establish  a  sanitariura, 
since  early  cases  ur^entlr  req^uire   institutional   treatrient.     To  Dr.  Theodore  E. 

Sacks  belonrs  the  credit  of  brincinr  the  sanitarium:  into  exj^tence»      It  was  he 
v/ho  directed  the  attention  of  the  I^aron  .Hirsch  ./or.en's  Club  to  the  need  of  a 
sanitariura  for  consurriptives.     Throuch  his  efforts,   the  Jev;ish  Consu;iptive  Relief 

Society,    the  Earon  llirsch  "/oiaen^s  Club  and  tlie  v/illin:;   ..orkers  have  affiliated 
and     a    ..anitariuri  has  been  opened  at   V/infield,    Illinois,   to  be  uanafred  and   sup- 

ported by   the  three  allied  societies^     Tlie  J.   G.   P..  5.   has   plecv-ed   itself  to 
build  and  maintain  a  shacl:  for  ten  patients,   and    to  contribute  "4,000  a  year.*^ 
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Chicago,  Illinois March  3,  I909. 

Mme.  President  and  Fellow  Members 

of  the  Jewish  Consumptive  Relief  Society  of  Chicago: 

I  beg  leave  to  submit  ray  second  annual  report  of  the  Aid  Commit tee ♦   During 
the  last  two  years,  the  number  of  cases  was  steadily  increasing,  necessita- 

ting a  greater  expenditure  of  time  and  labor,  in  attending  to  the  situation. 
At  present,  the  Cfcrses  of  tuberculosis  under  our  care  are  scattered  over  dif- 

ferent parts  of  the  city,  and  the  necessity  of  closer  medical  observation  of 
every  patient,  led  to  the  suggestion  by  Dr.  Sacks,  that  we  appoint  a  staff 
of  physicians  from,  the  different  sections  of  the  city  to  maintain  closer  medi- 

cal contact  with  each  individual  case.   This  suggestion  was  favorably  acted 
upon  by  our  organization,  and  following  physicians  were  appointed:   Drs»  I,  A. 
Abt,  J,  M.  Abelio,  J,  B.  Beck,  Leo  Bloch,  M,  Biensenthal,  Ben  H,  Ereakstoiie, 

J.  A.  Brltton.  H.  Cohn.  S.  0.  Cohen,  Charles  T.  01,.,,  i.  j.  ̂ ^,,^_   j,,„ 
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Druzdowitz,  J»  L.  Eisendrath,  Charles  Erickson,  D.  J.  Franklin,  Bernard  Pan- 
tus,  B.  Feltenstein,  E.  Friend,  J.  K.  Golden,  Louie  E*  G-ordon,  Eton  A,  &ray, 
N,  Galland,  (xeo.  Halpem,  G.  B,  Hassin,  A.  S.  Hirschfield,  H.  E.  Hanke,  J. 

F.  Hultgen,  Wm.  Jaffee,  V,  Josephson,  Harrj^  Kahn,  S.  Kruraholz,  H.  C,  Noval- 
sheslky,  Paul  Pollock,  L,  J.  Pritzker,  A.  B,  Raff,  Wm,  Rightman,  S.  Rosenbloom, 
A,  A.  Roth,  J.  A.  Roth,  Geo.  Rubin,  John  Ritter,  Theo  B.  Sachs,  M.  Sahud, 
M.  J.  Salmson,  A,  M.  Shatad,  Chas.  Segal,  J»  D.  Silverman,  I.  Sissman,  R, 
Sonnenschein,  E.  F.  Snydacker,  M.  Thorek,  F.  Tice,  F.  S.  Tuft,  J.  S.  Weiss, 
B.  Weisenherg,  C.  L.  Wisstosky,  M.  B.  Wolff,  S.  L.  Zeltner,  and  L.  E.  Zins. 

We  are  indebted  to  the  visiting  nurses'  association  for  their  assistance  in 
caring  for  special  cases.  The  district  nurses  have  taken  a  great  deal  of 
interef^t  in  our  cases,  reporting  to  us  whenever  anything  of  importance  oc- 
cu.rred.  As  Jrou  know,  most  of  our  cases,  if  not  all  of  them,  are  living  in 
the  congested  districts,  under  the  most  unhygienic  surroundings.  The  patient 

is  obliged  to  share  his  room  and  frequently  his  bed  with  one  or  more  members 
of  the  family.  This  room  is  often  small  with  only  a  small  window  opening  on 
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to  a  court  of  dark  passageway  where  the  sun  never  enters.  Our  first  duty 
is  to  move  this  patient  to  more  favorable  quarters,  and  we  have  succeeded 
in  doing  so  with  eleven  of  our  cases  this  yeer.   The  provision  of  a  separate 
room  for  a  tuberculous  patient  requires  frequently  the  removal  of  the  entire 
family  to  more  spacious  quarters.   This  requires  the  expenditure  of  consider- 

able time,  labor,  and  influence.   While  this  measure  was  fully  enforced  in 
only  a  limited  number  of  cases,  it  was  expected  that  this  line  of  work  will 
stesxiily  develop.   Our  friendly  visitors,  having  had  four  years  of  experience 

with  tuberculous  patients,  are  capable  of  giving  instructions  as  to  the  prop'  r 
care  of  the  consumptive  and  his  fajnily,  and  it  is  gratifying  to  reT)ort  that 

they  find  the  home,  after  a  few  visits,  kept  clean,  the  windows  wide  o-oen, 
and  the  patient  carrying  out  the  instructions.   Every  incipient  case  reported 
to  us  receives  our  immediate  attention,  and  an  effort  is  made  to  secure  ad- 

mission for  the  patient  to  the  National  Jewish  Hospital  at  Denver,  Colorado. 

While  waiting  for  admission,  our  society  supplies  the  patient  with  the  ne- 
cessary nourishment,  and  if  conditions  demand  immediate  sanitarium  treatment. 
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he  is  placed  in  a  local  institution  to  prevent  further  progress  of   the  di- 
sease.    We  receive  excellent  reports  from  the  discharged  cases  sent  to  the 

National  Jer/ish  Hospital.     A  cure  is  effected  in  most   cases,    or  an  arrest  of 
the  disease   takes  place,   thus  enabling  them  to  resu.me  their  former  usefulness. 

During  the  year  we  have  treated  one  hundred  and  four  cases,   of  which  sixty- 

three  were  new  cases,   and  forty-one  cases  that  have  received  treatment  "before. 

We  have  had  an  average  of  fifty-four  cases  continually  on  our  hooks  at  the 

cost  of  $7.59  per  month  for  each  patient,   for  milk,  hutter  and  eggs.     Besides 
the  ahove  mentioned  aid,    each  patient  has  heen  attended  by  one  of  our  staff 

of  physicians  and  a  visiting  nurse.     Whenever  necessary  we  provide  the  pa- 
tient with  proper  clothing  and  furnish  all  medical   supplies. 

We  have^had^a  large  number  of ̂ advanced  cases. on. our  book|.this  year,. why^h  ac- 
counts for  the  la¥ge  number  of  aeatns,  but  it  gives  us  satisraction  to  Know 

that  we  are  able  to  prolong  life,    and  give  them  all  the  necessary  attention 
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so  that  their  lact  hours  wer§  comfortahle  and  none  of  our  patient's  memhers 

of  the  family  had  cause  to  regret  that  their  "beloved  ones  had  died  without 
medical  attention,  or  other  assistance. 

We  have  also  attended  to  the  disinfection  of  all  houses  occupied  by  a  former 
consumptive,  through  cooperation  with  the  City  Board  of  Health. 

Of  the  one  hundred  and  four  cases  under  our  observation,  three  were  cases  of 

bone  tuberculosis,  two  of  throat,  one  of  the  spine,  snA   ninety-eight  suffer- 
ing from  pulmonary  tuberculosis.   Twelve  patients  were  sent  to  the  National 

Jewish  Hospital  at  Denver,  three  to  the  Jewish  Consumptive's  Relief  Societies 
Ss'nitarium  at  Denver,  four  to  Maywood  for  permanent  residence,  where  they  are 
under  our  observation,  two  were  deported  by  the  authorities,  two  went  to  Eu- 

rope of  their  own  accord,  one  left  for  Texas,  two  for  California,  one  for 
New  Mexico,  our  society  contributing  to  their  transportation.   Twenty-eight 
patients  were  partly  maintained  by  our  society  at  Dunning.  Nineteen  have 
died. 
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Expenditures. 
Milk   $1,01S.02 
Butter  and  eggs    663.85 
Nape rvi lie  Sanitarium  -       JtGj.OS 
St.  Ann  Sanitarium   ?31.70 
Dunning     533»75 
Transportation  -         27«60 
Laundry  -   38»5H 

Total  $2,880.5!^. 

It  is  very  unwillingly  that  I  approach  this  portion  of  my  re-oort,  hut  the  re- 
port would  not  he  complete  if  I  do  not  mention  the  difficulty  which  we  encoun- 

tered in  our  work  with  the  consumptives,  namely:   the  frequency  with  which  the 

consumptives  have  children^  This  fact  is  deplorable  "because  children  horn under  euch  conditions  are  hound  to  have  tuberculous  tendencies.   Two  hahies 

are  being  nursed  by  tuberculous  mothers  at  the  present  time. 
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In  closing  I  wish  to  express  iny   sincerest  thanks  to  the  following:   to  Mrs. 
S.  Contarsy  for  the  thorough  and  conscientious  investigations.   To  meinhers  of 
the  Aid  Committee  for  their  friendly  visiting  and  complete  renorts*   To  the 
physicians  of  our  staff  who  responded  to  all  our  calls.   To  the  Visiting 

Nurses^  Association,  the  Board  of  Health,  the  Jewish  Aid  Society  and  the  West 
Side  Ladies  Charity  Society  for  their  friendly  cooperation.  To  the  President, 
Officers  and  Board  of  Directors  for  extending  all  possible  assistance  to  me. 

Respectfully  suhmitted 

Mrs,  J,  B,  Malkes,  Chairman. 
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Chicago  Winfield  Farm  Scene  of  Appropriate  Exercises 

Monument  to  Zeal  of  Hebrew  Women 

In  the  dedication  yesterday  afternoon  of  the  Chicpgo-iHrinfield  Tuber- 
culosis Sanitarium  at  7?infield,  Illinois,  the  Jewish  v/omen  of  Chicago 

scored  a  distinct  triumph. 

It  marks  the  first  efforts  of  the  Jews  of  Chicago  to  care  for  the 

consumptive  members  of  their  race,  and  to  the  women  is  given  the  credit 

for  originating  the  idea.  Without  their  energetic  efforts,  which  re- 
sulted in  the  opening  of  the  institution  six  months  after  the  purchase 

of  the  property,  it  is  conceded  that  the  sanitorium  would  still  be 
visionary. 

The  two  women  who  are  given  the  greatest  credit  for  the  new  sanitarium 
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are  Mrs.  Joseph  Fish  and  Mrs.  Kmma  3.  Mandel.  By  common  consent  Mrs.  Fish 

was  given  the  position  of  honor  yesterday,  presiding  at  the  exercises,  in- 

troducing the  prominent  speakers  and  having  general  charge  of  the  afternoon's 
program. 

The  institution  which  is  nonsectarian  is  located  on  a  twenty-acre  fruit 
farm  twenty-eight  miles  west  of  Chicago  c-  Northwest  Railroad.  The  main 

"building  was  formerly  a  rest  cure.  The  property  was  purchased  and  alter- 
nations made  at  an  expense  of  ahout  $28,000.  most  of  which  was  secured 

thro\:igh  the  personal  solicitation  of  the  women.   The  dedication  ceremonies 
w^s  attended  by  600  representative  Chicago  Jews,  who  went  on  a  special  train. 

After  an  inspection  of  the  buildings  and  grounds  I/.rs .  Fish  introduced  Dr. 

Emil  G.  Eirsch,  who  told  of  the  peculiar  susceptibility  of  the  Jews  to  con- 
sumption, mostly  due  to  the  life  th?t  they  were  compeelled  to  live  in  Russia 

and  their  enforced  emoloyment  in  sweatshops  after  arrival  in  this  country. 
He  declared  that  the  vrinfield  institution  was  to  be  educational  as  well  as 

curative  and  that  patients  would  be  taught  how  to  take  care  of  themselves 
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and  prevent  the  spreading  of  the  disease  germs. 

Carl  Stonehill,  nresident  of  the  association,  presented  the  s,-nitariun  to 
 Health 

commissioner  T^.a'.  £vans  with  the  understanding  that  it  was  always  to  be  under  the 

control  of  the  Chicago-TTinfield  .^?sooiation.   In  rep-'y  Dr.  ?.vans  congratulated 
the  Jews  on  their  fraternalisn  and  the  sucies::  V7ith  which  they  met  difficult 

orohleins  of  distress  among  their  otti  people. 

He  disagreed  with  Dr.  Hirrch  and  helievad  thrt  the  educational  reralt?  of  such 

orivate  sanitariums  would  to  so  great  that  the  legislature  would  wake  uo  and J. 

render  assistance . 
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DELICATE  HOSPITAL  FOR  TTHTE  FUrrlJE  VICTIr.'S 

Chicago  Winfield  Farm  Scene  of  Aporop-^*' ate  Exercises 

iv'onument  to  Zeal  of  Hebrew  Women 

In  the  dedici^^tion  yesterday  f^fternoon  of  the  Chicafco-Winf ield  Tuberculosis  Sani- 

tarium at  Winfield,  Illinois,  the  Jewisn  -/onen  of  Chicaw  scored  a  distinct 
triuirrph. 

It  marks  the  first  efforts  of  the  Je?7s  of  Chica^:o  to  cai^e  for  the  consumptive  mem- 

bers of  their  race,  and  to  the  women  is  ̂ iven  the  credit  for  ori-ginating  the  idea. 

Without  their  energetic  efforts,  which  refiulted  in  the  openin.?^:  of  the  institution 

six  months  after  the  ourchase  of  the  property,  it  is  conceded  tnat  the  sanitorium 
would  still  be  visionary. 

The  two  v/omen  who  are  given  the  greatest  credit  for  the  new  sanitarium  are  Mrs. 

Joseph  Fish  and  Mr?.  Emma  B.  Mandel.  By  common  concent  "'irs.  Fish  was  given  the 

nosition  of  honor  yesterd-ay,  presiding  at  the  exercises,  introducing  the  promi- 

nent sneakers  and  having  ̂ enerr-1  charge  of  the  afternoon's,  program. 
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The  institution  which  is  nonsectarian  is  Icc^'ted  on  a  twenty-acre  fruit  farm  twenty- 
eifcht  miles  vrnst  of  Chicago  on  the  Chicago  ̂    Northwest  Rrdlroad.   The  main  building 

'<^ps  formerly  a  rest  cure*   Th'?  ̂ ro^^^-rty  w/  s  purchased  Had  alterrtims  made  at  an  ex- 

pense of  about  $28,000,  mo^-t  of  which  was  secured  tnroug'»^  the  perf-cnrl  solicitation 
of  th-  women.   The  dedication  ceremonies  v/ere  rt tended  by  600  representative  Chicago 
Jews,  who  went  on  a  special  train. 

After  B:i\   inspection  of  the  buil'^ings  .-^n^-  rounds  Mrs.  Fish  introduced  Dr.  E  il  G-. 

Hirsch,  'I'ViO    told  of  tne  peculiar  si:scentibili ty  of  tne  Jews  to  consumption,  mostly 
due  tc  the  life  that  they  were  compelled  to  live  in  Russia  anr  their  enforced  em- 
r^loyni-nt  in  sweatshops  after  arrival  in  this  country.   He  declared  th?t  tr.e  Winfield 
institution  war.  to  be  educational  as  ̂ 7ell  as  currtive  and  thc;t  patients  would  be 
taught  how  to  take  care  of  theiriselves  and  prevent  the  spreading  of  tne  dls  rse  germs. 

Carl  Stcnehill,  ^resident  of  the  association,  presented  the  sanitariun  to  Health 
comr.issioner  W.  A.  Evans  witn  tne  underr- tancing  that  it  v/as  always  to  be  under  the 
control  of  tne  ChicaFO-Winf ield  Association.   In  reply  Dr.  Evans  centra tulr ted  the 

Jews  on  th^-^ir  fraternatism  and  the  success  with  w^.ich  thev  met  difficult  problems 
of  distress  amon^^-  tneir  own  reoxjle. 
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He  disBs-veed   with  Dr.  Hirsch  anc  ̂ -elieven  that  the  educational  results  of  such  -pri- 
vate sanitariums  woulr'  be  so  gres  t  trat  tne  legislature  would  ^/ake  up  and  render asf^i^tence. 
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The  Jewish  Standard,   /ebruary  6,    19C9. 

CHICAGO  -    ;7I?;?IELD  TUBJilRCULOSIS  SAl'ITARIUI.^  TO  BE  DEDICATED* 

A  new  charitable  institution  for  the  treatment  of  Chicago  sufferers 
fron;  tuberculosis,    v;hich  has  been  in  course   of  preparation,   will  be 
dedicated  on  Sunday,   ITebruary   7th.     It  will  be   conducted  along 
scientific   lines,   ani    its  course  of  treatment  will  include  the 

most  up-to-date   ideas.     The  new  enterprise  has  been  launched  by 
several  prominent  Jewish  clubwomen  v/ho  have  been  planning  this   in- 
stitution  for  the  last   year* 

Their  plans  and  hope  have  been  finally  realized  through  the  gener- 
osity of  Llr.  Charles  A.   Stonehill,   who  purchased  a  fine  estate  at 

-Vinfield,    Illinois,  thirty  miles  from  Chicago  on  the  Northwestern 
road  and  gave  it  to  the  public  for  a  tuberculosis  sanitarium* 
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This  estate  covers  seventeen  acres  of  ground,  and  has  a  beautiful 
modern  building  on  the  crest  of  a  hill  overlooking  the  Du  Page  river. 
A  fins  vegetable  garden,  a  fruit  orchard  ind  a  number  of  chicken 
houses  are  also  the  features  of  the  estate. 

The  sanitarium  v/ill  be  ma^naged  by  a  board  of  directors,  and  it  is 
planned  to  have  it  furnished  and  maintained  by  nrivate  donations 
and  subscriptions.  The  organizations  interested  in  this  sanitarium 

are  the  3aron  Hirschs*  .Yemen's  Club,  the  Jewish  Consumptive  Relief 
Society,  and  the  ̂ /illing  V/orkers.  The  Baron  Hirschs*  vVomen's  Club 
has  paid  for  remodeling  the  building  and  improving  the  ground. 

It  has  also  furnished.  Kest  Cottage,  a  five-room  building  to  be  used 

for  directors'  meeting  and  for  the  visitors.  The  3aron  Mirschs' 
ill  also  contribute  :^2,500  for  maintenance.  The  Jewish  Consumptives 
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The  Jewish  Standard,  February  6,  1909 • 

;;p;\(A:L^y^O}  mj^ Relief   Society    //ill  endow  and  furnish  a  shack  and  will  contribute 
$1,000  for  maintenance.     The  willing  '.workers  will  also  build  a 
shack  and  subscribe   ^500  a  vear« 
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Ihe  ̂ form  Advooate.  Vol,  36,  Wk,  of  Jan,  9,  1909.  Pp.  606-607 

Mrs.  Nelson  Uorris  and  her  faaily  have  promised  to  endow  and  maintain  a 
cottage  for  ten  patients  at  the  Chioago  Winf ield  Ttiberoulosis  Sanitarium. 

Urs.  Josei^  Pish  will  build  and  equip  a  shack  for  boys  in  memory  of  her 
son,  Lawrence.  Ihe  shaok  will  contain  eight  b  eds  and  will  be  provided  with  the most  modem  b  athrooms,  lavatories,  etc.. 

A  feature  of  this  shack  will  be  a  play-room  for  boys,  Ihe  directors  of  the Sanitarium  take  pleasure  in  announcing  that  Mr.  Aii^rt  Buppeheimer  has  sent  the sum  of  $1,000  to  the  institution.  < 

[ 
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The  Reform  Advocate,  Wk.  of  Dec,  12,  190S,  Vol.  36,  p.US^. 

The  Baron  Hirsch  Women* s  Cluh  has  paid  for  remodeling  the  "building  and  im-  - 

proving  the  groiinds  of  the  Chicago  Winfield  Tuberculosis  Sanitarium.  It  has  -^ 

also  furnished  a  rest  cottage,  a  five- room  building,  to  he  used  for  directors''- 

meetings  and  for  the  visitors.  The  Baron  Hirsch  Club  will  also  contribute  ' 
$2,500  for  maintenance  of  the  various  buildings.  The  Willing  Workers  will 
also  build  a  shack  and  subscribe  $500  a  year. 

Among  the  officers  of  the  organization  are:  Mr.  Charles  A.  Stonehill,  presi- 

dent; Mrs.  B.  M.  Engelhard,  recording  secretary;  Mrs.  Jacob  Frank,  treasurer; 
Mrs.  Sidney  Mandl,  financial  secretary. 

The  direct  supervision  of  the  sanitarium  will  be  in  the  hands  of  the  house 

committee,  of  which  Mrs.  Joseph  Fish  is  chairman.  Among  the  members  of  the 

Board  of  Directors  are  the  following:  Mrs.  J.  L.  Felsenthal,  Mrs.  Jacob 

Frank,  Mrs.  Chas.  Gimbel,  Mrs.  Hannah  Newman,  Mrs.  Henry  Roth,  Mrs.  M.  L. 

Rothschild,  Dr.  Theodore  B.  Sachs,  and  Mr.  Chas.  A.  Stonehill. 
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WPA(!IL);-^:^f..;j.3u//: 

::iG}]Aii:L  id^.^:^  hospital. 

Hr,   A,   J,    Pfl?^-um,    Secretary  of  ric/'-r'^el  Ree?.e  Hosr.itrl,    has    r.ent  i;.s   the   rronthly 
renort   of   the  hosrntr^l,   T^hich   revenls:  thr-t   T.o^t   of  trie  r-rtients  }irve   rttenred 

^rrtiir::.      There  ^^ere   5'7  Patient r   r-ttender:    to   11   '",0^}   dr-ye,   ̂ ''liicli  ̂ lern?.  ^n  rver- 
K^B   of  10^-  drys  per  7?p.tient;    of   thei?e   ''^^^ ,    or  b3'-,   v^ere   free  pr.tjent^,   rho  v.^ere 
.?t    the  hos'nit.'^l   3>^'^?'"    ̂ ^^7^  or  'jP-r  of  the   ̂ \t^i"^..      Of   oriv?^te~v.-r-rd  ■►"•r-tientc  v^ho  nr^/ 
iiT^   to   .310.00   r  v.-e-  h,    there  ̂ -'cre    -jO;    they  vere   nt   tlie  ho r-^ it.'  1   1/-''  7   ̂ ^^-5    ̂ r^d   o: 

TDrivpte-roorr  pptients,  there  vere  121,  they  vere  confined  for  p  -neriod  of  1,''^^^!- 
dpy?5.  The  renort  ^hov^s  th-^^t  I'ichrel  He^r^e  HocT^itrl  receives  fi'V;  free  "nrtient?, 
2Lc  of   rich  T^rtient?,    ?nd  only   1--  •  of  ̂ irl^^le   clrr.r  ■o'^tientr. 

7Tiv  the  Je\vis/i  mid'le   cl'^r,*-"  -o.-'tier-t^"   co  not   p^'^-i]    then?f=^lve?   of  t"'  e   f'^cilitief:  of V 

i!ich''^'el  Hee^e   I'o^^^itrl  v;];er:    the;/   r-'e   in   need   of   it,    v^e   do   not  underp.tpnd. 
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The  Reform  Advocate.  Wk.  of  Sept.  19.  1908,  Vol.  36,  p.llO. 

The  first  meeting  of  the  Chicago  Winfield  Tuherculosis  Sanitarium  will  he     ;J 

held  Friday  afternoon,  September  IS,  at  the  Sherman  Hotel.  ^ 

The  sanitarium  is  in  Winfield,  Illinois,  a  fifty-minutes  ride  from  CShicago,    ̂  

on  the  Northwestern  Railroad.  The  location  contains  seventeen  acres  of  culti- 

vated ground.  The  sanitarium  contains  thirty-six  rooms,  and  accomodates 
one-hundred  patients. 

The  huilding  and  the  grounds  were  donated  "by  Carl  Stoneham  of  Chicago,  and 
deeded  over  to  the  Chicago  Winfield  Tuherculosis  Sanitarium  for  the  use  of  the 
Jewish  puhlic* 

The  Baron  Hirsch  Women's  Cluh  and  its  friends  are  paying  for  the  remodeling 
of  the  sanitarium. 

,^r-at 
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CHICaCK)  VJH^FISIID  TUBERCULOSIS  S.4I1\T0RIU1.I 

VJe  take  pleasure  to  inform  the  public  of  the  incorporation  of  the  Chicago 

Winfield  Tuberculosis  Sanatorium,  v;hich  is  situated  at  ̂ Vinfleld,  Illinois, 
50  minutes  ride  from  Chicago  on  the  Northwestern  Railroad^  This  most  beautiful 
and  ideal  spot  contains  17  acres  of  cultivated  grounds.  Situated  on  top  of  a 
hill  is  the  sanatorium,  built  on  the  colonial  style,  containing  36  rooms, 

enough  ̂ ^^levated  grounds  to  accommodate  IGO  patients.  This  building  and  the 
grounds  were  generously  given  by  Dr.  Carl  Stonehill  of  Chicago,  and  deeded 
over  to  the  Chicago  Winfield  Tuberculosis  Sanatorium,  for  the  use  of  the 

Jewish  puclic.  The  Bacon  Hirsch  Woman's  club  and  their  friends  are  paying 
for  the  reiuodeiing  of  the  sanatorium. 
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WHY  CHICAGO  WILL  R^VE  A  NET  JEHSK  HOSPITAL, 

I/:iCHAEL  R5SSS  HOSPITAL. 

We  have  received  the  follo\7ing  letters 

Chicago  Illinois. 
October  26,  1907. 

Rev.  Solomon  H.  3auer. 
City. 

Dear  Doctor:-  Pursuant  to  our  recent  conversation  I  enclose  herewith 
copy  of  report  just  issued  by  Uichael  Reese  Hospital. 
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From  a  perusal  of  this  report   you  will  see  that  the   accusations  are 
unfounded,   and  I  trust   you  will  take   steps  to  retract  your  newspaper 
article* 

I  will  be  pleased  to   lay  before   our  Board   of  Directors  anything  you 
may  publish   in  this  direct ion» 

Very  respectfully  yours, 

Moses  S.   Greenbaum* 

The  report   alluded  to   in  above   letter  is  as  follows:   -  To  the  members 
of  the  Michael  Reese  Hosoitali     A  word  at  this  time  regarding;  our 
magnificent  new- hospital,   the  pride  of  Chicago's  Jews,   will  be   of interest* 
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During  tha  period  from  July  1  to  October  1  there  vvere  treated  at  the 
hospital  34-0  free  patients,    receiving  4,912  days  of  service,  being 
43 #6  per  cent   of  the  total  number  of  patients    in  the  hospital  during 
this  period* 

These   cases  of  forcibly  bring  before  you  the  great  work  of  philanthropy 
your  institution  is  conducting* 

There  were  treated  179  ward  patients,   receiving  2,231  days   of  service, 
bding  19«9  P©r  cent  of  the  total  number  of   patients   in  the  hospital 
during  this  period,   at  the  nominal  rate  of  $8»00   per  v/eek  for  board, 

medical  service,    'rugs   and  nursing.     These  are  the   cases  where  the 
patient  pays  a  nominal  charge,  being  about  one-half  cost,  for  the   service 
rendered,  to  come  v/ithin  the  requirements  for  those  who  can  pay  shall 
contribute  accordin?^,  to  their  means   for  their  care# 
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There  were  treated  ll8  priv?.te  \mrd  patients,    receivin'^  1,758  days   of 
service,  being  15»6  per  cent   of  -^'le  total  number  of   patients    in  the 
hospital  during  this   period,   -^.t   rates  ranging  from     $10.00  to  $l8.00 
per  week,   for  board,   medical   service,   drugs  and  nursing. 

There  were  treated  204  pay  patients,   receiving  2,346  days   of  service, 
being  20.9  per  cent   of  the  total  number  of  patients    in  the  hospital 
during  this   period,   at  prices  ranging  from  $25»00  per  week  up  in 
private  rooms. 

In  this  connection  it  may  be  stated  that  the  prices  have  b-een 
carefully  graded  to  provide   accomodations   at  rates   'Commensurate     ith  the 
ability  of  the  patients  to  pay  ana  the  vdshes   of  the  patient    in  the ace omodrit ions  desired* 
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And  now  a  word  regarding  the  policy  of  the   hospital.      Since  July  9,    1907 > 
the  hospital  is   open  to  all  reputable  ph^Asicis-ns ,   v/hether  connected  with 
the  staff  of  the  hospital  or  not,    in  its   private  pay  rooms.     To 
emphasize   -  any  reputable  physician  can  bring  his   patient  to  the 
private  pay  rooms   of   the  hospital  and  use  the  hospital  f-^cilities  to 
the   same  extent  as  the   regular  medical  and  surgical  staff. 

It   should  be  borne   in  mind  that   while  the  L'ichael  Reese  Hospital   is 
primarily  a  charity  for  the  alleviation  of  distress   and  sickness   of   cur 
fellow-men,   that   a  charity  conducted  on  so   large   a  scale  must   have 
means   of  support,    and  thv^t  ̂ Ahile   it   cannot  be   self-supporting  from  its 
pay  patients  alone,    because  they  comprise   only  a  small  percentage  of 
the  work  done,    as   is  apparent   from  the   foregoing  figures,    v/e  can  do 
much  towards    increasing  the  revenue  of  the  hospital  by  acquainting  the 
public  generally   v/ith  the   fact  that  at  the  Michael  Reese  may  be  had  the 
most  modern  scientific   -^md  the   very  best   facilities  for  the  sick,   &nd 
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that  the   open  door  policy  in  connection  with   its  private   pay  rooms   has 
been  adopted,   and  that   all  reputable  physicians   and   surgeons  generally 
are  invited  to  bring  their  patients  to  the  private  pay  rooms   of  the 
hospital,    v/ith  the  assurance  that   every  facility   \;all  be   placed  at  their 
disTDosal» 

To  this   end  your  generous   co-operation  is  asked» 

Edv/in  G.  Foreman,   president, 

Mr.  Sdwin  G.  Foreman  is  to  be    congratulated   on  the  business-like  form 
of  this  report,  the   sj^stem  of  giving  the   percent a:>;es   of   patients    in  the 

various  grades  beinr  especially  commendable,     llr#  Foreman  and  'those associated  v/ith  him,    including  of  course  Llr.  Moses  E,   Greenebaum, 
who  forwarded  the  report  to  us,   inust  be  commended  for  the  statement    in 
the  reDort  t^iat  the  hosoital   is  primarily  a  chsritv  for  the  alleviation 

of  distress   and   sickness   of   our  felloiv-men.      And  we  wish  to  give   v/lde 

publicity  to  the   statement   by  Sdwin  G.  Foreman  that   ••we  can  do  much 
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towards   increasing  the  revenue  of  the  hospital  by  acquainting  the  public 
generally  with  the  fact  that   at  the  Michael  Reese  may  be  had  the  most 

modem,  scientific  and  the  very  best  facilities  for  the  sick.'* 

We  have  never  doubted  that  the  Directors  of  the  Michael  Reese  Hospital 
v/ere   competent   gentlemen  fully  able  to   equip  the  hospital  v/ith  the  lat- 

est  and  best  accommodations  and  to  co!nin?.nd  the  best  medical  aid.   .7e 
have  never  doubted  thst  they  v/ere   catering  to  the  people  at   large. 
Jewish  philanthropy   is  not  narrow,  but   Jewish  philsnthropy  is  never 
unjust;   it   does  not   sacrifice  the   reasonable   claims  of  the  Jew  are  never 
disregarded.     Even  if  the  majority  of  patients   in  the   hospital  v/ere 
non-Jews,  the  minority  should  be  treated  justly.     3ut  where  the  majority 
of  the  patients  are  JeWs,   and  the  founder  of  the  hospital  was   a  Jew, 
providing  for  the  Jew  so  that   he  could   find  the  treatment   suited  to  a 
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Jew,    it  becomes  more  than  imperative  to  respect  the  feelings  and  the 
faith  of  the   Jewish  p-tients    in  the  hosoital.     Those   feeling's   cannot   be 
satisfied,   nor  that   faith  be  respected  where  there  is  no  kosher  kitchen, 
and  vAiere  the  mohel   is  denied  admission.     Dr.   Schanfarber,    in  our 
contemporary,   has   called  attention  to  the  fact  thnt  the  policy  of  the 
Directors  will  lead  to  the  erection  of  a  new  hospital,  and  in  the 

articles  signed  "J,  R.**  the  statement   is  iVLade:   •'And  so  at  least  two 
hospitals  are  needed  in  Chicago, **  and  we  may  add  that   in  an  issue  of  the 
Reform  Advocate ^   Rabbi  Hirsch  urged  the   installing   of  a  kosher  kitchen. 

In  our  opinion  the  Michael  Reese  Hospital  is*  fully  adequate  to  meet  the the  present   need,   and  it   is  just  because  v/e  desire  to  witness  the 
success  of  the   institution  and  beceuse  we   respect  the  reputation  of 
the  Directors   of  the  hospital,  that   v/e  have   insisted  on  the  establish- 

ment  of  a  kosher  kitchen  and  the  admittance  of  the  mohel* 
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We  notice  that  Dr.   Schanfarber  finds   it  necessary    !:o  warn  the  Directors 

of  the   result   of  their  policj  ,   and  '•J*  ?.•••,    issue     October  19,   declares 
••Jewish  institutions  that   are  mnjaaged  by  non-Jews    ire  an  eternal  shame 
to  Jews.'*     '.7e  are  at  a   loss  to  understand   why  ••S.   H.   B.**  should  be 
signalled  out  any  more  than  others  to  receive  communications  asking  for 

aretraction.     'Then  there    is  a  statement  m^de   after  full   consideration; 
when  that   statement  makes  knov/n  the  true  facts   of  the  c^se,  there   is  no 

necessity  for  retraction.     We  stand  by  the  banners   of  common-sense  and 
justice.     V/e  cannot   recede  from  our  position,    vjhich   is  ths-t   a  kosher 
kitchen  should  be   established,   and  the  mohel  should  be   admitted.     Have 
the  Directors   realized  the   injustice   of  denying  the  mohel  admission  when 

other  hospitals  that  are  non-Jewish   do  not   hesitate   -  St.  Mary's,   St. 
Joseph's,    and  the  German-American.     At   a  time  when  the  feelings   of  the 
mothers  are  most   sensitive  on  such  subjects,   they  are   denied  the  presence 

of  one  whose  faith  and  practice  make  him  competent  to  preform  the' sacred rite,   for   it   is  absolutely  necessary  that  there   should  be  perfect   cleanli- 
ness  and  thorough  knowledge   and  experience   on  the  part   of  the   one  who 
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preforms  the  sacred  rite.     V/hy  do  we   call  the  rite  sacred?     Because   it 
is  a  Mosaic   law.     It   is  because  we  are  desirous  that  Mr,  Mioses  E. 

Greenebaum  and  Mr.  Edwin  G.  Foreman  and,    indeed,   all  the  Directors   of  the 

hospital  should  adhere  to  the  forms   of  their  faith  and  be  true  to  the 

Judaism  v/e  knov;     they  loire  so  v:ell,   that  we  have  called  their  attention 
to  the  needs  of  patients   in  the  hospital. 

So  soon  as  the  Directors   accede  to  the  demands  of  the  Jev/ish  community 

and  take   steps  to  fulfill  the  dietary  law  and  the  llosaic   law  concerning 

the  Abrahamic   covenant,   so  soon  vri.ll  they  earn  the  respect   of  the  people, 

and  the  praise,    instead  of  the   criticism  of  this  paper. 
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In  the  meantime  vre  ask  ther  to  answer  these  -luestionsi  When  will  they 

establish  a  kosher  kitchen?  ^J^hen  ivill  they  admit  a  properly  qualified 
mohel?  \7hat  is  the  reason  for  the  displacement  of  Dr»  Ungerlieder? 
We  will  take  pleasure  in  laying  the  answers  before  our  readers • 

S.  H«  3auer» 
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FROM  THE  AIMJAL  REPORTS  OF  THE  MICffiiEL  REESE  HDSPITAL  AND  THE 
JEWISH  AID  SOCIETY 

During  the  past  year  330V  patients  were  treated  at  M»  R» 

The  total  number  of  new  relief  cases  were  1,075#  The  number  of  applicants 
handled  at  the  Labor  Bureau  were  2779.  Work  was  procured  for  2101* 

The  amount  of  cases  for  medical  advice  at  the  Despensary  totaled  7447 • 
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A  JXVZSH  HOSPITAL 

TbB  Michael  Beese  Hospital  is  the  most  beautiful  i&onument  of  the  Jewish  noor 
sectarian  charitable  institutions  in  Chicago*   It  has  taken  over  two  years 
to  build  new  additions*  to  make  more  room  for  the  sick*  and  it  is  now  one  of 
the  largest  and  best  hospitals  in  Chicago* 

In  this  hospital  are  found  all  modem  devices  for  performing  operations  of 
various  sorts*  and  all  modern  surgical  instruments*  Svezything  that  science 
has  discovered  for  the  curing  of  diseases  has  been  adopted  to  lighten  the  work 
of  the  physicians  and  nurses.   The  hospital  contains  a  synagogue,  with  a  scroll 
of  the  Law  and  a  holjr  ark#   ?rom  the  1st  of  July*  the  opening  day  of  the 
hospitalf  to  the  1st  of  Octobert  3^  tree  patients  were  treated  and  spent  U912 
days  under  the  care  of  the  hospital  doctors*  179  patienbs  paid  only  half  of  the 
expexise  of  board*  sursest  aid  medicinet  iriiile  they  were  in  bed*  a  total  of  2231 
days*   118  patients  paid  all  hospital  fees  and  were  in  the  hospital  173^  days* 
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The  dedication  excercises  of  the  new  Michael  Heese  Hospital  were  held  p 
on  June  l6«  The  Speaker  of  the  day  was  CrOT*  Chas*  S*  Deneen*  Dr«  Evans  repre^ 
sented  Mayor  Busse  and  commended  the  generosity  of  the  Jews  of  Chicago  in  giringS 
to  the  city  as  complete  an  institution  as  the  M«R«  Hospital #  It  is  justly  a  :^- 
source  of  pride  to  Chicago  for  no  expense  has  been  spared  to  make  it  a  model 
institution  of  its  kind. rx3 

cr« 
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DEDICATION  OP  A  BUILDING* 

The  new  Uiohael  Reese  Hospital,  will  be  handed  over  to  the  Trustees,  En* 
tirely  without  debts,  tomorrow  forenoon,  the  new  Michael  Reese  Hospital,  whose 
building  and  furnishing  oost  almost  one  million  dollars,  will  be  handed  over 
to  the  trustees  of  the  institution,  by  the  United  Jewish  Charity  Societies. 

Leon  Handelf  as  president  of  the  building  oommlttee«  will  make  the  speech 
of  conveyance t  and  E«  G#  Foreman,  president  of  the  board  of  trustees,  will 
reply*  Governor  Deneen  and  Ifayor  Busse  or  his  substitute,  are  going  to  speak, 
too* 

Three  thousand  Invitations  have  been  issued,  although  the  beautiful  Uemorial 
Hall  does  not  hold  more  than  three  hundred  persons,  but  the  reception  com* 
mlttee  will  show  all  the  visitors  through  the  hospital.  It  is  considered 
the  best  equipped  hospital  in  the  country. 

The  building  has  six  floors  of  granite,  brick  and  terra  cotta  and  is  fire- 
proof* It  contains  three  hundred  and  fifty  rooms,  with  a  capacity  for  three 

hundred  patient s« 
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The  patients  will,  move  in  tomorrow  and  the  first  operation  will  be  perforTied 

on  "Wednesday.  The  institution  had  its  or^^in  in  the  building  erected  in  1867 
on  LaSolle   Street,   which  fell   a   victim  to   the   2;reat   fire. 

In.  the   year  1^.79,   'Jiohael   Reese   esteblished  e    'rust   fund,    and  three   years 
leter,    the  hospital  bearin<5  his  name  was  built. 

i^fter  the  Iroquois  Theetre   fire,    the   United  Jev/ish  Charity   Societies,    raised 

$400,000  within  a  few  days  for  erection   of   a   nev:  buildin-.      The   fund    grew 
bip-srer,    till  two  years  age  ̂   It   v/as   posciVle   to  start  work» 
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SSEIT  AND  HaARD. 

What  has  been  done  in  reference  to  Michsel  Reese  Hospital?   So  fsr  it  is 
rather  quiet.   There  are  only  two  weelcs  left  in  which  to  accomplish  some- 

thing. According  to  our  latest  information,  the  money  collectors  caji  not 
get  together  on  the  collection  proposition.   It  seems  that  the  collectors 
are  in  great  competition  as  to  who  will  or  can  collect  the  most  money  for 
the  hospital.   Hence  the  delay  in  getting  the  proper  results.   It  is  all 

"because  ever;\^  collector  wajits  the  honor  of  showing  the  highest  collections, 
while  if  the  collectors  were  all  united  in  having  all  funds  in  one  pot,  we 

are  sure  that  "better  re  nilts  would  have  "been  accomplished. 
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This  evening,  a  meeting  will  be  held  at  Cafe  Llberman, 
211  West  12th  Street,  of  all  Presidents  of  all  Synagogues  in  Chicago* 

The  meeting  is  to  be  held  for  the  purpose  of  discussing  matters 
pertaining  to  raising  of  funds  for  the  Michael  Reese  Hospital. 

The  Orthodox  Jews,  can  now  get  all  they  wish  at  the  hospital,  and 
It  is  only  right  that  this  group  of  Jews  should  show  their  appreciation 
by  cooperating  with  the  Directors  of  the  Institution,  and  contribute 
most  liberally  to  this  worthy  cause. 

There  will  also  be  a  discussion  at  this  meeting  on  the  subject  of 
organizing  a  separate  Michael  Reese  Committee.  All  money  taken  in 
for  the  hospital  should  be  turned  over  to  the  committee.  Every 
Synagogue  should  make  separate  collections  and  send  the  money  direct 
to  the  Directors  of  the  Hospital. 
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Excerpt   from  an  article  "by  Dr.    Theodore  5.    Sachs  on  t?ie   tuherculosis   cam- 
paign in  Chicago, 

^ 

"The  U.    K.    C,   West   Side  Dispensary  \'^as  pne  of  the  pioneers  in  the  fight  against 
tuberculosis  in  this  city.      Operating  in  one  of  the  most  crowded  districts  of 

Chicago,    the  medical   staff  of  the  Dispensary  were  years  ago  av^are   of  the  enor- 
mous prevalence  of  tuberculoses  in  the  poor  sections  of  the   city. 

In  1900   the  Dispensary  printed  circulars  in  English  and  Hehrer,    in  which   the 

true  nature   of  the   disease  was  "briefly  explained  and  instructions  laid  down 
for  the  "benefit  of  the  consumptive   and  the  protection  of  his  family  and  neigh- 

bors.     Since  that  time,    distribution  of  these  circulars  has   steadily  been  going 
on  to  my  knowledge,    this  was  the  first  attempt  of  its  kind  in  this  city. 

By  early  detection  of  the   dieease,   personal  instruction,    distribution  of  cir 

culars,    advice  as  to  change  of  quarters  or  occupation,   free  treatraent  and  dis- 

tribution of  milk  and  relief  through  the  medium^  of  the  U.   II.    C. ,    the  West   Side 
DisBensan^  -ola.yed  a  very  conspicuous  -oart   in  the   caTiroai.^Ti  wa/red  against   the 
terrible  plague  of  tuberculosis. 
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The  Reform  Advocate.  Vol.  28,  Wk.  of  Jan.  7,  I9O5.  pp. U63-U6U. 

^_^ 

The  Chicago  I^ing-In  Hospital  and  Dispensary  was  founded  in  Fet. ,    1^95»      It 

"began  its  work  in  four  dark  rented  rooms  in  a  "big  tenement   on  Maxwell  St.  ^ 
The  Y.   li.    H.    C,  A.    appropriated  $200  for  its  estalDlishment  and  to   this   siim 
was  added  three   suoscriptions  of  $50  each  from  three  well-lcnown  Jews,      The 
times  were  unpropitious  for  the  new  institution  and  its  struggle  was  hard. 

On   several  occasions  finar^cial  disaster  was  very  near,   "but   each  time  a  helping 
Jewish  hand  was  offered  and  the  crisis  passed. 

The  first   quarters  of  the  Dis2Densary  proved  inadequate   and  more  room  was  ob- 
tained in  a  Methodist  Mission,      Soon  these   rooms  were  not   large  enough  to 

accomodate  the  growing  staff  of  doctors,    students,   and  nurses  and  a  large 

"building  was  erected  at  Maxwell   St,   and  Newterry  Ave.      This  new   structure  • 
cost  $20,000  and  was  opened  in  May,    I90U,      There  is  also  a  suh-station  dis- 

pensary oxi  the  ITorth-West  Side  and  one  on  the  South  Side. 

Since  opening  the  first  Dispensary'  on  Maxwell   3t,,    the   institution  has  offered 
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The  Reform  Advocate,  Vol.  28,  Wk,  of  Jan.  7,  1305.  pp.Ui^'3-^+^'-^. 

courses  of  instruction  to  students  and  doctors  of  medicine. 

In  1899  the  growing  need  of  a  haven,  where  patients  requiring  especial  care 

could  "be  sent,  induced  the  Women's  Board  to  open  a  lying-in  hospital.  A  large 
house  was  rented  at  29^^  Ashland  Blvd.,  remodeled  and  furnished  at  a  cost  of 

$2,000,  and  on  Sept.  2,  the  first' patient  was  admitted.   In  the  same  year  an 
.inculDator  station  was  built  in  the  hospital,  the  first  of  its  >ind  in  the  U.  S, 

In  the  ten  years  since  the  installation  of  the  Majcwell  St.  Dispensary,  nearly 
6,000  women  have  heen  cared  for  in  their  own  homes*  In  addition  2,000  other 
obstetric  cases  have  been  attended.   1,100  cases  are  being  taJcen  care  of  each 

year.  At  the  Hospital  750  women  have  been  confined  and  an  additional  I50  mis- 
cellaneous obstetric  cases  handled.  200  cases  are  being  treated  each  year. 

1,000  students  and  doctors  have  received  special  instruction  in  obstetric  art 
and  science  and  are  now  practicing  these  advanced  teachings  in  the  Central  and 
Western  states. 

The  A.  J.  C.  contributes  $3,000  annually  to  the  support  of  the  institution. 

0 A 
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^,
 

Plans  for  the  construction  of  the  new  hospitrl  have  teen  progressing  raj^idly,   ̂ -^ 
Richard  S,  Schmidt  is  the  arcliitect  chosen  and  specifications  are  nov;  in  the 

hands  of  the  "building  committee.  Mr,  Schmidt  is  a  "brother  of  Dr.  Ctto  Schmidt 
whose  advice  on  the  construction  of  a  nev  and  modern  hospital  is  invaluable. 

From  present  indications  work  will  "be  "begun  in  the  early  spring  and  the  "build- 
ing committee  hope  to  have  the  hospital  completed  "by  next  fall. 
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JETISH 

J^inn!ED   HEBREI7  CEARITIES7  .  - 
For  the  past  two  years  the  Boarci-ef  the  U.H.  C.  have  stressed  the  necessity  -^ 

of  a  new  hospital.  The  H.A.  also  has  tried  to  impress  upon  the  connranity  the  ab-  p 
solute  need  of  a  new  buildi^^  to  replace  the  present  inadequate  one.  Dr.  Hirsch  ^-' 

has  pleaded  many  times  for  funds  for  the  erection  of  a  new  and  modern  "bu^'.lding,  and  cd 
at  last  the  project  is  assured.  j^ 

In  December  of  last  year,  the  Board  of  the  U.H.C.  met  jointly  with  the  Board 
of  the  A. J,C»  and  as  a  result  it  was  resolved  that  the  president  of  the  U.H. C,H.P, 

Hahn,  be  authorized  to  appoint  a  committee  of  seven.  This  committee  would  be  com- 
posed of  three  members  from  the  Board  of  the  U.H.  C.  and  four  from  the  Communlty-at- 

large.  Mr.  Kahn  appointed  koses  Born,  U.S.  Greenebaum,  and  Bernhard  Rosenberg 
to  represent  the  Board.  Leon  Mandel,  W.N.  Eisendrath,  Harry  Hart,  and  Julius  Eosen- 
wald  were  to  represent  the  community.   This  committee  met  and  organized  with  Leon 
Mandel  as  Chairman  and  !7.?T.Eisendrath  as  Secretary. 

At  the  second  meeting  of  the  Committee,  it  was  decided  that  subscriptions 
should  be  solicited  for  the  purpose  of  securing  sufficient  funds.  As  an  incentive* 

$35fOOO.  was  subscribed  among  themselves.   The  sub  script  ion- work  has  only  been  in 
progress  for  two  weeks  and  the  sun  of  $300,000  is  already  promised. 

A  modern  institution  to  conform  with  the  plans  of  the  committee  will  require $50,000.  to  equip  and  furnish. 

After  years  of  preaching, pleadir^  and  entreaty,  ^^  are  to  have  at  last  a  new and  modern  hospital. Chicago  may  well  be  proud  of  the  liberality  of  her  citizens. 
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The  Refor-n  Advocate,  ':7k*  of   Dec*   27,   1902.  ̂ •426.  § 

en By  the  will  of  the  late  Carrie  Stettauer,  the  following  ̂ bequests  to  charity 
are  made:   Wich9.el  Reese  Hospital,  ̂ 10,000,  Jewish  Training  School,  $10,000, 
Home  for  Jewish  Orphans,  .p5,000,  and  Home  for  Aged  Jews,  $5,000* 
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The  History  of  Mlchcael  Reese  Hospital 

-a 

o 

The  hospital  owes  its  beginning  to  a  fund  "bequeathed  hy  Michael  Reese  of  San   ̂  Prencisco* 

In  1879  Henry  L.  Prank  and  his  brother,  Joseph  Frank,  Trustees  of  the  Michael 
Reese  Fund,  offered  the  sum  of  $30,000,  for  a  hospital  building  on  condition  that  it 
shall  be  known  as  Michael  Reese  Hospital.  Mr»  Jacob  Rosenberg  and  Mrs.  Henrietta 
Rosenfeld,  likewise  Trustees  of  a  Fund  bequeathed  to  them  by  Michael  Reese,  offered 
to  donate  $50,000.  The  U.E.P.A.  accepted  both  offers. 

The  cornerstone  for  the  hospital  was  laid  on  November  U,  IggO,  and  on  the  23rd 
of  October  1S81  it  was  dedicated  and  opened  for  the  admission  of  patients. 
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The  Heform  Advocnte,   Tl^c.    of  February  3,    I5OO.   p. 70S. 

The  new  dispensar;^^  "building  of  the  United  Hebrew  Charities  at  5^9  S.  Morgan 
street,  was  erected  through  the  generous  donation  of  $10,000  from  rJrs.   Erian- 
uel  Mandel,   and  $3tOOO  from  the  Young  Men's  Hebrew  Charity  Association.      It 
was  completely  furnished  and  supplied  with  the  necessary  instrurnents  through 
the  kindness  of  Mrs,  M,  A,  Meyer,   and  will  be  formally  opened  on  Sunday  after- 

noon,  Feb.   3^^* 
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The  Eeform  Advocate.  Wk.  of  July  3,  IS97,  p. 332.       ̂  

An  organitatlon  has  been  formed  to  raise  funds  for  the  erection  and  main-^^A 
tenance  of  a  new  Jewish  hospital,  "for  the  gratuitous  medical  and  surgical 
treatment  of  the  poor,  independent  of  race  or  creed. ••  The  project  has  been 
the  subject  of  earnest  consideration  for  several  weeks.  On  last  Monday,  the 
following  officers  were  elected  at  a  meeting:  President,  Dr.  Michael  N.  Re- 

gent, Vice-president,  Leo  Forges,  Secretary,  Dr.  Louis  J.  Pritzker,  Treas- 
urer, Herman  Pelsenthal.  It  is  estimated  that  expenditures  for  the  project 

will  be  $500,000.  An  effort  will  be  made  to  induce  the  Baroness  Hirsch  to 
subscribe  Just  one-half  of  the  needed  amount.  Naturally  the  question  of 
location  has,  as  yet,  received  but  little  consideration,  but  thus  far,  opin- 

ion is  said  to  favor  the  West  or  Northwest  portion  of  the  city. 
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O 
The  new  annex  of  the  Michael  Reese  Hospital  was  opened  to  the  public  last 
Sunday  afternoon.  The  annex,  is  a  three  story  building,  erected  at  the     ̂  
cost  of  $13,000,  donated  by  Jacob  Rosenberg  as  trustee  of  the  hospital      o^ 
fund.   It  contains  four  wards  of  ten  beds  each.  On  the  first  floor  are  the 
childrens'  wards  and  the  second  floor  contains  the  women  and  childrens* 
wards.   On  the  third  floor  are  additional  quarters  for  the  nurses  who  care 
for  these  wards,  while  the  basement  is  devoted  to  special  rooms  for  the 
Isolation  of  doubtful  cases. 
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The  Reform  Advocate,  Wk,  of  October  10,  1896.  pp. 121- 122. 

Prom  the  annual  report  of  the  United  Hehrew  Charities,  %• 

Hospital  -  -  1.073  Jewish  patients  treated 

Dispensary  -  10,099  n  n  n 

The  amount  in  the  Hospital  Endowment  Fund  is  $151,150,  and  in  the  Re- 
lief Endowment  Fund  $10,U00* 
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The  Reforra  Advocate,  'Vk.  of  Aug.   8,    1396*  o.505« 

The  will  of  Mrs,   Henrietta  Rosenfeld,  who   died  July  24th,  has  been  probated. 
Charitable  bequests  were  left  to   various  institutions,   among  them  the   following: 

Michael  xReese  Hospital,   •'^15,000,     United  Hebrew  Charities,   $6,000,     Home  for 
Aged  Jews,   $5,000,      Jewish  Training  School,   $2,000,     South  Side  Ladies'    Sewing 
Society,   $1,000  and  Chicago   Aid  and  Relief   Society,   $1,000* 
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The  Reform  Advocate,  7lk.   of  January  20,  1894.  v. 372.  ^ 

A  most  valuable  institution  has  been  recently  established  in  the  poor  district 

on  the  T'est  Side.   It  is  a  free  riedical  dispensarv,  located  on  the  corner  of 
Judd  and  Clinton  streets,  in  one   of  the  cottages  belorging  to  the  Jewish  Train- 

ing School,   It  is  therefore  in  the  thick  of  the  Jewish  poor  settlerrent  of  the 
city.  It  was  established  through  the  efforts  of  a  number  of  South  Side  Jewish 
physicians.  These  physicians  met  last  fall,  orgunizea  a  staff,  elected  offi- 

cers and  secured,  through  the  kindness  of  the  triAstees  of  the  Jewish  Trailing 
School,  the  free  use  of  a  large  cottage  at  the  above  menticned  corner.  They  la- 

ter enlisted  the  sympathies  of  the  Y.  M.  Hebrew  Charity  Association  on  behalf 
of  the  enterprise,  securing  frorr.  them  an  immediate  donaticr  of  quite  a  large 
sum  v;ith  the  promise  of  more  in  the  future.  For  rautual  benefit,  and  in  order 
to  unify  and  centralize  the  Jev/ish  charities  of  the  city,  the  United  Kebrev/ 
Charities  became  the  soonsors  of  the  institution* 
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The  Peforr:  Advocate  >  '.Vk.  of  Jen*  20,  1894 •  p*372. 

That  the  dispensary  v;as  badly  needed  in  that  part  ci  the  city  is  shown  by  the  - 

large  attendance  since  its  opening,  less  than  a  month  ago.  Over  one-hundred 
patients  are  treated  daily.  Great  praise  is  due  to  the  physicians  in  atten- 

dance, v/ho  sacrifice  part  of  their  valuable  time  to  attend  these  poor  people, 
free  of  charge. 

The  medical  staff  is  composed  of  the  following:   Dr.  Samuel  Weber,  (president 

of  the  staff),  Drs.  Poerne,  Bettman,  Lester  E.  Frankenthal,  Jos.  Zeisler,  Ii'or- 
ris  Gcodkind,  Geo.  Jk'iorgenthau,  Rosa  Englenian,  Isabelle  Taylor,  Jno.  Gary,  Louis 
A.  Greensfelcer,  Sol  Eisenstaedt,  Edwin  B.  Tuteur,  J.  F.  Oaks,  Sidney  Kuh,  erA   • 
Edward  Friend. 
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The  Ref  om  Advocate,  Uar.   19,  1892. 

/TR,^Jl'iI^O   SCHOOL  FOR  im>S3s/ 

The  new  training  school  for  nurses,  v/hich  v/as  built  as  an  addition  to  the 

Michael  Reese  Hospital,  was  opened  this  week«  It  contains  accomnodations 

for  forty  nurses  and  six  patients,  besides  having-  a  lecture  room  and  re- 

ception roon.  The  present  staff  consists  of  a  superintendent,  an  assist- 
ant, twenty-four  nurses  and  two  orderlies* 

There  are  still  accoraniodations  for  sixteen  I'liies,  who  may  msh  to  beoor.e 

nurses.  The  Directors  are  esT)ecialiy  decirous  of  obtaining  applications  from 

Jev/ish  young  ladies,  as  the  schooling  afforded  would  
be  of  great  benefit  to 

them.  The  rules  require  applicants  to  be  between  the  
ares  of  twenty-one 

and  thirty-five.  The  allowance  for  the  Tirst  year  is  .e.O
O  per  month  and 

$12.00  for  the  second  year.  loard  and  lodging  is  furn
ished  free. 

f-"
 

v  »
' 
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Chicago   Tri>:unet  June  20,    1892,   7:3, 
JEWISH      -- 

CO 

The  annual  reception  at  the  Michael  Reese  Hospital  was  held  yesterday  afternoon*  § 

The  doors  of  the  home  for  trained  nurses  were  opened  to  the  public  for  the  first  ^'^ time.  The  home  for  nurses  is  a  three-story  brick  structure  standing  just  to  the  % 
north  of  the  hospital.  A  maternity  ward  occupies  the  ̂ est  pa.rt.   This  ward  is  ̂  
exclusively  for  the  use  of  charity  patients,  and  is  fitted  to  accommodate  twenty 
people^ 
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Chicago  Tribune t  Aug*  27,  1891.  ^ 

MODEL  NURSES  SCHOOL. 
o 

By  November  let  a  model  training  school  for  nurses  will  be  opened  in  connec-  -^ 

tion  with  the  JAchael  Reese  Hospital.  The  contractors  are  now  working  on    '| the  first  story  of  the  building.  Its  name  will  be  the  Michael  Reese  Training  % 
School  Building. 

It  is  beix^  erected  100  feet  north  of  the  hospital  the  size  being  30  x  80. 
The  style  is  Romanesque  with  small  towers,  three  stories,  an  attic,  and 
basement.  The  building  will  have  two  fronts  of  pressed  brick  and  Bedford 
stone  with  ornamental  brick  trinmiings  and  nansard  roof.  On  the  first  floor 

there  will  be  a  large  lecture  hall  and  natron's  office. 

In  order  to  make  the  instruction  of  the  nurses  more  practical  and  complete 
there  will  be,  in  connection  with  the  school,  a  hospital  department. 
Obstetrical  cases  only  will  be  taken  in  this  department.  Most  of  the  first 
story  and  a  portion  of  .the  basement  will  be  used  for  the  hospital  department. 
There  will  be  two  general  and  two  private  wards,  an  operating  and  an  isolate 
ing  room,  and  large  bath  room  to  make  the  department  complete. 

Mi 
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Cliica-  0  Tribune,    ."u^-,    27,    1391, 

contrs.cti   c:ll   Tor   the   :  Got    scioiTtific   sanitar^^  fittin^^^   -  nd   evorv  roon 

is  to   be   r)la  :^tor-^'A  '.'i  ,h    ca:.:eiTt    so    '^1:  t    t:.e   ;.os^   c:.a  'oo   turned   on   th  .i::   .;r;h- J. 

out    iama''e.     Tl^^re  -/ill   bo   3er)?.r:'.to   entranceo   for  ~\A\e  trainin'-   3C?.ocl  c.nd 
the   jios-oitnl  d3r)?.rt:-:3nt  •      "^^e    second  an!  third   stories   ^t.,    -:o   be  devoted 
eiitirel"  to   nle^^oin^'  roo:-:s   dor    ch.j    njrS'.o   -n: "    otbero.     There   ere  to  be 
aif-hteen  bedrooms  ^vith   accornoda^i  n   for     forty  nurse:^,    but   lif'r.;^  noj'sonc::   caj: 
live   confortably   in  the   "*'uiliin':. 

The   basenonb    is  arran^^ed  r;o  th^it    it   c  ;.n  be   used   in  thj  future   fcr  a  lar^^e 

dining'  room  -^n'.   hitch'jn.  The    school  n'hich  -./ill    cost   cv^r   -15^    CO    ./ill  be 
oaid  dor   by   :he  trustee^  of    u'^e  I.'ichael  Reose   e  ;t;:d.e   :*nd   is  emoected  to   be 
sell    sup_ocrtin  :. 

3i-'oon   1,    /]ic  jndra"jh ,    the  archit^^c:,    sp.nit   much  z±.i3   in  this  and  o^her 
cities   examining  t/.e  ar ran:: events  of  hospitals. 

^'-:  ' 
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-? 

JOSEPH  ROSENBERG'S  GIFT  OP  $25,000  TO  MICHAEL  HEESE  HOSPITAl^o 

r^ 

Michael  Beese  Hospital  is  $25^000  richer  by  the  will  of  the  late  Joseph  Rosenberg, 

a  nephew  of  the  hospital's  founder  and  chief  benefactor.  The  sum  of  $10,000  is 
also  given  to  the  hospital  for  the  purpose  of  erecting  a  snaft  with  the  bust  of 
the  late  Michael  Reese  thereon* 

■ 

These  provisions  of  the  will,  which  had  just  been  presented  for  probate  in  San 
Francisco,  were  known  beforehand  by  Isaac  Oreensf elder.  President  of  the  Hebrew 

Relief  Association,  which  controls  the  Michael  Reese  Hospital*  "The  bequest  of 
$25,000  will  go  into  the  hospital  sinking  fund,**  said  Mr«  Greensf elder.  ''Mr* 
^senberg  also  left  bequests  to  Hebrew  hospitals  in  New  York.  We  will  take  care 

of  t'nat  part  of  Mr«  Rosenberg's  will  which  relates  to  the  statue  of  his  uncle* 
The  hospital  nas  now  received  over  $150,000  from  the  estate  of  the  late  Michael 
Reese*  We  are  now  putting  up  a  building  Just  north  of  the  hospital,  but  separate 
from  it,  to  be  used  as  a  training  school  for  hospital  nurses.  This  will  cost 
$18,000  to  $20,000  and  the  trustees  of  the  Michael  Reese  trust  fund  will  pay  for 

it.  Just  as  soon  as  our  benefactor's  two  brothers  retiirn  from  San  Francisco,  the 
hospital  Board  will  take  €u:tion  in  regard  to  the  bequest  and  the  statue* ** 
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Chicago  Tribune,  Aug.  25,  1891. 
{   :3 

» 

Mr.  Rosenberg  also  provided  In  his  will  for  the  erection  of  a  $10,000  drinking | 
fountain  In  the  heart  of  CJhlcago.  Dr.  Emll  Mannhelmer,  one  of  the  executors 

named  In  the  wlllt  Is  In  Europe,  hut  the  testator's  brother,  Bernhard  Is  au- 
thorized to  act  In  his  stead* 
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The  Reform  Advocate,   June  19,   1891 • 

^^/Secepticii  at  niCIIAEL  essje/ 

The  annual  public  reception  at  the  Llichael  Reese  Hospital  will  take  place 

on  Sunday  afternoon,  the  21st  of  the  month,  from  2:30  to  5:30  o* clock* 
The  entire  institu-.ion  v/ill  ba  open  to  vistorc*  A  cordial  invitation  is 
extended  to  the  public  to  be  present  and  sea  the  excellent  manner  in  ;vhich 
the  Hospital  is  conducted; 
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The  Heform  Advocate,  June  26,  1891. 

^^J^SITIOH  AT  LIIG.^iAEL  HE^SE  liC^rlTAjJ 

The  annual  reception  of  the  Michael  Reese  Hospital  v/as  held  last  Sunday  after- 
noon from  2:30  to  5:30  o'clock.  The  officers  and  nembers  of  the  board  of  dir- 

ectors were  all  in  attendance  and  v/ere  cheerfully  escorted  about  the  building* 
On  all  sides  could  be  heard  words  of  praise  and  satisfaction  over  the  neatness 

and  cleanliness  of  every  ;vard  and  room*  Ivlichael  Keese  Hospital  is  a  model  in- 

stitution of  its  kind  and  a  pride  to  the  Jews  of  Chicago,  who  support  it  entire- 
ly, althouf'h  it  is  non-sectarian  in  its  cliaracter. 

A  number  cf  donations  were  entered  in  the  "Book  of  Life,**  by  visitors* 

V,.  , 
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The  Occident,  May  2,  ISgO.  "t^ 

The  Chicago  West  Side  Hospital  Association  is  the  name  of  a  recent  organi-  ̂  
zation  comprising  a  ntunber  of  prominent  Jewish  citizens  who  are  energetic  %, 

in  soliciting  aid  in  "behalf  of  the  proposed  erection  of  a  hospital  for  the   ̂  
West  Side*  Such  an  organization  and  under  the  name  Independent  Order  B1-* 
kur  Sholim  Ukadlsha  was  heretofore  known  with  the  same  end  in  view  and  it 

e?)pears  that  the  means  and  influence  it  possesses  are  to  he  devoted  to  the 
first  named  society,  who  solicits  the  cooperation  of  all  Jewish  citizens 
and  Orders  on  the  West  ̂ de  to  Join  them  in  the  good  work  in  hand*  Among 
the  projectors  are  Drs*  BegentoTitch  and  Klug,  and  Mrs*  B*  Davis,  hesides 
many  other  active  West  Side  citizens,  hoth  ladies  and  gentlemen*  In  connec- 

tion therewith  we  are  also  informed  that  the  well-known  Dr*  Kadi  son  has 
just  received  from  the  Secretary  of  State,  the  incorporation  papers  for 
organizing  a  hospital  for  the  West  Side*  We  are  pleased  to.  learn  that  our 
West  Side  friends  are  eager  to  establish  such  a  laudahle  and  praise-worthy 
institution,  and  trust  that  all  of  these  organizations  may  find  it  prac- 

ticable to  join  all  their  interests  to  make  one  grand  success  of  the  pro- 
posed new  hospital* 
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Illinois  StaatG-»Zeitun;%  April    25,    1390. 

A  net;;  je:;:i3H  hospital. 

A   company  was  incorporated,    yes:.erday,   under   the  name.  United  Hebrew 
Hospital.     This  company  is   ̂ oing  to  build  a  nerr  Jewish  hospital  and 

dispensary  on  the  'Jest  Side.     The    follov/jng;  are   the    ones  who  incorporated 
the   company: 

Dr.  A«  F.  Kadison,  Dr.  Ginsbur^,  Tat  Schv/arz,  Jakob  Bergson,  J.  Lewis. 
Some  of  the  best-known  and  eminent  Jewish  citizens  of  this  city  belong 
to  the  Board   of  Directors   of  this   company. 

This   institution  will  not  come   in  conflict  with   similar  ones  butt    on 

the   contrary,   expects  to  achieve   its  purpose  cooperatively. 
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The  Oooldentm  October  4,  1889 

A  NE\Y  HOSPITAL  PROJECT. 

Seems  to  develop  Itself  among  our  Russo-Polish  Israelites  in  this  oity«  We 
hare  before  us  an  open  letter  in  the  Jargon  language  from  Dr«  U*  N.  Regen- 
towitohf  189  Maxwell  Streetf  who  in  earnest  and  sincere  language  urges  his 
oountrymen  and  co-religionists*  who  owe  it  to  themselves  and  the  community 
at  large  to  move  at  once  in  the  erection  of  a  hospital* 

^^  ̂ roohure  is  replete  with  reasons  why  his  people  should  have  a  hospital  of 
their  own  and  indicates  with  simple  plans  how  such  an  institution  could  be 
inaugurated  and  maintained*  He  makes  this  plan  the  basis  of  the  Alexian 
Brothers  Hospital*  which  started  in  a  small  way  and  has  become  one  of  the 
foremost  charity  institutions  of  Chicago*  He  refers  to  a  Chebra  who  once 
asked  that  all  Jewish  Lodges  and  Societies  should  send  a  delegate  to  a  mass 

meeting  for  the  purpose  of  establishing  such  a  hospital*  but  that  this  pro- 
ject .was  never  followed  up« 
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Tha  Oooldent^  October  4,  1889.  ^ 

He  lays  considerable  stress  on  the  need  of  his  Jewish  patient St  that  they  ^ 
may  not  be  contaminated  with  trefa  (ritually  unclean)  foodf  and  should  receive  S 

attention  from  their  co-religionists  and  so  fortht  when  inmates  of  the  hospi-  ^ 
tal«  We  would  suggest  that  the  promoters  of  this  hospital  call  their  mass 
meeting  during  choul  hamold  next  and  we  shall  do  all  we  can  to  aid  them  in 
perfecting  their  plans* 
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United  Hebrew  Relief  Assoolation,  Year  1882-83 •  p. 18 

MICHAEL  RE^S'^  HOSPITAL 

JEITISH 

-T5 

JO 

NATIONALITY. 

Crerman  and  Oerman  Austrian 168 
American 111 

Russian  and  ?olish*Russian 
61 Irish 

61 

Swedish  and  Norwegian 15 
Bohemian 12 

English 
10 Canadian 9 

Hungarian 9 
Total • •   ••..416 

Brouf!;ht  Forward 

416 

French 

Hollander 
Scotch 
Danish 
Swiss 

Galician 
Sumeuiian 
Italian 
Total.... 

4 
4 
2 

43 
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United  Hebrew  Relief  Assooiation,  Year  1882-83.  Page  19* 

(MICHAEL  R-FS^  HOS^^IT  \L) 

RELIGIOUS  DENOMINATIONS 

Jewi  sh  158 
Protestants  of  all  denomination  167 
Roman  Catholics  78 

Belonging  to  no  denomination      20 
Total   431 

JS4/ISH 

Paying  patients  45 
Charity  patients  109 
Paying  in  part,  when  admitted: 
then  remaining  as  oharity  patients  4 
Total   158 

Total  •  •  •  •  •   158  « 

Total   273  > 
Total   .431 . 

N0N-Jffi7ISn 

170         Total ••...215 

91  Total   200 

12  Total   16 

273  431 
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United  Hebrew  Relief   Assooiation,   Year   1882-83.  Page   19. 

(MIOTASL  ̂ VKSE  HOS"'ITAL) 

BAYS  IN  HOS"IT'\L. 
< 

Paying  Charitable  Total 

Jewish  patients                        1,535  4,173  5,708 
Non- Jewish  Datients              4.191  2^922  lilll 

Total   5,726  7,095  12,   821 

^ 

^ 
5 
1 

JETTISH  \ 
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United  Hebrew  Pellef  Association.  1881-82.  " 

THE  HOSPITAL. 

The  Hospital  has  "been  in  successful  rxmning  order  during  more  than  eleven     :- 
months  and,  we  hope,  shall  continue  to  merit  the  growing  good  will  of  the  Jew-:J 

ish  and  the  general  public.   One  of  our  chief  difficulties,  however,  has  been  ̂ -j 

with  our  employees.  We  have  been  compelled  to  make  some  changes  for  which  the' government  of  the  Hospital  ha,s  been  severely  criticised. 

The  chief  criticism  has  been  that  we  have  no  Jewish  employees.   The  Hospital 
being  a  Jewish  institution,  the  Bosrd  has  always  preferred  to  employ  competent 
Jewish  help  but  ha.s  not  been  successful  in  the  endeavor.   In  the  selection  of 

employees,  competency,  fidelity,  ann  diligence  have  always  been  the  only  re- 
quirements.  Jewish  applicants  would  have  been  appointed  but  no  religious  bias 

could  prevent  us  from  selecting  what  appeared  to  'be  the  best  material  for  the 
good  of  the  Hospital  service. 
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WPA  {lLL)PR0J.302yb Jewish  Advance.   October  1,    lf??^0, 
« 

The  Reese  Hospital. 

On  last  Tuesda^J^  (Sept.  2S)  ground  was  "broken  and  work  commenced  on  the  Reese 
Hospital,  which  will  he  located  on  the  corner  of  29th  St.  and  Cotta^ge  PI. 
The  estahlishment  will  consist  of  an  executive  huilding  in  the  center,  and 

wings  on  each  flank.   It  will  be  "built  of  red  pres*5eri  hrick  (upon  a  stone  hase 
constituting  the  cellar)  with  stone  trim^rlngs  and  a  slate  roof.   The  heating 

and  ventilation  of  t?ie  entire  "building  will  "be,  according  to  the  opinion  of 
experts  and  physicians,  the  most  perfect  of  the  kind. 

The  execsjitive  "building  will  "be  three  stories  a"bove  the  "basement.   The  "basement 
will  contain  a  large  dining  room,  a  kitchen  and  pantries.   Cn  the  fir?t  floor 

vdll  he  the  main  entrance,  directors'  and  phj/-sicians'  offices.  Behind  the 
offices  v/ill  he  a  hall,  running  through  the  whole  width  of  the  building,  with 
three  private  wards,  and  toilet  rooms  opening  into  it.   On  the  second  floor 
will  be  situated  four  private  wards,  bathrooms,  operating  room,  medicated  bath, 
inhaling  room  and  library.  On  the  third  floor  will  be  six  private  wards  and 
bathrooms. 
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JEV^ISH 

WPA  (ILL)  PROJ.  30275 
Je-.vlsh  Advance,  Octo'ber  1,  IS'TO. 

The  i-^ings  v/ill  contain  the  general  7'ards,for  female  patients  in  the  right,  and 
for  male  patients  in  the  left  wing.   Each  of  the  wings  will  he  two  stories 
high,  v;ith  a  ward  on  each  floor;  fourteen  oeds  will  he  placed  in  each  ward. 

There  will  also  be  situated  on  each  floor,  three  private  wards,  a  nurses'  room, 
a  toilet  room,  and -a  closet  with  ready  access  from  the  ward.  The  two  flights 

of  stairs  in  the  "building  will  he  crit   off  from  the  halls  with  glass  partitions, 
thus  keeping  the  halls  in  the  same  temperature  with  the  rooms.   On  each  of  the 
wings,  facing  the  east,  between  the  stp.irs  snd  the  corner-tov/er,  will  he  a 
spacious  veranda,  commanding  a  full  view  of  the  lake. 

In  the  basement  of  the  male  department ,  the  heater's,  the  engineer's  and  domes- 
tic rooms,  and  water  closets,  will  be  situated.   In  the  basement  of  the  female 

department  there  will  be  the  ph^''sicians'  room,  waiting  room,  drug  store, 
laboratory,  three  "strong  wards"  for  unruly  patients,  store-rooms,  w^ter  clos- 

ets, etc.  A  cellar  will  run  the  entire  building. 

Forty  feet  back  of  the  executive  department  will  be  situated  the  laundry  and 
the  morgue. 
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Jerish  Advance,  PelDraary  27,  13.^0. 

The  work  on  the  "building  of  the  Reese  Hospital' will  prohahly  "begin  in  the Spring.  The  U.  H.  R.  Association  has  purchased  for  the  purpose  the  lot 

between  Lake  Ave.  Cottage  Place  and  29th  st. ,  with  an  area  of  20S  "by  5U feet. 

i^a^M^ 
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 Jewish  Advence.  June  6,  1S73» 

» 

As  we  have  informed  our  readers  some  time  ago,  we  v:ill  soon  have  a  new 

Jewish  hospital  in  this  city.   The  siins  which  have  "been  appropieted  for 
that  puri)0se  oy  the  Heese  heirs  of  this  city  are  $50,000,  hy  Mrs.  Henrietta 
Rosenfeld  and  Mr.  Jacoh  Rosenherg,  and  $30,000  hy  Messrs.  Joseph  and 

Henr^'  Franlc. 

The  hospital  fund  of  the  U.  H.  R.  A.  amounts,  he  sides  this,  to  $12,000  and 

a  plot  of  ground  on  N.  La  Salle  St.   Thus  the  sum  of  $192,000  is  on  hand 

for  this,  so  greatly  needed,  henevolent  institution. 
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Illinois  Staats-Zeltung.  June  3,  1879 • 

JEmSE  HOSPITAL 

The  Chicago  fire  destroyed  the  Jewish  Hospital.  Enough  money  is  now  available 
to  reconstruct  the  institution*  The  proposed  site  is  on  Noirth  La  Salle  Street. 

The  Jewish  millionaire,  Michael  Reese,  of  California,  gave  directions,  in  his  ^ 

will,  that  his  Chicago  heirs  spend  a  portion  of  their  inheritance  from  his  es-  '^ tate  for  benevolent  purposes  in  Chicago*  In  accordance  with  these  instructions,  r^:, 
Heinrich  Frank  of  this  city  gave  thirty  thousand  dollars  (a  part  of  the  inherit-  P 
ance)  toward  the  building  fund  of  the  Hospital;  and  Mrs.  Henriette  Rosenfeld 
and  Jacob  Rosenberg  gave  fifty  thousand  dollars  to  provide  an  amortization  fund* 

'.XJ 

CO 

These  sums  have  been  given  to  the  local  United  Hebrew  Relief  Association,  and 
there  is  about  $12^000  in  the  treasury  of  the  Association  which  is  also  avail-   c>l 
able  for  the  Hospital* 

The  only  condition  which  was  specified  in  the  testament  of  Reese,  was  that  the 

proposed  institution  should  be  called  the  ♦T^eese  Hospital*** 
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Jewish  Advance.  Hay   2,  IS79, 

The  erection  of  a  hospital  in  this  city  is  now  seriously  discussed  "by  the heirs  of  the  Reese  estate.   There  are  two  lefracies,  one  of  $50,000,  and  the 

other  of  $200,000,  set  apart  hy  the  will  of  Michael  Reese  for  various  chari- 

ties. From  "both  of  these  legacies  the  Chicago  charities  are  to  have  their 

shares.   It  is  estimated  that  a"bout  $75iOOO  will  he  the  portion  alloted  to 
the  erection  and  naintenance  of  a  Jewish  hospital  in  this  city.  The  Reese 

heirs  and  the  "hospital  cornnittee"  of  the  United  Hebrew  Relief  Association, 

are  busily  at  work  deliberating  and  evg-aing   on  the  subject.   The  U.  H.  R.  A. 

owns  a  lot  on  W.  La  Salle  St.  for  the  erection  of  a  hospital.   It  is  pro-nosed 
by  some,  that  this  lot  should  be  sold,  and  another  one  be  purchased  outside 

of  the  city  limits,  where  a  larger  ground  can  be  had  for  laying  out  a  gar- 
den and  promenade  for  the  invalids. 
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Th.e  Jewish  Advance,  August  23,  1S7S 

MICIL^^lSL  REESE 

icneo  is  going  to  have  a  Jewish  Hospitalf  The  heirs  of  Michael  Reese 

will  c-cn4.«'bute  a  share  of  their  inheritance  toward  this  purpose* 

IM 
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The  Jevrl3h  Advatice.   August  2,    ISJS 

4 

There  are  now  llU  patients  in  the  Mount  Sinai  Hospital.  During 

the  month  of  June  there  were  a-djD.itted  120;  discharged  II9,  and  died,  9» 
Of  the  discharged  50  were  cured,  27  improved,  and  9  unimproved^ 
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The  Jemsh  Charities,   Report  Beck,    1936. 

Athe  i.:ah:{3  ::.vTiiaI'  chpilulige  / 

The  Marks  Nathan  Jewish  Orphan  Home  was  founded  hy  the  Orthodox  Jewish 

conimanity^  in  the  year  I905  to  provide  for  the  care,  education  and  training  of 

Jewish  dependent  children.   It  is  conducted  on  the  "basis  of  a  Kosher  dietary^ 

The  Home  is  equipped  to  serve  children  ranging  in  age  generally  from  6 
to  17  who  are  physically,  mentally  ejid  morally  fit  for  group  life. 

The  mimher  of  admissions  since  its  inception  to  January  1,  193^  was  1,359 

and  the  numher  of  dischjr.rges  1,195»  '^^   1935  sin  average  of  I68  children  were under  care. 
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The  Je\'irish  Charities,   Report  Ecck  for  1936. 

/^"E  cincAtTc  kc:.:e  fch  .ri:;;iL;:i  ci^hi^cs  / 

The  Chicago  Home  for  Jewish  Oiphans  was  organized  in  18Sk   and  since 
that  time  has  cared  for  1,233  children.  The  Home  is  equipped  to  serve  chil- 

dren ranging  in  age  from  6  to  17,  particularly  such  children  as  benefit  from 
group  life.   In  I535  an  average  of  122   children  were  under  its  care. 
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Jewish  Forwards  June  10,  1929.  \VPA  (ILL.)  PROJ.302?b 

GEIISMONIAL  OPENirW  OF   THE  3'NAI  ZION  IIURSSRY. 

The  B'nai  Zion  Nursery  officially  opened  ̂ '^esterday  afternoon  the  first 
two  floors  of  their  new  home  on  the  Northwest  Side,  corner  California 
Avenue  and  Hirsch  Street. 

Over  five  thousand  people  came  to  the  consecration  of  the  nursery  but  as 
the  inside  capacity  was  only  for  two  thousand  people,  more  than  three 
thoussmd  people  were  forced  to  turn  back  disappointed. 

The  opening  was  a  real  celebration,  after  so  many  years  of  hardships  and 

trouble,  yet  we  were  successful  in  opening  the  new  home  of  the  B'nai 
Zion  Nursery,  which  building  was  completed  over  seven  years  ago,  and 
stajiding  idle  due  to  a  shortage  of  funds. 
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Jewish  Forward,  June  10,  1929.        WPA  (It  1.:)  ̂ROj. 302/5 

The  house  warming  ceremonies  were  celebrated  in  the  largest  hall  in 

the  basement  of  the  nursery •  The  audience  was  in  a  holiday  mood.  The 

platform  was  covered  with  flowers  and  locked  like  a  bed  of  roses* 

The  program  of  the  nursery  opening  consisted  of  speeches,  greetings, 
music,  and  money • 

The  program  was  announced  by  Ivlrs.  iiidwin  nomberg,  the  president  of  the 

nursery,  who  was  also  the  chairlady  of  the  opening  ceremonies*  She 

was  highly  applauded*  A  thunder  of  appiau'='e  was  received  by  Mrs* 
Charna  niger,  the  founder  of  the  nursery,  v/ho  is  now  honorary  president 

of  this  great  and  noble  institution* 
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Jewish  Forward,  June  10,  1929.  WPA  (Hi.)  PROJ.  3027b 

Among  those  who  touched  the  hearts  of  the  audience  with  their  speeches 
were  Rabbi  Silver,  Rabbi  Burzinsky,  and  the  health  commission,  Dr# 
Kagel,  who  spoke  of  the  devotion  of  a  mother  to  a  child,  and  of  the 
necessity  of  a  child  to  have  a  mother,  even  though  a  strange  mother, 

when  you  have  not  your  own.  The  president's  husband.  Colonel  Romberg, 
also  spoke  suid  so  did  Attorney  Louis  Riger,  the  superintendant  of  the 
building,  who  also  ann:unced  the  names  of  those  who  donated  cash, 
and  those  who  pledged* 

A  musical  program  in  which  the  soprano  s  inger  Marcia  Shupak  was  very 
good  also  the  thirteen  year  old  boy,  Herbert  Shay,  who  sang  theatrical 

songs,  and  his  grandfather's  Sabbath  Kymns*  This  boy  was  raised  in 
this  nursery,  and  he  explained  it  with  great  pride. 
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Jewish  Forward,  June  10,  1929.  WPA  (ILL)  PROJ.3027;i 

Greetings  were  offered  by  many  organizations  who  contributed  thousands 
of  dollars •  All  in  all  the  sum  raised  at  this  opening  was  twenty 
thousand  dollars • 

Scenes  of  real  happiness  and  joy  were  seen  after  the  ceremonies 
when  a  mob  of  women  hugo;ed  and  kissed  Mrs.  Riger  and  congratulated 
her  on  this  success.  Then  the  people  visited  the  children  numbering 
over  one  hundred  that  were  already  transferred  to  their  new  home. 

This  afternoon  our  bazaar  for  the  nursery  opens  and  will  continue  through< 
out  the  week  and  will  end  with  a  banquet  next  Sunday  night. 
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The  Chicago  Chronicle.  Wlc,  of  Lecemter  3,  I926,  Vol,  9,  p.U, 

CONTINUE  THE  GOOD  WORK.   Editorial. 

The  Star  Auxiliary  of  the  Marks  Nathan  Jewish  Orphan  Home  will  celebrate  the  Ir 
twentieth  anniversary  of  its  inception  next  Tuesday.   It  seems  hut  a  short  time 
ago  that  this  organization  was  founded  to  definitely  assist  the  Home  in  coping 

with  the  many  problems  raised  hy  the  Mne^xi^   needs  of  over  330  orphan  children  of 
all  ages. 

At  the  "beginning,  the  functions  of  the  Auxiliary  were  two-fold.  The  Home's 
constantly  increasing  budget  had  to  he  met,  and  so  recourse  was  made  to  every 
possible  source  of  revenue.   The  Star  Auxiliary  did  yeoman  service  in  this 

duty,  and  turned  in  thousands  of  dollars  to  the  Home's  treasury.  But  the 
founders  of  this  organization  had  another  aim  in  mind  when  they  founded  the 
Star  Auxiliary.   It  was  to  help  thi  orphan  children  in  every  possible  way. 

Many  of  the  members  have  acted  aji  fo:-iter-mothers.  Others  have  taken  uioon  them- 
selves the  burden  of  supervising  outings,  of  sewing  circles,  and  the  other  ac- 

tivities of  the  Home. 

An  anniversary  is  always  a  period  of  stock-taking.  It  seems  that  one  phase  of 

the  Auxiliary's  activities  is  definitely  ended.  No  longer  is  there  a  need  of 
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The  Chica^:o  Chronicle >  Wk.  of  December  3,  I926,  Vol,  9,  p.U* 

a  money-raising  group,  hut  there  is  a  great  and  increasing  need  for  a  group 
that  will  help  the  children  of  the  Home  on  their  way  to  sound  citizenship. 

These  Jewish  mothers  of  Chicago,  handed  together  in  the  Star  Auxiliary,  will 

"be  serving  the  Home  and  the  Jewish  community  hy  continuing  and  expanding  their 
present  work.  Many  orphan  children ♦  babes  in  arms  when  the  Auxiliary  was  first 
founded,  now  have  grown  to  young  men  and  women  and  are  leaving  the  Home. 

A  young  man  or  young  woman  needs  the  care  of  some  Mother  in  Israel  while  find- 
ing himself  or  herself  in  new  and  strange  surroundings.  We  are  sure  that  the 

Star  Auxiliary  will  rise  to  its  new  responsibility  and  new  opportunity. 
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The   Je^;ish  rally  rorv/i-ro.   :;ecernber   15,    1926^     V^PA  (ILL.^  PROJ  3u27b 

The  L!f  rks  !«?.:tiiuii  Crphun  Ilorae    ol'  Chici.;^o,    h;:  s  {r.nnounoer    that   trie   Ly-la?/s 
of   the    institution  htvu    Le^n  chi  n^^ed,    so    wh^.-.  t  chilore^-i   of     .)Oor    u,'.rerts  rna'^, 
"be   accep'.ed. 

f 

«/ 

Until   nov;  the    InGti'u   ion  hr.  s  accejtec"!    orpht.as   only.      IIo-v,    rion-oryh-.ns  are 
elic^ible   to  enter    the   Tome   anc-   v.ill    rocoive   the    svn;e   att-ntiun   as   the    orphans 
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Ln:>7.  !fJ!..IB^?.  OF  ORGANIZATIONS  JOIN  THE  $50,000  DRIVE  FOR  THE  NURSERY. 

The  banquet,  which  was  given  by  the  Douglas  Park  Day  and  Night  Nursery,  with 
the  object  of  opening  the  campaign  for  a  fund  to  construct  a  new  home  for  the 
children,  was  successful  in  all  respects. 

The  large  niamber  of  organizations  which  were  represented  at  the  banquet  and 
the  many  workers  and  friends  of  the  nursery  have  pledged  themselves  to  do 
everything  within  their  power  to  raise  the  required  sum,  in  order  to  start 
the  construction  of  the  new  home. 

Speeches  were  made  by  Rabbi  Elkin  of  the  Labovitzer  Synagogue;  Mrs.  Schaffner, 
Chairman  of  the  Joint  Executive  Committee  of  the  nursery;  and  Rabbi  Budzinsky. 

The  following  have  contributed  to  the  fund:  Dr.  Spiro,  $15;  Mr.  Plozitsky, 
$5;  Schochtim  Union,  $25;  Ladies  Auxiliary,  Branch  422,  $10;  Broadway  Bank, 

$5;  Isaac  Cutter,  $10;  Kiev  Verein,  $25;  Workmen* s  Circle,  Branch  296,  $50; 
Bialstock,  Branch  127,  Workmen's  Circle,  ,$25;  Branch  552,  Workmen's  Circle, 
$5;  Levin,  1818  S.  Kedzie  Avenue,  $10;  Branch  691,  Workmen's  Circle,  $10; 
United  States  Lodge,  $25;  Mrs.  Grossman,  $25;  Mrs.  King,  $5;  Chicago  City 
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Forward »  November  23,  1926« 

Lod^e,  $26;  Branch  542,  Workmen^s  Circle,  $25;  Chernobel  Verein,  $25;  S.  S. 
Kolnick,  $10;  Straussman,  $20;  Dr.  Rodin,  $25;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Ziskind,  $10. 

The  following  have  pledged  to  the  fund:  Ponevezer  Verein,  $25;  Lady  Monte- 

fiore  Lodge,  Sisters  of  Chicago;  Branch  32,  Workmen's  Circle,  $25;  Wagner, 

$100;  Furriers'  Association,  $100;  Horvitz,  $25;  Butchers'  Union,  Local  596, 
$50;  Dr.  Rodin,  $1'D0;  United  Hebrew  Trades,  $100;  Traspolier  Aid  Society, 

$300;  Vilno  Independent  Verein,  $50;  Wilno  Brothers  Verein,  $25;  Mrs.  Schaff- 

ner,  $50;  Carl,  $15;  Branch  162,  Workmen's  Circle,  $25;  Bernard,  $100;  Juniors 
of  the  nursery,  $2,500;  Men's  Aid,  $3,000. 
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^BLIG  EEARII^  ON  NUESHRY  ERGBLEM/ 

by 

Dr.  
3.  M.  Melamed 

V^liat  is  going  to  happen  to  the  costly  but  still  unfinished  building  of  the 
Daughters  of  Zion  Day  and  Night  iNjUrsery?     The  ̂ hicago  Jevash/ Charities  are 
stubborn  and  insist  that  the  Daughters  of  Zion  should  stop  the  iwork  and  give 
up  the  building.     The  vjomen  leaders  of  the  Daughters  of  Zion  want  to  go  on 
with  the  work*     One  cannot  blaiae  thera  very  much,  when  one  considers  the  fact 
that  they  hav«  put  a  lot  of  labor  and  money  into  the  building.     V/ouldh't  it 
be  a  good  idea  if  a  public  hearing  were  heard  on  the  affair?     Let  both  sides 
lay  their  claiia  before  an  impartial  ca.mittee  of  couiiaunity  v/orkers. 
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-    The  Forward.  December  30,  1923.        WPA  (ILL)  PROJ. 30275 

DAUGHTERS  OF  JACOB  SOUTH  SIDE  DAY  AND  NIGHT  NURSERY 

■   '       ■,        *    ■  ■ 

OPENS  A  DRIVE  FOR  FORTY  THOUSAND  DOLLARS.    ^  ' 

Dear  Friends : .       ' 
« 

We  know  that  you  faithfully  trust  in  the  aim  for  which  this  appe^  1  is  being 
made.   We  ask  you,  in  the  name  of  the  homeless  children,  to  read  this  appeal 

and  contri'bute  your  share*   You  fully  understand  what  it  means  for  children 
who  are  without  a  mother  or  father,  and  are  deprived  of  a  home  to  be  taken 
care  of  by  some  one  who  will  provide  them,  as  much  as  possible,  v/ith  all 
necessities*^  This  is  one  of  the  holiest  and  noblest  things  that  a  man  can 

do*  '  .    '  .  '    .  - 

,You  know  the  golden  rule,  "Do  unto  others  as  you  would  have  them  do  unto  you,  " 

v-* 
Thus,  we  are  in  need  of  a  larger  place  in  brder  to are  waiting  for  a  home. 

accept  the  orphans  that 

.  .r*:->- 

-A  ■■  ■' 

-^,' 

?S' 
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The  Forward,  December  30,  1923. 

WPA(lLUPROJ.3027i We  have,  therefore,  made  arrangements  to  purchase  the  building  at  6401  South 
Peoria  Street.  The  building  must  be  paid  for.  New  things  must  be  bought  in 
order  to  enroll  childjren  in  the  nursery* 

The  Daughters' of  Jacob  is  an  independent  organization  and  is  not  connected 
with  any  other  charity  organization.  We  received  a  charter  from  the  state 
in  1919  and  the  nursery  was  opened  at  6320  S.  Aberdeen  Avenue,  with  ten  child- 

ren.  Now  there  ere  always  thirty  children  in  the  nursery  and  many  more  are 
tsken  care  of  during  the  dey«  The  nursery  is  supr^orted  by  dues  and  ̂ donatioas 

and  -proceeds  from  undertakings*  .Medical  and  dental   services  are  rendered 
free  by  Drs.  J.  Greenberg  and  H»  Semon« 
'    .  *^  .    .  '  .  ■ 

We  call  your  attention  to  the  fact  that  no  high  salaries  are  paid*  The  officers 
give  their  services  without  pay* 

Help  the  orphans*   Send  your  contribution  in  promptly  and  see  that  your  friends 
shall  do  the  same*   Lets  make  this  drive  successful* 

.  .    ̂   Respectfully  yours. 
The  Committee  of  the  Drive, 
Dr.  J*  Greenbert,  chairman* 
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The  Forward,  DecemlDer  10,  1923* 

VVPA  (lLL)PROJ.3UZ/o 

Approximately  four-tho  isand  women  and  men  marched  to  the  new  home  of  the 
Dou^^las  Park  Day  and  Night  Nursery  yesterday  and  celehrated  the  grand  open- 

ing, with  music,  donations  and  greetings  from  many  labor  organizations^ 

Thousands  applauded  the  marching  masses  and  trucks  t^  at  conveyed  the  small 
children  into  their  new  home»  The  first  speaker  was   Rabli  Eudzirisky,  who 
opened  the  nursery  in  a  forraal  manner. 

Mr.  Sacks,  chairman  of  the  Building  f'und,  and  I^r#  Lerner,  chairman  of  the 
executives,  assisted  the  auctioneer,  Mr.  Rubin,  in  selling  the  keys  to  the 

doors  of  the  building.  Mrs.  Ida  Fink  purchased  the  first  key  for  one- 
hundred  and  fifty  dollars;  and  Mrs.  Alraham,  the  wife  of  a  member  of  the 

Carpenters  Union  Local  #504,  gavi  one-hundred  and  twenty  five  dollars  for 
the  second  key.   The  Bakers  Union  Local  #237  contributed  twenty  five  dol- 

lars and  Sam  Nachtingal,  a  delegate  of  the  Bakers  Union,  gave  twenty  five 
dollars. 

n-r 
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\NPA  (ILL.)  PROJ  J0275 Coii  rade  Hanock  and  "Veinstein,  secretary  and  president  of  the  United  Hebrew 
Trades,  donated  twenty  five  dollars  each.  Afterwards,  they  sold  the  opening 
of  the  electric  lights  and  Mrs#  Ida  Fink  paid  fifty  dollars  for  this  pri- 

vilege.   Rooms  were  later  sold,,  and  w'r.  Dolkin  give  two-hundred  dollars  for 
a  room;  Mrs.  Breindel  two-hundred  and  twenty  five  dollars;  and  ̂ vlr.  and  Mrs. 
Rothenberg  two-hundred  dollars. 

Mr.  Socks  introduced  Mr.  Holznian,  president  of  the  Carpenters  Loccl  #504,  . 
and  Mr.  Balanik,  business  agent  of  #504.   Both  extended  greetings  to  the 
Nursery  and  promised,  on  behalf  of  their  unions,  to  do  everything  possible 

for  the  nursery,  because  they  recognize  the  'necessity  and  importance  of  that 
institution.         i 

Rabbi  Budzinsky,  made  a  warm  appeal  to  those  present  for  the  support  of  the 

Douglas  Park  Day  and  Night  ̂ ^ursery. 

Comrade  Hsnock  greeted  the  Nursery  on  "behalf  of  the  United  Hebrew  Trades, 
and  stated  that  the  delegate  of  the  United  Hebrev/  Trades,  Mrs.  Erlich,  of 

the  Painters  ^nion  Locf^l  #521,  did  very  much  for  the  nursery*   ^ 
'#  ;, 
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The  Fon"Brd.  .December  10,  1923 

VIPA  OLD  PRO^- 302
7b The  City  Central  Committee  of  the  V/orkmen's  Circle*  was  repre seated  by  Com- 

rade Lambert  extended  greeting  on  behalf  of  the  'Workmen's  Circle. 

Comrade  Morrfs  Sickind,  extended  greetings  on  behalf  of  the  Forward  and 

stated  that  nobody  knows,  what  the  nursery  does  for  the  '"forking  Class  child- 
ren, as  does  the  Forward,  where  all  the  unfortunete  mothers  turn  to'  for  ad- 

justing the  very  serious  matter  of  providing  a  home  for  the  children  that 
they  cannot  take  care  of. 

t 
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/carpenters  and  painters  hexp  JEWISH  nurssr;^ 

The  United  Hebrew  Trades  listened  to  a  report  at  its  last  meeting  which  told 
how  the  Carpenters  Union,  Local  504,  and  the  Painters  Union,  Local  521,  had 
helped  remodel  the  hoine  of  the  Douglas  Park  Day  and  Night  Nursery. 

The  Carpenters  Union,  Local  504,  responded  to  an  appeal  made  by  a  coimittee 
of  the  Nursery^  The  Local  determined  to  engage  carpenters  to  make  all  the 
necessary  alterations  in  the  building  on  Fifteenth  Street  and  Albany  Avenue. 
The  Carpenters  Union  appointed  Hyman  Zalanick,  business  agent  of  the  Union, 
to  take  charge  of  the  work,  and  the  Union  contributed  #1,000  from  its  treasury 
for  carpentry  work  in  the  N\irsery# 

The  Painters  Union,  Local  521,  did  the  same.  A  coimiittee  of  the  Union,  Messrs. 
Ehrlich  and  Green  helped  to  obtain  all  the  necessary  materials  from  owners  of 
paint  stores,  and  a  group  of  members  has  done  the  painting  in  the  building 
without  any  remuneration. 

no 
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Dally  Jewish  ForvBird,  Nov.  20,  1923. 

The  United  Hebrew  Tildas  has  unanlnously  resolved  to  extend  Its  gratitude  to 

both  unions  for  the  good  and  noble  work  they  have  done  for  that  Institution^ 

-a 
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Dailv  Jev/ish  Courier ,  Uay  8,   1923. 

CdiPLElE  IffiAT  YOa  HAVE  BSGUII 

(Editorial) 

Of  the  inportant  COTinunal  buildings  which  should  have  long  been  opened  for 

the  purpose  for  which  they  have  been  built,  the  Infant  Home  of  the  Daughters  ^^ 

of  Zion  Day  and  Ni^ht  Nursery  is  the  most   important*     For  more  tb^n  one  year  ^i 
the  building  for  this  institution  has  been  imder  constr^iction  and  is  still  ~ 

not  completed,   though  the  need  is  great  and  the  number  of  applicants  grov;s  from  :j 
day  to  day*  7^ 

The  position  of  the  official  Jev/ish  charities  as  regards  the  Daughters  of  L 

Zion  Day  and  Night  Nursery  is  a  negative  one.     According  to  the  argument  of  ?^i 
the  Jewish  Charities,   Jewish  orphans  v^io  cannot  be  admitted  to  the  I^rks 
Nathan  Home  because  they  are  still  too  young,   should  be  given  axvay  to  private 
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families,   and  if  suitable  Jewish  families  cannot  be  secured,  the  infants 

should  then  be  ci^^^  ̂ ^^7  "to  Christian  families.     The  reason  for  this 
procedure  is  purely  a  medical  one  to  which  the  medical  men,   hov/ever,   do 
not   subscribe.     The  representatives  of  the  official  Jewish  charities  assert 

that  it   is  hazardous  to  keep  small  children  in  a  orphana.^e  because  in  case 

of  certain  sicknesses  all  children  are  apt  to  be  stricken,  and,    in  order  to 

prevent  that,  children  must  be  separated  in  private  families. 

If  this  theory  holds  true,  the  Marks  Nathan  Orphanage  v/onald  likev/ise  be 

perilous  for  the  children,  for  if  a  child  of  five  years  imist  not  be  in  an  ^ 

orphanage,  a  child  of  six  or  seven  years  should  ngt  be  there  either,  since  ^ 
tte  danger  of  contaeioii  is  the  same*     Doctors  who  have  a  certain  opinion  S 

about  this  question  make  light  of  this  theory,  for,   if  it  were  correct,  no  ^ 
children  would  be  brought  up  in  any  institution.     Yet,  for  the  past  seven 
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htmclred  yaars,  children  have  been  brought  up  in  institutions.  It  is  an 
established  fact  tliat  children  who  are  broueJit  up  in  an  institution  are 

less  exposed  to  dan,:er  than  children  who  receive  a  normal  upbringing  at 
home.  Child  mortality  is  significantly  lower  in  institutions  tlian  in 
private  families. 

During  the  many  years  in  which  Jewish  day  and  night  nurseries  have  existed 
in  Chicago  we  have  never  heard  that  a  number  of  children  have  fallen  victims 
of  contagious  diseases,  and  we  are  almost  certain  that  not  one  single  death 
has  occ\irred  in  these  institutions^ 

Since  the  argument  of  the  official  Jewish  charities  against  the  Jev/ish  day 

and  night  nursorios  and  the  Infant  Home  is  absolutely  false,  thei*e  is  no 
reason  why  the  Jewish  community  of  Chicago  should  not  finish  the  work  that 
a  group  of  charitable  Jev/ish  women  have  begun.  There  is  no  question  that 
this  institution  is  necessary^ 

cr 
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If  this  institution  were  now  completed,  the  construction  of  a  new  wing 
would  soon  have  to  begin,  because  the  place  v/ould  be  overcro^/ded.  No  less 
than  five  hundred  applications  have  already  been  made  and  in  most  cases 

living  orphans  are  involved.  /"Living  orp^^^s"  is  a  term  used  in  Yiddish, 
rieanins  children  whose  parents  are  alive  but  unable  to  provide  for  theuu/ 

On  most  applications  eit]:i9r  the  father  is  a  cripple,  or  the  mother  must  go      '^ 
to  work  and  cannot  care  for  her  child,  or  the  mother  is  ill  and  the  father 
cannot  care  for  the  child.  In  some  cases  there  are  orplians  who  just  came 
from  Europe  and  cannot  find  admission  in  Mark  Nathan  Home,  We  cannot  and 
must  not  leave  these  unfortunate  and  helpless  children  to  their  ovm  fate,       ^ 
and  we  cannot  give  them  away  to  Christian  families.  Perhaps  it  is  not  a 
violation  of  the  Jewish  /religious/  law  to  give  infants  of  a  year  or  two 
away  to  Christian  families,  but  it  is  certainly  a  crime  to  give  away 
children  of  four  or  five  years  to  Christian  families,  because  all  educators 
agree  that  the  first  seven  years  of  a  person's  life  determines  his  religious 
character,  and  giving  children  of  four  or  five  years  of  age  to  Christian 

> 

>• 
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families,   that  they  should  bring  then  up,  means  sunrenderins  tlia  children 
to. apostasy.     It  is  also  not  advisable  to  give  children  away  to  poor  Jewish 
families,  because  such  children  v/ill  be  unable  to  receive  the  sanitairy 
conditions  that  an  institution  can  offer.  If  a  Jewish  family  wishes  to 

adopt  a  child,  it  may  do  so,  but  without  compensation.  Only  the  very  poor      -;•, 
Jewish  families,  ifho  themselves  live  in  solitude  and  filth,  wish  to  bring 
up  a  small  child  for  compensation,  and  the  conditions  that  prevail  in  a  poor     /- 
family  are  not  the  best  guarantee  for  a  sound  physical  development  of  the 
child. 

The  infant  home  which  is  noiv  being  built  by  the  Daughters  of  Zion  Day  and 
Night  Nursery  is,  thei^efore,  an  absolute  necessity  and  it  is  the  duty  of 
the  city  to  see  that  the  building  be  completed  as  soon  as  possible  and  devoted 
to  its  objective:  To  provide  a  home  for  the  orphans  who  are,  for  some  reason 
or  other,  not  admitted  into  the  Marks  Nathan  Home. 
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Forward,  May  1,  1923 . 

'  '      OUE  DKiAI..  HA.S  AT  U3T  VISUALIZilD  IK  IIEA.LITY. 

After  m^ny   years  of  striving  and  hoioin^  to  raise  funds  to  "build  a  Jewish 
infants  home,  we  now  live  to  see  it  in  replity,  and  today  we  will  have  our 
first  mass-meeting  at  1  P#  M,  in  our  institution,  Hirsch  ajid  California Ave, 

In  honor  of  this  occasion  a  concert  has  "been  arranged  with  good  talents, 
also  of  children  of  our  nursery,  Mme.  Fanrie  Reinheart  will  o-oen  the  con- 

cert with  a  vocal  solo.   Speeches  will  he  made  hy  Rabbi  Budzinski,  Louis 
Reingold  and  Mrs.  Charna  Rieger.  - 

V 

The  chairladies  will  announce  the  program  of  the  big  bazaar  which  is  to 
be  opened  Saturday  night,  Kay  5>  ̂ ^   ̂ H  three  floors  of  the  new, infant 
home.   Come  to  the  first  meeting  and  concert  in  the  institution  for  baby 

oiphans,  that  was  built  with  your  moral  and  financial  help,' 

./_  ,  Daughters  of  Zi'on  Nursery  and  Infants  Home. 

:  /       ,.         Mrs.  Rieger  -  President.      :  '   • 

V- 
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AjMJAL  R'SPORT  of  TK3  DAUGKTillS  OF  ZION 

(insnglish) 

In  1922  unusual  work  was  done  toward  the  erection  of  the  new  Jewish  infant 
home  in  Ohicago. 

V/ith  the  aid  of  our  devoted  workers  of  the  Daughters  of  Zion  Nursery  and 
of  the  Infant  Home  Society,  who  had  given  their  time  and  mon^  for  this 
noble  purpose,  it  becajae  possible  for  the  building  committee  to  close 
contracts  with  builders  who  had,  in  the  course  of  six  months,  constructed 
the  large  edifice  on  Hirsch  ̂ treet/  and  California  Avenue. 

According  to  a  report  from  our  finance  chairlady,  Mrs.  Louis  Katz,  which 
Yias  confiimed  by  a  certified  auditor,  ILv.   iindrew  Q,uigley,  our  finances  are 
as  follows: 

"^ 

"J 
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Balance  on  hand  January  1,  1922    ^26,0e7*86 
Subecriptions  and  donations     129858.09 
Auxiliaries    •  19,314.05 
Brick  certificates     8,320.00 
Tag  day  income    2,186.97 
Concerts,  theaters,  dances,  and  picnics     23,037.08       -^ 

JjJ  65>716.19       J- Total  Income    ;i?91, 804.05  (sic)  ̂ ^ 

•» '-» 

o 
Expenses  Z^ 

Maintenance  of  nursery    #18,024.96       "-^ 
Material  and  labor     94,956.11 

Total  Expenses    ;|125,490.37  (sic) 
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Resources 

Foundation  and  lots     $33,585*00 

Building,  1441  ',Vicker  Park  Avenue    20,000.00      ^ Furniture  and  fixtures     1,127»90      no 

Subscribers'  debts     15,743.40 
Cash  on  hand  and  in  banks     657.75 
Material  and  labor     94>956>11 

Total  Resources   •  ̂ 166,080«16 
Debts      38,685.32 

:t> 

o 

CO 
Last  year's  inccxne  from  auxiliaries:  c»^ 
Aimer  Sigel     ^4,302.05 

Logan  Souare   •    3,952.00 

Central^      2,510.00 
Humboldt       1,800.00 

Midwest       1,500.00 
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Rebecca  Foz   •    •i>2y600«00 
V/ide  Awalce  .Vorlcer   •  •  •   •  •  •  •  •  400. 00 
;Ubany  Park    400.00 
Junior  Oak     1,850.00 

Total  Income     ^19,314.05         ^ 

I  am  proud  of  the  chairmanship  of  Mrs,  H.  Steinberg,  The  number  of  children  :Z 

that  we  have  had  last  year  was  too  much  for  our  present  institution.  Yet,  ;-- 
it  is  merely  a  small  fraction  of  the  number  of  children  who  are  waiting  -? 
for  admission,  V/ith  aching  hearts,  we  must  defer  those  on  the  waiting  list 
from  time  to  time,  Each  case  presents  a  great  tragedy  in  the  lives  of  the 

lonely  orphans,  .Ve  have  more  than  20C  applications  on  our  waiting  list,  ^-i 
iUvery  child  that  we  accept  is  investigated  by  our  admission  committee,  and 
only  the  helpless  and  destitute  children  are  admitted. 

With  pride  and  joy,  I  can  report  tlHt  the  children  admitted  to  our  small 

-) 
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institution,  1441  V/icker  Park  Avenue,  are  given  a  good  home.  They  are 
given  motherly  attention,  both  physically  and  spiritually.  They  are  reared 
in  a  typically  Jewish  atmosphere.  Mov/here  else  can  a  happier  and  healthier 
group  of  children  be  found. 

Vi^e  are  also  glad  to  report  that  our  house  has  the  best  trained  nurses  who  ^ 
take  care  of  the  babies,  and  a  competent  physician.  Dr.  L.  H.  Block,  who  ^ 
has  been  visiting  the  children  daily  for  the  last  three  years  without  any  ^ 
remuneration.  A  special  thanks  ;ve  owe  to  our  superintendent,  liilrs.  .7.  Lewis,  E 
for  her  remarkable  ability  in  keeping  the  nursery  and  the  children  in  ^ 
excellent  condition. 

en 

In  the  course  of  the  last  3^ear,  1,871  children  were  admitted  each  month. 
The  general  number  of  admission  was  seventy  children  a  day,  or  fifteen 
more  than  a  year  ago. 
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;ybrds  are  inadequate  to  express  my  respect  and  gratitude  to  L!rs.  Charwey 
Rieger,  founder  and  president  of  the  Daughters  of  Zion  Nursery,  for  her  aid 
and  support  to  the  unfortunate  infants  in  Chicago.  May  Gtod  grant  her  health, 
strength,  and  long  life,  so  that  she  may  live  to  see  her  wish  fulfilled, 
and  that  is:  To  have  a  sanitary  Jev/ish  home  for  the  Jev/ish  orphans  in 
Chicago.  She  has  sacrificed  her  health  and  her  own  comforts  for  so  many 
years,  and  had  to  overcome  the  man^^  obstacles  in  her  path.  It  is  only 
through  an  act  of  God  that  she  carried  out  her  work. 

Due  to  the  fact  that  the  reports  are  so  lengthy,  I  regret  that  I  am  unable 
to  give  an  account  of  each  officer  and  chairman  of  each  committee  separately. 
But  I  assure  all  v/orkers  that  we  are  grateful  to  the  officers  of  the  aux- 

iliaries for  their  good  work  last  year.   iVe  owe  a  special  thanks  to  the 
building  committee  for  its  successful  work. 

At  the  present  moment,  we  should  like  to  make  an  appeal  to  the  Chicago  Jewry. 
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Our  appeal  cannot  and  must  not  be  ignored.   ^Ve  are  now  campaigning  for  funds, 
so  as  to  finish  the  inside  work  of  the  most  beautiful  and  most  indispensable 
institution  in  Illinois.  V/e  are  now  selling  hospital  rooms,  and  other 
♦'honorary"  rooms,  windows,  and  doors.  By  purchasing  any  of  these  honors, 
you  will  perpetuate  your  name  in  the  beautiful  temple  on  California  Avenue. 

Remember,  friends,  that  this  is  the  only  Jewish  infant  home  in  the  Middle 
West.  Everyone  should  at  least  have  mercy  upon  the  motherless  infants  who    2 
cannot  help  themselves,  and  who  are  subject  to  the  compassion  of  the  good, 
but  busy  public.  Your  subscription,  large  or  small,  v/ill  help  our  lonely 
infants. 

la  behalf  of  all  directors,  I  thanic  the  Jewish  public  for  v/hat  they  have 
already  done  and  for  what  they  will  continue  to  do  for  our  home. 

In  conclusion,  permit  me  to  express  gratitude  to  the  board  of  directors 

3 
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for  the  services  they  have  rendered  last  year  for  this  sacred  work,  and  it 
gives  me  honor,  pride,  and  courage  to  be  the  presiding  officer.  It  is 
certainly  a  great  honor  to  work  with  a  group  of  noble  women  who  are  in  our 
society. 

Respectfully, 

-T3 

1 

Mrs.  Samuel  Sigel         2 
JO 

-J 
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JS^TISK 

TI7EL732  'HiOUS.iND  DOI.Liil^  FOH  I^^RKS  IJATHAIJ  ORPKAi^I  HOME 
AT  BAIIQIET  L.  HONOR  0)P   CHaRL33  HEHRON 

At  the  banquet  last  night  at  the  Marks  Nathan  Orphan  Home,  vdiich  was  given  in 
honor  of  Mr.  Charles  Herron,  president  of  the  institution,  |12,000  was  raised.   ^ 
The  institution  is  $29,000  in  debt.  2 

Among  the  speakers  there  were:  Judge  /jjJ/  David,  Judge  ̂ J  Fisher  and  ia.  C.    p 
Herron.  S,  J.  Rosenblatt  acted  as  toastmaster.  ^ 

TO o 
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III  A  THE  DOUGLAS  PARK  DAY  AND  NIGHT  NURSERT 
II  F  by 

Ben  Naf toll 

The  Lawndale  District,  ?rtiich  is  at  present  the  largest  Jewish  district  in 
Chicago,  has  its  own  necess€ury  cultural  and  philanthropic  institutions,  and, 
undoubtedly,  one  of  these  institutions  is  the  Douglas  Park  Day  and  Night         % 
Nursery.  In  the  Isirge  city  of  Chicago  where  there  are  more  than  300,000  Jews     ^ 
such  an  institution  is  of  inestimable  importance.  Years  ago,  before  such        ^ 
Jewish  nurseries  had  been  established,  an  unfortunate  Jewish  child  whom  bitter    <^ 
fate  had  robbed  of  father  or  mother,  or  a  child,  whose  mother  was  forced  out .     5 
of  necessity  to  seek  engplojrment  in  order  to  earn   the  daily  bread  for  her  children,  ̂  
was  surrendered  into  the  hcuids  of  non-Jews,  and  entered  an  atmosphere  which  was    g 
remote  from  the  Jewish  spirit,  from  Jewish  traditions,  and  from  the  Yiddish       ^ 
language.  Such  a  child  is  punished  in  two  ways.  Besides  being  economically 
underprivileged,  he  is  spiritually  sundered  from  his  people,  and  becomes  es- 

tranged from  his  immediate  family.  When  such  a  child  grows  up,  he  is  lost  to 
his  people.  The  Jewish  father  or  the  Jewish  mother  who  would  have  liked  to  have 
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III  A       his  or  her  child  remain  a  Jew  and.   to  have  him  follow  the  foot- 
II  F        steps  of  his  forebears,  was,  however,  compelled  to  deliver  the 

child  into  non- Jewish  heinds,  thereby  causing  the  parents  untold 
misery.  What  could  a  father  do  when  his  wife  died,  leaving  him  with  two,  three, 
or  four  children?  What  could  an  unfortunate  mother  do  whose  husband  died,      ^ 
thereby  cutting  off  her  economic  support?  ^ 

Frustrated  by  circumstcmces,  exasperated  by  fate,  with  a  pessimistic  outlook  ^ 
regarding  the  future,  such  unfortunates,  with  tears  in  their  eyes  and  pain  in  3o 
their  hearts,  gave  their  children  into  such  hands — hands  which  they  knew  would  2 
tear  the  children  away  from  them.  ^^ 

Chicago  Jewry  finally  became  aware  of,  emd  understood  its  moral  obligations, 
and  established  these  institutions — Jewish  nurseries  where  a  child  found  a 
Jewish  environment  and  atmosphere,  where  he  is  reared  in  the  Jewish  spirit  and 
under  the  supervision  of  devoted  Jewish  women. 

The  Douglas  Park  Day  and  Night  Nursery  was  founded  four  years  ago.  The  pioneer 
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II  F       took  a  great  deal  of  effort  and  hard  work  before  this  nursery  was 

placed  on  a  sound  foundation,  and  much  effort  and  hard  work  is 
still  required  to  maintain  it* 

At  present  the  Douglas  Park  Day  and  Night  Nursery  is  taking  care  of  eighty-one  5 

children  from  the  age  of  three  months  to  six  years.  Thirty-one  of  them  are  ^ 
taken  care  of  during  the  day,  and  the  i^st  at  night.  The  maintenance  of  the  ^ 
institution  costs  $1,600  a  month.  The  building  cost  about  $15,000.  -o 

o 

Four  years  ago,  when  the  Douglas  Park  Day  and  Night  Nursery  was  first  opened,  '^ 
the  n\2mber  of  children  was  considerably  smaller  because  the  income  did  not  § 

permit  the  admission  of  large  numbers •  But  with  the  increase  in  membership — at  ̂ * 
present  the  nursery  has  2,500  members — the  income  also  increased  and  so  did 
the  number  of  children  admitted. 

In  view  of  the  increase  in  the  number  of  children  and  the  children  waiting  to 
be  admitted,  the  present  building  has  become  too  small.  A  largex  place  is 
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II  F        responsibilities,  the  Douglas  Park  Day  and  Night  Nursery  has 

begun  an  Intensive  drive  to  erect  a  large  building,  where  every      ^ 
Jewish  child  who  Is  In  need  of  such  an  Institution  will  find  refuge.  3S 

For  this  purpose  the  nursery  has  purchased  a  house  and  lot  on  the  comer  of       r" 
15th  Street  and  Albany  Avenue  where  the  new  building,  which  is  expected  to  cost    -c 
around  $15, OCX),  will  be  erected  if — if  Chicago  Jewry  will  help  the  nursery  to     o 
carry  through  its  plans.  e^, 

c? 
There  is  no  doubt  but  that  the  Jews  of  Chicago  will  understand  and  weigh  the     «^ 
inqportance  and  the  necessity  of  such  a  sacred  enterprise  and  will  respond 
generously  to  the  call  of  the  nursery  and  will  help  it  carry  through  its  great 

plan. 

A  grand  concert  will  be  given  Sunday,  February  4,  at  the  Medinah  Teniple  in  which 
the  Union  of  Chicago  Cantors  under  the  direction  of  the  famous  composer, 
Mr.  Leo  Leov,  will  participate.  Other  ffiunous  musicians  will  also  participate. 
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III  A      The  entire  proceeds  of  this  concert  will  go  to  the  nursery.  Leirge 
II  F       numbers  of  Chicago  Jews  are  expected  to  attend  in  order  to  make 

this  affair  a  success. 

The  officers  of  the  nursery  are  as  follows:  ^ 

Mrs.  B.  J.  Ruben,  ex-president;  ^ 
Mrs.  Jessie  Diskin,  president;  ^ 
Mrs.  Solowaycheck  and  Mrs.  KLassky,  vice-presidents;  2 
Mrs.  Rosenberg,  recording  secretary;  ^ 
Mrs.  J.  Gk)ldl^rg,  corresponding  secretary;  !^ 

Mrs.  RabitcLov,  treasurer;  ^ 
Mrs.  Blank,  trustee; 
Mrs.  Sachs,  chairman  of  the  publicity  committee; 
Mrs.  Shanen,  chairman  of  the  social  committee; 
Mrs.  Fogel,  chairman  of  the  membership  committee; 
Mrs.  Grossman,  chairman  of  the  house. 
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MARKS  NATHAN  JE/JISH  ORHL:iN  H(M3 

(In  English) 

The  eighteenth  annual  meeting  of  the  Marks  Nathan  Jewish  Orphan  Home  took        ^ 
place  last  Sunday  afternoon,  Jetnuary  14,  1923,  at  the  Home*  r= 

The  president,  Cheurles  I.  Herron,  submitted  his  report,  as  did  the  officers  5 
and  chairmen  of  the  various  oommittees.  Mr.  Herron,  in  his  report,  referred  2 
at  length  to  the  recent  amalgamation  of  the  Associated  and  Federated  Charities 

in  one  central  organization  »*The  Jewish  Charities  of  Chicago *♦,  and  pledged  the 
new  organization  and  its  president,  Mr.  Julius  Rosenwald,  in  behalf  of  the  Home, 
its  loyal  support*  He  also  regretted  exceedingly,  the  resignation  from  the  Home 
Directorate  of  Mr,  S.  J*  Rosenblatt,  who  has  been  placed  on  the  Board  of  Jewish 
Charities  of  Chicago. 

The  annual  report,  which  was  quite  lengthy,  outlined  in  detail  the  main  features 
of  the  work  of  the  Home  during  the  year  1922  and  pointed  out  the  needs  of  the 

on 
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home  for  the  coi.iinc  year. 

The  follov/in^^  new  directors  wvere  elected  to  fill  vacancitjs  for  the  ensuing 

year : 

Messrs.  Sam  Levitetz,  Isadore  Grov/oig,  Carles  Levy,  Louis  LI.  Feder,  Ilyiaan  N. 
Kohn,  George  B.  Kurtson,  Nathan  GuribinsKy,  Max  Korshak,  Louis  Gold.  The  annual 
meeting  was  followed  by  the  first  meeting  of  the  1926   Board,  when  the  election 
of  officers  took  place  as  follows: 

President,  Charles  I.  Herron,  for  the  tenth  consecutive  year;  Vice-presidents, 
I.  iCLav/ans  and  Sam  Steiner;  Recording  Secretary,  Mrs.  H.  Olenik;  Financial 
Secretary,  M.  F.  ./it tele;  Treasurer  Leo  Shafton.  Trustees,  Jacob  Levy,  David 

Kolb,  M.  Snower,  E,  Braude,  Charles  :.:itchell.  ̂ ditor*s  note:  This  article 

is  in  English  orirrinally.  It  hac  not  been  edited  in  the  usual  manner .7" 

CO 
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TE1>1   "YDAH3  OF  .VOHi:  BY  liRS.  CIIAKIjIY  HIi:]G^R 

"Dear  iilditor  of  the  Courier;  On  Sunday  evening,  January/  14,  Mrs.  Chamey 
Hieger  will  be  installed,  for  the  tenth  consecutive  term,  as  president  of  the 
Bnoth  Zion  (Daughters  of  Zion),  and  for  the  seventh  consecutive  term,  as 
president  of  the  Nursery  and  Infant  Mome.  Since  I  have  been  secretary  of  the 
Bnoth  Zion  since  its  inception,  I  trust  you  v/ill  permit  me  to  review  the  work 
that  Mrs.  Hieger  had  done  for  the  past  ton  years. 

"This  article  v;as  read  to  the  members  of  the  board  of  directors  who  confiimed 
everything  herein  v/ritten  and  I  hope  that  you  will  publish  this  statement. 

"Ton  years  ago,  a  society  by  the  name  of  "Bnoth  Liion"  v;as  organized  on  the 
Northwest  Side  and  LIrs.  lUeger  was  elected  president.  The  aim  of  that  Society 
was  to  revive  and  enlarge  the  s.iiall  Talmud  Torah  of  the  Northwest  Side.  We 
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held  a  meeting  in  one  of  the  synagosues,  or  v/hat  was  then  a  Talmud 
Torah.  Tlie  Paroklieth  (curtain  in  a  synagogue  that  covers  the  ark)  v/as  torn, 
so  xve  immediately  purchased  a  new  Parokheth,  a  no?;  table  for  the  pulpit, 
besides  other  miscellaneous  items. 

^This  Society  carried  on  its  work  in  this  manner,  until  a  group  of  Jews  of  ^ 
the  Northwest  Jide  purchased  a  Children's  Home  at  Rockwell  and  Hirsoh  Streets  ^ 
from  some  gentiles.  Then  the  Bnoth  Zion  Society,  with  Mrs.  Rieger  as  presi-  p 
dent,  sivung  into  real  work.  Under  the  direction  of  Mrs.  Rieger,  the  women  ^' 
worked  tirelessly  and  turned  that  building  into  a  beautiful  Hebrew  schools  ^ 
The  Bnoth  Zion  Society  spared  neither  money  nor  energy.  ^ 

*'At  that  time  the  American  Jev/ish  Congress  was  born.  A  woman  once  came  to  a 
meeting  of  the  Bnoth  Zion  Society,  weeping  bitterly,  and  said  that  she  was 
compelled  to  live  on  the  mercy  of  charity,  because  she  had  no  place  to  leave 
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her  two  childron  while  she  went  out  to  earn  a  living  respectably* 
She  brought  her  children  to  a  gentile  day  nursery  on  tlB  Northv/est  Side  and 
the  matron  told  her  that  if  the  Jews  could  afford  to  have  a  Congress,  then  it 
was  high  tine  that  they  established  a  day  nursery  for  their  children.  And  she 
/the  matron7  refused  to  admit  the  children. 

*T?his,  and  other  similar  cases,  induced  L!rs.  Ilieger  to  found  a  Jewish  Day  Nur- 
sery on  tlie  Northv;est  Side.  Aided  by  her  profound  knowledge,  she  soon  launched 

a  large  movement  on  the  llorthv/est  Side  for  a  Jev/ish  Day  i\iursery  and  the  Bnoth 
Zion  Society  soon  becaiae  engaged  in  the  noble  task  of  providing  Jewish  babies 
with  a  home,  v;hich  enabled  their  mothers  to  go  to  work.  This  also  prevented 

the  Jewish  children  from  entering  Christian  homes  where  they  v;ould  be  com- 
pelled to  make  the  sign  of  the  cross  before  each  meal. 

**The  noble  women  of  the  Northwest  Side  did  such  splendid  work  that  in  a  short 
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period  of  eiglitvaeii  i.ionths,   they  purchased  a  iiouse  at  1441   ./icker  Park 

Avenue  for  ̂ 11,000  and  ra.aodeled  it  into  a  Day  i.'ursery.      ..e  declare  proudly 
that  in  this  nursery?-,   the  children  are  reared  in  a  Jev/ish  atmosphere,   because 
the  Society  s])<:.res  no  raoney  in  their  effort  to  roaintain  a  Hebrew  school  where       ̂  
the  children  can  learn  to  read,  write,  and  speak  Hebrew.  ^ 

F- 
I —
 

"In  1918,  \men  the  dreadful  flu  epidemic  overwhelmed  Chicago,  -aany  mothers  '^ 
were  torn  from  their  children  bv  death.  Poor,  lonely  fathers  did  not  know  ^ 
what  to  do  v/ith  their  babies.  The  sad  plight  of  the  unfortunate  babies  broke 
the  hearts  of  the  members  of  the  Bnoth  Zion  oociety,  and  LIrs.  Rieger,  together 
with  the  officers,  members,  and  friends  of  the  Society,  did  unusually  splendid 

v/ork  by  establishing  a  home  for  infants  in  the  Day  Hurser:,'-. 

"The  wonderful  v/ork  which  was  done  for  lonely  babies  caused  the  Home  to  be- 
come overcrov/ded,  and  the  home  nov;  lacks  space  to  accommodate  a  number  of 

Cx5 

en 
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infants  who  are  in  need  of  a  home.  About  178  applications  are  lying 

in  the  desk  but  the  lack  of  space  docs  not  permit  the  .admission  of  these  ap- 
plicants; • 

"Under  the  supervision  of  LIrs.  Rieger,  who  has  been  elected  president  of  Bnoth 

Zion  for  the  tenth  consecutive  term,  a  beautiful  new  ini'ant  home  will  soon  be 
opened  on  California  .^venue,  where  all  the  unfortunate  motherless  infants  of 
Chicago  and  the  vicinity  v;ill  be  housed, 

"Ten  years  ago,  when  Mrs.  Hieger  v;as  elected  president,  I.:rs.  Lena  Riseberg, 
v;as  elected  vice-president;  :.irs,  Louis  Shapiro,  treasurer;  I.Ir.  Louis  Finder, 
financial  secretary;  and  the  present  writer  of  these  lines — ^i.Irs.  Lena  Ross — 
was  elected  recording  secretar;^,^. 

^The  installation  of  officers  will  take  place  this  Sunday  evening  in  the  Sabin 

TO 

o 
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School,  Hirsch  and  Leavitt  Streets.  The  installation  will  be  conducted 
by  Ix)uis  aeingold. 

"^ours  trulj^y, 

'Vprs.  Lena  Ross7»" 

o 
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^UGmERS  OF  ZIQN  CAMPAICa^ 

by 

Dr.  
S.  li.  Melamed 

Today  opens  the  campaign  of  the  Daughters  of  Zlon  Day  Nursery  to  raise  a 
fund  for  the  Infant  home  that  Is  being  built*  The  building  will  cost  about  ^ 
a  quarter  of  a  million  dollars •  Two  floors  of  that  building  have  already  ^ 
been  completed.  Now  they  want  to  raise  sufficient  funds  to  enable  them  to  p 
finish  the  building.  TLe  leaders  of  the  Institution  have  called  a  mass  <-^ 
meeting  today  at  the  Sabln  School,  where  the  campaign  to  raise  additional  ^ 
funds  will  begin.  Our  friend  and  sympathizer,  Mr.  S.  B.  Komalko,  v/ho  has 
devoted  himself  to  community  work^  will  be  the  chairman  of  the  meeting. 
The  speaikers  will  consider  the  question  of  a  Jewish  Infant  home  In  Chicago 
from  various  angles. 

The  leaders  of  the  institution  also  have  a  plan  to  raise  the  ̂ ecessar;^ 
money*  They  plan  to  sell  "brick  certificates"  at  ten  dollars  a  certificate. 

o 
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It  would  be  easy  to  sell  several  thousand  certificates  In  a  well-organized 
campaign.  Then,  after  the  xoasses  have  done  their  duty,  it  would  be  easy 
to  approach  the  well-to-do  people  and  demand  not  ten-  but  one-hundred  or 
one-thotisand-dollar  donations.  The  v;ell-to-do  v/111  have  to  do  their  duty, 
if  the  Classes  lead  the  way. 

The  success  of  the  campaign  depends  upon  today's  meeting  at  the  Sabin  School.  ^ 
If  a  great  many  Northwest  Side  Jews,  who  are  particularly  interested  in  this  P^ 
institution,  attend  the  meeting  and  do  their  duty,  then  Chicago  will  soon  >^ 
have  a  Jewish  infant  home  of  which  the  community  can  be  proud.  ^ 

cr 

*^ 

cr 
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/P^'jiviTi^-^  :?  d.j>:;ht.:Hj  of   .i^^ 

Tl.e   Dau  "hter^:   of    ',ion  '"ursery  and   Infant  ..one  has  arr'-iri'-ed   a   concert  and  r-^ass 
rneetin^:  to  be  held  this  onnday  ovenin  -  at   the   Jabin    ̂ chool.      j.    3.   rOonaiko 

••'ill  be   cl.'airman.      !?r.    J,   !\    •,  elar.e-^,   Leonard    "ron3!;-;an,   Louis  .-iheia-'old ,    3nd 
L'rs.   Charny  Rie^^er  '.vill   aacirrjns  the  neotir,-,      M.idar::e  ?ann  '   ?.einhart,   ̂ 'ay 
Brodsky  and   "ax   ..liner   ..HI   -pirtici  ■  .ite   in  trie   concert.      Th^  chiliren  of  tlxe 
nursery  v,ill  iiarch.      The   Jau  -hters  of    lion  al.'o   ■visli  to  i  .rorrnthe   ^';ublic    th  it 
the   wienie  v.diich   could  not   be  held   la^t    Junday,   bocaune  of  rain,    '.vill   be  held 
this  ounday  afternoon  at  -Uverviev;  hark. 
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THE  jr./i3ii  n.7Ai?r  iioinc 

by 

Loui3  Hheingold 

A  home  for  Jewish  orphans  is  being  built  in  Chicago,  The  home  will  occupy  an 
entire  block  on  Ilirsch  Boulevard  betv/een  Fairfield  and  California  Avenues.  The 

home,  vjhen  it  is  completed,  v/ill  consist  of  tv;o  floors  and  a  basement,  and  will 
accommodate  four  hundred  children,  ranging  from  infancy  to  six  years  of  age. 

The  home  \vill  also  have  a  separate  division^/Translator's  note:  About  three      - 
lines  here  have  been  cut  out./. . . .  .Dubin  and  iCisenberr  are  the  architects  for     -^ 
the  home.   It  will  cost  three  hundred  thousand  dollars.   .^Tien  it  is  completed,    y 
the  home  v;ill  be  an  ornament  to  the  Jews  of  Chicago  and  a  source  of  pride  to  the 
Jews  of  America. 

It  was  not  easy  for  a  small  group  of  v/omen  on  the  North-vest  Side  to  found  the 
first  Jev/ish  day  nursery  in  Chicago,  to  pay  up  all  the  mortgages  on  their 
present  nursery  at  1441  V/icker  Park  Avenue,  to  raise  money  v/ith  wtiich  to  begin 

<jn 
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to  build  the  fir^t  infant  home  in  the  ./estern  states. 

About  three  or  four  years  a^o^   during:  the  flu  epidemic,  i.jrs.  Hiec©r  was  called 
to  a  house  v/here  a  younc  vronan  had  died  in  civinc  birth  to  a  baby  v/hose  father 
was  confined  in  a  tubercular  sanitarium.  The  baby  lay  amid  dirt  and  filth  and 
its  body  began  to  rot.  h  doctor  said  that  the  baby  was  too  v;eak  to  be  saved,    -3 
but  Lirs.  rvieger  took  the  baby  to  the  nursery,  called  in  the  house  physician,     i 

L.  H.  Block,  and  noiv  little  Sammy  is  a  healthy,  beautiful  baby,  who  is  a  source   ": 
of  joy  at  the  Daughters  of  Zion  Kursery.  r^ 

A  few  days  later,  I.lrs.  Rieger  went  to  visit  an  orphan  in  a  Catholic  educational  ^ 
institution.  It  hurt  her,  as  a  Jewish  mother,  to  see  Jewish  children  make  the  lo 

sign  of  the  cross.  She  politely  asked  the  supervisor  v/hy  Jewish  children  were  ̂  

taught  such  a  cereiaony.  The  supervisor  answered:  "If  to  make  the  sign  of  the  "^^ 
cross  is  against  the  Jev;ish  religion,  let  the  Jer/xs  build  their  own  institution." 

This  reply  caused  the  board  of  directors  of  the  Daughters  of  Zion  Day  Nursery 
to  found  a  few  auxiliaries  located  in  various  parts  of  the  city,  and  to  elect  a 
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building  coim.iittee  of  tv/enty-five  men  and  women  to  build  a  home  for  helpless 
Jevjish  babies. 

An  application  for  a  state  charter  v;as  sent  to  Springfield.  Certain  people 
opposed  the  granting  of  a  charter  by  the  state  to  the  Daughters  of  Zion.  These 
people  claimed  that  the  drives  for  funds  v/hich  would  be  made  in  behalf  of  the 

nursery  and  infant  home,  v/ould  decrease  the  amount  of  money  available  to  main- 

tain other  institutions.  Dr.  Charles  'Jerden,  a  state  official,  was  sent  to 
investigate  the  claiias  of  both  sides,  and  a  charter  was  granted  upon  his 
recommendation. 

The  building  committee  began  to  function.  Many  members  were  of  the  opinion  that 
a  sinall  building,  v/hich  could  take  care  of  one  hundred  babies,  should  be  erected 
immediately,  that  in  a  few  years,  a  larger  building  could  be  built*  Other  mem- 

bers claimed  that  it  was  impractical  to  have  a  drive  each  year  for  a  new 
building  and  that  there  v/ere  many  Jev/s  in  Chicago  who  would  be  v/illing  to  help 
build  an  institution  of  which  the  city  could  be  proud.  The  opinion  of  the  latter 

J 
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^roupT"  prevailed  and  it  was  decided  to  erect  a  building  v/hich  v/ould  accoranodate four  hundred  babies. 

Letters  asking  that  plans  /he   submi tted^,  were  sent  to  many  well-known  architects. 
These  plans  were  examined  by  state  and  city  building  experts,  aided  by  a  committee  _ 
from  the  Architects'  dissociation.  The  builcing  committee  decided  to  accept  the  ^ 

plans  of  Dubin  and  Sisenbers,  14  '.iest  V/ashington  Street.  i;^ 

A  drive  for  funds  began  under  the  chairmanship  of  Meyer  Teitelbaum,  a  member  of  ^ 
the  building  committee.  The  drive  brought  in  thirty  thousand  dollars.  A  tag  ^3 

day  brought  in  eleven  thousand  dollars.  V/ith  this  forty-one  thousand  dollars,  ^— 
they  began  to  build  an  infant  home  which  will  cost  three  hundred  thousand  dollars. 

The  committee  had  to  decide  v/hether  a  general  contractor  should  be  given  the  work 
of  erecting  the  building.  The  question  whether  to  build  witli  or  without  the  aid 
of  building  contractors  was  discussed  for  six  months  until  it  vms  decided  that 

as  there  wasn't  sufficient  money  in  the  bank  to  guarantee  the  general  contractor 
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one  hundred  and  fifty  thousand  dollars,  an  executive  board  of  seven  should  be 
appointed  which  v;ould  have  full  pov;er  to  appoint  subcontractors  and  to  buy 
material.  Lleyer  Teitelbaun,  Louis  Shapiro,  I.  Koni^sberc,  A.  Epstein,  3.   l/ein- 
berg,  Mrs.  Rieger,  and  Lrs.  I.  Siegel,  chairman  of  the  board  of  directors,  v;ere 
appointed  members  of  the  executive  board. 

During  the  first  part  of  June,  the  supervising  contractors,  Harry  I^aplan  and 
A.  ;/oldman,  put  carpenters  and  bricklayers  to  work  erecting  the  building.  The 
first  tv70  floors  are  now  finished.  If  the  Chicago  Jev;s  would  wake  up  and  donate 
money,  or  buy  gold-brick  certificates,  then  we  would  be  able  to  celebrate,  in 
the  near  future,  the  opening  of  the  biggest  and  most  beautiful  Jewish  institution 
in  Chicago. 
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The  Sheltering  Home  announces  to  the  worthy  puhlic  that  $2,676*91  was  collect- 
ed from  the  tag  day,  Sunday  August  2J.     Prom  this,  we  donated  to  the  follow- 
ing organizations  for  helping  us  that  day  in  our  work;  Daughters  of  Zion  Day 

and  Night  Nursery  $358.00  -  Douglas  Park  Ladies  Charity  $2S5.00  -  Datighters  of 
Jacoh  Englewood  Nursery  $120.07  -  *est  Side  Charity  $112.00  -  Mizrachi  (Zion- 

ist organization)  $65.75  -  Mrs.  Sanders,  for  relief  in  Europe  $20.91  -  Kovner 
Ladies  Auxiliary  $20.91  -  Mrs.  Sulkin,  for  disabled  soldiers  $17.93  -  Expense 

$300.00  -  Total  $1,300.66.  Income  $2,676.91,  Expenses  $1,300.66  -  Total  "bal- ance $1,376.25. 

1 
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FOR  TIE  SAinC  OF  THE  StIiALL   JEIVISH  CHILDR3N 

A  drive  is  now  being  conducted  in  the  Douglas  Boulevard  district  to  raise 
a  $50,000  fund  v/ith  which  to  erect  a  nev;  day  and  night  nursery  building 
for  Jewish  children  in  the  Douglas  Park  neighborhood.  The  institution 
already,  has  a  building,  but  it  is  becoming  inadequate,  for  the  number 
of  applicants  is  gotting  larger  and  larger  every  day. 

So  have  pity  on  these  small  children  vdio  have  no  fathers  or  mothers. 
Help  us  out  in  this  fund-raising.  Let  us  hurry  and  build  this  building 
as  soon  as  possible,  and  let  it  be  a  home  for  the  homeless  children. 
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TOD..r  ij  .V.  iiipo:^;i:.T  T..a  d.j: 

Jev/ish  v/oiiion  and  r:i'^ls  v/ill  tay,  you  today.   They  \;ill  be  found  on  every  street 
corner.   The  t::ir;^7;in£^  v;ill  be  for  the  benefit  of  tlie  ne\!  home  for  the  Daugliters  .^ 

of  Zion  Day  and  L'if^ht  liursery.   Do  not  refuse  t'lei...   ?emit  yourself  to  be  tac-  ^ 
{•ed  because  v/e  need  such  a  hoiae  in  our  coraiunity,   G-ive  the  rood  Jev/ish  v/oi"ien  ^^ 
a  diiae,   a  quarter,   fifty  cents,   or  iiore.   Put  the  i.^onoy  you  ̂ vant  to  .--ive  in  a  p 
separate  pocket  so  that  you  v;ill  be  sure  to   contribute.  You  \/ill  bo  blessed  by  ̂  
the  children  for  v/hoi..  the  i.ien  and  v/ojiien  \/orkers  of  the  Dau^:hters  of  J,ion  Day  g 

and  i:i:jht  h'ursery  are   so  deeply  concerned. 

Llay  this  t^.^  day  brin.y  in  a  lar^-^o   sui:!  of  -..oney  for  the  buildin^^.  '^ 
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Forv;ard,  Ilur.    'o,    1322. 

The  Dcuslas   Pork  Day-and-Night  Nursery  was   compelled  to   refuse  the  y2)plica- 
ticns  of   83  orphons,   beinj;  unable  to   acr^ept  them. 

The  orphans  had  to  be  enrolled,   but  due  to  unprecedented   circuListences   ajid 
liiTiited  space,   their  applications  were  turned  dcv/n» 

A  nev/  home  must  be   constructed  iiijuediately  en  13th  Street. 

At  the  coiq^leticn  of  the  Douglas   park  Day-snd-IIight  Mursery  Home,   all  orphans ivill  be  accoiirricdo.ted  who   turn  to  the  licne. 

A  campaign  of  §50, ".00,    is   carried  on  for  the  ccnstructicn  of  a  new  heme. 
Chicago   Jev/ry  is   ur-'^ed  to   su  )r>ort  this   Cf^noai-^n. 
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Jj]'7ISIi 

►.— .  ̂   ̂ -*  - 

by 

Dr.  S.  l\.   Lelaiied 

Last  Sunday  ni^iit,  a  bancuet  v/as  lield  in  the  /lUditoriUiTi  Hotel*  The  banouet 

was  organized  by  the  Jev/s  oi*  the  Korthv/est  Side,  or,  i.:ore  correctly,  by  the    ^ 
Daughters  of  Zion  Day  ITurser;/,  or  still  nore  correctly,  by  I.Irs ./Charna/        ^ 

Riegor.  The  Dau^liters  of  Zion  Day  Nursery  v;as  founded  by  Mrs.  lUe'-er.  Tlie     ^^ 
organization's  various  auxilliaries  v/ere  fovuided  by  i:rs.  Hieger.  The  last      £ 

drive  for  fifty  thousand  dollars,  which  sum  of  money  was  raised,  v/as  organized   co 

by  i:rs.  Rieger.  The  accuisition  oi  the  building  ^^d  everything  that  belongs 

to  it,  the  purchase  of  the  lots,  the  building  activity,  the  arguiaents  v/ith 

the  contractors,  the  difficulties  with  the  contractors  and  builders — A7ere  all 

the  responsibilities  of/ l-vs.   Rieger.  The  ban  uet  in  the  AUditoriun  Hotel  for 

three  hundred  people  v/as  organized  by  I.rs.  :^l3ger. 

I.rs.  Rieger  is  not  a  young  woman  aiid  she  is  not  an  .kmoricanized  woraan.  ITov; 

en 
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you  CcUi  imagine  the  arioiint  of  enercy  an^  stubborness  there  is  in  that 
wonan»     31ie   is  v/uat   I  v;oul(I  Ccill  an  energetic  lady. 

o 
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Cj^MPAIGH  to  raise  .i  QUxJlTER  OF  .1  lOIilOlI  DOLLARS  FOR  TFI3 

DAUOIESRS  OF  ZIOII  NUR33RX"  IS  FULL  S'/HTG 

The  campai£pa  to  raise  tv/o  himdred  and  fifty  thousand  dollars  to  build  a  nev;  ^ 
hone  for  the  Daughters  of  Zion  Day  Ilurseiy  opened  last  nif^ht  v/ith  a  banquet  5 
at  the  Auditorium  Hotel.     Over  three  hundred  people  Virere  present  at  the  <:::i 
banquet.  p 

lur.  L.  Rieger  vras  chain.ian.     The  speakers  i^ere  Dr.   Charles  7/irden  and  Rabbi         ̂ . 
J^isei^  Budzinski.     Rabbi  3.  Cohen  of  Temple  Ilizpah  made  a  moving  appeal, 
and  over  tv;enty-five  thousand  dollars  v;as  collected  in  cash,  v/hile  twenty- 
five  thousand  dollars  was  pledged. 

rany  comirdttees  will  go  out  today  all  over  the  city  in  order  to  raise  money 
for  the  fund. 

At  the  banquet  last  night,  l^r.  Ilaury  Rubini  san^?  a  fev/  operatic  arias.     He 
was  acconpanied  at  the  piano  by  Iliss  Sokonowsky. 

CO 
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At.   Arpeal  t*^  the  Chica'^r  Jewish  "^ublic 
by  the  Dourlas  ParV  Day  and  Tipht  ̂ Tursery 

(  Vv^rtlsenent) 

**.Tev-s  of  Chicaf=^0!   Can  you  v.^etch  calnly  and  see  Jewish  children  who  were  left  ^^ 
poor  or"ohans,  beinr  converted  to  Christianity  evsry  day  because  there  is  nobody  fZ 
to  give  their,  a  hoFie*^  Do  you  know  that  there  are  institutions  which  take  in  our  ̂  
poor  ornhans  and  cive  thern  a  home— ^UT  7^^^"^  ^-   ̂ '"^  J"^7I.^T  VC^^.  5 

'♦This  is  done  because  v;e,  the  Jev/s  of  Chicapro,  are  too  much  occumed  with  our  ^ 

own  affairs;  we  "nretend  that  we  don't  knov;  that  cur  poor  orphans  are  beinf^  ^ 
taken  away  from  us,  ■'Je  are  silent. 

Do  you  Jews  of  Chica^^o  know  that  the  Douf?las  "^nrk  Dav  and  "^^Ipht  Nursery  is  now 
conducting  a  drive  for  fifty  thousand  dollars  to  build  a  home  for  the  unfortunate 
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orphans?  It  is  the  duty  of  every  "^ew  to  help  the  Douglas  Park  Day  and  Fight 
Nursery  in  its  sacred  work. 

**Do  not  forget  that  every  dollar  you  cive,  helps  to  abolish  the  nlague  of  con- 
version which  besets  our  poor  orphans,  vmo  are  forced  to  go  to  Christian  in-     5 

stitutions  because  we  Jews  have  no  home  for  them. 

"TISL?  rs,    TH^'r^F^^PS,    T^^  "^TTTTr,  ;,  b:1kUTIFI;t.  IIOIT:  FO^^   riTR  UT3F0RTUi;iAT^  r^?^-^A"^^TS •  ♦♦ 

"T3 
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;ill  Iir/ITATICN 

(Advert  i  seraent ) 

"^Ve  invite  all  honored  rabbis,  all  honored  presidents  and  officers  of  :^ 
synagogues,  lodges,  societies,  organizations  and  jbrtoaen's  Circle  2 
branches,  to  cone  on  Sunday,  February  19,  at  6:30  P.  M.,  to  the  Audito-  —: 

rium  Hotel,  Concress  Street  and  '.'/abash  Avenue,  to  a  fish  dinner  and  a  r; 
mass  meeting,  at  viiich  vie   vrLll  open  our  caiipaisn  to  build  a  nev;  home»  -u 
There  will  be  prominent  speakers  and  a  beautiful  program*  Vie  cordially  o 
ask  all  those  \vho  did  not  receive  an  invitation  because  v/e  did  not  have  oo 

their  addresses,  to  accept  this  invitation  and  cone  and  help  the  only  § 

Jewish  Infant  Home  in  Chicago*  Je   solicit  their  advice  and  support  in  ^ 
our  attempt  to  give  a  real  JevrLsh  education  to  the  helpless  children*  lie 
also  ask  all  our  honored  presidents  of  synagogues  to  inform  the  public 
from  their  pulpits  this  Saturday  morning^  of  this  great  and  sacred  task* 
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)ie  hope  that  you  will  do  your  duty,  and  may  the  Father  of  the  Orphans 
re\vard  you  by  protecting  you  from  trouble  and  sufferinc. 

Daucliters  of  Zion  Day  and  Night  Nursery, 

l!rs.  Rieger,  president, 

Sdv/ard  Greenstone,   chairman, 

Josej/b  I^snak,  treasurer. 
CD 

CO 

Lkx  Hii*sch,  secretary^  ^ 
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A  MAGNinCSNT  BANQUET  FOR  THE  FRIENDS  OF  IHE  MARKS  NATHAN  ORPHAN  HOME 

About  three  hundred  people,  men  and  wDinen  from  all  sections  of  the  city, 
supporters  of  the  Jewish  Federation  of  Orthodox  Charities,  attended  the 
annual  banquet  of  the  Marks  Nathan  Orphan  Home  last  night.  The  banquet  was 
held  in  the  great  dining  room  of  the  institution,  at  Albany  Avenue  and 
Carlisle  Place. 

The  toastmaster  of  the  evening  was  Mr.  S«  J.  Rosenblatt;  Rabbi  Saul  Silber, 
Charles  Herron,  Judge  Henry  Homer  cmd  James  Davis  spoke.  Ibe  speakers 
pointed  out  the  Importance  of  the  Institution  and  thanked  the  public  for  its 
support  of  the  Federation,  which  mlso  supports  the  orphans,  boys  and  girls, 
who  are  in  the  Marks  Nathan  Orphan  Home.  4 

The  banquet,  which  was  magnificent,  was  arranged  by  a  committee  headed  by 
I.  Klawans.  Jacob  Levy,  Jacob  Hadesman,  Max  Fishman  and  S.  J.  Rosenblatt 
assisted  Mr.  Klawans. 
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Superintendent  Trotzky  recelyed  the  sincere  compliments  of  the  speakers  for 
his  earnest,  faithful ,  and  paternal  care  of  the  three  hundred  and  ten  chil- 

dren of  the  Home* 

The  directors  of  the  Home  presented  Mr«  Klawans  with  a  beautiful  set  of 
table  silver  for  his  fine  work  In  arranging  the  banquet. 
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AN  APPEAL  FROM  TSS   DOUGLAS  PAHK  DAY  ATTO  NI(HT  NURSERY  TO  ALL 

JEWISH  ORGANIZATIONS  E'  GS!ffiRAL,  AND  TO  THJ5 JF*VS  OF  CHICAGO  IN  PARTICULAR 

Every  Jew  In  Chicago  knows  of  the  excellent  and  noble  work  that  the  Douglas  is^ 
Park  Day  And  Night  Nursery  Is  doing  for  unfortunate  children,  many  of  whom  2 
do  not  have  a  father  or  a  mother.  The  Institution  accepts  children  of  from  ^ 
one  to  seven  years  of  age.  There  are  about  seventy-five  children  there  now,  r;; 
and  they  all  have  a  good  home;  they  receive  food,  clothing  and  an  education.  :o 
All  this  Is  done  lovingly  and  tenderly  for  those  unfortunate  children.  Many  o 
new  applications  are  received  from  children  who  have  as  much  right  to  be  ad-  i^j 
ml t ted  as  those  who  are  in  the  Home.  Even  with  the  best  intentions  of  the  C:^ 
management,  however,  it  has  been  found  impossible  to  admit  additional  children,  ̂  
because  there  is  no  room  for  them.  Ttie   board  of  directors,  with  the  help  of 
noble  men  and  women,  has  decided  to  build  a  bigger,  more  beautiful,  and  more 
convenient  building  for  !>he  institution. 
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The  plan  was  enthusiastically  accepted  by  all  the  members,  and  it  was  decided 
to  open  a  drive  for  fifty  thousand  dollars  for  a  new  building.  The  drive  was 
opened  with  a  magnificent  banquet,  at  which  «iany  people  were  present,  and  a 
great  sum  of  money  was  collected  right  then  and  there.  Everyone  present  at     ^ 
the  banquet  pledged  himself  to  help  bring  the  drive  to  a  successful  conclusion.  5 

The  drive  will  last  for  thirty  days.  Coirmittees  will  visit  meetings  of  Chicago  P 
organizations  and  will  explain  in  detail  the  needs  of  the  institution.         ^ 

o 

We,  therefore,  appeal  to  you,  Jews  of  Chicago,  to  welcome  the  committees,       ^ 
listen  to  their  appeal,  and  help  them  to  make  the  drive  a  success.  Do  not      S 
forget  that  the  orphans  are  yours  as  well  as  ours,  and  that  you  have  no  right    «^ 
to  refuse  to  give  them  a  home.  They  have  been  sufficiently  punished  by 

having  been  robbed  by  cruel  fate  of  their  most  precious  possession,  the  tender- 
ness of  a  father  or  a  beloved  mother.  It  is  the  duty  of  all  of  us  to  create 

for  them  a  home  with  all  of  its  comforts.  This  can  be  done  only  if  all  the 
Jewish  organizations  in  geheral,  and  the  Jews  of  Chicago  in  particular,  will 
help  the  Douglas  Park  Day  And  Night  Nursery  to  bring  the  drive  to  a  success- 
ful  conclusion. 



) 
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Pail:'  Jov/isli  Gourjjr,    Dec.   14,   1;;21. 

by 

Tv;o  ladies  ei:ter  ir.y   office  and  say  to  r.ie:  "Do  us  a  favor  and  print  this  in 

your  paper.  V;e  represent  the  Douglas  Park  Day  Kursery.  '..'e  keep  seventy/ 
infants  in  our  institution  during  the  day  and  thirty-five  durin,^  the  niglit. 

"..'e  have  Ivl   our  institution,  at  the  present  tine,  a  six-v/eeks-old  baby,  and 
you  can  iriagine  v/hat  that  neans.   Our  ;/aoIcly  /J^£l  budget  is  betV7een  tv;o 
thousand  and  tv/enty-tv;o  hundred  dollars  per  month  and  v;o  have  a  r.ieir.bership 
of  one  hundred  and  thirty-five — ^mostly  v/oir.en.   ..e  nust  continually  fight, 

hovjever,  to  maintain  our  institution,  '.^'e  need  more  financial  support  and 
more  forces,  'le   also  need  a  home  for  our  institution  v/hich  does  such 
brilliant  v7ork.  '..e  hope  that  the  corjiiunity  v/ill  help  us.  Toniglit  v;e  are 
having  a  mass  meeting,  at  v/hich  our  members  and  the  public  v;ill  receive  a 
very  pleasant  surprise.  Put  all  this  in  the  paper  and  you  v/ill  be  doin 

us  a  favor.  •' 

a 

Xl    "^ 

rf 

/o"      .; 

v_» 

.    '«./                       r 

I  c    '■  ■  ■•'..    ' 
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I  have  put  it  all  in  the  paper,  not  because  I  want  to  do  somebody  a  favor, 
but  because  Jewish  women  who  do  such  important  work  should  be  supported* 
I  wish  that  every  Jewish  woman  in  Chicago  would  become  interested  in  some 

such  philanthropic  institution—there  would  be  less  misery  and  poverty  on 
the  Jewish  streets  in  Chicago* 
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Forward,   Septemuer  19,  1921. 

Jew! 3h 

WPA  (ILL)  PROJ.  30271; 

\  The  new  home  for  tJerlsh  helpless  children  of  Chicrtgo.  The  new  infants 
home  that  is  being  built  in  Chicago  will  occupy  an  entire  block  in  the  most 
beautiful  district  of  the  JTorthwest  Side  -nl  will  cost  a  half-million  dollars. 

This  ia  the  first  hone  f-jr  J t?wi£h- orphans  bein^  built  thrcii^-h  the  help 

^oH   the  ITurthwest  Side  Day-Kur^ery,  and  Inf-^nts*  Honie  Organization.  About  five 
'years  ago   there  was  a  small  ladies'  society  in  existence  whose  aim  was  to  keep 

*       up  a  Talmud  Torah.   Through  the  students  this  society  became  acquainted  with 
widows  and  deserted  women  who  were  hindered  from  goir^g  cut  to  look  for  work 

If    because  they  had  no  place  t  j  leave  their  "children.  The  very  tho\:ght  that  a 
r>  fire  might  break  out  inthe  hiuee,  or  that  a  child  might  go  outdoors  alone  and 

get  hurt  by  a  street-car  or  automobile,  would  rob  some  mothers  of  the  life  and 
health  of  children  while  they  were  at  vrork  in  the  shop  or  store.  It  was  clear 
that  ways  and  means  hxxd.   to  be  provided  to  help  these  widows  and  orphans,  and 

this  Society  founded  the  first  Je-^ish  Day  Nursery  in  Chicago t  Many  of  these 
women  did  not  believe  that  it  w^.s  possible  to  open  and  maintain  a  nursery  with- 

out havifig  funds  on  hand,  but  thanks  to  the  energy  of  some  of  cur  devoted  mothers, 

Infant  Horoe. 
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Forward,  Septeml)er  13,  1321.  WPA  (ILL)  PROJ.3027> 

Accordlr^  to  the  plan  of  *  the  infant  home  architects,  Oul^in.aiid  Isenherg» 

the  "building  will  have  sufficient  rooms  to  raise  5^0  "bahies*  Tro  entire  floors 
will  "be  equipped  for  the  "babies,  axd  one  floor  for  the  offictrs,  meeting-roomr>, 
and  d&i'-ii'^irsery;  and  the  tasesient  for  the  kitchen,  dining-room,  laundry, 
"boiler-room,  and  ccal-hinst   It  will  cost  one-half  million  dollars  to  "build this  home. 

It  is  expected  that  the  home  will  open  /^."bout  a  year  from  now. 
A  short  time  ago,  when  the  State  Ch^arter  was  received  ?nd  the  name  was 

entered  in  the  official  State  Journal,  the  Chicago  Federation  of  Jewish  chari- 

ties wanted  the  Day  Kur?ery  and  Infant  Kome  to  "be  placed  under  its  supervision, 
"but  the  ladies*  society  flatly  refused  to  let  the  home  "become  a  part  of  the 
organized  charity#  The  Jewish  infant-home  is  and  sh^l  remain  a  people^s  inr 

stitution.  This  home  for  workers'  children  is  teing  "built  not  "by  the  "benevolence 
of  a  few  Jews  hut  "by  the  great  mas.'^es  of  Jewish  \rorhers. 

Last  Sunday,  the  ceremony  of  the  layi^ig  of  the  cornerstone  of  that  great 

"beautiful  infant-home  took  place,  ̂ nd  it  was  a  Joyous  cele'brptlcn.  The  children 
of  the  present  home,  for  whom  a  ne\7  building  is  being  erected,  were  parading 

in  large  automobiles  and  had  a  jolly  £;ood  time*  The  women  working  for  the  in- 

stitution paraded;  here  end   there  they  appealed  for  funds  ̂ ^^^  ̂ ^^en  they  sold ■-  i,..*: 
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II  D  U Forward,   Sept.  19,   1921. 
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W/'A  (ILL)  PRGJ.  3027^ "bricks  Tor  the  new  "building. 
The  -^vorkers  are  deter/nined  to  make  a  succesr  of  their  drive,   in  order 

that  they  may  be  atle  to  open  their  new  home  at  the  earliest  possible  noment. 

r-  % 

'-.'% 
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Bnai  Zlon  Day  Hursery 

JEWISH 

WPA  (ILL.)  PROj.  302/5 

We  have  made  for  our  friends  and  sympathizers  gold  brick  certificates  at 

$10  each  there  are  receipts  to  shareholders  of  home  iriiich  we  are  beginning 

to  build.  The  home  will  take  care  of  500  children,  amon^t  them  200  war 
orphans* 
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Forward .  July  6,  1921 

The   Jewish  Orphans  of  Chicago  will  have  a  treat  tomorrow.   The  United 
Photoplay  Company  has  decided  to  show  the  children  of  the  Marks  Nathan  Home 
and  of  the  Home  for  Jewish  Orphans,  a  new,  as  yet  unreleased  movie  -  The 
Film  of  Hate. 
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Forward,   June  27,    1321, 

The  Ta<s-Day  sponsored  "by  the  Douglas  Park  Day  and  Night  Nursery  yesterday, 
met  with  great  success.  More  then  $3,000  vifs  collected  for  this  nohle  in- 
stitution. 
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Fo  ry/ard       Kay  28,   1921 

The  Mark  Nathan  Home  rer^eived  tv/enty  doll:-^rs,  v.  hich  was  collection 
at  the  funeral  of  David  Krupneck,  son  of  Nathan  ^.nd  Anna  Krupneck, 
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Forward,  May  19,  1921 

/^OR  A  XOD  CAUSE  7 
$21*50  viras  contributed  at  the  Surprise  Party  in  honor 

Mrs.  Eosen,  1^432  F.  Sobey  Street,  for  the  Bnai  Zion  Hursery  Home. 

O 
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Forward,  December  21,  1S20. 

The  children  of  Jacob  South  Side  Day  Kurser^'  annoimce  to  everybody:  "We  have 
a  beautiful  hone  for  those  in  distress*  We  accept  children  for  night  and^day 
attention.  The  Superintendent  is  there  constantly," 
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Daily  Jewish  Oourier,  Nov.  10,  19SC. 

JiaaC^t  ;J'X1LIARY 

The  Junior  Auxiliary  of  the  I.'arks  Nathan  Orphan  Hone  is  one  of  the  most  in- 
teresting organizations  in  Chica.^.o*  It  is  an  orftanization  that  ha?  been 

steadily  incr.'asing  in  nembersliip,  in  fact  it  has  tripled  its  membership 
in  the  last  twelve  months^  Organized  ei^ht  years  ago  by  a  few  active  i^oung 
men  and  women,  the  Auxiliary  has  .stecdily  worked  for  the  education  and  re- 

creation of  the  children  at  the  Home*  Its  activities  in  the  past  have  all 

beer  on  a  large  scale,  but  they  have  been  successful.  The  social  activities     g 
offered  to  its  members  and  friends  have  been  on  a  verv  high  level.  It  has 
arranged  dances,  program  meetings,  and  several  big  affairs,  such  as  an  annual 

The  monthly  dances  and  monthly  program  meetings,  at  intervals  of  two  weeks 
(sic),  are  always  attended  by  the  largest  and  finest  gathering  of  congenial, 
wholesome,  sociable  Jewish  young  men  and  women.  The  membership  novr  numbers 

^ 

dance,  and  the  presentation  of  a  musical  comedy  twice  a  year.  cr! 
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about  twelve  hxindred,  and,  if  one  can  jud^e  from  the  v/ay  in  which  aprslications 
are  beinf>  turned  in,  the  membership  will  probably  reach  the  fifteen  hundred 
mark  hy  the  end  of  the  year. 

The  proceeds  from  all  affairs  and  activities  of  the  Junior  Auxiliary  are  turned  ^ 
over  to  the  Home  for  use  in  the  recreational  activities,  etc.,,  of  the  children   § 
at  the  Home.  ^ 

I — 

• 

The  month  of  November  is  a  gala  month  in  the  activities  of  the  Junior  Auxiliary,  T^ 
for  some  wonderful  affairs  have  been  arranged  for  this  month.  A  delightful  g 
dancing  party  has  been  arranp:ed  for  Sunday  afternoon,  ITovember  14,  at  the  beau-  ̂  
tiful  Douglas  Park  Auditorium.  Tliere  will  be  another  dance  on  November  28.     g 

A  gigantic  program  of  the  best  musical  entertainment,  including  many  novelties, 
as  well  as  classical  and  popular  numbers — in  f^ort,  a  program  that  would  cost 
three  dollars  in  any  loop  show — will  be  given  on  Sunday  afternoon,  November  21, 
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in  the  Herzl  School,  DdUglas  Boulevard  at  Lawndale  Avenue.  Admission  is  free, 
and  everybody  is  welcome. 

The  bi^rtest  affair  of  the  Junior  Auxiliary  will  take  place  on  Saturday  ni^ht, 
Novamber  27,  at  the  Second  Regiment  Armorj^,  Kadison  Street  and  VJashtenaw 
Avenue.  The  occasion  is  the  tenth  annual  reception  and  ball.  A  tv/enty-piece 
orchestra,  under  the  direction  of  Jack  Fredenberg,  will  play  the  most  wonder- 

ful dance  music.  Those  who  attend  are  promised  a  memorable  evening. 

•T3 

CO 
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Forward,  September  6,  1920# 

The  first  annual  Jubilee  Banquet  of  the  Douglas  Park  Day  and  Ilight  IJarsery, 

which  was  held  Saturday  evening  in  the  large  hall  of  the  West  Side  Auditorium, 
was  a  moral  and  financial  success. 

Over  300  members,  friends  and  sympathizers  and  representatives  from  unions 
and  Workmen  Circle  branches  were  assembled*  Krs.  L.  Bernstein,  President,  declared 

that  the  puriDOse  of  the  Jubilee  was  to  stress  the  importance  of  the  institutions, 
for  fatherless  or  motherless  children  who  are  being  cared  for  and  for  the  fifty 

applicants  who  re  re  refused  because  of  lack  of  room. 

She  announced  to  the  audience,  the  happy  facts  that  the  lAirsery  is  in  the 

process  of  purchasing  a  larger  building  i  1  a  good  neighborhood;  the  new  building 
would  enable  them  to  care  for  a  larger  number  of  children* 
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Forrord,  August   19,   1920* 

B*nai  Zion  Day  Nursery  Infant  House* 

We  announce  to  the  worthy  public  that  ve  are  opening  our  bazaar  with  a  mass^seet* 
ing  and  concert  on  August  25th  on  our  own  grounds,  Humboldt  Pk*  Bldv*  and  Cal-^ 
ifornia* 

The  bazaar  and  carnival  will  continue  until  September  9th*     In  the  last  days  of 
the  bazaar,   construction  of  the  necessary  infant  house  will  begin*     ̂ e  beg  of 
the  public  their   support* 
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Forward,  AU^uat  7,  1920.  WPA /ILL)  PROJ, 30275 

/Day  Nursery/ 
An  Important  Institution  which  is  Being  Supported  by  the  Pennies  of  Poor  Women. 
by  Morris  Ziskind. 

It  is  an  open  secret  that  in  Chicago,  there  are  thousands  of  small  children  with- 
out mothers  or  fathers,  who  grow  up  to  become  non-productive  citizens.  In  such 

a  chaotic  situation  the  children  could  not  be  educated*  In  this  emergency,  a 
group  of  women  came  to  realize  the  necessity  for  a  Day  Nursery,  where  working 
mothers  would  be  able  to  leave  their  children  during  the  day,  with  the  assurance 
that  proper  care  would  be  given  them. 

These  noble  pioneers  of  the  Douglas  Park  Day  and  Night  Nursery  did  not  rest  until 
they  had  interested  a  larger  number  of  women  in  the  project.  In  a  short  time  the 

necessary  money  was  raised  and  a  beautiful  building,  located  at  13  St.  and  Inde- 
pendence Blvd.  in  the  heart  of  the  aristocratic  neighborhood  of  the  Douglas  Park 

district,  was  purchased. 

As  soon  as  it  became  known  that  such  an  institution  had  been  organized,  great 

numbers  of  fathers  and  mothers  applied  for  placement  of  their  children. 
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^ay  NurservT
' 

The  first  day  of  the  Institution  taught  the  founders  two  things:  first,  that 
there  are  very  many  children  who  deserve  to  be  accepted,  and  seco^ndly,  that  it 
will  be  a  difficult  matter  both  organizationally  and  financially  to  maintain  such 
a  nursery^  After  the  Day  Nursery  had  become  established,  it  was  seen  that  the 
tragedy  of  the  poor  helpless  mothers  or  fathers,  and  that  the  tragic  position  of 
the  helpless  children  was  worse  than  had  been  imagined*  In  response  to  this  prob- 

lem, the  Night  Nursery  project  was  developed  as  an  adjunct  to  the  Day  Nursery* 

At  present  there  are  55  children  in  the  Day  Nursery,  who  are  in  attendance  the  en- 
tire day,  but  are  taken  home  by  the  parents  for  the  night*  Also  there  are  35  in- 

fants, many  at  but  2  years  of  agOf  who  remain  at  the  Nursery,  day  and  night*  Many 
applications  are  on  file,  but  cannot  be  accepted,  due  to  lack  of  room* 

As  one  passes  through  the  building  on  an  observation  tour,  one  notes  the  sympathy 
and  understanding  which  the  children  receive*  The  cleemliness  and  the  sanitation 
is  excellent.  Each  child  has  his  own  bed*  The  rooms  present  a  clean  appearance, 
with  fresh  linen  on  the  beds* 
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^ay  Nursery/ 

Mrs.  Berger  is  the  superintendent.     The  doctors  are  Messrs  Sarnoff ,  Feinstein, 

Kipnis,  and  Schaffner,  the  dentist.     They  give  their   services  freely. 

The  expenses  of  the  Day  Nursery  are  about  $2,500  monthly.     The  income  consists  of 
contributions  from  various  sources. 
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Forjvard,   Kay  31,    1920. 

Ten-thousstnd  people  in  the  pprade  of  Northwest  Side  Infant  Home, 

The  parade  yesterday,   arranged  hy  the  K.   W.    Side  B'noth  Zion  Day  and  Night 
Nursery,   for  the  ground  hresking  of  an  infant  home  on  Hirsch  Blvd.    and  Cali- 

fornia wss  grpnd.      Ten-thousand  people  marched  frorr:  the  nursery  to   the  loca- 
tion of  the   infant's  home   on  Hirsch  Blvd.      $2,^00  was  raised  from  the  people 

present. 

Among  the  largest  donors  was  l!rs.  G-eller,  who  donated  $300. CO  to  raise  the 

Zion  flag  on  the  ground.  The  honor  of  digp^ing  up  p  shovel  of  dirt  hy  each 

donor  "brought   in  $1,000. 

The  following  speakers  addressed  the  ̂ sserahly:     Dr.   Warden,   from  Springfield, 

Rahhi  Goldstein,   Louis  Reingold,   and  Mrs.   Reiger.     ̂ !rs.   Reiger  was  chairman. 
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Forward,  April  2-i,  1920. 

Volunteers  for  a  Tag  Day. 

Douglas  Park  Day  and  Night  Nursery  -  Sunday,  May  2nd. 

All  the  Jewish  women  of  Chicago,  who  are  willing  to  help  in  this  noble  and 
sacred  work,  to  raise  a  larger  sum  of  money  for  the  Douglas  Park  Day  and 
Night  Nursery  on  the  Tag  Day  of  Sunday,  May  2nd,  should  volunteer  and  make 
it  possible  for  the  homeless  and  unfortunate  children  who  are  knocking  at 
the  doors  of  other  institutions,  to  have  a  horae. 

^omen,  be  prepared  for  volunteer  work.  Stations  will  be  announced  in  the 
next  issue. 
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FULFILL  YOUR  PL::IDa2 

The  Jewish  Infant  Home  has  received  some  four  hundred  applications  seeking 
the  admission  of  Jewish  infgints,  but  the  home,  at  present,  cannot  admit  more 
than  sixtjr  or  seventy  JZi   then^.  To  satisfy  the  needs  of  the  co:Tmiunity,  a 
neur  home  must  be  established  as  soon  as  possible*  A  drive  for  one  hundred 
thousand  dollars  has  been  inaugurated  by  the  Daugliters  of  Zion  Jewish  Day 
Nursery,  the  representatives  of  which  intend  to  establish  a  home.  The  pub- 

lic has  responded  generously  to  the  appeal  made  by  the  rabbis  and  lay  leaders 
of  the  drive,  and  a  sum  in  the  neighborhood  of  some  forty  thousand  dollars 
has  already  been  collected  in  cash  and  pledges. 

V/e  urge,  however,  that  those  who  pledged  money  for  the  Jewish  Infant  Home 
should  make  their  pledges  good  as  soon  as  possible,  because  the  establishment 
of  the  Home  cannot  be  delayed  much  longer,  and  the  laughters  of  Zion  Jewish 
Day  Nursery  cannot  start  to  build  the  Home  unless  it  has  the  necessary  cash 

v.. 
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funds  at  its  disposal.  No  good  service  is  rendered  by  pledging  money  and 
withholding  it  r2X)n  the  cause  for  which  it  is  needed. 

The  co.imunity  in  Chicago  is  in  dire  need  of  a  Jev;ish  infant  home  and  those 
who  are  ready  and  willing  to  take  the  responsibility  for  the  establishment 
of  such  a  home  should  bo  given  all  the  aid  and  support  needed  to  carry  out 
their  noble  project. 

V/e  understand  that  out  of  the  forty  thousand  dollars  raised  during  the  drive, 
fifteen  thousand  dollars  are  in  pledges.  The  leaders  of  the  drive  should 
do  their  utmost  to  collect  this  money  if  they  intend  to  live  up  to  their  pro- 

gram, and  those  who  have  made  pledges,  are  asked  to  facilitate  the  task  of 
the  workers  by  sending  in  their  pledges  without  delay. 

When  they  have  forty  thousand  dollars  in  cash,  the  representatives  of  the 
Daughters  of  Zion  Day  Nursery  will  be  in  a  position  to  begin  to  build  the 
home. 
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FOR  iHE  LIITLE  JEWISH  ORPH/'J^'S  OF  CHICAGO 

(Editorial) 

The  Jewish  workers  of  Chicago  cannot  boast  of  having  many  philanthropic 
institutions.   They  also  cannot  brag  about  being  as  charitably  inclined  as 
the  Jewish  workers  of  New  York,  who  respond  with  enthusiasm  to  every 
philanthropic  appeal  for  aid  and  support  for  the  masses.  Now  an  appeal  is 
being  made  in  Chicago,  to  v/hich  our  Jewish  workers  must  respond,  because 
the  appeal  is  made  for  an  institution  v/hich  v/ill  benefit  them  more  than 
anyone  else.  V/e  mean  the  home  for  the  little  orphans,  which  the  Daughters 
of  Zion  Day  and  Night  Nursery  is  going  to  build.  We  might  say  that  this 
home,  which  has  been  planned  for  the  innocent  orphans,  should  come  first  in 
the  interests  of  the  Jewish  workers.  Of  the  seventy-five  orphans  who  are 
now  being  raised  in  the  temporary  home  of  the  Daughters  of  Zion  Day  and 
Night  Nursery,  ninety  per  cent  are  children  of  working  people.  This  will 
also  be  true  in  the  future,  when  the  new  home,  which  the  Daughters  of  Zion 

O  ! 

by 
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Day  and  Night  Nursery  are  planning  to  build,  is  completed.  This  home 
will  be  able  to  house  four  hiindred  children. 

The  Jewish  workers  of  Chicago  must  support  the  one  hundred  thousand  dollar 
drive  for  this  home.  Unfortunately,  they  have  not  shown,  up  to  now,  an 
adequate  amount  of  interest  in  this  institution,  from  which  they,  as  a  class, 
will  benefit  most.  ?/hen  one  glances  through  the  list  of  contributors,  it 

becomes  evident  that  there  are  very  few  workers  represented.  \'Ie   would 
prefer  to  see  twenty  thousand  Jewish  workers  donate  one  dollar  each  to  the 
drive,  than  to  see  one  rich  person  donate  twenty  thousand  dollars.   The 
largest  part  of  the  money  which  has  come  into  the  headquarters  of  the 
Daughters  of  Zion  Day  and  Night  Nursery  was  made  up  not  of  small  donations 
by  workers,  but  of  large  contributions  from  individuals.  We  do  not  say 

that  Chicago's  rich  have  done  their  duty  toward  this  institution,  which  is 
such  an  elementary  necessity.  Far  from  it  I   If  the  rich  did  their  duty,  the 
one  hundred  thousand  dollars  would  have  been  collected  long  ago.  So  far, 
only  forty  thousand  dollars  has  been  collected.  Vie   emphasize,  therefore, 
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the  fact  that  if  the  workers  v/ould  bhov;  a  greater  interest  in  the  institu- 
tion, v;hich  basically  concerns  them,  then  the  rich  Jev/s  v;ould  also  respond 

more  generously  to  the  appeal. 

The  drive  for  one  hundred  thousand  dollars  to  build  a  ]arge  and  beautiful 
home  for  the  Jewish  orphans  of  Chicago,  has  been  going  on  now  for  five  v/eeks. 

Should  the  campaign  continue  to  drag  o'n   for  another  five  v/eeks,  at  its 
present  tempo,  then  v/e  donH  know  whether  the  one  hundred  thousand  dollars 
will  ever  reach  the  treasury  of  the  Daughters  of  Zion  Day  and  Night  Nursery. 
The  campaign  must  end  immediately,  because  in  a  few  days,  the  Zionists 

and  the  Iv'izrachi  open  their  drive  for  one  million  dollars,  which  is  Chicago's 
quota  to  the  restoration  fund  for  the  rebuilding  of  Palestine.  The  Jev/ish 
viorkers  of  Chicago  must  help  to  build  a  home  for  the  Jev/ish  orphans,  and 
must  participate  at  this  eleventh  hour,  in  the  one  hundred  thousand  dollar 
drive . 

The  leaders  of  the  drive  must  nov/  concentrate  all  their  efforts  on  contacting 

W.P.A. 
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the  v;orlcing  class  and  winniuf!  its  sympathy  for  the  noble  enterprise.  7/e 

cannot  believe  that  the  Jev/ish  workers  of  Chicago  do  not  vmnt  to  support 

an  institution  from  which  they,  themselves,  will  benefit,  a  home  for 

Jewish  orphans  in  Chicaco  menns  a  home  for  the  orphans  of  Jevash  workers, 

and  when  the  latter  participate  actively  in  founding  this  infants'  home, 
then  they  will  have  their  ov/n  institution  and  v/ill  be  able  to  point  with 

pride  to  their  accomplishment. 

Jewish  workers  of  Chicago!  It  is  your  sacred  duty  to  help  build  a  home 

for  the  hundreds  of  Jewish  orphans  in  Chicago,  and  to  contribute  to  the 

one  hundred  thousand  dollar  drive  for  the  Jewish  Infant  Plome  v/hich  has 
been  iDlanned. 
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GREAT  CaXSBRaTIOi:  TODaY  AT  TIE  ORPILAIIAGi; 

The  heavy  mortgage  of  thirty-five  thousand  dollars,  with  which  the  Marks  Nathan 
Orphan  Home  has  been  burdened  since  the  institution  was  opened  in  1912,  has  been 
cleared.  To  celebrate  this  event,  a  banquet  and  celebration  v/ill  take  place 
this  evening  v/hen  the  mortgage  v/ill  be  burned* 

The  toastmaster  will  be  Mr.  6.   J,   I^senblatt,  v;ho  v/ill  call  upon  Pwabbi  Nisan 
Budzinsky,  Habbi  Jaul  Silber,  Charles  lierron,  Nicholas  J,  Pritzker  and  Judge 
Joseph  David,  for  appropriate  remarks.  Several  hundred  persons  are  expected  to 
attend  the  banquet. 
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TILL  'dIX  yv,j,o  of  i.GZ 

JEVHiSH 

(Editorial) 

V/e  are  publishing  in  today's  jourier  an  ̂ ippeal  nade  by  the  rabbis  of  Ghica/^o  for 
the  ̂ plOO,000  drive  to  erect  a  hone  for  the  hundreds  of  sinnll  orphans  v;ho  cannot 
be  taken  into  the  orphanage  because  they  are  too  young.  The  appeal  of  the  rabbis 
speaks  for  itself,  and  ;  e  are  convinced  that  the  Jexvs  of  Ghica^^o  will  respond 
generously  in  order  to  Liake  the  drive  a  success. 

There  are  elements  in  the  city,  especially  on  the  South  and  North  Sides,  who  be- 
lieve that  it  v.ouIq  be  better  to  have  these  little  unfortunate  orphans  reared  in 

Christian  families,  rather  than  in  a  Jev;ish  institution  and  in  a  Jewish  atnosphere. 
They  believe  chat  there  are  already  sufficient  Jews  in  Lhe  world,  and  that  the  less 
Jews  there  are,  the  better.   V/e  do  not  believe  in  the  principle:  the  less  Jews  there 
are,  the  better.  Vie  believe  the  more  Jews  there  are,  the  better,  and  v/e  also  be- 

lieve that  only  those  who  do  not  care  to  be  Jews  and  are  ashamed  of  the  Jewish  name 
are  opposed  to  Je;vish  orphans  beinr.  reared  in  a  Jewish  atmosphere.  ^^ 

%\ 

"-'/ 
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;7e  have  never  been  justified  in  letting  Jewish  children  f:rov;  up  as  Gojim 
gentiles/ — and  now,  when  v;e  have  lost  t\.o  i.iillion  Jevash  souls  in  five  years, 
v;e  certainly  have  no  ri^^ht  to  deliver  Jewish  orphans  into  the  hands  of  Gentiles, 
It  should  not  be  forgotten  that  at  present  the  Jewish  people  do  not  hove  an  overly 
great  nuiuber  of  children,  nccordini'7  to  travelers  and  correspondents  who  have  vis- 

ited many  Jevash  cities  in  ̂ ^astern  uXirope,  no  Jewish  children  are  seen  on  the  streets 
'.'ihere   are  the  Jewish  children  wno  have  hitherto  forMed  a  colorful  part  of  the  Jewish scene  in  Eastern  [iXirope?  Tney  nave  become  the  vi -ti^^is  of  hun£:er,  the  sword  or  of 
epideirdcs,  ana  the  nuj.iber  of  Jewish  children  v.ho  v;ere  saved,  are  crippled,  sick, 
pale  ana  nervous,  and  God  knoVvS  whether  they  will  ever  becoTie  productive  forces. 

iunerica  io  the  only  country  now  where  Jewish  chilared  are  to  be  found  in  normal 
numbers,  iimerica  is  the  only  country  in  the  \.orld  where  the  Jewish  people  can 
hope  that  the  next  Jewish  c^neration  will  be  a  strong:  c^na  healthy  one.   ..e  in 
iUnerica  musf  exert  all  our  efforts  to  build  a  healthy  Jewish  generation 

A.'     •  . 

I  "^^  V  '•  . 
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and  to  save  every  Jewish  child  for  the  Jev.lsh  people.   It  is,  therefore, 
absolutely  necessary  that  we  should  found  a  home  for  the  Jewish  infants 
and  not  let  them  fall  into  Gentile  homes  where  they  will  grow  up  as  Chris- 

tians and  will  be  lost  to  us.  V/e  must  be  frugal  now  with  our  human  mate- 
rial and  every  Jevdsh  child  who  can  be  saved  for  o\ir  people,  must  be  saved» 

If  we  allow  the  orphans  to  reach  maturity  in  a  Jewish  atmosphere  they  will 
be  Jews.  Should  we  fail  to  build  a  home  and  let  them  fall  into  Christian 
hands,  they  will  then  reach  adulthood  as  Groyim  and  we  cannot  imagine  a 
greater  crime  or  treason  to  our  people  at  the  present  moment,  than  to  place 
numbers  of  Jewish  children  into  non-Jewish  hands. 

The  obligation  to  build  a  home  for  the  orphans  is  threefold:  religious,  na- 
tional, and  humanitarian.  The  great  majority  of  the  Jews  of  Chicago  are  still 

religiously  inclined.  V/e  are  depending  upon  their  Jewish  sense  of  duty  for 
their  generous  response  to  the  appeal  of  the  Chicago  rabbis,  so  that  Chicago 
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may  soon  have  a  home  for  the  hundreds  of  orphans.  The  latter  will  be  cared  for 
in  a  genuine  Jewish  spirit  with  scientific  methods  of  modern  child -education* 

We  also  wish  to  say  that  the  men  and  women  v;ho  are  directing  this  noble  work — 
Mrs.  Rieger,  Mrs.  Edwin  Romberg,  Mrs.  Siegel,  Mrs.  Eisenberg,  Mr.  Louis  Rieger, 
Mr.  Meyer  Titelbaum,  Mr.  Yacoboffsky,  Rabbi  Margolin  and  many  others — are  serious, 
idealistic,  and  responsible  people,  who  all  belong  to  the  Jewish  middle  class 
of  Chicago.  They  can  be  depended  upon  to  carry  out  properly  this  great  under- 

taking. They  will  see  that  the  children's  home  is  not  administered  in  a  bureau- 
cratic spirit  of  "professional  philanthropy'*  vdiich  makes  dependent  wards  out  of 

orphans  and  deadens  every  trace  of  personality  in  them.  They  will  see  that  the 
home  is  administered  in  the  spirit  of  a  family  atmosphere,  where  the  infants  will 
feel  at  home  and  will  be  reared  in  a  happy  frame  of  mind. 

Such  an  institution  is  already  functioning  in  New  York  and  the  experience  of  the 
New  York  institution  is  excellent  and  justifies  the  brightest  hopes*  The  children 
there  are  strong  and  healthy  and  are  developing  In  the  finest  manner.  At  the  head 
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of  the  New  York  institution  are  no  professional  philanthropists,  but  persons 

representing  the  middle  class,  and  this  explains  why  the  institution  is  such 
a  great  success. 

VJhen  these  lines  reach  the  reader,  representatives  of  the  Daughters  of  Zion 

Day  Nursery  and  Motherless  Infants  Home,  who  have  undertaken  to  build  the 

children's  home,  will  already  be  directing  the  drive  for  the  §100,000.  They 

will  approach  every  Jewish  man  and  woman  in  Chicago  for  a  contribution.  We 
trust  that  no  one  vdU  fail  to  contribute  his  share  and  it  is  expected  that 

everyone  will  give  most  liberally  and  generously — on  this  depends  both  the 
life  and  the  Judaism  of  hundreds  of  unfortunate  Jewish  orphans  for  whose  fate 
we  are  all  responsible • 
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JSTISH 

[2  \uX 

o: 

A  large  gathering  of  people  from  various  parts  of  the  city  attended  yesterday 

the  dedication  of  the  Lki'lcs  Nathan  Orphan  Home  in  honor  of  the  remodeling 

of  the  institution,  thus  increasing  the  accommodations  for  a  larger  number 
of  orphans  than  are  at  present  in  the  Home. 

The  friendship  for  and  the  interest  in  the  institution  were  especially  mani- 

fested by  the  audience  when  the  different  "honors^  were  auctioned  off#  About 
t\7enty-five  thousand  dollars  was  collected. #••• 

A  donation  of  fifty-one  dollars  was  given  by  llr.  M.  P.  Ginsburg,  publisher 

of  the  Courier ,   in  honor  of  lurs.  Ginsburg,  v;ho  became  fifty-one  years  of 
age  yesterday. 

The  following  speakers  addressed  the  gathering:  President  Charles  Herron, 
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I  G                                                           /o^  ̂  
IV  Rabbi  Nisan  Budzinsky  and  Judge  Harry  lU   Fisher^  lirs.  Jacob  Halkes;'-"^  i'/pj  o 

donated  twenty-five  dollars  to  the  Hone  for  the  safe  return  of  Judgd5c^.   "^ 
Fisher  from  his  Journey  to  Eastern  Europe  as  a  relief  representative.     ^<*. 

Rabbi  Budzinsky,  in  his  address,  emphasized  Judge  Fisher* s  mission  and  his 
interest  in  the  war-  and  pogrom- sufferers.  He  offered  him  his  blessings  for 
a  happy  journey  and  a  safe  return.  During  the  time  of  the  blessing  Judge 
Fisher  stood  with  bov/ed  head  and  cried  softly. 
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T-te  Refcrm  .advocate,    Jan,    Z,    lt20.  '^r '-.'■■,':  yij'l'ii 

The  nev;  dcrrrdtcries   ajid  other   inprcvenents   of  the  :,  or>s  Ilathan  Jev/ish  Orphsii 
Heme  v;ill  be  dedicated  en  January  4. 

■"  >  /'.  •"x'*»'i 
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The  Dour^las  lark  Jer.vish  Dav  ITurserv  is   ooenin,'^  a  ne'v  home  at  1300  Independence 
Boulevard.      Tlie  occasion  v/arrants  the  holiin^  of  a  meetinr,   v;hich  is  to  be 

next  I'ionda^''  at  the  ''^-renshaw  Street  Talfnud  Torah,   3242  Orenshav;  Street.     All 
members  of  the  Dowjlas  Park  Jev/ish   Day  :iurs?ry  are  re  niestec    to  attend  this 

neetin:*   and  to  brinr;  their  friends  to  celebrate  the  opening:  of  the  new  home. 

-t3 

CO 
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DAUQITERS  OF  ZION  MY  IJURSERT  CSL3BR.iTi;S  ITS  FliST  YEAR  OF  SMISTSllCE 

Yesterday  the  Daughters  of  Zion  Day  Nursery  celebrated  its  first  year  of 
existence  at  the  Sab  in  School  assembly  hall*  An  address  was  delivered  by 

Dr.  S.  H.  Melaiaed  who  pointed  out  the  need  for  such  an  institution  and  asked 

for  greater  activity.  Another  speaker  vjas  Rabbi  IJargolin.  Then  too  there 
was  a  rich  program  of  various  amusements  such  as  plays,  songs,  and  dances 
which  the  audience  greatly  enjoyed. 
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oic  Tin  coiuruNirY  st^gj: 

By  Z.  Leibner 

Oreat  progress  has  bejxi  nade  in  the  ::iovenent  to  establish  a  home 
for  tmfortunate  Jev/ish  infants  v;ho  lost  their  parents  because  of 
influenza.  Leaders  in  this  iTiOve^iient  are  .-ts.  Berry  and  .J7s.  Levin, 

v/ho  have  or^^anized  the  :.:othorless  Infant  Club.  At  this  club^s 
recent  affair  at  the  -^mpire  Theater,  v;hich  v/as  a  {^reat  success, 
Judge  liarry  1.1.  Fisher  addrosoed  the  audience.  As  a  result,  aliriost 
five  hundred  dollars  in  cash  was  collected,  besides  the  money  for  the 
sales  of  tickets. 

The  leaders  of  this  movement  plan  a  hurre  mass  meatinT  in  ;;hich  prominent 
speakers  7;ili  participate,  ^t  this  meotin{^,  to  be  held  soon,  the  first 
step  v/ill  be  taken  to  establish  an  orphana:^®* 

Let  every  Je;v,  if  he  possesses  a  Jewish  heart,  help  in  this  undertaking; 
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first,  out  of  pity  for  the  Jiotherless  or  fathirless  infants;  socondly, 
that  they  may  not  bj  given  to  non-Jev;s  and  reared  as  such.  Too  many 
o  the  unfortunate  Jewish  babies  in  Chicago  are  in  the  hones  of  non- 
Jews,  and  although  v;e  cannot  adjust  this  niatter  nov/,  at  least  we  should 
try  to  avoid  such  occurrence  in  the  future. 
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Forward,  May  16,  19 19* 

The  Jewish  women  of  Chicago,  regardless  of  their  political  or  social  tenets, 
have  united  in  a  movement  to  create  a  Jewish  day  nursery  in  the  Douglas  dis« 
trict*  This  is  a  noble  enterprise;  the  main  principle  of  the  organization  is 
to  give  a  motherly  home  to  children,  who  are  sadly  in  need  of  it. 

A  building  has  already  been  purchased*   It  contains  18  rooms.  The  total  cost 
was  $15,000  of  which  $6,000  has  already  been  paid.  The  organization  has  800 
members,  many  of  whom  are  in  the  radical  movement,  such  as  Mrs.  Shore,  secretary, 
Mrs.  Bakal,  Mrs.  Rothblatt,  Mrs.  Strausman,  Mrs.  Schaffner,  and  others. 
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t::3  D/iUGi-iTiiiRG  OF  ̂ :ioN  avy  .:tjr3jry  foh  i:i?:j:n?  ohpkuis 

Through  Ilrs.   Rose  Cohen,   the  Daughters  of  Zion  Day  Ilursery 
receiyed  v'iO.se  in  honor  of  the  Bar  hitzva   (confirmation)   party 
at  Llr,   and  Ilrs,   Laciiinan.      The  society  and   its  small  charr^es 

tender  their  t:ian:-:s  to  the  ha-ony  parents  and  their  dear  son, 
llax  Lachman,   for  their  coo^""tLG'-^r'tsdness  in  reinenbering  at  this  tine 
those  in  need* 

Sunday  a  nemorial  meetins  v.-as  held  in  the  nursery.     The  follov;ing 
donations  '.rere  received:     Llrs.  Faun,   ̂ 50;   Lrs.  !•   Reader,  ;:rs. 
B.  Geler,  I.Irs.  L.  Finder,  Llr.  Levinton,   ^25;   Llrs.  Saiiuel  Seagel, 
$10;   ixrs  R.   Reager,  Llrs.   Cohen,  llrs.   i.dscum,  I.Irs,  oolovay,   Geler, 
Itzkovits,  P.   llorovitz,   lavilnoch,   v;5  each. 
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The  founders  of  the  infant  orphan  home  will  meet  Wednesday,  February  19th 
2  ?•  M.,  at  the  Douglas  Park  Auditorium,  corner  Ogden  and  Kediie  Ave. 

They  invite  the  Jewish  public  to  ccnne  and  Join  them  in  the  duty  that  lies 
on  every  Jew,  to  help  the  little  unfortunate  orphans  who  were  left  without  par- 

ents as  a  result  of  the  influenza  epidemic. 

Whoever  wishes  to  join  us  will  come  and  register  at  the  following  addresses t 

Mrs.  Mayman   1428  Clifton  Park  Ave. 
Mrs.  Ryder  -  -  1429  S.  Millard  Ave. 
Mrs.  Berry  -  -  1106  S.  Ashland  Blvd. 

The  committee,  of  the  infant  orphan  home# 
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Ladies  organizing  to  found  a  home  for  small  orphans. 

A  meeting  of  200  women  was  held  yesterday  afternoon,  at  the  Temple  Judea,  for 
the  purpose  of  founding  a  home  for  little  orphans  under  six  years  of  age. 

After  visiting  many  homes  and  discovering  the  pitiful  condition  of  young 

children  left  fatherless  "by  the  influenza  epidemic,  with  no  one  to-  care  for  them 
while  their  mothers  were  at  work,  it  was  deemed  imperative  that  some  shelter  he 
provided  for  these  orphans. 

The  ohject  is  to  receive  such  orphans,  as  the  Marks  Nathan  Home  will  not  ad- 

mit "because  they  are  under  six  years  of  age.  The  women  who  have  undertaken  this 
nohle  work,  deserve  the  sympathy  and  assistance  of  every  right  thinking  person. 

The  Committee  that  is  organizing  the  Society  for  the  founding  of  the  home 
are  Mrs.  S.  Hayder,  Mrs  D.  Maiman,  Mrs.  llotowitz,  Mrs.  Berry,  Mrs.Malcum,  Mrs. 
Sude,  Mrs.  Yudelovitz,  Mrs.  Schifman,  Mrs,  Glikman,  Mrs.  Pritikin,  Treasurer, 
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Kiss  Minnie  G-ioyel,  Mrs,  H»  Kohn,  Miss  and  Mrs.  Gulal).  All  women  wishing  to  join 
as  members,  or  desiring  information,  may  inquire  of  Mrs.  Syder,  IU29  S.  Millard 
St.,  Mrs.  M.  Berry,  IIO6  S.  Ashland  Blvd.  and  Mrs.  Mairaan,  1^22  Clifton  Park  Ave. 
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The  Crphrns  autonobil-;  Day  vssoci:  ticn  of  Jhic":'0  ha.:  .;rrun;-:ed  e.  hur-^e 
out  in:;  for  the  thirty-rive  hundred  or];^hLn^  of  Jhio:  ro  .-■nd.   their  ^roi-.rdi :  ns. 
The   chilr"^ren  v. ill  be  taken  in  •  utor'^obile^  to  x.i?iooln  ^rarl:  h^.re  they  .  ill 
be  ni'^^^rx  the  b^^t  of  food  ^:.n  entertained  in  the  fine::t  fashion,  i'or  the 
Jewish  orph^ma  kocher  "ood  till  be  prep-  red  under  the  "upervii^ion  of  the 
of  "icert^  of  t?i';  Je;;iGh  orT:>hanare.  fhe  out  in  ;  ;.ill  be  held  on  June  ..:d. 

H"^ 

The  .:3^:oci..tior   needa  c^utoriiobilHC   for  thiL 7  in  order  to  liii  ke    ohe   orph'  nc 
w«. a  conio: ^.  -♦- .-, 

i  u 
:ble 

O'":::iblo.   it  aill  be  neceac  rv  to  t:d:e  them  fron  the  in- 

fo: 
titutions  ana  b2"inf:   ihen  bac^  ho:;ia»      dhore  ^  bo  vich  to  loan  their  automobiles 

this   rreat  undent  d:in;  are  re  uo.;.ted  to   cont' ct  ...r*  I'ate  J-^-cobe,    ch^irnan 
of  the   'jrrant  Icrk  /vscij;iin  ;   Jor.i  i.'    icn(ric]j    telephone,  cat   1246.     i^'or  aurth^. 
inform:- tion,    contact  ..r,    Jacobs. 
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i?:iJiJ)0  COLK'JCTORS  2JXDR  Oi{FHiii:..ai: 

The  establisiiment  or  the  Federated  Orthodox  Jev;ish  Charities  in  Chicago  brou.^ht 
on  seven  years  of  faraine  Tor  the  clique  of  nickel  collectors.  Recently, 
hov;ever,  they  have  begun  to  increase  and  multiply  and  go  about  colleci;inf? 
nickels  for  all  sorts  of  caliuiities.  They  have  had  tickets  printed  ana  sell 
them  to  tender-hearted  Jevash  woi.ien  for  a  nickel  a  piece. 

Several  of  these  collectors  -o  ur^der  the  narae  of  the  »'Ladies*  Society  for  the 
Harks  Kathan  Orphanage, '♦  and  collect  nickels:  supposedly  for  the  "::arks  Kathan 
orphanage".  I.Ir.  Charles  Kerron  has  been  forced  to  make  the  follovvlng  annouTice- ment  in  order  to  put  ah  end  to  this  sv/indle. 

"To  the  Jev;ish  Public: 
ffT 

I  have  found  out  that  certain  persons  go  about  the  city  and  solicit,  either 
personally  or  tnrough  collectors,  money  for  the  'Marks  Nathan  orphanaf.e,' 
giving:  coupons  on  v;hich  is  v/ritten:   'Ladies'  Society  for  the  Marks  i:athan 

WPA  (ILL)  PROJ.  30275 
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orphanace,    ^  cents'.      I,   hereby,   v/isn  to  announce  that   our  institution  has  no 
collectors,    does  not   issue  any  coupons,    and  that  no  one  is  authorized  to 
collect  raoney  for  our  institution. 

"ruiyone  v;ho  iaiov;s  anything  about  these  coupons  and  these  irresponsible  persons 
v/ho  use  theiTi,    is  asked  to  notify  me. 

''There  are  a  few  auxiliaries  doin^:  good  vjovk  for  the  orphanage,   but  the 
'Ladies'   Society'    is  extinct. 

"Respectfully  yours, 

"Charles   I.   TTerron,    i^resident   of  the 
l^Iarks  Kathan  Orpiian  Hone." 

WPA  (ILL.)  PROJ.  30275 
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STATE  GOYERNIEHT  PRAIS2S  ORPHAl^AGE'S  SYSTEM. 

The  Curan  Joint  Committee  of  the  Illinois  Legislature,  which  visited 
yesterday  the  Marks  Nathan  Orphanage,  expressed  its  admiration  for  the  fine 
order  and  loving  attitude  which  it  found  there. 

Especially  was  the  Committee  impressed  with  the  system,  and  the  spirit  of 
independence  in  which  the  children  are  being  brought  up.  There  is  no  loss 
of  individuality  either.  Each  child  wears  different  clothes,  according  to 
its  taste.  Each  child  has  its  own  locker  and  shelf  on  which  his  name  is 
written  in  full. 

The  discipline  in  the  institution  is  very  good.  The  smaller  children  are 
under  the  supervision  of  the  grown  up  ones.  The  girls  of  the  ages  eleven 
to  seventeen  are  busy  dsiming  hosiery  for  the  little  ones.  At  meal  time 
each  tal>le  with  eight  children  has  a  grown  girl,  who  serves  and  supervises 
and  upon  whom  the  little  tots  look  as  a  mother. 
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]mH   BaPROVEr.!ENTS  IISCESSARY  AT  THE  OKPHAKAGS 

At  the  last  meeting  of  the  directors  of  the  Orphans*  Home,  a  report  was 
read  by  the  acting  superintendent,  Vx.   Trotsky,  in  which  he  called  at- 

tention to  many  necessary  improvements. 

The  president,  llr.  M.  Stone,  s\iggested  they  should  give  the  committee, 
under  the  chairmanship  of  Rabbi  Saul  Silver,  authority  to  control  all 
matters  pertaining  to  the  Orthodox  duties  of  the  home.  At  present  this 
committee  directs  the  Jewish  school  only. 

This  recommendation  was  accepted.  The  motion  that  four  Rabbis,  chosen 
by  the  Rabbi  Union,  should  be  admitted  to  the  educational  committee  and 
given  a  voice  in  everything  pertaining  to  the  Orthodox  Jewish  educational 
program  for  the  orphans  was  also  adopted. 

Judge  Fisher,  as  a  representative  of  the  Federation,  informed  the  orphan- 

age directors  that  according  to  Illinois  law,  the  liarks  Nathan  Orphans' 
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Home,  is  entitled  to  charge  the  county  §10  a  month  for  each  orphan  boy 

and  $15  for  every  orphan  girl.  A  committey  was  appointed  to  cooperate 

with  Judge  Fisher  in  preparing  all  the  legal  papers  in  this  matter. 
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THE  LiARKS  NATHAN  ORPHANAGE. 

We  bring  to  the  readers  of  the  Courier  the  entire  report   of  Mr.  Trotsky, 
the  superintendent  of  the  Marks  Nathan  Orphanage.     Many  times  before  has 
the  Courier  written  about  this   import eint   institution,  but  now  we  are 
giving  all  the  facts  regarding  the  good  and  the  bad  in  the  orphanage. 
It  presents  to  the  reader  a  clear  and  concise  picture  of  the  conditions 
in  the   institution  and  the  state  of  the  orphans.     Let  the  reader  peruse 
carefully  the  super intendenlfs  report  with  its  rich  information  and  he 
will  get  the  same  idea. 
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••I  wish  to  thank  you  for  the  confidence  you  have  bestowed  upon  me  in 
your  choice  for  this  important  position  aid  to  assure  you  that  I  have 

accepted  knowing  all  the  difficult  tasks  thereof •  May  I  point  out 
that  in  so  doing  I  have  received  not  only  the  usual  administration,  the 
institution,  but  also,  so  to  speak,  the  physical  and  spiritual  well  being 
of  a  large  group  of  about  225  small  children.  Again,  may  I  indicate, 
that  in  accomplishing  my  duties,  I  am  responsible  not  only  to  you,  but 

to  the  entire  Jewish  community  of  Chicago  -  perhaps  to  the  city  in  general, 
because  the  children  at  present  under  my  supervision  will  later  be  a 
part  of  the  community  and  the  general  moral  tone  of  that  group,  will, 
more  or  less,  be  influenced  by  the  background  that  our  children  receive 
at  present,  by  the  ideas  and  ideals  that  are  now  being  molded  in  their 
minds  and  in  their  hearts*  Yes,  with  total  understanding  of  my  duties^ 
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I  have  begun,  and  wish  to  continue  thus  with  hard  work.     This  should  be 
a  sufficient  guarsmtee  of  my  future  undertakings. 

••It  is  not  my  intention  to  make  a  long  flowery  speech,   because,  first 
of  all,  I  am  a  person  of  action,  not  of  speech;   secondly,   in  this  present 
day  pi^ctical  era,   one   is  judged  not  by  his  promises,  not   even  by  his 

efforts,  but  by  the  results  that  only  the  future  can  bring,     'filiat  I 
want  to  say  is  that   if  earnestness,   alertness,  devotion,  steadfastness, 

and  a  practical  knowledge  of  the  position  makes  a  person's  work  success- 
ful,  I  see  no  reason  why  my  administration  should  not  be  successful* 

••Yet,   honorably  expended  energies  and  constant  decisions,   although 
absolutely  fundamental  in  bringing  about   success,   can  not 
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and  do  not  always  assure  and  lead  to  this  success.  A  good  deal  depends 
on  coopiBration,  circumstances,  and  conditions.  I  am  sorry  to  say  that 
the  circumstances  euid  conditions  existing  at  present  in  our  home  are, 
to  say  the  least,  far  from  elevating  and  encouraging*  Our  institution 
has  physical  shadows  that  are  like  rocks  in  the  path  of  attaining  a  good 
administration,  that  hinder  a  good  administration  even  more  than  just 

another  obstacle.  You  must,  therefore,  accept  it  as  natural  and  reason- 
able when  I  point  to  these  dark  clouds.  Do  not  spare  any  energy  to 

annihilate  them  as  soon  as  possible*  I  well  know  that  to  do  away  with 
obstacles  will  require  great  sacrifices  on  your  part.  But  I  am  also 
happy  to  know  that  the  Executive  is  empov;ered  to  use  all  opportunities 

for  improvement  and  I  am  a  staunch  supporter  of  the  old  saying,  •Where 
there  is  a  will,  there's  a  way.' 
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•*The  main  trouble  in  our  institution  lies  in  two  factors •  First,  the 
unfinished  building,  and   second,  the  bad  partnerships.  I  will  not  dwell 
very  long  on  the  results  of  an  unfinished  building.  This  will,  as  I 
understand,  be  shown  by  skilled  workmen  in  their  report  to  the  Medical 

Board  with  whom  I  have  already  spoken.  I  will  say,  i*^  short,  that 
broken  walls  make  a  good  place  for  dust  and  that  unpaved,  muddy  play- 

grounds with  stagnant  puddles  after  the  rain  make  cleanliness  and  health 
impossible.  Just  imagine  this  scene  of  225  pairs  of  little  feet  running 
back  and  forth  from  the  building  to  the  mud  puddles  and  vice  versa* 

It  might  appear  funny,  but  the  white  stones  in  the  undecorated  halls 
and  the  floors  throughout  the  entire  building  bear  proof  that  this  is 

no  laughing  matter.  Then  too,  the  children's  shoes  are  not  waterproof 
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and  on  a  rainy  day  they  become  water  soaked.  This  leads  to  colds  and 
it  is  just  short  of  a  miracle  that  our  hospital  wards  are  not  overcrowded 
with  these  sufferers*  The  sad  appearing  walls  with  broken  plaster, 
although  at  present  offering  a  broad  field  for  the  artistic  abilities  of 
the  children,  as  their  bold  writings  and  engravings  show,  do  not  of 
course  develop  their  refined  or  aesthetic  abilities*  The  lack  of 

furniture  in  the  children's  rooms  has  the  same  sad  significance*  A 
child  should  be  made  to  feel  as  if  he  were  in  his  own  home,  -  not 
on  some  broken  school  bench,  but  in  a  comfortable,  restful  chair*  The 
front  of  the  house  would  also  look  better  if  there  were  trees  and  grass 
to  relieve  the  striking  contrast  with  the  beautiful  park  across  the 
street.  Jill  this  means,  naturally,  money.  But,  it  also  meeuis  the  making 
of  the  institution.  It  is  an  important  matter  and  it  should  be  worth 
your  while  to  make  this  great  sacrifice.  Especially  now  when  you  are 
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free  from  rent  worries,  you  can  and  you  must  direct  your  activities 
in  united  efforts  to  raise  the  necessary  funds • 

••By  bad  partnerships  I  mean,  of  course,  the  public  schools  and  the  Schul^ 

This  institution  as  you  understand  is  built  on  the  'Double  Wing*  plan* 
One  side  is  for  boys  only,  the  other,  for  the  girls  with  all  the  comforts 

that  they  need*  But  the  girls  •  wing  was  taken  over  for  public  school 
purposes,  and  their  rooms  were  erected  on  the  same  side  as  the  boys* 
This,  of  course,  has  made  it  very  inconvenient  for  the  girls  in  many 
ways*  For  instance,  they  have  to  take  their  shower  baths  in  the  public 
school  wing,  sind  then,  directly  from  their  hot  baths,  must  run  across 
a  stone  floor,  which  easily  exposes  them  to  colds*  Besides,  half  undressed, 

they  pass  through  the  front  hall  and  the  boys*  hall*  We  have  grown  boys 
and  girls  -  this,  to  say  the  least  does  not  raise  our  morale* 
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**Then  again^  to  set  aside  eleven  rooms 9  tends  to  crowd  and  inconvenience 
us.  A  dining  room  and  dormitory  are  not  sufficient  rooms  to  rear  children. 
They  must  also  have  study  rooms,  a  recreation  room,  a  gymnasium  and 
an  assembly  room.  All  this  they  lack.  The  same  is  true  of  the  Schul, 
which  they  must  have  to  themselves  for  their  own  use  without  being  disturbed 
by  strangers.  It  should  be  definitely  understood  that  our  building  has 
been  constructed  for  the  children  and  for  them  only.  I  hope  that  our 
present  lease  with  the  Board  of  Education  will  not  be  renewed.  I  am 
happy  to  know  that  our  Executive  is  considering  these  matters  earnestly 
and  thoroughly,  and  I  hope  that  you  will  give  us  your  aid  and   approval 
in  improving  our  condition.  What  we  need  at  present  is  money,  money, 
and  money. 

••Money  to  color  their  entire  education,  money  to  accomplish  our  work  as 
it  should  be  done,  money  to  improve  our  playgrounds,  and  money  to 
install  play  rooms.  That,  I  cannot  give  you.  No  superintendent  can  do 
this,  it  is  your  task. 
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••It  is  my  pleasure  to  report  that  our  children  are  happy  here*  Our 
home,  as  far  as  possible,  is  very  isuch  like  a  private  home  in  which 
the  children,  to  this  extent,  receive  a  natural  home  life*   I  am 
endeavoring  to  find  a  happy  medium  by  exerting  a  little  discipline*  By 
discipline  I  do  not  mean,  as  you  understand,  heavy,  burdensome  rules  and 
regulations,  but,  what  I  would  call  a  natural  discipline*  That  is 
to  teach  and  instill  industrious  and  purposeful  habits,  economy,  punctuality, 
etc*  This  is  especially  important  since  we  have  no  large  playgrounds  and 

our  children  are  under  the  influence  of  the  "Street*"  As  our  president 
at  one  time  so  cleverly  expressed  it:  •*Our  home  is  at  present  a  large 
Ghetto  home**  We  wish  to  transform  it  into  a  harmonious,  well  regulated 
home  which,  of  course,  will  require  a  certain  sunount  of  discipline* 
The  club  activities  that  have  been  established  by  my  predecessor  cannot 
be  tendered  enough  praise.   It  works  miraculously*   I  wish  you  could 
see  the  eagerness  and  impatience  with  which  the  girls  look  forward  to  their 
Tuesday  club  evening*  They  have  all  sorts  of  clubs,  a  piano  club. 
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a  violin  club,  a  dancing  club,  social  clubs,  a  club  of  "Truthful  Friends," 
eind  others  with  appropriate  names •  The  club  work,  without  doubt,  greatly 
increases  our  electric  bills*  But  at  the  sfiune  time,  they  elevate  and 
maJce  the  childish  hearts  happy*  Amusements  help  to  refine  childish 
natures*  We  must  give  them  as  many  indoor  pleasures  and  entertainments 
as  possible,  especially  in  the  sad  winter  days* 

••All  this  was  regarding  the  clubs  of  the  girls  only*   Our  boys  are 
envious*   I  have,  therefore,  appealed  to  the  ivienorah  Society  of  the 
Jewish  students  of  the  Chicago  University,  with  the  purpose  of  getting 

.them  to  take  up  social  club  work  with  our  boys  every  week-end*  Our 
boys,  we  expect,  will,  thus,  have  their  own  athletic  club  shortly,  as 
well  as  literary  and  debating  societies  which  would  be/huge  step  for?/ard 
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in  developing  their  individualities  and  personal  abilities  that  go  into 

the  making  of  the  man*  It  also  teaches  self-control*  Special  attention 
«ill  be  given  to  physical  culture •  He   Jews  have  devoted  two  thousand 
years  to  our  minds*  It  is  high  time  that  we  devoted  some  of  our  time 
to  the  development  of  good  strong  muscles.  Our  children,  I  am  happy 
to  say,  love  to  read,  so  much  so,  that  I  found  it  necessary  on  my  own 
accord  to  put  deep  green  illumination  in  the  dormitories*  In  the  public 
school,  they  are  diligent,  attentive  and  ambitious,  euid  are  highly 
lauded  by  the  principal*  We  have  five  boys  and  five  girls  in  the  high 
school,  all  of  them  are  progressing  well.  The  health  of  our  children 

is  quite  satisfactory*  In  the  last  month,  twenty-six  were  in  the 
hospital,  all  suffering  with  light  colds*  This  measure  helps  to  prevent 
any  further  development  of  this  malady.  Please  consider  these  colds 
that  have  developed  due  to  the  bad  conditions  of  our  playgrounds  that 
I  mentioned  before,  and  yet  you  will  find  this  number  small* 
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••When  I  accepted  this  position  there  were  204  children,  (12?  boys  and 

77  girls)  •  During  the  month  seven  boys  left  and  fourteen  boys  and 

three  girls  entered,  making  a  total  of  214  in  the  home*  Eleven  more 

will  soon  be  entered,  completing  the  sum  of  twenty-five  that  were  voted 
upon  at  the  last  meeting* 

••Regarding  general  management,  much  has  been  said  and  written  about  it 
recently*  Many  have  criticised  and  condemned,  others  passed  judgment 

on  its  good  qualities*  It  was  said  that  our  expenses  were  too  large 

compared  with  that  of  other  institutions*  That  our  household  expenses 

are  not  dispensed  in  the  most  economical  way*  Naturally  such  reports 

are  greatly  exaggerated*  As  a  newcomer,  I  know  very  little  of  the  matter, 

but  I  can  assure  you  that  I  shall  study  this  problem  thoroughly  and  bring 
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expenses  down  to  the  most  economic  level,  but  not  at  any  cost  to  the 
children •  Our  children  use  twice    as  much  milk,  butter  and  egg^ 

as  those  at  any  other  institution.  rJless  their  little  hearts  I  I  be- 
lieve in  keeping  them  well  fed.  Feeding  them  well  is  one  of  the  best 

investments  for  the  children* 

•*One  point  I  have  intentionally  left  for  the  last.  That  is  their  Jewish- 
ness  ajid  their  Jewish  education.  I  am  not  a  rabbi  nor  the  son  of  one 
but  I  am  for  a  strong  national  Jew.  And  my  greatest  ambition  is  to 
see  that  our  children  grow  up  to  be  good  Jews,  not  simply  •iews,  but 
Jews  that  know  all  about  Judaism,  Jews  with  Jewish  thoughts  and  Jewish 
hearts.  I  am  not  satisfied  with  Sunday  or  Sabbath  school  Jews*  I  will 
bring  all  my  energies  to  bear  on  the  fact  that  our  children  should  learn 
and  know  Judaism.  Naturally,  in  the  school  everything  is  taught  in 
English,  but  I  hope  that  in  time  our  Hebrew  School  will  be  the  model 
one  for  all  Chicago* 
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••I  touched  on  many  points.  The  rest  I  shall  leave  for  some  other  time 
when  I  shall  be  more  familiar  with  local  affairs •  I  wish  only  to  voice 
my  hope  that  every  member  of  the  Board  of  Directors  will  cooperate  and 
aid  in  this  immense  task  that  I  have  undertaken.  Then  and  only  then  will 

my  work  be  successful.** 
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PEACii  AT  MARKS  NATHA.;  ORPKAIMAGE. 

They,   who  have  sown  with  ttars,   have  reaped  with  mirth. 

sVhoever  witnessed  the  last  meeting   of  the  Board  of  Directors   of  the 

Larks  Nathan  Orphanage  unconsciously  reiterated  the  words  of  King  David i 

•*V/e  rejoice  when  we   see  that  the  tears  v/ere  not    in  vain;  they  made  the 
soil  so  fertile  that  flowers  grew." 

The  orphanage  was  on  the  the  agenda  for  discussion  every  day,   for  the 

last  two  and  one-half  years.     The  readers  of  the  Courier  know  how  the 
movement  to  purify  this   institution  began.     Chicago  Jewry  built  this 
asylun.  for  the  poor  orphans   and  it  was  transformed   into  the  property 

of  the  collectors  and  ''welfare  workers." 
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Chicago  Jewry  inten'ded  to  establish  a  home  for  the  orphans,  but  instead 
it  turned  out  to  be  a  means  of  seeking  honor  and  personal  interests  for 
the  leaders. 

A  conflict  between  Truth  and  c'alsehood  arose,  between  light  and  darkness. 
From  one  side  a  cry  was  heard  "more  light;  tear  the  masks  off  of  those 
who  control  the  orphanage,  open  up  the  gates  and  doors  so  that  pure  air 

and  life  may  enter**  From  the  other  side,  they  pleaded,  "God  forbidi 
This  should  not  be  done.  Light  can  harm  the  eyes  of  the  orphans;  if  the 
windows  and  doors  should  be  opened,  the  children  would  perhaps  catch 
cold;  to  tear  the  masks  off  would  be  a  shame  and  a  disgrace  to  all  Jews, 

and  therefore,  forget  about  everything*" 
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The  controversy,  which  developed  into  a  bitter   struggle,   lasted  two  and 
one-half  years.     It   was  a  difficult  and  tenacious  battle*     Ivlany   innocent 
people  have  suffered,  but   all  guilty  ones   fell   in  battle.      .iTien  the  Board 
of  Directors   called  the  meeting  to   order  at  the  home  of  the  president, 
Loses   Stone,    last   Wednesday,   the  directors   who  were   seekinc^  honor  and 
personal  interests  were  not  present  to  answer  the  roll  call;  those  who 
brought   in  light,    decency,   responsibility  and  Jev/ish  spirit    in  the  home 
were  present   and  listened  to  the  various  reports  by  the  committees. 

Ilt.  a.   S.  Aoy,   secretary  of  the  admission  committee,   had  a  surprise  for  the 
directors*     In  an  accurate  report,    he  revealed  that  the  admission  committee 

which  was  attacked  by  the  "leaders**  -  had  admitted  eighty-six  orphans 
in  the  last  nine  months. 
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The  report   of  the  acting  superintendent,  Mr»  E.  Trotsky,  was   distinguished 
by  its   clearness.     The  superintendent   did  not   attempt  to  obscure  the 
facts.     He  had  nothing  to  conceal.     He  pulled  the  curtain  and  each  director 
saw  the  orphanage  as   it   is  with  all   its  good  qualities   and  all   its  faults. 

It  will  cost  them  about   $7,000  to  place  the  orphanage  on  a  sound  basis. 

Dr.  Gordon,   chief  of  the  medical  staff,   read  a  report  written  by  Dr. 
Hirshfield  of  the  medical  sub-committee   in  which  it  urges   remodelling  of 
the  building,   so  that    it   will  be  more   sanitary. 
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NEW  RULE  AT  MAREQS  NATHAN  EOtSE 

At  yesterday •s  meeting  of  the  Marks  Nathan  Hcane,  the  report  of  the  Investigating 
and  reorganizing  eonmlttee  was  unanimously  adopted* 

The  report  dealt  with  four  questions:  1)  the  building,  2)  Inner  conduct,  3.)  the 
children,  4)  the  support  of  the  Home.  The  report  was  written  by  a  committee 
consisting  of  Samuel  Phllllpson,  B.  J.  Schlff ,  B.  Hurwltz,  A.  L*  Stone,  A#  B» 
2lielfreund,  Judge  Harry  M,  Fisher  and  James  Davis. 

The  report  elucidates  that  the  building  stands  as  a  monument  to  the  arrogant 

neglect  of  those,  '^vho  built  the  home*^.  The  management  of  the  directors  is 
such  that,  ••the  greatest  part  of  the  Board  is  not  enough  interested  and  in- 

formed, following  blindly  the  leadership  of  a  few,  whose  ambition  is  to  kill 

the  influence  of  others,  good  or  bad**;  that  the  children  are  reared  without 
discipline  and  order;  that  the  expanses  of  the  Home  are  nine  thousand  dollars 
more  than  they  should  be,  and  quic^  action  must  be  taken  up,  if  the  home  is 
to  be  preserved  and  not  suffer. 

On  account  of  this  the  Committee  recommended  that  a  special  committee  of  nine 
be  immediately  appointed.  The  committee  shall  have  the  full  right  to  govern 
the  home,  without  the  interference  of  the  officers  and  directors.  The  committee 
shall  be  In  control  of  the  home  until  election  time  when  new  directors  will  be 
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elected* 

The  new  committee  shall  consist  of:  Samuel  Phillipson,  0.  Harron,  Rabbi  Saul 
Silber,  I.  Klavons,  J,  Levy,A»L.  Stone,  Ike  Biezark  and  M*  Ruben. 

The  report  and  recommendations  were  unanimously  adoped,  and  the  new  committee 
will  take  over  the  entire  management  of  the  home* 

The   resignations  of  Mr*  Sol  Druker,  superintendent,  and  Mrs.  Julia  Stone, 
director,  were  also  accepted  at  the  meeting. 

The  report  of  the  Investigating  committee  is  an  acknowledgment  of  all  attacks 
and  criticisms,  which  were  published  in  the  COURIER  for  the  last  three  years. 
In  order  to  correct  everything,  the  committee  could  do  nothing  else  but  remove 
the  management  from  the  present  directors  and  officers. 
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EDITORIAL. 

The  plan  by  the  Admission  Committee,  that  all  children  14  years  of  age 

now  in  the  A'arks  riathan  Orphan  .xsylum,  should  step  out  of  the  guidance  of 
the  Home  and  be  transferred  to  the  Home  Finding  Society,  sounds  good 

theoretically,  but  can  not  work,  in  practice,  as  the  -vdmission  Committee 
thinks. 

One  of  the  chief  principles  which  justifies  the  existence  of  the  Marks 
Nathan  Orphan  Asylum  is  the  orthodox  character  of  the  institution,  and 
with  all  the  respect  that  we  can  have  for  the  Home  Finding  Society,  it  is 
still  not  conducted  in  an  orthodox  manner,  and  the  idea  of  recruiting 
children  for  the  society  from  the  Marks  Nathan  Orphanage  is  certainly 
not  in  harmony  with  the  desire  of  the  great  masses  who  contribute  to  and 
support  the  orphan  home. 

X 
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The  list  of  those  waiting  to  be  accepted  in  the  Marks  Mathsui  Home,  who  are 

now  refused  admittance  by  the  Board  of  Directors'  contract  with  certain 
persons  specifying  that  the  number  of  orphans  should  not  exceed  225j 
contains  children  whose  parents  will  approve  this  decree,  and  the  well 
meaning  people,  can  have  more  work  than  they  can  attend,  if  they  will 
only  take  cart*  of  the  children  who  have  not  even  entered  the  home. 

* 

ithy   should  the  children,  who  have  received  a  certain  degree  of  orthodox 
training,  be  torn  away  from  their  surroundings,  from  their  customs  and 
from  everything  which  they  have  been  taught  to  hold  sacred  and  dear? 

The  claim  is  that  a  contract  was  made  and  must  be  lived  up  to.   The  con- 
tract reads  that  the  Admission  Goijnittee,  composed  of  these  members 

of  the  Board  of  Directors  and  three  from  some  where  else,  has  the  full 
right  to  reject  applications  and  exclude  children  regardless  of  the 
approval  of  the  directors.   If  this  is  true  who  granted  permission  to  the 
contract  makers  to  sign  such  stipulations?  ulno   can  undertake  to  act  like 
that  with  the  welfare  of  the  orphans? 
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The  Board  of  ijirectors  is  authorized,  by  those  who  support  the  home  to 
rear  the  orphans  and  exert  all  efforts  to  make  them  men  and  Jews,  but 
the  Board  is  not  authorized  to  turn  the  orphan  home  into  a  recruiting 

station  for  the  Home  i^'inding  Society. 

The  framing  of  such  a  contract  was,  in  principle,  un- Jewish  and  un-manly* 
Children  are  not  nations,  which  can  be  designed  accordin,^;  to  a  models 
Every  child  is  a  world  in  himself  as  parents  with  children  know  well. 
One  child  becomes  mature  and  competent  at  the  age  of  thirteen  while 

another  must  still  cling  to  his  mother's  apron  at  the  age  of  sixteen. 

The  issuance  of  an  order,  specifying  that  children  of  a  certain  age 

should  go  out  to  earn  a  livelihood  for  themselves,  shows  that  the  orphans' 
guardians,  regardless  of  how  devoted  they  are  to  their  v/ork,  are  still 
far  from  being  fathers. 
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V/hat  the  Marks  Nathan  Orphanage  should  have  is  fathers  who  should  not 
practice  their  theoretical  ideaa,  but  should  allow  the  children  to  grow 
up  as  Jews  and  men  in  the  home,  which  was  built  for  them  by  Chicago  Jewry. 

The  Larks  Nathan  Home  can,  itself,  be  compared  to  an  orphan  -  parentless» 
Everyone  thinks  that  it  should  be  run  as  he  sees  fit*  Poor  orphans,  poor 
Marks  Nat hem  Orphanage  J 
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Anarchy  nov/  prevails  in  tne  Marks  Nathan  Orphanage.  Scenes,  which  only 
the  Russian  Jews  have  undergone  while  persecuted  in  Russia  when  they  were 
driven  from  villages  to  towns  and  from  tovms  to  cities,  are  now  appearing 
in  the  great  orthodox  institution,  the  I.Brks  :\athan  Orphan  Asylun,  and  the 
welfare  of  the  orphans  is  imperiled • 

The  Admission  Committee  has  suddenly  issued  a  decree  whereby  one  hundred 

and  twelve  orphans  will  be  forced  to  leave  the  home*  The  decree  maintains 

that  several  vdll  go  to  the  ̂ emian-Jevjish  Home  for  Boys;  others  will 
turn  to  the  Home  Finding  Society.  The  rest  are  sentenced  to  exile  and 

may  find  whatever  home  they  like;  but  all  must  vacate  from  the  home;  give 

up  their  education  and  seek  a  livelihood  in  the  factories,  without  regarding 

the  many  who  longed  for  careers  and  hoped  to  accomplish  t'nings. 
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It  was  disclosed  yesterday  that  the  order  by  the  Admission  Committee  is 
somewhat  similar  to  the  Russian  laws,  v/hich  cannot  be  aooealed.  An 
order  v;as  ,iiven  to  the  suoerir.tendent ,  Lr,  Sol  Druker,  to  send  out  the 

children  Eind  when  I'^r*   Druker  refused  to  obev  the  order  before  the  Board 
of  Directors^  approval,  they  tola  him  that  the  .Admission  Jornniittee  is 
supreme  in  its  order  and  th-4.t  the  Board  of  Directors  has  no  rig;ht  to 
interfere  v/ith  it. 

In  the  mer:ntime,  LIr.  Druker  did  not  carry  out  the  order  and  this  matter 
will  be  taken  up  at  the  next  meeting  of  the  Board  of  Directors  which  v;ill 
be  held  V/ednesday  evening,  January  25» 

The  orphans,  for  v/hom  the  edict  was  meant,  are  the  I'.iost  able  and  best 
children  of  the  home.  Several  are  sophomores  in  hi^h  school,  other  are 

students  of  the  Chicago  L'usical  School,  while  others  are  attendin.7:  the 
Chicago  Art  School  ana  have  only  two  years  to  comolete  their  studies. 
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The  news  of  the  Admission  Jon-'ittee's  decision  stirred  up  a  great  p^-rt  of 
the  Chicago  orthodox  Jev/ry  and  many  directors  determined  to  fight  this 

order  at  the  next  ̂ ^eeting,   A  movement  also  began  v/hich  demands  the 
resiernation  of  the  oresent  admission  Committee  and  election  of  another 

in  its  place. 
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The  dedicaticn  of  the  Marks    'Tathaii   Jev;ish  Cr:)hsji  Iloiae  v/ill  take    jlace  be^iim- 
in^  the  v/eek  of  Ilcvenber   17, 
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ASSAILS  THE  CHILDREN'S  EGIIES. 

Many  faults  v/ere  found  with  the  children's   institutions,    and  the  bad  sides 
were  severely   criticized   in  a  report  to  Cook  County  Judge  Uwens,   by  the 
Board  of  Visitors  which  was  appointed  last   April  to   investigate  these 
institutions. 

Among  the  thirteen  which  are  assailed  there  are  tv/o  Jewish  institutions: 
The  Jewish  Home  Finding  Society  with  offices   in  the  Schiff  Building- 
at   720   a.  12th  Street,  which  was  criticized  for  keeping  their  records   in  a 
very  negligent  raemner.     The  Home  for  the  Friendless  Jewish  Children  - 
at  53rd  Street  and  Ellis  Avenue,    iscriticized  for  assuming  no  responsibility 
for  the  children  after  they  leave  the   institution. 

r 
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DR.  HIRSCK  APPEALS  FOR  0RPHA1>IS. 

We  read  an  editorial  of  Dr«  Hirsch  in  the  last  number  of  the  Reform 

Advocate,  in  which  he  discussed  the  question  of  homes  for  the  Jewish 
orphans  in  Chicago •  He  expressed  his  views  on  that  subject  very  frankly, 
that  private  homes  for  the  orphans  is  the  best  solution  for  the  general 
welfare  of  the  JeJ7ish  orphans.  Of  course,  no  one  will  dispute  Dr« 

Hirsch  or  disagree  with  him  from  the  standpoint  of  humanity,  but  never- 
theless, he  will  admit  that  a  move  of  this  kind  would  be  impossible 

to  carry  through  for  there  are  not  enough  homes  to  accommodate  the 
great  numbers  of  orphans.  The  Home  Finding  Society,  ̂ ich  secures 
homes  for  orphans,  is  far   from  being  able  to  accommodate  all  the 
orphans,  hence,  the  home  on  the  South  Side,  which  is  looked  after  by  the 
German  Jews  of  Chicago  and  is  filled  with  orphans  to  its  capacity •   Also 
the  Marks  Nathan  Orphans  Home,  which  takes  caire  of  l8o  inmates • 
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The  Marks  Nathan  Orthodox  Jewish  Orphans  Home,    is  a  building  which  is 
far  from  Deing  a  suitable  place  for  an  orphan  asylum*     That   is  why 
Dr«  Hirscn  is  making  this     appeal  to  the  Associated  Jewish  Charities, 
to  see  to  it  that  the  orthodox  Jews  get  the  assistance  for  building  a 
new  suitable  home  for  their  orphans* 

The  non-orthodox  orphans  home,   says  Dr.  Hlrsch,    is  full  of  orphans, 
the  Home  Finding  Society  is  doing  all  it  possibly  can  for  their  orphans* 
So  it   is  up  to  us  orthodox  Jews  of  Chicacro  to  e:et  busy  and  not   sit  with 
our  hands  folded  when  we   see  the     l8o  orphans   in  an  overcrowded  build- 

ing, who  are  begging  for  more  room  and  more  sanitary  qustrters*     We, 

the  orthodox  Jews  of  Chicago,   heartily  endorse  Dr*  Hirsch's  appeal* 
We  are  aware  of  the  fact  that   it   is  utterly  impossible  for  us  to  build 
a  new  home,  we  have  not  the  means  to  build  enough  rooms  for  the  l8o 
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orphans  and  for  other  orphans  who  constantly  knock  at  our  doors  for 

admittemce.  So  we  hope  that  our  German  Jewish  brethren  will  respond 

to  the  appeal  of  their  Rabbi  Hirsch,  their  religious  and  moral 

teacher.  His  words,  which  come  from  a  Jewish  heart,  will  enter  into 

all  Jewish  hearts  sind  must  make  a  true  and  proper  impression  on  his 
listeners* 

lie   also  hope  that  all  our  Russian  Jews  will  cooperate  in  assisting 

with  the  building  of  a  new  home  for  our  orthodox  Jewish  orphans* 
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Courier    Dec#  2U,  I9II 

Today  is  the  Jetrish  Orphan's  Home  Ballf  at  the  Big  Colisenm*  Thie  is  the 
Orphan's  Home  ball  to  which  all  Jews  of  Chicago  will  come  with  their  wives 
and  children t  to  enjoy  the  evenihg  and  at  the  same  time^  help  the  Jewish 

Orphan's  Home.  The  ball  committee  did  ererythiog  possible  to  make  this  ball 
a  success  and  assures  the  public  that  it  will  surpass  all  other  balls  held 
previously*  Arrangements  were  made  with  the  street  car  company  to  have 
special  cars  ready  from  12  midmight  to  3*00  a#m«  to  take  the  big  crowds  to 
home«  These  special  street  cars  are  mostly  intended  for  Wabash  Aye.,  12th  St* 
and  Milwaukee  Ave*  When  everything  is  ready  the  young  folks  will  begin  with 
a  dance  and  as  for  the  elderly  folks «  a  splendid  buffet  has  been  arranged  with 
all  kinds  of  good  eats  and  drinks  and  at  the  same  time  an  opportunity  to  chat 
of  events  of  the  past  in  Chicago*  Among  the  prominent  guests  who  will  be  in  the 
boxes  are:  Mrs*  Marks  Nathan,  Mr  &  Mrs*  Baoiqgarden,  K*  Benzork,  H*  R*  Mish, 
L«  Bornaskt  B*  Hurwitz,  B.  Steinberg,  H*  I*  Hurwitz,  Max  Groodman,  Seouel  Polakow, 
li  Briskin,  Jacob  Levy,  M*  Stone,  Charles  I«  Heron,  and  many  more*  Mr*  &  Mrs* 
L*  Bornash  will  lead  the  grand  march*  Mr*  Charles  I*  Heron  is  chairman  of  the 
entertainment  committee  and  assures  us  that  the  Ball  will  be  a  big  success* 
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President  Jacot  Levy  answers  the  Courier^s  accusations  with  reference  to  the 
Orpharis  Home  in  Chicago, 

To  the  Editors  of  the  Jewish  Courier:  I  am  writing  in  answer  to  your  charges 

against  the  mi smanageTnent  and  mishandling  of  finances  in  the  Orphan's  Home. 
It  seems  to  me  that  the  handling  of  this  accusation  in  your  newspaper  is  not 
exactly  right.  A  new speqper  with  your  reputation  ought  to  use  more  diplomacy 

and  discretion  in  writing  of  mismanagement  in  the  Orphan's  Home.  With  your  rep- 
utation at  stake  and  your  looking  after  the  welfare  and  interest  of  our  Jewish 

people  here  in  Chicago,  you  should  have  been  more  careful,  "before  accepting these  accusations  as  coming  from  reliable  sources.  You  should  not  have  made  any 
accusation  tintil  you  thoroughly  investigated  the  sources  of  these  complaints. 
These  accusations  are  absolutely  without  foundation  and  you  as  a  newspaper  hav- 

ing the  Jewish  interest  at  heart  should  have  displayed  more  Judgment  before  us- 
ing your  worthy  columns.  The  books  and  records  of  the  Orphan's  Home  are  al- 

ways open  to  the  public  for  inspection,  and  in  case  of  mismanagement,  it  couid 

have' been  very  easily  detected 
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Habbi  ::oses  ?in]cel  of  ..ilv/aiikee  Avenue  added  his  wonderful  voice  to  the 

High  IIoliday_3ervices  that  v/ere  chanted  at  the  Beth  Kaliasa  Yesoi.iiia 

/Orphan  Iiojiie/.     Everyone  v/as  delighted  v;ith  the  \;ay  he  chantc..!  in  the 
style  of  the  old  Jey/ish  tradition,    since  Rabbi  Zinhel  is  an  Orthodox  and 

pious  J"ev;# 

In  addition  to  contributinfj  his  voice,  he  also  bought  tic  :ets  for  his 

children,   his   son-in-lav;,   und  his  brother,   v«;hc  v;ere  all  vory  liberal   in 
their  don;:.tions  to  the   Orphans  IIo;..e,     )*e  thank  all  v/ho  participated  in  our 
Orthodox  observance  of  our  religious  holiday. 

^■JDOve  all,   170  v;i5h  to  thank  :..r«  T.'einshenker  and  his  children,  LIr.  Laurentz, 
Lj?.  1 1.   Stein,   and  all  the  others  for  their  liberal  don:-tions.     '.^e  V7ish  overy- 
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one  of  you  and  all  our  Jev;ish  brothers  throucjhout  the  x:orld,  success.       ^ 

Jacob  Levy,  president.  c:: 

no 
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The  Jewish  Daily  Courier^  October  1,  1911* 

HEARt)  AND  SEEN 

A  SHORT  EDITORIAL  ON  THE  JE'AISH  ORPHANS 

HOME  IN  CHICAGO* 

We  Jews  in  Chicago  are  proud  of  our  orphans  home*  This  is  strictly  an 

orthodox  institution  where  our  Jewish  orphaned  children  are  being  raised* 

They  are  trained  and  being  prepared  on  a  permanent  orthodox  Jewish  religi
ous 

foundation* 

This  orphans  home  is  sponsored  by  orthodox  Jews,  who  would  not  contribute  
one 

cent  if  they  thought  or  even  suspected  that  there  wb,s  a  single  item  le
ft  out 

which  was  not  strictly  orthodox*  Our  contention  is,  and  we  can  as
sure  the 

citizens  of  Chicago  that  our  Jewish  Orphans  Home  is  strictly  an  orthodox 
institution* 

6 
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The   erection  cf  a  new  Luildin-:  for  the  h'elen  Day  :iurserv  at  ''iiicn  DJid  Barber 
streets,    has   been  liiade  possible  by  a  ̂ ift  of  w!:lj,000  by  irs.    Levi  L.ayer.      The 

nev:  structure  \vill   c.cccir*:.cdawe  seventy  children  and  '.Till  contain  abcut  ten 
rccns.      T-'iC  nur-ery  7/ill  be  naintained  by  A»    <!•    €•      T^^e  institution  v;as    es- 

tablished Tcr  the  purpose  ci"  car  in;-;  for  the   c-iildren  of  v/crhin,"^   Jev/isli  v;c:;.en. 
It  vfas   founded  abcut  five  yec.rs   o.^jo   t::rou.;;h  t:ie   efiorts   of  i:iss   "lelen  Sclcncn, eJTter  v/licn  it  was   nsjiied^ 

The  present  officers  of  the  hursery  Ave.,  yr^^   henaoji     Le-ndauer,    president,   I'.rs. 
Julius   Hcsenv;ald,    vice-president,   Mrs.   ?ercy  G.   Ullraa^n,    treasurer,    mid  J.'rs. 
Julius   2.    'Veil,    secret8.ry. 
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THE  NSJi   JEWISH  ORPH^mGE 

Contributions  by  our  Jewish  population  toward  the  erection  of  a  new 
Jewish  Orphanage  changed  the  dream  of  several  years  into  a  realization 

todays  Thus,  the  management  of  the  Marks  Nathan  Orphanage  1243-1249 
North  Wood  Street  celebrated  the  laying  of  the  foundation  stone  for 
a  new  building  at  Ogden  and  Albany  Avenues,  The  new  structure  will 
be  large  enough  to  accommodate  several  hundred  Jewish  orphans  of  both 
sexes*  A  synagogue  v^ith  a  sitting  capacity  of  1000,  a  large  hall  for 
social  activities,  and  a  hospital,  a  section  of  which  will  be  used  for 
isolation  cases,  rooms  for  physicians  and  dentists,  an  operating  room, 
etc.,  will  also  be  erected  on  the  same  building  grounds*  Plans  for 
playgrounds  have  also  been  made* 

Mr*  Louis  Bomasch,  the  second  vice-president  of  the  directorate  of  the 
orphanage,  was  highly  honored,  he  being  selected  to  lay  the  foundation  stone 
in  appreciation  of  his  §500  endovmient  fund* 

Yesterday^s  gifts  of  money  enriched  the  building  fund  by  about  $10,000* 
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Festive  addresses  were  given  by  the  following:  Messrs.  Saimiel  Alschuler, 
N»  J*  Pritzler,  A.  L*  Stone,  Chairman  of  the  Building  Committee;  J.  Levy, 
president  of  the  institution;  the  Jewish  priests:  Spstein,  Silver,  and  Bud- 
sinski,  and  Senator  Lorimer* 
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The  Public  Cook-Pot 

B.M»L.  Auxiliary  in  Mayrrood. 

When  people  have  an  ideal  before  them  and  energy  to  achieve  that  ideal, 
no  community  is  too  small  for  them.   Our  small  Jewish  Community  in  Maywood  has 
already  established  a  Marks  Nathan  Orphan  Home  Auxiliary  with  no  other  end  in 
view  but  to  raise  funds  for  the  Home.  This  should  be  an  incentive  to  the 

Jewish  Comraunity  in  Melrose  Park  and  other  outlying  districts,  to  establish 
similar  organizations. 
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Reception  of  the  Orphan  Home's  Sewing  Circle, 

The  first  annual  reception  of  the  South  Side  Marks  Nathan  Orphan  Home  Sewing 
Circle  will  take  place  tomorrow  afternoon,  2:15  P»  M,  at  the  Isaiah  Temple, 
U5th  and  Vincennes  Ave.  A  very  interesting  program  has  hcen  arranged.  The 
following  will  participate  in  the  program: 

Dr.  Joseph  Stolz  -  Address,  Mr.  Harold  John  -  Violin  Solo,  Mrs.  M.  Mozler  - 
Recitation,  Mrs.  N.  Rosenthal  -  Vocal  Solo,  Mr.  Ralph  G-inzhurg  of  Los  Angeles, 
Cal.  -  Violin  Solo. 

We  hope  many  will  take  advantage  of  this  very  fine  program.  Admission  Pee  is 

nominal  -  Refreshments  will  "be  served. 
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Courier,  April  1,  ISIO. 

The  Ladies  Society  Beth  Mectsar  Orphan  Home  -  thanks  all  those  present 

at  the  entertainment  last  Saturday  evening  and  wishes  to  apologize  to  all  those 

unahle  to  gain  entrance  to  the  hall  hecause  of  the  capacity  crowd,  ?.'e  shall  at 
an  early  date  stage  another  entertainment  at  which  time  all  unused  tickets  for 

last  Saturday's  entertainment  will  "be  honored.   The  time  and  pkace  of  the  en- 
tertainment will  be  wnnounced  in  the" Jewish  Courier" 

Leah  Lasdin 
President. 
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A  a^EAT  succ::sr  op  last  '^:nHT*s  ball  o?  th-:  jz"1sh  orphan  home. 

The  ball  of  the  Jewish  Orphan  Home  last  night  at  the  Coliseum  v/as  without 
doubtf  the  biggest  and  i.ae  most  successful  that  was  every  gotten  up  before. 
The  croY/d  was  enormous  and  ever  past  of  the  ball  v/as  a  success* 

The  president,  Mr»  Jacob  Levy,  figured  out  that  the  ball  v/ill  have  a  net 

profit  of  between  $4,000  and  $5,000* 
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CHICA&O  JEWISH  INSTITUTIONS. WPA  (ILL)  PKOJ.  30275 

The  Daily  Jewish  Courier  has  puhlished  several  articles  in  reference 
to  the  outstanding  Jewish  institutions  in  Chicago*  In  this  article,  we 
will  write  of  the  Marks  Nathan  Orphans  Home#   The  founder  is  the  promi- 

nent charitable  gentleman,  Mr.  Marcus  Nathan.  It  is  located  on  N.  Wood 

street,  and  was  founded  in  I906.  At  the  "beginning  the  Home  had  only nineteen  children.  Two  of  these  nineteen  were  taken  out  of  a  Catholic 
asylum  in  which  they  had  heen  taught  the  Christian  religion.  If  they 

had  not  "been  removed  from  the  asylum,  they  certainly  would  have  remained 
Christians.  As  a  matter  of  fact,  one  of  the  two  children  was  already 
so  far  advanced  in  Christianity  that  it  took  several  months  to  reconvert 
her  to  the  Jewish  religion.   She  is  now  again  a  Jewish  daughter  who  is 

proud  to  "be  one  of  us.  This  example  will  convince  the  Jews  of  Chicago 
how  important  it  is  to  have  an  orphaai  home  for  Jewish  children.  It  is 
not  right  to  take  innocent  Jewish  orphans  and  turn  them  over  to  a  Chris- 

tian asylum.  We  should  care  for  our  own  unfortunate  orphans.   Mbst  of 

all  they  need  the  proper  training  in  Judaism  according  to  the  iids^he^  of 

their  parents  who  passed  on  "before  their  time. 
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The  Training. 

Children  between  the  ages  of  'four  and  twelve  are  eligible  for  the  Jewish 
Orphan  Home.  They  get  a  real  Jewish  training.   They  are  taught  everything 
Jewish  as  any  pious  Jewish  family  teaches  their  own  children.  However,  it 

is  not  the  Jewish  religion  alone  that  is  being  taught.   Competent  teach- 
ers instruct  the  children  in  morality  and  honesty  in  order  to  make  of 

them  upright  Americeji  citizens.   Their  training  and  studies  are  divided 
into  two  parts.  In  the  morning  the  children  are  sent  to  public  schools 
and  kindergarten.  After  school  hours  they  are  instructed  in  the  Hebrew 
language  and  the  Jewish  religion,  the  institution  has  two  separate 
schools  with  four  teachers.  Mr.  Saul  Draker  is  the  superintendent  of 
these  schools  and  an  educational  committee  looks  after  their  mane^gement. 
An  hour  and  a  half  is  devoted  to  art  and  craft  training.   The  older  girls 

are  given  instructions  in  piano,  violin,  sewing,  knitting,  short-hand  f^nd 
typing.   The  purpose  is  to  provide  them  with  a  profession  after  they  leave 
the  institution.  The  older  boys  are  also  instructed  in  music.  No  child 
in  the  institution  is  compelled  to  take  up  music  or  any  kind  of  a  trade. 
It  is  left  entirely  to  their  own  desires.  In  other  words,  voluntarily, 
and  usually,  eagerly  do  they  acquire  a  trade  which  they  intend  to  follow 
when  they  are  grown  and  ready  to  leave  the  Orphans  Home. 
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The  Reform  Advocate.Vol.  34,  Wk.  of  Dec.  14,  1907. —Pp. 539- 540. 

The  Clara  Schwab-Kuppenhelmer  Memorial  Hall,  a  new  annex  to  the 

Chlcaso  Home  for  Jewish  Orphans,  at  Drexel  A  ve«,  and  Slxty^second 
Street,  was  dedicated  on  Sunday  afternoon,  Dec*  8* 

A  gift  of  #20,000,  later  Increased  to  $24,000  by  Mr.  Louis  B.   Kuppen- 
heimer,  made  possible  the  construction  of  the  Hall  in  memory  of  his 
wife.  The  donor  announced  his  original  gift  for  a  Memorial  Hall  on 
Nov*  13,  1905 • 

Beside  the  Assembly  Hall,  which  seats  500  persons  the  new  structure 
contains  manual  training  quarters,  a  gymnasium  and  a  few  other  rooms* 

Mr.  Joseph  Harris  donated  #1,500, toward  the  furnishing  of  opera  . 
chairs  and  carpets  for  the  Hall.  A  pipe  organ  was  furnished  by 
Mr.  Louis  B  Kuppenheimer* 
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"^e  annual  meetinfi  of  the  Jaiwlsh  Orphan  Soolety  was  held  at  the  Standard 
Clab  on  Oot«  27^  1907«  ̂ he  presidentt  Ur«  Henry  D  Frank,  submitted  the  annual 
report* 

^or  the  malntenanoe  of  elghten  orphans  in  the  past  year  $2t090«00  was 
expended  or  about  tll6«00  for  eaoh  ohild* 

%e  Corooran  property  has  been  disposed  of  for  t29300«00»  Oeduoting  oom* 
mission  and  attorneys*  fees  a  profit  of  several  hundred  dollors  was  realized 
on  the  original  investment* 

•<;. 
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The  Heform  Advocate^  7ol*3U,Wk.  of  Oct*  19 »  1907 #  Pp. 281— 282.    ^ 

The  newly  completed  annex  to  Uarks  Nathan  Jewish  Orphans'  Hornet  592  N« ^ 

Wood  St»t  was  dedicated  Sunday  afternoon*   $29300«  was  subscribed  towards  its    ^ 
medntenance  by  Jews  who  witnessed  the  ceremony* 

The  annex  doubles  this  capacity  of  the  orphanage »  allowlxig  accommodations 
for  250  children*   The  home  was  fo\inded  by  a  bequest  of  $15*000,  by  Marks  Nathan* 
The  children  are  sent  to  public  schools  and  are  taught  music,  sewing,  and 
stenogra5)hy  at  the  home*   The  institution  will  endeavor  to  care  for  them  until 
they  are  I6  years  old,  and  then  send  them  forth  equipped  to  earn  a  living* 

Jacob  Levy  is  president  of  the  institution.  The  trustees  are  Dr#  H* 
Meyerovitz.  A. J*  Harris^  H.  Grossman,  M^  Stone,  and  Joseph  Rothschild*  Saul  Drucker 
is  the  Superintendent* 

1 
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We  feel  it  our  duty  to  announce  at  this  time  that  there  will  be  a  Chanukath 

Ha;-Baith  (House-Warming)  celebration  at  the  Marks  Nathan  Orphan  Home  next 
Sunday  afternoon.  The  approaching  celebration  makes  it  an  appropriate  time  to 
appeal  to  the  Jews  of  Chicago  to  take  a  greater  interest  in  the  affairs  of 
our  institutions.  This  institution  in  particular  is  rendering  invaluable 
services  to  our  comiminity  and  these  services  should  not  be  limited  in  any 
way  because  of  a  lack  of  funds  to  further  its  activities.  We  appeal  now  for 
you  to  become  members  of  the  institution  and  to  become  regular  donors. 

As  for  the  coming  celebration,  bring  your  wives  and  your  children.  Let  our 
orphans  know  who  their  friends  are.  Every  Chicago  Jew  should  visit  the 
Orphan  Home  and  become  acquainted  with  its  activities.  We  owe  it  as  a  duty 
to  ourselves  and  the  rest  of  Chicago  Jewry. 
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Ladies  Society  of  the  Orphan's  Home. 

This  is  in  the  form  of  a  letter  in  the  Daily  Jewish  Courier  to  the  members 

of  the  Ladies  Society  of  the  Orp?ipii's  Home. 

Honored  Sisters; 

We  herewith  puhlish  the  report  of  our  Society/  which  is  as  follows: 
We  are  getting  along  in  excellent  fashion.      Our  collections  ?re  fine.      We 

have  taken  in  quite  a  lot   of  money.      We  hejaded  over  $300.00  to   the  Orphan's 
Home,   J.-^nuary  2U. 

We  can  inform  you  that   the  orphans  are  in  excellent  health,   thank  Grod,   and 
are   treated  with  kindness  and  are  well  taken  care  of.      From  March  5  to  Jan- 

uary 2U,    of  last  year,   we  have  turned  over  $2,500  in  cash  to  the  Orphan's 

Home,   and  "besides  that  a.mount  we  furnished  everything,   and  clothed  the 
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children  with  necessary  clothing.      The  extra  cash  which  was  made  at   a 

new  Torah  celebration,   "by  Mr.    Hirsch  paid  his  wife,  Annie  Hirsch,  was  do- 
nated to  the  Society  for  the   sole  puroose  of  "buying  new  clothing  for  the orphans  for  the  Passover  holidays. 

Leah  Lodgin,  Pres. ,  Necha  Adelshon,  Vice-Pres. ,  Rebecca  Epstein,  Treas. , 
Sarah  Sheresewsky,  First  Trustee,  Jennie  Fisher,  Sec'y. ,  other  Trustees: 
Mrs.    Cohen,   Mrs,   Nathan,   and  Mrs.    Oreenherg, 
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MARKS  KATHAiT  ORPHAN  HOI  3]. 

Merchpudise   donations  for  the  month  of  Septemher  -  Mrs.    J.    Fine   I7  "boxes 
of  crackers,    other  donations  ps  follows:      2  do^^en  mufflers,    2  dozen   shirts, 
17  hoy's   suits,    I7  dresses,    3^  hoj^'s  jackets,    k  dorren  handkerchiefs,   ^  doz- 

en hose,   kh  caps,   *^«2  pairs  of  stockinfcs,    2  snits,    56  caps,    I7  dresses,   32 
hoy's  suits,   6  pairs  of  shoes,   2  holts  of  cloth,   6  coats,   k  fur  cov^^   3 
scarfs,   6  caps,   5  dozen  handkerchiefs,    cold  drinks  for  every  I'ridpy  night, 
52  pairs  of  shoes,    ̂ 0  overcoats,    1  case   of  pan-cake  flour,    18  jp-irl's  caps, 
2  dozen  loiee  pants,    1  holt  of  toweling,    1  dozen  ruhher  shoes,   6  pairs 
pf^nts,    2  pairs  socks,    5  dresses,    3  caps,   3  pslrs  of   shoes,   U  pairs  of  dr?^w- 
ers,   3   suits  and  1  harrel  of  flour. 
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Heard  and  Seen 

There  were  several  matters  of  iniportance  published  recently  in  the 

Daily  Jewish  Courier,  concerning  some  vital  problems  of  the  Jewish  Orphans • 
Home*    The  first  problem  was  shown  of  the  shortage  of  funds  to  take  care 

of  the  big  mortgage  that  is  hanging  over  the  Orphans'  Home*  This  mortgage 
needs  to  be  paidt  and  there  are  no  funds  with  which  to  satisfy  the  mortgage* 
There  is  not  enough  money  to  continue  the  support  of  the  Home#  Now,  you 
Jews  in  Chicago,  instead  of  making  yoTir  donations  direct  to  the  Home,  you 
are  continually  bothering  ypurselves  and  the  officers  about  theatre  benefits, 
etc.  It  seems  that  it  is  just  as  Mr*  Jacob  Levy,  the  president,  reminded 
youl  that  you  are  ever  ready  to  help  the  Home  with  your  sighs  and  synipathy, 

but  when  it  comes  to  sending  money,  you  leave  it  entirely  to  the  "Heavens 
Above".   However,  you  of  a  certain  class  are  not  to  be  blamed  much,  if  any. 
This  class  has  never  visited  the  Orphans'  Home  to  see  what  we  have  accomplished 
in  the  Home*  Tou  Just  simply  do  not  know  nor  realize  the  noble  work  that  is 
done  in  the  Institution*  We  teach  the  Jewish  Orphans  Yiddish*   We  have  a 
Sabbath  school,  and  school  every  other  day  in  the  week*  Good,  wholesome  food, 
lots  of  good  warm  clothes,  and  a  good  place  to  sleep,  etc*  are  provided*  So 
now  we  inform  the  Jewish  Public  of  the  annual  meeting  of  the  Home,  which  will 
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be  held  today  at  2  PM,  at  the  Fraternity  Hall,  #70  E.  Adams  Street^   All  Jews 
of  Chicago  who  have  paid  their  last  year's  dues  will  be  entitled  to  a  vote 
in  the  election  of  Directors  of  the  Orphans'  Home  for  next  year.  Every  other 
Jewish  person  can  pay  the  annual  dues  at  this  meeting. 

It  is  useless  to  write  in  these  columns,  of  the  necessity  of  this 
Temple  of  Mercy  here  in  Chicago.  This  is  only  to  remind  you  at  this  meeting, 

to  raise  enough  money  to  pay  off  the  mortgage"  on  the  Orphans'  Home,  for  it  is against  the  laws  of  God  to  mortgage  a  Holy  Temple  of  Mercy  of  this  kind.  So 
we  repeat  this  appeal  to  the  Jews  of  Chicago  •  to  the  members  present,  especial- 

ly, to  pay  their  annual  dues  at  this  meeting*   Those  who  are  not  members  are 
requested  to  come  to  this  meeting  and  become  members  of  this  worthy  cause.  We 
want  you  all  to  come  with  your  minds  made  up  that  this  mortgage  on  the  Jewish  . 

Orphans'  Home  must  be  paid  off.  Do  not  put  this  off  for  another  day.  Today 
is  the  day  to  free  the  Home  of  its  mortgage* 
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Marks  Nathan  Orohans  Home* 

Donations  for  the  month  of  Decemher,  I906,  to  the  Jewish  Orphans  Home  are 
as  follows: 

B.  Shapiro,  $U00.00;  Anshe  Kneses  Congregation,  $71.00;  West  Side  Auxi- 
liary, $50.00;  Isaac  Brisldn,  $60.00;  Benjamin  Weil,  $25.00;  Karl  Kaufman, 

$25.00;  J.  Hecht,  $20.00;  Atel  Davis,  $10.00;  Rose  Stein  Goldstein,  $10.00; 

Klee  Bros.  $10.00;  S.  H.  Cohen,  $10.00;  H.  Knilevitz,  $10.00;  A.  Levy  by 

Mr.  Wolf,  $2.50;  B.  M.  Siegel,  $7*50;  J.  Freshmaji,  $7*00;  Dr.  Ahel  Lane, 

$7.00;  and  donations  from  $6.00  down  to  25(^,  making  a  total  of  $206.70. 
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Ladies  Aid  Society  of   t'le   Cri-harJ  s  noii-e. 

The  follovdii^  is  a  rc-por-^    of   the  Ladies  Aid  Societ^-  concerning  "^ts  disposition 
of  the   cash  and  clothes  collected  ov  the  Cr.ohsrJs  Home. 

The   second  ar^niver^ar^/  of  ovir   or^T-nizr-tion  was  on  Dec,    ?3 1    last,   or.  v/hich  date 
re   t-arr.ed  over  $3f500   to   the  Jewish  Crphnr'?-'  Ho-ne.      Since   th?t   time,   we  have 
refnrnished  the  entire   Sruia-'^or'-ae   of  the   Cn:)hrn's  Forne  with   the   followin/r  arti- 
cles:      CTirtalns  for  t^^c  holy  Arh  arid  all  other  necessities  in   the   Syna/ro.'^je. 

ITew  furniture   in  t^.e   reception   rcoin;    seventy  pillows  for  filnost   r?ll   the  "beds, 
r:s  well  PS  35"'    -lips  and  spreads;    towels  nr.d  tahle   covers.      For  the  holidr:ys 
we  presented  the  hoys  with  new   suits  rrA  white  vests.      To   the  e:irls  we  present- 

ed woolen  dres5:es.      In  the    SuTr^er  we  furbished  the^a  with    suitahle    sunner  clothes. 

7.e   often  visit    the   Ho^e   to   find  oui  the  necessities  o"^   t'-^e   orphans,   which  are 
soon   suTjplied.      V'e    sup->lied  the   refreshments  for  the    call,    v/hich  was  a  great 
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success. 

vVe,    the  mer.ters  of  the  Aid  Society,   th^jx^c  the   ;uhlic  for  cooperatin^T  with 

us  "by  helping  with  good  food,    drirk,    snd  donations.     Also,    ir   the  name   of 

the   Society*   ̂ ^e   thanl-:  our  officers,  Mrs.  Adelson,  }:rs.    Seresevs-':::^,   Llrs,    Na- 

than, Ur-.'^Cohn,  Llis^  Sophie  Eun^n.tz,   and  Mrs.    Sreenherg,   who  helped  us  with the  work  for  the  hall. 

Respectfully, 

LeaJi  Lazdin,   Pres. 

i:eche  Adelson,    Vice-Fres, 
ReheccE  Epstein,   Treas. 

Uiss  Jeni:ie  Fisher,    Sec'y. 
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The  New  Home  is  Open. 

'  To-day  is  the  Grand  Opening  of  new  Marks  Nathan  Orphan  Home.   Hereafter,  Chi- 
cago will  no  longer  witness  yotrng  Jewish  orphans  wandering  the  streets.  No  longer 

will  you  see  little  orphans  selling  matches  and  papers  in  order  to  eke  out  a  liv- 
ing when  they  should  be  playing  and  enjoying  themselves.   These  poor  orphans  who 

through  no  fault  of  their  own  were  left  either  motherless  or  fatherless  will  now 
be  provided  with  an  institution  which  will  cater  to  their  young  needs  and  enable 
them  to  grow  up  to  be  healthy  young  citizens. 

The  Marks  Nathan  Home  is  not  the  only  orphan  home  in  Chicago,  but  it  is  the 
only  orphait  home  in  the  United  States  which  caters  only  to  Jewish  children  and 
will  assure  these  Jewish  yoiingsters  a  thorough  Jewish  and  Hebrew  education.   It 
is  the  only  Jewish  institution  of  its  kind  which  has  iindertaken  to  care  for  the 
spiritual  needs  as  well  as  the  existence  of  its  occupants. 

The  Dedication  Ceremonies  this  afternoon  promise  to  be  great  and  very  inter- 
esting. Many  civic  notables  are  expected  to  be  present.   The  city  maji^r  Edward 

F.  Dunne  and  the  Governor  of  Illinois  will  be  present.  E^rybody  is  invited  to 
attend  the  ceremonies.  The  Home  is  located  on  Albany  near  sixteenth  street. 
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The  Re  form  Advocate,  'Vk.  of  October  :^5,  1902  •  td.^09. 

The  aiinual  neeting  of  the  Jev;ip.h  Orphan  Society  was  held  on   Saturday,  October 

19th»  The  cost  of  -naintenance  of  1^.  orphans  in  the  past  year  has  been  p2,165»55, 
or  an  average  of  over  ^120  for  each  child.   At  present  19  orphans  are  cared  for, 
all  in  the  custodv  of  their  mothers. 
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The  Reform  Advocate.  Wk.  of  September  22,  I9OO.  p.llU, 

Ground  for  the  proposed  Beth  Moshav  Z'Kenim,  the  Home  for  Aeed  Orthodox  Jews, 

will  be  "broken,  one  week  from  next   Sunday.   The  site  is  at  Ogden  gjid  Altrny 
evenues,  and  the  cost  will  "be  $^,000, 

J 
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A  well-attended  meeting  of  delegates  from  ccngregrtions  and  societies  of  the 
South  Side,  who  favor  a  Kosher  Hone  for  the  Aged  on  the  West  Side,  took  place 
at  the  South  Side  Turner  Hall,  Sunday  afternoon,  Januj?.ry  2^th.   Six  directors 
were  elected,  S,  Lewinsohn,  L,  Ziv,  Sol  Lewis,  M.  Kreeger,  A,  L,  Stone,  and 
W.  Goldstein.  It  will  he  their  duty  to  serve  on  the  executive  hoard  of  the 
Home  in  conjunction  with  the  directors  of  the  West  and  North  Sides  of  the  city. 
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The  Refora  Advocate.  Vile,   of  Januarj'  I3,   1500.  p.gsf^. 

Frorc  the  suinual  report  of  the  Home  for  Aged  Jews. 

The  financial  report  showed  th»t  receicts  sjnotmted  to  322,000. '=il.  The  expen- 
ditures were  $13,100  plus  $7,S00  added  to  the  Endowment  Fund,  leaving  a  hal- aace  of  $1,145,115, 
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The  P.efona  Advcoete,  Cot.   28,    ISI^S. t\iw^    ... 

7^  :!fi  , 

r  :,    i  i^r^r^    ̂ ^fkt^Tf, 

A  new  sewing  society  was  formed  at  a  meeting  at  the  Chicago  Home  for  Jewish  Orph- 
ajGS  on  Friday  afternoon,  October  20th,   The  object  of  this  society  is  the  sewing 
of  garments  for  the  children  and  other  sewing  that  may  be  needed  by  the  institu- 

tion.  The  sewing  is  to  be  done  at  the  Home  on  Friday  afternoon  of  each  week  du- 
ring the  winter.   The  name  of  the  society  is,  "The  Sewing  Circle  of  the  Chicago 

Home  for  Jewish  Orphans."  The  following  officers  were  elected  -  Mrs.  Nat  A  Mayer- 
president,  Mrs.  H.  Ash,  vice-president,  Mrs,  R.  Ratzek,  recording  secretary,  Mrs. 
A.  Hheinstron,  financial  secretary  and  treasurer. 
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A  s-ommer  home  for  the  children  of  Chicf^go's  ghetto  has  been  opened  in  Jlvanston 
at  132?  Hinnan  avenue,  -under  the  auspices  of  the  National  Council  of  Jewish  I'fo- 
men.  Tv/elve  girls  are  enjoying  the  comforts  and  luxuries  of  the  Evanston  Rome 

under  the  gu-^-rdi unship  of  Mrs.  Lena  K.  Stein,  who  h.-^s  "been  placed  in  charge  of the  house  for  the  summer. 
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The  Rf^fonn  Advocate^   Cct.   28,    1899. 

^Ji::;isii  cupiia::  scciETYy 

'^P^  ̂ f;  «  •,  rr^.,,  ..,,^., 

The  annual  meeting  of  the  Jewish  Orphan  Society,   which  places  Jewish  orphans 
in  private  fajnilies,   was  held  on  October  22nd,      Mr.   Frank  presented  his  annual 
report.      The  cost  of  maintaining  orphans  in  their  charge  during  the  past  year 
was  $2,U07«77»     At  present,    they  take  care  of  eighteen  orphans.      The  average 
annual  cost  per  child  is  $135. 

The  treasurer's  report   showed  that  the  institution  holds  $39,600  in  interest- hearing  securities,    and  $1,000  in  foreclosures. 
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The  Refcm  Advocate,   Oct.   28,   18S9»  WP^  f'U)  Pf?n J  30275 

/pTHE  JS-^is::  ci{Piia::ag-i^ 

.  .3I7* 
The  J»  0»  H.  Society,  composed  of  young  men  and  women  ^^ill  hold  its  first 
public  meeting  at  the  Chic&gJ  Home  for  Jewish  Orphans,  Drexel  ^ve*  and  62nd 

St.,  on  Sunday,  November  5,  at  2  P#  I'.     The  J.   0.  H#  Society  has  been  or- 
ganized by  young  people  who  take  a  great  interest  in  the  children  of  the 

Home.   The  officers  are:  president,  Annie  5.  Grondinsky,  assistant  secre- 
tary,  Lily  G.  Ohrenstein,  treasurer,  Hattie  Norden* 
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The  Reform  Advocate,  Cot.  15,  1898. 
i  y   -9  .  -  '     ?^  r^  ̂ .  k 
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At  the  annual  meeting  of  the  Jewish  Orphan  Society,  the  president,  Mr. 
Prank  stated  in  his  report  that  the  expenditures  for  the  maintenance  of  their 
orphans  the  past  year  had  amounted  to  $2,392.  He  mentioned  also  that  the •erds  in  their  keeping  numbered  fifteen. 
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The  Reform  Advocate,  Wk.  of  August  6,  1^92.  p,U05.  ^ 

At  SI  meeting  of  the  Board  of  Directors  of  the  Chicago  Home  for  Jewish  Orphans 
held  on  June  7*^,  it  was  stated  that  the  resolution  should  he  published  in  the 
Reform  Advocate  and  the  Chicago  Israelite* 
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The  Reform  Advocate,  Wk.  of  J\il^-  ?^,  ■'^^^.  p.373. 

^IIEV;  HCL'E  FCa  CHP:IAIJ3j7 

The  laying  of  the  cornerstone  of  the  Home  for  Jewish  Orphans  will  take  place 

on  Sunday  afternoon,  July  2k,  at  2:30  o'clock,  at  the  S.  W.  corner  of  Drexel 
Ave.  and  62nd  St. 
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Ground  was  Ijroken  for  the  new  l^iiildine  of  the  Chicago  Home  for  Jewish  Orphan
s, 

comer  62nd  St.   and  Drexel  Ave.  ,   Thursday  afternoon. 

--1 
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IThe  Reform  Advocate,  Wk,  of  April  30.  ISgS.  p.lSl.  :^ 

The  fourth  annual  meeting  of  the  raemhers  of  the  Home  for  Jewish  Orphans  was 

held  last  Sunday  afternoon  at  the  Covenant  Culture  Clut,   The  reports  su"b- 
mitted  showed  the  institution  to  "be  in  a  flourishing  condition.   The  "building 
lot  on  Drexel  Ave.  and  62nd  St.  has  teen  paid  for. 

The  report  of  the  financial  secretary  showed  that  the  receipts  for  the  past 
year  were  $12,56S.32*   The  disbursements  were  $12,15S.UU. 
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The  feform  Advocate,  Y/k.  of  Apr.  23,  1898. p.  168 

/New  Home  ?of  Jewish  OrphansT" 
The  new  structure  of  the  Chicago  Home  for  Jewish  Orphans  will  consist  of 

three  stories,  "basement  and  attic.   In  addition  to  the  main  "building,  there 
will  "be  a  small  hospital  annex.   In  the  basement,  in  addition  to  the  usual 
kitchen,  laundry  and  accessory  rooms,  there  will  be  a  gymnasium  and  playrooms, 

also  a  natatoriura.   Rooms  are  provided  in  the  basement  for  instruction  in  manu- 
al training  for  the  boys,  and  an  industrial  kitchen  for  the  girls. 

On  the  first  story  are  the  administration  rooms,  including  the  director's 
room  parlors,  physicians'  office  end  superintendent's  office.   On  the  main 
floor  is  also  located  a  large  library  and  study- room,  and  a  room  for  instruc- 

tion in  sewing,  etc.^  for  girls.  On  this  floor  is  the  main  dining  room.  The 

second  and  third  stories  are  devoted  to  large  and  well-lighted  dormitories, 
the  necessary  toilet  rooms,  clothes,  linen,  mending  rooms,  etc. 

The  hospital  annex  consists  of  two  stories  in  the  rear  of  the  main  building. 
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The  lower  story  contains  wards  for  the  ordinary  sick,  and  the  upper  story, 
wards  for  contagious  diseases  only.   The  hospital  annex  is  equipped  with  the 
necessary  nurses'  rooms,  physicians'  office  and  dispensary,  diet  kitchen  and 
other  essential  accessories,  including  a  separate  small  laundry  for  hospital 
use  only. 

One  of  the  important  features  in  connection  with  the  proposed  building  is  the 

division  of  the  dormitory  rooms  in  such  a  manner  that  no  room  shall  contain" 
more  than  twelve  children.  Another  feature  ia  the  fact  that  all  rooms,  cor- 

ridors and  other  spaces,  however  unimportant,  are  provided  with  direct  win- 
dows, affording  abundant  outside  light  and  air. 
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At  the  last  meeting  of  the  directors  of  the  Jewish  Orphan's  Home,  final 

steps  were  taken  to  conply  with  the  condition  under  which  Mr.  Slimmer  of  Waver- 
ly,  the  well  known  benefactor,  has  donated  $25,000  for  the  purpose  of  erecting 

a  home  large  enough  to  shelter  all  the  Chicago  Jewish  orphans.  This  stipula- 
tion was  that  an  equal  sum  he  raised  among  the  Jews  of  our  city.  A  committee 

has  been  appointed  to  do  the  soliciting. 

^.^ 

cT 
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The  annual  meeting  of  the  members  of  the  Jewish  Orphan  Home  Association  was 
held  at  the  American  Express  Building,  Sunday  afternoon.  The  annual  report 

was  read,  showing  an  increase  in  the  Home's  surplus.  The  receipts  were 
$6,992.26,  with  expenditures  of  $U,686.U7,  The  medical  and  dental  work  of 
the  Home  was  done  by  Jewish  physicians  without  any  cost.  The  association 
has  now  $35f675»80  in  its  surplus  fund,  and  an  effort  will  soon  be  made  to 
build  a  permanent  Home, 
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The  question  of  buildine  a  new  home  for  Jewish  orphans  was  discussed 
hy  the  hoard  at  its  meeting.  The  society  owns  a  building  site  at  62nd  and 

Drexel  Boul.  and  the  present  crowded  condition  of  the  Home  makes  it  almost  im- 
perative that  better  facilities  be  secured  for  caring  for  the  orphans.  It  was 

decided  not  to  make  any  definite  plans  until  after  the  election,  when  efforts 
to  raise  the  money  will  begin  in  earnest. 
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The  annual  meeting  of  the  Chicago  Home  for  Jewish  Orphans  was  held  Sunday  after- 
noon, the  12th,   at   Sinai  Temple*     The  reports  were  read  and  accepted.     The  most 

important  announcement  was  that  a  site  for  the  new  home  had  been  secured  at  a 
cost  of  $37,000.     This  is  at  the  southwest  corner  of   Drexel  Ave.  and  62nd  st. 
The  purchase  of  this  site  was  made  possible  through  the  kindness  of  Mr.  Henry 
Siegel,  who  himself   donated  $12,500,   and  raised  $7,500  among  his  friends  for  this 
purpose.     Besides  this  $20,000,  the   society  paid  $7,000  on  this  site  and  the  bal- 

ance of  $10,000   is  secured  by  a  mortgage,  payable  on  or  before  five  years,  with 
interest  at  the  rate  of  5/?  per  annum. 

The  financial  reports   showed  that  the  expenses  for  the  year  were  $4,234.80. 
There   its  a  cash  balance  on  hand  of  $179.74,   and  a  sum  of  $6,400   is  invested  and 
bearing  interest  to  the  society  of  6/^  per  year. 
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The  Sheltering  Home,  conducted  under  the  auspices  of  the  U.  H.  C. ,  was 

opened  Wednesday  at  I3U  W.  12th  St.  The  purpose  of  the  Home  is  to  provide 

shelter  for  children  under  12  years  of  age,  whose  mothers  are  em^:>loyed  during 

the  day*  Fifty  names  are  enrolled.  In  a  free  dispensary,  all  children  were 

examined  "before  "being  permitted  to  enter  the  Home. 

Among  the  names  of  the  committee  in  charge  are  B.  Cahn,  !•  Sreensf elder, 
H.  Elkan,  A,  Loeh  and  J.  W,  Mack, 

It  is  intended  eventually  to  have  three  departments  in  the  Home,  a  creche, 

a  shelter  and  a  la'bor  "bureau. 

en 
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The  Chicago  Home  for  Jewish  Orphans  will  he  formally  opened  tomorrow. 
The  institution  is  a  four- story  hrick  structure  at  36OI  Vernon  avenue,  and 
has  accomodations  for  fifty  children.  The  house  contains  eighteen  rooms.  The 
plumhing  is  of  the  latest  sanitary  design.  The  house  is  steam-heated,  and  is 
in  every  way  convenient  for  the  purpose  required. 
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Articles  of  incorporation  have  been  granted  "by  the  Secretary  of  State  to  ̂  the  Jewish  Orphan  Society,  The  incorporators  aiil  Henry  L.  Frank,  Dr.  Hirsch 
and  Julius  Rosenthal.  The  formation  of  the  society  effects  the  legal  establish 
ment  of  a  private  charity  that  has  been  the  source  of  considerable  good  in  re- 

claiming homeless  Jewish  children  in  this  city. 

The  charity  has  up  to  the  present  been  known  as  the  Elise  Prank  Orphan 
Fund.  The  purpose  in  transposing  the  institution  from  a  private  to  a  public 
organi«ation  is  to  enlarge  the  scope  of  its  work  and  increase  the  endowment. 
Some  years  age  Mrs.  Prank  gave  $30,000  for  the  purpose  of  ajneliorating  the 
condition  of  the  Jewish  children  of  Chicago.  The   money  was  put  in  the  care 
of  trustees  and  the  income  from  the  fund  was  to  be  employed  in  finding 
homes  for  orphans  and  placing  them  in  positions  of  comfort. 

Sjhfe  merits  of  the  plan  became  apparent  and  many  philanthropic  Jews 
were  enlisted  among  the  syinpathizers  of  the  project.  Gradually  the  original 
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eum  of  $30,000  grew  and  each  additional  donation  made  it  more  imperative 
to  arrange  the  affairs  of  the  fund  to  invite  more  public  bequests.  This  need 
resulted  in  the  incorporation  last  week. 

Mrs.  Elise  Prank,  to  whose  generosity  the  Jewish  Orphan  Society  owes  its 

existence,  was  an  old  resident  of  ChicagOt  Her  fortune  was  a  large  one  and 

her  gifts  to  the  hospital  and  poor  were  many.  She  was  one  of  the  chief  heirs 

of  Michael  Reese's  property  and  her  real  estate  holdings  in  this  city  alone 
were  estemated  at  $300,000.  She  died  Nov.  6,  1893 1  a*  thi«  ̂ ^  ̂ ^   eighty. 

Her  will  detailed  bequests  amounting  to  $1,800,000.  The  Michael  Reese  Hospi- 
tal, the  United  Charities  and  the  orphans  fund  were  among  the  beneficiaries. 

f .  \ 

«;n 
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^0  ESTABLISH  ORPHAN  ASYLUM/' 

The  ladies  and  gentlemen  advocating  the  establishment  of  a  Jewish  Orphan 
Asyliim  in  this  city  have  organized  and  incorporated  a  society  under  the 
name  of  '^Chicago  Jewish  Orphan  Asylum."  The  papers  of  incorporation  and 
application  for  a  charter  have  "been  forwarded  to  Springfield  and  the  members of  the  new  society  are  working  hard  to  bring  about  a  speedy  realization  of 
the  proposed  Orphan's  Home. 

The  first  impetus  was  given  to  this  movement  by  the  Oeborah  Verein  and  the 
Baron  De  Hirsch  Ladies  Aid  Society.  The  incorporators  ^ire  Mesdames  E.  C. 
Hamburgher,  D.  Yondorf,  M.  Hecht,  Lena  Radinsky,  L.  Newberger,  M.  Baer, and  M,  Dessauer. 
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[society  k)r  cripi^led  children  formed] 

An  auxiliary  society  to  the  Home  for  Destitute  Crippled  Children  has  been 

formed  on  the  V/est  Side.  The  officers  are  Mr.  L.  Oberndorf,  president,  Mrs. 

Jos.  Stolz,  vice-president,  Llrs.  Leon  Hartman,  secretary,  and  Mrs.  M.  Haber, 
treasurer. 

Another  a\xxiliary  society  to  the  same  institution  has  been  started  on  the 
North  Side. 

<j 
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/JEI/ISH  CRPIIAI;  ASYUi:  IKTES/ 

The  tv/enty-third  oai  .iversary  of  the  Jev/ish  Crphsji  Asylun,    end  the  public  <-.. 
exajrdnaticn  of  the   inmetes,  vn.ll   coL^iience   on  Saturday,    July   11th  and   con- 

tinue triree  days.      The  fijmual  ineetin'^   cf  the  Directors   and  the   election  of  -^B 
officers  v;ill  be  held  on  the  13th  of  the  r.icnth.      Amon^  these  who  \7ill  p.ttend  f- 
frcn  this   city  will  be  the  President,   !!r»   A«   ]Iart,   l^-r.   end  L.rs»    Charles   Koz-  ^i 

minski,   Vx%   Julius  Rosenthal  end  \.v*   Lucius  V/einschenk»  -^ 

The  I.'anuo.l  Trainin;;  School  beinf"-  built  as   an  adjunct  to    the  Asylum,  will  be 
under  the  re  of  by  the  middle  cf  this  month.      Teachers   are  now  beinr;  enga;:,ed 
and   it   is   exoected  thnt  the  school  v/ill  be  in  operation  by  the  firi^t   cf 
Septe:  ber« 
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The  Hev,  David  Cahn,  Habbi  of  the  Jewish  Congregation  Adas  Isrrel,  took 
to  the  19th  St.  precinct  station  house,  last  Thursda^^  two  children  rho 

had  heen  a"bandoned  hy  their  father,   Mr.  CahJi  had  the  children  properly 
cared  for  during  the  night  and  next  dr«y  they  were  placed  in  charge  of  the 

Hetrew  Guardian  and  Sheltering  Arms  Society,  at  57^^  St.  and  5'th  Ave. 
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ANNUAL  REPORT  OF  THE  JEVaSH 

OLD  PEOPLE'S  HOME, 1927 

Mr«  President  and  Directors  of  the  Board  of  the  Beth  Moshav  Z'Kllnim: 

In  our  report  for  the  year  1926  we  were  rather  hesitant  In  the  choice 
of  words f   that  would  adequately  describe   the  conditions  prevailing  In  the 
Hone  and  the  achievements  of  the  adminliBtration  and  management  for  that 

year»     ̂ "^e  were  afraid  to  paint  too  rosy  a  picture  as  we  didn't  wish  to 
appear  boastful  of  our  own     success,   or  flattering  to  the  president  and 
vice  president  and  the  other  members  of  the  Board  for  their  splendid 
achievements* 
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Now,   however,   that  Mrs*  Dickman  and  I  have  gotten  a  firmer  grasp  of  matters 

pertaining  to  the  Hornet  we  feel   that  it  is  plainly  our  duty  properly  to 

inform  all  who  take  an  interest  in  our  sacred  institution,   of  the   things 

that  are   being  done  for  our  old  people,  and  of  the   deeds  of  self-sacri- 

fice and  generosity  on  the   part  of  the  noble-hearted  men  and  women,  who, 

with  their  practical   idealism  and  humenitarianismt  have  made   of  the  Home 

the  paradise  for  old  people  that  it  is  today# 

Let  the  actions  of  these  public- spirited  benefactors   serve  as  an  example 

and  incentive  to  others  of  ourfellow  Jews,  who  have  the  ability  and  the 

means,  but  not  the  will   to  do  something  for  their  less  fortunate  brethren* 
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ADMISSION  COMMITTEE. 

Practically  no  conraittee  demands   so  much   self-sacrifice  and  devotion  than 
does  the     Admission  Committee.     Day  and  night,   in  good  and  bad  weather. 
Its  members  are  called  upon  to  visit  the  poorest  of  homes,   located  in  all 
parts  of  the  city,  and  Investigate  the  applicants  and  their  relations. 
Though  more  than  a  dozen  applications  are  disposed  of  at  every  meeting, 
the  flow  of  new  applications  never  ceases.     On  the  contrary,   it  seems  to 
be  ever  on  the  increase. 

Surely,   the  way  the  chairman,  Herman  Elenbogen,   performs  his  most  arduous 
task  in  behalf  of  our  Home  is  nothing  short  of  a  miracle.     There  is 
no  doubt  that  he  devotes  more   time   to  the  Home  than  any  one  else  on 
the  Board. 
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Twenty  applicants  were  admitted  to  the  Home  last  yeart  and  we  now  have 
one  hundred  and  forty- one   resident8# 

HOUSE  COMMITTEE. 

In  order  to  manage   successfully  an  institution  of  this  size  and  of  this 
peculiar  character,  it  Is  primarily  necessary  to  have  a   strong  House 
Committee  whose  members  are  staunch  supporters  of  the  cause t  and,  who 
possess  a  combination  of  keen  observation  and  mature  Judgment  on  the 
economics  of  the  Home,   as  well  as  an  unquestioned  loyalty  and  love  for 
Its  aged  inmates*. 
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This  Is  exactly  the  kind  of  committee  we  havOf  and  added  zest  to  Its  many 
sided  activities  was  surely  given  by  that  patron  of  our  Hornet  Barnett 
Parroll,  by  his  chairmanship  during  the  past  year* 

BUILDING  GROUNDS • 

Thougji  we  have   spent  on  our  building  this  year  $lt600»  less  than  last  yeart 
and  much  less  than  In  previous  years,   the  physical   condition  of  the  Home 

has  been  splendidly  looked  after»     Nothing  pertaining  to  the  building  ever 

escapes  the  expert  and  watchful   eye  of   the   chairman  of  the  Building 
Committee,  Joseph  Bayer« 
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As  a  physician  looks  after  his  patlentSf  so  does  he  look  after  the  building* 
If  the  Hcxne  Is  In  the  good  condition  that  It  Is,  we  have  much  for  which  to 
thank  Ur#  Bayer*  Also  S#  B#  Konaiko  gave  us  valuable  aid  by  having  a 
good  deal  of  our  garden  work  done  for  us  gratis* 

SYNAGOGUE. 

Though  financially  our  syne-gogue  may  be   said  to  be  on  a  downward  course  t 
due  to  the  changed  character  of  the  neighborhoodf    spiritually  it  is  probably 
more  powerful  than  ever*     Under  the  benign  chalrraanslilp  of  S»  ?•   Piatt, 

and  the   fatherly  guidance   of  our     venerable     Rabbi  Budzinsky,   our   synagogue 
is   serving  its  purpose   in  a  very  marked  degree* 
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Besides  the  soul-stirring  as  well  as  comforting  lectures  that  the  good 
rabbi  is  giving  our  old  folks  every  week,  they  are  also  often  given  the 
pleasure  of  leaving  well  known  cantors  **daliven'*  for  them* 

HEALTH 

To  attempt  to  preserve  the  health  and  the  lives  of  the  aged  broken- 
down  men  and  women,  who  have  passed  through  a  life  of  poverty  and  misery, 
requires  nothing  less  than  heroic  service.   And  that  kind  of  service  is 
being  liberally  lavished  on  our  old  people  by  our  excellent  physician, 
Dr»  !•  Singer,  by  the  exceptionally  fine  nurses,  who  shirk  no  duty,  no 
matter  how  unpleasant,  by  our  dentist,  Dr»  Berman,  and  the  specialists, 
Dr#  Schoolman,  Dr.  Kaplan  and  Dr.  Gordon.  As  to  Dr.  Lebensbhn,  mere  words 
cannot  give  you  even  an  approximate  idea  of  the  wonderful  work  he  is 
doing  among  our  suffering  aged  inmates ♦ 
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But  also  our  sister  institutions,  the  Michael  Reese  and  the  Mt»  Sinai 
hospitals  deserve  our  most  sincere  thanks  for  the  very  gratifying  way  in 
which  they  have  cooperated  with  us  in  the  care  of  the  more  acute  cases^ 
that  required  special  treatment,  especially  major  operations  performed 
in  these  two  wonderful  hospitals •  The  result  of  all  these  combined  efforts 
in  behalf  of  our  old  people  shows  up  well  in  our  mortality  list. 

As  to  our  plans  for  the  future  we  will  endeavor,  as  in  the  past,  to  attain- 
our  ideal  of  making  this  a  real  home  for  our  old  people,  and  at  the  same 
time  manage  it  as  economically  as  possible  v/ithout  impairment  to  the 
welfare  of  our  old  folks,  to  have  the  loyalty  of  our  employees,  the  respect 
and  the  love  of  the  aged  inmates,  and  the  friendship  and  confidence  of  the 
members  of  our  Board  of  Directors* 

Respectfully  submitted, 
Adolph  Dickman,  superintendent # 
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POUR  IMFCRTANT   III?TIT'ITICNS 

TIE  FORTIFIC.  TICi;  0?  JE-.ISH  CIIARITY  IN  CHICAGO. 

Yonah  Spivak. 

It  is  barely  fifty  yearst  since  there  began  a  mass  migr- tion  of  Jews  to  Chicago, 
where  they  have  congregated  around  the  district  of  Canal  and  IStli  Streets^, 
(Roosevelt  Road  now)# 

With  the  same  impetus  with  v;hich  the  city  in  general  grev;,  so  also  the  local 

Jevdsh  life  grew*  The  greater  the  colonisation  becaiie,  the  more  Jev/ish  forti- 
ficetions  were  built..   Jewish  Charitable  Institutions,  which  are  an  honor 

to  the  Jews  of  our  city. 

Several. such  organizations,  religious,  social  and  cultural, were  constructed 
bv  the  Jewish  masses  in  our  city.   However,  v/e  shall  only  pause  upon  fcur^ 

tnat  best,  express  the  sentiment  towa^rd  those  v^ho  v/ere  mistreated  by  f^te 
and  m.ust  be  provided  by  their  fellow  citizens. 
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These  mercy-institutions   are:- 

1#     The   Home  for  the  Aged. 

2.  The  Liarks  Nathan  Orjjhan  Home. 

3.  The   Daughters   of   Zion  Day   and  Night  Nursery. 

4.  The   Douglas   Park   Day  and   Night   Nursery. 

THE   nCWE  FCR  THE  ACTED 

Twenty  five   ye«^rs  ago,   when  nev.'ly  mip;rBted   Chicago  Jens  be^c^an  to  feel   old 
age   creeping  upon  the:^,    they  began  to   consider  the   construction  of   an  old   home* 

At  that  time,    the  Jev^ish  population  war   already  quite   large. 
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The  Russo-Polish  Jew,  who  had  until  then  turned  tc  the  institutions  of  the 

German  Jew.^,  began  feeling  a  certf.in  amount  of  independence  and  also  medi- 
tating upon  social  problems • 

A  group  of  Jews  assembled  in  the  summer  of  1899  to  consider  the  problem  of 

constructing  a  home  for  the  aged  Jews,  where  they  could  prolong  the  Cr/nodox 

traditions  and  on  September  of  that  ye'  r  a  charter  v/as  granted  for  the  st  ..<? 
institution^ 

A  meeting  v/as  promptly  called  by  delegates  from  all  synagogues,,  societies  and 

lodges  and  the  following  officers  v-ere  elected  for  the  forth  coming  year:- 
President,  Harris  Cohen;  Vice-President,  Jacob  Eerkscn;  Treasurer,  Joseph 

PhiMipson;  Recording  Secretary,  "'illiam  Cohen;  Financial  Secrete  ry,  S.E. 
Newberger. 

Chicaf^o  Jewry  bee  me  very  active  in  the  work  forthe  old  home.  In  January  of 

the  following  year,  a  North  'Vest  Side  Branch  war  organized  by  ̂ ^r.  Finkel  and 

May,  a  branch  was  opened  on  the  Couth  Side  by  '.'rs.  Benjamin  Pavis« 
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The  branches  were  privileged  to  elect  directors,  who  contributed  a  part  of  the 
main  body* 

A  mass  character  was  reflected  in  the  gro'/th  of  this  institution.  In  1902, 
the  organization  already  numbered  1700  members,  and  had  a  beeutiful  edifice 
on  Albany  Avenue  near  Cgden,  vrhere  ample  space  was  provided  for  hundreds  of 

ap;ed  r-eo^le.  ' 

It  should,  also,  be  stcted  here  that  the  greater-t  contributor  to  the  building 
fund  was  the  late  philanthropist,  Abraham  Slimmer,  of  Velverly,  Iowa»,  who 
contributed  ^20,000,  then  considered  a  grest  sum.   Hovvever,  the  greatest 

portion  of  money  was  contributed  by  the  membership  and  by  the  various   -4n- 
dertekings  that  were  arrDn^e;ed  for  the  inrtitution  from  time  to  time. 

Mr.  and  !'rs.   Benjamin  Davis  consented  to  be  suyjerintendent  and  matron  for 
the  first  vesr  and  demonstra'*-ed  that  it  was  r.ossible  to  ccaduct  an  orthodox 
institution  in  an  orderly  system,  ̂ nd  disciplined  manner* 
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In  191^,  v/hen  the  Federation  of  Orthodox  Charity  vt.s  orr^enized  under  the 

direction  of  Mr.  '" .  Hurvitz,  the  '\g:ed  Fome  was  placed  under  its  -^upervi  sion. 
Until  t^-en,  funds  h^^d  l-een  corn'm^  in  verv  -oorlv;   c^nvascinfc  for  contrihuti  oas 
had  to  "be  done  from  houEe  to  hou^e. 

At  nresentt  there  are  fifty  nine  men  in  the  institution,  hetv/eeii  the  b^cs   of 
sixty  five  and  one  hundred  and  five,  and  sixty  five  women  of  similar  a^es. 
A  hosital  ic  located  at  one  end  of  the  building,  and  b    lyne^ogue  at  another 
end,  where  services  are  conducted  every  day  in  a  strictly  orthodox  manner. 

At  1550  South  Albany  Avenue,  not  far  from  the  a?;ed  home  is  found  the  beautiful 
structure  of  the  Marks  Nathan  Orphanage,  the  second  great  institution  built 
by  the  Russian  and  Polish  Jews  of  Chicago.   This  institution,  which  is  the 
pride  of  the  Jewish  population  of  Chicago,  was  founded  in   1905  with  the  fund 
of  ;ifl5,000  left  by  Harks  Nathan. 
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Mr.    end  '^rs.   Tiark?  Nathan»    v/ere   c^^ildlesr,    and  their  prlncirle   r'ilosorhy 
in   life  'nblS  to  provide   a   home   for  the   orDhans.     Throup-hout   their   15  fe,    they 
sur>-orted  and   ed'ic^ted  iieny  orr^hans   ant  j  1  thev  Vec  me   indenendent  men  and  ̂ vomen. 

In  his  will,    Mr.   Nathan  Vecueathed   $3C,r00  to   inrtl ^utl ons,    of  which   $15,000 

were  to   g;o  for  a  Jewish  hosritel   ot   ornhanec^e,    providinp;  that   the   Jevn  sh 

community  of  Chica^!;©  would   raise   4lE,000  more. 

Rabfci   Lasser,    of  the    Eeth  i-Hdrash   Ha^odolt    where  marks  v^as  a  memher,    called 
a  meeting  to   discuss  the   provisions   of  the  wjll.      The  raeetin?:  consisted   of  the 
late  Joseph   Phillipson,    the    late   Bernard  Baumirarden,    B.    J#    Sehiff,    Jacob 

Levy,    Nichole.s  Jr.,    -^ritzker,    Dr*  .ivU   Meyerovitz,    L'.    readstein,    Rabbi   Lzriel 
Epstein,    Jacob  Pivionski,    and  the    lete   Louis   Steinbere;. 

The    sentl-nent  of  th'^  meeting  v/as  for  a  Je^'fish  hospital,    but  the    sentiment 
chan6!;ed   later  to  an  orphanae;e.      Thanks   to  Mr.    Levy. 
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Mr.    Levy,    ''nas   at   that   time   pre5=1.dent    of   the   Northwest    Side    oick"  Penevolent 
VerRin,    an  orpi'^ni  ̂ qtlon  'vi  th   aryrroximatel'^'"   seven  h«jndred  'nemherp,   which   vras 
direct-ed   by  the    1^*^^    Rachel   Llfshutz. 

TV»ts  women  *s   oro^*  nl  zation,    had   r^iven  b.   benefit   r-erformance   In   Glickman*  s 
Theater,    ^vhich   netted   a    profit   of  !|5,000.      Thij^    sum  vms   added  to   the   fund   of 
the   Cr^:)han  home* 

On   September  27,    1905,    the    orijhf:inare,    which   bears  the   n- me    of   i-lr,    .Marks 
Nathan,   wr^s   established.      The   first   officers   of  the   institution  were 
Rabbi   Lasser,    nrssldent;    Jacob  Levy,    actiae;  president;    Jacob  Rothschild, 
vice-president;    Louis   Steinberj;,    treasurer;    Jacob   Cantor,    financial    secretary; 
S.    E8r:5er,    recoriiag   secretary. 

The  officers,  who  had  raised  the  requisite  sum  of  |15,0C0,  immediately  bought 
the  three  story  building;  at  North  Wood  and  Blotches  Streets,  v^hich  was  remod- 

eled for   a   childre.nVs  home   and   the   first   thirty  children  were   accepted. 
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The  New  Marks  Nathan  Home  ooened  on  Albany  Avenue,  November  24,  1912,  and 
in  1913,  this  institution  founded  the  Federation^  Many  members  wer^,  at 
fir^t,  not  satisfied  with  the  '^^l.Ilnnce  with  the'  Federation.   Thi  *==.  created 
many  cuarrel*?  Hnd   fact  lone. 

The  federationists,ho7.'ever,  svicceeded  in  slov/lv  c-; -^turin.R;  the  orthodox  inst- 
itutions, end  jn  time,  the  diSDites  vaniched* 

Mr.  £.  J.  Rosenblatt,  is  one  of  the  most  active  members  of  this  institution 

and  a  play  o;round  wrs  built  on  his  orm   initiative,  by  a  donation,  ^''hich  he 
received  from  Mrs.  Sarah  Bernard,  in  memory  of  her  husband.   Mr.  Rosenblatt, 
also  established  a  summer  home  fund  for  the  children,  to  which  he,  himself, 
contributed  vi>5,000. 

The  institution  is  nov^  complete  with  all  convenient  arrangements  for  the 
children.  There  can  be  found  a  Hebrew  school,  a  ,^vm,  various  classes, 
an  orchestra  and  a  play  f^round,  for  the  benefit  of   the  children. 

<<% 
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'ITh.en  the   children   ^,rad"i9te  from   nublic    school,    they  are   pro^^^ded  \ylth  various 
jobs   accord jn,<?;  to   their  ahility   and   even   then  they   are   taken  ofire   of   by  the 

.    Institution,    v:hlch  acts  as  parents  to   tv>em« 

The   -^rinci-^le   feat  ire   of   the   in^^^itut ion   ir   that    in   spite   of   the   enforced 
discipline,    t^e   children   feel    as  though  t>^ey  -vould   be   in  the   home   of  devoted 
mother s« 
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fhol:  tie  public  hosthuu 

by 

J*  Loebner 

At  the  annual  meeting  of  officers  and  directors  of  the  Iloi^ie  for  the  Aged,  vdiich  ^ 
was  held  last  Vfednesday  evening  in  the  hall  of  that  institution,  a  few  important  5 
reports  were  delivered.  The  most  important  of  these  reports  was  the  one  of  <^ 

Superintendent  Otto  Felton^  Ivlr.  Felton  is  a  nev;  man  in  the  institution,  and  at  r* 
the  beginning,  he  enco\intered  opposition  to  his  management.  But  President  -v 
Barnett  Faroll  contends  that  he  Jjeltoi^  overcame  every  obstacle.  He  adapted  o 
himself  immediately  to  the  aged  inmates.  He  easily  adjusted  himself  to  the  co 
officers  and  chairmen  of  the  various  committees,  and  he  is — all  right.  So  is  § 
the  matron,  Lars.  Felton.  She  is  very  diplomatic  with  the  female  employees.  ^ 

Mr.  Felton's  report  is  veiy  clear  and  timely,  and  it  is  one  of  the  most  con- 
structive reports  ever  read  by  a  superintendent  at  an  annual  meeting.  The  report 

is  a  mirror  in  vjhich  the  complete  internal  activity  of  the  institution  can  be 
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seen.   Only  a  person  with  a  broad  vision,  a  tender  heart  and  a  good  mind,  would 
have  been  able  to  present  such  a  picture.  It  appears  that  Mr.  Felton  is  such 
a  person.  Facts  and  figures,  problems  from  different  angles,  the  life  of  the 
individual  men  and  v;omen,  and  their  life  as  a  whole,  were  reflected  in  Mr. 
Felton' s  report.  You  will  gain  a  great  deal  of  knowled/?,e  from  this  report.  You 
will  learn  the  functions  of  the  Home  for  the  Aged,  viiiich  has  been  in  existence  for 
twenty  years,  and  which  has  had  lir.  Harris  Cohen  as  its  first  president  and 
Mrs.  Benjamin  Davis  as  its  secretary. 

The  greatest  tragedy  in  a  home  x"or  tlie  aged — the  inevitable  tragedy — is  the  con- stant loss  of  those  for  whom  so  j.iuch  is  done  to  make  their  lives  more  comfortable. 
'•May  our  reward,"  said  Llr.  Felton,  ''consist  in  the  comforting  knowledge  that  we 
have  fulfilled  our  duty  to  those  who  rely  upon  us."  He  listed  twenty-seven 
deaths  in  1922.  In  this  institution,  there  are  at  present  one  hundred  and  twelve 
inmates;  fifty  men  and  sixty- two  vjomen. 

Old  people  are  not  active — on  the  one  hand,  feebleness  does  not  permit  them  to  be 

CO 
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active,  and  on  the  other  hand,  they  have  little,  or  no  worries.  '♦With  the  co- 
operation of  the  house  committee,  of  which  I^ir.  Paul  Lakritz  is  chairman,"  said 

Mr.  Felton,  "we  serve  large  portions  of  the  best  meat  and  the  finest  fish,  and 
anyone  can  have  a  second  helping." 

Mr.  Felton  read  a  full  list  of  the  different  foods  which  are  served  in  the 

institution.  The  menus  are  changed  daily.  Special  menus  are  served  on  Satur- 
days and  holidays,  in  which  wine  is  included  for  Kidush  ̂ eremony  of  blessing 

the  wine/.  There  are  Jews  in  Chicago  who  donate  a  gallon  of  wine  regularly  to 
the  institution,  and  Mr.  Felton  is  very  grateful  to  them. 

CO The  medical  staff  of  this  institution  consists  of  twenty-four  physicians.  Two   ^ 
doctors  pay  regular  visits  to  the  institution  twice  a  month*  The  medical  staff 
is  under  the  chairmanship  of  Dr.  A.  B.  Yudelson,  a  physician  of  high  standing  and 
a  brilliant  student  in  his  profession.  In  the  institution  there  are  patients  who 
are  gravely  ill.  For  those  who  need  daily  attention,  the  institution  was  compelled 
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to  hire  a  paid  physician.  This  doctor  is  also  in  charge  of  the  hospital  adjoin- 
ing the  institution.  He  is  Dr.  I.  Singer. 

Mr.  Felton  stated  that  there  are  patients  suffering  from  diabetes  and  that  special- 
ly prepared  food  is  served  to  them.  He  also  said  that  the  hospital  is  too  small 

and  must  be  enlarged. 

Old  people  complain  that  they  are  unable  to  chew  their  food  or  that  their  teeth 
are  always  aching.  For  this  reason,  a  roori  has  been  equipped,  thanks  to 
Dr.  M.  L.  Oren,  mth  all  sorts  of  dental  instruments,  the  equal  of  any  dental 

office  in  Chicago.  Besides  Dr.  Ilenr^'^  Honoroff ,  many  other  dentists  offer  their 
services  gratis  each  week. 

Itflr.  Felton  takes  pride  in  the  fact  that  all  the  necessary  supplies  for  the  office 
are  purchased  at  cost  price  and  for  this,  he  is  grateful  to  Dr.  M.  L.  Oren. 

Mr.  Felton  then  follovjed  vjith  a  report  of  tne  religious  services  which  are  observed 
there.  He  emphasized  the  typically  Jewish  conduct  vjhich  is  observed.  For  the 

rn 
Co 
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well-established  religiovis  services,  Mr.  Felton  gives  credit  to  lir.  S.  P.  Piatt. 
For  introducing  a  ̂ spiritual  atmosphere  and  for  teaching  the  ininates  the  Talmud, 
he  credits  Rabbi  JllTJ  Budzinsky.  LIr.  S.  D.  Goodman  is  also  commended  for  his services. 
    « 

Throughout  the  year,  the  old  people  enjoy  the  fresh  air  in  Douglas  Park,  viiich  "^ 
is  directly  opposite  the  institution.   In  suiiuier  they  are  given  automobile  rides.  F 
They  also  hold  picnics  in  Lincoln  Park  and  in  Desplaines  Forest  Preserve.  At  ^ 
these  picnics,  food  is  taken  along  and  refreshments  are  served.  Those  who  are  o 
unable  to  attend,  receive  refreshments  at  the  Home. 

Mr.  Felton  speaks  highly  of  the  entertainment  committee  of  the  Home  for  the  Aged 
Women's  Club,  of  v;hich  Mrs.  Joseph  Lewis  is  president.   ^This  women's  club  raises 
a  lot  of  money  for  the  Home.   It  also  helps  make  the  lives  of  the  aged  more 
pleasant. '^ 

re 
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Sixty  thousand  dollars  was  needed  to  maintain  the  institution  last  year,  Move 
money  will  probably  be  needed  this  year  because  Mr.  Felton  and  others  have 
proposed  a  list  of  improvements:  improveiEents  in  the  institution  proper  and 
improvements  on  the  beautiful  g3X)unds.  Kr.  Joseph  Bauer,  chairman  of  the 
building  and  gPDunds  committee,  will  see  that  these  proposals  are  soon  put  into 
effect. 

The  wealth  of  the  Home  for  the  Aged,  in  buildings,  grounds,  and  various  funds, 
amounts  to  ̂ ^236,047.56,  of  which  they  ov/e  $20,000. 

An  institution  like  the  ?Iome  for  the  .iged,  is  run  on  the  same  principles,  and, 
to  a  certain  degree,  has  to  contend  v/ith  the  same  elements  and  problems  that  are 
found  in  a  hotel,  hospital,  or  synagogue.  An  institution  like  the  Home  for  the 

-o 

Mr.  Felton  studied  the  financial  report  submitted  by  Mr.  J.  Panes,  financial  F 
secretary  of  the  Home.  This  report  shows  the  assets  of  the  Home  for  the  Aged,  ̂  

and  will  interest  you.  
"^ 
TO 

r . 
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Aged  also   has  distinct  social  problems • 

^Most  of  Tis,**  said  I'ir.   Felton,  **are  under  the  impression  that  institutions  for 
the  aged  are  merely  hostelries,  or  boarding  houses,  and  we  fail  to  see  the  social 
elements  which  are  involved,  ?rom  the  brief  study  that  I  have  made,  I  have  come 
to  the  conclusion  that  when  an  applicant  is  admitted,  two  questions  should  be 
taken  into  consideration:  1.   Is  the  applicant  in  need  of  a  home?  S.  Is  he 

the  type   for  the  Korne?^ 

jr  •■ 

Analyzing  the  f  irct  question,  Llr.  Felton  contends  tliat  the  fact  that  an  appli-     o 
cant  is  dissatisfied  with  his  children,  or  that  he  is  displeased  with  their        I 
environment,  is  no  justification  for  his  admission  into  the  institution.  The 
children  or  relatives  must,  if  their  earnings  pennit;  care  for  the  aged.   It 
is  their  duty  to  themselves  and  to  society. 

Analyzing  the  second  question,  LIr.  Felton  contends  that  an  applicant  must  be 
thoroughly  examined  before  he  is  admitted.  He  must  be  well  mentally,  so  that 
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he  will  not  become  a  burden  upon  the  other  inmates. 

Mr,  Felton  understands  the  grief  of  applicants,  whose  children  surround  themselves 
with  a  non-Jevjish  environment.  He  recoojnends  the  acceptance  of  such  applicants 
into  the  Home  for  the  Aged.  He  also  considers  the  fact  that  some  aged  people  are 
somewhat  eccentric  and  recommends  that,  i.i  such  cases,  the  doctors  should  not  be 
so  rigid  in  their  examinations. 

In  conclusion,  Mr.  Felton  reported  that  all  inmates  of  the  Home  are  amiable  and 
friendly  toward  each  other. 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Felton  really  deserve  the  ovations  they  received  at  the  annual  meeting. rv: 
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DR.  M*  L.  AREN,  JANUi\RY  15,  1922* 

(In  English) 

Ladles  and  Gentlemen:-* 

Tmo  years  ago  the  men  and  women  long  tried  In  and  devoted  to  the  Interests 
of  the  B«  M*  Z*  chose  to  retire  from  executive  offices  and  you  placed  at 
the  head  a  new  set  of  officers  and  several  directors* 

In  my  last  annual  report  I  ventured  the  assertion  that  we  have  cause  to 
congratulate  ourselves  upon  the  spirit  of  complete  Harmony  and  co-operation 
displayed  by  all  officers,  chairmen  of  various  committees  and  other  de- 
partamental  executives^ 

The  present  administration  has  been  on  trial  before  you  now  for  a  suffi- 
cient length  of  time  and  your  verdict  as  to  Its  fitness  and  degree  of  ac- 

\AiDA  /I in  PRniJ?n?7f5 
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you  will  be  asked  to  elect  nav  officers  to  succed  those  whose 
term  of  offices  expire • 

It  was  my  privilege,  during  these  past  two  years,  to  be  present  at  many 
meetings  of  the  House  and  Admission  Committee;  I  observed  and  analyzed 
the  methods,  the  intense  interest,  the  keen  perception  of  every  member 
of  these  committees  in  the  process  of  handling  the  difficult  often  very 
intricate  problems  and  the  conclusion  I  reached  is:  that  the  interests  of 
the  Home  and  Inmates  could  not  by  any  stretch  of  imagination  have  been 
entrusted  to  better,  more  competent  men  and  \yomen  than  comprise  these 
committees  who  are  of  the  B.  U.  Z. 

I  can  not  emphasize  this  particular  point  too  strongly  and  trust  it  v/ill 
leave  with  you  a  lasting  impression* 

Activities  For  the  Year  1921* 

WPA  niL^PROJ. 30275 
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IV     Meetings—During  the  year  we  had  17  meetings;  10  regular,  1 
annual,  1  adjourned,  3  special  and  2  executive. 

Election  of  Directors—At  the  annual  meeting  held  January  16,  1921, 
Director  George  S*  Pines,  chairman  of  the  Nominating  Committee,  placed 
in  nomination  the  names  of  the  following  Directors  to  be  elected  to 
membership  of  the  Board: 

For  Three  Years:  M.  L*  Aren,  Barnett  Farell,  H.  Elenbogen,  Rabbi  M. 
Fisher,  Mrs.  L«  Etahcken,  Samuel  Shuster,  Joseph  Bayer,  Adolph  Blonder, 
Nathan  Fox.  For  Two  Years:  Judge  Harry  M.  Fisher,  Hariy  H.  Blum. 
Election  of  Officers:  At  the  special  meeting  held  January  23,  1921, 
Mrs.  Benjamin  Davis,  on  behalf  of  the  Nominating  Committee,  placed  in 
nomination  the  names  of  the  following  Directors  to  be  elected  to  office. 
President,  Barnett  Faroll;  First  Vice-President,  Paul  N.  Lackritz; 
Second  Vice-President,  Mrs.  E.   Grossfeld;  Recording  Secretary,  M.  L.  Aren; 
Financial  Secretary,  George  S.   Pines;  Treasurer,  Adolph  Blonder.  Trustees: 
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Harris  Cohn,  A.  Uargolls,  Mrs*  Benjamin  Davis.  There  having 
been  no  other  nominees,  the  above  mentioned  were  unanimously 

Standing  Committees— At  the  meeting  of  February  27,  1921,  the  regular 
standing  committees  were  appointed:  House  Committee,  Paul  Laclarltz, 
chairman;  Admission  Committee,  Mrs.  J.  Ginsbxirg,  chairman;  Auditing 
CosBalttee,  Isidore  Segal,  Chairman;  Building  and  Grounds  Committee, 
Adolph  Blonder,  Chairman;  Synagogue  Committee,  S.  F.  Flatt,  Chairman; 
Entertainment  Committee,  Mr.  BenJ.  Davis,  Chairman. 

Resignations.  In  the  course  of  the  year  Director  Ralph  C->ldberg  resigned 
because  of  some  misunderstanding,  Director  Jacob  Turner  resigned  plead- 

ing pressure  of  business.  In  both  instances  they  were  prevailed  upon  to 
reconsider  their  decisions.  Directors  S.  A«  Kahn  and  A.  3.  Harris  re- 

signed owing  to  ill  health. 

Later  on  the  Nominating  Committee  will  submit  the  names  when  it  recommends 
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IV     for  elect ion* 

B.  U.  Z.   Women's  Club*  In  view  of  the  fact  that  the  flnniifli  report  will 
be  presented  by  the  president ,  Mrs«  Lewis,  I  shall  not  attempt  to  enu- 

merate their  detailed  activities*  Yet  I  cannot  refrain  from  mentioning 
at  least  one  fact  which  Illustrates  its  untiring  devotion  to  the  cause 
of  the  B.  U.   Z.  A  contribution  of  twenty  five  hundred  dollars  was  made 
towards  defraying  the  expenses  of  the -Home*  I  trust  Mrs*  Lewis  will  not 
deem  my  singling  out  this  particular  item  an  usurpation  of  her  perogatlves# 

Medical  Staff — ^At  its  last  annual  meeting  the  Medical  Staff  increased 
its  membership  from  nineteen  to  twenty  nine*  As  at  present  constituted 
there  are  twenty  four  attendants,  four  consultants  and  one  dentist*  Of 
the  attending  men,  two  are  assigned  to  service  each  month,  one  regular 
and  one  alternate*  The  present  officers  are.  President,  Dr*  Charles 
Newberger;  Vice-President,  Dr*  Samuel  Sprlngwater;  Secretary,  Dr*  E.  L* 
Frelllch*  The  Medical  Staff,  as  in  former  years,  deserves  our  earnest 
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IV     appreciation  for  its  unselfish  and  loyal  aid.  Our  gratitude  is 

thus  heartily  and  readily  acknowledged. 

Auditing  Committee.  At  the  meeting  held  in  November,  1921,  Director 
Isidore  Segal  submitted  a  detailed  report  of  assets  and  liabilities  and 
all  accounts  of  the  Home.  With  this  usual  precision  and  skill  in  matters 
of  finance,  as  in  all  other  services  rendered,  the  report  is  explicit  to 
the  minutest  figure.  I  quote  the  main  items: 

Assets   .$175,124.41 
Liabilities     41,461.36 
Net  Assets.    •••••••  133,663.05 

The  Chairman  and  Coiaaittee  deserve  special  recognition  for  their  pains- 
taking labors  which  is  hereby  duly  recorded. 

Finance  and  Administration.  The  reports  of  the  Financial  Secretary, 
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IV*     Treasurer,  Trustees,  Superintendent,  Chairmen  of  Standing  Coxnmlt- 
tees,  will  be  presented  to  you  shortly.  With  that  In  view  I  deem 

It  unnecessary  to  particularize.  Useless  repltltlon  Is  therefore  omitted. 

Summary  of  Events.  A  brief  synopsis  of  events  tliat  occurred  during  the 
year  may  not  be  out  of  place  and  Is  hereby  concisely  enumerated* 

Directors'  attendance  at  meetings  in  the  majority  of  instances  was  highly 
satisfactory.  In  very  few  cases  it  fell  short  of  normal.  I  have  in  mind 
the  record  of  two  members  \iio  are  very  Irregular  at  Board  meetings,  yet 
their  work  on  the  admission  Committee  is  perfect  Eind  cannot  be  duplicated; 
again  there  are  several  who,  in  addition  to  Board  meetings,  do  not  fall  to 
perform  all  other  duties  Imposed  upon  them.  In  fact,  their  earnestness 
and  zeal  serve  as  an  inspiration  to  those  of  us  \idio  at  times  are  apt  to 
misinterpret  the  meaning  of  a  membership  on  a  charitable  Board. 

The  recommendation  of  the  Medical  Staff  that  a  Bronze  tablet  be  placed  in 
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the  Board*  The  Committee  in  charge  of  this  has  completed  its 
work  and  the  tablet  will  be  dedicated  at  the  annual  meeting  of  the  Staff* 

The  date  for  breaking  ground  for  the  new  building,  owing  to  unsettled  con- 
ditions of  finance,  labor  and  building  materials,  has  been  i>ostponed  until 

such  time  as  conditions  will  assume  a  normal  aspect* 

The  Physicians  Dinner,  due  to  the  efforts  of  Mrs*  Switton,  and  the  Purim 
Dinner,  due  to  the  efforts  of  Vice-President  Lackritz,  have  been  very  suc- 

cessfully carried  out* 

President  FaroU  donated  the  sum  of  three  hundred  fifty  dollars  toward  the 
deficiency  in  connection  with  the  twentieth  anniversary  bookleto 

Superintendent's  salary  increased  to  five  thousand  dollars* 

Resolutions  of  congratulations  to  Dr*  Emll  G.  Hirsh  fsloj  on  the  occasion 
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IV     of  his  seventieth  birthday  anniversary  were  presented  to  him 

by  the  President  on  behalf  of  the  Home. 

A  farewell  dinner  was  given  in  honor  of  President  and  Mrs.  Faro 11  before 
their  leaving  for  Europe • 

In  connection  with  the  caiig)aign  of  the  Federated  for  increased  subscrip- 
tions, the  B«  U«  Z«  secured  nearly  seventeen  thousand  dollars.  The  major 

part  of  this  sum  was  obtained  by  B.   M.  Z.  Woman^s  Club,  Judge  Harry  M« 
Fisher,  and,  with  the  valuable  help  of  Vice-President  Lackrltz,  a  hand- 

some sum  is  credited  to  the  Directors^ 

Thus  another  chapter  in  the  history  of  B.  U.   Z#  is  concluded. 

Conclusion.  Our  appreciation  is  hereby  expressed  to  the  Jewish  and  English 
press  for  the  many  courtesies  extended  to  us  during  the  past  year}  to  the 
Medical  Staff  for  its  prompt  response  to  the  call  of  oharityj  to  the 
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IV     B.  M*  Z.  Woman's  Club  for  Its  whole-hearted  co-operation  on 

behalf  of  the  Home  and  Inmates;  to  the  Junior  Auxiliary  for  Its 
splendid  spirit  In  following  the  footsteps  of  the  parent  organization; 
and  to  everyone  who  was  Instrumental  In  doing  his  or  her  share  for  the 
betterment  of  conditions  In  the  Home  and  its  dependents. 

For  myself  I  wish  to  say  that  my  work  was  more  of  a  pleasure  than  a  duty. 
Hy  close  association  v/ith  all  of  you,  in  a  social  and  official  capacity, 
was,  to  me,  a  source  of  Incalculable  Joy  and  gladness. 

If  I  have  even  in  a' small  measure  succeeded  in  the  performance  of  my 
duties,  it  is  chiefly  due  to  the  uniform  courtesy,  the  helpful  co-operation 
and  useful  suggestions  of  the  entire  Board  and  all  associates*  Hy   sincere 
gratitude  Is  hereby  most  earnestly  rendered. 

May  we  continue  in  the  future  to  bring  sxmshine  cuid  happiness  to  those 
who  are  entrusted  to  our  care.  Let  us  use  our  efforts  in  the  coming  years 
as  in  the  past  in  perfect  candor  and  frankness;  let  us  avoid  friction  and 
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is  as  yet  so  essential  in  our  present  state  of  civilization;  the 
millennium  is  not  yet  in  sight,  for,  in  the  final  analysis,  there  is  more 
happiness  in  giving  than  in  receivings 

^Translator's  note*— B.  M.  Z#— Beth  Moshev  Zlceinlmr-(Home  for  the  Aged)^ 
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